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POTTED SUBASSEMBLIES
Chemical, mechanical and electronic engineers cooperated at Melpar, Inc. to produce these plug-in units comprising
complete circuits used in complex multi -tube equipment (see p 104)
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SO LONG? By W. C. White
Reasons for delays in converting an idea to a new product, and suggestions for

.

66
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EXACTING
PERFORMANCE

UNDER
CRITICAL CONDITIONS
To insure dependable circuits in your product.
specify the capacitors that perform reliably under
extremes of temperature and climate

-

These fixed mica dielectric receiving capacitors
maintain their reputation for dependable operation
under all conditions by passing rigid tests before
leaving the facrory. Tests include temperature ccì
efficient and capacitance drift, humidity, life, insanon resistance, etc. In addition these tiny cond sers
are sealed for salt water immersion. All this are
run at double their working voltage.

SO
Specify

ALWAYS

Pretested Capacitors by/El-Menco
k

THEY GIVE r"EXACTING
PERFORMAINCE UNDER

CRITICAL", CONDITIONS

CM 15 MINIATURE CAPACITOR

Actual Size 9/32"

x

1/2"

x

3/16"

For Television, Radio and other electronic

--

Applications

2
2

420 mmf. cap. at 500v DC ,A;
525 mmf. cap. a+ 300v DCvr

Temp. Co -efficient -7.50 parts per million
per degree C for most capacity values.
6 -do+ color coded.

THE ELEC?RO MOTIVE MFG. CO., Inc.

WILLIMANTIC

CONNECTICUT
Write on your
firm letterhead for
Catalog and Samples

riCOMOLDED

MICA

CAPACITORS

MICA TRIMMER

Foreign Radio and Electronic Manufacturers communicate direct with our Export Dept. at Willimantic,

ARCO ELECTRONICS, INC.,

Ç -nn.

135 Liberty St., New York, N. Y. Sole agent for jobbers and distribr
Septe
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AND NOW
THE MINIATURE STANDARD CELL
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Study this Specification
E .

M

.
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Write for literature.
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Top quality power tubes
for more than 25 years
BROADCAST engineers from coast to coast have

learned through the years to depend on Western
Electric tubes for long life and top quality perform ance.

Included in Western Electric's line are power tubes
and rectifiers for stations of every power, AM and FM.
Designed by Bell Telephone Laboratories, these tubes
are now manufactured for Western Electric by
Machlett Laboratories, Inc., another pioneer in the
deve=opment of electron tubes.
For full information on Western Electric tubes to
meet your station's needs, call your local Graybar
Representative or write Graybar Electric Co., 420
Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

-

- QUALITY COUNTS -

Western Electric
G oaY

DISTRIBUTORS: IN THE U.S.A.Graybar Electric Company. :N
CANADA-Northern Electric ComPanR Ltd.

Nature hasn't done it -but Fansteel Metallurgy does
in

Faste
ELECTRICAL CONTACTS
For Heavy Duty Services
Fansteel Metallurgy does what? It combines in a single FASTELL contact, the
high melting points, low arc erosion, non -welding properties of tungsten or
molybdenum, with the high conductivity and low contact surface resistance of
silver or copper. By Fansteel's exclusive techniques these metals are not alloyed,
not merely bonded, but actually integrated in correct proportion for the particular
heavy duty service.
With correct FASTELL contacts your product is assured against premature
failure due to arcing; against overheating or undue voltage drop due to contact
surface resistance. You will find a great improvement in conductivity, freedom
from welding, sticking, pitting or arc erosion. Long, dependable service life,
with economy.
Fansteel engineers will gladly assist users in any contact problem. Contact
assembly methods will be developed for any particular application. Arrangements may be made to have the complete assembly work done by Fansteel.
11304
Fansteel Metallurgical Corporation, North Chicago, Illinois.

PRODUCTS

&

SERVICES

INCLUDE:

ELECTRICAL CONTACTS
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
METALS: TANTALUM,TUNGSTEN

Fanstee!

MOLYBDENUM, COLUMBIUM

/F\

AN INDUSTRY
THAT SERVES
INDUSTRIES

COPPER BASE ALLOYS

-'"'"ANCE

\I/

WELDING

'PALS
5

^r, 1949
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Crowded chassis are

The smaller you make your electrical or electronic instruments and equipment, the bigger
your problems grow. But when you specify miniature IRC resistors you conserve space without
sacrificing efficiency, and miniaturization creates
no bottlenecks.
Because of our years of experience in the manufacture of resistors, IRC long ago foresaw the
trend to miniaturization-and prepared for it.
With the widest line of resistor types in the
industry, we are able now to supply miniature
components for most resistor applications.

TINY Type BTR were the
first miniature insulated resistors. Designed originally for the
wartime VT Fuze, they have since
been used with success in hearing
aids and similar circuits requiring
minimum size in a JAN approved

resistor. 1/3 watt rte'
ranges up to ?'
venient cous

www.americanradiohistory.com

tough

*A E
no bigger than a nickel, IRC Type
THIN As
Fingertip Control features a quiet element, simplified
Construction and a unique rotating cover and contactor
which permit ready resistance adjustment. It entirely eliminates the shaft, bushing and bulky knob of conventional -type
controls. Fcur point switch of similar design is also available.
Fully descrbed in IRC Catalog Bulletin A-1.
HB

UNITSwith active
M HHATURE
resistance section only %" long,
IRC Type MPM Resistors ore engineered for VHF and UHF applications. Available in resistance values
from 30 ohms to 1.0 megohm, at a power
rating of 1/4 watt. Excellent frequency characteristics are shown in the adjacent chart.
Write for Technical Dota Bulletin F-1.

.:

Ii: PI :1:4LI71rTi 1$4ÿ

4,100

...

1f
..d.

RAT

8

.A

-

.

-.--A.iG

POWER WIRE WOUND RESISTORS

provide a higher space -power ratio than
tubular types. Designed to satisfy requirements of high wattage dissipation
in limited space applications, they can
be mounted vertically 'or horizontally,
singly or in stacks. The lightweight construction of these flat units includes nonmagnetic mounting brackets which permit
easy installation and transfer of heat
to chassis. Flat FRW's are manufactured
in fixed and adjustable types. Bulletin C-1

-

D

30 OHMS 10

OHMS

200 OHMS -1

000 OHMS

AI
131.

`_ CI.

0.1 MEG.

DI

4

1

I

o MEG.
I

II

II

I

10

FREQUENCY iN MEGACYCLES

gives characteristics and specifications.

When you are cramped for standard
resistors in a hurry, IRC's Industrial
Service Plan gives you the speedy service you need. For small
orders of standard resistors for experimental work, pilot runs,
maintenance, simply call your local IRC Distributor. We'll
gladly send you his name and address.

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY
403 N. BROAD ST., PHILA. 8, PA.

INTERNATIONAL

ate-

CE

COMPANY
reiphia

Send

Precisions
Power Resistors
Insulated Composition Resistors
Low Wattage Wire Wounds
Voltage Dividers
Rheostats
Voltmeter Multipliers
Controls
Deposited Carbon Precistors
HF and High Voltage Resistors
Insulated Chokes

me

on

Flat FRW Resistors

[

the

items

checked

Fingertip Controls

Pi MPM

Resistors

Name and address of local IRC Distributor
NAME
TITLE

COMPANY

:o., Ltd., Toronto, licensee

ADDRESS

A

data

BTR Resistors

8, Pa.

J. r.AAxU!

additional

Vo..AnV:(.QEMP..

e
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below:

MAKE THIS TEST

-

The STABILINE Demonstrator, above left, was designed by our engineers to enable you to prove to yourself that regardless
of line or load variations standard 1/4 KVA STABILINE Type IE's, taken from stock at our distributors', perform as advertised. It works like this: The Demonstrator provides variable input voltage to the STABILINE Type IE51002 (right). It also
acts as a variable load. The left meter on the Demonstrator shows input voltage, variable from 95 to 135 yolts, applied to the
STABILINE. The right meter indicates load variations, in amperes, variable from 0 to 2.1 amps. The middle meter shows that
the output of the STABILINE remains constant regardless of line or load variations.
Make this test yourself. Write for the name and address of the Superior Electric distributor in your area. He'll show you how
and you can make this test yourself the Instantaneous Electronic STABILINE (Type IE) corrects line and/or load variations instantly, efficiently and dependably.

-

-

-

-

HERE'S

A 1few STABILINE TYPE IE
STABILINE Type IE51002R is specially designed for use when your
requirements call for a standard-rack -mounting voltage regulator. It's
compact measures 19" wide by 51/4" high by 131/8" deep gives
you the same dependable and maintenance-free service you get from

-

-

all Superior Electric STABILINES.
IE51002R

STABILINE VOLTAGE REGULATOR TYPE IE
RATINGS

Input
Voltage
Type

We've packed plenty of performance into
the well-organized, skillfully -constructed
1/4 KVA STABILINE Type IE51002R. It's
a standard model
for quick, easy, convenient rack -mounting. It possesses all the
superior inherent characteristics found in
all STABILINE IE's.

-

1E51002
IE51002R
1E51005
1E5101

1E5105
1E5202
1E151005
1E152005
1E15101
1E15201

Output
Voltage

Range

Range

95-135
95-135

110-120
110-120

95-135
95-135
95-135
195-255
95-135
195-255
95-135
195-255

110-120
110-120
110-120
220-249
110-120
220-240
110-120
220-240

Frequency Load Range
in
in
Cycles
Amperes
60
10%
0-2.1
60
10%
0-2.1
60
10%
0-4.3
60 ± 10%
0-8.5
60
10%
0-43.5
60
10%
0-11.0
50
10%
0-4.3
50
10%
0-2.1
50 ± 10%
0-8.5
50
10%
0-4.3

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

Load Power Rated
Factor
Output
Range
KVA
+.5 to .9
.25
+.5 to
.25
+.5 to
.5
+.5 to .9 1.0
+.5 to .9 5.0
+.5 to .9 2.5
+.5 to .9
.5

--.9
-.9
---

+.5 to .9
+.5 to -.9
+.5 to -.9

.5

1.0
1.0

Only in STABILINE Type IE's will you find the following characteristics to meet your need for dependable, conservatively
rated automatic voltage regulation: Completely electronic operation
Waveform distortion never exceeding 3%
Stabilization of ± 0.1 of 1% of preset value
Regulation of ± 0.15 of 1% for any load current change from zero to full load, or any
load power factor change from 0.5 lagging to 0.9 leading.
WRITE TODAY FOR
COMPLETE INFORMATION

4099 MEADOW

STREET

BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT
POWERSTAT VARIABLE TRANSFORMERS

VOLTBOX A -C POWER SUPPLY

8

STABILINE

September,
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*TORCOFILTOWN, Tor -co -

'

.,\."

.
`

fil' -town - - n. Toroidal Coils
and Filters of Outstanding
Quality and Performance as
produced by Burnell & Co.,
Exclusive. Manufacturers of
Communication Network Components.

Consistent with our claim that we are: specialists in the field of audio filters and

related networks, we are continually

expanding our range of products to satisfy
nearly every application that requires filters. Our intense development program has
made it possible for us to lead the way in
the manufacture of sub -miniature types as
well as many others up to and including
crystal filters. We have made great strides
toward simplifying the design and manufacturing problems of crystal filters which
have formerly been the primary cause for
their high cost. This has made them more
readily available for applications which
could not formerly afford them.
We take pride in the assistance we have
been able to render our customers in solution of their problems and can assure you
that your inquiries will receive the same
prompt and detailed attention as do your
ordere.

e

ea.p.if

Aivuteil
YONKERS

2,

NEW

fORK

EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS D'
www.americanradiohistory.com

ALL TYPES ARE AVAILABLE
HERMETICALLY SEALED

COMPONENTS

1?\/EI2E kN0W

ftOV"

madE premium metal

unnecessary!

Federal Noark NTPS Panelboard, made
by the Federal Electric Products Company,
Newark 5, N. J.

Showing the sure-contact spring in switch
assembly.

These are the three cur-

rent -carrying parts.

Iince

in a while Revere

recommends that

a

customer

switch to a metal that costs more
per pound, because its use will
make the finished part more efficient or less costly. On the other
hand, sometimes economy can be
achieved by specifying a non premium metal. It all depends
upon the nature of the finished
part, the fabrication methods, and
the conditions of use. Take this
Federal Noark Type NTPS panel board, a combination fuse block
and circuit switch. The contact
fingers in this originally were to
be made of a special spring alloy
carrying a premium of about 13¢
per pound. The question was
asked, naturally enough, if this
was absolutely necessary. Federal
and the Revers Technical Advisory
Service collaborated closely, and
it was decided that electrolytic
copper should be perfectly satisfactory if supplied in the proper
temper, hardness and grain size.
Samples as recommended by the

Revere Technical Advisory Service were tested rigidly, and were
found to perform perfectly. Revere
is proud of this example of constructive collaboration with a customer, especially since the panel board is meant for heavy-duty
light and power control, handling
30 amperes. Operation is exceptionally fast, due to a powerful
spring -actuated make and break,
which reduces or eliminates arcing. There are only three current
carrying parts, each heavy and
rugged for trouble -free service.
... Revere will be glad to cooperate with you in a mutual search
for the non-ferrous metal that will
be most economical in your

product.

RIMER!

COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED
Founded by Paul Revere in 1801

230 Park Avenue, New York 17, New York
Mills" Baltimore, Md.; Chicago
Mich.; Los Angeles and D"
New Bedford, M
Sales

Qfh^r

Disti',

Septet.-
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11.1
THE ONLY

WORLD'S FINEST
CORED

MADE

3

SOLDER

CORE

WITH

FLUl1

ERSIN

ORIGINAL

THE

SOLDER

NON -CORROSIVE

EXTRA - ACTIVE
FLUX

TECHNICAL
ADVANTAGES
MULTICORE SOLDER
Three separate cores of
ftux eliminate possibility
of no flux in a portion of

the wire, which may
occur in single cored
solder. Guaranteed con-

of the flux
stream prevents " dry
joints, i.e. those having
high electrical resistance.

tinuity

Although there are three
cores of flux in Multicore.
the total percentage of
flux to solder is less than
many single cored solders

Very rapid melting results from the multiple
core construction which
provides thinner walls of
solder than are found in
same gauge single cored
solder.

Multicore's unique properties make perfect
joints possible on difficult metals and alloys,
even if oxidised.
Ability to tin rapidly
produces perfect joints
with less solder. Greater

PROVEN

coverage per pound.

BY

USE

ERSIN FLUX

ASSEMBLY

DECADE

Ersin Flux is exclusive to

A

FOR

THE

ON

LINES

OF MANUFACTURERS

Multicore and will not be
found in any other solder.
It is a high grade, water
white rosin, homogeneously activated.

OF

THE

FINEST

ELECTRONIC

a vigorous
fluxing action and posnon
-corrosive
sesses the
and protective features
of the original rosin.

Ersin Flux has

EQUIPMENT

Soldered joints made
with Ersin Flux do not
corrode even after prolonged exposure to any
degree of humidity. It
has been tested under
climatic conditions ranging from the Arctic to
the Tropics.

IMITATED
FLUX AND
IN
CONSTRUCTION

BUT

Ersin Flux reduces the
surface tension of molten
solder, causing it to wet
metals rapidly, increasing
speed of operation with

resultant

1

NEVER'

EQUALLED!

"

There is hardly anything in this world that

production

some man cannot make
a little worse and sell a
little cheaper and the

economies.
Free from objectionable
odor. Non-toxic in use.

people who consider
only price are this
man's lawful prey,"
®
RUSKIN

Leaves nothing but pure
rosin on the work after
soldering, and may be
wherever
plain
used

rosin is specified. Complies with all pertinent
Federal Specifications.

Address U.S.A. and Canadian inquiries to

BRITISH

INDUSTRIES

CORP.

315, Broadway, New York 7, N.Y.

Inquiries regarding other territories to:

LTD.
MULTICORE SOLDERS
W.I, Eigland
Mellier House, Albemarle Street, London,

You don't get "Lost in the Shuffle" when you
Come to INDIANA for PERMANENT MAGNETS
INDIANA, the nation's largest producer of permanent magnets, assures
the fastest customer service by having
all departments and facilities combined
at one location. Prompt engineering
recommendations always reflect the
latest in research. Orders are entered,
executed, and shipped as one responsibility. Thus, INDIANA does business
man-to-man, and buyers like it.
YOU SAVE VALUABLE TIME

That's why-whether your job

is

standard or "special"; whether you
want design suggestions or quick quotations; whether you're placing orders

or checking delivery-you can look to
INDIANA for on -the -spot service and
genuine personal interest.
YOU PROFIT MANY WAYS

When you deal with INDIANA, it's
like adding the finest facilities as a department in your own organizationpattern making; casting; sintering; heat
treating; finishing; magnetizing-plus
technical knowledge with experience
and foresight. You get helpful aid in
designing to cut costs . . . uniform
high energy for every application . . .
magnets that are right. It pays to call
in INDIANA. Do it now!

A request on your business letterhead will bring you
INDIANA'S 32 page Permanent Magnet Design
Manual. Please ask for Book 4E-99.

INDIANA'S wide
variety of magnet
alloys permits precise
selection for all uses.
CAST
I, II, III,

Alnico

IV, V, VI, XII

Cobalt
Cunico

Indalloy
SINTERED

Alnico II, IV,
Indalloy
Vectolite

V

DUCTILE

Cunico
Cunife I,

INDIANA
PERMANENT
MAGNETS

II

Silmanal

Every INDIANA Permanent Magnet is
designed and produced in this modern
plant at Valparaiso, where INDIANA
has been located for more than 40 years.

FORMED

Chrome
Cobalt
Tungsten

THE INDIANA STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY
VALPARAISO, INDIANA
SPECIALISTS

IN

Sales Offices Coast to Coast

"PACKAGED

2

E

N

E

R

G

Y"

S
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ADVENTURES IN ELECTRONIC DESIGN

--------

OTHER MODEL 2
RADIOHM CONTROLS

Left: plain type. Right: plain
type -concentric shaft, twin
with taps.
é,

Left: switch type-with taps.
Right: switch type-twin.

ALL MODEL 2 CONTROLS ARE 'hfl' IN DIAMETER

HERE THEY ARE

!

Centralab's Model 2 Radiohm Controls.

Designed by skilled Centralab engineers, these new quality
controls are used in television, radio, sound, motion picture
and other electronic equipment. Precision -built with a special composition resistance material securely bonded to a
high quality phenolic base, they give you lower noise level
examine the new CRL Model 2
longer life. Yes
Radiohms and see why it will pay you to use these finer controls in the equipment you manufacture. See how Model 2's

...

-

erig1ab
N

INC.

-

RATED AT

1/2

WATT.

how
clinched terminals insure firm, positive connections. See
1
8
and
(5,
switches
basic
Model 2's complete line of 3
flexibility
real
for
amp.) gives you 24 switch combinations
in application and design. See how Model 2's tap positions
wiring
at 371/2, 50 and 621/2 percent of rotation simplify
of
advantages
outstanding
the
of
check all
problems. Yes
and
you'll
Controls
2
Radiohm
Centralab's fine new Model
inagree they're the right controls for you. For complete
direct.
write
or
representative
formation, see your Centralab

-

DEVELOPMENTS THAT CAN HELP

Milwaukee
www.americanradiohistory.com

YOU

Centralab reports to

CRL's
1. Switch

-

Model 2 Radiohm

-

with positive detent in both on and o6
positions. Terminals
with surfaces elevated to eliminate
danger of shorting to cover legs ... Vs" hole diameter for
simplified wiring... hot tin dipped for easy soldering ...
mechanical lock to prevent loosening in soldering operations.
2. Cadmium plated steel corer complete.y shields resistor.
3. Insulator's high dielectric strength permits breakdown
test at 1000 volts R. M. S. Dust and dirt can't get in.
4. Stop, of cup design, provides superio- switch shielding
. . . gives you excellent torque
strength without distortion.
5. High grade laminated phenolic sho= maintains high
insulation resistance (under humidity conditions.)
6. Contact Spring gives you double wiping contacts on both
resistor and center terminal ring
. is accurately formed
to maintain uniform pressures and minimize noise.
7. Electra tin-plated terminals provide sold zring ease. Tightly
crimped, terminals give you direct contact tc resistor ... assure

Pentode Couplate consists of plate
lead and grid resistors, plate by-pass
and coupling capacitors. Minimum
soldered connections speed production.

the Control for You!

constant contact under humidity and soldering conditions.
8. Resistor is made of special resistance material bonded
to high quality phenolic for smooth operation, low noise
level, outstanding humidity characteristics.
9. Cadmium -tipped renter terminal provides easy soldering
good shelf life without oxidation. Adequately lubricated for good rotation life, center terminal is finished
to give you smooth take-off . . . minimum noise.
10. Laminated phenolic base maintains high insulation
resistance (under humidity conditions. )
11. Cadmium -plated steel ground plate assures positive
grounded cover.
12. Cadmium -plated steel bushing is accurately finished
and fit to shaft for smooth rotation.
13. Retaining ring.
14. Shaft. Unlimited variations available to meet your
specifications.

This is the new CRL Vertical Integrator Network used in TV sets.
Variations of this Centralab Network
are available on special order.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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3

In its Lever
antees a t- 'n
cycles. He

sive new

Centralab
n

life

o,

'

Electronic Industry

4

6

-

-

plain
Model "1" Radiohm control
is no larger than
and switch types
a dime. Especially designed for miniature applications.

5

For by-pass or coupling applications,
check Centralab's original line of ceramic disc Hi-Kaps. Disc Hi-Kaps are
smaller than a dime!

left, are the most
Centralab's TC (Temperature Compensating) Tubular Hi -Kaps, no variation due
practically
there's
-Kaps,
Hi
TC
With
available.
stable capacitors
where temperato aging or changes in temperature or humidity. For applications
right.
Hi
-Kaps,
BC
Tubular
use
unimportant,
is
ture compensation

Hi -Vo -Kaps are filter and by-pass
capacitors combining high voltage,
small size and variety of terminal
connections to fit most TV needs.

'entralab's development of a revolutionary, new Slide Switch gives you improved
short
and FM

saves valuable space, allows
ion to coils, reduced lead inductances for increased efficiency
iencies. CRL Slide Switches are rugged and dependable.

---.nce! Flat, horizontal design

www.americanradiohistory.com

8

CRL's new Tubular Trimmers come
in 3 basic types, 3 capacity ranges.
Tinnerman locknut and adjusting
screw available on special request.

Great step forward in switching is
CRL's New Rotary Coil and Cam Index Switch. Its coil spring gives you
smoother action, longer life;

-1

IMPORTANT BULLETINS FOR YOUR TECHNICAL LIBRARY!
-ÓFR:tbilc¡ lRfYifw

-

ROTART sMIITCp

cr

;lee

9A`REF

,.

if

-Wl

PENTODfCOMUbURT
O 9FODi1<O"á9RObVCv

átii

.I

-

eºRDDUCF'VREY
the Amps(

...

(l(

P

jEW

1HE;pOUpLATE

{

List!

Choose From This

-----

973
42-6
999

Centralab Printed Electronic Circuits

plate.

42-9

42-3

42-4
42-10
695
981

42-18
814
975

--

AMPEC
three -tube P. E. C. amplifier.
COUPLATE
P. E. C. interstage coupling plate.
PENTODE COUPLATE
specialized P. E. C. coupling
FILPEC

-

Printed Electronic Circuit filter.

970
995
722

Centralab Switches
SLIDE SWITCH

cuits.

-

capacitors for use wher
temperature compensation is unimportant.
BC Disc HI-KAPS-miniature ceramic BC capacitors.
HI -Vo -KAPS
high voltage capacitors for TV application.
CERAMIC TRIMMERS
CRL trimmer catalog.
HI -Vo -KAPS
capacitors for TV application. For
jobbers.
TC CAPACITORS
temperature compensating capacitors.
CAPACITORS
high -voltage capacitors.
FT 1-11 -KAPS
feed-thru capacitors.

- --

42-7

697

720

--

applies to AM and FM switching cir-

LEVER SWITCH
ROTARY SWITCH
SWITCH CATALOG

switches.

Centralab Capacitors
BC TUBULAR HI-KAPS

--

953

Centralab Controls
MODEL

"1"

RADIOHM

produced control.
VARIABLE RESISTORS

Resistors.

-world's

-

smallest commercially

full facts on CRL Variable

Centralab Ceramics

CERAMIC CATALOG

ucts.

26

shows indexing combinations.
schematic application diagrams.
facts on CRL's complete line of

-

CRL's steatite and ceramic prod-

General

GENERAL CATALOG

Combines Centralab's line of
products for jobber, ham, experimenter, serviceman or
industrial user.

Look to CENTRALAB in 1949! First in component

research that means lower costs for the electronic
you're planning new equipment, let Cen_tralab's sales and engineering
service work with you. For
complete information on all CRL products, get in tcuch with your Centralab Representative.
Or write direct.

industri.

If

CENTRALAB

243

Division of Globe -Union Inc.
900 East Keefe Aver ue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

'

Yes-I would like to have
973

42-6

999
Name
Address

r

City

the CRI bulletins, checked below, for my technical library!

El 42-3

695

D 953
D 814

42-4

981

975

42.9

42-18

42-10

3

722

720

970

42-7

26

995

697

,
,
111

TEAR OUT COUPON
for the Bulletins you want

,
Division of GLOBE -UNION INC.

Stn,
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V 225
THE TESTED

LEAD-INIME
»OSSet

6de$

Since late in 1947 Anaconda ATV* 225 Shielded
Lead -In Lines have been in operation in various
sections of the United States.

f

Comparative results are now conclusive. ATV 225
means no more weather interference, no more moisture, or dirt troubles, no "snow," no "ghosts," no re radiation from nearby installations, auto, truck or

airplane ignition.
In a word, pictures are clear and clean as never before. And because service call-backs are negligible,
(instead of ruinous) there's more time for selling sets.
And there's lots of replacement business on out-ofdate, unshielded lead-in lines ... with scientific, time tested ATV 225. It's now generally available. Order
today.

Specifically, ATV 225 offers:
High impedance-matches receiver input circuit.
2. Extremely high signal to noise ratio.
3. Low attenuation-full signal strength.
1.

4. Stable performance and long life under

all

weather conditions.
5. Fire

resistant-meets Underwriters' requirements.
without change in electrical

6. Operates in conduit

properties.
4014¡

lteg. U. S.

Pat. Off.

**ratent Applied for.

ANACONDA WIRE at CABLE COMPANY
25 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 4, N. Y.

i7

eber, 1949
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Hermetically Sealed

Multiple Leaf

Latching

Large Telephone

Pei+er

wtiti

LEADING SUPPLIER OF RELAYS TO INDUSTRY

Medium Telep

Plaie C rouit

Power

PRESENTING TH_ SJPER MIDGET RELAY
An exclusive Potter & Srumfield developmentMot.,r Starting

an ultra small relay with wide application

-

possibi, ities. -Free variations
corn pare size will he candy drcps.

Sensitive

.Med Jm Power

Shock Proof

YES, Potter and Brumfield

is the leading supplier of
relays to industry and offers a wide line of general purpose
relays for rearly every application.
We are tooled for many more standard relays and each
is offered in a full range of contact combinations and coil
specifications, or we can modify or build specials to your

"Y

requiremens. There are Potter & Brumfield sales engineering offices in all prioripal cities. P&B standard relays are
available at your ocal electronics parts distributor.
Write fo FREE 24 -page RELAY CATALOG or send us
your specifications for recommendation and quotation.

Pafer &CP/M44/191
Factory at Pr;ncefon, Indiana

18

General Purpose

Midget Telephone

549 'NEST WASHINGTON BOULEVARD, CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS
Export: 2020 Engineering Building., Chicago 6, Illinois, U.S.A.

September,

DRIVER -HARRIS

Wire and Ribbon

Resistor and Radio Alloys
FOR RESISTANCE

There are Driver-Harris Alloys for every electrical resistance requirement.
Most widely used are:
Nichrome* and Nichrome* V, for winding large value resistors where
overall size is limited, but dependability is a must.
. Manganin, for fixed stability and constant resistance under normally
variable operating conditions; examples being precision bobbins,
potentiometers, National Bureau of Standards type resistance standards.
Advance*, most frequently specified for precision resistors in electric
meters and laboratory testing devices, because in its finer sizes it has a
temperature coefficient of only ±.00002/°C.
. . . Karma*, high ohmage, 800 ohms/cmf at 20°C., makes possible
extremely small resistors. Especially suitable for service in resistors
requiring negligible temperature coefficient of resistance. Thermal e.m.f.
against copper only .002 millivolts 1°C. between 0°C. and 100°C. Where
mechanical strength is important, larger diameter Karma wire can be
used for a given resistance per foot.
. Plus a total of more than 80 electrical heat and corrosion -resistant
alloys which singly, or in combination fill any electrical resistance

isseAA,

...

vizA/

specifications.

FOR RADIO

Always abreast of the latest developments in radio metallurgy, Driver Harris has been headquarters for Radio Alloys since the earliest days of
the industry. In greatest demand are:
Nickel and Nichrome*, for plate strip. Thin but rigid, they take a
tightly adhering heat radiation coat.
especially
. Gridnic* Alloys, having a very low electron emission
suitable in tubes where back -emission is involved.
. Cathode Sleeve Material: special melted Nickel Alloys to meet any
emission requirements.
Other widely accepted D -H Alloys, meeting or exceeding most radio
specifications are: Nilvart, #42 Alloy, #52 Alloy, and Nickel "A"

-

- Driver-Harris

For efficiency and dependability
Specify Electrical Resistance and Radio Alloys by

COMPANY

NEW JERSEY

HARRISON
\NCHES: Chicago

The

Detroit

B. GREENING WIRE

San Francisco
Angeles
COMPANY, LTD., Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

Cleveland

Los

www.americanradiohistory.com

Seattle

Ì ' Trade Mark

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Designed for Application

MU METAL SHIELDS
The James Millen Mfg. Co. Inc. has for many years
specialized in the production of magnetic metal cathode
ray tube shields for the entire electronics industry,
supplying magnetic metal shields to manufacturing
companies, laboratories and research organizations.
Stock shields are immediately available for all of the
more popular sizes and types of cathode ray tubes as
well as bezels for 2", 3" and 5" size tubes.

Many production problems, however, make desirable
special shields designed in conjunction with the specialized requirement of the basic apparatus. Herewith, are
illustrated a number of such custom built shields. Our
custom design and fabrication department is at the
service of our customers for the development and manufacture of magnetic metal shields of either nicoloi or
mumetal for such specialized applications.

Millen magnetic metal shields are illustrated and
described in the new printing of our Laboratory Equipment catalogue, a copy of which will be mailed upon
request.

JAMES MILLEN
MAIN OFFICE

MFG. CO., INC.
AND FACTORY

MALDEN, MASSACHUSETTS, U. S. A.

20
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TRANSFORMERS AT

WORK-JAN

Why JAN?
For many years the manufacture of
transformers was controlled by individual manufacturer's ingenuity
and ability together with his customer's desires and requirements.
Inevitably there were as many different constructions and variations
for any one type of transformer as
there were manufacturers and customers. Each design duplicated
the function of another and yet, no
two were physically interchangeable.

This became most obvious at the
beginning of the last war for each
branch of the government services
had its own specification for components -transformers as well as all
other electronic components.
Development of new equipment,
production on existing designs, and
replacement of parts for existing
equipment all presented their own
problems when it came to duplication and interchange of supplies.
Standardization was imperative!

How JAN?
Therefore, the Standards Agency
was established by the Armed
Forces to correlate manufacturing
procedures and devise one best design for a particular job-satisfactory to all military arms, readily
available and always interchangeable.
Transformers created a much
greater problem than other components due to the many styles and
variations in existence, nevertheless
standard specifications for the various components, including transformers, were devised by the
Standards Agency thru study, development and constant testing.

Thru extensive research in new
products and methods, we, at Kenyon, are able to produce high quality transformers, in accordance
with the JAN Specification for
transformers, namely JAN -T-27.

If you have any questions on JAN
Transformers, do not hesitate to
call upon Kenyon's engineering
staff.

What does

-

Lk \. mean to you today?

KENYON gives you the complete story on JAN.
Since the inception of Joint Army and Navy specifications, KENYON has built JAN -type transformers for leading manufacturers throughout the country.

Now

For more than 20 years, the KENYON

"K"

has been a

sign of skillful engineering, progressive design and
sound construction.

-

Consult our engineering staff today on your JAN probat no obligation to you. Call or write now for
lems
a representative.

Kunvon
TRANSFORMER 'CO., Inc.
840 BARRY

STREET

NEW YORK 59, N. Y.
21
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ALNICO 5 DG
VERSION OF PROVEN MAGNET
NOW OFFERS GREATER
AVAILABLE ENERGY
THAN EVER BEFORE

Now-the G -E Alnico

5 DG permanent.magnet offers manufacturers greater
available energy than ever before! Results of the continuing program of
G. E. research and development-a change in the manufacturing process
which aligns the crystal strdcture of the magnet in the direction of magnetization-has been incorporated in the product of Alnico 5 DG.

AVAILABLE IN CAST FORM, ALNICO 5 DG NOW OFFERS
MANUFACTURERS THESE ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES:

Reduction in the size of magnetic
frame, with corresponding cost
reduction possibilities.

Use of smaller amounts of magnets to do the same job.

Reduction in equipment weightopening new design and production savings possibilities.

Available from production, cast Alnico 5 DG is ready to provide manufacturers of
radio speakers, magnetic separators, meters, instruments, and other industrial products with the greatest external energy and residual induction of any permanent
magnetic material known to us today.
22

September
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OUTSTANDING IMPROVEMENTS
IN PERMANENFMAGNEI MATERIALS

Here is the Alnico 5 DG compared with
Alnico 5. Note the directional
grain structure that imparts a greater
energy potential. Note the reduction
of size in Alnico 5 DG.
Alnico 5

Alnico 5 DG

--:.

--:------¡-- IN

Hysteresis and energy curves for Alnico 5 DG.

NEW

and

IN

Hysteresis and energy curves for Alnico 7.

ALNICO 7

Here is a new permanent magnet specifically developed by G. E. for applications
where a high demagnetization force is present. In such applicatio.ns as motors, generators, and variable air gap devices, new Alnico 7 shows a higher coercive force
than any other grade of Alnico.
information on these magnets or others in the G -E permanent magnet line,
please write on your company letterhead to Section 14-9, Chemical Department,
General Electric Company, Pittsfield, Mass.
For more

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
23

mber. 1949
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PURITY IN POWER CONVERSION

with BRADLEY
SELENIUM
RECTIFIERS

Developed after five years of research, the Bradley
Vacuum Process insures low cost selenium rectifiers
with uniformity of rating. Power conversion is predictable, accurate and efficient. Improved product
performance is assured.
The Bradley Vacuum Process removes impurities
from the selenium and simultaneously prevents contamination during manufacture. Every production
operation is precisely controlled no hidden variables that necessitate exhaustive post -production in -

spection for uncertainties. Bradley Selenium Rectifiers perform according to rating.

Bradley makes selenium rectifiers to meet practically every power conversion need. A complete
line of copper oxide rectifiers is also available. Our
engineers will be glad to work with you on the
selection or development of the right rectifier for
your application. We can move fast on special
requirements.

-

USES

H, GH

CURRENse

11X-Series

Bradley

TheSe

Recti-

MEDIUM POWER USES

provide
fiers
fiers P iciency
good efabillty.
st

HIGH

ond
up to
Rotea ndsoi on`'

`raseOE

8_Ser,es

thouso

pees.
SE

11 -Series

Rated from 50 ma up, these recti-

fiers are available hermetically
sealed or protectively coated. Excellent thermal characteristics,
economical in size and weight.

Provide rectifiers
ficiency maximumoreah
designed
With
rating
model
to
and
--SE-8t,minimumg
del
is smallest
efFis

a
of

llest ompletely ealedsize ma

WRITE FOR YOUR COPY

"The

Bradley

Line", booklet

pH0

showing many additional rectifier

convert Phot°cells
teY

BRADLEY LABORATORIES, INC.
STREET,

NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT

24
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and photocell models.
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ronge

and
_

A BETTER

FOR EQUIPMENTS

TUBE

USING TYP

E

892

ML -5668
(With Automatic -Seal Water Jacket)*

DEVELOPED
FOR

BY MACHLETT

10-20 KW ELECTRONIC

HEATING EQUIPMENT
WL

*Provides instant tube replacement

without use of tools.

The ML -5668 is "custom-made" to the requirements of R. F. Heating
service. For this purpose it is superior in every respect-mechanical
and electrical-to the 892 type, which heretofore has been the only
tube available for these sockets. Like the ML -5666, (water-cooled
version of the ML -5667), its design reflects the result of Machlett's
analysis of the operating conditions electron tubes must satisfy to
give satisfactory industrial service.
Replacement of tube 892 by the ML -5668 will assure you betterand lower cost-tube performance.
ML -5606

HERE'S WHY THE ML -5668

WILL GIVE YOU SUFERIOR
LOWER -COST

PERFORMANCE

Specially processed heavy -wall anode.
Increased plate dissipation capabilityno hot -spotting or anode puncture due
to transient overloads.

Completely new and ruggediz sd electrode structure. Minimizes possibility
of inter-element shorts resu tint; from
rough handling or vibration.

This tube is designed to super
cede type 892 in R. F. Heating
equipments and directly replaces
it without equipment modifications. The ML -5606 incorporates
all of the features of the ML 5668 except that it is provided
with a standard type 892 anode
to fit existing 892 sockets.
-

Ko-rar seals. Insure stress -free, sturdier
metal -glass seals. Danger of breakage
reduced over 75%. More stalle internal

structures.
Machlett high voltage, high umperaturn exhaust. Cleanest possible internal
parts-your assurante agair st tube
gaminess and flash -arcing, vh.eh lead
to early tube failure.

Machlett has developed a complete line of improved tubes for a
wide range of power applications. These tubes and full details regarding their advantages in industrial service over standard communication types may be obtained from the Graybar Electric Company. If
you are contemplating the use of electronic heating or merely replacing tubes in present equipment, we suggest you contact your nearest

Improved filament design eliminating
trorblesome guides and tensirnsprings.
Balanced magnetic stress cotttróutes to
uniform evaporation and langer filament life.

Graybar office.

MACHLETT LABORATORIES, INC.
Springdale, Conn.

MaCHLE14.
TRnN
ICC

OVER

50

YEARS

OF

ELECTRON

TUBE

EXPERIENCE

25
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MITCHELL-RAND

features...

N
Iextremely low in cost

VERY HIGH BREAKING STRENGTH

WILL NOT STRETCH OR SHRINK

WILL NOT ROT

...
Manufacturers of electrical apparatus and
appliances, repair and maintenance departments and rewind shops will find MIRAGLAS*
CORDS ideal wherever a low-cost high quality binder twine or high strength tension
member is required for .. .

RESISTS OILS, CORROSIVE FUMES
AND MOST ACIDS
GOOD MOISTURE RESISTANCE

IAND

IS THE LOWEST -COST CORDAGE

ON THE MARKET

COMBINING ALL

THESE ADVANTAGES

-

MIRAGLAS* CORDS are made
by plying fine, strong, flexible
fiberglas (filaments of glass)
into twines ranging in size from
.014" to .154" in diameter and
available either treated or untreated. Treatments: oil, neoprene or wax.

* Woven

banding field and armature coils...
wrapping string bands on small armatures
... protecting front of commutator V -ring .. .
reset strings...tying slot insulation ... binding on V -ring extension... filling in winding
coils ... lashing ends of coils in large motors
and generators and when wax -treated
for assembling and tying wire harnesses.

of fiberglas

For MIRAGLAS* CORDS as for all other ELECTRICAL
INSULATIONS you can depend upon MITCHELL RAND "Electrical Insulation Headquarters" since 1889.

ITCHÉLL-BAUD INSULATION CO. Inc
A PARTIAL LIST OF M -R PRODUCTS: FIBERGLAS VARNISHED TUBING, TAPE AND CLOTH
INSULATING PAPERS
FRICTION TAPE AND SPLICE
AND TWINES CABLE FILLING AND POTHEAD COMPOUNDS
TRANSFORMER COM
FIBERGLAS SATURATED SLEEVING
ASBESTOS SLEEVING AND TAPE
VARNISHED CAMBRIC CLOTH AND
POUNDS
MICA PLATE, TAPE, PAPER, CLOTH, TUBING
FIBERGLAS BRAIDED SLEEVING
TAPE
COTTON TAPES, WEBBINGS AND
INSULATED VARNISHES OF ALL TYPES
EXTRUDED PLASTIC TUBING
SLEEVINGS IMPREGNATED VARNISH TUBING

26
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ELECTRON''

CYCLO-TROL

REGISTER
The CYCLO-TROT* Register is the latest

addition to the well-

known line of Cyclotron Impulse Registers. The same principle
of operation which has gained for these registers such wide use
and recognition is applied in this new unit to provide accurate
control over a wide range of mechanical cycles.
The CYCLO-TROL Register has two calibrated dials which can
be instantly set by means of shaft thumbscrews to any number
from 0 to 10,000. When pulsed by an external circuit, the
CYCLO-TROL continues to register until the preset number of
counts is reached. At this point, CYCLO-TROL's output circuit
is completed and a contact is made to external circuit, thus

APPLICATIONS OF CYCLO-TROL REGISTER
The CYCLO-TROL Register is made

applications of this new

actuating, as desired, operation under control.
The CYCLO-TROL can be reset to original setting by merely
pressing the button on top of register. By this simple step, repeat
cycles of control can be secured as many times as desired.

SPECIFICATIONS AND SPECIAL FEATURES
Counting Rate:

60 impulses per second maximum

Power Source:
Power Supplied to
Impulse Contact:

115 volts A.C.

Output Circuit:
Dimensions:
Weight:

50 volts D.C. (direct or to auxiliary relay)
7"x 4"x 4" high
5 pounds (approx.)

available because of

insistent demand from users of other types of Cyclotron
Specialties Registers. Here are only a few of the many

unit-

*
*
predetermined number of
* Ideal for coil winding machines.

Counting problems involving positive, accurate control
over any number of revolutions or cycles up to 10,000.
Electrical circuits may be opened or closed at any
counts.

The exact num-

ber of turns can be preset and machine stopped at

exact point, making possible any number of identical
coils. Operator needn't watch counter...his attention
can be concentrated on winding.
Trode Mark
Immediate

Delivery

in Reasonable

Quantities

110 volts D.C.-self-contaiined

Made by the

Manufacturers of
these Famous
Impulse Registers

" °CTRONICS -

27
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(Model 901) PORTABLE

TEST

INSTRU-

MENTS available in DC, Model 901and AC, Model 904, single and multiple

ranges of wide coverage. Excellent
scale readability and shielding. Accuracy within /2 of 1%.

line of sensitive
relays including the Model 705 which
provides positive control at levels as
low as Y2 microampere. Non -chattering magnetic contacts handle up to
10 watts at 120 volts.
SENSITIVE RELAYS a

INSTRUMENTS
AND SIMPLIFY
TO SPEED
PRODUCTION
ELECTRONIC
AND MAINTENANCE
many specialized
but a few of the
all designed to
Illustrated are
WESTON
from
instruments available
electronic
electrical and
For
simplify and speed-up testing, and maintenance.
production
or write
installations,
local representative,
details, see your
InstrumentÑCorpkrations Jersey.
Weston Electrical
Avenue,
618 Frelinghuysen

(Model 622) ULTRA -SENSITIVE INSTRUMENTS portable DC and AC Thermo
instruments for precision measurement
of potentials and minute currents involving electronics, thermo-couples or
laboratory research.

(Model 798) MULTI -PURPOSE TUBE CHECKER offering provision for testing
Receiving Tubes Voltage Regulator
Tubes-Light Duty Thyratron Tubes such

-

as 2A4 -6D4-884-885-2051. Scale is
calibrated "Good -Bad" as well as in

mutual conductance range.

...

PANEL and SWITCHBOARD INSTRUMENTS a complete

line of instruments

in all types, sizes and ranges required
for switchboard and panel needs
.

..

including DC, AC power frequencies
and radio frequency, rectifier types
and D.B. meters.

MIN---4#ee

CHICAGO

CHARLOT TE
BUFFALO
HOUSTON
.T
BOSTON
DENVER
DALLAS
ALBANYN ATLANEV
ANGELES
LOS
ROCK
LITTLE
NEW YORK
CINCINNATI
ORLEANS
KNOXVILLE
NEW
NEWARK
JACKSONVILLE
ROCHESTER
PITTSBURGH
MINNEAPOLIS
PHOENIX
TULSA
MERIDEN
SYRACUSE
PHILADELPHIA
LTD.
ST. LOUIS
DEVICE
ORLANDO
SEATTLE
POWERLITE
LTD.,
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(Model 785) INDUSTRIAL CIRCUIT
TESTER a versatile, portable tester for
laboratory or maintenance needs,
where an ultra -sensitive instrument is
required. Provides 27 AC and DC voltage, AC and DC current, and resistance
ranges. (DC sensitivity 20,000 ohms

per volt.)

(Model 697) VOLT -OHM MILLIAMone of a line of pocket-size
meters, Model 697 combines a selection of AC and DC voltage, DC current,
and resistance ranges. Ideal for maintenance testing and many inspection
requirements.
METER

(Model 779, Type 1) SUPER -SENSITIVE
ANALYZER small, light, compact, 26
range Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter with S
DC voltage ranges, sensitivity of 1000
or 20,000 ohms per volt. AC tempera-

ture compensated. Self-contained
power supply. Ideal for many produc-

(Model 769) ELECTRONIC ANALYZER
incorporating a conventional VoltOhm-Milliammeter with self-contained
power source-a high -impedance electronic Volt -Ohmmeter using 115 volt,
60 cycle power-a stable, probe -type,
Vacuum Tube Voltmeter, for use to 300

tion and test requirements.

megacycles.
September, 1940
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WINDING HORIZONTAL SWEEP COILS
FOR TELEVISION RECEIVERS
FOUR COILS WOUND AT ONCE ON

UNIVERSAL NO. 84 MACHINE

The tremendous interest in television all over the country has
created a large and attractive market for producers of component
parts for TV receiving sets.
For complete assurance of high
quality and production in coils for
television sets, manufacturers are
using Universal Coil Winders.
One of the most difficult coils
to wind is the so-called horizontal
sweep or fly -back transformer coil
(Fig. 1). This can best be wound
on the No. 84 Universal Coil
Winder (Fig. 2), which makes it
possible to wind one to four coils
at once for each of the three
sections.
The following technical data
was prepared by our engineers and
NO. 84 MACHINE SET-UP FOR
TELEVISION

HORIZONTAL

SWEEP TRANSFORMERS

FIRST SECTION
Wire 375 turns of No. 28 single
nylon and enamel covered wire
(.0156 in. O.D.)
Cam 5/8 in. single throw.
Winding speed 750 rpm.
Wind 11/2, using gearing 48 or
72 with any intermediate gear to
mesh.
Wire guides .018 in. center slot.
Tension medium spring in
fourth hole from top.
Pressure two weights on traverse frame cord.
Wind four coils at a time.
SECOND SECTION
Wire 1,000 turns No. 33 single
nylon and enamel covered wire
(.0099 in. O.D.)

Fig.

1.

Horizontal Sweep Coil.

intended as basic information
when producing the horizontal
sweep coil on the No. 84 machine.
Another component coil for television is the focus coil, which is
wound on the No. 102 machine.
Detailed information on recommended winding practice for both
these coils is contained in Getting
the Most from Coil Winding
copies of which we will be glad to
send you. Ask for GMCW-L.
is

-

Fig. 2. No. 84 Coil Winder.

tooth gear on the inside. The 38 tooth gear will be on the clutch
shaft, and should mesh with the
88-tooth gear.)
Wire guides .008 in. center slot.
Tensions light spring in about
the third hole from the top.
Pressure one pressure weight on
the traverse frame cord.
Wind one to four coils at a time.

Cam l in. single throw.
Winding Speed 750 rpm.
Wind 2/3, using gearing 119-80
with any intermediate gear to
mesh.
Guides .018 in. center slot.
Tension sixth hole from top.
Pressure two weights on traverse
frame cord.
Wind four coils at a time.

THIRD SECTION
Wire 1,000 turns No. 38 single
silk and enamel covered wire
(.0065 in. O.D.)
Cam 3/32 in. single throw.
Winding speed 400 rpm.
Wind 1/7th using gears 120-4088-38. (With this compound gearing, use any small gear on the
spindle shaft on the inside of the
120 -tooth gear. The second and
third gears will go on the intermediate stud with the 40 -tooth
gear on the outside and the 88 -

COIL WINDING

DEMONSTRATION ROOM

We have in our coil winding
demonstration room the following
complete line of coil winding machines: 84, 96, 98, 102, 103, 104
and 105.
We invite anyone who is interested to visit our demonstration
room and view these machines in
operation.

UNIVERSAL WINDING COMPANY
P.

0. Box 1605 Providence

1, R.

I.
op

REG. U. 8. PAT. OFF.

WINDING COILS IN QUANTITY
AUTOMATICALLY
ACCURATELY
USE UNIVERSAL WINDING MACHINES
FOR

.

.

.
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A transient

signal...

IMAGINED AT 4 KV. B.

G

...IMAGED AT 14 KV!

Du MONT OSCILLOGRAPHY SNOWS the

difference...

Ai low operating voltages the

ir cathode-ray tube will respond
to a high-speed transient signal,
but-only at high voltages is the
light output sufficient to SEE and
RECORD if.

Du Mont high -voltage Oscillography shows you the difference with these actual (unre-

touched) oscillograms, and
here's how it's done:

... with

DU MONT HIGH -VOLTAGE CATHODE-RAY TUBES

Type 5RP-A is an intensifier -type, high
voltage cathode-ray tube featuring multiple
accelerating electrodes for use with accelerating potentials up to 25,000 volts, without
serious loss in deflection sensitivity. Writing
rates in excess of 280 inches per microsec-

ond have been recorded with this tube.

-

... with

Type 5XP- has operating characteristics
identical with those of the Type 5RP-A except for increased deflection sensitivity in
one direction, provided by specially designed

these HIGH -VOLTAGE CATHODE-RAY INSTRUMENTS

Type 280-A is a high -voltage oscillograph
for precision measurement of time. Originally
designed to measure the composite television signal, it has found applications in many
other fields. Time intervals of .025 microsecond can be measured, using time base variable from 1 to 15,000 microseconds. Calibrated delay circuit accurately delays sweep
from 4 to 1,000 microseconds. Video-amplifier circuits provide uniform response up to
10 megacycles. Internal power supply provides accelerating potential up to 14,000
volts to a Type 5XP- tube.

sient writing speeds up to 210 inches per
microsecond. Internal power supply provides
overall accelerating potential of 8,000 volts;
external power supply can be used for higher
voltages. The Type 286-A Power Supply is
especially designed for use with the Type
281-A indicator, supplying overall accelerating potenial of 29,000 volts.

Type 250 -AH is a high -voltage version of
the versatile Type 250-A. High -voltage Type
5RP-A tube replaces Type 5CP-A. Provision
is made for external high -voltage power supply. Type 250 -AH is capable of recording
writing speeds ten times those recorded by
the Type 250-A. Using Type 263-B Power
Supply, accelerating potentials as high as
13,000 volts may be applied. Sufficient light

Type 281-A is a basic cathode-ray indicator utilizing Type 5RP-A tube. Provision
made for either capacitive or direct -coupling
to all deflection plates. Displays single Iran-

... with

deflection plates. Especially suited for use
with wide -band amplifiers. Types 5RP-A and
5XP- alike are capable of sufficient light output to allow projected oscillograms. Type
5XP- is interchangeable with Type 5RP-A except for slightly greater overall length.

output to project oscillograms up to 30 feet
with Type 2542 Projection Lens.
Type 248-A oscillograph is a favorite for

high -frequency research. Self-contained, it
offers a medium -voltage oscillograph for investigating pulses containing high -frequency
components. Vertical amplifiers uniform in
response within 30% from 20 cycles to 5
megacycles per second.
With addition of Type 263-B Power Supply,
the Type 248-A becomes a high-voltage oscillograph for observation and photography of
transients of short duration and extremely
low repetition rates. Accelerating potentials
up to 14,000 volts may be applied to a Type
5RP-A tube.

these HIGH -VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLIES

Type 286-A is a regulated rectified R -F
type high-voltage power supply with adjustable output from 18,000 to 25,000 volts. Designed for use with Type 281-A indicator or
1

wherever additional high voltage is required.
Meter indicates output voltage.
Type 263-B is also

For

a

rectified

R -F

high

-

voltage power supply delivering from 6,000
to 12,000 volts. Designed for use with oscillo graphs employing 5RP-A or 5XP- tubes. Light
in weight. Meter indicates output voltage.

further details and prices, just address

..

.

O ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES. INC.

(9,iede.
ALLEN

B. DU

MONT

LABORATORIES,

INC., INSTRUMENT DIVISION,

1000

MAIN

AVENUE, CLIFTON,

L
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FILTERED

FILTERED
BY

Boeing

FILTRON

BY

FILTERED

FILTERED BY FILTRON
Republic F-84 Thunderiet

FILTRON

Stratocruiser

BY

FILTRON

North American Aviation F-86 Jet

Boeing B47 Stratojet

FILTERED BY
FILTERED
North

LIGHTER WEIGHT

MEANS DEPENDABILITY

STRICT ADHERENCE TO SPECIFICATIONS

QUALITY
FILTERED
Boeing (-97

BY

FILTRON

BY

American Aviation F1-1 let

FILTRON

FILTERED

Stratofreighter

BY

FILTRON

North American Aviation B-45 let

AND

RADIO INTERFERENCE -FREE
FILTERED
McDonnell

BY

FH -1

FILTRON

PERFORMANCE

Phantom Jet

FILTERED

Foirchild

FILTERED

BY

McDonnell XF2H1

C

BY

FILTRON

-119A Packet

FILTRON

let

Banshee

...

These planes, and
Filtered By Filtran
others are equipped with electrical components which are Filtered By Filtron ..
Some with as many as twenty-seven "Filtrons" per plane. These planes represent
America's most advanced engineering and
design, and "Filtrons" represent the most
advanced engineering and design of radio
frequency interference filters. "Filtrons"
are vital components not only in aircraft
equipment, but in U. S. Navy and U. S.
wherever
Army equipment as well .
.
radio interference must be suppressed.
Filtron's engineering staff will design
the right filter for your circuit conditions which will meet size, weight and

FILTERED
Boeing

B -SO

BY

FILTRON

Superfortress

.

.

electrical characteristics-and above all
-will meet the applicable radio interferspecifications. Our new, modern,
completely equipped, specially designed,
double shielded radio interference suppression laboratory is available for the
radio frequency interference testing of
your equipment.
ence

Shielded Spherical -Seat Terminal

-

Filtron designed for continuous high
attenuation from 150 kc to welt above
200 me

FILTERS FOR
28 VDC,

120 VDC, 60 cycle,
400 cycle and 1200 cycle
military equipment

RADIO NOISE
FILTERS

FOR:

Electric Motors
Electric Generators
Electronic Controls
Electronic Equipment
Fluorescent Lights
Oil Burners
Signal Systems
Business Machines
Electric Appliances
Electronic Signs
Electronic Heating
Equipment

100 amp d 200 amp 50 Volt Aircraft
Filtrons, size 31/2" x 31/2" x 21/2"

2.5 amp Filtran for 50 V.D.C. operation size 11/4"z t/4" a 7/e"
1

THE
38-25

nffleeng
BELL

BOULEVARD

CO., INCORPORATED

BAYSIDE,

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

AN INQUIRY ON
YOUR COMPANY
LETTERHEAD WILL
RECEIVE PROMPT

ATTENTION

LARGEST EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURER OF RADIO INTERFERENCE FILTERS
1949
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E1MAC 4-I000A TETRODE

operatoricing

meansthe

GATES

Sales Department

*This letter was distributed with a
brochure on the popular Gates
BF -3D, 3KW FM transmitter.

Commercially proven ... the Eimac 4-1000A is an outstanding
high -power tetrode. Its rugged construction and stability
of performance enable the country's leading transmitter
manufacturers to enthusiastically expound the tubes'
advantages in their key socket positions.
Consider the Eimac 4-1000A tetrode for your high -power
frequency limits are well into the vhf.
.
is available, please write direct.

equipment . .
Complete data
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Take another look at Permeron*

...I -T-E'S NEW MAGNETIC
Get the full significance of the static and
dynamic (1000 cycle) magnetization characteristics of this new alloy. Examine the
dynamic curve particularly
as this indicates how the material acts under actual
operating conditions.

-

CORE MATERIAL

teristics. The dynamic characteristic of each
core is checked by a "Vectormeter," specially
developed for this purpose. This consistency
allows designers to predict amplifier performance accurately and positively.

Permeron Cores are available now

Note these facts:
1. Magnetic saturation is achieved with only
the slightest change in magnetizing current.
2. The extremely low magnetizing current
makes it possible to build smaller magnetic
amplifiers of extreme reliability.
3. The knees of the saturation curve are
sharp, even at higher frequencies.
4. The most important fact: all Permeron
cores have identical magnetization charac-

j:,:,

For Additional Information write

I-T-E

-

1

in widths of 20 mm. and 30 mm., in any specified inside and outside diameters. Cores are

delivered heat treated and insulated. They
are always furnished in housings designed to
protect the magnetic material against deformation.
Take Another Look at Permeron
and continue to look to I -T-E to bring you better
equipment and better designs . . first!

.

Formerly known

-T -E Rectifier Division or consult your local

1

as

"Permanit e"

-T -E Representative

ER 111E
CIRCUIT

BREAKER

COMPANY

19th AND HAMILTON STREETS, PHILADELPHIA 30, PA.
SWITCHGEAR.UNIT SUBSTATIONS.ISOLATED PHASE BUS STRUCTURES.RESISTORS.SPECIAL PRODUCTS.MECHANICAL RECTIFIERS
-TROK111-*

nber, 1949
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Federal

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS

Sizes and types of the Selenium Rectifier
have multiplied to meet more and more
requirements in almost unlimited fields of
application. Federal introduced the Selenium Rectifier in the U. S. and continues
to lead in developing and manufacturing
this versatile circuit element.
Federal has cooperated with a host of
engineers and designers in the development of a complete line of Selenium Rectifiers, ranging from tiny Miniatures to
huge Stacks. There is a Federal Selenium
Rectifier which will meet practically any
power conversion need.
Wherever used, Federal Selenium Rectifiers bring important advantages of dependable power handling ... instant startlong
ing .. silent, efficient operation
service life.
These typical applications may suggest
a new use in your own product. A Federal
Selenium Rectifier could be the solution
to your own power conversion problem.
Bring any question to Federal-America's
oldest and largest manufacturer of Selenium Rectifiers. Direct your inquiries to
Department E-313.

...

.

DO HUNDREDS OF POWER CONVERSION JOBS
more efficiently and economically than ever before!
In television ...radio
... amplifiers and ...

o

intercommunication
systems.

In Power Supplies for Industrial and Laboratory
Use ... Cathodic ProtecElectroplating.
tion

... sewing machines
... electric shavers ... elecIn fans

...

tronic organs... motion picture projectors
. photoelectric cells.
.

.

In machine tool con-

trols

...... magnetic

In High Power Communication
. Broadcast Transmitters
Television Transmitters.

...

relay conchucks
trol systems
dial
switching systems.

...

JUST OFF THE PRESS!

Federal's new Miniature Selenium Rectifier
Handbook...48 pages
of valuable design
data. Available for
25 cents (coin only)

from-

6

C

In Battery Chargers for
Industrial Trucks ... automobiles . .. telephone
exchanges
and in Battery Eliminators.

...

And In Many Specialized Electrical and
Electronic Applications.

Federal
Telephone

and Radio Corpora/icy

SELENIUM and INTELIN DIVISION, 900 Passaic Ave., East Newark, New Jersey

I

Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal, P.O.
Export Distributor. International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St., N.Y.
In Canada:

An
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IT&T

Associate

LABOunit of
research and engi-

FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATION
RATORIES, Nutley, N.

Th

r.organization.
world-wide

J...
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Rewinding a 700 H.P., 900 RPM. 3 phase, 60 cycle. 6900 v..
type All. G -E Synchronous Motor calls for painstaking skill.
good shop equipment and good materials. In rewinding this big
boy. Braunlich-Roessle used Natvar Slot Cell Insulation. Natvar
Varnished Cambric Tape and Natvar Varnished Fiberglas
Sleeving.
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Natvar Products
Varnished cambric-straight cut and bias
Varnished cable tape
Varnished canvas
Varnished duck
Varnished silk
Varnished special rayon

Varnished Fiberglas cloth
Silicone coated Fiberglas
Varnished papers

f

Slot insulation

Varnished tubings and sleevings
Varnished identification markers
Lacquered tubings and sleevings
Extruded vinyl tubing and tape
Extruded vinyl identification markers

ent o

t,tomp Ftotn
atec
Ot

Ask for Catalog No. 21

NAL VARNISHED PJFUCTS

THE

TELEPHONE

CABLE ADDRESS

RAHWAY 7-2171

NATVAR: RAHWAY, N. J.

201 RANDOLPH AVENUE
^TRnvol^c

*

WOODBRIDGE, NEW JERSEY

'-tuber, 1949
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TV Monitor Console

Desk Panel Cabinet Rack

How Karp Makes
Custom -Built Metal Cabinets
and Boxes at Prices that Compete
with those of Stock Items

Induction Heater Housing

The advantages and true economies of Karp custom-built cabinets, boxes, or

housings over stock items are these:

Your own exclusive design distinguishes and "styles" your product .. , gives
it more market value.
Flexibility of construction details speeds and simplifies your final assembly
-saving you time and money.
Our vast stock of dies can save you special die costs.
Our 70,000 square feet of modern plant, with hundreds of craftsmen, means
ample capacity for many types of work-simple or elaborate-at one time.
Plant is fully equipped with every mechanical facility that aids economical

Chassis

production.
Fihishing is done in dustproof paint shop, with latest water -washed spray
booths and gas -fired ovens mechanically and electronically controlled.
We make no stock items or products of our own. Our plant, time and effort
are 100% for our customers' work.
Our engineering staff can help solve any possible design and production
problems.
It's results that count-and we give you the results you want.

Marine Radio Housing

Write for illustrated data book describing our facilities and showing the wide
range of sheet metal fabrication we do.
CABINETS

BOXES

CHASSIS

HOUSINGS

ENCLOSURES

KARP METAL PRODUCTS CO., INC.
215 63rd STREET, BROOKLYN 20, NEW YORK

Wußiin Aaflimnen in Wieef Jfettri

Cabinet
Septembe,
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the new RCA -5819 Multiplier Phototube
for scintillation counters
is a new Multiplier Phototube of the head-on
type intended for use in scintillation counters for the
detection and measurement of nuclear particle radiation,
and in other applications involving low-level, large -area
light sources. It has high sensitivity to blue -rich light and
negligible sensitivity to infra -red radiation.
An outstanding feature of the RCA -5819 is its semitransparent photocathode which has a diameter of 11/2
inches and an area of 1.8 square inches. This relatively
large cathode area permits very efficient collection of light
from large -area light sources, such as are encountered in
scintillation counters. The spectral sensitivity characteristic of the RCA -5819 peaks at about 4800 angstroms and
cuts off at about 3100 and 6500 angstroms. It covers a
region in which many organic and inorganic phosphors
respond efficiently to radioactive emanations. By proper
choice of phosphor, alpha particles, beta particles, gamma
rays, X-rays, or neutrons can be detected.
Utilizing 10 electrostatically focused dynode stages,
the RCA -5819 operated at 90 volts per stage is capable
RCA -5819

of multiplying feeble currents produced at the cathode
under weak illumination by an average value of 400,000
times.
RCA pioneered in the development of multiplier photo tubes. In addition to the 5819, four other types are available, as listed in the accompanying table of characteristics.
For further information on any of these types write RCA,
Commercial Engineering, Section 421R, Harrison, N. J.
CHARACTERISTICS OF RCA MULTIPLIER PHOTOTUBES

Tube No.

5819

931A
I

I
I

P21

P22
P28

Spectral
Response

Maximum Response
Sensitivity
Angstroms
uA/uW
4800
4000
4000
4200
3400

S-9
S-4

5-4
5-8
5-5

3100
9300
37,000
370
5665

-Tpnu--

RADIO CORPORATION
ELECTRON TUBES

-"ber, 1949

2 x 10-11
I e 10-11
1

I

1

x 10-12
x 10-10
x 10-11

(1.5 e

#Ultravioie detectivity

in

1014)4

watts nt 2537 angstroms

THE FOUNTAINHEAD OF MODERN TUBE DEVELOPMENT IS RCA

le.

Minimum Luminous
Detectivity Lumens

Wove Length

.

of AMERICA
HARRISON, N.J.
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AMERICAN PHILLIPS
SCREWS

...both in Production and
Sales of Photo Equipment
SHARP FOCUS ON COST -CONTROL: Lights,
cameras, and other tools of the
glamorizing trade are liberally studded with that modern quality-mark
the universal crossed recess of American Phillips Screws Makers of this
costly photographic equipment can't afford rejects or refinishing ... and
they can't afford slow, old-fashioned assembly with slotted screws. They
find ... as so many cost-conscious manufacturers in all lines have found .. .
that American Phillips Screws always cost least to use. For time-savings alone
run as high as 50%!
SHARP FOCUS ON SALES: American Phillips Screws have built up a huge
and faithful public who know that the universal crossed recess means
quality throughout ... and that the product is put together to stay. These
assurances, added to their definite decorative value, make American
Phillips Screws a feature to be profitably promoted in any selling effort.
Care to have us show you how? Just write:

-

OUT

4

CIf

PS
PHILLIPS

RECESS
TAPERD

AMERICAN SCREW COMPANY, PROVIDENCE 1, RHODE ISLAND
Chicago II: 589

E.

Illinois St.

Detroit 2: 502 Stephenson Building

AMERICAN
TT?!ALL

PHILLIPS
38

TYPES

ALL METALS: Steel,
Brass, Bronze, Stainless Steel, Aluminum,

Monel, Everdur (silicon bronze)

September

COMPONENTS -

for Dependable Performance
Motorola and practically all the
rest of the industry's big names are
among the more than 200 users of
HI -Q Components. They know from
experience that they can depend
upon Hi -Q for fine quality and strict
adherance to ratings and tolerances
.... that Hi -Q contributes to the performance and long life of any electronic circuit.
Our engineers are always available
to work with you in the development
and production of capacitors, trimmers, resistors and choke coils to
meet your specific needs. Write, wire
or phone whenever you have a question concerning them.

'

...

.

_

with

C televisionchassis

..

This
12r picture

uses Duet

.

40 Hi

BETTER4
step

141.0

general purpose ceramic capacitors

have proven superior to mica and paper
condensers of corresponding values. They are available in ratings
of 5 mmf to 33,000 mmf. Hi -Q
disc capacitors are high dielectric
by-pass, blocking or coupling
capacitors designed for use where
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their physical shape is more
adaptable than tubular units.
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ADDRESS: ROOM 1332
Park Ave., New York, N. Y.

JOBBERS
101

R N.Y.tee
SéecA4aEFRANKLINVILLE,

ede.

Jessup, Pa.- Myrtle Beach, S. C.
Plants: Franklinville, N.Y.
Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles
Philadelphia,
York.
New
Offices:
Sales

-,ber,
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What's your problem?
Fine Wire ?

Tungsten?

Molybdenum ?

Problem

1

The firm of AL LOYS & AL UMINUM were in urgent
need of fine aluminum and aluminum alloy
wire for a delicate production job. Fine Wire
Headquarters assured them that it was no
problem at all. The order was placed, the
Fine Wire delivered, and it performed to the
complete satisfaction of all concerned.

Problem 2
Mr. Hi Hott needed molybdenum sheets for
forming into parts. High hot strength and
good ductility were required. North American Philips supplied him with Elmet Molybdenum sheets that met his specifications exactly.

Problem 3
Mr. N. O. Emission, II,

required plated
grid wires. He solved his problem with
a call to Fine Wire Headquarters. We
shipped him some gold plated tungsten
and molybdenum wires. Result: no secondary emission.

the answer
WHY

not call Fine Wire Head-

quarters when you have a question about fine wire? We can't do the
impossible, but we can do lots of
things that can bring you the right fine
wire for the job.

when you have a problem on Fine
Wire, Tungsten or Molybdenum wire,
phone or write to North American
Philips, makers of NORELCO Fine Wires,
and ELMET Tungsten and Molybdenum
products.
So

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC.
Factory and Main Sales Office: Lewiston, Maine
Export Representative Philips Export Corporation 100 East 42nd Street, New York
40
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FIPdE EQUIPMENT DEMANDS COMPLETE PROTECTION

Ram. X-RAY chDAL
HEINEMANN
MAGNETIC

CIRCUIT BRE4HERS
BECAUSE OF POSITIVE,

QUICK ACTION
Ri -ter

Co., Inc. of Rochester, in listing the points of

their sho:kp-oof

X -Ray

peri Drity of

Unit, has this to say:

"A cirent breaker of the quick -acting type

is

placed

to protect the tube and transformer. It is set at the factory
no adjustinc.

SL

Therefore it

is

ii

he cir:uit

ani

eau

r -as

impossible to overtax or strain the vital

elernen's electrically."
By

"geick-acting" type, Ritter means the HEINEMANN Magneric

Circuit BreaKer which, because it is magnetic, interrupts the current

51"TTR MC9Et "B" SHOCKPROOF 1.MIT. P.11 electrical and highF AY
tºns er
als are concealed ar-d

teirir
std ii the

transformer and ).Irrtantaneous action at
incuit breaker
special y des 3ned
ieso -es sa'et> again - uncontrolled
lists

ray head.

r

INSTANTANEOUSLY if a short occurs.

NO HEAT

is

genercted-there-

c

-_r

loads.

fore t+i- breaker will carry 100% of rated capacity.

Wouldn't it be worth your while to find
out more about the HEINEMANN Circu?
Breakers? Write now to the address below, and state the type of equipment
you make.

Special Purpose Type
Fully Magnetic
HEINEMANN
Circuit Breaker

HEINEMANN ELECTRIC COMPANY
97 PLUM STREET
1949

TRENTON, NEW JERSEY
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TRANSFORMER
gives you ADC quality

at Low Cost

Designed to meet the needs of engineers, experimenters and amateurs who demand high quality at
low cost, the new ADC Yeoman line provides many
of the well-known performance standards of the
Quality Plus and Industrial series, also several items
not previously offered. This has been accomplished
primarily by improved production engineering methods, standardization of parts and a simplified type of
construction.

Yeoman Series

Quality Plus Series

The ADC Yeoman line includes:
Output Transformers with carefully balanced windings offering unusually low distortion over a wide
frequency range.
Interstage Transformers with balanced humbucking
features providing equal push-pull grid voltages at
high audio frequencies for inverse feedback circuits.
Power Transformers limited to 55°C. temperature
rise and especially quiet in operation.
Replacement Units for Audio and TV circuits, miniatures, filament transformers, reactors, and many
others.

Industrial Series

ADC invites your critical appraisal of this new Yeoman line.

Send for the new ADC catalog
which you will find convenient to
use in selecting almost any transformer you may need.
Special requirements not covered
by the catalog will receive prompt
attention.

2847 13th Avenue South, Minneapolis 7, Minn.
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OK

CHAN.
ON

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

ABS

24 -VOLTS

FUSES

DIST.

DISCH.

H -L

REG.

24V

VOLT

FAIL

130V

POWER CONTROL

203204W

201202W

ALT. CONT. BAY

203
204

201

202
RECT.
6

FUEL
GAS
LOW

ON

ON

48

205206W
NO VOLT

II

207208W

48V

PANEL FAILURE

203204E

201-

202E

TRAN

NO VOLT.

OUT.

205
206

1

SECT

STOP

SYNCHRONIZATION
ON

ON

ON

207
208

203
204

201

202

RECTIFIER -INVERTER

FAIL

V

FAIL
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24/130V

VOLT

NO.

1

2

NO

NO. 3

3096 (WKG. LINE) PILOT AT SW. MAIN

64 KC PILOT ALARM AT NON -SW. MAIN

202

201

203

204

205

2064 KC PILOT ALARM AT

202

201

203

204

202

201
TOT

10

11

12

13

14

201

203

203

204

202
204

NON SW.

205

201

203

207

B

C

D

I

208

205
207

205
207

201

203
SP

206

207

208

201

203

202
204

206
208

205
207

202
204

LINE FAIL AT SW.

205
207

206
208
M:: N

202
204

206
208

201
203

205
207

202
204

206
208
MAIN

206
208

But when something happens that threatens
serious trouble, the apparatus acts at once
maybe by switching in a spare coaxial and calls
a distant test board by ringing a bell. Sometimes
he can take further steps by remote control; if
not, he knows exactly how to brief the nearest
repair crew.
With this new alarm system, maintenance
men need not be stationed at isolated points.
just waiting for something to happen. Instead.
they_ live in their home communities. 'This makes
for better work ... and better telephone service.

-

H

E

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES

202
204

AUTO. SW. LOCKED AT SW

AT SW. MAIN

CARRYING hundreds of telephone calls, coaxial
cable runs through many lonely miles. Far from
towns and people, master amplifying stations
stand guard with a new automatic alarm system
developed by Bell Telephone Laboratories.
At a city terminal, the man on duty makes a
cheek by laying a transparent log sheet over a
glass window, and dialing a master station hundreds of miles away. At once the station begins to
give an account of itself, lighting lamps under
the log sheet to report any abnormal operating
condition before it becomes an emergency.
A

201

203

MAIN

AUTO. SWITCH

206
208

208

3096 (SP. LINE) PILOT AT SW. MAIN

206

205

LINE FAIL AT SW. MAIN

205
207

207

206

NON -SW. MAIN

3096 KC PILOT ALARM AT
9

BY

STATION IDENTIFICATION

CA FAIL SEND CKT.

START

SYNCHRONIZATION

P

EXPLORING

AND

J

INVENTING,

K

DEVISING

AND PERFECTING, FOR CONTINUED IMPROVEMENTS AND ECONOMIES IN TELEPHONE SERVICE.
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C -D

CAPACITORS MAY LOOK LIKE OTHERS, BUT...

SUPERFICIALLY,

they may LOOK

alike. But men like yourself don't
judge performance by looks. You
want to know how well they're made.
And, equally important, who makes
them.
The Cornell-Dubilier name on a
capacitor does more than identify
the product's maker. It identifies the
capacitor as a product of 40 years'
specialized capacitor experience, and
a product which is world famous.
You are safe in joining the leading
engineers who specify C -D.

C -D

PAPER CAPACITORS

Typical of the line of C -D capacitors
is the complete listing of capacitors
made in accordance with joint Army
and Navy specification JAN -C-25.

-

Brookline and Worcester, Mass.;
Providence, Rhode Island;
Indianapolis, Ind., and
subsidiary, The Radiart
Corp., Cleveland, Ohio.

1910

These are completely covered in
Cornell-Dubilier catalog #400 which
is now available.

1949

Reg. U. S. Po.. OU.

Cornell-Dubilier engineers will welcome the opportunity of assisting
you with your capacitor problems.

*

ANTENNAS

*

G-O&#4
'1 ECTRONICS

Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corporation,
Dept. KI -9, South Plainfield, New
Jersey. Other plants in New Bedford,

CONVERTERS

k/d?//
45
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EQUIPMENT

i itiCu1' .r

Mr. Ray Simpson, President
Simpson Electric Company
5208 West Kinzie Street
Chicago 41+, Illinois
Dear Mr. Simpson:
CongratulationsI The Simpson Model 1180
FM-TV Genescope is the perfect instrument for
the proper alignment of all EM and TV receivers.
In addition to providing all necessary signal
sources, the new Simpson Genescope includes

says EDWARD CROXEN
General Service Manager of Hallicrafters

addition to providing all necessary signal sources, the new Simpson Genescope
includes a high sensitivity oscilloscope of unique advanced design, complete in
every detail. Sensitivity 25 millivolts per inch. Wide band response to 3 mega
cycles or more. Equipped with a high frequency crystal probe for signal tracing.
AM and FM oscillator sections provided with large, easy to read dials with
20-1 vernier control and 1000 division logging scale. Revolutionary, Ingenious,
Exclusive output termination provides for various receiver impedances, either
direct or through an isolating condenser.

CHECK THESE RANGES AND YOU WILL SEE HOW MUCH THE
SIMPSON GENESCOPE CAN DO FOR YOU

In

RANGES
FREQUENCY MODULATED OSCILLATOR
Band A-2-120 megacycles
Band B-140-260 megacycles

Step attenuator for control of output.
Size:

22"x14"x7t/2", Weight 45 lbs. Shipping Weight

54

lbs.

DEALER'S NET PRICE complete with Test Leads and Operator's Manual $375.00

Modern FM and TV development and servicing requires
the use of test equipment made to exacting standards. With
this in mind Simpson offers you the Genescope with the assurance that everything possible has been done to make it the
most accurate, flexible and convenient instrument available.
The Genescope will render many years of uninterrupted service
. and always produce accurate results.

,

Sweep width variable from zero to 15
megacycles
Sweep rate 60 cycles per second
Specially designed frequency sweep motor
Continuously variable attenuator
Crystal calibrator
megacycles
.05%
Audio Oscillator 400 cycles

±

-5

HERE'S THE

AMPLITUDE MODULATED
OSCILLATOR
Band A-3.2-16 megacycles
Band B-15-75 megacycles
Bond C-75-250 megacycles

30% modulation of 400 cycles
or unmodulated
Continuously variable attenuator
Visual method of beat frequency
indication

SIMPSON-MODEL 479

TV -FM SIGNAL GENERATOR
Exactly the same circuits, ranges and functions as the Model 480, described above,
with the exception of the oscilloscope.
Size 17"x14"x71/2". Weight 34 lbs.
Shipping Weight 40 lbs
DEALER'S NET PRICE

with Test Leads

and Operator's Manual

$245.00

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
IMsn,ua,NTS TNAT STAT ACCUSATIF

46

5200-5218 WEST KINZIE STREET
CHICAGO 44, ILLINOIS
In Canada: Bach -Simpson, Ltd., London, Ont.

September, 1949
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ample
kiln capacity
safeguards AlSiMag quality and
helps keep de iveries on schedule

Side view of one cf AISiMag s tunnel kilns. All kilns, both circular aid tunnel, ar-r inndled'rom one centralized control pmnel.

itt

Completely ; ulomatic controls hold firing tem2' C. in AlSiMag's kilns. As an
peratures withii
extra safeguare , highly trained and skilled k In
operators arc on duty every minute of the day
and night. Rec)rding instruments plus operator's
hourly checks and records assure that all AlSiMag
material is

rately tired.

acct.

AMERICAN LAVA CORPORATION
4

A

7

H

YEAR

OF

C

E

R

A

M J

CHATTANOOGA
enr^NIA

671

5,

TENNESSEE

CHICAGO, 9 South Clinton St., Central 6-1721
ANGELES, 232 South Hill St., Mutual 9076
ST. LOUIS, 1123 Washington Ave., Garfield 4959

Broad' St., Newark, N. J., Mitchell 2-8159

AREA:
4-2823
LOS
'649 North Broad St., Stevenson
° Prattle St., Caebe-id9e, Moss., Kirkland 7.4498

ICES: METROPOLITAN

LEADERSHIP

C
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SELENIUM STACKS
cells
using new 18 -volt

(D -C)

New process for depositing selenium gives rectifier
greater uniformity, higher efficiency and
longer useful life.
stacks

Here's real news for rectifier users. G.E.'s new 18 -volt selenium
cells, made by a special evaporation process which deposits
selenium on the aluminum base with greater uniformity than
otherwise possible, give you these advantages:
OUTPUT-With 50% more output than the standard
12 -volt cells, the new design can be used for any application
except those few which demand 24 -hour, year -around service.
HIGHER EFFICIENCY-Not only is the initial efficiency higher,
but more uniform coating keeps it high during the life of the stack.
SAVING IN SPACE-About one -quarter less space is required
for the same output.
LOWER COST-Depending on the voltage across the stack,
the 18 -volt cells can save 25% in cost compared to standard 12 volt cells.
GREATER

STYLED FOR READABILITY
BUILT FOR RELIABILITY

This brand-new line of 2 it -inch thin
panel instruments has streamlined features which will give your panels a "new
look." Arc lines have been eliminated,

Selenium stacks are available in several standard sizes. Output in d-c
voltage ranges from 18 to 126; applied a -c voltage, from 26 to 161.
Bulletin GEA -5258 will give you detailed information. Send for it today!

aa

September, 1949
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TIMELY HIGHLIGHTS
ON G -E COMPONENTS

leaving only the upright scale divisions.
New tapered pointer helps eye focus only
on the reading. All but essential markings are masked by attractive case.
Internal mechanism is designed for
extra reliability. High coercive Alnico
magnet assures proper alignment, even
under severe operating conditions. Large
air gap reduces danger of stickiness
caused by foreign particles. A variety of
types and ratings in round or square
cases are available for use in radio, television or testing equipment. Get complete details from Bulletin GEC -368.

THEY'RE SMALL
BUT THEY CAN TAKE IT

Cast -glass bushings with sealed -in
nickel -steel hardware can be readily
welded, soldered, or brazed directly to
the apparatus, thus eliminating gaskets
and providing a better seal. Small, compact structure often makes possible reduction of over-all size and weight of
equipment. Practically unaffected by
weathering, micro-organisms, and thermal shock, they're particularly well
suited for use in electronic equipment
and in installations where operating
conditions are severe. Available in ratings up to 8.6 kv and for currents to
1200 amperes. Check Bul. GEA -5093.

DESIGNED FOR
YOUR REQUIREMENTS

Case style CP 63 (shown above) is
rated 0.1-0.1 muf and 1000 volts.
Other ratings range from .01 muf to
15 muf and from 100 to 12,500 volts.
Write for detailed description and operating data in bulletin GEA-4357A.
*Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.
DOES A BIG JOB

IN CLOSE QUARTERS

G.E.'s midget soldering iron can do

a big job with only one-fourth the wattage usually used. This handy 6 -volt,
25 -watt iron is only 8 inches long with
%" or %" tips and weighs but 1?"

RELY ON THESE
FOR

General Electric pulse transformers
for radar and associated applications are
designed to perform dependably in extremes of operating conditions. Many
ratings in current production are of a
special nature-designed to keep pace
with rapidly changing requirements of
the industry. However, for certain applications, they can be built to the specifications of electronic equipment manufacturers. Types available include interstage transformers, blocking oscillator
transformers, charging chokes, current
transformers, and pulse thyratron grid
transformers. For a listing of available
designs and ratings, send for bulletin
GEC -481.

STABILITY

Fixed paper -dielectric capacitors are
manufactured in accordance with joint
Army -Navy specification JAN-C-25.
They're constructed with thin Kraft
paper, oil or Pyranol* impregnated, for
stable characteristics and high dielectric
strength. Plates are aluminum foil;
special bushing construction provides
for short internal leads, prevents possible grounds and short circuits. Cases
have permanent hermetic seal.

ounces. Designed for close -quarter, pinpoint precision soldering, the "midget"
offers you all these advantages: low cost
soldering; "finger-tip" operation; quick,
continuous heat; easy renewal; long life;
low maintenance. A real aid in designing
radios, instruments, meters, electric appliances, and many other products requiring precision soldering. Available
from stock. Check bulletin GEA-4519.

7

/

/

General Electric Company, Section F667-2
Apparatus Department, Schenectady, N. Y.
Please send me the following bulletins:
GEA -4357A
D -C Capacitors
ú GEC -481
GEA -4519 Midget Soldering Iron
GEA -5093 Glass Bushings
GEA -5258 Selenium Stacks
GEC -368
Panel Instruments

/
/
Pulse Transforme::

1

/y/
I

NAME

I

COMPANY
ADDRESS

CITY

STATE
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Minimize
Control
Size!
REDUCE COST!
WITH THESE
NEW ALLIED RELAYS
The Allied PO and POY relays,
replacing the DO and DOY relays,
save space, save cost. These advantages will have special appeal
for engineers in electronic, aircraft and other industries requiring medium power, all-purpose
relays.

PO RELAY
This relay, shown above in the 4-pole
model and shown below in the 3 -pole
model, is supplied in 2-, 3- and 4pole normally-closed, normally-open
or double -throw contacts. Its staadard
silver contacts have carrying capacity
of 15 amperes at 24 volts C.C. or
110-volts A.C. non -inductive.
COIL RATING: A.C. 1C..5 volt-amperes
nominal or 17.5 volt-amperes maximum at 25 to 60 cycles ar_d . p to
220 volts.
D.C. Up to 120 volts at 1 wit: minimum or 8 watts Maximum .
MOUNTING. Standard #6-32 tapped
holes. Also supplied with #6-32
stop nuts.

POY RELAY
A semi -sensitive, dual coil relay
for operation in vacuum tube or

other limited power circuits. Same
contact rating and arrangement
as PO.

DIMENSIONS:
Same as PO.
COIL RATING:
Up to 110 volts D.C. at 600 milli -

watts. Not supplied for A.C.
MOUNTINGS:

Standard, #6-32 tapped holes.
Not supplied with stop nuts.
The PO & POY relays are adaptations of the well-known
general purpose Allied BO relay,
and like all other Allied relays
may be obtained hermetically
sealed.
Every part in these precision built relays is designed to deliver
thoroughly dependable service
with extra long life. For complete
information and operating characteristics of the new PO and
POY and other precision-built
Allied Relays, write us for latest
Allied catalog.

ALLIED CONTROL COMPANY, INC.
2

50
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0.5 to 30.5 me rodio receiver.
51.11-1
Normally furnished for rock mounting.

Collins

An ideal radio

instrument for laboratory frequency measuring
tor which are included.
Frequency over the temperature range -20°C
to +60°C does not vary from the frequency at
20°C by more than 30 parts per million plus 1 kc;
thus the frequency stability is within 2 kc at the
highest operating frequency. Frequency does not
vary more than 100 cycles from the frequency at
115 line volts when this voltage is varied through
the range 105 to 125. Changes in atmospheric
pressure from sea level to 10,000 feet altitude,
relative humidity from 10 to 90%, and mild
shock, do not vary the frequency of the 51J-1
by more than 500 cps.
This new time and labor saving instrument is
also an excellent all around communications
receiver of advanced design, with outstanding
operating characteristics. We will be glad to give
you more complete information on request.

communications receiver is
superheterodyne of such
extreme accuracy and stability that it is admirably suited for use in the laboratory as a dependable secondary frequency standard.
The 51J-1 is permeability tuned throughout.
It is continuously tunable over a frequency range
of 0.5 to 30.5 megacycles. This range is divided
into 30 bands of 1,000 kc each. The tuning mechanism is based on a decade system in which the
megacycle figure is set by means of a band switch.
The 100 kc figure is indicated on the slide rule
dial and the kilocycle figure on the circular dial.
Under normal operating conditions and with a
10 -minute warmup, the dial reading is within 2
kc of the receiver's exact frequency throughout
the frequency range. Dial accuracy is improved
by means of a crystal calibrator and dial correcThe new Collins 51J-1

a double conversion

IN RADIO COMMUNICATIONS, IT'S

.

.

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
11 W. 42nd St.
NEW YORK 18

`CTRfNICS

-
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2700 West Olive Ave.
BURBANK

M & W Tower

DALLAS

1

Talbot Bldg.
DAYTON 2

Fountain City Bank Bldg.
KNOXVILLE
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extreme precision, instant response
in remote indication and control
CIRCUTROL UNITS: rotary electromagnetic devices for use as control
components in electronic circuits
and related equipment. Single and
polyphase rotor and stator
windings are available in several
frame sizes. Deviation from sine
accuracy of resolver shown is
±0.3% of maximum output.

INDUCTION MOTORS:

GEARED MOTOR -DRIVEN
INDUCTION GENERATORS:
Small 2-phase servo motor in

combination with a compact gear -reducer
and a low residual induction generator.
Motor has high torque/inertia ratio
and develops maximum torque at stall.
Gear -reducer permits a maximum torque
output of 25 oz. in. and is available
in ratios from 5:1 to 75,000:1.

miniature
motors of the squirrel cage
type. Designed specifically to
provide fast response to applied
control signals and maximum
torque at zero r.p.m. Unit shown
weighs 6.1 oz. and has stalled
torque of 2.5 oz. in.

2 -phase

SYNCHRONOUS DIFFERENTIAL UNITS:

electro -mechanical error detectors with
mechanical output for use in position or
speed control servo systems. These torqueproducing half-speed synchroscopes are
composed of two variable frequency
synchronous motors and a smoothly
operating system of differential gearing.

SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS:

for instrumentation and other
applications where variable
loads must be kept in exact
synchronism with a constant
or variable frequency source.
Synchronous power output
up to 1/100 H.P.

Output: Speed

=

N,

N2: Torque up to 1.0 oz. in,

precision
synchros for transmitting
angular movements to remote
points. Accurate within -t-1 °.
May be actuated by mechanisms
that produce only 4 gm. cm.
(.056 oz. in.) of torque.
TELETORQUE UNITS:

ADDITIONAL SPECIAL PURPOSE AC UNITS

BY

KOLLSMAN

With the recent addition of new units to Kollsman's already widely diversified line, the
electronics engineer will find the solution to an even greater variety of instrumentation and
control problems. These lightweight, compact units offer the high degree of accuracy
and positive action essential in dealing with exact quantities. They are the product of
Kollsman's long experience in precision instrumentation and aircraft control and of considerable work done in this field by Kollsman for special naval and military application. Most
units are available at various voltages and frequencies. For complete information, address:
Kollsman Instrument Division, Square D Company, 80-64 45th Avenue, Elmhurst, N. Y.

-

KOLLSMRN INSTRUMENT DIVISION

SQUARE D COMPRNY
ELMHURST, NEW YORK
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Here's the

lifen to

HIGH

TEMPERATURE INSULATING
PROBLEMS!
fibrous glass
oClose woven
to high
yarn immune
to abrasion,
heat, resistant

flexible, non -hygroscopic.

#2
Super -impregnated with the
superior insulating varnish for

minimum porosity, high dielectric stren ' th, full flexibilit

.

77/142V

Ng° GMSS TUNS
AVAILABLE IN FOUR GRADES

SPECIFICATIONS

DIAMETERS FROM

I.D.

.026 TO .625

LENGTHS- ALL

DIAMETERS

IN STANDARD
BUNDLES OF 42" LENGTHS.

AVAILABLE

SIZES 13 TO 24 OPTIONALLY

AVAILABLE IN CONTINUOUS
COILS ON SPOOLS.

COLORS

- SIZES TO

IN

YELLOW, GREEN,

BLACK,

DOUBLE DIPPED

MAGNETO GRADE
7000 V. (ASTMI

3500 V. (ASTMI

TURBO Fibrous Glass Tubing is fabricated of close woven fibrous
glass yarn and thoroughly impregnated with a special TURBO insulating varnish. The natural insulating property of glass is thus reinforced by the varnish coating to yield a nearly ideal dielectric that is
impervious to moisture and other deteriorating influences. This tubing Dffers unusual advantage where severe conditions of heat limit
the use of ordinary insulations or where maximum dielectric strength
must be effected with minimum bulk. Complete mechanical and electricdl specifications will be furnished promptly on request.
WRITE FOR FREE SPECIMEN BOARD

The TURBO Specimen Board contains samples of all
the popular types and sizes of TURBO tubing. Simply
add-ess request on your company letterhead and it
will be forwarded promptly without obligation.

.085

BROWN, BLUE. LARGER SIZES
BLACK AND YELLOW ONLY
EXCEPT

TRIPLE STRENGTH

2000 V. (ASTM)

SIZES AND

SIZES -28

SINGLE SATURATED
1200 V. (ASTM)

WILLIAM BRAND & COMPANY
276 FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

325 W. HURON ST., CHICAGO 10, ILL.

ON SPECIAL ORDER.

Mamssia.ch444e44

of

TURBO FLEXIBLE VARNISHED SLEEVING, FIBROUS GLASS TUBING, TURBOTHERM REL-16A

INSULATED WIRE, MICA AND MICA PRODUCTS, VARNISHED CAMBRICS, INSULATING PAPER & TAPES, WIRE MARKERS

-c

-'otember,

1949
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WORTHWHILE
We've learned over
the years that "extra" precautions pay big dividends for our customers in the planning and production of parts from Laminated and Molded
INSUROK. For example :
Richardson suggestions have led many customers to alter their original designs and/or materials specifications and thus obtain plastic parts
better suited to the job at hand, at lower costs.
And Richardson production experience has, in
many cases, pointed the way to substantial savings
and advantages for customers.
These and other Richardson "extras" are not

INSUROK is a registered
trade -mark of
The

54

DETROIT

INDIANAPOLIS

specified on customers' purchase orders, but you
get all of them
every time. Why? Simply because we've found that these extras make friends
for us, and hold friends over the years.
If you now use, or contemplate using plastics,
we sincerely believe you want and need considerate and experienced handling of your requirements. And we invite you to look, with confidence, to The Richardson Company for your

...

needs in plastics.
Why not send us specifications today? Learn
without obligation how Richardson would handle
your next need for plastics.

9'4e RICHARDSON COMPANY
GENERAL OFFICES: LOCKLAND. OHIO

Richardson Company

CLEVELAND

EXTRAS

FOUNDED IN 1858

Sales Headquarters: MELROSE PARK, ILLINOIS
MILWAUKEE

NEW BRUNSWICK. (N. J.)

NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA

ROCHESTER

September, 194°
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A 100% INCREASE IN THE GL-502 -A's

RATED CURRENT CAPACITY AT REDUCED VOLTAGES
0.2 amp average with 180 IT on the anode !
"THIS COMPACT METAL THYRATRON WILL REPLACE
GLASS TYPE 2050 IN YOUR CIRCUIT; YET IT'S

"r,¡:j.

ONLY HALF THE SIZE

CONTINUOUS G -E

improve-

ment in design and production makes it possible to rate the
GL -502-A thyratron, for low voltage operation, at twice its former
average current capacity, or .2 amp
maximum.
Here is performance sure to be welcomed by the electronic designer. No
change in size is involved; the GL -502-A

...

AND SELF -SHIELDING!"

Investigate this great little metal
thyratron now ... while your new
control circuit is in the planning
stage! You'll save in space, gain in
economy and efficiency. Get the complete story from your nearby G -E electronics office. Or wire or write Electronics
Department, General Electric Co., Schenectady 5, New York.
yy

(only 21/I6 inches high when seated)

continues to take up minimum space.
Also, the tube's self-shielding characteristic, a feature of metal -envelope types,
remains an important aid in simplifying
circuit and panel design.
Much electronic control equipment is
being built to operate at voltages at or
near low power-supply potentials. The
new, higher-rated current capacity of the
GL -502-A under these conditions, gives
the designer "more tube to work with."
Glass Type 2050-twice the size of the
GL-502-A-can be replaced by the smaller thyratron with no loss in tube performance, yet with a pronounced saving
in space occupied.

GENERAL

K

CHARACTERISTICS,
TYPE Gl-S02-A
Max over-all height
Max over-all
2% inches
diameter

No. of electrodes
Cathode voltage
current, approx
heating time,
Voltage drop, typical
typical
Avg anode to
control-grid
capacitance
Ambient temperature

15116 inches
4

6.3

8

-55 to +90
RATINGS

High -voltage

Peak anode voltage
inverse

forward

operation

650

average
of averaging
current

Time

1

360

v

amp

0.1 amp

c

Low -voltage
operation

1,300 v

Anode current,
instantaneous

v

0.2 mmfd

limits

MAXIMUM

v

0.6

10 seconds amr
in

v

180 v
1

0.2 amp

30 seconds
30 seconds

ELECTRIC

FIRST AND GREATEST NAME IN ELECTRONICS
-r-r

rS
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FIXED RESISTORS
Bradleyunits will carry 100%
load for 1,000 hours
at
70C ambient temperature
with a resistance change of
less than 5%. In standard
R.M.A. values from 10 ohms
to 22 megohms, except
-watt unit available from
2.7 ohms to 22 megohms.

...

1

ADJUSTABLE RESISTORS
Type

J Bradleyometers are rated at 2 watts
with a big safety factor. The solid -molded
resistor unit is not affected by heat, cold,
moisture, or wear. Can be furnished with
line switch. Available in single, dual, and
triple-unit designs.

that require resistors
of unsurpassed quality

For circuits
a

Sftecíj Allen-Bradley

BRADLEYUNITS are available
2 -watt

in

1/2,

1,

and

ratings.They have high mechanical strength
and permanent electrical characteristics.
The leads are differentially tempered to prevent sharp bends near the resistor. The leads are
easily formed to fit any spot.
All Bradleyunits are packed in convenient
honeycomb cartons that keep the leads straight.
Send for Allen-Bradley resistor chart.

TYPE J BRADLEYOMETERS have solid molded resistor elements. They are thick rings,
molded to provide any resistance -rotation curve.
After molding, heat, cold, moisture, and hard use
do not affect the resistor.
The resistor is molded as a single unit with
insulation,terminals, face plate, and treaded bushing in ONE piece. There are no rivets, nor welded
or soldered connections.

Allen-Bradley Co., 110 W. Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee 4, Wis.

ALLEN -BRAD LEY
FIXED & ADJUSTABLE RADIÓ RESISTORS
of radio and electronic equipment

September, 19
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NEW -hp -ACCESSORIES INCREASE
SCOPE OF YOU.!..

-..IRS

-hp- 452A Capacitive
Voltage Divider
For -hp- 400A, 400C and 410A Voltmeters. Safely measure power, supersonic
and dielectric heating voltages to 25 kv.
Accuracy ± 3%. Frequency range, 25 cps
to 20 mc. Division ratio 1,000:1. Input
capacity 15 µµf. Price $75.00.

Extend the usefulness of your present -hpvoltmeters with these new precision -built
-hp- accessories. Save time and work. Simplify tedious jobs. Make fast, accurate
measurements far beyond the original
range of your instruments.
-hp- 470A -470F Shunt Resistors
For -hp- 400A or 400C Voltmeters,
to measure currents as small as 1 µa
full scale. Accuracy, ± 1% to 100 kc,
± 5% to 2 mc. Max. power dissipation 1 watt.
Price
Instrument
Value
-hp- 470A
$7.50
0.19
1.0e
6.00
-hp- 470B
10.09
6.00
-hp- 470C
1009
6.00
-hp- 470D
6.00
6009
-hp- 470E
1,0009
6.00
-hp- 470F

-hp- 453A Capacitive Voltage Divider
For -hp- 410A Voltmeter. Increases range so transmitter voltages
can be measured quickly, easily. Accuracy ± 1%. Division ratio,
100:1. Input capacity approx. 2 µµf. Max. voltage 2,000 v. For
frequencies 10 kc and above. Price $20.00.

-hp- 454A Capacitive Voltage Divider
For -hp- 400C Voltmeters. Safely
measure power, audio, supersonic
and rf voltages. Accuracy ± 3%.
Division ratio, 100:1. Input impedance 50 megohms, resistive
shunted with 2.75 µµf capacity.
Max. voltage, 1,500 v. Price
$20.00.

-hp- 459A

DC

Resistive Voltage Multiplier

For -hp- 410A Voltmeter. Gives maximum safety and convenience
for measuring high voltages as in television receivers, etc. Accuracy ± 5%. Multiplication ratio 100:1. Input impedance 12,000
megohms. Max. voltage 30 kv. Max. current drain 2.5 microamperes. Price $20.00.

-hp- 455A Probe Coaxial
"T" Connector
For -hp- 410A Voltmeter. Mesures voltages
between center conductor and sheath of 50
ohm transmission line. Maximum standing
wave ratio 1 to 1.1 at 500 mc; 1 to 1.2 at
1,000 mc. Male and female Type "N" fittings.
Price $35.00.

-hp- 458A Probe Coaxial "N" Connector
For -hp- 410A Voltmeter. Measures volts at open end of 5® ohm
transmission line. (No terminating resistor). Uses female Type
"N" fitting. Price $17.50.

All prices and data subject

to change

Prices F. O. B. Palo Alto

Write for details or see your -hp- Representative.

HEWLETT-PACKARD CO.
1935A PAGE MILL ROAD

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA

Export Agents: Frazar & Hansen, Ltd.
301 Clay Street, San Francisco 11, California, U.S.A.

-^TRONIrc -September,
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The Standard DS9 Transmitter and RX9

Type DS9 Single Sideband Radio Transmitter
Frequency Range 4-22 Mc is. Power Output 300
watts. Two independent sidebands with reduced
carrier. Total sideband width adequate for 3 telephone channels, many teleprinter channels or
various combinations of telephone and teleprinter.
Sideband generating equipment built into transmitter. Compact design and rugged construction
with maximum accessibility from the front only.

Receiver at last make it possible to plan

Type RX9 Single Sideband Radio Receiver

SINGLE SIDEBAND
RADIO SYSTEM

the shorter H.F. radio links to give the
higher

reliability,

increased

number

better

quality and

of channels which

characterize the Single Sideband System.

Frequency range 4-25 Mc/s.
Independent side band single sideband and double sideband
reception.
Crystal selectivity combined with
sideband acceptance matching DS9 transmitter.
Precision automatic frequency control. Full front
accessibility using withdrawable and tilting units
for maximum ease of servicing.

DESIGNED and BUILT by

Standard

5randard Telephones and Cables Lltníred
An I. T. & T. associate

OAKLEIGH
58
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from MICROPHONES
to TELEVISION

SETS

Central makes those tiny precision screws for microin step with modern trends-also creates
special mounting screws for attaching speaker and tube
assemblies to plywood in television sets. These typify
the versatility and wide range of fasteners available at
Central. Whether your assembly requires small standard
fasteners, "specials," or heavier duty items-Central has
them or can produce them fast. Two hi -speed plants ...
one east, one midwest ... eagerly await an invitation to
help you meet and beat your production schedules.
Yes,

phones-and

244t

STANDARDS FROM STOCK

DELIVERIES...

PROM CENTRAL'S

2

SPECIALS TO ORDER.
BIG PLANTS

werty.

,,..
A TWO -PLANT

13:4

ORGANIZATION FOR QUICK NATION-WIDE SERVICE

"You Can Depend on Central"

JNFRALJEIflTRAL 5[REU!
3501 SHIELDS AVE., CHICAGO 9, ILL.

-Sentemóer,

1949
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149 EMERALD STREET, KEENE, N. H.
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BUSINESS BRIEFS
By W. W. MacDONALD

Reading Field Reports, we get
the impression that there will be a
rash of redesigned and new products in our field this fall. Another
sign of increased competition?

East -Coast Radar air-raid warning system recently set up for
training purposes will use a lot of
equipment. Manufacturers will
find very little business in this
particular project, however. Our
Washington office tells us the
equipment is practically all surplus.
Once Again we point out for
those who may be interested that
government agencies are asking
manufacturers to bid on electronic
apparatus that these same agencies placed on the surplus market
not so long ago. The manufacturers are busy scouring the surplus market for the gear, hoping
to avoid tooling up for its re -

manufacture.
Looking at the situation one
way, you might say that the agencies lacked foresight and should
have held on to the stuff. Looking
at it another, it seems possible
that no one could have anticipated
so early a need for the equipment.
Either way, the agencies are always up against it politically.

WRITE FOR

COMPLETE

LITERATURE

Representatives and Distributors

Throughout the U.S.A. and Canada

PYRAMID
CAPACITORS
PYRAMID ELECTRIC COMPANY
155 Oxford Street
Paterson, N. J., U.S.A.
TELEGRAMS: WUX Paterson, N. J.
CABLE ADDRESS: Pyromidusa
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Complaint of one reader of
advertisements is that many manufacturers offer component parts
meeting Army-Navy-Airforce specifications but few have them in
stock. It takes weeks or months to
obtain a supply.
Preoccupation with mass production of components needed for
commercial applications is normal
for American business, so we can
understand why manufacturers
are reluctant to stock parts needed
in smaller quantity for military
gear despite the greater profit
margin involved.
The solution to the problem is
not apparent to us. We would be
interested in hearing from anyone
who thinks he has the answer.
Audio Trick reported by a California correspondent involves ask-

ing victims to recite a simple
jingle into the microphone of a
tape recorder while what they say
is being played back to them via
headphones after a ten -second delay. Nobody, but nobody, has so
far recited through to the end
without getting all balled up.
The object of the experiment, we
must admit, is obscure to us. But
some psychologist or medicineman may think of a practical application, and if someone does
we'd like to hear about it.
Auto Radios in metropolitan
New York City total 1,440,000, or
72 percent of the total number of
cars licensed in the area, according to WOR's research department.

Electric Blowers ordinarily installed in cabinets to keep chassis
cool have been very popular
around Glenn Martin's Baltimore
plant this summer. During a visit
to the company's Electronics Section we saw quite a few of them
up on benches cooling the worker
rather than the work.
Several Patents covering a novel
facsimile system with which nothing has been done are owned by a
reader who thinks he has something with commercial possibilities, particularly for interoffice
work. Proof that the system will
work is available, but further development would have to be done
before a production prototype
could be built.
To manufacturers interested in
investigating the subject further
we will be glad to forward a list of
patent numbers.
A West -Coast Firm equipped
with electronic computers has just
set itself up in the highly specialized business of turning out answers to highly complex anathematical problems for industry in
general.

SMPE Members were poled recently to see what they wanted to
read about most in the Journal
of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers. Television easily
September, 1949
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Why a Fusite Terminal Where a Diamond Ought To Be?
A Fusite Terminal would look much more natural performing its
vital function in the hermetic sealing of your electrical product. But
since it's every bit as valuable for 1000 other products that should
be fusion sealed, we aren't playing favorites.
The smooth uniform interfusion of steel and inorganic glass that
Fusite Terminal is as beautiful as a flawless diamond to any
design engineer. In its own way, it's as rugged as the diamond used
is a

on the tip of a heavy duty drill.

t
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It withstands the thermal shock of tortuous heat from soldering
or welding and the rapid cooling that follows. It will carry up to
3000 A.C. volts (RMS) with a 10,000 megohms insulation factor
after salt water immersion.

This is just one of a wide line of standard Fusite single and
multiple electrode terminals.
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TERMINALS
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PROTECT PRODUCT

PERFORMANCE
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Would you like to know more and see samples? Write to Dept.

>

E.

TERMINAL ILLUSTRATED 112 HTL

SINGLE-HOLLOW

TUBE ELECTRODE WITH

LUG

Q

THE FUSITE CORPORATION

CARTHAGE AT HANNAFORD, NORWOOD, CINCINNATI 12, OHIO
ELECTRONICS

-
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(continued)

BUSINESS BRIEFS

showed up in first place among 27
topics. Color came second and
sound third.
A Lot Of People are saying:
"How sad, television has pushed
f -m into the background." Now
that tele receiver makers are beginning to put f -m tuners into
many of their sets as an added
sales feature (it is cheaper than
putting shortwave into a d -c set)
the tables may be turned.
At least many more people will
soon be able to tune in f-m programs on their television sets.
Whether they do so, in view of the
picture interest, remains to be
seen.

Writes a maker of test equipment: "The elaborate setup down
at the Glenn L. Martin plant, mentioned on p 63 of your July issue,
is not at all unusual for aircraft

When you've stretched your budget to the limit to buy the best
equipment and still can't be sure
of uniformly good recordings...
DON'T TAKE YOUR EQUIPMENT APART...

e
SaArai.

Diau-

The Presto Label on a disc means
uniform high quality of mechanical
and chemical properties... always.

RECORDING CORPORATION

PARAiAII:, NEW JERSEY

Adi'fig Addnessc
P.O. Box

5N, rackmEsock, N.

J.

In Canada: *Weer
er P.Dowrs. Ltd.,
Dominior 53. Bldg., Montreal

World's Largest hfanuf acturer of /rsta ramous Fund R wording Equipment owl Disu
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companies, according to our records.
You may also be interested in the
fact that during the first quarter of
1949 we checked up on sales over
$250 and found that we had sold
test equipment to 484 separate industries, schools or branches of
the government. Only 29 were
made to people in the radio and

television receiver manufacturing
group. The largest group of customers numerically was in the
educational institution category,
which chalked up 95 orders."
An Editors' Note pointing out
the probable future importance of
magnetic amplifiers, on p 124 of
our September 1947 issue, induced
Press Wirless' K. A. Young to
learn German so that he could read
about early work in the original.
We think the effort will pay off
and Young evidently thinks so too
for he is now writing a book on
the subject for those who do not
have the time to become bilingual.

Thumbnail Picture of Italian
radio-receiver production looks like
this: Some 40 firms, employing 25,000 people, turned out about 400,000 sets valued at 10 billion lire
($17,875,000) in 1948. Exports,
valued at 930 million lire ($1,662,
375), went chiefly to Egypt, Belgium, Sweden, Argentina, France,
September, 1949
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the Low Countries and Turkey.
Production could readily be doubled if markets could be found but
prices (25 times pre-war level)
make the competitive going rough.

Radio Announcers earned an
average of $7,100 in New York
City during 1947.

Television Antennas represent
one of the toughest design jobs
ever faced by radio engineers.
They must be efficient over an almost impossible frequency range,
provide high orders of gain and
directivity and minimize transmission -line loss.
Compromise
seems to be the only key consistent with consumer requirements,
but we somehow have gotten the
impression that it has been carried
too far by too many people.
We're angling for a story stating fundamental requirements and
suggesting possible approaches, by
a leading antenna authority. If
we get it this yarn alone ought to
be worth the price of admission to
our pages.

Subscriber Harry Schwartz of
Montreal tells us that he and his
partner have induced the local
telephone company to include a
heading for electronic engineers in
the local classified book.
Wire Tapping by a visiting team
interested in knowing whether a
righthanded or lefthanded pitcher
is warming up can't happen at
Brooklyn's Ebbets Field. Hose McCann has installed a no -partyline sound -powered telephone system similar to those used on many
ships between the home -team dugout and bullpen, according to Bob
Kuhn, who was one of the few men
in the city to attend a recent Giant Dodger game on legitimate busi-

Se«4tâie e4q4
by SIGMA
SERIES

4

SPDT GENERAL PURPOSE SENSITIVE D. C. RELAY. Inexpensive Balanced armature for vibration resistance on aircraft at 50
millncaft adjustment. Sensitive enough for V-T operated relay circuits; can be set to operate down to 10 milliwatts. Precision adjustments for pull -on and drop -out. 2 amp. nominal contact rating. Coil
resistance up to 14,000 ohms.

SERIES

5

SPDT VERY SENSITIVE D. C. RELAY. Balanced armature and
magnetic efficiency resist aircraft vibration on inputs as low as 5
milliwatts. Withstands 500g shock without damage. Precision adjustments. 2 amp. nominal contact rating. Coil resistance up to 16,000
ohms. Special adaptations: Built-in rectifier, two -coil differential
operation, constant voltage temperature compensation.

SERIES 41
SPDT SENSITIVE RELAY AC -DC-KEYING. Unusual characteristics at low cost. Same D. C. sensitivity as Series 4 but lees
flexibility of adjustment. Available with long life and bounce-free
contacts, it is suited to high speed counting,and keying. Mechanical
life exceeds 109 operations. Good for plate circuits needing moderate
precision and vibration immunity. Contact ratings up to 5 amps.
Coil resistance to 14,000 ohms. A. C. sensitivity exceeds 0.1 V.A. at
60 cps. Serviceable on frequencies from 16-400 cps. Protects delicate
thermostat or instrument contacts.

SERIES 6
MULTICIRCUIT POLARIZED SENSITIVE RELAY. Single or
double (differential) windings. Resistance up to 25000 ohms total.
Contacts up to 4PDT, 5 amp. nominal rating. Balanced armature for
strong vibration resistance. FORM X-Three Position or Null Seeking. For automatic positioning or 2 -Way process control. Sensitivity
(depending on contact complexity) from 10 to 100 milliwatts. FORM
Y-Biased (Spring Return). Use as an ordinary sensitive relay if a
complex contact combination is needed. Combines function of pilot
relay and contactor. Sensitivity same as Form X. Responds only to
one polarity. FORM Z-Latching (permanent. Magnetic). Replaces
mechanical latch electrical reset relays, where longer life and greater
vibration resistance is required. Sensitivity from 100 to 250 milliwatts.

SERIES

7

SPDT SENSITIVE HIGH SPEED POLARIZED RELAY. Single
or multiple windings up to 14,000 ohms (single). Balanced armature.
Nominal contact rating 2 amps. For repeating telegraphic signals at
speeds up to 250 WPM. Small in size and weight. Hermetically sealed.
Mechanical life exceeds 109 operations. FORMS X, Y and Z (see
Type 6 above) available in Series 7. Sensitivities from less than 1 to
10 milliwatts depending on form and requirements. Form Xis useful
as the detecting element in positioning bridge circuits.

ness.

Hams employed by the William
Stancil Company, building magnetic recorders out in North Hollywood, total six.
V.

Personal: If any of you boys
with boats in Long Island Sound
hear the "Dolphin" (WC2600) on
the ship-to -ship bands, or portable marine W2TY on 75 phone give us
a shout.

ZßçLAl+c
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VARIETY OF ENCLOSURES
Some of the standard enclosures
(including hermetically sealed)
in which most Sigma relays are

available.

Sigma Instruments,

INC.

RELAYS

WRITE FOR FULLY
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOG.

62 Ceylon St., Boston 21, Mass.
63
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MALLORYP.

R.

MALLORY 8 CO..Inc.

Midgetrol
Has Designing Ways
...It's

MALLORY

the little Volume Control
with BIG Advantages

sets the pace in carbon controls with the
revolutionary Mallory Midgetrol.
NEW TELEVISION TYPES
Resistance stability specially provides for critical applications in television circuits. Insulated shafts are knurled for
ease in aùjustment. Shaft and current -carrying parts provide
2000 -volt insuation.

NEW SMALL SIZE
The small size of tft" diameter saves preciot s space, can be
specified where a 11/4" diameter control ordinarily would
be required.
NEW FLAT SHAFT
It makes poaaible a standardization of products which means
faster production schedules and faster deliveries.
NEW TWO -POINT SHAFT SUSPENSION
Double bearing suspension of the new flat shaft eliminates
shaft wobble. Assures smooth, even contact pressure on the

resistance element. Improves the quality of the control
mechanically and electrically.
NEW RESISTANCE ELEMENT

Resistance element is automatically machine -coated and
electronically selected to eliminate any chance of human error.
NEW CONSTRUCTION
Uee of phenolic material eliminates metal -to -metal contact,
thus there's no chance for mechanical noise.
NEW CONTACT ASSEMBLY
The contact assembly is made of a special Mallory contact
alloy. New contact design makes the Mallory Midgetrol the
quietest, smoothest control by laboratory testa.
NEW TYPE END TERMINALS
End terminals are hot tinned-can be formed, bent, or
twisted many times without breaking. Terminal holes are
l arge enough to easily and quickly secure all leads.
NEW SWITCH

Designed and manufactured by Mallory under the highest
quality standards. This new switch is built for a long, trouble.
free life and eliminates many switch problema.

Are you planning for smallness, and yet want to
deliver big results? Well, here's an all -new rev-

olutionary volume control that lives up to
Mallory's name.
It's rugged. It can take it. It gives longer life and it
is the quietest by actual tests. Yes, the Mallory

...

Midgetrol has designing ways
and more and
more designers have fallen in love with its nine
big features.
Mallory Midgetrol is the crowning result of years
of work to pack all the dependability, all the toughness and all the precision work that has made Mallory
famous into SMALLER space.
We earnestly suggest you study the many extra
features offered by the Mallory Midgetrol which are
listed in the box here. They, in total, prove again
that the Midgetrol is worthy of joining the big
Mallory line of volume controls of every type for
every use.
You Expect More And Get More From Mallory

Precision Electronic Parts-Switches, Controls, Resistors
SERVING INDUSTRY WITH
P.

R. MALLORY & CO.. Inc.

MALLORY
P.

R.

Capacitors

Rectifiers

Contacts

Switches

Controls

Vibrators

Power Supplies
Resistance Welding

Materl*

MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
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CROSS

TALK

...

As anticipated, our quarrel
ANGLO ANGLE
with the British television standards (this column,
May issue) has touched off a friendly spark or two
from the editors of Wireless World, who take us to
task in their July issue. The points of controversy
between us were, among many others, discussed at
length last month in Zurich at the first meeting of the
C.C.I.R.'s Study Group 11, a body set up to explore the
possibility of international agreement on television
standards. We attended this meeting as technical
adviser to the U. S. Delegation, and learned much.
On the theory that a report on this meeting would
be more constructive than continued editorial discussion, we refer readers, including our colleagues
of Wireless World, to our next issue, which will
contain a full account of the Zurich meeting and what
lies ahead.

...

DEFINITIONS
Several professional groups are
mulling over the old question of what "electronics"
means. Time was when this was a simple matter:
electron tubes make use of free electrons traveling
in a vacuous or gas -filled space; electronics is the
science and technology of electron tubes and associated apparatus. And that was that.
But along came the transistor, and with it a new
appraisal of the semiconductor as an element in
electronics. According to the old definition, a
transistor, a thermistor, a barrier layer photocell,
selenium and silicon rectifiers, are not electronic at
all. But they are small -current devices which perform functions identical to, or closely related to,
those of electron tubes.
A proposal made by one definition committee (which
shall be nameless for the moment because its work is
still in the preliminary stages) makes a lot of sense
to us. This group proposes to define electronic conduction as including electron flow in a gas, a vacuum,
or in a semiconductor. An "electron device" would
be one in which conduction takes place through a
vacuum, gas or a semiconductor. An electron tube
_.
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would be such a device, in which the conduction takes
place within a gas-tight envelope.
This all-inclusive definition puts the semiconductor
devices where they belong. Moreover, it's based on
a sound physical doctrine. Controlled electron flow
in a gas requires attention to the same rhysical principles as controlled electron flow in a semiconductor. The
lack of knowledge of the latter process is as profound as its inherent complexity is evident. But, in
time, these questions will be answered. Quite
possibly the control of electrons in a gas or vacuum
will fall out as a special case of the general description of the domains of the solid state.

...

In April we took note of the work
EARLIER
of Otto Schade in testing lenses with a photoelectric
scanner. We were soon reminded that Dr. Schade
was not the first to use this method. Several months
earlier, William Herriott had published in the JOSA
a description of his photoelectric lens bench. So our
praise is now directed in two directions. Having
seen the Herriott bench in operation recently, we are
more impressed than ever. We hope they've heard
about it, by now, in Rochester, New York.

...

It is abundantly clear that the FCC has
BASIS
taken seriously its responsibility for proper planning
of the future of television broadcasting. The statement of "proposed rule making", which will go before
hearing a few days after this issue is published, is
evidently an all-out attempt to avoid the mistakes
made when sound broadcasting was first set up
in 1925. The proposals have received careful
scrutiny by many organizations, public and private,
partial and impartial, who have filed notice of
their intention to appear before the hearing. The
issues are complex, the opinions diverse and strongly
held. The decisions made will set the course, for
good or evil, for a long time. We do not envy the
Commissioners their task or their responsibility;
we can only wish them Godspeed.
65

WHY DOES

IT

TAKE SO LONG?
Engineering executives ask this question today more than
ever as high overhead charges accumulate month after
month on an electronic development project. Here are
the answers, with historical backing and practical suggestions for speeding recovery of development costs
This GE type FH -11 split -anode
magnetron was available commercially in 1930 but nobody

By W. E. WHITE
Electronics Engineer
General Electric Research Laboratory
Schenectady, N. Y.

wanted it

has said that life
howadays consists of a series
of hectic rushes interspersed by exasperating waits. The latter often
seem to predominate from the viewpoint of the executive interested in
a technical development. The engineer in charge is also frequently
exasperated by the length of time it
takes to develop, design, manufacture and make a business of some
new product. Usually the high cost
of such a process is a cause of even
greater mental anguish. This high
cost is in turn due partly to the fact
that time is money, particularly in
these times when overhead charges
are high and accumulate month
after month regardless of the rate
of progress of the project.
In the field of electronics, the time
from idea to production is a very
pertine. t problem because progress
and obsolescence are such pronounced factors. New developments often crowd one another,
leaving all too few years during
which the cost of the initial development may be recovered. Finally,
after a development has been completed and one has the benefit of
hindsight, it is often very difficult
to explain and justify, even to oneSOMEONE
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self, the reasons why so much time
was consumed in arriving at the
goal. A few historical examples
will show how long it took in the
past to develop familiar products.
Let's first take a look at the development of the high -vacuum tube,
which is the basis of our industry.
The Triode

...

1883 to 1913

Starting with the Edison Effect
in 1883, Edison was granted a
patent in 1884 on a diode voltage

SEVEN REASONS FOR DELAYS
An engineer instinctively hangs
onto a development until he understands everything about it
Overlooked defects in design don't
show up until the product is in the

field
Trial users are unsympathetic

to

new ideas

Final product is not sufficiently
visualized during design
Routine business conferences and
interruptions
encourage
personal
natural manna inclinations
General weariness and disgust with
project after run of hard luck
Natural opposition of production
personnel to new products

regulator', Fleming used a diode as
a radio detector in 1905, deForest
brought out his audion in 1907
and the high -vacuum tube came in
1913.

It was not until World War I,
however, that high -vacuum triodes
were widely used and, of course,
not until the advent of broadcasting
in 1921 did they really reach the
public. Thus, from Edison's discovery to World War I, use represented a lapse of over 30 years. It
should be noted, however, that after
1912 when organized research became active in the development of
the high-vacuum triode, progress
was relatively rapid.
This development of the high voltage triode, which has been
taken as an illustration, involved
a number of accomplishments that
were necessary before the final result could be achieved.
Induction Heating

...

1919 to 1939

One example involving the application of electron tubes is the development of high -frequency induction heating. In 1919, as a result
of transmitting tube developments
for World War I, fairly suitable
tubes were available for commercial
September, 1949 -

Taken in 1928, this picture shows a laboratory test of the FH -11
oscillating magnetron being used as a voice-modulated microwave transmitter at 400 mc. The art was not ready for such
a development, and many years had to pass before a radio

high -frequency induction heating.
As a matter of fact, the writer built
a high -frequency furnace unit in
1919. This was used regularly for
laboratory melting of special alloys
in a vacuum or controlled atmosphere. Many of the unique advantages of high -frequency induction
heating were known at that time
and yet it was not until about 20
years later that this application
really became a business.
What can be done to shorten this
period of incubation? This leads to
the question of what are the causes
of delays in a new development and
its commercialization.
General Considerations

Many delays in development are
largely psychological and only certain of them are susceptible to much
near -future improvement.
The beginnings of a new development can usually be traced to someone's idea and the decision by the
same or another person to do something about this idea. Of course,
the first questions that arise are:
(1) Is there a profitable market

for the product?
(2) Is the time propitious for
the venture?
., re-TO-bw7S
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transmitter operating at this frequency was greatly desired.
This tube, incidentally, was described by the author in a three page feature article in the first issue of ELECTRONICS (p 34,
April 1930)

(3) What is the probable development cost and can it be recovered?
(4) Is the organization involved
capable of doing the development
plus manufacture and commercialization ?
These are all of primary importance, of course, and much could be
written on each of them. However,
we will assume the answer to each
has been in the affirmative and thus
get on to our subject of delays.
Earlier in this article, the speeding up of high -voltage triode development through organized research was mentioned. This is an
extremely important factor and
should be considered under the
broad heading of collective genius.
Collective genius is a name for the
idea that many human traits and
abilities are necessary to complete
a development successfully; so
many, in fact, that it is practically
impossible to accomplish the result
with one or two individuals.
For a successful development,
there must be enough individuals
possessing the necessary abilities
in the group to supply all the basic
requirements. This general idea is
fundamental and not new to modern
organized industrial research, but

it was brought out very interestingly in an article published a few
years ago.` I would recommend
that this article be read by everyone
interested in advanced development.
Back of every successful development there is usually a dominant
personality. This of itself does not
insure a speedy and successful result, although it is one of the important factors necessary to success.
Delay No. 1-Engineering Instinct

The engineer in charge of the
development is sometimes more interested in the technical how and
why of the development than in
speeding it to a practical completion
in order to minimize outgo and to
hasten the beginnings of income.
Many scientists and some engineers
have this feeling, but fortunately
most of them keep it well under
control. To others the idea of
manufacturing and placing on the
market some new product on which
all of the technical problems are not
thoroughly understood or charted is

abhorrent. Certainly there must be
sufficient knowledge to avoid pitfalls. On the other hand, if commercialization is postponed until all
the science and engineering in67

volved are thoroughly understood,
then probably a competitor will be
the first one to make a business out

of the development.
Delay No. 2-Overlooked Defects

us are familiar with
products which when first commercialized show up some important defect or difficulty. To avoid
this one must learn as early as possible in a development what are its
key problems. Frequently the problems that at first were worried
about the most do not materialize;
instead, other difficulties or defects
that were not suspected turn out
to present the chief difficulties.
This leads to the need for getting
a few of the products out into the
field just as soon as possible. There
is no better way of uncovering defects than this procedure.
All of

3-Attitude of Trial Users
In a field trial or early use, success or failure usually hinges on the
attitude of the individual utilizing
the trial installation. If he looks
with suspicion on any new thing,
it is sometimes better to look for a
better location. On the other hand,
a trial user who has enthusiasm,
patience and tolerance is to be
treasured as he is often the all-important factor in a quick and successful technical development.
Delay No.

Delay No.

4-Not Looking Ahead

In the vast majority of cases, the
human mind seems to be incapable
of clearly foreseeing or sensing two
steps ahead on any problem. It is
a common experience to design some
fairly simple piece of new electronic
equipment, giving thorough attention to what are apparently all the
problems involved. When the first
sample is delivered and sometimes
even before a test is made, the designer finds to his dismay that, as
soon as it is seen in being, one or
more undesirable features are immediately apparent. In other cases,
the initial test uncovers what seems
like some perfectly obvious undesirable characteristic or defects and
the designer wonders how he could
have been so stupid as not to foresee
this particular feature. Probably
this factor is high in importance of
the many that can cause costly and
lengthy delays. There is nothing
68

new in the discovery of this problem, and the use of mock-ups is
sometimes employed to minimize
this difficulty. However, it remains
a severe psychological problem, the
complete cure for which is none too

apparent.
Delay No.

5-Interruptions

The mañana problem is as old as
human nature, but it appears to
have taken on many new and insidious forms in the past few years.
There are thoroughly legitimate aspects to this factor. They are staff
conferences, monthly reports, visits
of VIP's and that yearly bugaboo,
the budget. These are just a few to
serve as examples. At least one
comes up nearly every week in the
life of a development engineer.
Probably more time consuming
are the semi-personal or personal
factors. Here the scope and variety
are legion. One plans to take home
some technical book, report or data
so as to study it in peace and quiet.
However: It is March 14 and the
income tax return is due. Again
upon arriving at home you are reminded that you promised to visit
the Henry Doodles that night to
see the Kodachrome slides of their
trip to Florida. The reader can add
to this list almost endlessly. Such
interruptions invade even the office
and laboratory with such things as
weddings, storms, accidents and illness in the family. This is bad
enough in one's own particular case,
but remember that these same problems apply to each individual of the
many connected with the job, from
messenger boy to shop superintendent. During all the delays from
these causes, salaries and overhead
go merrily on.
Delay No. 6-General Disgust

From time to time during a difficult development when there has
been an unusually long run of hard
luck, it is suggested that it is time
to stop fooling around with makeshift apparatus and do a really good
job with the proper equipment. This
tendency must be watched carefully
as frequently it originates from
weariness and disgust with the
project rather than a real need. We
all know that some of the outstanding developments in our science
have been done with haywire

apparatus built on breadboards.
Delay No. 7-Opposition to New Things

Unless the product under development solves some pressing current
problem, it is usually very difficult
to commercialize it. It is so much
easier to keep on in the same manner rather than introduce the new
or improved products that always
involve risk, trouble and added
effort. Furthermore, changes upset
smooth factory operation which in
times of pressing production problems is an all-important factor. The
argument is sometimes advanced
that an existing product should not
be replaced by a new one until the
cost of development of the present
design has been recovered.
Timing New Developments

From an executive viewpoint, it is
necessary to call a halt somewhere
in the introduction of new ideas
during any given period. In general,
an organization simply does not
have the manpower to handle more
than a limited number of new ideas
or developments at one time.
There are two particular times in
the business cycle when it is difficult
to promote an idea for a new development from research through to
commercial form. The first is when
business is good and the second
when business is dull. This is not
a facetious remark, but rather
points out another psychological
fact.
Good and Bad Times

In times of business prosperity,
money for research and development is usually available and there
is plenty of optimism. It is true
that manhours are difficult to find
for development purposes but probably the greatest difficulty is that

managers are primarily interested
in getting out present models on
schedule and of proper quality,
They cannot be expected to be
particularly interested in a new
product that is going to take many
manhours to promote and sell and
probably involve added problems in
installation and engineering and
customer complaints.
On the other hand, in periods of
poor business conditions, money is
hard to obtain for research, engineering and development, and pessiSeptember, 7949
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mism is usually rife. But there is
one big favorable factor and that
is that at such times managers are
keenly on the lookout for a new or
better product to catch a larger
share of the limited available business or open up a new field. There
are also manhours usually available
on the part of engineers and commercial men to promote a new
product.
The answer to this timing problem is obvious. The basic research
and advanced technical development
work can and should be done in good
times. Thus a good foundation is
laid so that the final design and
promotion may later be done with a
minimum of time and expense when
economy rules but new products are
much to be desired. Industrial electronics grew up during such periods. Much of the basic research
work on various new tubes and the
circuits involved was done during
the boom years of the late 20's
whereas some of the most encouraging beginnings of commercial applications occurred during the depression years of the early and
middle 30's.
During the next few years, it will
be interesting to watch the extent
to which some recently announced
electronic research accomplishments
come into profitable use. Examples
of this are the traveling-wave tube',
ceramic tubes' and the transistor'.
In following such developments,
it must be kept in mind that sometimes it is their by-products that
turn out to be important rather
than the form in which the initial
development took place.
Expediting Procedures

It is essential that satisfactory
operating samples of the device be
available, as well as necessary associated items. One can never tell
when conditions for getting approval of a new device will suddenly
become favorable. The ability to
follow up some suggestion promptly
and actively when enthusiasm is
fresh and high is a very important

factor.
Complete information on a device,
particularly as regards its operation, advantages, limitations and
unusual characteristics, is essential.
Again, everything should be done
to make the initial trials or tests
-
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Built and successfully demonstrated by the author in 1919, this high-frequency induction heating unit was 20 years ahead of its time. Commercial acceptance did not
come until about 1939 when industry realized its potentialities for surface hardening

doubtedly a characteristic of a new
art, but it is probably not so pronounced today as it was a number of
years ago.
On the other hand, introduction
of a new tube or application in the
industrial field may meet with quite
a different reception. There the attitude is more often to question the
proposal on the basis of too high
cost, fear of unreliability, unsatisfactory tube life and the many other
factors involved. In other words,
conservatism is a much more powerful factor than the pioneering
spirit. Fortunately, this too has
changed during the past few years
and even now there is a tendency in
some cases to think of doing it electronically first.
ones.
Two or three years may seem
It is often easier to introduce
some radically new idea as an added like a long time to realize a dream
feature of an existing product on even a simple idea, but a century
rather than attempt to force it ago the dreamer was lucky if he
through as an entirely new device. lived long enough to see it in sucIt is less upsetting to the factory cessful use. Much progress has been
made.
and involves less commercial risk.

favorable as otherwise doubts are
substituted for high hopes.
No opportunity should be lost to
tell as many people as possible about
the device and demonstrate it to
them. All the good ideas are not
under one hat. In our field, there
is probably no better way of telling
the world than an article in
ELECTRONICS.
The more propositions entertained for a new device,
the more likely a successful one will
be found.
The initial applications chosen to
be followed up actively should, if
possible, be relatively simple ones.
There will be enough complications
and unforeseen problems without
introducing extra or unnecessary

Conclusion

Radio engineers are born pioneers. They are always on the
lookout for something new and very
often will decide to incorporate a
new thing in a product even before
the engineer promoting the device
feels it is ready to use. This adventuresome spirit in radio is un-
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WO

TV
FM

Design !or

Engineered for maximum flexibility and operating economy, New York's newest vhf
television transmitter overlooks the city from the New Jersey Palisades. Its 810 -foot tower
includes an f -m antenna. Microwave stl's, coaxial cable and high -quality telephone lines
link studios and remote pickup points

THE completion of the WOR-TV
television transmitter plant will
interest radio engineers because of
its several unique features. The
latest of the New York stations to
broadcast a television program
from its own facilities, it has had
the advantage of time and experience in planning an effective installation.
Although this article deals primarily with television equipment,
the apparatus and its use have been
carefully integrated into the whole
field of radio entertainment. Television is the newest and most compelling of the radio mediums, but
a -m and f -m will continue to serve
for a long time. For that reason,
the f -m transmitting facilities have
been combined, from the operational
standpoint, with those of television.
Existing a-m facilities, requiring
different terrain, are adequate, and
satisfactorily located elsewhere (in
Carteret, near Rahway, N. J.).
The facilities described in this
article comprise television studios,
which are located in New York City
at 20 W. 67th St., and f-m and television broadcasting facilities installed in North Bergen, New
Jersey. The television studio facilities are not yet completed, so that
only a brief description of them is
given. The television transmitter
facilities, however, are now completed, and include a television

transmitter, a source of auxiliary or
emergency picture signal for that
transmitter, and suitable microwave
and other terminal equipment to
enable television pictures to be
brought to the transmitter. The
f -m facilities include an f -m transmitter and suitable auxiliary equipment.
All of these transmitter
facilities are housed in a specially
designed building. Adjacent to the
building is the transmitter tower,
which carries both the f -m and
television antennas.
Choosing

a

Location

The proper siting of a radio
transmitter is the most important
decision a radio engineer can make
for he must usually live with his
decision a long time. Compromises
among the factors of propagation,
cost, or availability of a satisfactory site must always be made.
However, in spite of the impossibility of obtaining CAA permission to
erect a tower at the most favored
spot in Fort Lee, New Jersey, the
present approved North Bergen
location is considered a satisfactory
compromise, with the propagation
factor weighing somewhat more
favorably in the balance here.
The decision to locate the transmitter in New Jersey rather than
in New York was predicated upon
economic as well as engineering
considerations. In the first place,
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although the states of New Jersey
and New York are major political
subdivisions, the populations are
homogeneous. Nominal residents
of either state are often employed
in the other. So far as the whole
geographical region is concerned,
it is essentially one market area.
Because of their relative convenience to studios and talent, the New
York skyscrapers were first used to
support the high antennas needed
for television. Only two vhf stations (both of them f-m broadcasters) have, until the advent of
WOR-TV, exploited the natural elevation furnished by the Palisades,
the rocky western bank of the Hudson River. This high ridge commands both the eastern shore of the
Hudson, the flat land of Long
Island and also the area to the west
towards Pennsylvania. Immediately
to the west are the Jersey Meadows,
a low swampy region abounding in
a -m stations.
It is well known that the ghosts
that plague television reception in
some locations are caused by signal
reflections from obstacles, the reflected signal being weaker and delayed in time by the somewhat
longer path it has traveled. The
most troublesome interference by
ghosts occurs when the receiving
location is shielded in some way
from the direct, or desired, ray. By
locating the WOR-TV antenna well
September, 1949
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the Future
By F. J. BINGLEY
Chief Television Engineer
Bamberger Broadcasting Co., Inc.
New York, New York

away from the tall buildings of New
York City, it is expected that there
will be few locations at which the
direct signal is not obtained with
very much greater signal strength
than reflected signals.
The 5,000 and 500 -microvolt contours computed according to FCC
formulas in application for construction permit are shown by solid
lines in Fig. 1. An estimate of
population served is also indicated.
The layout of the site is shown in
Fig. 2. The transmitter building
and the adjoining garage are modern one-story construction of brick,
covering 5,000 square feet. Besides
the transmitter cubicle space, equipment racks, and the control room,
there are washroom, a dining space
and kitchen, and an office. At the
rear of the building are the utility
room housing the ventilating and
cooling equipment, and a wellequipped shop. The garage has
space for three large remote pickup
trucks.
The outdoor substation, surrounded by a wire fence, contains
two banks of three 50-kva transformers, each bank connected to a
different feeder. Power comes in at
440 volts and is stepped down to
120/208 -volt 3 -phase 4 -wire circuits.
In the event of a power failure
on the line in use, the load is
automatically and instantaneously
switched to the transformer bank
ELECTRONICS
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WOK -TV -FM tower in North Bergen, N. J. overlooks New York City
71
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Transmitter control is centered at console in foreground. Television transmitters at left and f -m at right. Turntables and cueing desk
just show at left and camera control and mixer desks at right

that is fed from the alternate substation.
An important feature of the electrical installation is the ground
system. An expanded -metal copper
mat covers the ground beneath the
tower. Tied in with this is a system
of 20 radials extending from the
tower base to the edge of the property. A main girdling system of
250-mcm bare copper cable extends
the full perimeter of the property.
All metal columns, conduits, equipment grounds, and even the window
frames of the building are tied into
this system.
The most striking feature of the
external plant is the tower itself,
visible for many miles in any direction. The fabricated portion rises
760 feet above the ground and is
surmounted by a 50 -foot pole supporting the f-m and television radiators. It weighs about 420 tons.
At the base, the legs of the quadrupod are spread out 96 feet apart
on a side, narrowing at the top to
5 feet. Each leg is secured by eight
steel bolts, each one 13 feet long
and weighing 800 pounds. Steel reinforced concrete bases are imbedded in the solid granite ledge
that shows above ground.
The tower has been designed to
withstand winds of 120 miles an
hour. The maximum average wind
velocity recorded in this area for a
five-minute interval was 81 miles an
hour during the hurricane of 1944.
It is estimated that a wind of 35

miles an hour causes a sway at the
top of only 7 inches.
By virtue of the antenna construction and the fact that the
tower is tied into the extensive
grounding system, the structure
will probably tend to equalize opposing charges between the earth and
the atmosphere. Although this condition constitutes no assurance that
the tower will never suffer a severe
lightning stroke, the chances of
damage are minimized. Other features of the tower installation, such
as the microwave relay station at
the 555 -foot level are discussed in
detail below.

WOR-TV

bears the curious dis-

tinction of being not the first, but
the seventh and last of the New
York VHF television transmitters
allowed by present FCC allocations. There are many reasons for
this situation, but the editors of
ELECTRONICS
a r e
concerned
mainly with the fact that here is
a carefully designed installation
that should profit from the mistakes as well as the good points
of every comparable station that
has already gone into regular operation. Of equal importance is
the fact that after WOR-TV engineers decided what they needed,
they had the relatively unlimited
financial resources with which to
back up their engineering decisions.-THE EDITORS
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The top of the tower supports a
one -bay circular antenna for WORFM and above this, a six-bay, super turnstile antenna that is used for

both television sight and sound
from WOR-TV on Channel 9.
The f-m antenna is the doughnut,
a special form of the folded dipole.
The extreme ends of the folded dipole are joined by an adjustable capacitor that is factory tuned for the
desired frequency. The center point
of the larger ring, and one end of
the lower ring are grounded, thus
affording lightning protection.
A matching section is used between the 3i -inch line and the antenna. This type of antenna has a
power gain of 0.79 referred to a
half -wave dipole. The effective radiated power of 3.4 kw at 950 feet
is attained with a transmitter output to the transmission line of 5.7
kw. The calculated coverage is
shown by dashed lines in the contour map (Fig. 1).
Each bay of the six-bay super turnstile antenna for television consists of four bat wing radiators
mounted at 90 -degree intervals
about the supporting pole. These
radiators are formed from seamless
steel tubing and are attached at
their top and bottom ends to the
supporting pole.
The method of feeding the east west pairs is shown in Fig. 3. The
north -south pairs are similarly fed,
but at 90-degree phase displacement. The horizontal pattern from
September,
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Audio equipment, video monitors, sync generator and associated equipment form the outer wall of the shielded room to the transmitter operator's right

this antenna is essentially circular
deviating little more than plus or
minus 0.5 db. For channel 9, the
power gain over a half -wave dipole
is 6.78. Combined sound and picture carriers from a diplexer unit

near the television transmitter are
fed through two 3k inch copper coaxial lines up the south-west leg of
the tower to the matching unit and
junction for the antenna feed harness.
An interesting and important
feature of the antenna installations
is the means of keeping the radiating structures free of ice. This protection is essential not only because
the ice may affect the characteristics of the antenna, but because the
radiators are less rugged than the
supporting structure. An accumulation of ice presents a greater wind
surface as well as a greater weight.
The f-m ring antenna has heated
capacitor plates and partially heated
arms dissipating about 240 watts in
all. If normal voltage is insufficient
to melt ice, the voltage can be raised
on the Calrod units until the power
is approximately doubled, with no
damage to the equipment.
A differently shaped 250 -watt
heating unit is built into the vertical portion (next to the mast) of
each element of the six -bay turnstile. The whole assembly dissipates
six kilowatts. It is possible to connect the individual units in parallel,
series -parallel, or series, for different degrees of heat. There are two
tember, 1949
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One of the coaxial cable terminal racks (lei-) and monitoring equipment (right) are
located in the hallway outside shielded room
73

controls for the heaters; an automatic thermostatic control and a
manual control that shorts out the
thermostat.
Icing, or the formation of hard
rime, takes place over a very narrow
temperature range near 32 F. It is
caused by the deposition of supercooled water droplets on an obstacle.

On this account, a thermostatically
controlled heater is usually set to
operate between the limits of 27 and
32 F. When the air is colder than
27 F, there is little danger of icing.
Rime, or frost feathers, is another source of trouble. This phenomenon is caused by a cloud of
supercooled droplets (of a different
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character from an icing cloud) that
freeze when they hit an obstacle and
build out into the wind. Although
lighter in weight, their wind resistance is likely to become greater
than that of the icing deposition.
Rime forms at temperatures from
32 to as low as minus 50 F, but the
amount decreases as the temperature drops. Probably the manual
control of the antenna heating will
be seldom used to cope with any
riming conditions.
As an additional aid to discourage the buildup of ice or rime, the
antenna has been covered with
three layers of special paint to give
it a smooth surface.

/

1-Service areas for WOR-TV (solid lines) and WOR-FM (dashed lines). Note
that the contours for tv and

f -m

are not directly comparable

The layout of equipment and facilities within the station is shown
in Fig. 4. Operating activities center at the transmitter control desk
in the center of the operating room.
The operator on duty normally faces
the transmitters. Easily accessible
are the turntables, to his left; the
camera control and mixer desks
(television sight and sound) to his
right. Ordinarily, the television
program is originated elsewhere
and sent to the transmitter via television master control located at the
main television studios at 67th
Street in New York City. Similarly,
f -m programs are routed through
WOR-FM master control at 1440
Broadway. Emergency and testing
operations only will require the use
of the auxiliary equipment at the

transmitter.
SUBSTATION

PARKING
AR EA

TRANSMITTER
AND
OVERHEAD
CONTROL
COAXIAL

LINES

250 FT

FIG.
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2

Ground plan of the North Bergen property showing relation of the tower,
transmitter building and power substation

All television camera and slide
projection equipment is effectively
isolated in the shielded room to the
right of the operator. The synchronizing, testing, monitoring, and
all the audio equipment is at least
partially shielded. Ceiling, walls
and floor of the room are covered
with fine copper screening heavily
tinned so that the individual strands
are joined one to another. This
shielding, together with that afforded by the metal cabinets and
doors on the operating -room side,
cuts down direct radiation from
the transmitters, the antennas, and
also from the several a -m broadcasting stations in the vicinity
During construction of the tower,
an intercommunication system employed between the hoisting engiSeptember, 1949
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neer and the top construction level
picked up strong signals from these
local a -m stations until the equipment and line were adequately
shielded. Without proper shielding,
a great many of the high -impedance, low -signal circuits, particularly in the camera equipment,
would undoubtedly pick up strong
signals.
Monitoring and testing equipment, along with telephone terminals, is in the broad hallway to one
side and behind the transmitter
cubicles. The utility room contains
cooling and heating facilities for
the building as well as high -and low-pressure air for the transmitters, and cooling water for some of
the tubes.
A well-appointed shop contains
everything from hammers to lathes,
from communications receivers to
square -wave generator. Drawers
and cabinets of spare parts line one
wall.
The Television Transmitters

The type TT -6-D comprises a 5 kw picture transmitter and a 2.5
kw aural transmitter in adjacent
cubicles at the operator's left. This
is standard equipment. The picture
transmitter employs low-level plate
modulation, five push-pull stages
ending in a pair of 9C24 tubes that
employ forced air and water cooling. No high-level sideband filter
is required because all but the

standard vestigial sideband signal
is eliminated by the amplifier bandpass tuning.
When once adjusted it is the work
of a few minutes to check the tuning of the amplifier stages, starting
with the final and working back to
the first stage. Crystal monitors are
provided in each r -f amplifier stage,
and there is a built-in sweep oscillator, as well as marker oscillators for
use with an external oscilloscope,
to give a visual indication of proper
tuning.
The f -m sound transmitter employs the Phasitron circuit for
phase -initiated frequency modulation. The carrier frequency is thus
directly controlled by a crystal. Output of the transmitter comes from
a pair of type 5513 forced air cooled
tubes.
In practice, these transmitters
will operate very much under their
rrrar(MtcS-September,

Coaxial cable hangers compensate different coefficients of expansion of steel tower
and copper line. Upper clamps are merely lined with asbestos compound. Lower
copper -lined clamps grip coax. Downward thrust is taken by springs. Ground Is
carried by the copper braid from lower clamp to tower

maximum power ratings. Television
stations are licensed for a maximum
of 50 kilowatts effective radiated
picture carrier power at an antenna
height of 500 feet, and 25 to 75 kw
sound power on the same basis.
Since the effective height of the
WOR-TV antenna is 975 feet above
average terrain the effective radiated 'power has been restricted by
FCC to 9 KW. To obtain this the
operating power of the transmitter
must be reduced to 2.04 KW. This
computation includes a 35 -percent loss in the transmission line
and a power gain of 6.78 for the
antenna. For similar legal reasons, the sound transmitter will
operate at about 2.5 kw to give 11

kw erp at 975 feet (this includes a
loss of 875 watts in the transmission

line) .
The f -m transmitter for WORFM operating at 98.7 me (channel
254) and installed to the operator's
right is standard commercial equipment. Styled the type BT -4-B, it
comprises a Phasitron modulator,
250 -watt amplifier, and 3 -kw, followed by a 10 -kw amplifier. Final
tubes in this rig are a pair of
forced -air cooled 5518's.
The output of each transmitter is
converted to single -ended connection by means of a balun. Output
from the WOR-FM transmitter is
taken directly out of the building
and up the tower through 3i -inch
75
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1

BEACON

3,0

Bi.t4-OHM
INPUT

TOWER

Engineers making final tests of the six -bay superturnstile ortenna lust prior to hoisting
it into place. Man at left reads meter indicating standing waves on slotted -line section.
Signal generator on table (right)

coaxial line and fed into the single bay circular antenna through a
quarter -wave matching section.
Output from the picture and
sound transmitters feeds into a diplexer or bridge circuit of which
the two sets of radiators appear as
resistive elements. The visual transmitter is fed across one diagonal
of the bridge and the aural transmitter across the other. From the
diplexer unit two 3i -inch lines run
out and up the tower, one to the
east-west elements and the other
to the north-south elements. An
additional quarterwave length of
line is introduced in the north -south
feed to obtain the desired quadrature effect between the sets of elements.
Provision is made for gassing the
external lines with either dry nitrogen or dry air. The f -m line and
the television pair each has its own
compressor that draws room air
76

through a silica gel filter. The machine automatically cycles so as to
dry out the silica gel and discharge
its moisture before another cycle of
pumping into the line. Ordinarily,
this equipment is adequate to handle routine pressurizing which need
be very Iittle more than atmospheric to prevent breathing of moist
air.
In the event of trouble, compressed nitrogen from tanks can be
introduced instead. The lines inside
the building operate without pressure since the temperature of the
air inside the building near the
equipment tends to be higher than
the dew point.
Dummy Load

The picture carrier output r -f line
to the diplexer is so arranged that
by loosening and swinging a 90 degree elbow this output can be fed
instead into a dummy load in order

3-Detail of the East-West feeder
system to the television superturnstile.
The North -South feeders are identical
FIG.

to measure the r -f power generated
by the transmitter. A water-cooled
resistor of 51.5 ohms terminates
the line in its characteristic impedance. Water flows around the resistor and is heated according to the
power that the resistor dissipates.
In practice, when the water flow is
adjusted to 3.8 gallons per minute,
the temperature difference directly
indicates kilowatts of power dissi-

pated.
Transmitter Controls

One of the fantastic aspects of
television is its tremendous appetite
for personnel. Covering a ball game
in the good old days, an announcer
and an engineer might arrive a
half hour before the game time with
a bagful of audio equipment. Television is certainly not this simple,
and in order to avoid inordinate
personnel costs, television equipment and its layout must be engiSeptember, 1949
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neered very carefully with this
thought in mind.
One-man operation of WOR-TV
and WOR-FM is certainly not contemplated, but the transmitter operating console has been arranged
so that in any emergency a single
individual can adequately operate
the television and f -m transmitters
simultaneously.
ELECTRON ICS
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PANEL

An outline drawing of the trans-

and supervisory control
panel is shown in Fig. 5. The three
meters at the top indicate deviation
from the assigned carrier frequency
by television picture, television
sound, and the f -m transmitters.
The monitoring equipment, comprising a television frequency deviation monitor and two f -m com-

mitter
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FIG. 5-Program control panel (left) and transmitter supervisory
control right. Complete console is shown in a photograph elsewhere in these pages
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bined frequency and modulation
monitors, is remotely located.
The indicating meters on the console are repeaters, or auxiliary
indicators supplementing self-contained meters in the equipment.
The picture and f -m reflectometer
meters indicate how well the transmitters are matched into their respective transmission lines. The
77
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Distilled water cooler, water pumps and cubicle cooling fans in the utility room. Flow control equipment and safety interlocks
are mounted on wall at the rear

operator will tend to catch incipient
faults such as antenna icing and
moisture in the coaxial lines by
abnormal deflection of the reflectometer needles.
An automatic power cutoff operates if the line or antenna arcs over.
The reason for the shutoff is indicated to the operator by a lighted
pilot.
An interesting feature of the picture, sound and f -m power controls
is that power can be turned on from
the console but not turned off. Since
the great problem in broadcasting is
keeping the station on the air

rather than taking it off, this arrangement makes good operating
sense. Once the transmitter is on
the air, accidental contact with the
control buttons can not knock it off.
In front of the operator is the
program control panel. As in the
first panel, television functions are
to the left and f-m to the right, corresponding to placement of the respective transmitters.
Repeater
meters that indicate percentage
of tv sound and f -m modulation are
placed on each side of the vu meter
that is used primarily for television
sound. The overmodulation lamps
show when a preset level is being
78

exceeded by the transmitter.
The four sets of vertical six-key
monitor switches allow the operator to make a rapid check of overall
performance for video (the picture
is viewed on a large screen and
the waveform on a smaller tube to
to the left of the operator) and
both sound and f -m transmitters.
The interlocking switches have separate level controls beneath the
hinged covers on which the designations appears. This feature allows
the operator to equalize levels for
monitor scopes and speakers. Normally an off -the -air monitor is
viewed. When trouble develops, the
operator checks back through various outputs and inputs until the
source of the disturbance is localized.
Regular and auxiliary (or emergency) inputs are arranged to give
the transmitter operator some flexibility without burdening him with
control -room duties. A rotary
switch is provided for input either
from incoming line from master
control in New York, or the output
of the mixer desk at North Bergen.
There are two telephone toggles for
tv sound and f -m. The switch at
the extreme right allows a selection

of any three combinations that may
be patched into the console for special events. The gain controls associated with these switches appear
immediately below. The picture line
fader is not a usual control but has
been included here to increase
flexibility.
Three other controls also of prime

importance for the picture signal
appear at the lower left. The sync
stretcher permits adjustment in the
sync amplitude relative to the picture. It might need adjustment,
for example, when a remote program is put on the air following a
local program, although ordinarily
this will have been taken care of
at master control. The peak power
control sets the power output at
synchronizing peaks so that the
modulation envelope can be made to
conform to FCC specifications. The
r -f gain control adjusts the screen
voltage in the first r -f stage and
serves to raise or lower power output when the correct modulating
conditions have been established.
There is a monitor speaker in the
control room for each transmitter
as shown in Fig. 5, with other monitor speakers mounted elsewhere in
the building. It has been suggested
September, 7949
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that those attempting to monitor

two different audio programs may
be in danger of developing a new
form of schizophrenia or split personality. However, the practice of
dual listening is not unknown in the
radio art. An operator is usually
unaware of or only passively interested in specific program content.
But if noise develops or if the
program is cut off he notices immediately. For example, an operator
dozing on his own living room couch
will probably spring to his feet if
his wife suddenly switches off the

radio midprogram!

there is a 300 -pound capacity block
and tackle to aid in moving gear
about the inside of the structure.
Although it is not expected that
personnel will be stationed regularly at this point, the stairway up
the tower is brought up to this
level, with a vertical steel ladder
going from here to the top of the
tower. There is a steel grating
around the house and a fence so
that personnel can safely inspect the
outside of the enclosure or set up
experimental equipment in that
area.
Above the roof of the control

two 7-kmc links for remote pickups

at North Bergen. The receiving

dishes will be located on the tower
and coaxial lines will feed the
signal to the shielded room for
monitoring and despatching to master control at the New York studios.
The control house itself is located
at the 555 -foot level of the tower,
or 795 feet above sea level. It
houses an electric winch and 600
feet of steel hoisting cable, serves
as control point for the antenna
heater thermostat control, and contains the microwave receivers and
associate equipment. In addition,

Video Equipment

Facing the man at the video control desks are three type TA -153-A
terminal facilities racks for incoming video signals. Each unit comprises a 12 -inch picture monitor
and two 5-inch waveform screens
for both line and frame signal monitoring. Besides containing a sync
stretcher, each unit has a special
patch and switch panel in order to
increase the flexibility of the equipment and facilitate its use at various points in the system.
The type TA -137-A picture distribution equipment contains a
four -channel studio mixing line
amplifier that is controlled by the
switching unit in the mixer desk.
The patch panel gives flexibility for
special events or testing.
A single sync generator (type
TA -107) is deemed sufficient for
operation at the transmitter for
testing and emergency operations.
All the above equipment, each
unit in its own metal cabinet, forms
the wall of the shielded room facing
out on the transmitter control room.
Within the shielded room, also enclosed in metal cabinets, are the
iconoscope camera used with both
the slide projector and the film
projector, and the associated electronic equipment. This equipment,
together with shading and other
controls, is operated from the camera control desk. Six spare rack
cabinets stand empty for future
expansion.
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house is another steel grating surrounded by a fence. This upper
area is used for mounting the
microwave dish antennas. A hinged
trap door is provided for lowering
equipment, and there is a 2 by 6 foot
trap door in the house, near the
winch and motor, to allow hauling
equipment up to this level by power.
The house itself is 10 by 10 feet
and has 8 feet headroom inside. The
walls are RPM V-beam 22 -gage siding with a half-inch lining of insulation. The proper closing and
weatherproofing of this building is
extremely important if it is reliably
to perform its function of sheltering microwave circuit equipment.
Temperature effects, either heat or
cold as well as the effect of humidity, will be accentuated by the winds
that will be considerably higher in
velocity than those on the ground.
The exact placement of the microwave antenna dishes will not be
settled until experience has shown
both what is possible and exactly
what the circuit problems will involve. In the early stages, manually
adjustable dishes will be employed.
The ultimate arrangement will involve antennas that can be remotely
oriented both in azimuth and
direction controlled from within
the main transmitter building.
These antennas in plastic radomes
will shoot through the steel
tower members in the desired direction. Experiments so far made indicate that at 2 kmc there will probably be no great difficulty in picking
up remote transmitters with a receiving dish located inside the
September, 1949
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(B)
rooms (A) are located at approximately studio floor level. Camera control and
equipment (B) are located on floor above looking out over studios

areas in the studios. Program control

tower. Whether or not this can also
be done at 7 kmc has not been
determined.
Wire facilities for WOR-TV and
WOR-FM are of three types: subscriber's line for regular telephone
conversations, high -quality audio
program lines, and broadband video
circuits for video signals. All of
these facilities are leased from the
Telephone Co.
There are two video circuits provided to convey signal from master
control to the transmitter. In addition a third video circuit is being
provided to convey signals from
North Bergen to the studios in New
York. This latter circuit will also
be furnished by the Telephone Co.,
but will probably consist of a microwave link.
Regular telephone service is
handled through the WOR PBX
board at 1440 Broadway. Between
40 and 50 extensions will serve television operations, most of these
lines being used at the studios and
offices at 67th Street.
For f -m programming, there are
two lines, one for regular service
and a spare, between the 1440
Broadway studios and North

complete the overall plan for flexibility and economical operation.
The control rooms outlined in Fig.
9 look out into studios that are
about 45 by 60 feet. Equipment is
kept to a minimum in the control
rooms by eliminating camera control units from this area. They are
centralized as described below.
However, adequate monitoring is
Progress of a Program
provided, the aim being to have not
Although it is intended to receive only one monitor available for
remote pickup signals at the trans- each camera associated with the
mitter, best operating practice dic- studio, but also one monitor for
tates that they be returned to the each additional picture source that
studio for switching, both back to might be used in a given program
the transmitter and onto the net- presentation. This is accomplished
work. It is therefore necessary to by having a director's console with
provide return circuits as shown in seven monitors, which should give
the tentative diagram of Fig. 7. adequate flexibility in this respect,
This is the purpose of the third and avoid the confusion of continual
switching of monitors.
video circuit mentioned above.
The camera technical control is
The progress of an incoming
video signal from the coaxial line centralized on the second floor along
through the numerous switching with other programming functions
and check points to the transmitter that do not require a view of the
studios. By means of good interis shown in Fig. 8.
communication and camera switchStudios
ing systems, the flexibility of equipThe studios at 67th Street are ment is enhanced and more than the
still under construction at this writ- normal four camera chains per
ing. They have been arranged to studio can be employed.

Bergen via the Lincoln Tunnel.
These lines are substantially flat
from 40 to 15,000 cycles. A similar
pair of program lines for television
sound is provided between the 67th
St. studios and the transmitter.
The two coaxial cable circuits are
outlined in Fig. 6. They have a
response essentially flat up to 4 mc.
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How VOA
By GEORGE Q..HERRICK
International Broadcasting Division
Department of State
New York, N.

Y.

THE problems of international
broadcasting are very different
from those of commercial a -m
broadcasting as practised in North
America. Coverage is dependent, as
it is in any service, upon field
strength, signal-to-noise ratio, and
interference. The selective fading

Master control jack field and program amplifiers at VOA, New York
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FIG. 1-Schematic circuit diagram of the audio peak clipping amplifier
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Combats Jamming
Successful international broadcasting by the Voice of America depends upon many
factors including choice of radio frequency, location of transmitters, and efficient modulation. The predistorter and peak limiter described accentuate speech intelligibility when
multiple use of frequencies causes jamming
that is characteristic of skywave
signals upon which international
broadcasting depends sets a low
maximum for signal quality. Particularly when it is desired to transmit speech with a maximum of intelligibility, wide departures from
standards of broadcast music quality can be tolerated. The criterion
for desirable transmission becomes
one of efficiency, or optimum use of
modulating power.
Speech Characteristics

Studies of speech characteristics
indicate that most of the energy is
carried in the lower frequency
vowel sounds. Intelligibility of
speech in almost all modern languages, however, resides in the
higher frequency consonant sounds.
These paradoxical factors have been
reconciled in the design of an audio
peak -clipping amplifier employed
for broadcasting speech at the highest possible percentage of modulation and minimum distortion.
There are available a number of

devices and circuits for limiting
percentage of modulation that are

satisfactory for standard broadcast
operations.
or communications
When considered from the point of
view of voice intelligibility they are
inadequate. The lower frequency
vowel sounds carry energy and
are also impact vowels that act as
the triggering pulses in the control
circuit of automatic gain -control devices. Overmodulation transients
are not automatically avoided with
simple limiting or compressor circuits because all of the first peak
is not limited. Time is required for
gain reduction to occur. Moreover,
in terms of intelligibility, it can be
shown that although the average
percentage of modulation of the
transmitter is increased, the resulting signal loses in intelligibility.
The gain reduction of a limiting
amplifier is initiated by peaks of
the impressed signal caused by the
low -frequency vowel sounds. Because the device requires a finite
time to come into and go out of

Front panel view of the audio peak clipping amplifier
ELECTRONICS-September, 1949

operation, not only does the peak
of the action sound pass through
the transmitter at full amplitude,
but the compressor device is left
in a low -gain state for the following consonants. As a direct result,
the gain into the transmitter must
be kept at sufficiently low level as
not to cause overmodulation on
peaks, and the consonants are, so to
speak, doubly penalized by such a
system.
In addition, the high frequency
of occurrence of the impact vowels
tends to keep the limiter, when
operating with normally used gain
restoration time constants, in a continuous state of gain reduction.
Advantages of Clipping

The desirability of the clipping
technique becomes apparent when
it is realized that all usual limiting
action involves finite time intervals, both for the attack and release, whereas clipping acts instantaneously. There is a consequent
deterioration in intelligibility when
limiting even though there may be
an increase in the overall transmitted energy, whereas, with clipping there is an improvement in
the intelligibility and an increase
in the overall transmitted energy.
The equipment used at Voice of
America increases both the intelligibility of the transmission and the
average percentage of modulation
(without danger of overmodulation) by a combination of two techniques. The audio signal is first
predistorted and the resultant signal is then clipped.
Because of the greater amplitude
of the low -frequency vowel sounds,
most of the clipping takes place in
that region and the consonant
sounds are not normally affected.
As a result, there is now a greater
83
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relative amplitude of consonant
than vowel sounds. Pre -emphasis of
the higher frequencies, from 2 to 7
kc, again increases the relative amplitude of the consonants.
The four filters incorporated in
the clipping amplifier are essential
to its optimum operation. The first
shown in Fig. 1 is the R -C network
comprising R C and C,. The effect
of this network is to cause the lowfrequency end to droop 8 db at 50
cycles. This characteristic not only
improves the intelligibility, but also
eliminates considerable distortion
owing to clipping at these very low
frequencies.

Filter Z2 is used for pre-emphasis of the frequencies between 2,000
and 7,000 cycles, peaking at 4,800
cycles. The overall resultant curve
shown in Fig. 2 is complementary to
the average energy curves for voice
and music.
A fourth filter, following the
clipper section, uses an R -C balanced phase shift filter to suppress
high-order harmonics and transients that might otherwise cause
interference on adjacent channels.
An R -C filter was used in order to
avoid the resonant transient effects
inherent in the L -C type.

for single -tone sine -wave signals
and therefore does not truly reflect
the aural distortion experienced under actual conditions using complex
program material, as can be proved
by listening to one of the broadcasts.
It should also be noted that the
input-output curve shown in Fig.
3 is based on measurements of rms
amplitude and therefore in no way
reflects the true peak clipping characteristics of the unit. Oscilloscope
indications must be employed to
show the comparison with rms read-

ings.
In operation, three controls are
Point of Clipping
used: the input, output and the meThe second network, Z,, is a tuned
m -derived low-pass filter that cuts
The point of clipping is arbi- chanically interlocked clipping conoff sharply above 7,000 cycles. This trarily defined as the point reached trol. With a single tone of 1,000
circuit restricts the bandwidth of when a 10 -db increase at the input cycles applied to the input of the
the radiated signal and eliminates to the device results in not less than clipping amplifier, the input conadjacent -channel interference. The a 9 -db increase in the output, and trol is varied until a deflection of
suppression of the higher -order fre- beyond which the peak voltage out- 100 is indicated on the vu meter.
quencies before clipping eliminates put does not increase by more than With the output connected to the
potential high-order harmonic gen- approximately 10 percent regardless transmitter input, the output coneration that might arise from clip- of increased signal input. The clip- trol is increased until the desired
ping.
ping action has been set at a prede- percentage of modulation (nortermined point, up to which the am- mally about 85 percent) is obtained.
plifier is essentially linear with Under operating conditions with
+10
little distortion. For instance, using program input, an oscilloscope is
m
0
a 400 -cycle tone, there is less than required for determining the per= o
1.25 -percent distortion at 5 db be- centage of modulation. The usual
ó
low the point of clipping and less modulation monitor reads rms valÑ
Ir
than 6 percent at the point of clip- ues and hence any reading made
>
ping. In application, this amount of while clipping will be high comIä -10
distortion can be tolerated because pared to the true peak percentage
of the distortion developed by the of modulation.
340 60 100 200 400
,000 2P00
6,000
80
600
4,000
10000
short-wave transmission paths and
Adjustment and Operation
FREOUENCY
CPS
that inherent in many receivers. It
FIG. 2-Gain characteristic of the ampliWith normal program, the input
should be noted, further, that the
fier. At 1.000 cycles for 50 db the noise
distortion curve shown in Fig. 3 is control is again readjusted until
is 67 db below a milliwatt
peaks cause a meter deflection of
100. Ordinarily, 9 db of clipping
is used. Beyond this point har+30
monic distortion becomes increasá
ingly apparent. The 12- or 15 -db
30 z
ó
switches
are used only during peo
o
o +20
riods of severe interference.
o
The equipment has been designed
>
In
o
by
International Broadcasting Divi20
m
Q
U
sion engineers of the State Departz
ó + 0
o
ment and manufactured by Langez
vin Mfg. Corp.
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PHOTOCELLS
Measure and Control Gas
A metered flow of gas passes through chemically sensitized fabric tape which turns brown
in the presence of hydrogen sulfide. The degree of stain is measured by a differential
photometer consisting of two photovoltaic cells in a bridge circuit
Rubicon Company
By WILLIAM H. SCHAEFFER Philadelphia, Pa.

of hydrogen
sulfide in many phases of
chemical technology, its corrosive
action in gas storage and distribution systems, the corrosive character of its products of combustion,
its contamination of furnace
charges in metallurgical operations
and other objectionable characteristics of this common constituent of
both manufactured and natural gas
have long been recognized. In the
atmosphere its toxic effect is well
known and is the subject of legislation defining the maximum permissible concentration for continuous exposure of the worker.
Despite the technical and hygienic significance of the control of
hydrogen sulfide, no method for the
automatic periodic measurement of
its concentration in the ranges of
interest was available prior to the
advent of the photoelectric cell. Because of the very low concentration
involved, of the order of a few
parts per million or a few tenths of
a grain of HQS per 100 cubic feet,
the more common methods of gas
analysis based on the measurement
of thermal conductivity, specific
heat, heat of combustion, electrolytic conductivity of aqueous solutions of the gas, or other non-specific property cannot readily be
employed.
Although lead acetate has been
employed for many years in the detection of hydrogen sulfide by visual
NOXIOUS QUALITIES
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means, the conditions under which
the test is normally made are conducive neither to sensitivity nor
reproducibility. Credit for defining
the conditions under which high
sensitivity and accuracy can be attained, and for establishing the
basic features of design of the
automatic recording and controlling

Installation

of

analyzer here described, is due D.
V. Moses and his associates at E. I.
du Pont de Nemours & Co.* The
generous cooperation of this company is gratefully acknowledged.
Gas from a suitable sampling line
is fed continuously into the analyzer
U. S.

Patent 2,232,622.

the analyzer in the metering room of a gas and coke producing company
85

and is there brought to a predetermined temperature and humidity.
A metered flow of gas is then passed
through a restricted area of a
sensitized white fabric tape previously impregnated with lead acetate, glycerin and acetic acid. In its
passage through the tape the hydrogen sulfide reacts stoichiometrically
with the lead acetate, forming the
characteristic brown lead -sulfide

stain.
The area of the tape subjected to
the flow of gas is illuminated with
light of appropriate spectral quality
and the relative reflectance, compared to a similar area of tape not
exposed to the gas flow, is measured
by a differential photometer consisting of two photovoltaic cells in
a bridge -type circuit feeding into
an automatic continuous -balance recorder of the null type. As the gas
flow continues the lead -sulfide stain
deepens, the reflectance decreases,
and the recorder indicates the
progress of the change. A schematic diagram of the apparatus is
shown in Fig. 1.
At the conclusion of a preselected
test period the photometer is automatically disconnected from the
recorder whose indication remains
at the position corresponding to the
reflectance of the tape at the end of
the test period. At the conclusion
of a preselected cycling period an
explosionproof motor releases the
tape, advances it sufficiently to expose a new section, rewinds the used
section, and reclamps it, all within
approximately one second.
The recorder is automatically reconnected to the photometer, returns to zero indication, and the
succeeding test period begins.
This cycle is repeated, resulting in a chart record consisting of
a series of peaks or plateaus whose
height is a measure of the total
amount of hydrogen sulfide reaching the tape in the preceding test
period. A typical record is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Means are provided for varying
the test period and for repeating
the entire measuring cycle as frequently as may be required. For
gas of extremely low hydrogen sulfide concentration, of the order of
0.1 part per million or approximately 0.005 grain per hundred
cubic feet, the test period may be
86

continued for as long as two hours.
For gas of moderate or relatively
high concentration the test may be
limited to as little as one minute or

of the salt and is thus capable of
imparting a fixed water -vapor tension to the gas. The relative humidity is thereby controlled at approximately 60 percent. From the annular compartment, the gas passes
through small orifices into the tape
exposure cell, then through the tape
which is tightly clamped above the
cell, and then to exhaust.

less.
The basic calibration, Fig. 3, of

the analyzer relates reflectance or
recorder readings to the absolute
amount of hydrogen sulfide required to produce a stain of the corresponding reflectance. This relationship is similar to that between
transmittance and concentration in
conventional colorimetric analysis
with transmission photometers.
From the basic calibration, working
calibrations for any given rate of
gas flow and for any selected test
period may be readily computed.

Photometer Details

Two Mazda 1493 6.5 -volt microscope illuminator lamps are employed, one for illuminating the test

area and the other for illuminating
the reference area of the tape. The
lamps are series connected to assure
that small current fluctuations will
affect both lamps equally, thus
maintaining proper balance in the
bridge -type photocell circuit.

Gas Train Details

Gas entering the equipment
passes first through a preliminary
humidifier, after which a portion is
allowed to escape through a spill
bottle, thus establishing a constant pressure head on the remainder of
the gas train. The gas then proceeds successively through a trap,
a stainless -steel needle valve and a
flowmeter. From the flowmeter, the
gas passes through a secondary
humidifier and trap, thermostatically controlled at 35 C, and is then
fed into an annular compartment
surrounding the tape exposure cell
which is also thermostatically controlled.
The secondary humidifier contains a saturated solution of ammonium nitrate over excess crystals

To avoid gross changes in lamp
currents, the lamps are energized
from a twelve -volt constant -voltage
transformer designed for 115 -volt
60-cycle frequency -regulated circuits. Provision for other circuits
can be made when required. A variable resistor in series with the two
lamps affords means for operating
the lamps well below their rated
voltage, normally at about 4.5 volts.
The photometer lamps are stabilized
by operation at 4.5 volts for 48
hours before installation.
The measuring and reference
photocells are of annular shape and
are placed in the thermostatted

chamber, immediately below and
facing the impregnated tape. Light
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FIG. 1-Schematic diagram of hydrogen sulfide analyzer. The sensitized fabric tape
passes through one chamber unchanged but turns brown in the one at right
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beams from the two photometer
lampa are filtered to isolate a spectral band corresponding to the absorption band of the lead sulfide
and are then focused so as to pass
through the openings in the annular
photocells, diverging sharply beyond the cells to illuminate the exposed tape areas.
The light beams are diffusely reflected by the tape and are intercepted by the measuring and reference cells which are connected in the
balanced bridge circuit shown in

Fig. 4. Circuit parameters are so
chosen that linearity in the currentillumination relationship is maintained.
Referring to Fig. 4, voltages derived from the loading circuits of
the reference and measuring photocells are connected in opposition
through the converter of the continuous-balance recorder. Any inequality in these voltages causes the
recorder balancing mechanism to
drive the slidewire in the appropriate direction until balance is restored. The system is initially balanced, with fresh tape in position
above the reference and measuring
cells, by manipulation of the zero
adjustor until the recorder indicates a reading of 5 on its 100 division chart.
The zero adjustor permits balance to be achieved irrespective of
inequality in sensitivity of the two
photocells and of possible asymmetry in the optical system. Since
the balance position, either in set-

ting the zero or in indicating a
measurement, is a function only of
the ratio of the voltages, the accuracy of the analyzer is affected
neither by the small lamp current
changes which persist despite the
use of the voltage-regulating transformer, nor by chance variation in
the absolute reflectance of the tape
from roll to roll.
The use of an isolated spectral
band for the reflectance measurement not only increases the sensitivity of the analyzer but contributes also to permanence of
calibration irrespective of color
temperature changes in the lamps.
A chart reading of 5 for the
photometer zero is chosen in order
to permit automatic indication of
any unusual condition which might
disturb the initial setting. In the
normal course of operation the recorder returns to the zero position
1 division representing
of 5 (
random variation in reflectance
from spot to spot on the tape) at
the beginning of each test. The de velopment of any condition affecting the zero balance is indicated on
the succeeding test cycles by departure of the zero from its normal setting. As long as the zero
remains on scale it is possible
to calculate new reflectance values
corresponding to the new zero
position, thus permitting accurate
evaluation of data obtained even
before normal operating conditions are restored.
Because of the exponential rela-
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FIG. 4-Slide-wire photometer bridge cir
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tionship between the absolute
amount of hydrogen sulfide passed
through a given area of the tape
and the relative reflectance of that
area, the lower portion of the reflectance range becomes exceedingly
crowded and cannot be used to advantage. For this reason the relative reflectance covered by the recorder scale (5 to 100) has been
limited to the range from 100 percent down to 34.5 percent. Other
ranges can be provided by changing
the 20 -ohm resistor at the lower end
of the recorder slidewire to the
appropriate value.
Ranges

FIG.

of a typical hydrogen sulfide analyzer record covering several
hours showing a 10 -minute test period in each 15 -minute cycling period

2-Portion
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By changing the timer settings
and the rate of gas flow, full-scale
deflection of the recorder may be
made to correspond to any chosen
concentration of hydrogen sulfide
between 2 and 500 parts per million.
On the lower range a concentration
of 0.04 part per million produces a
deflection of 5 divisions on the recorder scale.
By appropriate modification of
the basic design, concentrations as
high as 25 percent of hydrogen sulfide can be readily handled. Equipment for use in the higher ranges is
individually designed to meet the
specified requirements for each
installation.
87
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CITIZENS RADIO
toward more
widespread use of the frequencies above 300 megacycles by the
general public, and by non-commercial and non -research organizations
such as radio amateurs and owners of Citizens Radio Service equipment, has created a need for some
means of checking transmitted frequency in this range.
Perhaps the simplest method is
by means of a Lecher line, but this
is subject to the limitations of
maximum accuracy obtainable, susceptibility to external influence,
maximum sensitivity, and fineness
of tuning. For example, the AN/
APT-5 radar jammer (recently
available as surplus equipment)
was furnished with a simple parallel -line wavemeter, calibrated directly in centimeters. By careful
adjustment, this wavemeter should
indicate the half-wavelength being
monitored to ±0.2 cm, yielding a
limiting accuracy at 50 cm (600
me) of ±0.4 cm, or ±0.8 percent.
The pilot-light indicator on this
wavemeter requires only about 50
milliwatts for a reasonable indication. This type of device, however,
can be thrown far off calibration by
proximity effects and poor contacts
on the slider. In fact, one commercial manufacturer of a similar
instrument rates it at 2 -percent
accuracy.
Cavity frequency meters (more
correctly,
wavelength meters)
should be inherently free from external influences, being entirely
shielded. They may be made and
calibrated as accurately as machine
tools and temperature effects will
allow and may be made as fine in
tuning as machined screw threads
can be fashioned.
THE GRADUAL PUSH

Preliminary model of the wavemeter

shown, this section will have a characteristic impedance Z. equal to 138
logo (b/a). If this line is completely shorted at one end, and
power is coupled in at that end, the
cavity so formed will have a reactance X at any frequency f given by

the relationship
X = Z. tan

Basic Design

Consider first a section of air dielectric coaxial line, as shown in
Fig. 1. For the physical constants
ELECTRONICS Articles
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Final coaxial -type wavemeter for the Citizens Band

Transmitter

Nov. 1947

Receiver

Antennas
Transceivers

Mar. 1948
May 1948
Aug. 1948

Power Amplifier
Progress Report

Dec. 1948
June 1949

(27rl/X)

=

Zo

tan (27rfl/c)

If, now, a capacitance C is added
across the open end from the center
to the outer conductor, such that

X

= -1/27fC = -Z,,tan (2nfl/c),
the line will be tuned to resonance.
If the capacitor is made variable, the whole instrument, when
calibrated, comprises a wavemeter.
To improve the shielding, the open
end of the line is usually closed by
adding an end plate or disk, after

which the simple calculation for unloaded resonant wavelength must
be considered approximate, since
the radial electric field near the end
of the center conductor is distorted
by the end disk. Further, the
capacitance between the end disk
and the center rod itself becomes
a pertinent part of the loading or
tuning capacitance. If the center
rod is made larger in diameter, and
its separation from the end disk
made variable, this variable capacitance may be made to alter the
resonant frequency of the unit,
which now may be considered to be
a loaded coaxial TEE -mode cavity,
with variable capacitance loading.
The amount of loading capacitance may be calculated as described above, from the equation
September, 1949
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By WILLIAM B. LURIE*

WAVEMETER

W10XEM-1,1722C1047

Bronxville, New York

Two coaxial -type wavemeters are described in detail for guidance of experimenters developing equipment for the band from 460 to 470 mc. Accuracy may be made adequate for use
with class B gear or, by greater construction precision, with class A transmitters

1

Z. tan (27rfl/c)

27rfC

C

-

pulling, and a large error in the
prediction of the range of operation.

1

2irfZo

Practical Design

tan (27rf1/c)

Assuming that all of this capacitance will be provided between the
center rod and the end disk, the approximate equation C = 0.2235 A/d
for parallel -plate capacitors may
be applied, giving
Z, tan
d = 0.2235 A x 271Z.
2rfl/c = 0.4477cAfZ, tan 27cfl/c
where A is area of one plate in
square inches and d is plate separation in inches.
Thus, all of the factors necessary
for design of a simple cavity wave meter may be calculated, with the
exception of the effect of distortion
of the field near the end plate. The
coupling loop, for example, must
not be too large, or the variable reactance of the cavity, while tuning,
will be strongly reflected into the
circuit being calibrated. This may
cause detuning of the oscillator,
or pulling, or cavity heating on a
high-powered circuit.
A large loop will project out of
the high-current high -magneticfield end of the cavity, into the
region where the radial electric field
should be appreciable. Since a conductor cannot tolerate an electric
field gradient along its length, the
field must be distorted, and so one
more error in the basic cavity calculation is introduced.
If the loop is too small, on the
other hand, then it will not be able
to cut enough lines of flux in the
cavity to couple the cavity into the
external circuit. This will result in
too low an apparent Q, evidencing
itself in extremely broad tuning,
and a consequently inaccurate indication of resonance. A compromise
must be effected on the undercoupled side, to prevent overcoupling,
Now with Machlett Laboratories, Inc.,
Springdale, Connecticut

In the 460-470 megacycle region,
quarter-wavelength is about 6.5
inches, and so an inside cavity
length of about four inches was
tried in the first experimental
model. The length must be shorter
than a quarter -wavelength so that
it may be tuned to resonance by the
addition of the loading capacitance.
For the cylinder, stock brass tubing 2k -inch O.D., 2 -9/16 -inch I. D.
was used. The center rod was a
piece of 1i -inch brass rod, with
the end facing the plunger tapered
to one inch. The characteristic impedance was calculated to be about
43 ohms. End pieces were machined from 3i -inch diameter brass
rod, and the variable capacitance
was provided by threading a 11 -inch
diameter rod into one end piece, at
48 threads per inch.
Power was coupled into the cavity by a coupling loop placed in a
radial plane at the low -voltage-high current end of the cavity. In addition, a fixed capacitance of about
3 micromicrofarads (Erie type
NPOK) was soldered across as
shown in Fig. 2.
Calibration was accomplished by
loosely coupling the cavity as a
shunt on the line from an oscillator
to an antenna, and monitoring the
radiated power with a broad -tuned
radiated power meter and a Lavoie
microwave frequency meter. A
section of RG-21/U cable was used
as an attenuator after the oscillator, to minimize pulling effect on
the unstabilized BC-645 oscillator.
The arrangement is shown in Fig.
a

Standard r -f cable (RG-8/U) was
used throughout, except for the
section of high -attenuation cable
mentioned. Standard type N fittings (UG-21/U, UG-58/U, UG29/U and UG-107/U) were used.
No difficulty was experienced in

determining the position corresponding to cavity resonance; a distinct dip in radiated power was observed. Care must be taken to
avoid spurious responses, if other
frequencies are present in addition
to the fundamental. The curve of
Fig. 4 shows the calibration of this
first model. The tuning sensitivity
near 465 mc is about 90 degrees
plunger rotation for one megacycle,
or about four megacycles per turn.
Second Model

On the basis of this rough model,

a second cavity was built, as shown
in Fig 5. Stock brass tubing of
1.75 -inch O.D., 0.083 -inch wall

thickness was used as the cylinder.
The center rod was machined down
to 0.415 -inch diameter, from 0.875 inch brass rod, leaving a k -inch
portion at full diameter as a fixed
capacitance plate.
All pieces were silver plated before assembly. After plating, the
characteristic impedance was expected to be near 80 ohms, 77 ohms
being the figure generally quoted
as the impedance for optimum Q.
End pieces were machined from
2 -inch O.D. brass disks i -inch

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
.

3.

The cavity impedance was actually reflected, through the r -f
transformer action of the coupling
loop, back to the main line where
it appeared as a shunt reactance.

FIG.

T

1-Basic concept

of coaxial line
used to develop wavemeter
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thick; the variable capacitance was
provided by threading a i -inch diameter rod into one end piece, at 64
threads per inch.
Calibration was again accomplished by recording resonant frequency versus angular rotation of
this plunger, instead of longitudinal
displacement. A scribe mark was
placed on the external portion of the
plunger and the outer face of the
end disk was marked off every 30
degrees, thereby providing a dial
on which to read plunger rotation
and, therefore, displacement.
Calculations from the formulas
are as follows: l = 5 inches = 12.7
cm; A = 0.6 square inches, Z. = 80
ohms. Then 1/C = 502 f tan 2.66
x 10'f.
In the region of 460-470 megacycles, a change of 10 mc should
require a shift of 0.0096 inch, while
one turn of the plunger at 64
threads per inch advances it 0.0156
inch. One turn, then, should be
about 16 megacycles, at a center

frequency of 465 mc, or about 13
mc at 475, 11 at 485, or 9.4 at 495
megacycles.
Actual tuning as
measured on the first cavity of
these dimensions was 9 mc per
turn at 465 megacycles, indicating
that the effective capacitive effect
of the field distortion at the highvoltage end was about 0.45 µµf,
sufficient to shift the resonant frequency 30 megacycles.
Accuracy

Since the tuning sensitivity was
9 mc per turn, or per 360 degrees,
the accuracy of scale reading should
be better than ±5 degrees, or
0.13 mc, or ±0.028 percent.

Even allowing for ±10 degrees
backlash in threads, ±.08 percent at
any one temperature should be
assured.
The question of temperature,
however, is of major concern. Making all parts of brass, an expansion
coefficient of abbut 18 parts per
million per degree Centigrade may
2,400

realized, while backlash effects in
worn or poorly machined threads
can produce forty times this effect.
Even so, an amateur machinist
should be able to manufacture a
cavity wavemeter which, after calibration, should meet the class B
FCC tolerance of ±0.4 percent for
Citizens Radio Service equipment.
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FIG. 4 --Calibration curve of first mode

constructed

model of cavity wavemeter
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oe expected (1.000018). Since the
fundamental resonant wavelength
is proportional to the physical
length of the cavity (unloaded),
the resonant frequency will lower
0.0018 percent per degree rise in
temperature.
In the 5 -inch long 460-470 mc
cavity, the unloaded resonant frequency is 590 mc, and will therefore
shift 590 x 18 x 10', or 10.62 kc
per degree C. However, the spacing
between the center rod and the
plunger will increase in proportion,
0.0018 percent of 0.1292 inch, or
2.32 x 10-8 inch per degree C.
A tuning sensitivity of 9 mc per
15.6 x 10-8 inch has been observed,
corresponding to 1.33 kc for 2.32 x
10', giving an overall frequency
shift of 9.29 kc per degree C. Over
a range of 50 to 90 F, or about ±
10 C, a frequency uncertainty of
±0.093 mc, or ±0.02 percent is
introduced, bringing the total to
near 0.1 percent.
Using low-expansion coefficient
material, a saving of only 0.002
percent per degree C may be

21/U

ETER- -

-

CAVITY

PIG. 3-Block diagram of setup for calibration and schematic circuit of cables to

wavemeter

90

An interesting design improvement is the substitution of a fixed
capacitor for a portion of the loading capacitance. It has been calculated that 1.406 µµf is required
at 470 mc, of which 0.45 µµf is
supplied in stray and fringing
capacitance, leaving 0.956 to work
with. If 0.5 µµf of fixed capacitance is added in the form of a
small ceramic capacitor, such as an
Erie Ceramicon, type N330K, soldered directly across from the flared
end of the center rod to the brass
cylinder near the end plate contain-

ing the tuning screw (see Fig. 2),
then distances di in Table I are
applicable, instead of d. These have
been calculated assuming 0.45 +
0.5 or 0.95 µµf of fixed capacitance,
plus 0.456 µµf of variable capacitance at 470 megacycles.
The tuning sensitivity near 465
September,
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FIG. 5-Complete mechanical details of final wavemeter.

All

FIG.

6-Frequency calibration with a fixed capacitor forming
a portion

parts were silver plated before final assembly

coefficient different from that of
brass. The center rod, for example, may be made in two pieces,
one of brass, (of expansion coeffi-

me has now been changed from 9
me per turn (0.0156 inch) to about
2 me per turn, and the error caused
by 71715 degree plunger uncertainty
has been reduced to ±87 kc, or

Furthermore,
±0.0187 percent.
use of a negative temperature coefficient capacitor of 0.5 µµf will provide some correction for thermal
expansion of the cavity. The change
of a 0.5 µµf N330K capacitor in one
degree C is 165 x 10-° µµf ; the
sensitivity to a capacitance shift
is 10 me per 0.156 µµf, or 10.57 kc
for 165 x 10-8 µµf, very closely balancing the 9 to 10 kc calculated.
Another attempt at temperature
compensation may be made by making certain portions of the cavity of
material of thermal expansion

cient about 18 X 10-e per degree C),
and one of steel (of expansion coefficient about 12 X 10-8 per deg. C.
Theoretically, by careful adjustment of the length of the steel
section, the natural overall negative temperature coefficient of frequency may be exactly balanced,
but actually this is not practicable.
Furthermore, the effects of soldering, whether low -temperature or
high -temperature, are such as to
make the exact expansion coefficients unpredictable. Also, the
mathematics of the capacitance loading calculation shows that such

Table I-Calculated Values

fin Inc
450
460
470
480
490
500

ELECTRONICS

tan 2.66 X
10-3

f

2.55
2.77
3.105
3.312
3.664
4.087

-- September,

f

502
1012)

(X

0.2259
0.2309
0.2359
0.2410
0.2460
0.2510

1/C
(X 1012)
0.576
0.640
0.711
0.798
0.901

1.026

C in µµf

din inches

d'

1.735
1.563
1.406
1.254
1.110
0.975

0.0771
0.0858
0.0954
0.107
0.1209
0.1375

0.171
0.219
0.294
0.441
0.839

1949

of the

loading capacitance

a correction would only be effective
over a narrow temperature range.
In practice, it is wise to calibrate
a cavity wavemeter at several

temperatures.
Alternative Design

The last variable source of error
may be eliminated by using a highgrade micrometer movement for the
plunger, careful machining of the
threads, or the use of two threaded
pieces as a differential thread for
the plunger movement, making one
26 and one 28 threads per inch, and
making one left-handed and one
right-handed. In large threads of
this type, a tighter fit is allowable,
and turning one turn on each will
provide a net plunger movement,
axially, of 0.03846 minus 0.03571 or
0.00275 inch, as compared with
0.01563 inch per turn on 64 turns
per inch. This complicates calibration somewhat, but the improvement of accuracy by a factor of five
would be highly desirable, and
would bring the percentage error
below 0.01 percent, suitable for use
with class A Citizens Band equipment, required to be within *0.02
percent.
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Converters for UHF
POSSIBILITY of Commercial television operation in
the uhf band of 475 to 890 me has
made it highly desirable to investigate the problems of receiver circuit design peculiar to this region
of the spectrum.
. Within this awkward frequency
range, conventional lumped constant circuits tend to become impractical, and likewise waveguides
and cavity resonators tend to be
unwieldy because of their large
physical dimensions. A compromise must therefore be sought in
which lumped elements are replaced
in part by distributed circuits such
as transmission lines or butterfly
circuits.
One of the most important
choices to be made in uhf converter
design is that of an appropriate intermediate frequency. This choice
will influence the image response,
response to spurious signals, local
oscillator radiation, tuning range
required of the local oscillator, performance obtainable in the i -f amplifier, and receiver noise figure.

IMMINENT

I

-F Problem

Table I illustrates the effects of
a wide range of intermediate frequencies on various of the above
factors. For the tuning range of
475 to 890 mc, local oscillator tuning ranges and image ranges are

listed corresponding to four different intermediate frequencies.

The material described in this paper Is
derived from work performed at the Stanford Research Institute under the sponsorship of John H. Poole, Long Beach, California.

By D. K. REYNOLDS and M. B. ADAMS
Stanford Research Institute
Stanford, California

Fixed -tuned converter being tested in conjunction with a standard television receiver.
Vernier tuning of the local oscillator is provided

Image rejection is calculated for
the case of a typical single tuned
mixer input circuit with 10 -mc
bandwidth between 3 -db points,
tuned to 500 mc.
The values tabulated represent
the ratio of impedance of the tuned
circuit at resonance to the impedance at the image frequency, and
do not take into account the mismatch arising from the frequency
dependent source impedance of a
typical antenna. Estimates of the
best noise figures currently obtainable for the various i -f values are
based on measurements made on
low noise i -f strips by the Radia-

Table I-Effect of Choice of

I -F

on Converter Design

Local Osc
I-F Value
in mc

25.75
55.25 (Ch. 2)
175.25 (Ch. 7)

205.25(Ch.12)

Tuning
Range
in mc

502-911
421-830
301-710
271-680

Local Osc

Tuning
Ratio

Image Range

1.82
1.97
2.36
2.51

527.75-936.75
365.75-779.75
125.75-534.75
65.75-474.75

in mc

Estimated
Ratio of Best Noise
Signal to Figure for
Image
I -F Amp
20.6 db
28.0 db
43.6 db
48.6 db

1.35 db
2.1 db
5.5 db
6 db

tion Laboratory, M.I.T.1, and do
not include the noise figure of the
mixer.
The first intermediate frequency
listed is the existing standard for
vhf television, and therefore implies the use of single conversion
(one i -f) in the receiver. In this
case the local oscillator must be
higher in frequency than a received signal if the existing standards on the shape of the i -f pass
band are to be preserved. It is evident from the table that image
rejection is very poor, and high
local oscillator radiation can be expected. Furthermore, most of the
image range lies within the band
tuned by the mixer.
While the local oscillator tuning
ratio is only 1.82 to 1, the upper
frequency limit of 911 me precludes
the use of any but a very few expensive tube types now existent.
Improvement of the image rejection and reduction of local oscillator
radiation could be accomplished
only by means of complex input
tuning networks which would materially increase the cost of the con September,
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TELEVISION RECEPTION
Arrangements of front ends described include semi -butterfly oscillator, tap -switch oscillator
and cylinder oscillator. Crystal mixers for low noise employ a rolled -up line, a parallel line
and a coaxial cavity
For complete coverage of the 475
to 890 -mc band with an i -f of 205
mc, the local oscillator tuning range
is 271 to 680 mc, or 2.51 to 1. This
tuning range is readily obtainable
with the butterfly and cylinder
oscillator circuits, both of which
have been developed considerably
in recent years.'
Local Oscillators

FIG.

1-A

semi -butterfly oscillator is shown at A, a tap-switch oscillator at
cylinder oscillator at C

verter, and require great tracking
accuracy between the local oscillator and mixer tuning.
A frequency in the order of 200
me appears to offer a reasonable
compromise between noise figure
and image rejection. While this
choice requires a local oscillator
tuning ratio of 2.5 to 1, such ratios
are readily obtainable with circuits
of the butterfly and cylinder type,
as shown in Fig. 1.
Considerations of circuit economy point toward the selection of
one of the vhf television channels as
the i -f for a uhf receiver, to obtain
the high i -f required for good

FIG. 2-Circuit of the cylinder oscillator
ELECTRONICS

-

B

and a

image rejection. The last three
frequencies listed in Table I correspond to existing vhf channels 2,
7, and 12, and the choice of channel
12 appears to be optimum.
Restriction of the tuning range
may effect considerable simplification in the converter, and materially reduce the production cost.
Accordingly, local oscillator and
mixer circuits corresponding to
three different degrees of coverage
will be described. These are complete coverage of the 475 to 890 -mc
band, coverage of the lower 200 me
of the band, and essentially fixed frequency conversion.

A cylinder oscillator designed for
the above tuning range is shown in
Fig. 1C, with the associated circuit diagram in Fig. 2. The frequency -determining element consists of a metal block of 1if x 1$
inch cross section, 2 inches long.
A U -inch diameter hole is bored
longitudinally through the block,
and a longitudinal slot is milled
through one of the sides.
A type 6F4 acorn triode is
mounted across the slot, the plate
capacitively coupled to one side,
and the grid connected directly to
the other. The block behaves essentially as a single -turn coil, resonating with the tube capacitance
plus the capacitance of the longitudinal slot.
Tuning is accomplished by means
of a rotor consisting of a
longitudinally slotted hollow metal
cylinder, fitted concentrically within
the hole in the block. The rotor
varies the capacitance across the
slit, and also effects a small

FIB. 3--Tap-switch oscillator circuits similar to that shown in Fig.

1B
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FIG.

4-A

rolled -up line mirer is shown at A and a semi -butterfly mixer at

B

The oscillator of Fig. lA tuned
the range of 350 to 750 mc (2.14 to
1). While this is not sufficient for
use with a 205-mc i -f, a number of
small modifications to the design
would undoubtedly produce the desired range.
When a high intermediate frequency such as 205 me is used, the
local oscillator for a converter tuning the lower 200 me of the band
becomes a much simpler device
than the previously described cylinder circuits. Figure 1B illustrates
a typical band-switching oscillator
which covers a frequency range
from 255 to 470 me in seven steps.
It utilizes a vernier tuning capacitor to tune the oscillator within
each of the seven bands, and thus,
in connection with a 205 me i -f
will give coverage of the uhf band
from 460 to 675 mc.
Two alternative circuits which
can be used in such an arrangement
are given in Fig. 3. The circuit of
Fig. 3A has the advantage that
temperature compensation can be
adjusted separately for each switch
position.
Mixers

The selection of a tuned circuit
suitable for use as a mixer is a
fairly difficult problem if the entire 475 to 890 -mc band is to be
covered. A crystal mixer has been
chosen because of the lower noise
figure at these frequencies.
Figure 4A shows a typical mixer
designed to tune 475 to 890 mc.
This circuit is essentially a
rolled-up parallel-strip transmission
line with a half-cylindrical brass
slug rotating in the center to vary
FIG.

5-A

coaxial form of mixer is shown at

change in the inductance of the
block.

The tuning range obtained with
the oscillator of Fig. 1C using a
gap between cylinder and block of
0.015 inch was 300 to 640 me
(2.14:1), and with a gap of 0.004
inch it was 184 to 670 me (3.64:1).
From these data it may be concluded that a slight reduction in the
diameter and a spacing of about
0.006 to 0.008 inch will give the
desired tuning range.
Figure IA shows an oscillator
of the semi -butterfly type, adapted
specifically for use with the 6F4.
94

A

and a parallel -line mixer at

B

The circuit is made up of a slotted
cylindrical stator, and a rotor consisting of a solid half -cylinder. End
plates are connected to the stator
and, in conjunction with the end
faces of the rotor, provide capacitive loading across the stator slot
at one end of the tuning range. At
the other end of the tuning range,
the capacitive loading is at a minimum, while the rotor acts to reduce
the inductance of the stator cylinder. The 6F4 tube is mounted
across the stator slot in the same
manner as for the cylinder oscil-

lator.

both the inductance and capacitance
of the line.' A diagrammatic sketch
with some of the important dimensions is shown in Fig. 6. Such a
circuit is particularly well suited
for use with a balanced transmission line input, but can also be
used with unbalanced inputs.
Another mixer circuit with wide
tuning range is shown in Fig. 4B.
This circuit is essentially a form
of butterfly or cylinder and covers
the frequency range of 270 to 850
mc when loaded with a 1N21 crystal
as illustrated. The wide tuning
range is a result of the variation of
both capacitance and inductance
achieved by the semi-cylindrical
September, 1949
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rotor section. The high -frequency
end of the range is reached when
the rotor is completely outside of
the stator end plates.
A straightforward approach to
the problem of a mixer tunable
over a portion of the uhf band is
the parallel -line circuit illustrated
in Fig. 5B. Here the crystal is
tapped across the line near the
shorted end and tuning is accomplished by means of a movable
short. The frequency range of the
model shown is 370 to 600 me but
a greater range is doubtless possible with this form of circuit.
A coaxial form of mixer has been
constructed to investigate the possibility of tuning such a device by
means of a section of line of variable length. Figure 5A shows one
such circuit which has a restricted
tuning range but is otherwise quite
satisfactory. The coaxial mixer
operates on the premise that the
impedance of a 1N21 crystal has a
resistive component in the vicinity
of 50 ohms and hence the coaxial
line input can be connected directly
to the crystal.
In order that the mixer will be
tuned, it is necessary to connect reactance across the crystal in such
a manner that the impedance of the
mixer is purely resistive at the desired frequency and is largely reactive at other frequencies. This
result is accomplished by shunting the crystal with a short-circuited stub line which has a low
value of inductive reactance at the
operating frequency. Resonance is
achieved by connecting another
length of line across the crystal, so
arranged that it presents an equal
capacitive reactance.
The capacitive stub is an open circuited line with a movable polystyrene cylinder between inner and
outer conductor which varies both
the effective length and characteristic impedance of the line. Such
an arrangement is theoretically
capable of giving an appreciable
tuning range and consequently
might be satisfactory as the mixer
for a converter covering the lower
200 me of the band.
A fixed -tuned, parallel -line mixer
is sketched in Fig. 7. This mixer
has been designed to be fabricated
at low cost for use in a single -channel converter. A ceramic trimmer
ELECTRON ICS
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capacitor is used to select the exact
resonant frequency, 530 me in the
model shown here. The crystal bypass capacitor is built into the circuit and is approximately 10 µµf.
The capacitance of the bypass was
chosen as a compromise between
that necessary to provide a low impedance at the signal frequency and
that which could be tolerated from
the standpoint of input circuit
bandwidth in the i -f amplifier.
Fixed -Tuned Converter

A simple, essentially single -channel converter has been developed
for use in the field testing of an

experimental uhf television station.
This converter uses the parallel-line
crystal mixer illustrated in Fig. 7
and a local oscillator consisting of
a 955 acorn triode in a parallel -line
circuit. The local oscillator is tunable over a small range by means
of a two -plate variable capacitor.
The intermediate frequency used is

FIG.

nominally 207 mc, corresponding to
the center of vhf television channel
12.

Since a loss of from 6 to 8 db is
suffered in a crystal mixer, it is
impórtant that the uhf converter
incorporate an i -f amplifier with
sufficient gain to overcome this loss.
The amplifier described here accomplishes this successfully and provides performance at uhf which
equals or exceeds that generally obtainable in a standard vhf television receiver. The circuit chosen
for the i -f amplifier is the cascode,
developed at the MIT Radiation
Laboratory for use in low-noise
radar i -f strips.'
The amplifier consists of two triodes connected in cascode, the output from the crystal mixer being
connected through an autotransformer to the grid of the first stage,
a triode -connected 6AK5. The complete circuit is shown in Fig. 8.
The output from the plate of the

6-Mechanical details
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FIG.

7-Simple fixed -tuned mixer for

530 me
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6AK5 is coupled to the cathode of
the second i -f stage, a 6J4 connected
in a grounded -grid circuit.
The output tuned circuit of the
6J4 consists of a single -turn hairpin loop, coupled closely to a second hairpin loop in the output circuit. Coils of this type were found

necessary to achieve the desired
degree of coupling and at the same
time provide a reasonably balanced
output circuit.
Tuning of the i -f amplifier to its
center frequency of 207 me is accomplished with slug-tuned coils in
the input and interstage circuits,
and by small ceramic variable
capacitors in the output circuit, as
may be seen from Fig. 9, which is
a bottom view of the i -f amplifier
subchassis. The overall voltage
gain was measured to be 7.7, a quite
reasonable figure in view of the fact
that there is a considerable voltage
stepdown in the output circuit,
necessitated by the impedance
transformation between the 6J4
plate circuit and the 300 -ohm balanced output.
The width of the pass band of the
i -f amplifier is approximately 17 me
between 3 -db points. Inasmuch as
the mixer bandwidth is approximately the same, the converter may
be tuned over this range merely by
varying the local oscillator frequency. In the experimental applications for which the converter is
designed, this degree of flexibility
is an advantage, but in converters

FIG. 9-Bottom view of 205 -mc

amplifier. Chassis is approximately
and 43/4 inches long

i -f

for use in areas where more than
one or two stations may be broadcasting, a somewhat narrower
bandwidth would be desirable.
Local oscillator injection is obtained by tapping a short length of
RG-58/U coaxial line across the
oscilllator circuit and capacitively
coupling the center conductor to the
mixer at the far end. The capacitance necessary is quite small and
consists of about inch of the center conductor spaced inch from
the mixer circuit. Rectified crystal
current is metered, and is adjusted
to approximately 0.5 milliampere.
A standard A/N coaxial connector is provided for the uhf antenna input in anticipation that 50 ohm coaxial line will be used between antenna and converter. The
coaxial input is coupled to the
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8-Complete circuit

of

alone.
The noise figure of the combination was obtained by adding a

three stage i -f amplifier with a
bandwidth of 7 me to the television
receiver so that the noise level of
the system could be measured by
a barretter bridge connected into
the last i -f stage. With the noise
power initially measured, the
amount of c -w signal at 530 me
required to double the power in the
i -f was measured. This value of
r-f signal was then compared with
the theoretical amount based on the
value of source resistance and the
overall bandwidth to obtain the
noise figure.
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Instantaneous
Deviation Control
Audio signal of an f -m transmitter is differentiated, clipped and integrated so that the output wave is identical to the input except for slope limiting. Transmitter frequency
deviations are held to definite limits determined by the maximum allowable slope
YEARS ago the performance of a radio communications system depended primarily on
two factors, the power of the transmitter and the sensitivity of the
receiver.
Interference between stations or
systems was no serious trouble because their operating frequencies
were sufficiently separated with unused channels which acted as guard
bands. As more services acquired
frequency assignments, the number
of guard bands decreased. The
spectrum is now crowded and
greater use of radio communication
will be curtailed and limited unless
greater use is made of available
channels.
Concentrated attention has been
given to control receiver images
and spurious response, receiver
radiation and transmitter harmonics. The selectivity of receivers has
been greatly improved. The engineering art has reached a point
where, today, alternate channels
can be used successfully with adjacent channels serving as guard
bands. It must be concluded, therefore, that half the available channel
space is being wasted.
Phase -modulation transmitters
are particularly vulnerable to over
modulation. Without control, loud
voices, sharp voices, transients, or
noise pulses produce wide excursions of the transmitter frequency,
extending the deviation into the
adjacent channel and even into the
alternate channel. For operation
on the desired channel, this means
loss of intelligibility and a decrease
in the signal to noise ratio as the
transmitter deviates beyond the
pass band of the receiver. Adja-

NEW

function of both the frequency and
the amplitude of the audio wave.
The desired answer to the problem of controlling frequency devia-

By MARION R. WINKLER
Research Engineer
Motorola Inc.
Chicago, Illinois

tion would be a device which would

cent channel operation will not be
possible until the frequency deviation of all transmitters is kept
within their assigned channel.
Principle of Operation

In attempting to control the frequency deviation of a phase -modulation transmitter, it is often customary to use conventional amplitude compressors. These devices
are not instantaneous. The attack
time is slow and the device remains
paralyzed after a transient. Even
if the audio amplitude is controlled
the frequency deviation of the
transmitter is not controlled 'because the frequency deviation of a
phase -modulated transmitter is a

virtually place a barrier or limit on
the frequency excursions caused by
the phase modulator. It is difficult
to place such a barrier on the frequency after the radio waves have
passed through the phase modulator. However, if an audio wave is
synthetically produced, which would
graphically look like the frequency
deviations produced by the modulator, then barriers could be introduced which would hold the amplitude to certain prescribed limits.
After the audio wave has passed
through the amplitude limiting barriers it might be restored by a reversible process to its original form
and delivered to the phase modulator.
The manner in which this can be
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FIG. 1-Basic circuits illustrating the fundamental principle
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done is illustrated in Fig. 1.

This
circuit provides instantaneous deviation control (IDC). The synthesized wave is produced by a differ-

entiation circuit. This differentia tor is a simple device consisting of
only a resistor and a capacitor.
As shown in both the first graph
and the second column of illustrated
wave forms, the differentiated voltage is proportional to both the
input voltage and the frequency;
more precisely it is proportional to
the slope or steepness of the input
wave. Since the differentiator is a
gain losing device it is usually de-

/-\±\__/

/\/\

ing, the curved sides become the
rounded extreme of the alternating
current and the flat top becomes the
straight line sides of the same current. The rounded portion is identical with the rounded part of the
original sine wave before being applied to the differentiator. From a
geometric standpoint the only distortion introduced has been over
that part of the sine wave which
had too great a slope.
Obviously the greatest distortion
that can possibly exist would occur
when the clipper produces square
waves. The output from the integrator would then be a triangular
wave having only odd harmonics.
The third harmonic would be 1/9th
of the fundamental, the fifth harmonic 1/25th of the fundamental
and other harmonics trivial.
The distortion introduced by IDC
into voice frequencies does not lend
itself quite so well to such a simple
analysis. Many voice frequencies
are quite peaked and jagged and
can pass through the IDC circuit

frequency deviations will be held to
very definite limits as dictated by
the maximum allowable slope. The
third graph indicates the overall
fidelity of the instantaneous deviation control circuit to be flat over a
wide band. The usable bandwidth
will depend on accepted tolerances
and the frequencies that need to be
controlled.
The distortion caused by IDC is
quite small. This is illustrated in
the output voltage wave form
shown in Fig. 1. Distortion is
introduced only into those wave
fronts which have a slope that exceed a predetermined amount.
These distortions in general consist
of higher order harmonics which
fortunately are eliminated by the
integrator to a point where they are
readily tolerated.
The distortion introduced in a
sine wave can best be understood
from a graphical study as shown in
Fig. 2. A moderate amount of clipping produces trapezoidal waves
with curved sides. After integrat-

2-Sine waves with various degrees
clipping, before and after integrating

FIG.
of

sirable to use an amplifier to raise
the signal to a suitable level for
clipping. This also provides electronic isolation, with zero loading
of the differentiator and a more
suitable source impedance for the
clipper.
The clipper may be a pair of
biased diodes, also shown in Fig. 1,
which become conducting when the
instantaneous peak value of the
differentiated wave exceeds the
bias. One diode will clip positive
peaks and the other the negative
peaks. This is shown in the illustrated wave forms of clipped volt-
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cuit to be inversely proportional
to the frequency.
The output wave is now identical
with the input wave except for the
slope limiting. The transmitter
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After the wave has been operated
on by the clipper, the differentiation process can be reversed by
passing the wave through an integrator circuit. This is also a simple
device consisting again of a resistor and a capacitor as shown in
Fig. 1. The second graph shows
the response of the integrator cir-
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3-Fixed station instantaneous deviation control circuit
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without having their intelligence
content seriously altered yet the
transmitter frequency deviation
may be reduced by a large margin.
The voice level between syllables is
usually lower and experiences little
or no clipping. It is therefore possible to provide greater deviation
for the lower voice levels or greater
overall average deviations without
exceeding the desired or authorized
deviation limits.
Commercial Equipment

In making a practical application
of IDC to a transmitter there are a
number of considerations which
may dictate the final design.
Size, cost, power drain, the fidelity desired and the range of offending frequencies will affect the
choice of components and circuits.
The type of differentiator, clipper,

or integrator may vary considerably from the one illustrated in
Fig. 1.
Figure 3 is the circuit diagram
of a fixed station IDC unit. Differentiation is accomplished by the
capacitor C, and the resistor R1.
The clipper circuit differs from
that previously described.
The combined diodes are fed a
constant direct current. Normally
half this current goes through each
diode. Any small signal variation,
positive or negative, applied to the
cathode of the input diode, will
normally cause the same variation
at the cathode of the output diode.
The diodes therefore serve to conduct the variations from input to
output. However, if large variations of signal are applied at the
input, the first diode will become
nonconducting on positive peaks
and the second will become nonconducting on negative peaks.
Integration is accomplished by
the capacitor C2 and the resistor R2.
The clipping level, or the deviation,
is adjusted by a potentiometer regulating the diode current. The
volume level is adjusted at the input
where no interaction exists between
it and deviation. A resistor shunting C, affords some bass compensation. The output is pushpull.
Figure 4 is the circuit diagram
of a unit useful for mobile application because of its low cost, small
space requirements and low power
drain.
ELECTRONICS
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Complete IDC unit

is

shown at left and the internal construction at right

Complete IDC unit for a fixed station

This unit is designed to accommodate a carbon microphone in the
input and deliver a balanced or
pushpull output for the grids of the
phase modulator tubes. No amplification is used within the circuit
and clipping is performed with
germanium crystal diodes. Differentiation is performed with the
Ci -R, and CgR3 circuits; integration with the C2 -R, and C, -R. circuits.
Performance

When the action of an IDC circuit is observed on an oscilloscope
connected to the discriminator of
a good f-m receiver, the voice wave
seems to strike an invisible barrier
even when subjected to 20 or 30 db
overload. The barrier remains fixed
even when subjected to sudden
bursts of signal or transients.
There is no attack time or paralysis, it is instantaneous. This makes
close talking possible thereby redue-

ing background noise. It tolerates
a wide range of audio level.
The control prevents transmitters on nearby channels from spilling over into the pass band of system receivers. But more important
is the fact that it holds the system
transmitted frequency within the
associated receiver bandpass response, permitting a higher average
modulation level. This results in
an increased signal-to-noise ratio
and improved reception in fringe
area operation.
Adjacent channel operation in the
mobile field is now a requirement
and it is axiomatic that deviation
control is necessary. Since IDC
is quite simple, economical, and
fool proof, it is destined to see wide
application.
Acknowledgement is due John
Hultquist who was the first to try
the idea, and others who have contributed the commercial developments.
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Metal Detector for
Features include a new bridge coil arrangement, designed to provide more uniform sensitivity to objects embedded in logs and lying at various angles in the logs. Complete circuit
diagrams with values and pickup coil winding data are included

By CURTIS R. SCHAFER
Chief Electronics Engineer
Aviation Engineering Corporation
Ozone Park, New York

detecting unseen metal fragments in logs
is becoming increasingly important
to the operators of small saw mills.
In many areas of this country and
Europe, farmers are harvesting
second and third growth timber,
which may and often does contain
spikes, horseshoes, fragments of
wagon tires, steel fence posts, sections of fence, knives and other
metal objects. Even unexploded
artillery shells have been found in
logs from forest areas in the West'
When a rotary saw strikes something of this nature, the flying
teeth are a real hazard to personnel.
Even the constant expectation of
THE PROBLEM of

the saw hitting something is responsible for much nervous fumbling when feeding the saw, and
this is an accident -producing factor
in itself. Much timber which is actually free of metal objects is going
to waste simply because the mill
operator does not dare to process
logs which are questionable.
Available Techniques

There are three basic and separate approaches to this problem. All
make use of variations in the pattern of a magnetic or electromagnetic field: the first, by the variation in the self or mutual inductance of a coil system; the second,
by detecting variations in the
earth's magnetic field with a flux
gate, cathode ray, or inductor compass; the third, by variations in the
absorption or reflection of radio
waves generated by a local oscil-

TO I20CPS
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WIRE

LEAST COUPUNG
AND LEAST SENSITIVITY FOR

NAIL IN THIS
POSITION
LOG

-GREATEST SENSITIVITY
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TO AMPLIFIER

AND DETECTOR

1-Top view of two mutual inductance coils arranged in the regular way
for use with the Felici mutual inductance
bridge
FIG.

2-Improved metal detection coil
system which detects nails driven radially
into a log as well as axially oriented
objects
FIG.

lator and radiated by a local antenna system.
The operation of the radio
method raises many difficulties. The
radiation resistance of the antenna
will depend upon the dielectric
properties of the log, which in
turn are determined by the moisture and mineral content of the
wood. Also, the distance between
the antenna and the surface of the
log must be kept constant. The
300-mc radiation from the AN/PRS
mine detector, for example, penetrates only a few inches of damp
wood, and the instrument is sensitive only to relatively large pieces
of metal.'
So far, any magnetic compass
methods have not shown adequate
sensitivity and stability.
Early electromagnetic methods
used the Hay, Owen or Maxwell
bridges to detect the increase in the
self inductance of a coil when a
magnetic metal was brought near,
or the decrease in self inductance
in the case of a non-magnetic
metal' In these systems, if the size
of the metal piece is relatively small
with regard to the radius of the
coil, and if its distance from the
coil is relatively great with respect
to the radius of the coil, the variation in the self inductance of the
coil is inversely proportional to the
sixth power of the distance between
the coil and the metal. A single coil
may also be used in the resonant
circuit of an oscillator; in this case
the presence of metal within the
field of the coil will be indicated by
a change in the frequency of the
oscillations, and may be detected by
a frequency meter. The danger in
the use of any single -coil method
September, 1949
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the Lumber Industry

The photograph shows a typical metal detector setup with the coils mounted to inspect the logs on their way to the saw

lies in the fact that for any specific
frequency there is a certain size
for magnetic objects at which the
increase in self inductance due to
the permeability of the material is
exactly balanced by the decrease in
self inductance due to the eddy -current losses, and no change in self

inductance results. Again, there
are certain conditions under which
a magnetic object may act normally
at a specified distance from the coil,
but behave like a non-magnetic object at another distance, depending
upon the way in which the electromagnetic field is intersected.'
Two -Coil Systems

Systems using two coils, or two
pairs of coils, arranged so that
their mutual inductance is zero in
the absence of any metal in the
field, have consistently shown the
best sensitivity and stability. One
of these systems was selected for
the metal detector described in this
ELECTRONICS
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paper. The Felici balance (or
Hughes balance), the Campbell
mutual inductance bridge, and the
Carey-Foster bridge are all suitable
for this purpose.' The Felici balance has the advantage of both electrical and mechanical symmetry,
so that any variations in the coils
themselves due to changes in ambient temperature and humidity
are usually balanced out. The theoretical concepts involved are well
treated in a paper by Leslie F. Cur-

tis.'
The first and most important design step was the determination of
the operating frequency. Previous
designs have been based upon frequencies all the way from 60 cycles
per second to several hundred megacycles. A popular army mine detector was operated at 1 kc, so that
the unbalance signal denoting the
presence of a mine would be
audible in a pair of telephone
receivers. In order to get valid

design data, frebetween 60 cps and
300 me were tried, with the variations occurring in discrete steps
of approximately one octave each.
Coil systems, oscillators and detectors were constructed in accordance
with the frequency used in each
test. For magnetic metals it was
found that general sensitivity is
proportional to frequency; that is,
the higher the frequency the higher
the sensitivity. However, for nonmagnetic metals and water the sensitivity is proportional to the
square of the frequency.
With the requirements of the
lumber industry in mind (moisture
content of green logs may run to
80 percent), a rather low frequency
becomes the logical choice. Sixty
cps and 180 cps were judged undesirable from the point of view of
interference from power lines and
motor fields at the fundamental and
third harmonic respectively. Audio

preliminary
quencies
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frequencies did not have to be considered from the standpoint of requiring an audible unbalance signal, so 120 cps was selected. A
stable generator of this frequency
is easily derived from the 60 -cycle
supply line. This frequency is low
enough so shielding of coils in the
bridge system is unnecessary. The
small amount of capacitive coupling
is balanced out with a small variable capacitor which requires adjustment only at the time the installation is made.
Various coil arrangements were
tried next. The Felici bridge, with
two identical pairs of coaxial coils,
shows its greatest sensitivity to a
nail whose axis lies parallel to the
coil axes, and its lowest sensitivity
to a nail whose axis is at right
angles to the coil axes. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. Unfortunately most
nails that are driven into trees are
in the position shown at B, and the
coil arrangements that have been
used previously are at a disadvantage. This ratio of maximum to
minimum sensitivity, according to
the relative position of the nail,
varies with the coupling coefficient
of the pairs of coils used and the
coupling coefficient between the nail
and the coil nearest to it, but generally lies between a ratio of 8 to 1
and 10 to

1.
Four -Coil System

The four -coil arrangement shown
in Fig. 2 was originated to overcome these variations in sensitivity; sensitivity is at a maximum
both for nails whose axis is parallel to the coil axes and for those
whose axis is at right angles to the
coil axes. A deviation of 45 degrees
from either position produces only
a 20 -percent decrease in sensitivity,
and this is easily taken care of in
the design of the detector. Each
metal particle is detected twice as
it goes through. In the interest of
stability it was decided not to resonate the bridge coils ; very little
would have been gained by doing
so anyway, for the Q of these coils
at 120 cps is only slightly greater
than unity.
The physical arrangement of the
coils is such that the coefficient of
coupling is zero in the absence of
any metal in their fields. A piece
of metal entering the effective area
102

Since space conservation is of no importance at lumber mills, no crowding of components was felt necessary, as may be seen from the above photograph of the
metal detector oscillator chassis and power supply
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FIG. 3-Schematic diagram of 120 -cps oscillator used to drive pickup coils

distorts the field in its vicinity. and
an unbalance current flows in the
detector coils, is amplified, rectified,
and operates a sequence of relays
which actuate warning devices.
To derive the maximum voltage
from a slightly distorted field requires a great many turns. The
two detector coils consist of 700
turns of No. 30 copper wire, Formvar insulated, layer -wound in 4 -inch
deep grooves in a 24-inch square
wooden form which has previously
been impregnated with Bakelite
varnish and baked at a low temperature to give it dimensional stability. (Molded Mycalex coil forms
will be used for future models.)
The two generator coils are wound
on identical forms, but have 160
turns of No. 16 copper wire. One
thickness of 0.005 -inch Kraft paper
is laid in between layers in both
the detector and generator coils.
The 120 -cycle generator of Fig.
3 is basically a full -wave rectifier
whose power comes from the 60 -

cycle line through a Variac.

The
ripple frequency is fed into the
series resonant circuit formed by
C, and L,, and feeds the push-pull
grids of the 807 tubes with a 120 cycle voltage having excellent waveform. Forty watts of power is delivered to the bridge coils from this
generator, although only about ten
watts is actually radiated in the
form of an electromagnetic field.
The plate power supply and battery
bias are conventional. The output
is taken from two British -type
coaxial connectors. Only JAN-approved resistors and oil -filled capacitors are used. The 8-µf capacitor across this output absorbs any
transients or harmonics which may
originate in the 807 tubes. The
100-ohm potentiometer in the cathodes of the 807 tubes is set for
minimum second harmonic output.
Null Detector

A schematic of the amplifier and
detector is shown in Fig. 4. The
September, 1949
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also to give an indication of ve y
small pieces of metal which no: mally would not actuate the relay.
As the detector is usually set up, a
piece of metal the size of a 16 penny nail is required to trip the relays, but the presence of a thin
finishing nail or wire brad an inch
long will give an easily visible
deflection on the meter.
Special Problems

Metal detector chassis, power supply and meter which is used to zero the instrument and to give an indication for extremely small metallic objects where the relay
would not normally be operated
0.5 MEG
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FIG. 4-Schematic diagram of metal detector amplifier and null detector

input transformer is a well -shielded
(both magnetically and electrostatically) line -to -grid unit. The 1603
was selected as an input tube because it was found to inject a lower
120 -cycle hum component into its
output than any other types which
were tried. The parallel resonant
circuit following this stage has a
45-db rejection ratio to 60 -cycle interference. As the heaters of all
amplifier tubes are regulated by a
small Sola transformer, and the
plate and screen supply for the 1603
is stabilized with the two 874 regulator tubes, no inverse feedback was
found necessary except that in the
minor loop between the 6J5 plates,
whi 2h actually is effective only in
stabilizing the gain of the second
6J5.
A. feedback loop that might have
included the parallel resonant circuit at L, -C1 would have been undesirable because of the phase shift
introduced by this circuit. A 9 percent change in overall gain is
ELECTRON:CS

-

the maximum that results from a
power line voltage variation of 100
to 125 volts.
It was decided to operate the first
relay on a semi -power basis to insure positive operation, hence the
use of a 6A3 and 6X5. Overall
voltage gain to the 6A3 grid is 80
db with the gain control at maximum.
As this metal detector is to be
used in lumber camps, where space
is not at a premium, no consideration was given to the size or weight
of any component. Rather, each
item was selected with the idea that
the equipment would require service only once a year with this
service consisting mostly of tube
replacements and the cleaning of
relay contacts. Relay RE1 is of the
plate circuit type; RE2 is energized
by 115 volts, 60 cycles, and its contacts are designed to handle current
for a large bell and warning light.
The 0-1 ma meter is useful in
zeroing the bridge coil system, and

In order to keep the coil system
free from components whose values
might be altered by changes in
temperature or humidity, no variable self or mutual inductances are
used. Instead, the generator and
detector coils are accurately
matched when they are wound, and
the final mutual inductance balance
is achieved by a slight adjustment
of the rigid mounting that holds the
coils in place on the frame of the
log carrier. In spite of these precautions, some rebalancing is required every day or two that the
detector is in operation. This is
accomplished by sliding a thin soft
iron wire in or out of the field of
one of the detector coils. This
method of trimming a mutual inductance bridge has been known for
many years, and no credit is
claimed for its use here,
This detector may be operated by
inexperienced personnel. It requires
very little maintenance, and will
give a rapid and positive warning
of the presence of any metal objects
large enough to damage a saw. Its
operation is not affected by normal
outdoor ranges of temperature and
humidity, nor by relatively large
variations in power supply voltage.
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Potted Subassemblies for
Capsulation of amplifier and oscillator subassemblies in casting resin permits up to 500
tubes per cubic foot of space for computers, telemetering setups and other complex multitube equipment. Design and construction procedures for potting are fully covered
DESIGN

Steps in potting a three -tube strain gage amplifier. Left-casting-resin chassis with
imbedded silver -clad beryllium -copper wires serving as stiffeners, tie points, plug
prongs and lead wires. Center-assembled chassis with built-in limiter and voltag
gain of 20,000, adjusted in production so all units have same gain within 1 percent.
Right-complete plug-in unit as potted in casting resin. Other examples of potted
plug-in units are shown in color on the front cover of this issue

Top-conventional construction of 14 -tube wide -band i-f and video amplifier with afc
and agc, for input frequency of 100 mc. Center-first step in miniaturization, using
potted subassemblies but retaining the chassis and a conventional low -noise preamplifier. Bottom-final miniaturized assembly complete with preamplifier, with each
unit plugging into its neighbor to eliminate the chassis. Most of the subassemblies
are coated with silver shielding paint
104

PROBLEMS

of complex

multi -tube equipment are
simplified by using as few tubes as
possible because the principal limiting factors are heating, circuit interaction, and density. In normal
practice the use of a minimum number of tubes involves using carefully
selected tubes and parts, with sacrifice of interchangeability. If cost
factors warrant, these practices
are tolerable in subminiaturized
assemblies, providing the assemblies are potted to avoid component
replacement, and providing no use
is made of tube characteristics
which change with age.
The use of the potted subassembly makes possible the design of a
complete functional circuit as a subassembly. So long as each subassembly is completely interchangeable with others of the same type,
internal differences are quite tolerable. This means, for example,
that amplifiers may be built and adjusted to a known gain for use in
a circuit. The matching of tubes
with components makes possible a
much more efficient use of both
tubes and components in circuits.
This can result in less heating,
fewer circuits to interact with one
another, and lower density.
The power supply forms a large
proportion of the size and weight
of all large equipment. Time and
effort spent on improving the efficiency and decreasing the weight of
power supplies probably pays bigger dividends than any other
point. In this connection the use
of high -temperature (200 C hotspot) transformers and inductors
will save almost 50 percent in the
weight and volume of these units.
Since most subminiature tubes
require but 100 volts plate supply,
the conventional series regulator is
extremely inefficient and bulky. The
use of thyratron regulated supplies
with miniature thyratrons as rectiSeptember, 1949
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Subminiature Equipment
100

0.0015

By W. G. TULLER
Melpar, Inc.
Alexandria, Virginia

1
fiers has been found to increase the
efficiency of the 100 -volt regulated
power supply circuit in Fig. 1 by
almost 50 percent, with a correspondingly large decrease in size and

heating.
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When printed circuits are used
for miniaturization, it is always
necessary to solder in tubes. It is
usually necessary to solder in capacitors, and if accuracy is required,
it is usually necessary to solder in
resistors. It is practical to print
wire and some inductors, however,
and to use printed subassemblies
whenever they are available commercially in the desired combinations of R and C.
Conventional circuit construction
uses multitudes of terminal boards,
terminal lugs, and other holding
and mounting devices. These all
add space and weight, and contribute little or nothing to the electrical performance of a circuit. A
construction eliminating them,
therefore, is a worthwhile advance.
Potted circuit technique or
capsulation is such a construction.
It permits selective assembly and
use of nonweatherproof components, since the potting compound
weatherproofs the entire assembly.
This enables the use of smaller components, stripped of their weatherproof containers. All holding means
except one plug and socket are eliminated.
Potted construction makes it possible to replace and design subassemblies on a unit basis, rather
than as a miscellaneous collection
of parts. It is further possible to
modernize equipment from time to
time by modernizing the individual
subassemblies, only keeping them
interchangeable electrically and mechanically with their predecessors.
It has been found essential to
consider the design of a potted circuit as a unit. It is not practical
to design a piece of equipment and
then ship it to a chemist for potting.
ELECTRONICS
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FIG. 1-Example of miniature thyratron regulated power supply circuit used with
potted subassemblies to decrease size, weight and heating. Thorough shielding is
necessary to avoid radiated noise from thyratrons. All 0.0015-4 capacitors are
ceramic feed -through units to prevent conducted noise

Each component must be selected
for its compatibility with the potting compound. Those components
which are not suitable for direct
potting must be given a suitable
pre-treatment, and the whole
mechanical design must be considered integral with the potting
process.
Components must be selected
which will withstand the high
ambient temperatures (105-115 C)
concomitant to the operation
of large miniaturized equipment.
Tubes must be protected from shock
by a resilient coating before mounting in the equipment. Many small
points, too numerous to mention
here, must be watched with care if
a useful product is to result. A
close liaison among chemists, mechanics designers, and electronic
engineers has been found absolutely
essential to insure good results.
A standardized form factor is
useful in the production design of
any complex assembly of subunits.
Since most subminiature units are
plug-in, a convenient socket to use
is the standard nine-pin miniature
tube socket. Typical units are one
inch wide by either one or one and
one-half inches deep, by three
inches high. The wires forming the
plug at the base of the unit are
molded in place during the casting
operation. A tapped reinforced hole
at the top of the unit provides
means for removing it from its
socket. Units constructed in this
way include strain gage amplifiers,

video amplifiers, pulse generators,
sawtooth generators, flip-flop multi vibrators and bridge drive oscilla-

tors.
Potting Materials

No single plastic has been found
suitable for all jobs. The NBS
casting resin, while superb electrically, lacks temperature range.
Five very different resins, each
compounded to give good results for
a specific type of operation, are currently being used. In general the
polyesters are most versatile, although as a class they leave much
to be desired and must be compounded to achieve satisfactory
results.
Assemblies of the units described
make possible the construction of
equipment having a density (including power supply) of between 200
and 500 tubes per cubic foot. Shielding, where necessary, is provided by
silver paint over the plastic. Internal temperature of the equipment is high, but careful construction can minimize the presence of
hot spots.
Acknowledgement is due several
individuals, co-workers at Melpar.
Inc. for specific contributions. Notable are R. E. Cunningham, Chief
Chemist, and J. L. Kiser, Production Engineer, and G. O. Glaze.
Much of the work on this equipment has been supported by the
Electronics Division of the Bureau
of Ships under Navy Department
Contract No. NObsr-39174.
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Field Test of
UHF TELEVISION
Report on field strength and picture quality at 60 locations in and near Washington, D. C.
confirms need for high power to secure adequate service over 20 -mile radius. Data
obtained from NBC experimental picture transmissions on 505.25 mc
uhf television
tests described in this paper
was to study field coverage, multi path transmission, gain of various

Project Engineer, Research Division
Philco Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.

types of receiving antennas, and the
reception of uhf signals when the
receiving antenna is shaded from
the transmitter by hills or buildings.
The tests utilized the standard
black -and -white television signal
transmitted by the experimental
NBC station operating in the frequency band from 504 to 510 me
(picture carrier, 505.25 mc) with
an effective radiated power of 3.6

miles. The test locations were selected to provide the wide variety of
receiving conditions typical of a
large city and its adjacent communities. The field strength was measured and the television picture was
analyzed at all test locations for
degradation of picture quality due
to multipath transmission, extraneous signals and receiver noise.

THE PURPOSE of

By JOSEPH FISHER

Receiving Equipment

kw.

Tests were conducted starting
October, 1948, at sixty locations in the vicinity of Washington, D. C., at distances from
the transmitter ranging from
one and a half to twenty-three

Three antennas were used: a
half -wave dipole, a Yagi array
(folded dipole with two directors
and one reflector) and an eight -element stacked array with screen
reflector.

The antennas were adjusted to be
resonant at 507 mc. The radiation
resistance of the Yagi and of the
eight -element array was approximately 90 ohms, while that of the
half -wave dipole was 72 -ohms. The
Yagi antenna had a measured voltage gain, relative to a half-wave
dipole, of 1.98 and a front -to-back
voltage response ratio of approximately 10. The eight -element array
had a voltage gain of 4.36 and a
front -to -back ratio in excess of 20.
Any of these antennas could be
mounted on the top of a wooden pole
twenty feet in length carried on a
station wagon. The pole was so
mounted that, when raised, the
center of the antenna was approximately 23 feet above the ground.
The lead-in consisted of 30 feet of
RG -71/U coaxial cable (attenuation
of a 30 -foot length at 500 me equal
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is fed into a standard television receiver with 300-ohm balanced line
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Photograph of the mobile receiving station
used. The 8 -element array is shown in
place 23 feet above ground

The characteristic impedance of RG -71/U cable
(93 ohms) provided a good impedance match to the antennas used.
The converter was designed to
produce an intermediate frequency
of 54 to 60 mc (channel 2) from the
504 to 510 -mc r -f signals. The converter (Fig. 1) includes a fixed tuned coaxial cavity, a 1N21 -C crystal mixer, a 6F4 local oscillator
operating at 450 mc, and a single tube 6AK5 i -f amplifier with a
center frequency of 57 mc and a
bandwith of 6 mc. The output of
the converter is fed into the antenna
terminals of a Philco model 48-1001
television receiver by means of a
seven-inch length of 300 -ohm balanced transmission line. The power
supply of the 48-1001 was altered
for vibrator operation from storage
batteries. Meters were provided in
the equipment to measure the 450 mc oscillator plate current, the
1N21 -C crystal current, the afc voltage of the television receiver, and
the field strength.
to about 3.0 db).

Calibration of Field Strength

To read field strength, a vacuum tube voltmeter, (Fig. 2), consisting
of a 6AL5 diode, a 250,000-ohm load
resistor, and a 25 -microampere d -c

meter, was connected across the
output of the receiver. The
load resistor and meter were by26 -mc i -f

Interior view of the mobile setup used in the Washington field strength measurements.
The four meters mounted below the receiver read 450 -me local oscillator injection current and plate current, the receiver afc voltage and the field strength

passed with a 0.1-µf capacitor, giving the circuit a long time constant,
and allowing the capacitor to be
charged by means of the diode to
the peak value of i -f carrier during
the time the sync pulses are transmitted. The indication of field intensity therefore did not depend on
the percentage modulation of the
television station at the time readings were being taken, but only on
the peak value of carrier during the
time sync information was transmitted. As indicated in Fig. 2, a
calibrated manual gain control was
used to vary the gain of the television receiver by applying a variable bias to the r -f and first two
picture i -f tubes. The receiver was
designed to operate with a composite video signal level of two
volts peak -to -peak across the video
detector load resistor, which corresponded to a reading of 20 microamperes on the vacuum -tube voltmeter when receiving an 85 -percent
modulated television picture. The
reading of 20 microamperes was
established as standard output for
the field measurements.
The receiver was calibrated in the
following manner: The converter
was connected to the receiver and
an unmodulated sound carrier at a
frequency of 509.75 mc was applied
to the input of the converter from a
signal generator. The frequency of

the 450 -mc oscillator in the converter was then adjusted to produce
zero afc volts. This insured that
the signal output of the converter
was at a frequency of 59.75 mc
The
Í channel 2 sound carrier) .
450 -mc oscillator injection was adjusted to produce 0.5 ma of crystal
current. Various levels of uhmodulated picture carrier at a frequency of 505.25 mc were applied
from the signal generator and the
variable bias control setting was
noted for standard output (20
microamperes). From these data a
curve was plotted of dial setting
versus microvolts input.
The following method was used to
determine the noise figure of the
receiver. The receiver was fed
from a signal generator having
an internal resistance of 93 ohms.
A thermocouple meter connected
across the final video amplifier plate
load was used as an indicating
device. Unmodulated carrier from
the signal generator was applied to
the receiver input and increased in
amount until the noise power output
stopped increasing, care being taken
to insure that the second detector
and the amplifiers were operating
at normal signal levels. Sine wave
modulation was then applied to the
signal generator and the percent
modulation required to double the
reading of the output meter
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observed and recorded.
The carrier open -circuit voltage
from the 93 -ohm generator was 67.2
microvolts and the necessary modulation was 10 percent. Hence the
noise voltage was 6.72 microvolts,
or 8.8 db greater than the theoretical noise of 2.44 microvolts across
93 ohms at 4 -mc bandwidth.
Performance of Receiving Antennas

Any of the three antennas could
used to measure the field
strength at locations where signal
is being received from only one direction, a different calibration
figure being required for each antenna to relate measured receiver
microvolts to field intensity.
There are some locations, however, in which the situation is complicated by signals arriving at the
receiving point from several different directions, some of which are
unusable because of excessive delay.
In locations of this sort a nondirectional antenna may deliver more
power to the receiver than a much
larger directional antenna. In some
of these cases, the signal from the
nondirectional antenna is perfectly
satisfactory, but in other cases it is
contaminated by intolerable ghost
images.
be

Whether a particular indirect
path signal is useful or detrimental
depends on whether it lies within
a certain area surrounding the re-

ceiving location. The boundary of
this area is approximately a parabola, opening towards the transmitter and crossing the continuation of the direct line from
transmitter to receiver at a point
approximately 125 feet behind the
receiver. The delineation of this
boundary is based on the fact that
video signal contributed by any
scattering object within it will be
delayed no more than about k µsec,
corresponding to approximately two
picture elements displacement of
information or about 22 inch on a
ten -inch cathode-ray tube. Scattering objects outside of this
boundary may cause either loss of
resolution or distinct ghosts.
This boundary crosses the
perpendicular to the direct line,
erected at the receiving point, at
a distance of about 250 feet and the
area enclosed by the parabola continues to widen gradually as a function of distance towards the transmitter, as shown in Fig. 3.
A nondirectional antenna can receive signals from many scattering
objects simultaneously, and if these
objects lie principally in the useful
area, a net gain in performance is
contributed by the scattered signal.
If on the other hand, a large proportion of the scattered signal is of the
detrimental type, originating from
outside of the boundary, then a non directional antenna, even though it

antennas used in the Washington, D. C. uhf television field
strength measurements are shown above. They are the half -wave dipole, a 4 -element
Yagi and an 8 -element array
The three types of receiving

delivers large power to the receiver,
cannot be used. While a highly directional antenna cannot utilize
scattered signals over a wide angle
and therefore may not deliver the
expected increase in power in such
cases, yet the signal delivered by
directional antennas as a rule has
higher resolution and less ghost
images than that from nondirectional antennas. It should be emphasized that these remarks pertain to only a small minority of field
locations. In the vast majority, the
directional antennas are superior in
performance by an amount dependent upon their gain.
It can be seen that the field
strength in microvolts per meter
inferred from several antennas having different directivity will have
different values. The field strength
measured by a simple dipole will
generally be larger because scattered signals are included. It is for
this reason that the term "effective
field strength" has been used in this
report, different fractions of the
received signal being effective with
each type of antenna.
In the course of these tests very
few locations were found in which
the array failed to realize considerable gain over a dipole.
The opén-circuit voltage across
the terminals of a half -wave dipole
resonant at 55 me (television channel 2) is approximately twice the

The 500-mc converter used in making the
uhf measurements. The coaxial input cavity
is mounted next to the oscillator
September,
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ception at test location 1, 4,707
Windom Place which is only 2.4
miles from the transmitter. The
500
EFUL
SCATTERING
ground contour of Fig. 5A, which
z
=RECEIVER
o
2Áo0 2.500 -t'`
500
A
does not show trees and buildings,
Z
FEET
DISTANCE
a
w
places this location at a shadowed
F
500
o
point, not line -of -sight. The field
DETRIMENTAL
1,000
intensity with the array antenna
''N'
gi5,
was E, = 1,306 microvolts per
FIG. 3-Plan view of receiver vicmity
meter and, with a converter having
showing areas of useful and detrimental
a noise figure of 8.8 db above
scattering
thermal noise, the reception was
marginal. In comparison, the channel 4 television transmitter in
field intensity in microvolts per
meter. However, the open -circuit Washington with its antenna lovoltage across the terminals of a cated on the same tower as the 500 half -wave dipole resonant at 500 me mc transmitting antenna, produced
is approximately one -fifth the field a noise -free picture at location 1.
intensity in microvolts per meter. The power output of the channel 4
For the same field intensity, at station was of course greater (apthese frequencies, the ratio of volt- proximately 5.7 to 1) but this alone
ages across the resonant half -wave does not account for the low field
dipoles will be approximately ten to strength at this location.
As other investigators have reone. Thus even over flat terrain
either much higher transmitter ported, the decrease in received
power or high -gain receiving anten- signals is caused by the increased
nas are required for coverage on shadowing effect at 50Ó mc when
the receiving antenna is located be500 me comparable to that at 55 mc.
At 36 of the test locations two or hind a hill or building. Locations
more antennas were tried. At 32 of 10 and 12 are also shown on this
these locations the use of high -gain same contour diagram (Fig. 5A),
receiving antennas gave an increase as they fell within a degree or two
in signal voltage applied to the of the radial joining the transmitter
receiver. There were four test loca- and location 1. The field strength
tions where the use of an eight - measured at location 10, Wriley
element receiving array did not in- Road, north of Massachusetts Avecrease the signal voltage applied to nue, 3.45 miles from the transmitter
the input. At one of these locations which was also a shadowed point
the Yagi antenna gave a gain over (not line of sight), is low, producthe dipole but the array produced a ing a marginal picture. The effective field intensity, again with the
lower signal than the Yagi.
V\\1.,,v\\i\'

\, `'
DETRIMENTAL

SCATTERING
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array antenna, is E, = 4,200 microvolts per meter at location 12 (the
junction of routes 190 and 191, near
Campbells Corner, 8.9 miles from
the transmitter) on the same radial,
in line of sight, and at a distance

from the transmitter four times
that of location 1. This signal resulted in a picture of excellent
quality.
Figure 5B shows ground contours
from the transmitter to locations
46, 33 and 16, all along approximately the same radial. Tie field
strength of E, = 3,150 microvolts
per meter, resulted in a good quality
picture at location 16 (Georgetown
Preparatory School campus, near
route 240, eight miles from the
transmitter) the most distant of all
three points. The ground contour
for two miles in the direction of the
transmitter from this location was
relatively low and sloping upward
to the receiving location which was
within line of sight.
The reception at location 46, field
strength E, (Yagi antenna) =
4,530 microvolts per meter, (Connecticut Avenue and Northampton,
near Chevy Chase Circle, 3.15 miles
from the transmitter, line of sight)
produced a good quality picture.
The picture quality at location 33,
field strength E, (array antenna)
= 2,860 microvolts per meter,
(6721 Fairfax Road, Bethesda,
Maryland, 4.75 miles from the
transmitter and line of sight) was
good.

At locations 35 and 20, both on

General Propagation Effects

The field strength in microvolts
per meter at all locations plotted
against distance between receiving
and transmitter antennas is shown
in Fig. 4. The theoretical curve for
propagation over flat earth shows
the received signal strengths to be
much lower than that of the theoretical curve. The theoretical curve
does not take into account the irregularities of the terrain between
the transmitter and receiver, the
ground contour at the point of reflection, and the phase relationship
of the various signals arriving by
multipath transmission. In addition, the shadowing effect of obstructions such as buildings and
hills increases with frequency.
This is demonstrated by the re-
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for radials containing typical measuring locations. It may be seen that the field strength at any location is

highly affected by the existence of obstructions between transmitter and receiver

the same radial, the transmission
paths were in the clear. The field
strength at location 20 (University
of Maryland campus, 7.2 miles from
the transmitter, and line of sight)
was E, (Yagi) = 8,300 microvolts
per meter. The ground contour for
approximately one-half a mile in
front of the receiving antenna was
relatively low and flat. The field
strength at location 35, (1,343
Perry Place, N. W., 1.4 miles from
the transmitter), was E, (array antenna) = 2,430 microvolts per
meter and produced a good picture.
The relatively low field strength at
a location so close to the transmitter
was caused by houses in front of
and above the receiving antenna.
At locations 8 and 21 the paths
were also in the clear, but on different radials, and approximately the
same distance from the transmitter.
The field strength at location 21
(the drill field at Fort McNair, 4.6
miles from the transmitter), was E,
(Yagi) = 29,600 microvolts per
meter, producing an excellent picture. It is significant that the
ground profile for 3i miles in front
of the receiving antenna was very
low and flat. The field strength at
location 8, (Lee Blvd and Filmore

Street, Arlington, Virginia, 3.95

The antenna was then turned 180

miles from the transmitter) was
E, (Yagi) = 713 microvolts per
meter, producing a noisy picture.
There was a row of houses approximately thirty feet high and one
hundred feet in front of the receiving antenna which caused a
shadowing effect.

degrees and the reflected signal
from the Lincoln Memorial produced a field intensity E, = 18,500
microvolts per meter. The picture
definition was marred to some
extent by a number of closely spaced following echoes, an effect
which did not appear in the signal
reflected from the dome of the
Capitol Building. There was a
prominent leading ghost, displaced
three -eights of an inch to the left,
caused by direct pickup from the
back lobe of the antenna array. The
front-to -back gain ratio of the antenna array was great enough so
that the receiver was synchronized
from the reflected signal.
In tests made at location 55 (16th
and H Streets, N. W., 1.95 miles
from the transmitter) the receiving antenna was surrounded by
buildings, and all received signals
were obtained by multipath transmission. The Yagi antenna was
slowly rotated through 360 degrees
and all positions gave high field
strength readings; but a good quality of picture, not marred by multi path transmission, was obtained
only over a 30 -degree range, in the
direction of the transmitter.

Reflecting Surfaces

Tests were made at location 5,
which is approximately 500 feet
from the United States Capitol
Building and 3.37 miles from the

transmitter. With the eight -element antenna array oriented toward
the transmitter, an excellent picture
was obtained, the field strength
measuring E, = 4,200 microvolts
per meter. The array was then
turned 100 degrees clockwise to use
the reflected signal from the Capitol
Building and a good picture was
obtained except for a slight leading
ghost due to the directly transmitted signal.
At location 53, (23rd and Constitution Avenue), with the antenna
array oriented toward the transmitter an excellent quality picture
was obtained and the field strength
was measured to be E, = 147,000.
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The shadowing effect caused by
obstructions such as hills, buildings
and trees, at 500 mc, is greater than
at the lower frequency television
channels. Reception at the higher
frequency will be improved by increased transmitter power, but of
perhaps equal importance is the elevation of the transmitting antenna
above obstructions and average terrain.
The use of high -gain receiving
antennas to build up the signal voltage applied to the input circuit is
highly desirable in many locations,
and our investigations showed that
at 90 percent of the locations where
such antennas were tried, there was
a definite gain in signal applied to
the receiver input with a consequent improvement of signal-tonoise ratio.
Multipath transmission is present
at 500 me but, even when using a
half-wave dipole, seemed less than
that experienced on the lower channels. The possibility of multipath
signals degrading a picture is decreased by the use of high-gain directional receiving antennas, which
were found to be generally desirable
to provide a clean signal in locations
where multipath reception was
severe.
When the receiving antenna is
shaded from the transmitter by
hills and buildings it is sometimes
possible to use a reflecting object
such as a building as a signal
source. However, the reflected signal suffers a definite attenuation
due to scattering and absorption at
the reflecting surface, and the general construction of the reflecting
structure at times gives rise to a
number of closely-spaced following
ghosts which lower the overall

definition of the picture.
Man-made noise, such as that
from automobile ignition systems,
affects picture quality a great deal
less at 500 mc than at the lower frequency television channels. Therefore, when receiving in city locations, less received power is necessary to overcome man-made noise
and provide reliable reception than
is required on the low channels.
Throughout these tests the limiting
noise was receiver noise and not
man-made interference.
There were many city locations in
which an open -circuit voltage of 500
microvolts at the receiver end of the
feed line provided a fair picture.
Twice this value, or approximately
1,000 microvolts open -circuit voltage at the receiver end of the feed
line, produced a good quality picture. This level of signal (1,000
microvolts open-circuit voltage out
of 93 ohms) would require a field
strength of 6,500 microvolts per
meter when using a half -wave
resonant dipole. If a high -gain receiving antenna were used the required field intensity in microvolts
per meter would be reduced, in most
locations, by the ratio of the voltage
gain of the directional receiving
antenna compared to a single half wave dipole. In a few locations the
usual types of high -gain antennas
do not deliver their nominal gain,
and it is felt that this matter should
be further investigated. There is
some indication that, in shadowed
areas, vertical directivity is to be
preferred to horizontal directivity
as a means of obtaining antenna
gain. Some of the scattered signals
arriving from widely different directions in the horizontal plane contribute usefully to the output.

Table I-Field Strength vs Picture Quality
Good to Excellent Marginal Picture Poor to Unusable

Picture Quality

Quality

Picture Quality

1,000

300 to
1,000

Under

Measured Open Circuit
Voltage at Receiver
End of Feed Line
(Microvolts)
Field Strength Using
a Halfwave Dipole
and allowing for 3 db
Feedline Loss
(Microvolts per meter)
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6-Curve showing the relationship
between the percent of receiving locations and the measured field intensity in
db below theoretical for smooth earth
FIG.

Since receiver noise limits quality
of performance more than does

man-made interference, converters
should be designed with the best
possible signal-to-noise ratio.
An evaluation of the picture
quality in terms of receiver noise as
noted by the observers is given in
Table I.
Conclusions

The measured field strengths
were generally lower than that calculated on the basis of smooth
earth. The deviation of received
field strength from the calculated
value is plotted versus percentage
of stations affected, in Fig. 6. While
no complete theory of terrain effects
exists at the present time, all
indications are that these effects
rapidly diminish as the transmitting antenna height is increased.
While the transmitter power required to give a predetermined percentage of coverage cannot be estimated reliably without involving
matters such as population distribution which are beyond the province
of this investigation, some facts
bearing on coverage can be derived
immediately from the above data.
For example, to produce a field of
3,000 microvolts per meter in at
least 55 percent of the receiving
locations twenty miles from the
transmitter with a dipole and reflector with a gain of 4 db for a
receiving antenna, the transmitter
effective radiated power must be
125 kw.
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Choke -Input Filter Chart
For given bleeder current, chart gives optimum values of L and C, resulting output ripple
and resonant frequency, and magnitudes of four significant transients for nine combinations of single-phase and polyphase rectifier circuits with various power input frequencies
The REVIOUS charts for choke input filters give the ratio
of choke reactance to capacitor reactance or the LC product needed to attenuate the
ripple to the required level, but
individual values of L and C are

not thereby determined. Where
regulation is important, L and C
must have definite values to
avoid capacitance effect, or the
tendency for the d -c voltage to
rise at light loads.
For the circuit of Fig. 1 it can
be shown

PA =

-

XL

-X

X21
Xc c
where PR is the peak ripple
amplitude in the load. Combining Eq. 1 and 2 gives X R,PR,

-

and therefore
C

R,

(-M)

Description of

(3)

Chart

For a given rectifier, filter
capacitance C thus depends only
on the bleeder resistance and
percent ripple. Once capacitance
is fixed, the minimum inductance
is also fixed; these are the values
plotted on the chart.
Abscissa values of the righthand scale are bleeder conductance in milliamperes per
volt; and of the left-hand scale,
filter capacitance in microfarads.
Ordinates of the lower vertical
112
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(rms ripple) /0.707 Ea-. Instruments for measuring hum normally read the db value, which is
the noise-to -signal ratio for 100
percent modulation of Ea_5, expressed in -db. It is 3 db less
ripple than would be obtained by
20 times the logarithm of the
percent ripple expressed as a
fraction. This distinction should
be borne in mind if an attempt is
made to correlate the two methods of plotting ripple.
Use

ED,

oc

resistance to prevent voltage
rise, XL is choke reactance at
fundamental ripple frequency,
Xe is capacitor reactance at
fundamental ripple frequency
and PA is peak amplitude of fundamental ripple frequency in the
rectifier output, which depends
on the type of rectifier.
Attenuation in this filter can
be expressed by
PR

Baltimore, Md.

that

= (XL
(1)
Xo)/PA
where R, is maximum bleeder
Rl

By REUBEN LEE
Advisory Engineer
Westinghouse Electric Corp.

VOLTAGE RISE AEq
WITH SUDDENLY
RELEASED LOAD

1-Basic choke -input filter circuit.

and curves illustrating four transient
conditions affecting circuit design

scale are inductance in henrys.

Lines
representing
various
amounts of ripple in the load are
plotted in the first quadrant,
labeled both in db and percent
ripple. In the second quadrant,
lines are drawn representing
different types of rectifiers and
supply line frequencies. A similar set of lines is shown in the
fourth quadrant.
Two orthogonal sets of lines
are drawn in the third quadrant.
Those sloping downward to the
right represent resonant frequency of the filter L and C and
also load resistance RL. The other
set of lines is labeled VL/C,
which may be regarded as the
filter impedance. It can be
shown that the transient properties of the filter are dependent
upon the ratio of '/L/C to RL.
Ripple is plotted in two ways.
Percent values are rms ripple
voltage in the load divided by d -c
voltage output E,
according
to the IRE standard definition;
db values are equal to 20 logo
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of

Chart

In using the chart, it is well to
start with bleeder resistance, or
milliamperes bleeder current per
volt Eú_ß and draw an ordinate to
intersect the desired value of
load ripple, trace horizontally to
the type of rectifier, and read the
value of C. Now return to bleeder
resistance and trace downward
to the type of rectifier, and read
the value of L. More detailed
step-by-step instructions are
given under the chart.
The L scale requires a correction to compensate for the fact
that ripple is not exactly a linear
function of L, but rather of
XL-2(c. The curves in the lower
part of quadrant IV give the
amount of correction to be added
when the correction is greater
than 1 percent.
Bleeder current given is the
minimum necessary for continuous current from the rectifier.
Steady-state peak ripple current
is read directly on the same scale.
The third quadrant has a series of lines labeled
and the
intersection of L and C thereon
indicates the resonant frequency
of the filter. It should be no
higher than the value given in
the small table in quadrant IV
in order to avoid excessive ripple
in polyphase rectifiers due to

f

Continued on page 114
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CINCH TERMINAL ST

PS

Eighteen years ago Cinch Engineers developed
an idea
gave the Radio Industry its first
terminal strips for practicable production.
.

.

The Industry's acceptance and use of Cinch
terminal strip design established Cinch as the
standard over the years.

Today, the exacting quality requirements of
Television demand terminal strips made by
Cinch
assemblies insuring necessary higher

-

-

quality

in insulation, tooling,

fabrication, plating, vacuum waxing and workmanship. Lug
types include: tear drop, T -slot, wrap around,
(as illustrated) and many other modifications
.
.
in standard spaced 3/8", 15/32" and
1/2" strips 3/8" wide; other bakelite strip,
panel, board and block assemblies available.
.

AVAILABLE AT

LEADING ELECTRONIC
JOBBERS

NCH

...

everywhere

5. HOMAN AVE.
102
24, ILLINOIS
CHICAGO
ry of United -Carr Fastener Corporation, Cambridge 42, Mass.

MANUFACTURING

CORPORATION

www.americanradiohistory.com

Choke -Input Filter Chart

(Continued from page 112)
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supply -line phase unbalance.
If the supply voltage is sud
denly impressed, or if the load
varies suddenly, the filter is subject to transients. The bottom
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this chart for swinging -choke
and shunt -tuned choke applications and for two -stage choke input filters is given in the Electron Art department.

scales of quadrant III give the
magnitudes of the four transients indicated on the curves in
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VALUES OF

L

RECTIFIER

SUPPLY FREO.

CONNECTION

50

60

3m HALF WAVE

31

37.5

34) FULL WAVE

62.5

75

400
250
500

20

ó o
r

Ct

5

ARE

> ACCURATE ONLY FOR

z

VERY SMALL RIPPLE

0

FOR LARGER RIPPLE
Z ADD CORRECTION FR OM
CURVE AT RIGHT.

-57

Z

_______

RESONANT FREO f, FOR
RIPPLE(i LINE UNBALANCE

IS

L.,

o
o

ZERO

vt

1. Assume suitable value of bleeder
resistance or bleeder current II in ma
This is also steadyper volt of Ed
state peak ripple current in ma.
2. Trace upward on desired bleeder
ordinate to intersect. desired value of
load ripple, and from here trace horizontally to the left to diagonal line for
rectifier and supply frequency used.
Directly under read value of C.
3. Trace downward on same desired
bleeder ordinate to intersect diagonal
line below for rectifier and supply frequency, and read value of L.
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4. From desired ripple value, determine correction for L on graph at lower
right, and add indicated correction to
value of L.
5. Using corrected value of L and
next standard value of C, find intersection in third quadrant, and read
maximum resonant frequency f,.
6. Using same values of L and C
in 5, read value of ratio'JG/C.
7. Under intersection of JL/C with
load resistance RL read values of the
four transients.

0.1

0.2 04
-51 -45

10

-37

4

2

-31

-25

RIPPLE IN % AND

10%

-17

DO

DO

Example¡(shown dotted):
Three-phase full -wave 60 -cycle rectifier; Ed -o = 3,000 v; I2 = 1 amp; I, =
96 ma; load ripple = -50 db
Solution:
Bleeder nta/volt = 0.032
C = 4.5 µf (use 5µf)
Scale value of L = 0.78 h; corrected
value = 0.82 h
Resonant frequency = 75 cycles
Load resistance RL = 3,000 ohms
r,,, = 7 I2 = 7 amp; .XEs = 79%D; ,AEn
= 12% AER = 15%
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After Six Years -on the Shelf
-These Mallory Capacitors
Met Every Specification

The proved long shelf life

of Mallory Capacitors is
a plus value to the man
respüble for Inventory
When you buy capacitors it's a relief to know that, should your production
prograí change, the stock on hand may be held without beconiing useless
through deterioration. Mallory Capacitors have proved on many occasions
that they can take long periods of storage without loss of efficiency.
We recently tested capacitors for several customers* who had shelved them
for up to six years. All proved ready to use without re -aging. None took more
than seven minutes to reach the leakage limit of new units. All characteristics were within the limits of new-unit inspection.

Yours for the asking!
Everything you want to
know about Mallory FP

Such quality is added protection for the man who specifies Mallory Capacitors.
Such quality is invariably built into Mallory Approved Precision Products.

capacitors-types, sizes, electrical characteristics-even
data on test measurements
and mounting hardware!

*Names on request

BUY MALLORY ASSURED QUALITY AT REGULAR PRICE LEVELS

1

SERVING INDUSTRY WITH

P R. MALLORY & CO., Inc.

MALLORY
P.

R. MALLORY &

ELECTRONICS

-
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Capacitors

Rectifiers

Contacts

Switches

Controls

Vibrators

Power Supplies
Resistance Welding Materials

CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
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the beam and the pilot lamp goes
out.
The bus is then in the correct

TUBES AT WORK
Including INDUSTRIAL CONTROL
Edited by VIN ZELUFF

Photoelectric Bus Washer
Coin -Operated Slave Television
Voice -Controlled Intercom System
Veneering Machine
Vacuum Capacitor Voltage Dividers
Control Wood Press
Washing Clothes with Sound Waves
High -Speed Rotation Counter
Television in Industry

116
116
118
136
140
146
150
152
154

Photoelectric Bus Washer
of the outside of a bus
in two minutes is being done by

CLEANING

electronic equipment. The bus is
driven between two guide rails that
are spanned by the light beam of a
photoelectric system. This enables
the driver to ascertain when he is
in the correct position for the
washer to be operated. The position is not very critical since the
washing machine is suspended from
the roof and is free to align itself
as it descends and embraces the
bus.
The washing machine consists of
a horizontally suspended rectangular trough, the inner surface of
which is open. Shafting driven by
motors extends all round this
framework. The shafting carries
a series of rubber fabric flaps which
when rotated act as mops to swab

the surface of the coachwork.
The trough is suspended from the
garage roof and can be raised or
lowered electrically. Beneath the
flaps a horizontal water pipe is
fitted from which water at gentle
pressure can be sprayed through a
number of fine holes.
When the framework is lowered
over a bus, water first flows over the
surface of the coachwork, followed
by the revolving flaps which effectively loosen all mud and dirt. The
framework after being lowered to
the ground is raised again, during
which operation the water spray
gives a final wash.
When the bus is driven in, the
light beam is interrupted and a red
lamp signal shows up at the end of
the garage. The driver then proceeds slowly until he is just free of

Both sides of the bus are embraced simultaneously by the trough while being
116

washed

position for the washing machine
to operate. Since the ground is
often practically under water, the
alternative use of contacts operated by the wheels of the chassis
would offer some difficulty.
Four 1 -hp, 3 -phase motors are
used to drive the flaps and a á -hp
motor to operate the raising and
lowering winch. Each traverse of
the bus occupies about 35 seconds.
A bus can be completed and cleaned

every two minutes.
The Essex bus -washing machine
is marketed by Messrs. Strathstone
Ltd. of London and produced to the
design of the chief engineer of the
Eastern National Omnibus Co. of
Chelmsford, Essex, England.

Coin-Operated Slave
Television
fountain coin-operated television ill be practical or
impractical wil be determined by
an experiment I installation in a
luncheonette n Hoboken, New
Jersey. The s stem uses a master
television recei' per, located at some
convenient place in the building,
and a series of slave units, one
mounted at each booth so that the
screen can easily be viewed by the
occupants.
The installation was made as an
experiment, using General Electric
equipment. The slave sets consist
essentially of the standard GE
model 810 chassis with the front
ends, i -f amplifiers and audio discriminators removed. The master
station is a standard receiver with
the addition of a cathode -follower
output tube fed from the grid of the
picture tube.
The picture tubes in the slave
units are mounted vertically, to
conserve space, and the viewers
actually see a reflected image from
a slanting mirror. This method of
viewing, of course, required the
reversing of the picture tube image.
This was accomplished by rotating
the deflection yoke 180 degrees and
reversing the vertical sweep electrically. The master set will power
WHETHER soda

i
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GOL E 1NE MPS

(Did you know that Kester makes over
100.000 sizes and types of flux-core solder?

"\Ve have been using a soldering paste
plainly marked "Non -Corrosive," yet evidence of corrosion shows on the finished
work. W y is this?"

There are a great many conventional
soldering pastes on the market which
are labelled "Absolutely Non -Corrosive."
Whether the manufacturer in such cases is
misrepre--nting his product through ignorance or deliberate intent is, perhaps, a
question air debate. Seemingly, there is no
"law" th imposes any limitations on the
"markin.- of soldering paste containers.
In fifty -ars of manufacturing solder and
soldering fluxes, Kester has found that all
pastes c. tain zinc chloride or amonium
ulsified with petrolatum. Propchloride
erly mix:., this makes an excellent soldering flux, the residue of which is definitely
CORRO'IVE AND CONDUCTIVE.

For cert in practical purposes, soldering
fluxes m. be divided into two classes, cor rosive an non-corrosive. Of the second, or
non-corr. ive class, rosin occupies the en tire field; all other fluxes, in spite of many
extravag. t claims to, the contrary, are

KESTER SOLDER

corrosive
corro- ve or electrical loss is a vital
factor, t n there is no recourse except
strict ad rence to flux of the rosin type.
Kester S Ader Company manufactures over
50 exter al soldering fluxes, including a
very fine soldering paste; however, no flux
manufact red by Kester Solder Company
is brande as NON -CORROSIVE until it
has bee thoroughly tested both in the
and in the field. YOU CAN
laborato
DEPEN ON KESTER.

If

e in doubt about the corrosive
qualities of the flux you are now using,
send a s mple assembly, or soldered parts,
to the K aster Solder Company. An accelerated ht midity test as outlined in ArmyNavy Ai ronautical Specifications will be
made, at d you will be informed of the
results. he test itself requires 72 hours,
and since facilities are naturally limited,
please allow plenty of time for making your
tests. Of course, there is no charge.

IN INDUSTRY

If you

"Soldering Tips" will be pleased to answer
all inquil es pertaining to solder, soldering
fluxes, zd soldering technique. Merely
address Soldering Tips," Kester Solder
Co., 4204 UVrightwood Ave., Chicago 39, Ill.

...

The New Manual
NOW AVAILABLE
and Soldering Technique"!

-"Soldes

Send for this complete analysis of the
propertie of soft solder alloys and soldera comprehensive reference
ing flux
you will want to retain. It's
book th
request it NOW!
yours fo the asking

...

...

For over fifty years Kester has been concerned with producing solder for every
phase of industrial work. Take advantage
of this experience by consulting Kester's
Technical Department on all soldering problems. There is no obligation.
FREE-Technical Solder Manual Available on Request

Send for Kester's new solder manual,
"SOLDER and Soldering Technique."

KESTER SOLDER COMPANY
4204 Wrightwood Avenue

Chicago 39, Illinois

Factories also at
Newark, New Jersey Brantford, Canada
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Voice -Controlled Intercom System
BY JOHN R. COONEY
Waldo Theatre Corp.
Waldoboro, Maine

THE PROBLEM of designing an in-

tercommunicating system which
does not require manual operation
of a talk-listen switch is a rather
interesting one, and can be approached in various ways. The system to be described represents a
fairly straightforward development which has proved highly satisfactory after prolonged use under
typical industrial operating conditions.
The installation and operation is
exactly similar to that of the usual
simple master -substation system,
where the substations consist of
simple p -m loudspeakers, except
that the caller at the master station
is not required to operate a talk listen switch, the switching being
accomplished electronically by the
sound of his voice.
As in the case of the ordinary
type of system, a remote station
may be placed in any kind of location, and answered at almost any
distance from the loudspeaker. The
master station is expected to be installed in a relatively quiet situation, such as an executive's office,
but the requirements for its successful operation are not critical.
After a given substation has been
connected by operation of the usual
selector switch, sounds originating

Soda fountain customers witness coin -operated television for the first time in Hoboken,
New Jersey

up to 20 slave units at distances up
to 2,000 feet.

This experimental installation
has already suggested several desirable alterations of the original
system. It is planned that future
slave sets will use a new transformerless chassis and the audio discriminator will be retained at the
slave position, permitting the combined audio and video to be fed
through one cable instead of the
two now used. The planned future
slave will have two output tubes, a
video amplifier, necessary for isolation, and a cathode follower fed
from the plate of the first video
amplifier.
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FIG. 1-Complete schematic diagram of automatic intercom system. Tubes in top
row comprise outgoing amplifier: bottom row is incoming amplifier (normally on)
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FIG. 2-Simplified block diagram of voice controlled intercommunication system

instantaneously switched to the outgoing condition, returning to normal immediately after he stops
talking.
Although the operator at the
master station is expected to be
within a few feet of his microphone
(a normal situation if he is operating the selector switch anyway),
the threshold adjustment can actually be set, in a quiet location, so
that he can carry on a conversation
as much as 30 feet away from it.
The principle involved in this
system is simple, but the actual development of a workable circuit
presented many problems, because
of the necessity of precise timing
of the sequence of events.
The circuit details appear in Fig.
and the principle of operation is
illustrated in Fig. 2 in simplified
form.
The system consists roughly of
three sections: an out -going amplifier, incoming amplifier, and a control section. The amplifying sections are conventional, except that
1
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at the substation are heard normally over the master loudspeaker.
However instead of operating a
talk-listen switch when he wishes
to reply, the home operator has
only to speak (above a certain low
threshold level) and the system is

(Continued on p 132)
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BIGGER!
BETTER!
More Indispensable

than Ever!

PER COPY

green flexible

Fabrikoid binding

of the Added Features that make the
3rd Edition of this Handbook essential to you
A Few

Radar Fundamentals
Microwave Links and Propagation
Pulse-modulation Methods
Wideband Interstage Circuit Design
Filter-Network Design
Transformers and Other Components
Expanded Antenna Data
Multi -vibrators and Special Oscillators
Electroacoustics Theory and Practice
Bridges and Impedance Measurements
Microwave Tlibes and Circuits
Servo -Mechanism Fundamentals
AM, FM, and TV Broadcasting
Transmission-Lir_e Formulas Greatly Expanded
Spurious Frequency Responses
Expanded Mathematical Formulas
Laplace Transforms
Summary of Maxwell's Equations

THIS FAMOUS DATA BOOK
BELONGS IN YOUR REFERENCE LIBRARY!
Over 100% more material.
640 pages packed with useful data.
Contains material never before available in such
detailed, complete, convenient form.
Over 111,000 copies of let and 2nd editions in use to date.

Adopted as a supplementary text by more than 150
colleges.

Over

100,000 satisfied users attest to the real
worth of this indispensable data book. Now it
has been revised and enlarged from 322 to 640
pages ... jampacked with the kind of reference
data you need to have on hand.
Over 653 charts and diagrams and 207 tables give quick answers to the problems that
come up in practical radio, television and electronic work. The handy subject index makes it
easy to find the exact information you require.

Compiled by the physicists and electronic specialists of
the Federal Telecommunication Laboratories, Inc. and the
International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation.
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Magnetic Fluid Uses
RECENT STUDIES of

the iron-oil mix-

magnetic field, however, the iron
particles apparently form chains
along the lines of magnetic flux and
draw into close physical contact.
The flux density will determine the
massiveness of the chain and, thus,
the conductivity of the mixture.
When the system is de -energized,
the conductance does not drop back
to its former very low level. This
property of magnetic fluid resistors
is attributed to the coherer effect
that has been previòusly investigated by Branly, Marconi, and
may be changed from a liquid to a others.
nearly solid state and back again at
Electromagnetic fluids are also
will.
being investigated for use in moldAn electrical resistor adapted to ing operations. A fluid is placed
remote control can be made by im- in a pot surrounded by a current mersing two electrodes in a mag- carrying coil, a model of the part
netic fluid. When the fluid is in an to be cast is placed in the fluid,
unmagnetized condition, the resist- and the coil is then energized so
ance between the two electrodes will that the fluid will solidify around
be extremely high because of the the model. When the model is revery loose contact among the con- moved, a detailed impression reductive iron particles that are ran- mains outlined in the solidified magdomly distributed in the nonconduc- netic fluid. Molding compound can
tive oil. In the presence of a. then be poured into the mold and

tures used in the electromagnetic
fluid clutch developed by the National Bureau of Standards reveal
that magnetic fluids can be employed to good advantage in hydraulic systems, shock absorbers,
and dash pots, to form casting
molds and as variable electrical resistors. The basic property on which
all these applications depend is that
the viscosity of a magnetic fluid is
directly related to the strength of
the applied magnetic field. The fluid

demonstrating solidification of magnetic fluid by a steady magnetic
field. With coil deenergized at left, fluid flows into pan under pipe. When direct
current is sent through coil, flow is cut off instantly and even fluid in air below pipe
Test setup for

has hardened

120

Demonstration of use of magnetic fluid as
universal positioning device for heavy
camera. Fluid in nonferrous metal cup
solidifies around camera support rod when
coil surrounding cup is energized with d -c.
Current is interrupted with switch in foreground whenever camera needs repositioning

harden. After the coil
turned off the molded
easily be removed from
In any application of
this kind, the boiling point of the
magnetic fluid must of course be
higher than the temperature of the
molten casting material.
allowed to
current is
replica can
the liquid.

Composition of Fluid

The success or failure of any device utilizing magnetic fluid will
depend to a considerable extent on
the particular components in the
iron -oil mixture, the choice of suspension fluid and iron powder in
large measure being determined by
the application for which the mixture is intended. The iron powder
is one component of the mixture
not generally varied from one application to another. In order to
achieve maximum magnetic efficiency the iron powder must have
high permeability; to minimize
wear and abrasion on moving parts
the particles should have smooth,
continuous exteriors; and the iron
powder must be chemically stable,
resisting oxidation in the suspension fluid. A great many powders
have been tried, including pure
iron, alloys, oxides, and ferrites.
The powder which has proven most
universally successful is a carbonyl
iron in the form of particles about
8 microns in diameter.
The choice of a suspension fluid
is not so simple. Some of the facSeptember, 1949
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Fil SIGNAL
Type 202-/t

GENERATOR

51-216 inr.

.Additional Coverage from 0.1-25 me.
with accessory UNIVERTER Type 203-B

Shown above is an interior view of the 202-B Signal Generator RF
assembly with shield cover removed. Heavy aluminum castings form
the mounting base of this RF unit resulting in a compact and highly
rigid structure. Girder type condenser frame construction, multiple
rotor shaft grounding contacts, and welded iMerstage shield plates
are but o few of the many design features of this unit which give
added circuit stability.

t

'iti
pa -

áó

Designed to meet the exacting requirements set forth by leading FM and television
engineers throughout the country, the 202-B FM Signal Generator has found widespread
acceptance as the essential laboratory instrument for receiver development and
research work.
Frequency coverage from 54 to 2116 megacycles
is provided in two ranges, 54 to 108 megacycles
and 108 to 216 megacycles. A front panel modulation meter having three deviation scales, 0-24
kilocycles, 0-80 kilocycles and 0-240 kilocycles,
permits accurate modulation settings to be made.
Although fundamentally an FM instrument, amplitude modulation from zero to 50%, with meter
calibrations at 30% and 50%, has been incorporaüed. This AM feature offers increased versatility and provides a means by which simultaneous
frequency and amplitude modulation may be
obtained through the use of an external audio

oscilliator.
The internal AF oscillator has eight modulation
frequencies ranging from 50 cycles to 15 kilocycles,
any one of whch may be conveniently selected by

rotary type switch for either amplitude or frequency modulation.
The calibrated piston type attenuator has a
voltage range of from 0.1 microvolt to 0.2 volt and
is standardized by means of a front panel output
monitor meter.
The output impedance of the instrument, at the
terminals of the R.F. output cable, is 26.5 ohms.
a

AVAILABLE AS AN ACCESSORY
is the 203-B Univerter, a unity gain frequency converter which, in combination with the 202-B instrument, provides the additional coverage of commonly
used intermediate and radio frequencies.
R.F. Range: 0.4 mc. to 25 mc.
R.F. Increment Dial:

250 kc. in 10 kc.

increments.
Output: 0.1 microvolt to 0.1 volt. Also
approximately 2 volts maximum (un
calibrated).

R.F.

For further information write for Catalog
DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE "Q" METER
BEAT FREQUENCY GENERATOR
GENERATOR .
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UNIVERTER
Type 203-B

F

... OR -CHECKER .. FREQUENCY MODULATED SIGNAL
... AND OTHER DIRECT READING TEST INSTRUMENTS
.
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tors which must be considered are
chemical stability, flammability,
vapor pressure, and viscosity. One
type of fluid that is remarkably
stable in the presence of iron powder is a silicone liquid that has a
viscosity of around 50 centistokes
at 25 degrees Centigrade. It is excellent with respect to nonflammability and vapor pressure, and this
versatile fluid will serve satisfactorily in nearly all but extremely
high temperature applications.
When it is necessary to operate a
magnetic fluid device at elevated
temperatures, special compounds
such as fluorinated and chlorinated
fluids can be used, but special precautions must be taken with the
seals since the vapors from these
fluids are quite toxic.

Photoelectric Librarian
A PHOTOELECTRIC bibliography com-

piling machine developed by Engineering Research Associates, Inc.,
St. Paul, Minn., for the U. S. Department of Commerce and the
U. S. Department of Agriculture,
stores vast amounts of scientific information in its system and automatically delivers a microfilm
record of all items on any selected
subject.
Known as the Rapid Selector, the
device was developed from principles originated before the war by
Dr. Vannevar Bush, then at MIT.
The prototype machine is now being
tested for performance at the Agriculture Department library.
The Rapid Selector uses standard
35-mm motion picture films, on each
reel of which can be stored 72,000
abstracts. This is equivalent to the
contents of almost 500,000 conventional library cards since each
abstract may have up to six subject
classifications. Running time is 6.7
minutes per reel.
When the information is microfilmed, a predetermined code pattern, consisting of black and white
squares representing up to six
seven -digit numbers, is simultaneously printed on the film as shown
in Fig. 1. To obtain everything the
selector possesses on a particular
subject, the operator places an interrogating punched card in the
in

mechanism. A photo electric system then scans the film at a rate of
more than 60,000 subjects a minute,
automatically selects the desired
frames, and copies them on a separate film through the use of highspeed repeating photoflash techniques. Selection is based on matching of transparent squares on the
film with those on the master key
card.
This development is of inestimable value in research where all
references in a particular field must
be thoroughly checked before undertaking riew work. Depending on
the subject matter and the extensiveness of previous researches, a
conventional hunt for references
varies from days to weeks. In contrast, it would take the Rapid Selector only about fifteen minutes
to review all the entries that have
appeared in the last thirty years
in Chemical Abstracts, assuming
they had first been transferred to

microfilm and properly coded with
light patterns for use in the machine. The selector can potentially
be coded for ten million different

subjects.
Before the machine could be put
into operation a number of troublesome details had to be worked out.
For example, as long as the abstracts selected by the machine for
photographing were spaced a few
inches apart, the machine photographed them at full speed. However, if the frames to be photographed were too close together,
the mechanism could not move an
additional frame of unexposed film
into position quickly enough to
photograph the second frame. The
difficulty was solved by including
a second photoelectric scanner that
anticipates the approach of any
frame which is too close to be photographed at high speed. The device
slows down the whole machine
(continued on

page 158)

Microfilm Rapid Selector as developed and constructed by Engineering Research Associates, Inc., St. Paul, under the supervision of Ralph R. Shaw (left), librarian of the
Department of Agriculture. Film on reels is scanned by phototube system while running through optical system at 300 feet per minute. The twelve phototubes used are
in the bright metal housing set at 45 degrees under right-hand film reel
September, 1949
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ELECTRICAL TUBING

gives
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5 WAYS
Here's why...

VARGLAS Tubing is now impregnated

with

G. E. PERMAFIL

Here's how...

ID ...

BETTER DIELECTRIC RETENTION

®
D

7,000 volts
conditions.

-

and keeps its high dielectric value under toughest service

BETTER FLEXIBILITY
... twist it-tie it-bend it-wrap itl No crack

-

no

BETTER HEAT RESISTANCE

.

C

withstands more than 2,000 hours at 105° to 110°
extensive periods even at 150° C.

AVAILABLE IN COILS

...

-

C

peel-no

-

dielectric loss.

1,000 hours at 125°

--

no more, no less, no waste.
so that you can cut the length you need
wide range of sizes
meets or exceeds all A.S.T.M.
Standard colors
specifications.

13

Send

in baking and varnishing operations. Reacts
better than most oleoresinous materials and other
synthetic coated tubing:.

FREE

r________
CORPORATION
Makers of
Electrical insulating
Tubing and Sleeving

for

CAN BE AFTER -TREATED

Corporation,

VARFLEX

SampleFull

Information

308 Jay St., Rome, N.Y.

Please send me full information as well as a free sample of your new
Varglas Tubing impregnated with General Electric Permafil. I am particularly
interested in samples suitable for

Name

Company---

-

-

Street

City
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NEW PRODUCTS
Edited by WILLIAM

P. O'BRIEN

Chopper Vibrator
Green mount Ave., Baltimore, Md., has
available a chopper vibrator with
an operating coil of 2 to 40 volts a-c,
and a frequency range of 0 to 450
cycles. Power handling capacity
is 0 to 30 watts, and noise level is
less than 1 mv. Simplest application is the amplification of minute
d -c potentials such as the output of
a thermocouple. Acting as a self driven vibrator, the unit can generate its own control signal or provide a signal for another chopper.
AIRPAX PRODUCTS CO., 1024

The FT -145-10 mobile radiotelephone unit has a power output
of 10 watts at any frequency in the
152 to 162 -mc band. It features
modulation limiting as an integral
part of its design, special vibration proof r -f coils and a novel neon
squelch circuit. The unit draws 7.3
amperes standby and 23.9 amperes
N. J.

transmit.

Highly -Sensitive

C -R

Tube

board oscillator covering a range
from 0.3 cycle to 100 kc with decades of pushbuttons. Frequency
accuracy for the lower ranges up
to 10,000 cycles is 0.1 percent plus

If there is no abnormal
change in room temperature, frequency drift after a short warmup
period is less than 0.02 percenb per
hour.
0.1 cycle.

Midget Antenna Relay
ADVANCE

ELECTRIC & RELAY CO.,

1260 W. 2nd St., Los Angeles 26,
Calif., has announced a new midget
300 -ohm antenna relay. It is silicone glass -insulated on the arma-

ALLEN B. DUMONT LABORATORIES,
INC., 1000 Main Ave., Clifton, N. J.

It can be used to convert small d -c
values to a -c, and can then rectify
the amplified signal to produce d -c
again whose polarity and level vary
directly as the source.

Type 5XP multiple -intensifier cathode-ray tube features a highly
sensitive vertical -deflection system.

All-Record Pickup
THE ASTATIC CORP., Conneaut, Ohio,

Model CLD phonograph pickup
uses the LQD double -needle car-

tridge and plays the three types
of recordings at 8 -gram needle

Potentials as low as 24 to 36 volts
peak -to -peak are sufficient for one
inch of vertical deflection on the
screen. Because of the new deflection -plate design, the greater sensitivity of the tube is achieved with
a plate -to-plate capacitance of only
1.7 µµf.

pressure. Output voltages are 1.2
at 1,000 cycles with a 78 -rpm record and 0.9 with a 33l -rpm record.

Keyboard Oscillator

Mobile Radiotelephone

WEINSCHEL
123 William

FEDERAL TELEPHONE AND RADIO
CORP., 100 Kingsland Road, Clifton,
124

ture and stationary contact assemblies. Coil data: a -c coils, consuming approximately 4 volt-amperes,
available up to 220 volts; d -c coils,
consuming 1 to 2 watts, available
up to 110 volts. Overall dimensions
are 15/16 x lA x 139-6 inches.

Polar and Rectilinear
Recorder
SOUND

APPARATUS

CO.,

Stirling,

CO.,

N. J. Model PFR Polinear Recorder
offers a means of recording com-

St., New York 7,
N. Y. Model 150 -AO -1/100k is
an improved and redesigned key-

plete characteristics of electro acoustic and electronic devices in
one instrument. The combined

ENGINEERING
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Aircraft and Mobile

TAKE THIS New RAYTHEON

AMPLIFIER TUBE
USABLE TO 160mc.

For Example:

CK5686

Raytheon
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I It's
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3 volts, 350
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RAYTHEON Tough Service Tubes are engineered and manufactured to meet commercial

to loss of life or heavy property loss. Tens of
thousands of these Raytheon Tough Service

aircraft, industrial and military service conditions where a single tube failure might lead

Tubes are on the job, putting on a daily demonstration of reliability and stamina.

Over 300 Raytheon Special Purpose Tube distributors are ready to serve you. Application information on these
tubes is available at Newton, Chicago and Los Angeles.

LOOK OVER THIS LIST OF RAYTHEON RUGGEDIZED TUBES
Typ

Description
Dvol Power Triode

2C50

Prototype

Construction

Volts

Grid

Plate

X

Typical Service

Amps.

Volts

Ma.

Aircraft Control Equip.

Santal

12.6

0.3

300

12.5

Banta)

12.6

0.3

250

1.3

120

7.5

2C52

Dual Amplifier Triode

Aircraft Control Equip.

6AK5 W

Pentode RF Amplifier

Military Ruggedized

6AK5

7 pin miniature

6.3

0.175

6AL5 W

Dual Diode

Military Ruggedized

6AL5

7 pin miniature

6.3

0.3

Military Ruggedized

6AS6

7 pin miniature

6.3

0.175

120

5.2

Military Ruggedized

6C4

7 pin miniature

6.3

0.15

250

10.5

Pentode

6AS6W
6C4 W

t

RF

RF

Mixer

Power Triode

Volts

-24

-2
200

Rk

Max. Peak Inv. 330 Volts Max.

-2

8.5

100

0.8

6.3

0.3

250

9

616W t

Dual AF -RF Triode

Military Ruggedized

616

7 pin miniature

6.3

0.45

100

8.5

65A7WGT1

Pentagrid Converter

Military Ruggedized

6SA7GT

Standard glass

6.3

0.3

250

3.5

6S17 W GT

Pentode

Military Ruggedized

6517GT

Standard glass

6.3

0.3

250

3.0

-3

6SN7W

Dual Triode

Military Ruggedized

6SN7GT

Standard glass

6.3

0.6

250

9.0

-8

6X4 W t

Fullwave Rectifier

Military Ruggedized

6X4

7 pin miniature

6.3

0.6

Max. Peak Inv. 1250 Volts Max.

1215WGT

General Purpose Triode

Military Ruggedized

12J5GT

Standard glass

12.6

0.15

250

9

CK5654

Pentode

Commercial Aircraft Ruggedized

6AK5W

7 pin miniature

6.3

0.175

120

7.5

Rk

200

2C51

9 pin miniature

6.3

0.35

150

8.2

Rk

240

9 pin miniature

6.3

0.35

250

25

6N7G

Standard glass

6.3

0.8

294

7

Commercial Aircraft Ruggedized

6A56W

7 pin miniature

6.3

0.175

120

5.2

Commercial Aircraft Ruggedized

6AL5W

7 pin miniature

6.3

0.3

Max. Peak Inv. 330 Volts Max.

CK5670

Dual Triode

CK5686

AF -RF Output Pentode

Commercial Aircraft Ruggedized

CK5694

Dual Power Triode

CK5725

Pentode

RF

Mixer

Dual Diode

CK5726

Industrial AF -RF Amp.

2.5

tAvcilable during the latter part of 1949.

120

-

Standard glass

Commercial Aircraft Ruggedized

2.5

Rk

-8
per sect.

-12.5

-6
-2

Amp.

Mat.

Factor

Cond.

9.5

1750

100

1900

l0 9 ma. dc.

100

6.1501

Amplifier

120

50

Military Ruggedized

RF

-

20000

-8

General Purpose Triode

Amplifier

-

3.5

615 W GT

RF

Ma.

-

-8.5

Rg

Sareen
Volts

-

-

-

-

-

-

5000

3200

17

2200

20

2600

38

5300

-

450
Cony. Cond.

1650

20

2600

20

2600

35

5500

la 70 ma. dc.

-

120

250

120

2.5

3

-

3.5

35

-

5000

2700
3200
3200

lo 9 ma. dc.

watts Class A output. 10 watts Class C input power to 160 mc.

Note: All dual section tube ratings are for each section.

if you don't find just the tube you need in the above chart. Raytheon engineers stand ready to develop
additional types for your tough service applications.
ASK US
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type SM -2 industrial recording
thickness gage. The essential components of the gage are a source
of beta radiation from Strontium 90 and a radiation detector. The
sheet material to be measured is
interposed between source and detector and part of the radiation is
absorbed by the sheet material in
proportion to its weight per unit

features of polar and rectilinear

movement permit the recording of
angular patterns, frequency response characteristics and other
measurements. The instrument
can record d -c or a -c voltages,
selectable by the operator.

Noise and Interference

Locator
TOBE

DEUTSCHMANN CORP.,

NorMass. Model 248 portable
locator is used for identifying the
source of radio noise and television
interference. It provides four -band
coverage from 200 kc to 18 mc, plus
wood,

recording tape without scraping,
cementing, use of adhesives or loss
of tape material. A plastic weld
is obtained by a combination of
electrically produced heat and precise pressure applied within an accurately controlled time cycle. The
equipment is self-timing, operates
on 115-v 50 or 60 -cycle a -c, with
automatic line-voltage compensation. Each splice takes from 4 to
5 seconds with 5 seconds required
after splice to permit tape to cool
off.

Vacuum Control Accessory
SKANEATELES MFG. CO., INC., 122

Dickerson St., Syracuse, N. Y. The
new adjustable leak for control of
vacuum or pressure source is based
on the Bachman pulsed leak principle and is continuously adjustable over the range from completely
closed to completely open. Operating on 110 v a -c it may be used

spot checks at 50 and 150 mc. Interference intensity is indicated in
headphones and on a dual -scale
meter having 0 to 100 and decibel
graduations.

Magnetic Tape Splicer
PRESTOSE&L

MFG.

CORP.,

38-01

Queens Blvd., Long Island City,
N. Y. The MT -1 Presto -Splicer
permits splicing of i -inch magnetic
126

alone to give a desired vacuum by
balancing leak rate against pump
rate, or with Skanascope vacuum
relay monitor to maintain the desired degree of vacuum regardless
of varying conditions within the
vacuum system.

Thickness Gage
TRACERLAB INC., 55 Oliver St., Boston 10, Mass., has announced the

area. Weight per unit area or thickness is read on a calibrated recorder. No physical contact is made
with the material being measured,
causing no marking of delicate surfaces.

Subminiature Plug-In
Amplifiers
THE WALKIRT CO., 5808 Marilyn

Ave., Culver City, Calif., announces
a series of plug-in amplifiers designed for use in computers and

similar service. Amplification is
substantially flat from 20 cps into
the ultrasonic range. Voltage gains
of 10, 100 and 1,000 are available.

Tele Antenna Rotator
THE RADIART CORP., 3571 W. 62nd

St., Cleveland, Ohio, has developed
the Tele -Rotor which rotates the
antenna to the point affording clearest reception and simultaneously
indicates the position of the
(Continued on p 178)
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Hook-up wire jacketed with
HEAT-RESISTANT DU PONT NYLON PLASTIC

approved for temperatures to 90°C

NEW NYLON -JACKETED WIRE

for Radio, Electrical and Electronic Devices
nylon -jacketed wire, made by Gavitt
Manufacturing Co., Brookfield, Mass., in two types:
1/64" wall thickness with
300-volt rating, and 1/32"
wall thickness with 600 -volt
rating-both with 5 -mil extruded nylon jackets.
HEAT -RESISTANT

Small diameter,

light weight, and flexibility
among the many extra
advantages of nylon heat resistant jackets
The first thermoplastic -insulated wire
to receive Underwriters' approval for
use in electrical appliances at temperatures to 90°C. is now being made by
covering the wire with a jacket of
Du Pont nylon plastic.
Only a thin coating of lightweight
nylon is needed to provide this added
heat -resistance, instead of the heavy
asbestos jacket formerly used. Thus
this wire has the advantages of light
weight, small diameter, and flexibility.
And in addition to raising the heat resistance of the primary insulation,
nylon provides improved resistance to
ELECTRONICS

-

...

plus
oils, chemicals, and abrasion
extra smoothness for easier pulling.
To help you make better products

Today, manufacturers of electrical wire
are finding that a jacket of nylon reduces deformation under load at elevated temperatures, and they are using
this property to help meet the increasing demand for heat -resistant wiring.
Nylon can help you make many electrical products better. This Du Pont
plastic can be extruded over bare wire
or over primary insulation. It can be
molded into thin sections and intricate
shapes, and around metal inserts.
How can you take advantage of its
unusual properties? To see how other
manufacturers are using nylon profitably, and for valuable information
on molding end extrusion of nylon,
write for free booklets.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.),
Plastics Department.
MAIN SALES OFFICES: 350

Fifth Avenue,

New York 1, N.Y.; 7 So. Dearborn Street,
Chicago 3, Illinois; 845 E. 60th Street,
Los Angeles 1, California.

FOR BETTER LIVING
THROUGH CHEMISTRY

BETTER THINGS

...
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY
Edited by WILLIAM P. O'BRIEN

IRE West Coast Convention
THE 1949 West Coast Convention of
the IRE is being held in conjunction
with the Fifth Annual Pacific Electronic Exhibit sponsored by the
WCEMA, at the Civic Center, San
Francisco, Calif., from August 30 to
September 2. A tentative program
of technical sessions is as follows:
Tuesday, Aug. 30
10:00 A.M.-Session I
An Application of Frequency Selective
Negative Feedback, by J. Edwards and
T. J. Parker of U. S. Navy Electronics
Lab, San Diego, Calif.
The Constant -Voltage Audio Distribution System, by V. Salmon of Stanford
Research Institute, Stanford, Calif.
Outlook for Miniature Electronics, by
C. Brunetti of Stanford Research Institute, Stanford, Calif.
1:30 P.M.-Session II-Vacuum Tubes
High Current High Voltage Gas Discharge Tube, by W. R. Baker, Q. A. Kerns,
J. Reidel and R. F. Edwards of Radiation
Lab, U. of California, Berkeley, Calif.
High -Voltage Industrial Rectifier Tubes,
Design Considerations for High -Power
Applications, by M. H. Brown of Machlett
Labs, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.
The Effects pf Contact Potential Difference on Electron Tube Characteristics,
by G. D. O'Neill of Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., Bayside, N. Y.
The Transverse Current Amplifier, by

Field of Stanford U., Stanford, Calif.
P.M.-Session III-Circuitry I
Graphical Analysis of Tuned Coupled
Circuits, by A. E. Harrison and N. W.
Mather of U. of Washington, Seattle,
Wash.
Design of Wide -Band Feedback Pulse
Amplifiers, by D. A. Watkins of Los Alamos Scientific Lab, Los Alamos, N. M.
Some Developments in UHF Power Oscillator Circuits, by D. H. Preist of Eitel McCullough, Inc., San Bruno, Calif.
Front End Design in UHF Television
Receivers, by D. K. Reynolds and M. B.
Adams of Stanford Research Institute,
Stanford, Calif.
L. M.
7

:30

Wednesday, Aug. 31
9:n0 A.M.-Session IV-Instrumentation
Multi -Channel Recording of Physical
Phenomena, by L. P. Robinson and R. L.
Sink of Consolidated Engineering Corp.,
Pasadena, Calif.
Frequency Control With Synthetic
Crystals, by C. E. Green of U. S. Navy
Electronics Lab, San Diego, Calif.
The Measurement of Non -Linear Distortion, by A.P.G. Peterson of General
Radio Co., Cambridge, Mass.
Use of Doppler Radar As Test Range
Instrumentation for Missiles, by E. R.
Toporeck of Naval Ordnance Test Station, Inyokern, Calif.
9:00 A.M.-Session V-Control Systems
Combination Open -Cycle Closed -Cycle
Systems, by J. R. Moore of North American Aviation, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.
Application of an Electro -Mechanical
Feedback System to a Recording Manometer, by L. G. Walters of U. of California,
Los Angeles, Calif.

COSMIC RAY PROJECT

Criteria Relating Steady -State Response
to Transient Response of Closed -Loop
Systems, by Robert M. Osborn of Aero physics Lab, North American Aviation,
Inc., Downey, Calif.
184 -Inch Cyclotron Pulse Timing Equipment by W. R. Aiken and D. A. Mack of
U. of California Radiation Lab, Berkeley,
Calif.
7:30 P.M.-Session VI-Microwave Techniques and Applications
Use of the Phase Front Plotter to Observe Propagation, by H. Iams of Hughes
Aircraft Co., Culver City, Calif.
Near Zone Field Studies of Quasi -Optical Antennas, by W. G. Sterns of U. of
California, Berkeley, Calif.
Absorbing Surfaces, by L. E. Swarts of
U. S. Navy Electronics Lab, San Diego,
Calif.
Radio Circuits for Telephone and Television Service, A Progress Report, by
D. I. Cone of The Pacific Tel & Tel, San
Francisco, Calif.
Thursday, Sept. 1
9:30 A.M.-Session VII-Circuitry II
Unification of Basic Filter Viewpoints
on the Complex Frequency Plane, by D. L.
Trautman, Jr. of Stanford U., Stanford,
Calif.
Steady State and Transient Response
Obtained by means of a Two -Dimensional
Potential Analogy, by H. A. Rosen of
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif.
Analysis and Design of Trigger Circuits,
by T. H. Meisling and D. R. Brown of
U. of California, Berkeley, Calif.
Diode Phase -Discriminators, by R. H.
Dishington of Rand Corp., Santa Monica,
Calif.

SYMPOSIUM-Airborne Antennas
1:30. P.M.-Session
VIII-Theoretical
Problems
Frequency Analysis of Variable Networks, by L. A. Zadeh of Columbia U.,
New York, N. Y.
The External Field Produced in a Slot
in an Infinite Circular Cylinder, by S.
Silver and W. K. Saunders of U. of Cali.
fornia, Berkeley, Calif.
Slot Radiators, by N. A. Begovich of
Hughes Aircraft Co., Culver City, Calif.
Microwave Guiding by Single Corrueated Surfaces, by F. J. Zucker and W.
Rotman of Electronics Research Labs,
USAF, Cambridge Field Station, Cambridge, Mass.
SYMPOSIUM-Television

Color TV Committee Formed
THE National Bureau of Standards

recently organized a committee for
the purpose of surveying the present status and future prospects of
color television. Among other
things this committee is concerned
with problems of general policy in
the radio communications field.
Membership of the color television committee is as follows:
E. U. Condon of the National
Bureau of Standards, chairman
Newbern Smith of NBS, vice-chairman ; Stuart L. Bailey of Washington, D. C. ; W. L. Everitt of the
University of Illinois ; and Donald
G. Fink, editor of ELECTRONICS.
The general scope of the committee's study will embrace (1) the
necessary bandwidth for suitable
color pictures; (2) prospective development of color television transmitting and receiving equipment ;
(3) radio propagation factors in
the 174 to 216-mc and the 470 to
;

The equipment above, installed in a trailer, was recently taken by University of
California scientists to a mountain top in the high Sierra for investigation of the
behavior of cosmic rays under controlled conditions. It counts and identifies negative and positive mesotrons in the cosmic radiation. Cloud chambers in another

trailer were used to measure momentum and mass
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The

NEW

LAVOIE LA -239A VIDEO OSCILLOSCOPE Gives Quantitative
EASY OPERATION'
Instrument.
In
EASY MOBILITY
Time)
ONE
and
(Amplitude
Data
CALIBRATING VOLTAGE

SINE WAVES OBSERVABLE
10 cycles to 5 megacyles per second

TRANSIENTS OBSERVABLE
Mimimum rise time -0.08 microsecond
Maximum square -pulse duration

(10% to 90%

)

5,000 microseconds
SIGNAL INPUT IMPEDANCE

An internally generated square wave of approximately 150
cycles per second, adjustable from 0.1 to 1 volt peak -to peak and applied directly to the input of the signal amplifiers, which follow the multiplier. A 75 volt square wave
for calibrating vertical plate deflections, etc.

TIMING MARKERS

Oscilloscope alone -300,000 ohms paralleled by 30 mmf.
megohms paralleled by 12 mmf.
Oscilloscope with probe

-3

SYNCHRONIZING INPUT IMPEDANCE
Oscilloscope alone -300,000 ohms paralleled by 30 mmf.
megohms paralleled by 12 mmf.
Oscilloscope with probe
SIGNAL INPUT VOLTAGE AND SENSITIVITY, NOMINAL FOR

-3

IMAGE OF STANDARD AMPLITUDE 0. 6 INCH
Oscilloscope alone -0.1 to 100 volts, peak
With probe-Ten times voltage with oscilloscope alone

with

maximum limit of 450 volts, peak.

SWEEP TIME

0.5 to 50,000 microseconds per inch, continuous.

SWEEP CIRCUIT

Start -stop, each sweep independent of preceding.

SYNCHRONIZING MEANS AND VOLTAGE
Internal-Leading or lagging edge of pulse.

Signal under

observation or trigger generator.

External-Without probe-± 0.5 to ± 150 volts, peak.
450 volts, peak.
With probe-± 5 to
Write for quotation and any additional information
-

Zweia.Zdepatwm,
RADIO ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS

Synchronized with sweep and available at intervals of
0.2, 1, 10, 100 or 500 microseconds.

TRIGGER PULSE OUTPUT
± 25 volts, 4 microsecond

pulses, occurring at 300, 800,
2,000 or 5,000 pps. and with rise time of 1/2 microsecond
SWEEP DELAY AND EXPANSION
Any portion of sweeps nominally over 10 microseconds
may be delayed and expanded about 10 times for detailed
examination of signal.
MEASURING SCALE
30 x 40 divisions,

illuminated, optically produced, free from
parallax and visible only when wanted, with any desired
brightness.

EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS AVAILABLE
To vertical plate of cathode-ray

tube. (Maximum peak
voltage, 450)
Through 100,000 micromicrofarads with sensitivity of
approximately 110 volts per inch deflection.
To horizontal amplifier. (Maximum peak voltage, 450)
Through potentiometer allowing sensitivity to be varied
from approximately 8 to 200 volts per inch deflection.
Band width 10 to 10,000 cycles.
TO CATHODE OF CATHODE-RAY TUBE (Z AXIS)
Through 10,000 micromicrofarads. Internal timing markers
cannot be used simultaneously.
CATHODE-RAY TUBE-3JP1
POWER SUPPLY

Volts 115-50 to 1,600 cycles per second.

MORGANVILLE. N. J.

Specialists in the Development and Manufacture of UHF Equipment
ELECTRON:CS
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890 -me bands affecting basic technical principles of frequency allocation for color television service;

and (4) adaptability of present
receivers to color use, or to receive
in black-and -white a program being transmitted in color.

New JTAC Officers
recent appointments to office
in the Joint Technical Advisory
Committee were made by the boards
of directors of IRE and RMA. The
officers for the term July 1, 1949
to June 30, 1950 are as follows:
Donald G. Fink, editor of ELECTHREE

chairman; John V. L.
Hogan of Radio Inventions Inc.,
vice-chairman; and Laurence G.
Cumming, technical secretary of
the IRE, reappointed secretary.
Formed jointly by the IRE and
RMA in May 1948, JTAC reviews
and evaluates technical and engineering information relating to
electronics in order to advise
government bodies and other professional groups. It has issued two
reports on the use of uhf for television in connection with recent
FCC hearings.
TRONICS,

MEETINGS
National ConHall, London, England.
ference of Associated Police
Communications Officers, Ho- OCT. 10-14: ASTM 1949 West
tel New Yorker, New York
Coast Meeting, Fairmount
City.
Hotel, San Francisco, Calif.
AUG. 30 -SEPT. 1: Fifth Annual
OCT. 10-14: SMPE 66th SemiPacific Electronic Exhibit
annual Convention, Hollysponsored by the WCEMA
wood -Roosevelt Hotel, Hollyand the 1949 IRE western
wood, Calif.
regional convention, Civic
OCT. 12-15: Ninety-Sixth ConCenter, San Francisco, Calif.
vention of The ElectrochemiSEPT. 12-16: Instrument Society
cal Society, LaSalle Hotel,
Chicago, Ill.
of America National Conference and Exhibit, Municipal
OCT.
17-21: Annual Meeting of
Auditorium, St. Louis, Mo.
the Society for Non -DestrucSEPT. 15-16: Sixth joint Cantive Testing, Public Auditorium, Cleveland, Ohio.
adian -U. S. industrial conference of RMA Board of DiOCT.
31 -Nov. 2: Second annual
rectors, Greenbrier Hotel,
Conference on Electronic InWhite Sulphur Springs, West
strumentation in Nucleonics
Va.
and Medicine, Hotel Commodore, New York City.
SEPT. 26-28: National Electronics Conference, Edge- OCT. 31 -Nov. 2: 1949
Radio Fall
water Beach Hotel, Chicago,
Meeting of IRE and RMA
Ill.
engineering department, Hotel
Syracuse, Syracuse, N. Y.
SEPT. 27-29; Twenty-sixth Annual Session of the Commun- OCT. 31 -Nov. 2: Fall Meeting of
ications Section, Association
the URSI and IRE, National
of American Railroads, WentAcademy of Sciences and
worth Hotel, Portsmouth,
State Dept. Bldg., WashingN. H.
AUG. 29 -SEPT. 1:

ton, D. C.

SEPT. 28-OcT.

8: 16th National

Radio Exhibition (Radiolympia), Olympia Exhibition

Nov. 14-18: 23rd NE MA An-

nual Meeting, Haddon Hall
Hotel, Atlantic City, N. J.

Surgery Taught Via Television
operations have recently
become standard training procedure at Guy's Hospital in London,
thus enabling medical students to
TELEVISED

General view
sive character

surgery without
clustering around the operating
table in the theatre.
The installation incorporates a
view advanced

operating theatre in Guy's Hospital, London, shows the unobtrutelevision camera installation (upper left). The camera is attached
to the lamp over the operating table and both are moved on an overhead track
130

C.P.S. Emitron camera fixed directly above the operating table,
horizontally, with a mirror set at
an angle of 45 degrees reflecting
into the camera's lens the scene
below. The camera is remotely controlled for lens selection and focussing. The area scanned depends upon the particular lens in use, there
being a choice of life-size, three-to one reduction, or three -fold magnification of an area five by six
inches.
A microphone located alongside
the camera picks up the surgeon's
running commentary. Camera and
microphone are linked with remote
receivers (in lecture rooms) by
closed transmission circuits.
The hospital intends to prepare
a repertoire of 30 or 40 standard
operations, and then invite parties
of surgeons from hospitals throughout England to come and watch the
operations being televised. A film

of the
of the

(continued on
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Magnavox uses Sylvania 1N34 Germanium Diodes

..

in all TV receivers for

Magnavox selected Sylvania 1N34's for use as video
detectors in its television sets because, according to
Mr. Antony Wright, Chief Engineer, "Their compact
size, dependability and electrical characteristics are ideal
for application to television signal detection. There is no
doubt that they play their part along with the other
quality products with which they are combined and
which, as a whole, serve to produce high quality pictures."
That's just one more of the outstanding jobs that
Sylvania Germanium Diodes are doing! Why not plan
to put these compact, heaterless components
to work in your products?

The Magnavox Company's famous Embassy Television Se"-like all other
models in the company's line of TV receivers-incorporates a Sylvania 1N34.

PLATE OF
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Portion of

M(5 IST VIDEO AMP.
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diagram of the
Magnavox Embassy,
showing the
1N34 used as
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Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
Electronics Division, Dept. E-2909
500 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, N. Y.

Please send me full information on Germanium
Diodes, including data on TV applications. I am also
interested in receiving literature on your other products in the fields of:
D Communications, Television and Industrial
Electronics
D Radar and Microwaves
Radioactivity

Company_._
Position
1161

in in Iii

_

,
3
3

,
,
,

i

State

City

Z.

,

Gentlemen:

Home Address

PHOTOLAMIPS;

FLUORESCENT LAMPS. FIXTURES, WIRING DEVICES, SIGN TUBING; LIGHT BULBS

al

Name

Electronics Division
500fi=th Avenue, New York 18, N. Y.
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TUBES AT WORK

low -frequency response is inten-

Stupakoff
NEGATIVE TEMP

(continued)

tionally made very poor.
The out -going power amplifier
V, is normally inoperable because
its grid is held by the plate of V.
down to the vicinity of -75 volts.
Signals originating at the remote
station then appear at the grid of
V, and are heard over the home
loudspeaker. The separate input
transformer (or a separate winding
on the output transformer of V, is
necessary, rather than connecting
the input of V, directly to the plate

TURE COEFFICIEN

EXTREMELY
TEMPERATURE -SENSITIVE

APPLICATIONS
Measurement and Control

if

I

Temperature

If High

Pressure

if

and Low Frequency

Direct Current
Time Control

Flow

if

Temperature
Compensation

Expanding, compressing,
and limiting output in
Audio Amplifiers

And there are many other applications.
Made to exacting standards and specifications, Stupakoff Negative Temperature
Coefficient Resistors are supplied complete with terminals in the form of rods,
tubes and simple shapes, including discs, bars and washers. Sizes currently
available in rods are .010" to .500" diameter. Tubes are from .020" to .500"
O.D., with I.D. up to 75% of O.D.
Characteristics of the resistor material are as follows:
Specific Resistivities available:

1.

rA7

10-7500 ohm

cm3

2. Resistance VS Temperature-Resistance decreases approximately 30% for each 10° C
temperature increase. (see curve)
3. Mechanical

properties18000-20000 #/in2

Modulus of Rupture
Compressive Strength
Tensile Strength

75000 #/in2

8000-10000

4.

Absorption-less than 0.1%

5.

Stability-Good
Reproducibilitya. Resistance: ± 5%

6.

FIG. 3-Front and rear views of typical
master station

.

#/in2

ro

b. Temperature characteristics:

±.5°

from

-60°C

to

i

+30°C
m

Right-Typical Resistance-Temperature Characteristic
Stupakoff Negative Temperature Coefficient Resistor

Material.

s.

-Z

rie
-m

O

-r

t0

40

STUPAKOFF CERAMIC &

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
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V to prevent plate-supply disturbances from appearing at this
high-gain input.
Sounds at the microphone are
amplified, and any above a certain
level (determined by the setting of
the threshold control) are able to
overcome the cut-off bias of V,. The
output of this high-µ triode is then
rectified and instantly cuts off triode V,, so that V, is quickly returned to operability, at a rate determined by RC.. This time constant must be short enough so that
the beginning of words is accurately reproduced, yet long enough
to avoid a disagreeable thump at the
receiving end.
Slightly before V, becomes operable (because there are no large
time -constants to slow it up) the
grid of V5 (normally cut off) is
driven positive, and the incoming
amplifier completely and silently
blanked. It is desirable that the
of

00

M
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K

AND

RK

SERIES

BREAKWAY SERIES

PRODUCTION
PIONEERS AND LEADERS IN DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND

manufacturer of electric connectors offers as
many varied and diversified type series of quality electric
connectors as Cannon Electric ..
No other manufacturer of electric connectors has designed,
engineered and built as many different special
connectors for special applications ...
Connectors for aircraft, radio, radar, guided )2G3,[2
missiles, microphones, power, instruments, controls, television, public address systems, geophysical equipment, telephone, industrial controls, and general electrical
and electronic applications.
NO OTHER

.
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28 REPRESENTATIVES OFFICES LOCATED IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
400 DISTRIBUTORS OF CONNECTORS FOR SOUND EQUIPMENT
SINCE

2J O

itIS

CANNON
ELECTRIC

©äo04213

Cannon Electric Development Company
Division of Cannon Manufacturing Corporation

3209 Humboldt St., Los Angeles 31, Calif.
Canadian Factory, Toronto, Ontario
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(continued)

Boj/oil have
This lle/Iu1

blanking operation be complete and
as silent as possible, as well as in-

Helipot

used.
The plate of V, is pulled to

stantaneous; therefore the rather
complicated arrangement shown is

Dúódial
Catalog?
Do you have complete data

on the revolutionary new HELIPOT-the helical
potentiometer -rheostat that provides many times greater
control accuracy at no increase in panel space?... or on the equally

unique DUODIAL that greatly simplifies turns -indicating applications? If you are
designing or manufacturing any type of precision electronic equipment, you
should have this helpful catalog in your reference files...

11

ground, making this tube inoperable
as an amplifier, and at the same
time the direct -coupled grid of Vr
is restrained from going any
further negative than ground, so
that no click is apparent.
When the sound at the microphone
ceases, the negative charge leaks
off C_, V, is then instantly blanked,
and the clamping of V, released
shortly thereafter. (As all coupling
time -constants are very small, the
effect of the heavy overload on V.
caused by the outgoing signal has
been dissipated by the time V, returns to operability, so that no disturbances are heard over the loudspeaker.)
Operation

hilLM/r/O/{/k5""

the unique helical principle of the
HELIPOT that compacts almost four feet of precision slide wire into a
case only 134 inches in diameter --over thirty-one feet of precision
slide wire into a case only 31/2 inches in diameter!

/fPetaie

the precision constriction features

found in the HELIPOT... the centerless ground and polished
stainless steel shafts-the double bearings that maintain rigid
shaft alignment-the positive sliding contact assembly-and many
other unique features.

/t///rstrates

describes and gives full dimensional and electrical data on the many types of t-ELIPOTS that are
available ... from 3 turn, i z" diameter sizes to 40 turn, 3" diameter
sizes ... 5 ohms to 500,000 ohms ... 3 watts to 2C watts. Also Dual
and Drum Potentiometers.

/tDescríbe3

and illustrates the various ape.
cial HELIPOT designs available-double shaft extensions, multiple
assemblies, integral dual units, etc.

hf&íesm

full details on the DUOD.AL-the new type
turns -indicating dial that is ideal for use with the HELIPOT as well as
with many other multiple -turn devices, both electrical and mechanical.

t/ you use precision electronic components
in your equipment and do not have a copy of this helpful Helipot
Bulletin in your files, write today for your free copy.

THE
134

Flelípot

CORPORATION, SOUTH PASADENA 2, CALIF.

It is obvious that ordinarily
sounds issuing from the home loudspeaker would be able to affect the
home microphone as well as desired
sounds (This would not cause howling as in an ordinary system, but
a form of slow motor -boating as the
system is periodically switched
from one condition to the other).
Therefore part of the output of V,
is rectified (V6) and applied in series with the normal d -c threshold
bias to the grid of V,. As this additional bias is always proportional to
the amplitude of sound issuing from
the loudspeaker, such sound can
never be loud enough to take control of the syotem. This mechanism
is aided by the slight acoustical lag
before sound from the loudspeaker
can reach the microphone.
In cases of loud ambient sound at
the remote station, the home station operator has merely to talk
slightly louder than the sound issuing at the moment from his loudspeaker to gain instant control at
any time. However, it is found that
most conversations are necessarily
conducted with comparative quiet
obtaining at both ends, so that the
home loudspeaker is generally practically silent when the home operator wishes to talk.
For example, a machine tool opSeptember, 1949
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"WANT

TO KNOW WHY

I'M

SOLD ON

sorensen ?"
-

-

are not all
"Voltage regulators even electronic regulators
equally accurate! And I know ACCURACY is important! The
Sorensen electronic voltage regulator gives me the kind of accurwant.
"But don't want to buy accuracy and costly maintenance at the same
time. The Sorensen Regulator is a strong rugged instrument designed
to give accuracy at no sacrifice to low -cost -of -maintenance.
well designed because I
"Furthermore I like my instruments simple
know that a complex instrument loaded with added components can mean
poor basic design
and inferior performance. The Sorensen Electronic Voltage
Regulator is a beauty for simplicity."
acy

I

I

-

-

î

-

"That's why I'm sold on

sorensen

STANDARD AC SPECIFICATIONS
Model in VA
Capacity
Regulation
Accuracy
Harmonic
Distortion

150

500

± 0.1%
Basic

Input Voltage
Output Voltage

S

250
1000

2000
3000

5000
10000
15000

against line or load

5% max. 5% max. 5% max. 5% max.
3% max. 2% max. 3% max. 3% max.
95-130 VAC; also available for 90-260
VAC single phase 50-60 cycles
Adjustable between 110-120; 220-240

in 230 VAC models
0 to full load
Down to 0.7 P.F: all S models temperaP.F. Range
ture compensated
NOTE: REGULATORS CAN BE HERMETICALLY SEALED
Load Range

Get highly stabilized DC regulation with
the NOBATRON and B-NOBATRON.

easily
adapted to meet your special requirements.

Write

The ORIGINAL SORENSEN CIRCUIT is

SORENSEN

engineers

are always

for detailed
"Sorensen Regulator.
Performance Chart"'

available to

solve any unusual problem not handled by the
STANDARD SORENSEN LINE.

JAN requirements

can be met by all models.

Copyright 1949

Li'orensen

and company, inc.

375 Fairfeld Ave., Stamford, Conn.
ELECTRONICS
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RELAYS

ARE PERFORMANCE PROVED!

INDUSTRIAL RELAYS

(continued)

erator at the remote end will always
have to shut down his machine, or
come closer in order to be able to
hear above the din. The talker at
the home station can also adjust
his incoming volume control to give
a level satisfactory for any particular conversation, although this is
not usually necessary.
The microphone may be located
very close to the home loudspeaker,
even in the same cabinet if desired.
However, better results are possible
if they are separated by a few feet.
(A
convenient
arrangement
which has been suggested would be
to combine a small microphone with
the selector pushbuttons in a compact unit for the desk, while the
rest of the equipment could be installed in some out-of-the-way location nearby.)
The system described above was
used for a prolonged period in a
shipyard, the master station being
located in the main office, with substations in a boat -shed, mill buildings, machine shop, blacksmith
shop, and an outdoor location; and
operation proved completely reliable
and highly satisfactory under all
circumstances.
In the interests of simplicity,
unnecessary details, such as distribution switching and provision
for initiating calls from the remote
stations have been omitted from the
schematic diagram.

Veneering Machine
By S. M. MILANOWSKI
Los Angeles, Calif.

TO PERMIT the edge -gluing of
You get better service from LEACH RELAYS because thousands of types of
relays for thousands of applications have been proved-in -use for over 30 years.
LEACH RELAYS are designed with an exceptionally high factor of safety
for extra dependability. Simplicity of designs makes installation quick, easy
and inexpensive. Get all the facts and make your own comparisons. LEACH

outstanding performance, reliability, sturdiness and economy have
been proved -in -use.
Highest standards of engineering, materials and workmanship assure long,
safe, efficient, trouble -free service.
RELAYS'

FOR BETTER CONTROLS THROUGH BETTER RELAYS-CONTACT LEACH

5 9

1

S

AVALON BOULEVARD, * LOS ANGELES
Representatives in Principal Cities of U.

136

S.

and Canada

3,

CALIF.

thin

wood strips or veneers with greater
speed and efficiency, a new electronic veneering machine has been
developed for Anacortes Veneer,

Inc., at Anacortes, Washington.
It is powered by a radio -frequency generator, and makes use of
the Mann -Russell parallel bonding
principle to heat-cure resin -coated
wood surfaces at relatively low
pressures without discrepancies in
the alignment of the mated components. The latter comprise strips of
wood ranging up to 10 feet in
length, covered with heat -reactive
adhesives such as phenol and urea

formaldehyde resins.
As indicated in Fig. 1A, veneers
are initially coated and loaded on
September,
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The Arnold Engineering Company

offers to the trade a complete line of
Magnetic Materials
PERMANENT MAGNET MATERIALS
Cast Magnets, Alnico I, II, III, IV, Y, VI, XII, X-900

Sintered Magnets, Alnico II, IV, Y, VI, X-900, Remalloy*

Vicalloy*

Remalloy* (Comol)
Cunico

Cunife

Cast Cobalt Magnet Steel

HIGH PERMEABILITY MATERIALS
Deltamax Toroidal Cores

Supermalloy* Toroidal Cores

Powdered Molybdenum Permalloy* Toroidal Cores

Permendur*

*Manufactured under licensing arrangements with WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY

/4//e 7er ínrCirnatón /vWhg

any o7(Xese /l/1pgne

/1/1A,e/s

THE ARNOLD ENGINEERING COMPANY
SUBSIDIARY OF ALLEGHENY LUDLUM STEEL CORPORATION

147 EAST ONTARIO STREET, CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS
ELECTRONICS-September, 1949
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OPEN GEAR TRAINS
made to your specifications

(A)

CONVEYOR

BELTS

o=0ó=3ó=0

DISCHARGE

. ,. 0_o

0

FRICTION BELTS

00

0

-CONVEYOR

LATE

DEAD

CLIPPER

/ELECTRODES

e

I

01E1100

LAYUP

I

BELT

'TABLE
UPPER CONVEYOR BELTS

(B)
LOWER CONVEYOR BELTS
GLUE JOIN

POSITIVE

T

ELECTRODE(

/// / I

(C)

I

TO

GENERATOR

FIG.

Many units, such as timers, transmitters, vending mechanisms, and similar devices
require the adoption of small open gear trains for intermittent duty.
Beaver Gear Works is equipped to make these trains to any degree of accuracy required.
Beaver Gear engineers, knowing what is expected, and qualified to assist in details
of fine -pitch gear applications, can advise you as to what will work best under various
conditions and can specify the correct
MEMBER OF
design.
Consult us on your gear problems.

1021 'PARMELE

STREET, ROCKFORD,

ILLINOIS

Vote Need
Baer'
Pry
c
Spec/bit
If the Sp
NOTised in Triis Free /yAnaa/...

/s

BURGESS ENGINEERS WILL
DESIGN A NEW BATTERY TO
MEET YOUR SPECIFICATIONS
It's all part of the Burgess Service! This complete
Engineering Manual lists hundreds of battery types
developed by Burgess Engineers to meet new requirements. If the specific battery you need is not among
them, the complete Burgess facilities, design, production, and engineering will be placed at your disposal to build the battery you need in any quantity
-large or small!
Write for ENGINEERING MANUAL and CHECK SHEET
No obligation. By return mail you will receive the FREE Engineering
Manual listing the complete line of Burgess Batteries together with
specifications; also the Burgess "Check Sheet" on which you may outline,your
in the event that the battery you need has not already been
pillrequirements
Le
developed. Address:

BURGESS

BATTERY CO., (DEPT. El)
138

FREEPORT, ILLINOIS
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-Setup for r -f wood veneering
machine

a layup table from which they are
fed by friction conveyor belts
through an electrostatic field created by a dead plate and two electrodes. Vertical spring pressure is
exerted by the electrodes to maintain the horizontal alignment of
veneer edges as curing action takes
place, after which the veneered
materials are passed through discharge friction belts to a conveyor
belt for cutting to predetermined
lengths with a clipper.
The fundamental arrangement of
conveyor belts is indicated schematically in Fig. 1B. There are two
upper belts for each lower belt and
the former are actuated a few
inches on either side of the lower

conveyor. The upper belts exert
spring pressure to maintain alignment by bending the veneers
slightly before the latter are electronically adhered. In the discharge
belt units, operational speeds are
reduced to prevent crowding and
vertical pressures are relatively

slight.
Figure 1C shows how electrodes
are positioned a few inches from
one another at a twenty -degree angle to the conveyor system. The
aforementioned dead plate is directly below these electrodes, and
each glue line in its forward travel
passes progressively through the r-f
field so that the energy of the latter
will be concentrated between alternating positive and negative plates.
Both the electrodes and the dead
plate are made of corrugated aluminum for over -and -under threading action as veneers are passed
through and aligned in the electrostatic field. Such corrugated platens
September,
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ERIE TRIMMERS
easy assembly
dependable performance
reasonable cost
These Erie Resistor Trimmers are compactly designed for easy installation on
the assembly line and give the design
engineer wide latitude in chassis layout.
They have a rugged stability that spells
long life and dependable performance.
Erie Trimmers have the quality that
indicates their use on the highest priced
sets, with a price tag that permits their
adoption for the most competitive FM
and TV numbers. Specifications are
given below. Samples will be sent to
interested manufacturers on request.

Approx.
times
actual size
I1/2

STYLE

531 and 532

STYLES 531 and 532
Capacity Ranges: 0.5-5 MMF & 1-8 MMF
Working Voltage: 500 V.D.C.
Max. Temperature: 75°C
Q Factor @ 1 MC.: 1,000 min.
Initial Leakage Resistance: 10,000 megohms min.
Styles: 531 for panels .015" to .039"; 532 for .040"
to

.065"

Approx.
actual size

STYLE TD2A

Appra.
1/2 tInes
actua. size

STYLE TS2A

STYLE

t

STYLE

554

557

STYLES 554 and 557
Capacity Ranges:
Zero Temp. Coeff. 1.5-7 MMF, 3-12 MMF &
5-25 MMF
N7S0 Temp. Coeff. 5-30 MMF & 8-50 MMF
Working Voltage: 350 V.D.C.
Q Factor @ 1 MC.: 500 min.
Initial Leakage Resistance: 10,000 megohms min.
Styles: 554 Mounted with Spring -Clip; 557 for
Sub -panel or Bracket Mounting

STYLES TS2A

Capacity Ranges:
Zero Temp. Coeff. 1.5-7 MMF & 3-12 MMF
N300 Temp. Coeff. 3-13 MMF & 5-20 MMF
N500 Temp. Coeff. 4-30 MMF & 7-45 MMF
Working Voltage: 500 V.D.C.
Q Factor @ 1 MC.: SOO min.
Initial Leakage Resistance: 10,000 megohms min.
Styles: TS2A, Single Condenser;
TD2A, Dual Condenser

EQeetna tíí4 Dectediee

ERIE RESISTOR CORP., ERIE, PA.
LONDON, ENGLAND

ELECTRONICS

-

and TD2A

September, 1949

TORONTO, CANADA
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have a special advantage in that
their troughs can be readily
cleaned when sizeable quantities of
squeezed -out resinous adhesives ac-

cumulate therein.
Production data indicate that a
three to four percent ratio of waste
materials is being eliminated
through use of the machine in
place of previous taping techniques,
and that the machine operates as
rapidly as heated -drum veneering
units without demonstrating the
latter type's inherent splicing difficulties.
The machine is being used primarily for the production of clear
face stock, but should be readily
adaptable to the production of core
stock from waste wood materials.
TV antenna cross -beam with
plastic-backed No. 33 "SCOTCH" Electrical Tape.
Easy -to -apply tape helps prevent "snow" streaks on receiver screen by insulating and fastening cable securely.
TAPING LEAD-IN CABLE to

PREVENTING WIND DAMAGE by

Vacuum Capacitor Voltage
Dividers

taping lead-in cable

to antenna mast. Stretchy tape lessens interference

noise."

U. S.

Forecast: Less TV "Snow" with New Plastic Tape
Loose antenna lead-ins were causing
"snow" streaks across TV receiver
screens until installation men began
using "SCOTCH" No. 33 Electrical
Tape. Now, this amazing new tape provides all-weather insulation protection
for a fraction of the usual cost.

Why not let "SCOTCH" Electrical
Tapes save you time and money on
your next insulating job? Just write
Dept. E9 for a booklet describing the
more than thirty tapes designed to solve
practically any insulating problem. No
obligation.

Quick Facts About "SCOTCH" No. 33 Electrical Tape
THIN CALIPER-only .007

inch thick, takes less room in junction boxes,

and fittings.

7,000 volts.
TOUGH-plastic backing is abrasion resistant, unaffected by water, acids,
oils, alkalies, alcohols, exposure to sun, rain, snow, ice.
STRETCHY-conforms snugly to uneven surfaces.
TIP-for perfect high-heat insulation try "SCOTCH" Electrical Tape
No. 27. Glass-backed, Thermo -setting Adhesive.
HIGH DIELECTRIC STRENGTH-over

By E. F. KIERNAN
Research Division
Navy Electronics Laboratory
San Diego, California

THE VACUUM -TUBE VOLTMETER has

applied extensively to the
measurement of potential differences in the research laboratory, in
radio servicing and in the field of
electronics generally. The popularity of this instrument is due primarily to its high input impedance
which allows measurements to be
made with a minimum of disturbance to the circuit. High input impedance is achieved by the use of
diode vacuum tubes of small interelectrode capacitance and restricted
physical dimensions which allow the
tubes to be contained in compact
probes.
While small physical dimensions
facilitate measurements in tight
places, they impose limits on the
maximum voltage which can be applied. The upper voltage limit gen been

"x,

x

1
t

-1_

z

I

3

Made In U.S.A. by M INNESOTA MINING & MFG. CO., Saint Paul 6, Minn.
also makers of other "Scotch" Pressure -Sensitive Tapes, "Underseal" Rubberized Coating, "Scotch
lite" Reflective Sheeting, "Safety -Walk" Non-Slip Surfacing, "3M" Abrasives, "3M" Adhesives.
-

General Export:
In Canada:
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DUREX ABRASIVES CORP., New Rochelle, N, Y.

CANADIAN DUREX ABRASIVES LTD., Brantford, Ontario

J

FIG. 1-Vacuum capacitor voltage divid
ers can be used to extend the range o
vacuum-tube voltmeters, and similar indi-

cating devices, without destroying their
high -impedance characteristics
September, 1949
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liwyBestger./
DU MONT

Type 16FP4

* Fully in keeping with the trend towards larger, direct -viewing tubes originally pioneered by Dr. Allen B. Du Mont-and
also the lower price range for higher grade TV
offerings.
Type 16FP4 is a 16 -inch magnetic focus and deflection television picture tube designed to cive
high brilliance and sharp definition. Electron gun
design utilizes a bent electrode structure to be
used with a single external magnet for the elimination of ion spot blemishes. The exclusive
Du Mont screen depositing technique assures
the longest pleasurable usage.

CHECK LIST OF 16 FP4 ADVANTAGES...

V All glass! No mounting problems.
V A mass-produced standard TV tube for maximum
value at minimum cost.

V Overall length of only 20' á inches.
V Deflection angle: 62".
V Maximum diameter: 161a inch + '8 inch.
V Bent -gun ion trap requiring but a single magnet.
V Accelerating potential: Maximum 16 KV: (Design
Center Value).

V New type small shell duodecal

5 -pin instead of
base, for use with economical half -socket.
V Ideal compromise between large picture size and
moderate tube cost.
7 -pin

Detailed Specifications on request. Let
®

us

quote on quantity requirements.

ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC

Illt72eam_
ALLEN
ELECTRONICS

B.

-

DU

MONT

September, 1949
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DIVISION,
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WHY WOR-TV
CHOOSES FAIRCHILD
The month of September sees another great landmark in the advance
of television. WOR-TV goes on the air. Taking its cue from over a
dozen years of operating Fairchild equipment at WOR, key station
of the Mutual Broadcasting System, WOR-TV, one of the most
modern installations, again selects Fairchild.
They know, as do many of the AM, FM and TV stations in the
United States and abroad, that Fairchild recording and playback
equipment is professional equipment. They know that a 14:25 transcribed show, spinning on Fairchild Synchronous Turntables will
sign at exactly 14:25 on the nose. Not 14:29 or 14:21. Exactly 14:25!

TRANSCRIPTION TURNTA8LF
On the right is shown a unit
familiar to WOR-TV, to recording studios, radio stations
and film companies.

(continued)

TUBES AT WORK

erally does not exceed 300 volts
rms, and in many instruments is
much lower.
The problem of extending the
range of a vacuum -tube voltmeter,
while at the same time preserving
its high -impedance characteristics
has not received a great deal of attention. This writer has found that
the recent appearance on the market of a variety of compact vacuum
capacitors provides components
which can be assembled into voltage dividers which will not only extend the a -c ranges of a vacuum tube voltmeter up into the kilovolts
but will also increase the input impedance as well.
The vacuum capacitor voltage di -

Direct to center gear drive.
Instant speed change during

operation.
No slippage coupling.
Highest signal to noise.
No tattletale wow or flutter.

Lip Synchronous.
Removable front access panel.

Adjustable feet for levelling.
Knee and toe space for
operator.
Increased operating efficiency.
Reduced operating costs.

FAIRCHILD UNIT 524

CUING AMPLIFIER
Unit 635 was selected by WORTV to be installed inside the Turntable cabinets. It is a compact 2
stage push-pull power amplifier. It
supplies a local audio signal to a
loudspeaker or to a number of
headsets in order to monitor or
cue a disk. It bridges across any
low impedance line. Specifications:
± 11/2 db, 70- t5,000 cps.

Gain Control. Tone Control.
Three watts output to a loudspeaker.

PREAMPLIFIER -EQUALIZER
Unit 622 obviates the expensive multiplicity of
equalizers literally forced upon the owner of
sound equipment by the ever increasing number and types of pickups. Operates independent of source impedance; provides equalized
line level output from the turntable; Fairchild
Unit 622 is in use with all modern pickups in
professional services. Vertical; lateral; standard and microgroove pickups-high impedance and low impedance-ONE EQUALIZER
FOR ALL. WOR-TV uses it.

¡

RECORDING EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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vider may be used in conjunction
with a variety of indicators including the electrometer, the cathoderay oscilloscope, the vacuum -tube
voltmeter and the electrostatic voltmeter. In conjunction with an electrostatic voltmeter, it can be used
for d -c measurements'.
Typical Divider

Write for complete details and descriptions.

154TH ST. AND 7TH AVE.

Photograph of a vacuum capacitor voltage
divider. The values of the capacitors
shown are 5 and 500 ,u/if with 17,500 -volt
ratings-Official Photograph U. S. Navy

WHITESTONE,

I. L,

M. V.

Although dividers may be fabricated by assembling a series of
standard transmitting vacuum
tubes, using the interelectrode capacitances in various combinations,
the vacuum capacitor is much more
adaptable. These capacitors may be
obtained in values ranging from 1
to 1,000-µ4 or more; and in ratings of from 10 to 30,000 volts or
higher.
The dividers consist of two sections in series. The voltage division
September, 1949
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'Get out of
the woods"

with the Sangamo

*The

Service Proved Molded

Introduced by Sangamo in 1946 as the first tubular paper capacitor to be
molded in a thermo-setting plastic, the Type 30 is thoroughly service -proved!
Used extensively by television manufacturers-preferred by service men
-the Type 30 offers these proven advantages Especially designed flexible
leads that resist breakage and can't pull out! ... No wax to run when heat is
applied
Element is never damaged in fabrication (less heat and pressure
this means greater
is used in molding the thermo-setting plastic case)
dependability-no "hot spots."
Try these stable, rugged, long-lived paper tubulars you'll like them!
Write for these Sangamo Capacitor Catalogs: Button Catalog No. 830, Mica
Catalog No. 831, Paper Catalog No. 832; Electrolytic Catalog No. 825.

The Sangamo Pathfinder. Type 30
Molded Tubular. The
better, trouble -free,

...

...

thoroughly service -

proved plastic paper

tubular capacitor.

7"%e

l

oYez

Ca,ouveance

Paper Tubular

-

SANGAMO %rtde

ce'

."0:e4.-~

DPjbendald Peeeume,ce
PAPER

MICA SILVER ELECTROLYTIC
CAPACITORS

SANGAmo ELECTRIC conlPAnY
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS
IN CANADA: SANGAMO COMPANY LIMITED, LEASIDE, ONTARIO
ELECTRONICS

September, 1949
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WARD LEONARD

RESISTORS

across the divider is proportional
to the reactance of the sections. For
instance a 5-µµf section in series
with a 100-µµf section would divide
the applied voltage in the ratio of
twenty to one. If 100 volts were
applied across the divider there
would be a reactive drop of 95.239
volts across the 5-1411 section and a
drop of 4.761 volts across the
100-µµf section, neglecting the
shunt capacitance of a probe.
In practice, representative probe
capacitance will vary between 3 and 9-14, depending on the type of
diode used. In low-ratio dividers
this shunt capacitance connot be
neglected.
In Fig. 1, suppose X, is the reactance of a 5-µµf capacitor, X, is
the reactance of a 50-µµf capacitor
and X, is the shunt capacitance of
a probe, say 6-µµf. If the reactance
of X, is given the value of 1, then
the relative reactance of the other
section will be

i
Cz

+

C,=0.0893

Cl

because the shape is elliptical

The total reactance across the
divider, relative to the 5-µµf section, would be 1 + 0.0893, or 1.0893.
The percentage drop across X. of
any voltage E applied across the
divider would be 0.0893/1.0893 X
100 or 8.2 percent. In other words,
if E equals 100 volts, e would be 8.2
volts.
Since the leakage resistance of

When space is at a premium, the elliptical (hence,
stronger) shape of STRIPOHM Resistors gives high
unit-space rating and extra strength to withstand electrical and mechanical strain.
These vitreous enameled wire -wound resistors have
.
strategically arranged
low mounting brackets
terminals permitting multiple stacking for further saving of space ... no sharp edges. Ratings from 30 to 75
watts ... 0.45 to 66,000 ohms.
Write for Bulletin 23. WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC
COMPANY, 31 South Street, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
Offices in principal cities of U. S. and Canada.
.

.

WARD LEONAR
ELECTRIC COMPANY':
R emir- E ng4Icet'te t comme
RESISTORS
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RHEOSTATS

RELAYS

CONTROL DEVICES.

Vacuum capacitor voltage divider using
tube plate -to -filament capacitance in series
with four 50-µµf vacuum capacitors connected in parallel-Official Photograph
U. S. Navy
September,

1949-
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Sheet, Strip,
Rod, Wire, Tubing,,
Clad -steel, Castings.

Its practical cost astonishes users almost
41111111.1111111111111

as much as its distinctive characteristics

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
The nominal composition of com-

It is a strange and interesting metal, Pure Nickel. A kin of both
the base metals and the precious metals. Among all the elements,
no other metal possesses its unique combination of so many different and uncommon properties.

mercially pure wrought Nickel is:
99.4%
Nickel'
01

Copper
Iron
Manganese
Silicon
Carbon
*Including cobalt

0 15

0.2
0 05

01

It is highly resistant to corrosives that destroy many other metals-alkalies,
many acids, salts, organic compounds, fumes.

PHYSICAL CONSTANTS

It has mechanical properties like those of structural steel.
8 89

Specific Gravity
Density, lb. per cu. in.

Yet it is so ductile that it can be worked into the most intricate and delicate
shapes that are practical in metal.

0.321
2615-2635°F.
1435-1445°C.

Melting Point

Specific Heat at (80-212°F.)
0 130
Heat Expansion Coefficient at (80-212°F.),
per °F
0 0000072
Thermal Conductivity at (80-212°F.),
Btu/sq. ft./hr./°F./in.
420
Electrical Resistivity at 32°F.,
ohms/cir. mil. ft
63
Temperature Coefficient of Electrical
Resistivity per °F.
0 0022-0.0028
Modulus of Elasticity
in tension, psi
30,000,000
in torsion, psi
11,000,000

Poisson's Ratio

It protects the

purity of sensitive foods, beverages and pharmaceuticals
against contamination.

It often provides a faster rate of heat transfer than metals with equal heat

conductivity.
Its

rare electrical and magnetostrictive characteristics that often give
theoretical ideas a birth of practical value.
It offers

0 31

It can be exposed to temperatures ranging into yellow heat and even hotter in the absence of sulphur.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
The following figures for Standard
Cold Rolled Sheet are typical, though
the figures will vary for different
forms and tempers.

At sub -zero temperatures its strength increases without change in ductility
and toughness.
It is a standard metal for the cladding of steel, and as a base for gold,
palladium and silver -clad products.

Tensile Strength
55,000-80,000 psi
Yield Strength (2% offset)
Elongation in 2 in
Rockwell B Hardness

special electronic properties make it a standard metal for electronic uses.

15,000-45,000 psi
50-35%
40-70

And one of the most valuable of all its features is the fact that
Pure Nickel is a practical metal at a practical price.

AVAILABLE FORMS

Does it stimulate an idea of how you may find an easy answer to

Pipe
Plate
Bar
Angles
Sheet
Strip
Seamless and Welded Tubing
Sand and Precision Castings
Clad -Steel Plate and Strip Welding Rods
Wire
Rod

15

difficult problem?
Our booklet, "Inco Nickel Alloys for Electronic Uses" gives the
important facts you want. It's yours for the asking.

The International Nickel Company, Inc
See us
4111

at Booth 102, September

67 Wall Street, New York 5, N.Y.

NATIONAL INSTRUMENT EXHIBIT

Municipal Auditorium
ELECTRONICS

12 to 16

-

St. Louis,

Missouri

September, 1949
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THIS IS
THE

AORnET
A NEW
MINIATURE POWER
TRANSFORMER FOR
USE IN AIRBORNE &

PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

Illustration shows
relative size of
HORNET and convenlianal transformers of
comparable capacity.

FEATURING

vacuum capacitors can be maintained well up in the megohm region, the effective load presented to
a source of potential by a vacuum
capacitor voltage divider is purely
reactive from the low commercial
frequencies well up into the megacycles.

The use of these dividers is not

restricted to sinusoidal waveforms
since pulse voltages may be divided
without alteration of the pulse
shape.' In applications involving
very high voltages it is not necessary to locate the indicator adjacent
to the divider; standard concentric
cables may be used with remote indicators. If it is desirable to adjust
the division ratio to some exact
value, variable vacuum capacitors
make such an adjustment simple.
Although, to the best of this
writer's knowledge, there are no
commercial vacuum capacitor voltage dividers on the market at the
present time, this situation will
probably be remedied in the near
future. An especially designed unit
wherein the two sections, one adjustable in capacitance, are enclosed
in one envelope could be made very
compact.
REFERENCES

(1) A Meter for High Voltage Measurement, R. S. I., 10, Oct. 1946.
(2) 100,000 Volt Pulses Measured With
Capacitance Voltage Divider, G. E. Rev.
May 1948.

SMALLER SIZE
than any previous design, through the use of newly developed class H insulating materials, and design techniques. As
shown above, HORNET transformers are only about onefourth the size of similarly rated conventional transformers.

GREATER POWER OUTPUT
because of improved design and construction. HORNET
transformers operate with unimpaired efficiency at high temperatures, and are suitable for operation at ambient temperatures as high as 150 deg. C. High output plus smaller size and
lighter weight make these units ideal for use in airborne and
portable equipment.

MEETS JAN SPECIFICATIONS
I IORNET transformers are designed and built to meet requirements of current JAN T-27,and equivalent specifications.

Write for descriptive bulletin
of sizes and specifications

NEW YORK
TRANSFORMER CO., INC.
ALPHA, NEW JERSEY
146

Control Wood Press
FOUR

MEN

now do a job that

formerly required the full-time
services of twenty employees at Pallet Manufacturing Co. of Lebanon,
Oregon.
Purpose of the press is to as-

semble wood conveyor palletseach of which comprises a 2 x 4
wood beam with a length of 48
inches, on which two-block assemblies with overall dimensions of
7 x 4 x 21 inches each are adhered
at one center and two end locations.
Assemblies of this type would ordinarily be produced by brush-coating
the requisite wood surfaces with
cold -setting adhesives, and stacking the wood components one over
the other for a period of about 12
hours (or until the adhesives produced an adequate sequence of
September, 1949
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FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS

{ 25

WITH ACCURACY OF

Between 100 and several thousand megacycles, the present
accuracy of heterodyne frequency meters ranges between 0.01
and 0.1 per cent. Continually increasing importance of frequencies within this range call for increased accuracy of
measurements.
A reference standard and precise interpolation offer the
simplest, most inexpensive and most direct method of increasing the accuracy of heterodyne frequency meters.
The Type 1110-A Interpolating Frequency Standard is
composed of two units: a frequency standard variable over a
range of 1000 to 1010 kc (l', ), and a multivibrator unit for
frequencies of 1 Mc and 100 kc. The frequency standard consists of a temperature -controlled 950 kc crystal oscillator, a
highly -stable 50-60 kc bridge -type variable -frequency L-C
oscillator, a modulator and a filter for selecting the sum of
the two frequencies at the final output.
When the 100 kc multivibrator is used, the 100th harmonic
has a range of 1% as the standard frequency is changed over
the full range of the dial, covering 10.0 to 10.1 Mc. The
multivibrator harmonics give complete frequency coverage
from 100 Mc upward for the 1 Mc unit, and from 10 Mc
upward for the 100 kc unit.

UP TO

3,000 MC

PARTS PER MILLION
FEATURES

over-all accuracy is ±25 parts
per million using oscillator dial directly. If oscillator is
carefully trimmed in terms of the crystal, the over-all
accuracy is limited principally by the error of the crystal,
or about ±10 parts per million at room temperatures.

ACCURACY OF MEASUREMENT:

harmonics of multi vibrators fall at all WWV standard frequencies. With suitable receiver the absolute accuracy, including that of the
950-kc crystal, may be checked readily.

SIMPLE TO CHECK ABSOLUTE ACCURACY:

no need for wide -band circuits or
wide -band interpolating methods.

ZERO BEAT ADJUSTMENTS:

The Type 1110-A Interpolating Frequency Standard can
be used for frequency measurements with high -frequency
receivers provided the receiver calibrations can identify frequencies if separated by as little as 1 per cent.
TYPE

1110-A INTERPOLATING FREQUENCY
STANDARD
$725.00

720-A HETERODYNE
FREQUENCY METER
As a companion to the Type 1110-A instrument, this heterodyne frequency meter will be
found to be particularly useful at frequencies up
to at least 3000 Mc. It employs a butterfly -type
tuning circuit, the oscillator frequency being continuously adjustable and direct -reading, from 100
to 400 .1/c. A silicon crystal detector is used, with
a 3-stage audio amplifier. The output of the amplifier operates a panel meter and a built in loudspeaker. For head-telephone detection of weak
signals, a jack is prorided on the panel. The entire
unit is battery-operated and completely selfcontained.
TYPE 720-A HETERODYNE
FREQUENCY METER
$360.00
TYPE

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
Cambridge
90 West

St., New York

ELECTRONICS

-

6

39,

920 S.

Massachusetts
Michigan Ave., Chicago

5

1000 N. Seward

September, 1949

St., Los Angeles 38
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An EASY and ACCURATE Way to

Measure Audio Frequency Voltages

Electronic controls for wood gluing press
are tested at the Los Angeles plant of
Industrial Electronic Engineers

Bollan tine Model
300

SENSITIVE
ELECTRONIC
VOLTMETER
Featuring a logarithmic
Voltage Scale
and
Uniform Decibel
Scale

Designed for the measurement of AC Voltages from .001 Volt to
100 Volts over a frequency range of 10 to 150,000 cycles.
Accuracy
of readings is 2% at any point on the scale.
Very stable calibration-unaffected by changes in line voltage, tubes or circuit constants.

Range switching in decade steps-easy to use-only ONE scale to
read.
Output jack and output control provided so that Voltmeter
can be used as a high -gain (70 DB) high-fidelity amplifier.
Accessories available to extend readings up to 10,000 Volts and down to 10
microvolts.
Precision Shunt Resistors convert Model 300 Voltmeter
to very sensitive direct-reading milliammeter. Write for complete data.
$200.00
PRICE

BALLANTINE

(le

LABORATORIES,
BOONTON

148

N. J.

U. S.

INC.

A.

In addition to the Model 300 Voltmeter, Bal-

lantine Laboratories also manufacture Battery
Operated Electronic Voltmeters, R. F. E9ectronic
Voltmeters, Peak to Peak Electronic Voltmeters,
and the following accessories-Decade Amplifiers, Multipliers, Precision Shunt Resistors, etc.

bonds). With the electronic press
equipment, 18 different wood surfaces can be automatically coated
with heat -setting resins, clamped
between the press platens with an
overall pressure of 150 psi, and
cured with high -frequency heatso that three complete assemblies
can be simultaneously ejected from
the machine, ready for shipment,
every six seconds.
Three men load the three press
hoppers with raw wood materials
while a fourth man stacks the
ejected assemblies for shipment.
It is estimated that resultant production has lowered manufacturing
costs by at least $15 per hour.
Mechanical components of the
assembly press are actuated at precision -timed intervals by means of
sense elements, comprising limit
switches and potentiometers. The
latter are wired to a master terminal board and energized by means
of telephone -type relays actuated
by a pair of vacuum tubes, whose
output is adjusted by means of
switches and dials on a control
panel.
Tubes in the control system comprise a 6SN7 and a 2050 thyratron.
Nine 833-A power triodes provide
high -frequency heat for the three
pairs of press platens.
Impulses from the tube controls
are limited for an adequate margin
of safety by the sense elements,
and when the time comes for each
predetermined operation of the assembly press an appropriate circuit
September, 1949
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600,000 Volt
Power Supply built with

PLASTICON
CAPACITORS
the most compact,
high - voltage
capacitors made!
. . .
isA

8 stage
Uused in

capacitor -rectifier multiplier.
theM

"Racetrack"

This unit

pLÄ5ICOSS
Specialfurnished for all

Synchrontron

University of Michigan

Stac3a3ff and

of

the

types of capacity applications

Write for your copy of our catalog
on your company letterhead

-

Our Engineers will be pleased to
discuss your capacitor problems

Condenser Products Company
CHICAGO 22, ILLINOIS
1375 NORTH BRANCH STREET
Manufacturers of Plasticons, Hi -Volt Power Supplies and Pulse Forming Networks
ELECTRONICS

-

September, 1949
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VACUUM CLEANING
MOISTURE, TOO!
SWEEPS OUT AIR, AND
i

is actuated by a contactor so that
three-phase power flows from the
factory line to motors controlling
the machine's operational components for a suitable period of time.

i

Signal lights are arranged on the
control panel so that operating personnel will be immediately informed
if any mechanical or control unit
should fail to function properly, but
the equipment has been in constant
operation for several months without requiring repairs of any type.

Washing Clothes with Sound
Waves
Australian inventors have
recently announced the development
of a device which employs sound
waves to enhance the time-honored
art of clothes washing. The apA PAIR OF

Again Kinney Vacuum Pumps Improve a Product!
At Canadian General Electric Company, Ltd., Kinney High Vacuum Pumps
produce low absolute pressures that help increase the dielectric strength
of capacitors by many thousands of volts. Each capacitor, before final

filling and sealing,

is

harmful air and water

subjected to a "vacuum cleaning" that removes

-

two serious deterents to efficient capacitor operation. Thus, Kinney Pumps make small capacitors perform like big ones.
Scores of other production and processing operations employ Kinney High

Vacuum Pumps with equally profitable results. Dehydration, Distillation,

evaporation, and many other basic production methods gain new speed
and economy

- plus noteworthy improvements

in

product quality

- with

low absolute pressures. There's a Kinney Pump for every need: eight single
stage and two compound models

min....

... capacities from

13 to 702 cu. ft. per

for low absolute pressures to .5 micron. Write for Bulletin V-45.

COMPANY
KINNEY MANUFACTURING
BOSTON 30, MASS.
NEW YORK

3565
CHICAGO

WASHINGTON. ST.,
CLEVELAND

PHILADELPHIA

LOS ANGELTS

SAN FRANCISCO

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES
GENERAL ENGINEERING CO. (RADCLIFFE) LTD
HORROCKS, ROXBURGH PTY., LTD,
W. S. THOMAS & TAYLOR PTY., LTD.
NOVELECTRIC, LTD

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE LIQUID

Electrosonic clothes washer produces sound
waves in wash tub which vibrate clothes
to shake dirt particles loose

Station Works, Bury Road,
Radcliffe, Lancashire, England
Melbourne, C. I. Australia
Johannesburg, Union of South Africa
Zurich Switzerland

PUMPS, CLUTCHES AND BITUMINOUS DISTRIBUTORS

paratus, shown in the accompanying photograph, is immersed in the
wash tub along with the clothes to
be washed. The 100 -cycle sound
waves produced by the device cause
the clothes to oscillate back and
forth a few thousandths of an inch,

and this vibration shakes the dirt
particles loose and holds them in
suspension in the water. The entire
cleansing process takes less than
September, 1949
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The

"GOTHAM"-TV-RADIO-PHONOGRAPH

COSMALITE*
STAR performance

gives

in the new

ZENITH

This internally threaded Cosmalite coil form of cloverleaf design in the very
heart of the Zenith Television Transformer, permits quick tuning of both
primary and secondary frequencies through the upper end. The hexagon
shaft of the frequency setter easily passes through the upper core and
engages in the lower core
adjusting the frequencies of both coils with
the greatest ease.
Consult us on the many uses of
Cosmalite (low cost phenolic tubing)
in television and radio receivers.

...

The

"Claridge"-TV

Table Receiver

`Reg. U.

S.

Pat. Off.

CONTAINERa
gCLEVELAND
6201 BARBERTON AVE.
CLEVELAND 2, OHIO

rs>
b - Ñ
]

PLANTS AND SALES OFFICES at Plymouth, Wisc., Chicago, Detroit, Ogdensburg, N.Y., Jamesburg, N. J.
ABRASIVE DIVISION at Cleveland, Ohio
CANADIAN PLANT: The Cleveland Container, Canada, Ltd., Prescott, Ontario

Cosmalite coil forms are also used in
transformers of Zenith's table radios,
such as the new Super - Sensitive

"Major"

FM receiver, above.

REPRESENTATIVES

CANADA
METROPOLITAN

NEW YORK
NEW ENGLAND

J

RR'I, OAKVILLE, ONTARIO

WM.

T.

R. T.

MURRAY, 614 CENTRAL AVE., EAST ORANGE, N.J.

BARRON, EIGHTH LINE,

E. P. PACK

AND ASSOCIATES, 968 FARMINGTON AVE.

WEST HARTFORD, CONN.
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(continued)

TUBES AT WORK

five minutes in most cases.

The transducer is contained in a
metal cylinder about 8 inches in
diameter and 16 inches long. The
power unit is an electromagnet
which has no moving parts and
therefore does not deteriorate with
prolonged use. This electromagnet vibrates a circular diaphragm
7i inches in diameter which imparts the wave motion to the water
when immersed.
In use, the clothes are packed
around the machine and the tub
filled with enough hot water to
cover the clothes. The usuál amount
of flake or powdered soap is then
added, and the vibrator goes to
work.
For safety, the machine is operated with a step-down transformer
which drops line voltages to about
32 volts. The inventors claim that
this voltage makes the machine
absolutely safe to use. The unit is
being manufactured by a firm registered in Melbourne, Australia, in
the names of the inventors, J. E.
Excell and H. J. Jones. Special
models have been prepared for
export.

High -Speed Rotation Counter
HIGHLY ACCURATE and convenient

ELECTRONs INC(B{1'O12ATi1D
127 SUSSEX AVENVE
NEWARG. N.

J.

z.+

Nf1L11Y
ür_y.

high-speed rotation counting is
made possible by a recently developed tachometer shown in the photograph. The device, a product of
the General Electric Company, consists of a high -frequency pulse generator which produces pulses in
accordance with the speed of the
rotation being measured, an electronic counting circuit, and a pair
of speed -indicating units, one for
local and one for remote indication.
The instrument has the advantage that readings are taken every
second and rotational velocity is
indicated directly in revolutions per
minute usually with an accuracy of
better than 1 revolution per minute.
In counting
high - rotational
speeds, a magnetic pulse generator
is used which fits on the periphery
of a drum that is attached to the
shaft of the machine being tested.
The drum is magnetized, one side
containing 150 magnetic poles and
the other side 1,500. When rotated,
September,
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THIS

high -power version of Goodmans famous 12" T.2.

multi -speaker systems or general Public Address

use. The

is

available

as a Bass

Unit for

last word in reliability, design

and performance.

(N
Q\

0F Ff
FIDELITY CFl

Q

"

coo

EFFICIENCY

s
SPECIFICATIONS:

R22/1205/15.

R22/1206/15.

12.5/16"
Overall Diameter
7"
Overall Depth
75 c.p.s.
Fundamental Resonance
Voice Coil Impedance. .15 ohms at 400 c.p.s.
Maximum Power Capacity 20 watts Peak A/C
195000 Lines
Total Flux

Overall Diameter
12.5/16"
Overall Depth
7"
Fundamental Resonance
55 c.p.s.
Voice Coil Impedance..15 ohms at 400 c.p.s.
Maximum Power Capacity 20 watts Peak A/C
Total Flux
195000 Lines
18 lbs. 4 ozs.
Nett Weight

Nett Weight

18

lbs. 4 ozs.

GOODMANS INDUSTRIES LTD.
ELECTRONICS

-September,

1949

Lancelot Road,

12" P.M. FULLY DUSTPROOF

/MAT WEMBLEY, Middx., ENGLAND
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TIFS FROM CHIEF ENGINEER

FLEXY:-

TUBES AT

(continued)

WORK

The rotational speed of the turbine is being
indicated in the electronic pulse counter.
The pulse pickup is mounted on the shaft
at the right

the drum generates electrical impulses in the magnetic pickup, and
these pulses are carried to the electronic circuit where they are
counted at speeds up to 50,000 per
The indicators do the
second.
necessary calculation and interpolation, and flash on an opal glass
screen the speed of revolution in
rpm. The numbers change once
every second in accordance with
speed changes.

55 WHITE FLEXIBLE $IIAFTS

Other Uses
The pulse generator mentioned
above is quite unique in counting
revolutionary speeds because it has
two speed ranges, one when the
pickup is brought close to the 150 pole drum, and one when it sees the
1,500-pole side. Any device capable
of producing pulses of the proper
amplitude and polarity could be
used in conjunction with this counting and indicating system. For instance, the shaft of the machine to
be tested could be marked and
viewed by a phototube.

"It's really quite simple-as you can see from the illustration above. No matter where a variable element is
located in relation to its control, you can couple the
two with an S.S.White flexible shaft. And since the
shafts are expressly designed for remote control, they
are as smooth and sensitive in operation as a direct
connection.
"The ability of S.S.White flexible shafts to operate
around turns is mighty important when it comes to designing electronic equipment. Their use permits the ele
ments to be located where they best meet wiring,
assembly, servicing and circuit requirements and
allows the dials to be grouped on the panel for more
convenient operation."

Television in Industry

For details,
SEND FOR THE FLEXIBLE SHAFT HANDBOOK

pages of facts and data on
flexible shaft selection and application. Copy
sent free if you write for it on your business
It contains 260

letterhead.

SI WHITEINDUSTRIAL
THE S. S. WHITE DENTAL MFG. CO,

-DEPT.

/111®
E

10 EAST 401h ST.,

FLEXIBLE

SHAFTS

DIVISION
ON

NEW YORK 16, N.

AND

Y...

ACCESSORIES

MOLDED PLASTICS PRODUCTS-MOLDED RESISTORS

Ate oa rís rwTCcaá AARA %tduadtlal Ectorivil4e4
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and safety in
boiler operation have been made
possible through the use of a special television system installed at the
American Gas and Electric Service
Corporation in Detroit. The system
enables the control room operator to
check boiler pilot burner flame conditions by actual observation without the necessity of having an observer present on the firing floor.
As illustrated by the accompanying photographs, the television camera views the pilot burner flames of
a group of furnace ports through a
INCREASED EFFICIENCY

September, 1949
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and Improve
Performance!

Reduce

Assembly

Operations!

SPRAGUE High -K Ceramic Capacitors
HERLEC

Sprague-Herlec high -K ceramic capacitors
for bypass and coupling applications offer the
designer of television and F-M receivers savings in both chassis space and in component
and wiring costs.
Disc Types 29C and 36C capacitors are
extremely small round wafer -shaped units.
Mounted across miniature tube sockets with
extremely short leads, they result in improved
v -h -f bypassing. Both single and dual capacitors are available on one disc.
Bulplate Type 34C multiple capacitors are
rectangular wafers with as many as five capacitor sections. One rugged, ceramic Bulplate
may combine into a single, compact integral

assembly all the capacitors and related wiring
in one or more stages of electronic circuits. In

combination with miniature resistors, Bulplates make more stable and reliable network
assemblies than do completely printed R -C
circuits. Closer electrical tolerances are more
economically obtained and circuits may operate at a higher power level.
All Sprague-Herlec ceramic capacitors are
protected by a tough, moisture -resistant insulating coating.
A constant and reliable supply of capacitors
is assured by operation of two manufacturing
plants in two widely separated locations.
Write for Engineering Bulletin 601A today!

ELECTRIC CO.

PIONEERS

S.PRIIGUE
J

MASSACHUSETTS

IN

ELECTRIC
THE

NORTH ADAMS

HERLEC

AND

CORPORATION

DEVELOPMENT

ELECTRONIC
MILWAUKEE

3,

WISCONSIN

(Wholly owned Sprague Subsidiary)
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RUBBER

... with a

backbone of

I

TUBES AT WORK

(continued)

STEEL

LORD BONDED -RUBBER Products

Solve Some of Industry's Toughest

Design Problems

Six glowing discs represent six different

Rubber, bonded to metal by the
LORD Process, gives the imaginative engineer what amounts to a
new material with which to work"rubber with a backbone of steel."
Other metals, such as brass and
durai, are also used to meet special
conditions.
The characteristics of rubber, natural and synthetic,-its effective
vibration control, its flexibility, its
high coefficient of friction, its resistance to abrasion,-these qualities may be employed to fullest
advantage because of the inseparable bond between the rubber and
the substantial base to which it is

attached.
Valve seats, motor mounts, idler
wheels, diaphragms, pirn adapters,
torsion joints, bearing seals, are a
few of the successful applications
which have been made and are suggestive of opportunities for improvement of other products. The Lord
Bonded -Rubber Process combines
the rigidity and strength of metal
with the resiliency of rubber in a
permanent bond that withstands
strains and stresses of torsion, compression, or other distortion.
The greatest storehouse of practical
experience in product improvement,
through the application of rubber bonded -to -metal, is at your service.
Consult the Lord representative in your
territory, or write.

flames as viewed by a remotely located
camera on the furnace floor

system of mirrors. Thus as many
as six flames may be observed
simultaneously. The monitor, or
receiver, is built into the control
panel where six glowing discs indicate to the operator that all pilot
burners are lighted and the main
burners can be turned on with
safety.
The television system used bears
the name Utiliscope and is a product of the Diamond Power Specialty
Corporation of Detroit, Michigan.
The pictures are sent over a video
line instead of by radio waves,
thereby eliminating the costly feature of television.
Among the other applications of
this type of television system suggested by the producers are, the
observation of radioactive material
from behind barriers, breakdown
testing, watching traffic in vehicular tunnels, reproducing readings
from electric meters and liquid level
or temperature gages located in
remote or inaccessible places.

LORD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, ERIE, PA.
Conodion Representatives Railway

E.

Power Engineering Corp. ltd.

Vibration Control Systems
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One television camera may be used to
monitor as many as six flames through the
use of the mirror system pictured above
September, 1949
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BUY THE BEST

THE V.O.M.A. THAT DOES MORE

NOTE THESE SENSATIONAL

IMPROVEMENTS:

*

Individual Scales with separated spacing are easy to
read.

Triplett

Large 5", Inch Meter In Special Molded Case Under
Panel.

*

Resistance Scale Markings from .2 Ohms to 100
Megohms-Zero Ohms Control Flush VVith Panel.

*

Only One Switch-Has Extra Large Knob 2W Long
-Easy To Turn-Flush With Panel Surface.

*

Enclosed New Molded Selector Switch and insulated resistor housing in unit construction.

*

All Resistors Are Precision Film or Wire Wound
Types For Permanent Accuracy.

*

Batteries Easily Replaced-Balanced Double -Contact Grip. Spiral Spring-Battery for Ohms test due

$37äo

Model

630

to low drain insures shelf -life usage.

Dealer Net

TECH DATA
D.C. VOLTS: 0.3.12.60300.1200.6000 at 20,000 Ohms/Volt
A.C. VOLTS: 0-3.12.60.300.1200.6000 at 5,000 Ohms/Volt
D.C. MICROAMPERES 0.60 at 250 Millivolts
D.C. AMPERES 0-12 at 250 Millivolts
D.C. MILLIAMPERES 0.1.2.12.120, at 250 Millivolts
OHMS: 0-1000.10,000; (4.4 Ohms and 44 Ohms center scale)
MEGOHMS: 0.1.100(4400.440,000 at center scale)
DECIBELS: -30 to +4, +16,.+30, +44, +56, +70
OUTPUT: Condenser in series with A.C. Volt ranges
High voltage Probes available, extra; also plug-in shunts for other
current measurements to suit special needs.

In the relatively short time since Model 630 was
introduced to the trade it has steadily risen to the
top in sales. The reason is obvious. Here is a Volt Ohm -Mil -Ammeter that does more ... has proven
components ... and will give a lifetime of satisfaction. All the engineering skill and facilities of the
industries' largest manufacturer of Volt -Ohm -MilAmmeters joined forces to make it outstanding in
every way. Look over all the features and you too
will buy Model 630.

VOMA

*

Laboratory Standard Model 630-A-All scales on

this model are hand drawn and hand stepped, used
with mirror for extreme accuracies, beyond the average
servicing needs of the model 630.
Dealer Net $47.50
Triplett Model 630-A

JR.-A

NEW VOLT -OHM -MIL -AMMETER
Handy "POCKET-SIZE LABORATORY"
By Triplett

VOMA Jr. MODEL 666-R has many of the design features of
the popular Model 630:
1. Switch and controls flush with panel.
2. Enclosed molded selector switch.
3. Exclusive Unit construction -resistor housing integral with switch.
4. Resistors Precision wire wound and permanent film type.
5. Resistance Measurements to 3 Megohms.
6. Batteries with spiral spring contacts, easily replaced.

VOMA

TECH DATA
D.C. VOLTS: 0-1040-250-1000-5000, at 1000 Ohms!
Volt
A.C. VOLTS: 0.10.50.250.1000.5000, at 1000 Ohms/
Volt
D.C. MILLIAMPERES: 0.10-100, at 250 Millivolts
D.C. AMPERES: 0-1, at 250 Millivolts
OHMS: 0-3000.300,000.... (20-2000 at center scale)
(20,000 ohms center scale)
MEGOHMS: 0-3

Puci44w¡vrdt.

e

eta

44a

Jr. MODEL 666-R...$24.50
Price
U.S.A. Dealer
Net

Note: Model 666-11H The Original Pocket -Size Lab-still a favorite with
many. U.S.A. Dealer Net $22.00.

BLUFFTON, OHIO, U.S.A.
TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY
In Canada Triplett Instruments of Canada, Georgetown, Ontario
ELECTRONICS
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(continued from

Equipment for Strain Recording

p

122)

sufficiently to enable the unexposed
film to be moved in time to make the
photograph. After the second picture is taken the machine resumes
its normal speed.
Photoelectric Systems
The main hit detector is an assembly of four gas -type phototubes,
each of which scans one-quarter of
the projected code area after screening by the interrogating card, together with vacuum -tube circuits
which recognize simultaneous blackout of all four phototubes and furnish an actuating pulse to the flash tube and recopying camera circuits.

POSITION
FOR
CONSTANT
SPACING
TO CODE

SYNC MARKS CODE
0.012"

AREA

0 057"
ri

).

IO -FRAME

--0450"- -019"-

LAG

0360

DISTANCE
OF CODE

FROM

RELATED
ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT

AREA

THROUGH
CAMERA

Illustrated is a complete 12 -channel portable
laboratory for precision strain determination from static

-

.t

strain to a frequency of 5000 cycles per second, using
resistance gages that are attached by cement to the

points of strain.
In

the field or in the laboratory...on a high-speed

locomotive or in the
ing equipment

is

air... HATHAWAY

strain record-

-4-

106

10°

06

213 5 4

4 513 2

0.025'

-

1

4

103

102

4

2

2 3 5
5 3 2

1a

3 5 4

4 5 3 2

IL NE -SYNC
IMARK
2

1

4 5

1-"-0,020'

FIG. 1-Arrangement of
areas on master film,

abstract and code
and method of
assigning code numbers to squares to
accommodate 10,000,000 different subjects

ideal for the recording of STATIC

AND DYNAMIC STRAIN
machines in operation.

in

structural members and

Complete with all necessary balancing controls and
monitoring instruments, precision calibrating device,

power supply equipment and oscillator, and type
S8-8 Oscillograph.
TYPE MRC-15 12 -element Strain Gage Control
Unit. Fully described in Technical Bulletin SP 195G

Type 58-B

12- to 48 -element Oscillograph
Fully described in Technical Bulletin SP 165G

INSTRUMENT COMPANY.
1315 SO. CLARKSON STREET
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DENVER 10, COLORADO

The hit detector operates in conjunction with the framing-mark
detector. In order that the abstract
may be properly framed, it is necessary that the flashtube and recopying camera be actuated by the uniformly -placed framing mark rather
than the hit itself. Hence, the occurrence of a hit merely arms a
storage system, which is subsequently triggered by the next succeeding framing mark to produce
an actuating pulse.
Each phototube in the hit detector watches one-fourth of the
projected code area, and must,
therefore, distinguish between
blackout and one to four basic light
units. The original plan called for
September,
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You would expect the same care and workmanship that goes
into all Crucible specialty steels to be found in Crucible Permanent Alnico Magnets. Over the years, users of Crucible Magnets
have found that this is true that from Crucible they get a better
magnet with higher gap flux per unit weight.
A high stylist in steels, Crucible has maintained for half a
century the position of leader in the specialty steel field. This
leadership continues, because Crucible has developed an unsurpassed staff of metallurgists and production specialists.
If you have a problem that permanent magnets can solve, tell
us the application you have in mind. We'll be glad to help
you. CRUCIBLE STEEL COMPANY OF AMERICA, Chrysler Building,
New York 17, N. Y.

-

CRUCIBLE

first

name in special purpose steels

PERMANENT ALNICO MAGNETS
STAINLESS

HIGH SPEED

ELECTRONICS- September, 1949
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MACHINERY

SPECIAL PURPOSE
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The

TIIR[R

87

One look at the Turner Model 87 and you sense immediately
here's a microphone masterpiece. Every detail of its attractive
gunmetal case and polished chrome screen reflects the precision
and care behind its manufacture. The Turner Model 87 is a single
ribbon velocity type microphone with the Figure 8 Polar Pickup
pattern so desirable in highest quality recording, public address
and studio broadcast work.
List price $47.50

POLAR PICKUP PATTERN
figure 8 pattern illustrated by the
diagram shows the attenuation of
sound arriving from sources of 90°
from front or rear of microphone.
The

Write for Bulletin giving complete details

TURNER
The shorter

way of saying "Sound Microphone Performance"

(continued)

Sample of coded master 35 -mm film. Wide
dashes in middle are for frame sync, and
first vertical row of squares to the right is
for line sync to identify the horizontal rows
to be paired in searching for a blackout.
Each pair of rows is a subject code number, hence six pairs permit coding each
abstract under up to six different subject
headings

a single phototube for the whole

area, but tests showed that the requirement of distinguishing between blackout and one to fifteen
light units rendered unduly severe
the problems of stray light, partial
transmission of light through nomi
nally black code areas, diffraction of
light rays by dust particles on the
lenses, and frequency limitations of
the gas phototubes.
As finally constructed, each
photoelectric circuit produces a signal of 3 to 4.5 volts for one unit of
incident light. This swing is sufficient for direct interpretation of
the blackout signal by means of
clipping circuits, which produce
outputs only when the signal is
under 3 volts. The frequency response of the circuit is adequate for
film speeds from 20 to 500 ft per
min.
Anticipation of Hits

THE

T

t[ R

NE

R COMPANY

905 17th Street N. E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa
IN CANADA:
Canadian Marconi Co., Ltd.
Montreal, P. Q., and Branches
EXPORT:
Ad. Auriema, Inc.
89 Broad Street, New York 3, N. Y.

TURNER
Licensed under U. S. patents of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company,
and Western Electric Company, Incorporated. Crystals licensed under patents of
the Brush Development Company.
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The two anticipatory hit detectors are identical to the main hit
detector up to the point of interpretation and use of the blackout signals.
The interpretation circuits for
the anticipatory hit detectors maintain a continuous watch on the time
interval between consecutive hits.
Whenever this time interval is less
than the 1/30th of a second required for the recopying camera to
September, 1949
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TOP

PERFORMANCE

Championship honors in golf are not achieved by
chance. The contender who grabs the title must
have a more powerful drive, a keener sense of
distance and steadier nerves-a combination that
gives him the "extra something" required for

championship performance.

MANY contributing factors are combined
in Seletron Selenium Rectifiers to give
them the "Extra Something" that spells Top
Performance.

FOR ALL ELECTRONIC AND

RADIO APPLICATIONS
SPECIFY "SELETRON MINIATURES"

They insure dependable service.
Code Number
Current Rating
Plate Height
Plate Width

501
551
5Ml
5P1
5R1
5M4
75 ma. 100 ma. 150 ma. 200 ma. 250 ma. 500 ma.
l'/2"
2"
13/16"
11/2"
1"
1"
1"
13/ló
1"
2"
11/2"
1'/4"

Write today for Catalog. Address Dept.

ES -21

SELETRON

All processes are under rigid control.
Mechanical operations involved in the fabrication of the product itself are held to an
unvarying standard. Not only are the
mechanical standards closely held but the
rectifiers must pass individual electrical tests
to assure the highest quality.
Backed by such precision methods it is
small wonder that these famous rectifiers
have earned a nation wide reputation for
dependable service in every application.
Each month adds additional names to the
list of nationally known companies who arm
satisfied users of Seletron Rectifiers.
For safety, protection and economy,

specify

SELETRON

Selenium Rectifiers.

DIVISION

C01111'ANY, INC. '3*
(fee RAl)1() RECEPTOR [Iretr",rt
251
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K AY
A NNO UNCES:

THE

advance, a pulse is generated which
commands an abrupt slowdown of
the film drive from the normal
speed of 300 feet per minute (180
frames per second) to a low speed
of 50 feet per minute (30 frames
per second). During the short interval in which low speed is maintained (about a second) and for a
brief period thereafter, the critical
time interval for slowdown is automatically increased somewhat, to
avoid the possibility that two hits

MEGA -NODE, SR.

The noise figure may be read directly from the panel meter calibrated in linear db.
THE
MEGA -NODE SR. is o calibrated random noise generator useful in determining the noise figure
(db above ideal) of receivers or amplifiers in the UHF and microwave frequency ranges. The
voltage standing wave ratio at the coaxial output connector has been kept very low over the
entire frequency range. No tuning or adjustment is necessary when used within specified frequency range. Corrections at upper frequency made necessary by noise diode transit time supplied
with each instrument. MEGA -NODE SR. frequency range 100-3000 mc. The widely used MEGA NODE operates between 1 and 220 mc.
MEGA -NODE SR. SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Range: 100 to 3000 mc
VSWR: 2 db over Frequency Range
Overload Protection: Automatic cut-off after
Noise Figure Range: 0 to 20 db
limited period at high
Voltage Supplies: DC-Regulated
output-Panel reset.

Output Impedance: 50 ohms unbalanced

Price: $895.00 F.O.B. Factory.
Phototube assembly with cover removed.
Center row of four type 921 gas phototubes
reacts when code dots on interrogating
card correspond to those for an abstract
on the film. Other two rows of phototubes
anticipate hits for either direction of film
travel and slow down film whenever
abstracts to be recopied are too close

THE MEGA-PIX
THE MEGA-PIX generates accurate picture and sound carriers in each of the twelve television
channels. Picture and sound carriers are substantially equal in amplitude and are simultaneously
adjustable in level by means of a single panel control. Channels are individually selected by a
front panel switch. Sound carriers are frequency modulated by an internally generated tone.
Frequency deviation is adjustable by front panel control. Picture carrier can be modulated by
RMA video signal either from external generator or from a receiver tuned to a transmitter. Modulation depth adjustable by front panel control. Picture modulation double side band. An electronically regulated power supply is included to minimize effects from line voltage changes.
SPECIFICATIONS
Picture Carriers: Frequency accurate to 0.01%
Picture -Sound Carrier Separation: 4.5 mc.
500 cps
RF Output Impedance: 72 ohms
RF Output Level: At least 30,000 microvolts into open circuit.
Video Signal Required: 2 volts peak -to-peak, black negative, into 72 ohms
Sound Deviation: Adjustable, 0 to 25 kc., 2000 cps tone

Price: $990.00 F.O.B. Factory
Write for further information.

KAY
25 MAPLE AVENUE

Prices 10% higher outside U.

ELECTRIC

S.

A. and Canada.

COMPANY

PINE BROOK, N. J.
Manufacturers of: Mega -Sweep: Mega -Match; Mega -Pulser; Megalyzer Jr.; Sona -Graph;
Sonalator and other instruments.
162

which pass the anticipatory detector at a spacing slightly greater
than 1/30th per second may, owing
to acceleration of the film, arrive
at the main hit detector with less
than this required spacing.
A separate framing mark is displayed at each end of the code area.
The one which is effective in any
case is the mark nearest the trailing
edge of the code area.
Amplidyne Drive System

The two film reels are separately
driven by individual amplidynemotor systems. The direction and
speed of the drive and the tension
in the film are maintained very precisely and flexibly by two speedsensing generators and a tension sensing rocker arm.
Each amplidyne is actuated by a
September, 1949
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These Stackpole Specialties

SIMPLIFY DESIGN and CONSTRUCTION
TINY "GA" CAPACITORS

...that

cost no more than "gimmicks"

These sturdy little capac tors cost no more than
flimsy, twisted wire "gimmicks," are non -induc-

tive and assure greater stability, higher Q,
better insulation resistance and higher breakdown voltage. Standard capacities include .5.68-1.0-1.5-2.2-3.3 and 4.7mmfd. types.
WRITE FOR
CATALOG RC7

INEXPENSIVE SUPPORTS
FOR WINDINGS
Handy Stackpole molded Bakelite coil forms
take less space and require one-third fewer
soldered connections. Standard forms are
available for universal, solenoid, tapped
universal and multiple windings. Molded iron
center sections can also be provided.

Stackpole fixed and
variable resistors Iron cores for practically any need-Inexpensive line and
slide switches.

DEPENDABLE, LOW COST
SLIDE SWITCHES
for 3 ampere, 125V. A. C. use
The new Stackpole Type SS -26 Switch is just the thing

for electrical appliances and equipment of all sorts!
Construction is exceptionally durable and the
switches are readily adaptable to various mounting arrangements. Underwriters approved and
conservatively rated for 3 amperes at 125
ampere at 125 volts D.C.).
volts A.C. (or
Single -pole single -throw and single -pole
double -throw types available.
1

The Stackpole

Min-

Man-your assurance of prompt,
dependable service
ute

Electronic Components Division

STACKPOLE CARBON COMPANY
ELECTRONICS

-

ST.

MARYS, PENNA.
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d -c amplifier

MOSINEE doesn't count its success in terms

of big volume records. More important to us is
the aid that MOSINEE "paperologists" and
facilities provide our customers.
If you have a problem involving paper

... if you

require specific technical characteristics such as

high tensile or tear strength, accurate caliper, density,
liquid repellency or absorbency, good dielectric

strength, specified pH for maximum -minimum
acidity or alkalinity

... and above all, if you want

to be sure of dependable uniformity

... it will

pay you to specify "MOSINEE." For

consultation with MOSINEE technicians, without

obligation to you, please write Dept. E.

t'P

whose input represents the algebraic summation of
the following signals: (1) An externally supplied reference voltage,
which determines the speed of the
drive by its magnitude and the direction of the drive by its polarity;
(2) a voltage from the associated
speed -sensing generator, which is
belt -driven from an idler riding on
the film to generate a voltage proportional to the film velocity; and
(3) an error signal, derived from a
potentiometer coupled to the
spring -loaded tension rocker, which
is proportional to the displacement
of the rocker from its normal equilibrium position. The tension error
signal is fed in opposite polarity to
both amplidyne amplifiers, and constitutes the only link between the
two reel drives to keep them in step
and maintain constant film tension.
Reversal of the film direction
calls simply for a reversal in polarity of the controlling reference
voltage. The abrupt reduction in
speed required for closely -spaced
hits is achieved merely by a proportional sharp reduction in the
reference voltage, under control of
a relay operated from the anticipatory hit detector and its interpreting circuits.

Flashtube Circuit
Light for recopying selected
items is 'supplied by the discharge
of a 0.1-µf capacitor charged to
2,000 volts and discharged through
a GE type FT -108 flashtube. Triggering is accomplished by a metallic
yoke around one end of the glass
envelope, coupled to the output of a
high -voltage triggering
transformer. The primary of the transformer is energized by a capacitor
discharge through a low -voltage
thyratron upon receipt of a command pulse from the main hit
detector.

MtLffl

Recopying Film Drive

MOSINEE PAPER MILLS COMPANY

"&serdezl Yafteì etfaiurfrci
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The high-speed
film -advance
mechanism of the recopying camera
is based on a quick -acting dual electromagnetic clutch, the plate of
which is keyed directly to the film driving sprocket. The action of
the control circuit transfers the
clutch plate from a fixed clutch surface to a constant -speed rotating
clutch surface for a sufficient time
September, 1949
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SAVE TIME AND SKILLED LABOR

In Laboratory Research ...Testing ... Standardization
AND PRODUCTION OF

Plastics, Liquids, Metals, Instruments, Chemicals, Etc.
Bowser refrigeration units, producing temperatures as low as
minus -1500 f., are designed to meet the rigid requirements of modern
industry in testing, processing and laboratory procedure. They are the
result of many years of research and development ... and are available
in a number of standard models. Experienced Bowser engineers will
design special units to meet specific requirements.
1.

...

for the user who
LABORATORY UNITS
requires varying conditions of temperature,
altitude and relative humidity. A typical
complete testing of aircraft
application
instruments under various conditions of

...

flight.

...

for the
2. RELATIVE HUMIDITY UNITS
user whose products are not affected by low
temperature or high altitude, but by moistesting
ture only. A typical application
for the moisture content of paper as it is

...

being processed.

Ik!

CANADA,

ELECTRONICS

-

S.

F.

ROWSER CO.,

LTD.,

344

...

4. UTILITY UNITS . . for the user who does
not require the accuracy of our Laboratory
Units. A typical application .. . production
line spot checking of radio components.
.

-

. for the
VACUUM UNITS
5. ALTITUDE
user whose products or testing requirements
are not affected by temperature or humidity,
but who is primarily interested in noting the
effect of varying atmospheric pressures. A
testing and proving
typical application
the advantages or limits of vacuum packaging, as well as standard aircraft testing.
.

.

...

...

for the user whose
3. INDUSTRIAL UNITS
requirements do not call for conditions of

BOWSER, INC REFRIGERATION

high altitude or relative humidity, but low
temperatures only. A typical application
the expansion fitting of bushings.

DIVISION

-- 420

SHERMAN

LEXINGTON AVE., N. Y. C.

AVE.,

HAMILTON,

ONTARIO
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A Complete Line of

interval to produce a one-frame ad-

PRODUCTION TEST EQUIPMENT

for TV Manufacturers
Tel -Instrument has designed and

provided the production test
equipment for many of the major TV manufacturers. A complete
line of instruments designed to be unusually critical in the testing
of TV receivers is available. They are the result of the wide
practical experience of Tel -Instrument engineers plus a complete
understanding of the production problems of TV manufacturing.

TYPE

2120

R.F.PICTURE SIGNAL GENERATOR
Provides picture and sound carrier.
by standard R.M.A.
composite picture signal. Sound
carrier stability suitable for testing
Inter Carrier type receivers. Internal 400 cycle FM and External
audio with 75 microsecond pre emphasis. Output max. 0.1v p -p
across 75 ohm line. Available
channels 2-13.

Modulated

TYPE
12

R.F. SWEEP GENERATOR

Intended for precise adjustment of
R.F. head oscillator :oils and R.F.
band pass circuits. Pulse type
markers at picture and sound
carrier frequencies entend to zero
signal reference base line. Accuracy of markers 0.02% of
carrier frequency. 12 to 15 MC.
sweep on all channels. Max. 1.V
peak output across c 75 ohm line.
Provisions for balanced input receivers. Instant sele:tion by push
button.

TYPE
TYPE

1900

CRYSTAL CONTROLLED

MULTI -FREQUENCY GENERATOR
A 10 frequency, 400 cps. modulated crystal controlled oscillator,
ideal for production line adjustment of stagger tuned I.F. amplifiers. Available with crystals ranging from 4.5 to 40 MC. Output
frequency accurate to 0.20%.
Immediate push button selection
of frequency. Output attenuator
range .5V to 500 microvolts. Self
contained regulated power supply.

1200

CHANNEL

1500

I.F. WOBBULATOR
A two band sweeping generator
covering the range Df 4.5 to 500
MC. Capable of a Sand width of

approximately ±3.5% on either
band. Five pulse type crystal
generated markers to specified
frequencies available for each
band. Accuracy of narkers .05%.
Zero signal refererce base line,
with markers extending to base
line. l.V output max. into 75 ohms.
A saw sweep avai able for "X"
axis of scope.

Low -Voltage X-Rays

RUTHERFORD,

N.

of intense x-rays
generated by voltages below 50 kilovolts has always been a problem.
In recent years the situation has
become acute because of two tube
developments, a contact therapy
tube in which the ray -producing
target is placed against the skin or
even inserted into the body cavities,
and a beryllium -window tube yield MEASUREMENT

TQJ-Jrlstrument Co. Inc.
EAST

surface.
The control circuit automatically
performs this function following
receipt of a command pulse from
the main hit detector. The basis of
the circuit is a self -returning or
one-shot multivibrator driving a
pair of 6V6 output tubes in pushpull fashion. The two clutch coils
are the plate loads for the output
tubes. The multivibrator return
time constant governs the active interval of the clutch and hence the
amount of advance of the film.
The major difficulties encountered with electronic components
thus far stem from electron tube
variability. In particular, the type
921 phototubes were found to vary
widely in sensitivity. A selection
process is necessary in order to obtain a properly matched set, as
about 78 percent of the tubes tested
proved unsuitable. Serious difficulty
was also encountered with the type
12AX7 tubes used as cathode -followers immediately following the
phototubes; about 75 percent of the
tubes which were received for this
installation were so far short of the
published emission and transconductance ratings as to be unusable.
The basic features of the machine
are unpatented and in the public
domain. Original drawings of mechanical details for the Selector
are available for inspection at the
Office of Technical Services in
Washington. A report describing
the Rapid Selector in detail and
accompanied by illustrations (PB
97535, $2.50 per copy) is available
from the Office of Technical Services, U. S. Department of Commerce, Washington 25, D. C.

Measurement of Intense

Write for Detailed Engineering Data Sheets.

52 PATERSON AVENUE

vance of the sprocket, after which
the plate is returned to the fixed

J.
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YOU CAN 6E

SURE..

IF ITS

Wksti nhouse

Experimental arrangement used at National Bureau of Standards to expose a nylon
thimble chamber to x-rays from a beryllium -window x-ray tube mounted behind a
solenoid shutter control which admits definite amounts of radiation to the thimble
ionization chamber

ing 10,000 times the output of an
ordinary x-ray tube. In the first of
these, the radiation in the tissues
is very intense near the target and
it is therefore essential to accurately measure and control the dosage. The second type is used primarily for skin therapy, biological
research, and for some industrial
purposes where high output is
useful.
Studies of the measuring problem
by the National Bureau of Standards have had two principal directions: first, designing and constructing improved performance
standards and, second, obtaining
data to permit the approximate correction of standard dosage meter
readings for very soft x-rays.
Ionization Chambers

The problem of devising a small
free -air standard ionization chamber turned out to be not too difficult for radiation intensities up to
1,000 roentgens per minute. However, in the use of such a chamber,
absorption of the very soft radiation between the diaphragming and
measuring point may be very large
and this loss must be known with
an accuracy equal to that desired in
the final measurement. A large
series of such air absorption coefficients has been determined using
a beryllium -window x-ray tube with
voltages ranging from 10 to 200
kv in small increments. Since the
coefficient of air absorption varies
ELECTRON ICS

-

I4VAY PR0TEC7Î0W
FOR LONG ELECTRICAL LIFE
Give electrical apparatus the benefit of Tuffernell 4 -Way Protection:

High dielectric strength
operating temperatures
to moisture, oil, acids and alkali
4. High bonding strength
These qualities are characteristic of the new Tuffernell Thermosetting Varnishes. For example, Tuffernell B-161 is already a
favorite with many users. It provides the extra protection needed
for dependable operation under conditions where ordinary
varnishes break down.
A good illustration is the growing use of Tuffernell for mine
electrical equipment. Below ground, and above, the service is
unusually severe. Many progressive mine operators now use
Tuffernell exclusively when rebuilding apparatus.
Such proof of performance is assurance of dependability for
your equipment, too. For data on the complete Tuffernell line, call
your nearby Westinghouse office. Ask for Bulletins 65-120 and
65-130. Or write Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Dept. 39,
1-o6433
P. O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.
1.

2. Long life at Class B
3. Excellent resistance

Westinghouse
TUFFERNELL INSULATING VARNISHES

-for every

electrical need
167
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YOU CAN BE SURE IF IT'S A

because you TRY before you buy
with a PRODUCTION SAMPLE!

*

For many years, The Grainer

...

OPEN TYPE-STRAP MOUNTING

"Gracoil" Trans-

Company has engaged in the successful design and quantity production of Gracoil Transformers and
Windings, making countless thousands for big name manufacturers
in American industry. Such success
is due in part to Gracoil's "production sample" method of testing in
advance for physical and electrical
correctness. No guesswork. Try it.

formers include:
Open Types-Step-

Down-Up-Fully
Enclosed-Line

Voltage Regulating

-Filament-Audio

-Filter

Reactors

"ANYTHING -ANYWHERE"

-Isolation-to
specifications.

for

THE PRODUCTION SAMPLE IS YOUR
GUARANTEE OF DEPENDABLE PERFORMANCE!

FULLY ENCLOSED

2f/atte ect49

THE GRAMER COMPANY
Electrical
Coils and Transformers

2734 N. PULASKI ROAD

CHICAGO 39, ILL., U.S.A.

ESTABLISHED IN 1935

a

single charge!

RAILWAY EXPRESS provides de-

pendable, uniform shipping fa-

cilities through 23,000 offices

from coast to coast. Here's fast,
complete service, by rail or air,

MICH oPoT

',PRECISION TEN -TURN POTENTIOMETER

If
2.

You get permanent accuracy because the resistance wire is locked
in place. It is precision positioned
and moulded integrally with the
housing.

designed to meet your every

shipping need-for a single, allinclusive charge!
For

really economical, "any-

thing

-

anywhere" shipping,

specify RAILWAY

EXPRESS.

You get permanently accurate settings, smooth action and low
uniform torque provided by the
stainless steel, precision ground,

double thread lead screw guiding
the moving contact.

3.

You get precise positioning of the
moving contact because of the
two bearings supporting the rotor
assembly.

At

You get good rigid terminals because they are moulded integrally
with the housing.
soldered to ends of rebefore moulding.
Entire resistance circuit is an integral part of the housing.

eSTerminals
sistance element

"Let's look ahead" is the watchword of

get accurate setting and re setting due to anti -backlash spring
in contact guide.

6You

the 60,000 Railway Express employes.
They work and plan together to serve

a Brie resolution because

get
7You
of the 431/2"

p
tTI

length of resistance
wire in the spiral element.

Units for immediate shipment:
1,000 to 30,000 ohm range.
Special resistance values made to order.

You geta resistance output directly
proportional to shaFt rotation within ±0.1% of the total resistance.
Every potentiometer is automatically machine tested for linearity
at 101 points.

you and your community by meeting

your exact shipping and distribution

requirements.

WRITE TODAY FOR
ENGINEERING INFORMATION

GIBBS

DIVISION

THE GEORGE W. BORG CORPORATION
D

E

L

A V A N

WISCONSIN

NATION-WIDE

"/ RAIL -AIR
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rapidly with the wavelength distribution in the x-ray beam, the
results are critically dependent
upon the waveform of the voltage
used to produce the x-rays. At the
Bureau a constant -potential excitation has been used in order to obtain a describable radiation quality.
For radiation intensities above
1,000 roentgens per minute, the
simple standard could not be used
in the normal way. The principal
problem was to measure all of the
ions produced in the chamber. Be -

This nylon thimble chamber with a capacity of 250 roentgens is one form of ionization chamber used in the measurement of
intense low -voltage x-rays. The wall of this
chamber is made of nylon only 0.005 inch
thick

cause of the very high concentration of ions along the beam, a
substantial fraction of the ions is
lost by recombination. At the highest usable electric fields in the
chamber (4,000 volts per cm) the
losses range from 1 percent at 10,000 roentgens per minute to 10
percent at 300,000 r per min with
a normal beam of about 8 mm
diameter. Reducing the beam diameter to 0.5 mm permits 100 percent of the ions to be pulled away
and measured at field strengths of
only 500 volts per cm.
A successful standard embodying
this modification has now been constructed for calibrations in the
range of 5 to 50 kv. Accurate calibrations have now been made with
this standard, for all the commercially available dosage meters, even
though the standard was not originally intended for use at such low
energies. When properly calibrated,
these ionization chambers can be
used safely with soft radiations if
the intensities are not too great
and if the voltage waveform during
calibration and subsequent use are
the same.
Thimble Chambers

Inherent limitations of the thimble chambers have been discovered
for the measurement of high -inELECTRONICS

September, 1949
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COIL WINDINGS
call for Coto -Coil
Coto -Coil engineers are here to
help you solve your coil problems.
Whatever your requirements, Coto Coil quality always assures the
"best for the least".

BOBBINS
ACETATE INTERLEAVE
(Coalesced)

PAPER INTERLEAVE

COTTON

INTERWEAVE

TAPED FORM WOUND

UNIVERSAL SINGLE OR
MULTI -PIE CROSS WOUND

COTO -COIL CO., INC.
COIL SPECIALISTS SINCE 1917

65 Pavillion Avenue, Providence 5, R. I.
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NEW

TIMING MOTOR
DEVELOPMENTS

NEW SLOW SPEED SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
The new 4400 Series is an unusually com-

pact slow speed motor with all reduction
gearing completely enclosed in a single
gear cup. Especially well -suited for use
in chart drives, controls, instruments,
timers and other applications requiring
reliability and low cost.

-

Features slow rotor speed
450 rpm;
output speeds
and 2 revolutions per
1
day, 1 per week; torque
20 ounce
inches at all speeds; measures only
2-1/8" x 2-1/2" x 1-7/16"; mountable
in any position; 1- or 2 -way internal
frictions for manual resetting; U. L.

-

approved.

D.C. MOTOR FOR TIMING APPLICATIONS
This redesigned 9200 Series D.C. motor,

low voltage, permanent magnet type, is
intended primarily for timing applications.

Lubricated for life; totally enclosed; size
2-1/8" x 2-7/16" x 1-13/32"; weight
approximately 6 ounces. Wide range of
output speeds available. Current drain
62 milliamps, no load, 72°F; standard
voltages 6 to 30. Can be made to Army Navy specifications.
accuracy affected by voltage,
temperature and load variations; cannot
be held closer than 10% under optimum
conditions.

tensity x-rays (above 1,000 r per
min) in air. Most such chambers
operate with an electrode potential
ranging from 200 to 400 volts. This
voltage is insufficient to pull all
of the ions to the collecting electrode before some are lost by recombination. At an intensity of say
5,000 r per min the loss may be
5 percent while at 500,000 r per
min it may be as much as 70
percent.
Since with present instruments
there is no way of substantially increasing electrode potential, the
Bureau has experimentally determined saturation curves for high
radiation intensities, from which
it is possible to obtain fair corrections for the loss of ions. Since this
correction cannot be relied on in
all situations met in practice, careful determinations have been made
of the limitations and intensity
range of such chambers. Although
a thimble chamber has not been
perfected for every use, it has been
established clearly for the first
time just when these chambers can
be used safely.

Out of these NBS studies have
come design principles leading to
the possibility of a new type of
small ionization chamber suitable

for measuring the extremely high
intensities yielded by the lowvoltage beryllium -window tubes.

Timing

Complete Engineering Bulletin on performance characteristics available.

MEMO

TO DESIGNERS:

Both of these motors are now in production
samples are now available. For
full details, ask for Data Sheets.

-

WRITE 2421 ELM STREET

MANUFACTURING
TORRINGTON
OF

GENERAL

L

COMPANY,

Ote

INC.

CONNECTICUT
YOUR PRODUCTS

HARNESS TIME TO

SUBSIDIARY

I

I

I

TIME

INSTRUMENTS

CORPORATION
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Television Receiver Focus
Compensation
By EARL M. UNDERHILL
Chief Engineer

Magnet Division
Crucible Steel Company of America

Harrison, N. J.

of the present day popular sized television receiving sets employ magnetic type kinescopes with
electromagnetic focussing. The focussing device consists ordinarily
of a coil of wire carrying an adjustable value of direct current and
mounted in a steel case which provides a fixed air gap in the proper
position adjacent to the neck of the
tube. More recently a focussing device which is a combination of a
permanent-magnet and an electromagnet (the ratio of p -m flux to
e -m flux varying between differ MOST
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1-rrttn,for tfie worlis 'TisrscríGed by AMPEX °lfter thP9rl'at- shows in radio

Here's why... the

MAP

new series 300

a

MAGNETIC
TAPE RECORDER

answers
industry need
FIG. I-Curves for determining the ratio of
p -m to e -m magnetic field for combination
focus compensation of television receivers

ent makes) has become popular.
Some manufacturers are even considering a device employing only a
permanent magnet with a steel
sleeve and steel end plates, focus
adjustment being attained by varying the length of the air gap between the sleeve and one end plate.
When choosing the proper type of
focus device, many factors must be
considered, among the more important of which are original cost,
power consumption, heat dissipation and compensation for voltage
variation. This latter item becomes
most important when little or no
voltage stabilization is provided by
the set. Ordinary household voltages may easily vary plus or minus
10 percent, and a great deal less
variation may cause either a very
unpleasant picture or the necessity
for frequent refocussing. Consequently, each type of focus device
should be examined in the light of
this requirement.
Analysis

Focus compensation is best analyzed by examining the deflection to
which a single electron or a beam of
electrons is subjected when passing
through the focussing device under
given conditions of field strength
and accelerating voltage. If this deflection remains constant when the
applied voltage to the receiver varies, the picture will remain in
focus; if not, it will de -focus. It
ELECTRONICS

-

!

Designed by
engineers who had
your engineering
needs in mind!

Console Model 300* $1,573.75

Portable Model 300 $1,594.41
Rack Mounted $1,491.75
Meter panel extra
I.' . O. B. Factory, San Carlos,

* You

Calif.

can depend on Ampex

Read what Frank Marx, Vice President in charge of Engineering,
American Broadcasting Company, says: "For the past two years
A.B.C. has successfully used magnetic tape for rebroadcast purposes ... A.B.C. recorded on AMPEX in Chicago ...17 hours per
day. For 2618 hours of playback time, the air time lost was less
than 3 minutes: a truly remarkable record."

* Original program quality preserved
Use of independent reproduction facilities allows instantaneous
monitoring and makes possible the most stringent comparisons
between recordings and originals.

SPECIFICATIONS
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO: The
overall unweighted system noise
is 70 db. below tape saturation,
and over 60 db. below 3% total
harmonic distortion et 400 cycles.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
At 15"± 2 db. 50-15,000 cycles
At 7.5"± 2 db. 50- 7;500 cycles

FLUTTER AND WOW: At 15
inches per second, well under
0.1% r. m. s., measuring all flutter
components from 0 to 300 cycles,
using a tone of 3000 cycles. At
7.5 inches, under .2%.

STARTING TIME: Instantaneous.
(When starting in the Normal
Play mode of operation, the tape
is up to full speed in less than
.1 second.)

Manufactured by Ampex Electric Corporation, San Carlos, Calif.
DISTRIBUTED BY

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
9028 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif.

*

GRAYBAR ELECTRIC CO.
420 Lexin fron Ave., New York 17,

Inc.
N. Y.

AUDIO & VIDEO PRODUCTS CORPORATION
1650 Broadway, New York, New York
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IF

IT'S

SPECIAL
SEE

PROGRESSIVE

SILASTIC* INSULATED
WIRE AND CABLE

ITti

Now Available for High Temperature
High Voltage Applications

PROMCO

eRANï

f
KEEP

YOUR

COSTS

DOWN

Progressive specializes in manufacturing special heads, threads
and finishes on any metal or alloy
adapted to cold upset. Please
write for catalog showing many
Progressive specials. Catalog includes purchasing and engineering helps.
PHOTO COURTESY

744

PROGRESSIVE

MANUFACTURING CO.

ENLARGED VIEW

50 NORWOOD ST.

TORRINGTON, CONNECTICUT

high accuracy plus!
TYPE
1

BX-

(-,'/J,

WATT

For Instrumentation
and other critical

applications
NONINDUCTIVE
MAX.

1.5 Megohm (331 Alloy)
1.0 Megohm (Nichrome)
10,000 Ohms (Manganin)
BODY SIZE: 1" lg. by 9/16" diem
TOLERANCE: STANDARD 1%
(TO 1/10% at Slight Ex.
RES:

Ira Cost)

TYPE
1/2

CX-

WATT

IN -RES -CO wire wound resistors
are engineered for the manufacturer maintaining a reputation of
top quality and performance in his
equipment. They cover a full range
from 1 watt to 10 watts and .01
ohm to 1.5 megohm. Conservative
ratings assure maximum long life;
trouble free service. Write for catalog today on company letterhead.

RES:

heat, ozone and weathering.

+400°

F.

properties plus good resistance to a
variety of chemicals and hot oil are now available to you in Silastic* insulated wire and cable.
Among the many high temperature applications
for Silastic* insulated wire or cable are: power
plant wiring and lead wire for electric ovens,
These

furnaces and motors.
Other applications include wiring for high intensity floodlights and street lights, and as high
voltage ignition and neon sign cable. Our specifications for Silastic* insulated wire and cable are
given in pamphlet No. G 6 N 9.
*TRADEMARK DOW CORNING CORPORATION

CORNING CORPORATION
MIDLAND, MICHIGAN

INDUCTIVE
MAX.

is

Silastic* has been chosen to insulate the new line
of heat -stable "Okotherm" wire and cable made
by the Okonite Company of Passaic, N. J.
Silastic* insulation maintain< its high dielectric
strength even after continuous long time exposure
to temperatures as high as 200° C. (400° F.).
Its dielectric loss factor is low compared with
that of organic rubbers.
Silastic* insulation is practically unaffected by
corona or ozone. A severe corona resistance
test of Silastic 181 for example, was discontinued after more than 4000 hours without
breakdown. The best organic rubber insulating
materials break down under this same test in
50 to 150 hours.
Silastic* insulated wires and cables withstand
severe outdoor weathering without deterioration
because of exceptional water repellency, low
moisture absorption, resistance to oxidation and
flexibility at low temperatures. Serviceable operating temperatures range from -80° to

DOW

NON -

THE OKONITE COMPANY

extruded over wire and cable ranging
from No. 18 to 500,000 circular mils in size to
provide insulation having maximum resistance to
Silastic*

Chicago

Atlanta

750,000 ohm (331 Alloy)
500,000 ohm (Nichrome)
15,000 ohm (Manganin)

Los Angeles

Cleveland
New York

Dallas

In Canada: Fiberglas Canada, Ltd., Toronto
In England: Albright and Wilson, Ltd., London

BODY SIZE: 5,"8" lg. by 9/16" diem.
TOLERANCE: STANDARD 1%
(TO 1/10% at Slight Ex
tra Cost)

INIE&CO

INSTRUMENT RESISTORS CO., 1056 COMMERCE AVE., UNION, N. 1.
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may be readily demonstrated that
(1)
D = KH/ .NIÉ
where D is the deflection of electron
beam passing through the focus device and subject to action of field
strength H and accelerating voltage
E', H is the magnetic field strength
produced by the focus device, E is
the applied voltage to the receiver,
and K is the constant of proportionality including that relating E
to E'.
Field Strength
The field strength H produced by
an electromagnetic focus device
will be directly proportional to the
direct current I flowing through its
windings. This in turn (disregarding circuit nonlinearities) will be
directly proportional to the applied
voltage to the receiver, or H = C1E.
Hence, for this case D = K1VE.
This relation is shown by the appropriate curve of Fig. 1A.
The field strength H produced by
a permanent -magnet focus device
will be constant with respect to

impressed voltage variations. For
this case D = K,/VE. This relation is also shown in Fig. 1A. Obviously, neither of these relations
present a desirable condition and
both will result in picture defocusing upon relatively slight variation
in impressed voltage.
Combined Field Strength
The field strength H produced by
a combination p -m and e-m unit will
consist of the summation of two
factors, one of which is constant

with respect to E and the other of
which varies directly with E, or,

H=A+BE

(2)

Referring to Eq. 1, for D to remain a constant the following relation must hold :
A

+ BE =

C sI

É

(3)

Since A, B and C are constants,
this equality is not maintained over
all values of E; in fact, the equality
exists at a maximum of only two
values of E, one of which may be
imaginary. The right-hand side of
Eq. 3 is shown plotted in Fig. 1B.
The left-hand side of Eq. 3 is the
expression for a straight line of
slope B and vertical ordinate intercept A. By proper choice of the
constants A and B this line may be
ELECTRONICS
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Circuit Jperating locus superposed on characteristics
of magnetic core material for a simple series reactor
reactload swing with a 5.0 to
giving a 3.0 to
ance change. Range of premagnetization required
is 5.0 ampere -turns per inch to 40.0 ampere -turns
1

1

per inch.

Vickers Inc., offers complete, extensive Research, Engineering and Development
facilities which are available to the industry for technical
problems and applications of VICKERS products relative
to specific requirements.
VICKERS ELECTRIC DIVISION,

STATIC VOLTAGE REGULATORS
MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS
STATIC MOTOR SPEED CONTROLS POWER SATURABLE
PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS
RECTIFIERS
REACTORS
SERVOMECHANISMS MAGNETIC FLUID CLUTCHES
SPECIAL MOTORS AND GENERATORS TRANSFORMERS
CONTROLLED POWER RECTIFIERS FOR ELECTRO -CHEMICAL
PROCESSES

Request Magnetic Amplifier Bulletin VT- 2000

VICKERS ELECTRIC DIVISION
1815 LOCUST ST., ST. LOUIS 3, MISSOURI
Manufacturers of Electrical Products A Unit of the Sperry Corporation
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placed anywhere on the graph that
is desired. The closest approximation to the condition of Eq. 3 over
a voltage range on either side of

the mean impressed voltage E. is
attained by making the straight
line A + BE tangent to the curve
CVE at the point [E f (E.)]. Thir
line is also shown in Fig. lB.
Now, the mean value of field
strength H. produced by the combination p -m and e -m focus device
with a mean value of impressed
voltage E. applied to the receiver is
(from Eq. 2)

H,=A+BE,

Present 3 clean-cut

Advantages
1. EXTREME UNIFORMITY

...

3.

BETTER FOR MOLDED PARTS

.. closed end keeps compound out.

If

you use pins for vacuum tubes, adapters,
fluorescent lamps, plugs, or electrical equipment of any kind, the chances are you'll save
time, money and rejections by using these super smooth, seamless, patented Radio Pins. They are
available in a wide variety of styles and sizes,
with staking end either closed or open. For a
quotation, simply send a sketch, sample or description and state the quantity you need.

Radio or Radar Equipment?
In addition to Radio Pins,
we produce large quantities of top caps, base shells
and adapter shells for vacuum tubes; also a wide variety of other metal products including deep drawn
shells and cups, blanks and
stampings, ferrules, grommets, washers, vents, fasteners-and, for almost every

J É,

and BE,

-

C

JE°
2

(5)

Since the two curves of Fig. lB
intersect at the point E,, this point
is a solution of Eq. 3 and we may

write

A+ BE. =CJE,
Substituting Eq.
get

A-C2°

(6)

5

into Eq. 6 we

=BE,

(7)

Referring back to Eq. 4, the
above relation indicates that the
best possible focus compensation
with voltage variation is supplied
by a combination p -m and e -m focus
device so designed that the permanent magnet supplies 50 percent of
the focussing magnetic field when
nominal voltage is applied to the

BY REUBEN LEE
Advisory Engineer
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Baltimore, Md.

THE CHOKE -INPUT filter

chart given

in the Reference Sheet for this issue can be applied to swinging
chokes, shunt -tuned chokes and two stage filters by making certain cor-

THE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY
Waterbury Brass Goods Branch
General Offices: Waterbury 88, Connecticut
Subsidiary of Anaconda Copper Mining Company
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Additional Uses for
Rectifier Filter Chart

ment, the world's largest
assortment of eyelets. 47420

Canada: ANACONDA AMERICAN

=

receiver.

manufacturing require-

Ito

2JE

dE
B

2. SUPERIOR STAKING QUALITIES
ends will roll without splitting.

(4)

From Fig. 1B it is seen that B is
equal to the slope of the curve CVE
at the point E..
d(CJE)
C

BRASS LTD.,

New Toronto, OW.

rections as set forth here.
Swinging Choke

If the choke in the filter swings
to S times the full -load value in
henrys, the regulation is improved
September, 1949
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considerably without affecting the
full -load ripple. The chart may still
be used for this case with certain
corrections. At least this is true
for the single-phase full -wave rectifier, which is where the swinging
choke is used most commonly. The
swinging choke requires less
bleeder current for a given number
of henrys at full load, but capacitance C is not appreciably affected.
Since use of the chart starts with
bleeder current, it is necessary to
multiply the capacitance obtained
from the chart by the ratio S, but
to it must be added nearly the same
percentage the chart gives in the
curve of corrections for L.
The value of L obtained by projecting the bleeder current downwards is the maximum or swinging
value. It must be divided by S to
obtain the full -load value. Transient conditions may be approximated closely by using the full
amount of capacitance in the filter
and the full-load value of henrys in
the choke. Peak ripple current is
dependent on the full -load value of
henrys and is therefore S times the
bleeder current.

If
the
Problem

2

is

KW AMPLIFIER

CONTROL
UNIT

ELECTRONIC
DUAL DIVERSITY
CONVERTER
. , ,

for the answer

look to

Shunt -tuned Choke

If the filter choke is parallel tuned to the fundamental ripple frequency, the ripple and regulation
are less than they would be with
an untuned choke. The inductance
of the choke is held as constant as
is practicable from bleeder load to
full load, so that approximately the
same ripple is obtained at all loads.
With practicable tolerances on
choke inductance and tuning capacitance, the choke impedance is effectively increased 3 to 1, hence R1=
(3XL
Xg)/Pd, and the ratio

-

-

(Pd/PR is equal to (3XL
Xc)/X,.
Combining gives X,, = PRR and the
chart can be used directly for capacitance C. The values of inductance,
however, must be divided by 3 in
order to obtain the actual henrys in
the choke. This lower value of
henrys and the capacitance C across
the load determine transient conditions as shown by the third quadrant of the chart. Peak ripple current is limited by tuning capacitance.

Filters
In a two -stage filter of the choke input type, the most economical use
Two -Stage

ELECTRONICS

-September,

...

From amplifiers to electronic repeaters
RECEIVER
from diversity converters to complete reASSEMBLY
and
test
instruments
ceiver assemblies,
B
&
W
equipfrequency multiplier units,
ment is backed by men who have spent a
lifetime in the electronic field . . . men
who know the problems of radio and
electronics and how to solve them.
Modern, up-to-date facilities are ready
B&W DISTORTION
to convert the designs of these engineers
METER
assemblies,
or
complete
into components
designed and fabricated to withstand the
toughest assignments and carrying the
B&W
B & W trade -mark, recognized the world
ALL (BAND

over for excellence.

Write for the latest

B

FREQUENCY
MULTIPLIER

& W Catalog to: Dept. EL -99

BARKER &WILLIAMSONINc.
237 Fairfield Avenue

1949

Upper Darby, Pa.
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SPECIFY MINES

pickup needs!

Electrical Connectors
Molded as integral "one
piece" Neoprene rubber
units to cables or cords
(see illustration) they're
shatter proof-waterproof
and wear resistant. You
owe yourself a working
acquaintanceship with
MINES outstanding elec-

Fluoroscopic
view showing insula-

trical connector line. Write

ness,

NOW for full details.

NOW a full line of Tirone's amazing
ceramic pick ups-made by famous
Sonorone! All with these great basic
features: Full frequency (response
from 50 to 10,000 cycles.) Bell -like
supertone makes new or old players
thrilling. Climate -proof, moisture proof, fungus -proof! Lightest pressure
saves needle wear, revives worn records.
NO needle talk! NO crystals, magnets,
filaments to fail. NO pre -amplifiers.
Performs perfectly for years!

tion thick-

wire

lay, etc.

CATALOG IN SWEETS '48-49
FILE FOR PRODUCT DESIGNERS
SEE OUR

No. 330M Male Connector

MANUFACTURED BY

MINES EQUIPMENT COMPANY
4265 CLAYTON AVE.

i
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SPECIALISTS IN
ELECTRONIC GEARS

Order f
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NO TOI

TITO

QUAKER CITY GEAR WORKS
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N. FRONT ST.

P18-32
HILADELPHIA 22, PA.

Call your Jobber or write to
SONOTONE, Box 5, Elmsford, N. Y.
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Really Smooth-Outstandingly Quiet-Fully Dependable

of material occurs when both stages
of the filter are alike. The chart
can be used for such filters if it is
recognized that the ripple is that on
the load side of the first choke.
The ripple across the load is not
twice this amount in negative db.
For example, if the filter consisted of two stages both equal to
that in the example given in the
Reference Sheet, the ripple would
not be
100 db, but some lower
figure, because of the fact that the
rectifier output is less than 100
percent ripple. In the case of the
three-phase full -wave rectifier this
is 4.2 percent rms, or -25 db on
the usual ratio of hum to maximum
signal. Hence the net hum across
the load, if two sections like that
in the example were used, would
be
50 db
25 db =
75 db. The
following table gives the amount
of ripple reduction which must be
applied to each of the three kinds
of rectifiers shown on the chart in

MANY TYPES
AVAILABLE FROM
STOCK
and through
Shallcross
parts distributors

-

-

-

-

order to arrive at the ripple across
the load with a two -stage filter having like sections.
Type of Rectifier
Single-Phase Full-Wave
Three -Phase Half -Wave
Three -Phase Full -Wave

db

rms

3.5 0.47
0.18
0.04

12
25

Instead of subtracting db, the
chart value in percent may be
divided by that given in this table,
for the second stage.
The regulation in a two -stage filter, as far as capacitance effect is
concerned, depends upon the inductance of the first choke as in a
single -stage filter. Therefore the
chart applies directly to the inductance and capacitance of the first
stage. The peak ripple current likewise depends upon the inductance
of the first choke, regardless of the
location of the bleeder resistor.
Transients are more complicated,
due to the fact that the two stages
interact under transient conditions. The various transient properties of voltage and current obtained from the chart apply
approximately to a two -stage filter;
that is, the L and C of one stage
roughly determine them. Considerable refinement must be used to
obtain more accurate answers.
ELECTRONICS
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ATTENUATORS
ALL STANDARD FIXED AND
VARIABLE TYPES
LADDER AND BALANCED
LADDER CONTROLS

"T"
BALANCED

CONTROLS

"H

CONTROLS

POTENTIOMETERS
VARIABLE IMPEDANCE
MATCHING NETWORKS
V.U. METER RANGE
EXTENDING ATTENUATORS

STANDARD AND SPECIAL
FIXED PADS
SPECIAL NETWORKS

Perhaps you've noticed how
frequently Shallcross attenuators now
appear in the finest audio or communications equipment? Or how often they
are chosen for replacement purposes?
There's a reason! Improved design,
materials and production techniques have
resulted in a line that sets new, higher
standards of attenuation performance for
practically every audio and communications use.
Shallcross Attenuation Engineering
Bulletin 4 gladly sent on request.
Shallcross Manufacturing Co.
Collingdale, Pa.
Dept. E-99

RESISTORS- INSTRUMENTS

-

SWITCHES -ATTENUATORS
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$3.19 Air Express cost helped this

(continued from

p

126)

wildcatter strike it rich!

When a pump valve goes while drilling for oil, it's costly. Idle men and equipment make profits evaporate. It happened to a wildcatter at 4 P.M. Phoned 800
miles away for parts-delivered 11 P.M. that night by Air Express. 12 lbs. cost
only $3.19. (Regular use of Air Express keeps any business moving.)

antenna by lights on a remote control unit. It features 375 -degree
rotation in either direction at 1
rpm, positive electrical stop at the
end of the rotation, cast aluminum
frame that will take 150 -pound load
and up to 1i -inch diameter mast,
and corrosion -resistant components.
Power consumption is 20 watts.

Tape Eraser
AMPLIFIER CORP. OF AMERICA, 398-7
Broadway, New York 13, N. Y. The

Magnerasor provides complete and
instantaneous erasure of normal
and overloaded signal from all types

$3.19 was complete cost. Air Express
charges include speedy pick-up and delivery service. Receipt for shipment,
too. Makes the world's fastest shipping
service exceptionally convenient.

Air Express

-

goes on all Scheduled
Airline flights. Frequent schedules

coast -to -coast overnight deliveries.
Direct by air to 1300 cities, fastest
air -rail to 22,000 off-airline offices

Facts on low Air Express rates
Special dies (28 lbs.) go 500 miles for $1.30.
6 -lb. carton of vacuum tubes goes 900 miles for $2.10.
(Same day delivery if you ship early.)
Only Air Express gives you all these advantages: Special pick-up
and delivery at no extra cost. You get a receipt for every shipment and
delivery is proved by signature of consignee. One -carrier responsioility.
Assured protection, too-valuation coverage up to $50 without extra
charge. Practically no limitation on size or weight. For fast shipping
action, phone Air Express Division, Railway Express Agency. And
specify "Air Express delivery" on orders.

If

V/7,I "M/
A IR
EXPRESS

/e

ßE75 7WERE Fhe.57

Rates include pick-up and delivery door
to door in all principal towns and cities

Nc

AIR EXPRESS, A SERVICE OF RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY AND THE

SCHEDULED
178
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OF THE U.S.

of recorded tape, and lowers residual noise level as much as 3 to 6 db
below that of unused tape. The
unit operates on a line voltage of
100 to 130 volts, 25 to 60 cycles.

Three -Way Air Meter
ANEMOSTAT CORP. OF AMERICA, 10 E

39th St., New York 16, N. Y. The
Anemotherm, a new three-way air
meter, gives air velocity, air temperature and static pressure readings at the turn of a knob. It
measures air velocity from 10 to
5,000 feet per minute; air temperature, from ± 30 to± 155 F; static
pressure from 0.05 to 10 positive
September, 1949-ELECTRONICS
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Slash

Fastening Costs
on nut

and bolt
assemblies

with
32 Element TV Beam

PALNUT

POWER GAIN 127 OVER DIPOLE

TRADEMARK

SELF-LOCKING

TV, FM, and special, multi -element beams, 8 to 32
elements, peaked on channel, or on your frequency.

NUT S

Folder with all prices, weights, etc. on request.
Low in cost

W.

Vibration -proof

U. H.

Speedy assembly with
hand or power drivers

F.

F.

HOISINGTON

RESONATOR CO.

GUION ROAD

RYE, N. Y.

Small space

Light weight
Many types for various needs

* Winding
skill second to
none
* Large and small controls
* Velvety -smooth rotation,
On most light assemblies, a single
PALNUT replaces common nut

and washers. You reduce material and labor costs-cut assembly time-save space and weight,
while gaining the security of
PALNUT double -locking action.
Send details of fastening problem,
for samples of PALNUTS. Ask
for literature on entire line.

ELECTRONICS
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ST.,

IRVINGTON 11,

N. J

I

always

* Minimized wear -and-tear
*

Taps and tapers. Tandem

units

CLAROSTAT SERIES 58 and 43 CONTROLS
The large -sized Series

58 Clarostat

rheostat or potentiometer offers
laboratory -grade performance
at
mass -production cost. 1-21/32" dia.
to 100,000 ohms. 3 watts, linear.
The finest standard wire -wound control made!
1

midget Series 43 control is a
real space -saver. Only 11 " dia. 1
to 10,000 ohms. 2 watts, average.
Hundreds of thousands of Clarostat
wire -wound controls are in daily use.
Their performance, dependability and long life, are
_tgiq
a matter of record.
The

Ask for Bulletins 116 and 118.
Let us quote on your needs.

The PALNUT Co.
TCOIIDIEB

'

CLAROSTAT MEG. CO., INC.

DOVER. NEW HAMPSHIRE

September, 1949

In Canada: CMonADIIANPMOARCONI fco.. LTD.
ranch
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IS A

WONDERFUL

THING
Just as the trapeze artist, flying through
the air high above the crowds, must
have complete confidence in his partner, so the manufacturer of television and
cathode ray gun structures must have confi-

and 0.05 to 4 negative. The unit
is useful for adjusting and testing equipment used for heating,
ventilating and air conditioning.

Subminiature Tubes
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.,

dence in his suppliers.

The thousands upon thousands of Disc Cathode
Assemblies being made to order in the Electronics
Division of Superior Tube Company is our proof of this confidence.
By rigidly holding to close tolerances, by continuous laboratory control of material, Superior puts maximum performance into each Disc
Cathode Assembly. Through the use of Superior Disc Cathodes you can
be sure of more uniform cut-off characteristics in your television tubes.

Fifth Ave., New York 18, N. Y.,
announces four types of subminiature tubes for portable battery operated radio receivers. The group
includes a 1AD5 sharp cutoff r-f
pentode; 1E8 pentagrid converter;
1T6 diode pentode; and 1AC5 output pentode. Filaments are rated
500

The disc cathode by Superior consists of a tubular nickel shank, a
ceramic insulator and an emitting cap welded to the shank. Through
the use of integral beads (embosses) on the
tubing, the ceramic is held firmly in place
and cannot move during processing. In
addition to the plain ceramic insulators
illustrated, a grooved type is also available.
Prints on every type of Superior Disc Cathodes are
ready-write today for your copies.
For Electronic products for export, contact Driver Harrison 6-4800
Harris Company, Harrison, N. J.
See our tubing display booth #2527 at the 31st
Nat. Metal Exposition, Oct. 17 to 21, Cleveland, O.

ACTUAL SIZE

at 1.25 v and 40 ma d -c. Plate voltage ranges from 30 to 67.5 volts,
and plate currents, from 0.30 ma to
2.0 ma.

Waterproof Electrical
Coupling
SUPERIOR TUBE COMPANY
ELECTRONICS DIVISION
2500 Germantown Avenue Norristown, Pa.

188,000 SQ.
180

FT.

PRODUCING METAL TUBING

INC., 718 West Wilson
Ave., Glendale 3, Calif. The 1600
Series is a quick -disconnect elec-

ROYLYN

trical coupling for all-weather and
submarine applications. The coup September, 1949
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AIRCRAFT
RADIO
CORPORATION

lings are provided either with pressure -tight cable seals or are
threaded for attachment to conduit,
bulkheads or panels. Series 1600
has wide applications including the
electronics field, geophysical uses,
and telephone and coaxial cables.

Small Centrifugal Blower
FAIRCHILD CAMERA AND INSTRUMENT CORP., 88-06 Van Wyck Blvd.,
).;?s,:

.

3.7.);

Simplified
Compact

-Portable
Jamaica 1, N. Y. Model 805J is a
small centrifugal blower designed
for electronic tube cooling and for
ventilating small enclosed areas.
Performance data are as follows:
voltage, 115, 60-cycles a -c; current, 0.150 amp; speed, 3,599 rpm;
input, 15 watts, power factor, 85
percent; capacitor required, 0.5
µf, 300 volts a -c. Weight is 24
ounces.

Gamma Detector Tube
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.,

500 Fifth Ave., New York 18,
N. Y. The new GG306 gamma -ray

detection tube's compactness and
high sensitivity make it suitable
for use by the medical profession.
Chief features are as follows:
It is self quenching; operates at
960 volts; has an average Geiger
threshold of 900 volts; provides
ELECTRON:CS

-

September, 1949

Built to
900-2100 megacycles,
Navy
Specifications
single band
for research
Directly calibrated, single
and production
dial frequency control
testing
Directly calibrated
attenuator, 0 to -120 dbm
CW or AM pulse modulation
Internal pulse generator with controls for width,
delay, and rate. Provision for external pulsing
Controls planned and grouped for ease of

operation
Weight: 42 lbs. Easily portable-ideal for air borne installations
Immediate delivery

-

Write for specifications investigate the
advantages of this outstanding new instrument.
DEPENDABLE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT SINCE 1928
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ta
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counts per minute from 5
micrograms of radium filtered
through in. of lead 12 inches from
the end; has a maximum recovery
time of 800 microseconds; a maximum dead time of 100 microseconds; is suitable for an input
circuit impedance of 5 megohms;
and has an ambient temperature
rating of +40 to -70 C.
810
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If your needs call for special,

highprecision instrument-type
motors and generators, designed
to your own requirements, the
odds ore thousands to one in
your favor when you call on
Elinco. You can have our engineers design a unit to your exact
requirements
. . or there ore

OVER

.

Lab Capacitors
CONDENSER

PRODUCTS

Co.,

1375

North Branch St., Chicago 22, Ill.
Laboratory -grade capacitors have
lower dielectric absorption, low dissipation factor, constant Q and
capacitance, high insulation resistance and negative temperature co-

BASIC
MODELS

Elinco does

not

over 400 basic Elinco models,
each one a precision instrument.
With the ability to adapt any of
these to meet an almost limitless
variety of specifications, electrically and physically, there are
literally thousands upon thousands of possibilities to fill your
needs, regardless of how exacting they may be.

manufacture, or carry in stock, low-cost

motors. Every order is special, engineered
and produced to the customer's own exact specifications. We
produce only special, high-precision instruments demanding
the highest engineering ability, and manufactured with the
skill and care that the name Elinco has meant for years.
mass -production

efficient. Typical uses are in elec-

tronic
computers,
differential
analyzers and bridge standards. A
complete data sheet may be had by
a request on company letterhead.

Miniature Terminals

ELECTRIC INDICATOR CO.
PARKER AVE.

182

STAMFORD,

CONN.

CHICAGO TRANSFORMER DIVISION,
ESSEX WIRE CORP., 3501 W. Addison

St., Chicago 18, Ill. Now available is
a new miniature terminal construction for use in hermetically sealing transformers to meet JAN -T-27
September, 1949
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FOR EVERY NEED
Dano has complete facilities for
manufacturing a
wide variety of
coil windings to

exact

QUA TZ
C YS
Electronics Park, General
Electric offers a complete line
of Quartz Crystal Units, including:
FROM

*
*
*

specifications.

Whether you require an
untreated coil or one that
is vacuum impregnated
with wax or varnish, no
coil problem is too difficult for Dano.
ALSO

Bakelite Bobbin
Cotton Interweave

Form Wound
Paper Section

The G -E Metal Shell (Hermetically,
Sealed) Series-for use where long
life, under severe atmospheric
conditions, is essential.
G -E Plastic Cases-to withstand
atmospheric conditions less severe than those encountered by
metal tube types.
G-E Thermocell*Units for Precise
Exclusively
Frequency Control
G-E,Thermocell units are ofmetal

TRANSFORMERS
MADE TO ORDER

Acetate Bobbin
Coils for High Temperature Applications

THE DANG ELECTRIC CO.,

-

MAIN ST., WINSTED, CONN.neNe

vacuum-tube type constructiontruly hermetically sealed.

POLARA®

20MC

LABORATORY F,,,i,ment

VIDEO AMPLIFIER
Model V

A MESSAGE

TO LARGE CONTRACT
USERS
OF CRYSTALS
General Electric
greater part of devotes the
manufacturing its crystal
facilities to
large runs
where mass production economies
can be
effected for
the buyer.
We Will be
happy to
quantity require on your

Flat frequency response from 100 cps
to 20 me

±

Uniform

time delay of .02 micro-

1.5db.

seconds.
Gain of 50 db.

Frequency compensated high impedance attenuator calibrated in 10 db
steps from 0-50.
Fine

attenuator

covers

a

10

db

range.

Linear with frequency over
entire band.
Phase

Write for complete information
and brochure"G-E Quartz Crystals":

General Electric Company, Specialty
Division, Electronics Park. Syracuse,
New York.
Reg. U. S.

l'at.

(ur.

This unit is designed for use as an oscilloscope deflection amplifier for the measurement and viewing of pulses of extremely
short duration and rise time, and contains
the Video Amplifier Unit, Power Unit and
a low Capacity Probe.

r

Specifications
Input Impedance: Probe -12 omit +
470.000 ohms: Jack-30mmt + 470.000
ohms: Output Impedance I6mmt +
470.000 ohms each side push pull:
Max. Input Volts 500 peak to peak
with probe: Max. Output Volts 120
(push pull):
peak
volts peak to
Power: 115 volts 50/60 cps AC Line:
Size 191/4'x22"x141/4".

\\`TELEVISION
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9

FERRY STREET

NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

ENGINEERS and CONSULTANTS to the Nation's Leading Television
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instantaneous
recordings from

D. C. to 100
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cps!

accurate
recordings of voltages, pressures, strains,
vibrations and countless other phenomena!

stringent specifications.
Shown in the illustration are ten

and other

terminals mounted in a 1i-in.tcase
cover. They can be used with transformer designs requiring high potential tests of up to 1,000 volts.

permanent

Speed-Controlled D-C Motor

ink on paper recordings by Brush Oscillo graphs make their use almost unlimited!

BENDIX AVIATION CORP., Red Bank,
N. J., recently introduced a new
speed -controlled d -c motor designed

for

special airborne recording
equipment. The continuous duty
motor has an input of 28 volts d -c

A.C. or D.C.
signals can be measured. Whenever desired, recordings may be stopped for notations on chart-paper!

INVESTIGATE

Brush measuring devices before you buy ... they offer more
for your money. Why not have a Brush field engineer call? At no obligation,
of course. Just call or write, today, you will find it worth a few seconds' time!

and is rated at 0.018 horsepower.
Normal speed is 3,600 rpm. Performance curves and other technical data will be furnished on

request.

Control Amplifier
MANNING, MAXWELL & MOORE, INC.,
11 Elias St., Bridgeport 2, Conn.
Type 141 Microsen control amplifier

THE
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Suale,

3405 Perkins Avenue

DEVELOPMENT CO.

INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTS DIVISION

Cleveland 14, Ohio,

MAGNETIC RECORDING DIVISION

U. S. A.

ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS DIVISION

CRYSTAL DIVISION
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is specifically designed to meet
stringent aircraft ambient conditions. It includes a highly sensitive
electromechanical d -c amplifier as
an input circuit and a power output
stage to drive a two-phase 400 -cycle
servo motor.

HAS THE

OF THESE MICROPHONES

SUPER-CARDIOID

PICKUP PATTERN THAT
REDUCES FEEDBACK BY

73z

Comparator Test Head
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
tady 5, N. Y. Designed

Schenec-

particularly for use on large specimens
such as fergings, machine tool beds,
and other parts which cannot be
inserted in the test coil, the new
test head has greatly extended the
usefulness of the metals comparator. The contact face consists of a

THE FAMOUS

UNIDYNE

LIST PRICE

s6750

Multi -Impedance Switch
for Low, Medium or High

«55"

DYNAMIC

Unidirectional Microphone. This superlative
dynamic microphone is a Multi-Impedance
Microphone -you can have either High, Medium, or Low Impedance simply by turning
a switch! Because it is a Super-Cardioid, the
"Unidyne" kills Feedback energy by 73%making it possible to use under the most
difficult acoustic conditions. The "Unidyne"
is probably the most widely used microphone
throughout the world. Recommended for all
highest quality general-purpose uses.

Impedance.

ring separated from a concentric
core by an air gap, thereby forming
a radial magnetic path across which
the test piece is placed. Three
inches long, it can be supplied in
various face diameters depending
upon the application.

Tele Distributing System
ELECTRO ENGINEERING & MFG. CO.,
627 West Alexandrine, Detroit 1,

Mich.

The TVD-8 television dis-

tribution system operates up to 8
receivers from one antenna. It is
used for dealer showrooms and is
also useful in small apartment
houses and wherever a good antenna can be installed in a location

THE NEW

"737A"

MONOPLEX

CRYSTAL

Unidirectional Microphone. The "Monoplex" is the ONLY
Super-Cardioid Crystal Microphone made. As such, it is
undoubtedly the finest of all crystal microphones. (A
comparative test will prove this statement convincingly.)
The "Monoplex" employs the same type of acoustic
phase-shifting network used in the highest cost Shure

LIST PRICE

$3975

Broadcast Microphones. Has "Metal Seal" crystal-will
withstand adverse climatic conditions. Can be used in
those applications where severe background noise would
make conventional microphones practically useless!

Licensed under patentaof Brush Development Company. Shure patents pending.

SHURE BROTHERS, Inc.
Microphones and Acoustic Devices

225 West Huron Street, Chicago 10, Illinois
ELECTRONICS-September, 1949

Cable Address: SHUREMICRO
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providing 5,000 to 10,000-µv signal
strength. The unit uses eight 6J6
tubes in a circuit arranged to provide balanced 300 -ohm input and
output facilities, and operates
from a 115 -volt 60-cycle supply
line.

TV Marker Generator

RF
C49t ES aid

GENERAL ELECTRIC

CO.,

Syracuse,

N. Y. Type ST -5A marker generator is designed for television main-

tenance and development work
where an accurate source of markers is required to mark specific frequency allocations on a tuned cir-

CONNECTORS
Reliability, convenience, dependabilthose are the "unseen" qualities
ity
built into Amphenol RF Cables and

...

Connectors.

...

combined
And it's those "extras"
with a tough, highly resistant vinyl outer jacket and a continuously solid and
extremely uniform cable dielectric .. .
that give lasting performance with min.
imum loss and interference.
Whatever the requirements-whether
for one small part, or a million complete

assemblies-nowhere are results more
apparent ... more economical ... more
important than in the use of Amphenol
RF Cables and Connectors.

cuit response curve when presented
on an oscilloscope. From one to
five markers may be used simultaneously, at the same time permitting
complete freedom of the positioning
of markers in the 20 to 50 -mc
range.

Television Transformers
MERIT COIL & TRANSFORMER CORP.,

Oomponerts awd
COMPIETE AssemBeIES
Amphenol Connectors and Cables are
designed in many types of construction.
Thus, where connectors are to be permanent, Amphenol is ready to supply
complete light -weight assemblies or
harnesses with molded connections and
RF Connectors, eliminating separate
costly parts.

4427 N. Clark St., Chicago 40, Ill.

The Mounting J blocking oscillator
television replacement transformers
are used in types A-4000 vertical
and A-4002 horizontal. Turnss ratio
for the former primary to secondary is 1 to 4.2; for the latter, 2 to
1. Other specifications for both are:

Rugged, compact, providing unsur-

passed performance, each component
in the assembly gives uninterrupted
service and positive protection against
all weather.
Catalog D-1 is a ready reference to the regular
line of Amphenol RF cables and Connectors.
Write on business letterhead to
Department H for your copy.

1830 SO. 54TH AVENUE
CHICAGO 50, ILLINOIS
186
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All Sizes In
Square and Rectangular Tubes
Leading manufacturers rely on the quality
and exactness of PARAMOUNT paper
tubes for coil forms and other uses. Here
you have the advantage of long, specialized
experience in producing the exact shapes
and sizes for a great many applications.
Hi -Dielectric, Hi -Strength. Kraft, Fish
Paper, Red Rope, or any combination.
Wound on automatic machines. Tolerances plus or minus .00V. Made to your
specifications or engineered for YOU.

RAP
qRk
I

I

Rfc.

o. i

PARAMOUNT PAPER TUBE CORP.

1

r.M 7 CONTACT

616 LAFAYETTE ST., FORT WAYNE 2, IND.
Manufacturers of Paper Tubing for the Electrical Industry

1

MATR1q

tE

BRUSHES

gEL1VERY . ALL
4

!

CONTACTS

in BRUSHES
for high current density minimum wear low contact drop
low electrical noise self -lubrication
in CONTACTS
for low resistance
character

help make your products
fully non -corrosive
For first -quality stainless fasten-

non -welding

GRAPHALLOY works where others won't!
Specify GRAPHALLOY with confidence.

*A special silver -impregnated grr.phite

ings see Allmetal first! All types

and sizes of machine, set, self -tapping,
wood screws, nuts, bolts, pins, washers,
rivets, available for

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY from
America's most complete stock. Specials to order.

WRITE, ON YOUR LETTERHEAD, FOR CATALOG No. C49

GRAPHITE METALLIZING

,Nesssp

MANUFACTURERS

SINCE

1

9 2 9

CORPORATION
1055 NEPPERHAN AVENUE, YONKERS 3, NEW YORK

ELECTRON ICS

-

September, 1949
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NEß

-33 GREENE STREET. IV E:W
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THESE THREE

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

mounting center, 1 15/16 in.;
height, li in.; width 2 5/16 in.;
depth, 1t in.

Proportional Counter

ARE

sgeelzift9
ASTATIC

factift, 7noott

NUCLEAR

MEASUREMENTS

CORP.,

3339 Central Ave., Indianapolis 5,
Indiana. Model PC-1 Alpha-Beta Gamma proportional counter is designed for biological tracers, chemical assay and industrial sampling.
It features a built-in automatic
timer adjustable up to 56 minutes.

IN THE
MANUFACTURE OF

rof

PICKUP

CARTRIDGES
GC CERAMIC CARTRIDGE
First major engineering stride in phonograph pickup cartridges employing
ceramic elements since Astatic pioneered in this type unit last year. The GC is the
first cartridge of its kind with replaceable needle. Takes the special new Astatic
"Type G" needle-with either one or three -mil tip radius, precious metal or sapphire
-which slips from its rubber chuck with a quarter turn sideways. Resistance of
the ceramic element to high temperatures and humidity is not the only additional
advantage of this new development. Output has been increased over that of any
ceramic cartridge available. Its light weight and low minimum needle pressure
make it ideal for a great variety of modern applications.

2

CQ CRYSTAL CARTRIDGE

An entirely new Astatic design, featuring miniature size and five -gram
weight. Model CQ-J fits standard 1/2" mounting and RCA 45 RPM record changers.
Model CQ-1J fits RMA No. 2 Specifications for top mounting .453" mounting centers.
Needle pressure five grams. Output 0.7 volts at 1,000 c.p.s. Employs one-mil tip

The alpha plateau extends from
about 1,100 to 1,400 v, and the beta
plateau from about 1,700 to 2,000 v.
Tilt of either is less than 2.0 percent per 100 v average. Sample
table will accommodate 1t -in. diameter samples up to 3/16 in. thick.
A scale of 512 with a resettable
6 -digit counter counts up to 500,000
counts per minute.

Core Solder
KESTER SOLDER Co., 4201

Wright-

wood Ave., Chicago 39, Ill., an-

nounces the Resin -Five core solder.
Non-corrosive and non-conductive,
it is used to solder such metals as
zinc, brass, nickel -plate, copper and
ferrous alloys. It is supplied in

radius, Q-33 needle. Cast aluminum housing.

3

LQD Double -Needle

Crystal Cartridge

and 78 RPM Records-quickly became
the first choice of many of the nation's largest users, on the basis of comparative
listening tests, and is, today, the PROVED TOP PERFORMER for turnover type
pickups. Outstanding for excellence of frequency response, particularly at low
frequencies. A gentle pry with penknife removes ONE needle for replacement
without disturbing the other needle, without removing cartridge from tone arm.
Gentle pressure snaps new needle into place. Available with or without needle
guards. Stamped aluminum housing.
The LQD

Cartridge-for

45, 33-1/3

.

A stat2

crest.'

.

.

the usual diameters of 0.092 and
0.062 inch on 1, 5 and 20 -pound
spools.

Devices

manufactured
under
r

IN CANADA
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CORPORATION
OHIO
ONNEAUT.
10/ONTO ONtAmO

CANADIAN ASTA1'C

00

Brush

Development
Co. patents

Reversing Contactor
STRUTHERS-DUNN,

INC.,

150

13th St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.
September, 1949
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A -Band G

radiation survey meters

Alpha survey meter

175KXX contactor comprises two
3 -pole solenoids for forward and reverse operation mounted on a common frame and mechanically interlocked to prevent simultaneous
closure. Designed particularly for
service in the control of single
horsepower motors, the use of the
contactor is completely described in
bulletin 7100.

A -F

This self-contained portable instrument measures alpha radiation by means of an air ionization
chamber and vacuum tube amplifier circuit which operates an
indicating meter. The ionization
chamber is located at the bottom
and covered by a delicate nylon
film approximately .0002 inches
thick. A wire screen serves to
protect the film.

Model 356

Bridging Unit

seta and gamma

1947
Broadway, New York 23, N. Y.
Model 100 Bridger provides means
AUDIO

INSTRUMENT

CO.,

A

for bridging a vtvm, distortion
meter or oscilloscope across any
part of an audio-frequency circuit
through a well -shielded cable, yet

survey meter
portable Geiger -Mueller

Counter for extreme sensitivity,
capable of detecting individual
ionizing particles. The instrument has three full scale ranges
of 20.0-2.0-0.2 milliroentgens
per hour measured with gamma
radiation from radium.

Model 263B

Gamma survey
meter
portable instrument
designed to cover four ranges of

A compact

gamma radiation intensities,

without imposing any of the load
of the meters or cable on the circuit. Input impedance is 100 megohms in parallel with 6µµf when
using 3 -ft shielded input cable. Output impedance is 200 ohms with one
side grounded.

2.5-25-2500 milliroentgens
(1/1000 r) per hour. The most
sensitive range approximates that
of a Geiger instrument and is
inherently more stable. The ionization chamber and meter are
hermetically sealed, and the case
is watertight. Die castings have
been used wherever possible for
unusual rugged construction.

Model 247A

Lightweight Magnetic Cores
GENERAL CERAMICS & STEATITE
CORP., Keasbey, N. J. Ferramics,

-

Quality components including hi-megohm resistors
sub -miniature tubes and complete line of G -M counter
tubes available without delay. Write for information
and data sheets.

-

THE VICTOREEN

C,
ELECTRONICS

INSTRUMENT CO.

5806 HOUGH AVENUE
CLEVELAND 3, OHIO

-
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nonmetallic substance possessing
ferromagnetic properties, is extremely light in weight and is said
to out -perform powdered iron,
volume for volume, in core applications. The material is of uniform
structure and will not decompose at
elevated temperatures. Readers are
invited to request bulletin No. 1.
a

Scaling Unit
Type 195-A Standard YoltOhmyst

Type WV -6

VoltOhmyst

NUCLEAR INSTRUMENT & CHEMICAL
CORP., 223-233 W. Erie St., Chicago
10, Ill. Model L-163 Radioisotope

Analyst is especially designed for
the analysis of radioactivity. It
includes a complete automatic scaler
plus the Q -Gas counter. Designed

1111.1111111er"'

slilc
WM.&

maw
MOM»

.`-"
1111111111111

,

"" .--....

w

'

Type WV -75A Advanced VoltOhmyst

for precise work, with low -activity,
low energy samples, the unit is
suited for medical, chemical and
physical research work.

011,11YRCA MAKES THE VOLTOHMYST*
For high input resistance ... accurate readings despite line
voltage changes ... full overload meter protection ... stability
under all conditions of operation ... buy an RCA VoltOhmyst!

Type 195-A Standard VoltOhmyst: The

"work horse" of electronic meters. Measures ac and do voltages to 1000 volts,
resistance to 1000 megohms, in six
ranges. Reads db at all audio frequencies.
Has zero -center scale for discriminator
alignment. 10-megohm do input resistance insures good accuracy. WG -263
accessory Crystal Probe permits ac voltage measurements to 100 Mc.
Type WV -95A Master VoltOhmyst: Truly
the "master" electronic multimeter,
this versatile instrument measures ac
and dc voltages to 1000 volts, do current
from 1 microamp. to 10 amps., resistance from 0.1 ohm to 1000 megohms,
and capacitance from 4 µN.f to 1000 µf.
Pointer may be zero -centered for dis-

criminator alignment. WG -275 Diode

Probe accessory available to extend ac
voltage measurements to 250 Mc.
Type WV -65A Battery VoltOhmyst: The

completely portable instrument that

works anywhere. Batteries last up to
10 months. Measures ac and dc voltages
to 1000 volts, resistance to 1000 megohms,
and direct current to 10 amps. WG -263
accessory Crystal Probe permits ac voltage measurements to 100 Mc.
Type WV -75A Advanced VoltOhmyst: A
versatile instrument for TV and HF
measurements. Reads flat to 250 Mc.
Measures peak -to -peak voltages. Measures ac and dc voltages to 1000 volts,
resistance to 1000 megohms. Complete
with diode probe.
Ask about the new High -Voltage
Probes WG-284 and WG -288 to extend
the dc voltage range of these instruments to 30,000 volts.
Get further details on the RCA VoltOhmyst of your choice from your RCA
Distributor, or write RCA. Commercial
Engineering, Sectioc 55 IX, Harrison,
New Jersey.
*Trade Mark "VortOhanat" Reg.

U. S.

High-Fidelity Amplifiers
AUDIO DEVELOPMENT CO., 2833 -13th

Ave. South, Minneapolis, Minn.
Type 71 high-fidelity amplifiers are
designed for use by broadcasting

studios and installations where
bridging or line inputs are required. Power output is 8 watts
with nominal distortion of not more
than 2 percent at any frequency
between 50 and 12,000 cps. Response is flat within 0.5 db over
the same range. Hum level is over

Pat. Office

Available from your RCA Test and Measuring Equipment Distributor

ofe
190
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JOHNSON

HOW DO YOU KNOW YOU'RE
FIRING ON TOP DEAD CENTER?

dtemtCAN YOU SHOW THIS

-A

PERFECT PRESSURE -TIME CURVE?

FIND OUT INSTANTLY
WITH

AAMPUWElittie

GREATER MECHANICAL STRENGTH
No Brazing -No Cracking --No Distortion!

Solder Joint Stronger Than Tubing Itself!

This is

THE SYNCRO-MARKER PRESSUREGRAPH
Close Is never close enough. If your firing is off it means trouble-broken pistona
rings, crankshafts, other damage. The Pressuregraph can tell You why, give you
complete pic.u^e of the fi a., - nee--s'r^e va tat'^a both regular and 1stsnianenus.
It accurately, precisely measures pressure rise with time from vacuum to 14,000 p.n.'.
to
The Pressuregraph provides oeclllograph pictures showing relation of pressures
engine shaft relation stop dead center) or indications in degrees of rotation or relates
or
steam
hydraulic,
gas,
to
pressures to time Imilllsecondsi. Can also be applied
pressure line measurement of static, dynamic or instantaneous pressures.
Above illustration shows ideal Diesel engine performance. Ignition was about i
top dead
degrees after lop dead center. The peak pressure occurred 13 degrees after
efficiently
center; therefore. the angular position of the crank is more favorable for
markers on the curve
converting pressure thrust Into mechanical rotation. The small center.
are 5 degree Indications while the larger markers are top dead

WRITE TODAY FOR COPY OF "ELECTRONIC METHODS
FOR MEASUREMENT OF PRESSURE AND DISPLACEMENTS.

the type of copper tubing joint

which has proved most successful in
other applications for many years!
There is less distortion, better allaround contact-a joint that is stronger
than the tubing itself!

ELECTRO PRODUCTS LABORATORIES, INC.

JOHNSON hard temper, 70 ohm,
and 51.5 ohm, flange type line is supplied in 20 foot lengths. Special high

WHEN DESIGNING A COIL TO MEET
RIGID PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS --

conductivity copper is used in both
outer and inner conductors and rigid

tolerances are maintained to insure precision mechanical assembly, low loss
and low standing wave ratio.
The 70 ohm line is intended primarily
for AM and has grade L-4 or better
steatite beads. The 51.5 ohm line was

COIL QUALITY
begins at the

CORE!

designed primarily for high frequencies,
has grade L-5 or better steatite and
meets RMA standards for FM line.
Both are fitted with flange couplings at
the factory, which greatly simplifies
field installation.
In addition, JOHNSON manufactures a complete line of elbows, fittings,
gas equipment and hardware for the
above as well as semi -flexible, soft
temper line in continuous lengths up to
1200 feet in 5/16", 3/8" and 7/8".
No expansion joints nor elbows are
needed for the latter because of its

IN TELEVISION,*
FM, AM AND AUDIO,
THE CORE OF
THE SET IS A

flexibility.
The 5/16" line

is especially recommended for phase sampling and other
low power applications.
Whatever your co -ax requirements
the oldest
may be, JOHNSON
manufacturer of concentric line in the
can meet them to your utmost
field
satisfaction.

-

-

MOLDITE
PRODUCT!
MID -WESTERN REP,
Iry Rose
:14 No. Michigan Aye.
Chicogo, Illinois
WESTERN REP.

PerlmuthColman 8 Assoc.
1335 So. Flower St.
Los

JOHNSON
E. F.

JOHNSON CO., WASECA, MINN.

ELECTRON CS

-
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Phone STate 2-7443

Chicago 6, III.

549 W. Randolph St.

Angeles, Calif.

SO. AMERICAN REP.
Jose Luis Pontet

Cordoba 1472
Buenos Aires, Argentino

CHOKE

to exact speciCORES are made powder mix is
All MOLDITE
MOLDITE
requirement.
fications. An
volume
ults in each specific
best
MOLDITEsmethods
in processing lower cost.
used for

exclusiveand

at
higher qualityover entire proprois maintained
controls.
quality
of
m
manufacturing
Un
continuous
Catalog 104.
duction through
diiction
for MOLDITE
a special maCall or write
Cores, mode with
13,

New M

manufacture

MOLDITE

terial,

results in

Mixes

Resistivity
resistance. 7V aPPlicationsl.
you of infinite
l

Highe

for guaranteed performance
14t and 17

NATIONAL
in Iron
Specialists

MOLDITELS

Cores

DCOMPANE, Y
NEW
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78 db below full output. Gain control range is 38 db for bridging or
50 db for line applications.

Sweep Generator
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,

Syracuse,

N. Y. Type ST -4A electronic sweep
generator uses a variable permeability type sweep and has no moving components. Frequency is con-

tinuously variable from

Stable D. C. Amplification
... and at moderate cost
The Microsen D. C. Amplifier-based upon the Microsen
Balance principle-has proved its high stability, fast
response, isolated input and versatility.

There are Voltage, Current and Potentiometer Type
Amplifiers, Direct Current Converters, Direct Current

Transformers and specially engineered types for particular requirements.

4

to 110 me

and from 170 to 220 me with a
linear sweep width of from 500 kc
to greater than 15 mc. High output voltage is available over the
entire range.

Twin -Line Connectors
PRODUCTS ENGINEERING

CO., 4753

North Broadway, Chicago 40, Ill.
The twin -line connectors illustrated
are small, polystyrene blocks drilled

In the Microsen D. C. Amplifier, line voltage variation of 15% cause output changes of less than .5%. Time
constant from .00i to .2 seconds. Drift less than 5 Microvolts a day. No mechanical rectifiers or choppers. Standard tubes. Not affected by temperature variations.
Write for descriptive Bulletin 143-E.
MAXWELL
t7

z
_
2

o

IMI r'
TRADE MAR«

MICROSEN
D. C.

AMPLIFIER

,4 `Product of
MANNING, MAXWELL & MOORE, INC.
BRIDGEPORT 2, CONNECTICUT
Makers of 'Microsen' Electrical and 'American' Industrial Instruments, 'Hancock' Valves, 'Ashcroft'
Gauges, 'Consolidated' Safety and Relief Valves. Builders of 'Shaw -Box' Cranes, 'Budgit' and 'Load
Lifter' Hoists and other lifting specialties.

192

to hold stripped ribbon leads, with
a small set screw to maintain con-

tacts. They accommodate standard
300-ohm line and require no splicing, soldering or taping.

Power Converter
THE RADIART CORP., 3571 W. 62nd
St., Cleveland, Ohio, announces a
new Vipower line for d -c to a -c

power conversion, available to furnish 110 -volt, 60 -cycle a -c current
from 6, 12, 32 or 110 -volt d -c
sources. Various models will handle
power requirements ranging from
September, 1949
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How to install,
maintain and service

electronic
control
equipment

eit

`snow

tee

this hook
10 DAYS FREE
See

of

s9euteeteir4
and allied devices

a nd

Electrical

to

Volume users

electronic technicians will find this
book a guide to the
practical application

turn first to

UNITED-CARR

industrial electronic control. Designed to bring you today's best methods and practices in the field, it covers
everything of importance to the man
on the job-from the very simplest electrical circuit, to the more complicated
circuits of electronic motor control and
welding control. Step-by-step, it covers
the use and adaptation of tools and
instruments for electronic equipment
trouble shooting and the installation
maintenance and servicing of specific
types of equipment.
of

foi- cost-cutting

design engineering
service
Send us your specifications or
requirements. Address Dept. 14

JUST PUBLISHED!

UNITED-CARR FASTENER CORP.

Maintenance
Manual of
ELECTRONIC
CONTROL

Cambridge 42, Mass.
SrENEIS

wrwAEaS

Standard

Edited by ROBERT E. MILLER
Weller Manufacturing Co., Easton, Pa. Formerly Industrial Editor, Electrical Construction and Maintenance, and
District Manager. Electronics

304 pages, illustrated, $4.50
The handbook is a complete reproduction
of a series of articles written for Elec-

trical Construction and Maintenance by expert
design and application engineers. It involves
no mathematics and
Covers equipment

like this:
electronic relaya and
timing relays
photoelectric relaye
electronic motor
control
electronic resistance welding control
electronic temperature -control systems
sealed -ignition recta
fiers

amply supplemented by check charts
and illustrative material. The book includes data on instruments and meters, with special
treatment given to
the cathode-ray oscilloscope-care and
precautions in its use
and how it can be
adapted for special
purposes.
is

Send no money. Mail coupon today!
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.,
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18
Send me Miller's MAINTENANCE MANUAL OF
ELECTRONIC CONTROL for 10 days' examination on approval. In 10 days I will remit $4.50,
plus few cents for delivery, or return book postpaid.
(We pay for delivery if you remit with this coupon:
same return privilege.)
Name
Address
Zone

City

State

Company

IL

Position
Books sent

L-9-49
on approval In U. S. and Canada only.
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WORLD'S MOST ACCURATE AND RUGGED
TIME MEASURING INSTRUMENT.
CAN BE MANUALLY OR ELECTRICALLY
OPERATED. FURNISHED IN PORTABLE
CASES OR FOR PANEL MOUNTING
T-1E

Model

Accuracy

Reads

Totalizes

S-100

1/5

sec.

6000 sec.

±.1

sec.

S-60

1/5

sec.

60 min.

±.1

sec.

SM -60

1/100 min.

60 min.

±.002 min.

S-10

1/10

1000 sec.

S-6

1/1000 min.

10 min.

±.02 sec.
±.0002 min.

S-1

1/100

60 sec.

±.01

MST

1/1000

.360 sec.

±.001

30 sec.

±.004 sec.

sec.

sec.

sec.

MST -500 1/1000 sec.

sec.

sec.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 153
also Standard Chrono -Tachometers
Standard Custom-built Laboratory Test and Distribution panels

"'Standard Electric Time
97 Logan Street

stANDAAn

1a

Co.

Springfield, Mass.
193
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EXTRA- SMALL ..

.

MOISTURE- RESISTANT

Ile "AIRLIFT" SAVES
DAY FOR AIRLINE

watts. A variable frequency vibrator control allows for
setting frequency to prevent wavelike picture distortion in tv set
reception.
50 to 350

New CTC Ceramic Coil Form

Is Ideal For Many Sub -Miniature

D -C

Power Supply

Component Applications
Camden,
Standing less than 5/8" high when
N. J. The WP -23A regulated power mounted, and with a form
diameter of
supply furnishes a d -c voltage con- only 3/16", CTC's new LST ceramic coil
tinuously adjustable from 0 to 300 form fits easily into small spaces and hardvolts and virtually constant. The to -reach locations. In addition, its coil
of silicone impregnated ceramic
unit delivers 60 ma over an output body
(grade L-5, JAN -1-10) offers the advanvoltage range from 0 to 60 volts; 80 tage of extremely high resistance to moisRADIO CORP. OF AMERICA,

A commercial airline urgently needed
transmitter crystals so that their flight
schedules would not be upset.
Quick delivery of these crystals was made
to the munic pal a rport the next morning
by the James Kn'ghts Co. plane. Thanks
to the speedy delivery, the airline plane
was able to take off on its scheduled flight.
James Kn'ghts Co. engineers have complete correlation data for most airline
equipment, and can meet correct specifications to fulf.11 your needs.

emergent es, you can count upon
receiv ng the same spectacular service as
the a cline described above.
The James Knights Co. can furnish stabilized crystals to meet every ordinary-or
In

special-need.

New James Knights Catalog
On Request

ture and fungi, and has well developed
dielectric properties.
Mounting bushings and ring -type, adjustable terminals are of brass. Bushings
are cadmium plated and terminals are silver plated. The powdered iron slug is adjustable. Accommodating solenoid or pie
type windings, the LST is supplied as a
coil form, or wound to specifications. Depending on the type of winding, inductance
changes of approximately 2 : 1 can be
expected.
You'll find the LST and many other
Guaranteed Components fully described in
CTC's new Catalog #300. This big illustrated booklet packed with helpful inma from 60 to 120 volts; and 120 ma formation. Sendis for it today.
from 120 to 300 volts. Regulation is
better than 1 percent from no load r
to full load above 30 volts output.
Turret Lugs
Split Lugs
Ripple voltage is less than 8 rms
millivolts. An auxiliary unregulated
output of 5 amp at 6.3 v is also

available.

Industrial Thyratron
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., Schenectady, N. Y. A new thyratron tube
for industrial applications, type GL 5544, requires no snubber circuit
for most motor control applications.
Filament voltage is 2.5 v; current,
12 amp; peak anode voltage forward

Terminal

Double -End

Board

Lugs

Cruóf,am at

Swager

fandaíd

The vua/tasdeed
Comjtanen4
CAMBRIDGE THERMIONIC CORP.
437 Concord Ave., Cambridge 38, Mass.
IL
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IN THE PROFESSION, AN HONORED NAME

KW
VACUUM TUBE
31aí

BOMBARDER
or

INDUCTION
HEATING UNIT
RightThe

Altec Lnnsi.7
.1.323C Amplifier

Left-The Altec Lansing
41. C-101

FM -A31 Tuner

ENGINEERED FOR THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE
PERFORMANCE REGARDLESS OF COST
This superb two -unit

Altec Lansing combination was designed in accordance with a single directive: "They are to be
the finest. No component,
no circuit, is to be chosen
with price in mind. They
must be able to realize
the full resources of the
finest AM and FM programs; they must be
capable of receiving and
delivering these resources
undisturbed to the finest
loudspeaker in the world,

Only $975
Never before a value like this 31/2 KW
bombarder or high frequency induction
for saving time and money in
heater
surface hardening, brazing, soldering, annealing and many other heat treating
operations. Is

...

the Altec Lansing 604B
Duplex." The AM section
is an improved tuned radio
frequency circuit recognized as the best for high
quality reception. The
distortion -free circuits of
the FM section re-create
all of the life -like repro-

duction possible with

FM. The A -323C Amplifier transmits to the loudspeaker the signal deliv-

ered by the tuner,

changed only in power
level. This two -unit corn-

bination is available with
special accessories to permit rack mounting for
professional monitoring.
Phonograph and television inputs and required
switching are provided.
Technical folder describing
ALC-101 Tuner and A -323C
Amplifier sent on request. Write
Altcc Lansing Corporation, 1161
North Vine Street, Hollywood
38, Calif., 161 Sixth Avenue,
New York 13, N. Y.

WHEN IT'S A

PRECISION BOBBIN

Portable . . . mounted on four
rubber coasters. Width 141/2";
depth 27"; height 421/2"; weight
300 e.

YOU

Operates from 220 volt line. Complete
with foot switch and one heating coil
made to customer's requirements. Send
samples of work wonted. We will advise
time cycle required for your particular
job. Cost, complete, only $975. Immediate delivery.

DON'T
NEED

INSULATION
STRIrS
.

...

gives you built-in insulation-other direct advantages:
stronger magnetic fields, closer windings, more room for larger gauge,
or more wire of the same gauge on the same size coil base.
Precision Bobbins are heat treated for greater strength and less weight
-have swaged tube ends-and entire Bobbin impregnated for better
electrical characteristics. Impregnation also permits attachment of
terminal lugs to flanges for acceptance with underwriters requirements.
Precision Bobbins make a lighter, stronger coil-at a definite economy
and are available in any shape, any size, round, square, rectangular:
in dielectric Kraft, Fish Paper, Cellulose Acetate or combinations.
Precision

Scientific Electric Electronic Heaters are
made in the following ranges of power:

1-2

3

5

100 250

712 -10 -12tä -15-I8-25-40.60-80-

KW.

WRITE FOR SAMPLE TODAY

rieceez..,
ELECTRON CS

-

lamest

east.

ecesse. tyN N,miis
flute

mu Atone

plus
intfing

m.a

Ere b

4

streig
p

l

type l.r
inside

,y..

PRECISION PAPER TUBE CO.

Division of

CORRI!MED DUENCHED GAP
los 119 Monroe St., Garfield, N.

Fled type lee

CO.
J.

cvv

I

W. 1-hurleston St.

Plant No. 2, 79 Chapel St., Hartford, Conn.
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(continued)

TL4OC
COMPASELOCATOR
TRANSMITTER

by
and inverse is 1,500 v; peak cathode
current, 40 amp; average cathode
current, 3.2 amp ; current averaging time, 15 seconds; ambient
temperature range, minus 55 to
plus 70 C.

Test Oscilloscope
ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CO., INC.,

276 Newport St., Brooklyn 12, N. Y.
Model 400, a new 5 -inch oscilloscope, is available both as a kit and
a fully wired and

tested instrument.
Designed for a -m, f -m and tv work,

... for instrument landing
systems and short
range navigation.
SPECIALLY designed for the
standard CAA and ICAO in-

strument landing systems. Enables
the pilot to navigate to the ILS and
line himself up on the localizer. Also suitable for installation in
any location where a low powered homing facility is required. Can
be used to locate fan markers and other important reference points.
This transmitter is built for maximum accessibility. A feature
of the equipment is simplified tuning, only two controls being
required to tune the transmitter to the crystal frequency. Entire
unit mounted on ball bearing wheels; can be rolled out of its cabinet
on self-contained tracks. May be serviced from the front while in
operation.
A separate antenna tuning unit is supplied with the transmitter.
is contained in a totally enclosed aluminum housing; designed for
mounting on any vertical surface. Includes an antenna tuning
control and a current meter on the front panel. 25 feet of Transmission line is supplied to connect the tuning unit to the transmitter.

It

Write for our New bulletin on the TL -40C
Address Dept. E.S.8

Communications Division
7

RADIO III:l'1:1'TOR 1'11111':1\1. INC.

Since 1922 in Radio and Electronics
251 WEST 19th STREET
NEW YORK 11, N. Y.
196

it has a horizontal sweep circuit of
15 to 30,000 cps. Frequency response of horizontal and vertical
amplifiers is 50 cycles to 50 kc. It
has an input impedance of 1 megohm and 50 uuf, and a deflection
sensitivity of 0.30 volt per inch full
gain.

Fixed Resistors
Mary's,
carbon
composition resistors are available
in a complete range from 10 to
100,000 ohms and in standard tolerances of ± 5, 10, or 20 percent
as required. Designed to meet JAN
specifications they are fully in STACKPOLE CARBON CO., St.
Pa. New 2 -watt molded

September, 1949
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BIRTCHER
STAINLESS STEEL

-

LOCKING TYPE

"Wow-Meter "

TUBE
CLAMPS
r.

Stainless
Steel

Corrosion
Proof

83 VARIATIONS
Where vibration

is a problem, Birtcher
Locking TUBE CLAMPS offer a foolproof,
practical solution. Recommended for all
types of tubes and similar plug-in components.

More than three million of these
clamps in use.
FREE

CATALOG

Send for samples of Birtcher stainless
steel tube clamps and our standard catalog listing tube base types, recommended
clomp designs, and price list.

Newly developed direct -reading instrument simplifies measurements of wow and
flutter in speed of phonograph turntables,
wire recorders, motion picture projectors
and similar recording or reproducing
mechanisms. It is the only meter in existence giving direct steady indication of
meter pointer on scale.

5087 HUNTINGTON DR.

LOS ANGELES 32

test set-ups.
A switch on the front of the panel permits
selection of low frequency cut-off and
corresponding meter damping for use on
slow speed turntables.

Frequency Response: i/2 to 120 cycles or 10 to 120 cycles
Inquiries Invited on our line of
Regulated Power Supplies

BIRTCHER CORPORATION

THE

The Furst Model 115-R "Wow -Meter" is
suitable for both laboratory and production application and eliminates complex

FURST ELECTRONICS
10 S. Jefferson St., Chicago 6, III.

FREE! Send for it

NOW!

AWED'S NEW

1950

CATALOG!

196 PAGESEverything in
Radio and
Electronics
RADIO'S
LEADING BUYING GUIDE
Service Technicians and Engineers: ALLIED's 1950 Buying Guide brings you all
the new releases and money -saving values-from the world's largest stocks of
test instruments, amplifiers, P.A. systems and equipment, tubes, parts, tools,
books and accessories-ready for instant
expert shipment. Send today for your
FREE new 196 -page ALLIED Catalog.
GET

How to read with

your eyes open for business
Read the ads! Every issue of this magazine contains ads that
offer valuable services and useful products by which your business may be run more profitably.
The time it takes to read all the ads is time well spent. One ad
alone can pay off by informing you of new developments and
new sources of supply, by helping you do a more efficient job.
For example, you may locate one machine that will cut your
production costs, or step up your output. Or you may discover
that the equipment you've been waiting for is now available.

-

This magazine displays more ideas and merchandise than a
trade exposition. Make every issue your buyer's guide. Read the
ads as well as the articles. That's reading with your eyes open
for business.

ALLIED RADIO CORP., DEPT. 11-J-9
833 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7, III.

Send FREE New ALLIED Catalog.

HEADQUARTERS FOR BUSINESS INFORMATION

Name
Address

ALLIED RADIO

McGRAW-HILL

publications

F-22
197
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NEW PRODUCTS
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Cancel Out

sulated and highly moisture resistant. The new resistors are

eiCdtelCd D^'..

11/16 in.

long

by 0.312 in.

in

diameter.

Klystron Power Supply
FURST ELECTRONICS, 12 S. Jefferson
St., Chicago 6, Ill. Model 910 klys-

tron power supply delivers all voltages and currents for the operation
of a high -power klystron. It con-

Objectionable
Record Scratch
Let Your Ears Enjoy
the Clear, Clean Highs
and the Overtones
They Love to Hear
With

the

SOMERSET
NOISE

SUPPRESSOR

Pre -Amplifier

.

.

Yes,

.

ALWAYS A PERFECT CHOICE!
JOHNSON insulators offer you

a

wide choice of style and size
ad.
vanced practical design
mass production economy. Proportions are logical;
molding is clean cut and accurate. Hardware is high grade nickel plated brass with
milled (not stamped) nuts.
.

.

.

.

.

THRU-PANEL INSULATORS
AND BUSHINGS
High breakdown voltage rating of Johnson
THRU-PANEL insulator (135-40) is due to
long leakage paths. Extrusion of the steatite base passes thru mounting hole preventing internal flashover. Flat mounting
surfaces with cushion washers eliminate
breakage. Compression construction contributes to high mechanical strength. Available also with banana jack terminal.

sists essentially of a beam supply,
reflector supply, control electrode
supply and filament supply. The
first three units, delivering d -c
power, are well regulated; the
fourth, delivering a -c power, is not

regulated.
This complete unit includes

Pilot Lamp Socket
COLE-HERSEE CO., 20

Old Colony

Ave., Boston 27, Mass., are now
manufacturing sockets for the new
GE 10 -watt 115 -volt double contact

Johnson lead-in bushings (135-54) cover
an extremely large range of sizes and ratings, are compact and suitable for many

applications.

See Your Johnson

Jobber

or write for catalog.

-

bayonet base pilot lamp. The new
lamp, type 10C7DC replaces the
type 7C7 and the 1007 candelabra
screw base lamps.

198

JOHNSON CO.

WASECA, MINN.

You Haven't Really Enjoyed
Your Favorite Records Till
You've Heard Them Thru the
SOMERSET.
Write for booklet

H -F Millivolt Meter
MILLIVAC INSTRUMENTS, P. O. Box

3027, New Haven, Conn. The 11IV18A vtvm, applicable for tv, f -m
E. F.

Three tube Dynamic Noise
Suppressor that reduces record
scratch to the vanishing point
at low levels, but reproduces
essential overtones at all levels.

Built in power supply to operate
from 115 volt AC line.

STAND-OFF AND CONE
INSULATORS
Johnson STAND-OFF insulators (135-20)
feature steatite insulation and heavy breakage resistant bases for surface mounting.
Johnson 500 series (135-501) is likewise
steatite for better high frequency insulation. Threads are tapped directly into the
ceramic. They're furnished complete with
machine screws, brass and cushion washers.

pre -amplifier with
adjustable equalization
for
magnetic or crystal pick-ups.
Two stage

and radar, measures r -f voltages
down to a single millivolt from 1 to

ES giving full explanation and specifications.

SOMERSET
Laboratories Inc.
1701

Palisade Avenue, Union City, N. J.
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$215

ONLY

Tde crew S.S.WHITE 80X
HIGH VOLTAGE RESISTOR

FOR

GREEN
ENGRAVER

THE

... yet it's fast,

versatile
and rugged enough
for die steel

('2 Actual Size)

4 watts

The

Developed for use as potential
dividers in high voltage electrostatic generators, S.S.White 80X
Resistors have many characteristics-particularly negative temperature and voltage coefficientswhich make them suitable for
other high voltage applications.
They are constructed of a mixture of conducting material and

Green En-

graver offers

great speed and
convenience.
Quickly
cuts up to four lines
of letters from 3/64" to 1" on curved
or flat surfaces whether made of metal,
plastics or wood
operates by merely tracing master copy
anyone can
do an expert job. Special attachments
and engineering service available for
production work. Just the thing for
radio, electronic apparatus and instrument manufacturers. Write today for
Bulletin ES!

...

For

-

Panels

binder made by a process which
assures adequate mechanical
strength and durability. This
material is non -hygroscopic and,
therefore, moisture-resistant. The
resistors are also coated with
General Electric Dri-film which
further protects them against
humidity and also stabilizes the
resistors.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 4906
It
A

quality engraving on
Dials

Lenses
Name Plates
Scales
Instruments
also does routing, profiling and
three dimensional modeling.
INSTRUMENT CO.

100 to 100,000 megohms

gives complete information on S.S.White resistors.
free copy and price list will be sent on request.

SI WHI TEINDUSTRIAL
THE S.S. Wt I5s

I

rfN5AL MFG.

DIVISION

CO.

-DEPT

R.

IO EAST

FLEXIBLE

40th ST., NEW YORK

SHAFTS

16, N. Y.

--

AND ACCESSORIES

'nOLDED PLASTICS PRODUCTS-MOLDED RESISTORS

385 Putnam Ave.
Cambridge, Mass.

ate 06 "ArPRlCRQ ;WA

%=lQetiLil

v
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AIRBORNE RADIO
FOR ALL CLASSES OF AIRCRAFT

+...

by

Aircraft Radio Corporation

Save Space and Weight

With New, Plate -to -Plate

TRANSICOIL
Control Motors

TWO-WAY VHF
STANDARD LF RANGES

(with homing loop)
VHF OMNI RANGES
LOCALIZERS
GCA VOICE

Low Inertia Motors,

Precision Gear Trains
And Combinations

for 400 cycle or
60 cycle operation.
Direct plate -to -plate winding eliminates the output
transformer in the servo
amplifier. Wherever weight
and compcctness are important in a military or industrial control system, this
new Transicoil design development is your logical

solution.

ISOLATION AMPLIFIERS

(10 inputs

-2

outputs)

Varied housing designs suitable for all standard mountings.

Name of nearest sales and

Motor stall

installation agency

torque

oz. to 4.25 in. oz.

.25

in

on request

Jjircraft Radio Corporation
BOONTON, NEW JERSEY

ELECTRONICS

-

September, 1949

Complete Technical Data Available.
Request on Company Letterhead

TRANSICOIL
CORPORATION
114 WORTH ST., NEW YORK 13, N. Y.
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NEW PRODUCTS

TELEVISION?
The Tektronix Type 511 -AD Oscillo-

scope has been the choice of the
leaders in television research as
well as in TV transmitter
and receiver design,

production and
maintenance.

$84500
Portland, Oregon

fiat within 10 percent. The
unit can also be used with a calibration chart for frequencies as
high as 2,500 mc, with 10 my being
the lowest readable voltage.
200 me

CHECK ITS FEATURES
We are confident that you, too, will find
utility and usefulness in the Type 511 -AD
normally expected only from instruments considerably higher in price.

Literature

712

S. E.

HAWTHORNE BLVD.

HEATING UNITS

Tube Price Sheet. Eitel -McCullough, Inc., San Bruno, Calif., has
issued a new sheet for catalog insertion giving technical data,
drawings and prices on a line of
transmitting tubes, rectifiers, vacuum capacitors, heat -dissipating
connectors, diffusion pumps, air system sockets and vacuum
switches.

HEATING ELEMENTS

Transmitter Mica Capacitors. Cor-

PORTLAND 14, OREGON

HEAT RESISTANT WIRES FOR EVERY APPLICATION

TOUGH

..

.

RESISTANCE
LINE CORD

RUGGED

THERMOCOUPLE WIRE
ASBESTOS LEAD

Do your new circuit designs call for heat
resistance wire that's tough and ruggedwire that can take it day after day through
countless hours of operation? Then check
Lewis Asbestos Covered Wire before you
specify. Regardless of what your wire problem is dropping excessive voltages-filament dropping resistor in the line-high current conductors, it doesn't matter, just ..

& FIXTURE WIRE
INSULATED
RESISTANCE WIRE

FIBERGLAS

INSULATED WIRE
WIRE TO ANY
SPECIFICATIONS

.

oCe

oCeuiid

guild

Jh e

U(/ire

2or

(//ou

Send your electronic control, communications or appliance wiring specifications for a recommended solution by our engineers.
FOR A TRIAL ORDER OR A CARLOAD consult

nell Dubilier Electric Corp., South
Plainfield, N. J. A single-sheet
bulletin covers the Faradon NF
transmitting mica capacitors with
universal mounting. Rating, dimensions, outstanding features,
description and uses are outlined.

Aluminum Cable Manual. Reynolds Metals Co., Customers Service Dept., 2500 So. Third St.,
Louisville 1, Ky. The new manual
on steel -reinforced aluminum cable includes full technical data,
a comprehensive collection of sag tension charts, staking tables and
stringing -sag tables, with explanatory material on line design and
line erection. Formal requests for
the manual will be filled.

Transformer Catalogs. Chicago
Transformer Division, Essex Wire
Corp., 3501 W. Addison St., Chicago 18, Ill. A revised and expanded catalog of new equipment
200
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COILS

CALL
YOUR NEAREST

\O

WATERTOWN

Bobbin

on molded plastics

MAN

Paper Insulated

...to quote or counsel

Your Watertown man is an expert in plastics,
by 34 years of experience with every type
backed
Oo9
of plastic, every type of molding method. Calling
him in to quote or consult on any part, product or idea
will
involving molded plastic won't cost you a cent
give you the benefit of our design and engineering skill, as well
in developsecond to none in the industry
as our laboratory
ing and producing the job to your satisfaction and your customers'.
ó

Cotton -Interwoven

9

Primary-Secondary

...

-

-

Send us your specifications or
sample coils for quotation. We
welcome inquiries for large or
small quantities.

e

fire,
molded plastics job
the
wr
or phone
If you have a custom
hons
oro
man today
your nearest Watertown
the Watertown men
us directly. Here are
175 Fifth Ave.
Rankow,
A.
YORK-It.
NEW
2808

..P
.

Our winding experience plus
modern equipment assures you
of quality workmanship at fair
prices.

Transformers made

to

Company,
CHICAGO-National InsulationsP. Greeneer
G.

W. Glaescher

W.

St
Farquhar

J.

J.

KallaherR.C

J. P. Bonnamy
from Chicago
DETROIT-J. P. Greener
Bldg.
F. Linn, 866 Hanno
CLEVELAND-Carl
Miller, 729 N. Broadway
Fibre Co.
MILWAUKEE-Roger L.
National Vulcanized
SEATTLE-John W. Witherow,
South
Ave.,
First
1927
Vulcanised Fibre Co.
National
SAN FRANCISCO 273.

-

order.

LOS

h
S Hassen,
Fibre Co.
National Vulcanized
ANGELES-Fred M. Foley,
St.
Eighth
East
2325

THE COIL-O-MATIC CO.
470 Atlantic Ave.

Boston 10, Mass.

THE

WATERTOWN MANUFACTURING CO.

777

ECHO LAKE RD., WATERTOWN, CONN.

DUMONT
TIHrMITE
PAPER CAPACITORS

MODEL 202 WIDE BAND CHAIN AMPLIFIER

FROM 50 MMF. TO 2 MFD.
FROM 100 VOLTS TO 600 VOLTS

FOR

85° -100°

C

SEAL

DEPENDABILITY

ALWAYS SPECIFY DUMONT

DUMONT
ELECTRIC
CORP.

MFR'S OF

CAPACITORS FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT

308 DYCKMAN
ELECTRONICS

-

ST., NEW

YORK. N.

-

-

-100

Impedance

-

-±

1.5 db.
20 db. Response
KC to 200 MC. Gain
Less than 1.5 db.
200 ohms. Standing wave ratio

-a

-

the SKI
new principle of amplification
By employing a traveling wave circuit
Model 202 Wide -Band Chain Amplifier achieves a very wide bandwidth at a low
impedance. Two stages of six 6AK5 tubes are coupled into two delay lines of 200

MOISTURE PROOF
65°

Band width

Y.

ohms impedance thus making possible use of existing coaxial cables. The flat transmission characteristic makes the Model 202 ideally suited for use as a pre -amplifier
for signal generators, vacuum tube voltmeters, sweep generators, mercury and crystal
delay lines. Its extremely fast rise time makes this unique amplifier invaluable in
oscillagraphy, nuclear instrumentation and television testing.

Temperature Controls,
Variable Electronic Filters

Makers of: Wide -Band Chain Amplifiers,

s KL

SPENCER -KENNEDY LABORATORIES, INC.
187 MASSACHUSETTS AVE., CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.

September, 1949
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NEW PRODUCTS

MICROSECOND TIMING! THE NEW

transformers has 16 pages of
tables and illustrations presenting
a complete line of audio and power

mc INTER VAL TIMER

1.6

(COUNTER CHRONOGRAPH)

...measures and
records time intervals
with a resolution of

uftember.,..weg

1/1,600,000
seconds

This instrument determines and indicates directly the elapsed time between

* Extremely

High Accuracy

lator time base.

-

*

Direct Indication of Intervals up to one second- recycling
of the counter con be observed or recorded for
longer intervals.

*

High Resolution measures intervals in steps of 0.625
microsecond.

* Retains Indication
*Easy to

Actuate

electrical "Start" and "Stop" signals
derived from the beginning and ending of a time interval to be measured.
A 1,600,000 c.p.s. crystal oscillator is
used as the time base. The instrument,
which is completely self contained,
counts the number of cycles from this
time base which occurs during the time
interval measured. Price $925.00

1.6 Megacycle crystal oscil-

of Measurement until reset.

-

positive pJl.es from common cc sep-

* Stable - no adjustments

High Speed Electronic Counters and
Precision Internal Timers for All Applications-Address Inquiries to Dept.6G

arate sources can be used.
required.

CO.
POTTER INSTRUMENT
OR AT
OR
N
E

P

C

I

136-56 ROOSEVELT AVE.,

FLUSHING,

NEW

E

D

YORK

transformers and reactors. Also
available is a four-page illustrated
folder covering a catalog line of
hermetically sealed transformers.
Air Meter. Anemostat Corp., of
America, 10 E. 39th St., New York
16, N. Y. Bulletin 25A tells how
the Anemotherm air meter measures air velocity, air temperature
and static pressure. Included are
illustrations of the instrument in
operation for each of its functions.

Insulation Measurement. Associated Research, Inc., 3758 West Belmont Ave., Chicago 18, III. Bulletin 209 covers the Vibrotest, an
insulation and resistance measuring instrument. Specifications of
all models from 100 to 50,000 megohms are listed. Also shown are
the advantages of a self-contained
power unit eliminating hand
cranking.
Apparatus Notes. Andrew Technical Service, 4747 N. Damen Ave.,
Chicago 25, Ill. Bulletin 504 of the
Apparatus Notes series is devoted

s

C

PE ti EP -12

NO,

TIMING
COIL

MIN.

V.

AGASTAT

AGASTAT

AGASTAT
TYPE

SEC
CY

A

esOJEESE`
EL12AETN A'G
MERICAN.At ACCUMALATOA CG

HING

_

bL

1

ELIZABETN

CutuSAs

N0.MUM

MIN,

V

SEC

111311cv

AGA NEOJERSEY

CAS. ACCUMOCATQN CG

TYPE

Nc-$2

TIMING
COIL

NO.lEnn

MIN.IIIMISEC
`ÿ V.

CY.

ÁMGRIWI an ACCYMwLAIOeSEY
cB.

to stop watches, interval timers,
circuit control timers and chronographs. Bulletin 515 deals with a
variety of technical device including temperature recorders, immersion heaters and manometers.
Prices of all instruments are included.
Sweep Signal Generator. The Trip-

lett Electrical Instrument Co.,
Bluffton, Ohio, recently issued a
catalog sheet on the model 3434
television and f -m sweep signal
generator with built-in markers.
Illustration, general description
and frequency coverage are given.

w

Proportional Unit-Two proportional and
one standard AGASTAT combination.

PROPORTIONAL AGASTAT-Provides time delay proportional to any power failure time up to 15 minutes.
Custom built to specification.
Complete data on request.

A'G'A

AMERICAN GAS ACCUMULATOR COMPANY
1029 Newark Avenue

202

Elizabeth

3, New

Jersey

Mobile Communication Equipment.
Radio Corp. of America, Camden,
N. J. Form 2J4628 is an 8 -page
folder giving an illustrated description of the Carfone which
features "31 Circuit" selectivity
for interference -free operation in
the 152 to 174 -mc f -m band. Complete specifications are listed.
Low -Frequency

Smith

&

Oscilloscopes.
Stone Ltd., Georgetown,

September, 1949
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you

NEED

IN

VISIaN

COILS?

If you use choke coils, band-

tuning coils, channel coils,
contact coils and others for tele-

NEW PRODUCTS

(continued)

Ontario, has available a brochure
giving a detailed technical description of models L-22 and L-24 low frequency oscilloscopes which are
especially designed for the precise study of transient or recurring phenomena from O to 200 cps.

Broadcast Engineers Manual.
Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto,
Calif., is offering free on request
to all radio station chief engineers
a 37 -page manual to aid broadcast
engineers in making FCC-required
station performance measurements. The manual states each requirement for both a -m and f -m
broadcasters, lists equipment
needed to make appropriate measurements, and gives in detail
proper procedures for measuring,
recording, tabulating and presenting the required data.

Battery

Eliminator.

Raytheon

5 SECOND HEATING
no waiting, saves power

RIGID -TIP
latest in tip

engineering

-

LONGER REACH
full 51/4 inches

SOLDERLITE
spotlights the work

STREAMLINED

Mfg. Co., Waltham 54, Mass., has
published a brochure including

perfectly
balanced
DUAL HEAT
single heat
200 watts,
dual heat

for your needs. Coils are

illustrations, diagrams, schematics
and full specifications of the new
Rectifilter, the battery eliminator
that has no moving parts, requires
no adjustments and practically no
maintenance.

stripped and tinned, ready for

Selenium

vision assembly, and if you want
them coated with plastic, cotton,
nylon, enamel, lenzak, formvar,
etc., you can depend on Lewis

assembly!
Lewis has the facilities and ex-

perience for mass production of
all types of television

coils-and

our efficient methods permit economical prices.
Whatever your requirements,
have a Lewis Engineer call and
check them, quote delivery and
prices. No obligation.
LEWIS SPRING & MANUFACTURING CO.

2656 West North Avenue, Chicago 47, Illinois

Rectifiers.
Standard
Arcturus Corp., 54 Clark St., Newark 4, N. J. Three recent bulletins
describe and illustrate a variety
of selenium rectifiers for all electronic and industrial applications.
Voltage regulation curves and
specifications for half -wave strip,
half-wave stack and power rectifiers are given.

Broadcast Equipment. Radio Corp.
of America, Camden, N. J. Five
new brochures describe the latest
broadcast station equipment. Form
2J-4864 deals with broadcast microphones and accessories; Form
2J-4910, magnetic tape recorders;
2J-4784, professional recorder;
2J-4770, portable remote amplifier; and 2J-4771, Duo -cone monitoring loudspeaker. Also available are catalog sheets on a studio
consolette, tone generator and field
intensity meter.

PRECISION

SPRINGS
THE EINEST LIGHT SPRINGS AND WIRETORMS
OF EVERT TYPE AND MATERIAL

ELECTRONICS

-September,

Radio Timers. Telechron Inc., 285
Union St., Ashland, Mass. A re-

cent bulletin includes illustrations, dimensional drawings, and

1949

200/250
watts;
115 volts,
60 cycles

You can do every kind of soldering
with this new 250 watt Weller Gun.
Power -packed, it handles heavy
work with ease-yet the compact,
lightweight design makes it equally

suited for delicate soldering and
getting into tight spots.
Pull the trigger switch and you
solder. Release the trigger, and off
goes the heat-automatically. No
wasted time. No wasted current. No
need to unplug the gun between
jobs. 'Over and under' position of
terminals provides greater visibility
with built-in spotlight. Extra 51/4"
length and new RIGID-TIP mean
real soldering efficiency.
Chisel -shape RIGID -TIP offers
more soldering area for faster heat
transfer, and new design gives bracing action for heavy jobs. Here you
get features not found in any other
soldering tool ... advantages that
save hours and dollars. Your Weller
Gun pays for itself in a few months.
Order from your distributor or write
for bulletin direct.
SOLDERING TIPS-get your copy of
the new Weller guide to easier, faster
soldering -20 pages fully illustrated.
Price 10c at your distributor, or or-

der direct.

WELLER
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
EASTON, PA

806 PACKER STREET
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NEW PRODUCTS

(continued)

descriptions of four types of radio
timers : the Station Preselector,
the Sleep Switch, the Radio Alarm
Clock and the Auto -On. The bulletin also carries an account of a
free engineering service for radio
ngineers and manufacturers.

BY BARRY

BARRYMOUNTS
ELIMINATE SHOCK and VIBRATION
and ASSURE QUIET OPERATION FOR

Sturtevant
MULTIVANE RAILWAY CAR
VENTILATING FANS

Electrical Contact Metals. Fan steel Metallurgical Corp., North
Chicago, Ill. Technical data bulletin 7.101 is a 12 -page booklet
dealing with Fastells, a group of
materials made from metal powtiers for use as electrical contacts.
Information and data of basic
importance to design and production departments, as well as explanatory illustrations, are included.
Image Orthicon Data. Radio Corp.
of America, Harrison, N. J. Three

t
STANDARD AND

HEAVY DUTY
5,

INVERTERS

12 -page

To preserve the
high standard of
smooth, silent rid -

ing achieved in modern transportato isolate fan motor
tion , .
vibration . , . and to protect the
,

unit from accidental shock, Sturtevanr
specifies BARRYMOUNTS.

Experience has proved to
Sturtevant that, in numerous
railway and bus applications,
BARRYMOUNTS provide uniform
dependability of sound isolation
and protection from shock and
vibration.
Whatever your vibration

problem
whether it involves fans, motors,
heavy machinery, transformers, punch
presses, or delicate instruments
BARRY experience and consulting
engineering facilities offer a sure
solution. Our free catalog lists stock
mountings; for special information,
call our nearest office or write to

...

..

THE

BARRYCORP

MAIN OFFICE
SIDNEY ST..

177

Mer York
Cleveland

Rochester
Dayton
St. Louis

204

CAMBRIDGE 39,

MASSACHUSETTS

Minneapolis

Los Angeles

.L.

Solder Manual. Kester Solder Co.,
4204 Wrightwood Ave., Chicago 39,
Ill. A comprehensive reference
book now available on request is

Solder and Soldering Technique.
It gives a complete analysis of the
properties of soft solder alloys
and soldering fluxes.

For Inverting D. C. to A. C.

Magnetic Materials. The Arnold
Engineering Co., 147 E. Ontario
St., Chicago 11, Ill. Issue No. 1 of
the Magneteer gives 8 pages of
technical information on Remalloy. Future issues will be concerned with the fabrication, utilization and application of magnetic materials.

Vehicles. Ships, Trains,

Miniature Power Pentode. TungSol Lamp Works Inc., 95 Eighth
Ave., Newark 4, N. J. Electron
tube bulletin No. 1 is a catalog
sheet describing the new tube type
5A6, a miniature power pentode
intended for use as a Class C
power amplifier or oscillator. Filament voltage rating, power output and tube dimensions are given.

Washington

PhlledeIphia
Chicago

booklets of television
camera tube data are available.
They cover the 5655, for applications with artificial illumination;
the 2P23, for outdoor pickup; and
the 5769, for outdoor and studio
pickup.

Decoder Chart.
Aerovox Corp.,
740 Belleville Ave., New Bedford,

Specially Designed for operating A. C.

Radios,

Television

Sets,

Amplifiers,

Address Systems, end Radio Test
Equipment from D. C. Voltages in

-

Planes and in

2

D. C. Districts.

i4ZfZ fZ -í'ZfZfZ*
EiEw

Inn TOR

GUio

FIt

,

AUTO RADIO VIBRATORS
A Complete Line of Vibrators

...

Designed for Use in Standard Vibrator -Operated Auto Radio Receivers. Built with Precision Construction, featuring Ceramic Stack
Spacers for Longer Lasting Life.

V

V

NEW DESIGNS
NEW LITERATURE
"A" Battery Eliminator. DC -AC ,
Inverters. Auto Radio Vibrators
.5e4 "MR flae, e, ende

NEW MODELS

V

AMERICAN TELEVISION
QuaCiry Product;
SAINT PAUL

1,

RADIO

&

CO.

Score l531

MrNNESOTA-U.S.A.

September,

1949
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FLEXIBLE SHAFT COUPLINGS
REMOTELY

.

CONTROL

GM

e

BAND SWITCHES

D'ARSONVAL PORTABLE

POTENTIOMETERS

GALVANOMETERS

TUNING

AND MOVEMENTS...

NEUTRALIZING
CONDENSERS

CONDENSERS

C

RADIO WIRE
SHIELDING

/Vew.
Series 570-600
Pointer -Type
D -C Galvanometer

SIMPLIFY YOUR DESIGN PROBLEMS

new addition to the 'ine of G -M galvanometers. It is a completer, assembled unit
featuring an Alnico magnet for greater stability
of calibration and a new high in sensitivity.
Easily installed and replaced, requires only 23/4"
be ow the mounting surface.
tugged construetio- throughout. Three models, with sensitivities per mm. division of .06, 0.10 and 0.20

FLEXIBLE SHAFT COUPLINGS-Here is absolutely accurate and

microamps.
Write for specifications and prices on these

to shield audio, radio and video circuit components. Popular in discriminator and television circuits.
Sold in various diameters in mill lengths of over 10 Feet or cut to exact lengths. Available in tinned

Here is

a

and other galvanometers

GM

L

1BIIß 11111RIH,Slir.

4336 N. Knox Ave.

s

VIC1016

/--

Chicago 41,

effortless remote control at its

finest. Dependability built for trouble-free service. Send specifications for our recommendations and prices.

RADIO WIRE SHIELDING-Flat wire construction with

smooth inner and outer surfaces makes

it more rigid, easier to handle. Makes smoother bends and allows For quicker insertion of wires. Used

steel, copper and brass for easy soldering. ECONOMICAL.

`,sus

1a

1H.

ELLIOTT MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

BINGHAMTON
NEW YORK
218 PROSPECT AVENUE
'931,
FLEXIBLE SHAFTS FOR POWER TAKE - OFFS AND REMOTE CONTROLS

*
STEATITE

CERAMIC

Wearlr/e:-r
TELEVISION
GENERATOR
KIT

$395?

vl
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fence

41.1 for end

l

,w b,l.,eing
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code
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.ed

foce
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fxb

bee

CONDENSER
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problem

Ionic.. equipment
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end
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coin

en o 'indeed budged.

vo.nM. seed

Sig.al c.newro.
Il
for 55330.55330..b
n
P, rcbe M ,n Needle.,
VIVO. .lone.
out dh .ea a o loa..,

ecv

CHECKER KIT

ELECTRONIC
SWITCH KIT

$3450

NEW
IMPEDANCE
BRIDGE SET

\ $695?

Complete details on request

D. M. STEWARD MFG. COMPANY
Main Office L Works: Chattanooga, Tenn.
Needham, Mass.
Chicago
Los Angeles
New York
Philadelphia

nd

.d,

wvW^N.

vided

pM

ELIMINATOR
KIT

feed.

ell .v

.M end enb.I.d..on.l already
...Ned

P4M.

radio, electrical and electronic fields are
finding in LAVITE the please qualities
. high
called for in their specifications
compressive and dielectric strength, low
moisture absorption and resistance to rot,
fumes, acids, and high heat. The exceedingly low loss -factor of LAVITE plus its
excellent workability makes it ideal for all
high frequency applications.

.we
BATTERY

un:...:e..

.ed ¢,eel. MrWPlg,t H. Unified SNP..
is complete -Me
110, 60

Design engineers and manufacturers in the

KIT

$E:ILLOSCOPE

ne..d

W
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e.n

u..

.o-I.E.. id. redderieelly Pee
. of IM wic.+.+wer w

end
see
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R.F.

VACUUM TUBE

SIGNAL

VOLTMETER

GEN. KIT

KIT

$195?

HEATH COMPANY
NEW

%earlr4ee

HANDITE-STER
IT
$13.
.
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BENTON HARBOR,

MICHIGAN

14
EXPORT DEPARTMENT

EAST salb STREET
NEW TOR« 16. N.Y.
ARIA! - N.Y.

13

CABLE

-
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NEED A LOT OF POWER
IN

SMALL SPACE?

We made this special
transformer for a major
aircraft company

It delivers 480 V.A. in a
1/z

hour duty cycle with
temperature rise

UNDER

40°

C.!

Meets Pro Jan -T-27 Grade 1,
Class A specs

Let Peerless figure on YOUR
transformer requirements
PEERLESS ELECTRICAL

PRODUCTS

SPEC

DIVISION

5657

SPECIFICATIONS:
Dimensions: 43/4" high, width 4-3/16", depth
Volume: 44.7 cubic inches
Weight: 51/4 lbs.
3 phase primary, 3 phase secondary
connection
Y-

21/4"

Q

700

1161 N. Vine St.,
161 Sixth Avenue,

volt test

Frequency: 400-800 cycles
Primary voltage -208, secondary 25

Hollywood 38, Cal.
New York 13, N. Y.

FRAZAR & HANSEN LTD.
Francisco 11, Cal.
Exclusive Export Agent

301 Clay St., San

(continued)

NEW PRODUCTS

Mass., has issued the Duranite
decoder chart printed in colors
and showing the RMA color band
coding for molded tubular paper
capacitors, with corresponding
numerical values of capacitance,
tolerance and voltage. It enables
the reader to match colors and
read exact values.

Thermostatic Bimetal. The H. A.
Wilson Co., 105 Chestnut St.,
Newark 5, N. J., has available a
4 -page pamphlet on the thermostatic bimetal known as Thermo metal R-16. The material described was developed primarily
for application in high -capacity
circuit breakers and similar devices where low electrical resistance is required.
Television Film Projector. Radio
Corp. of America, Department 522,
Camden, N. J. An eight-page descriptive brochure (Form 2J4685) provides comprehensive information on the 35 -mm television
projector. The publication is well
illustrated and gives complete
operating data, suggested studio
layout and simplified line drawings.

Printed Circuits. Haas Bros.,

0
LET

WASTE -TIME RUN AWAY WITH YOUR PROFITS!

GET

THE

76

West St., New York 6, N. Y. A
6 -page reprint covers the practice
of printed circuits. Also available
is bulletin No. 1 which is descriptive of the Elargol process, developed in England during the
war, for the mass production of
printed circuits on chassis. With
the process described it is possible
to print on both sides of the chassis, the only requirement being a
black and white drawing of the
type of circuit desired.

NEW

CODE CALL
FOR INSTANT

r;

COMMUNICATION

Saves time and increases efficiency in your office and plant.
Code Call is made by a numerical code, sounding signals.
Promptly completes telephone connections with organization personnel away from their own telephones. Write for new Bulletin d 4-6

A

A

i

A

and MANUFACTURING COMPANY
154 WEST 14th

206

ST.

NEW YORK

Camera and Recording Equipment. J. A. Maurer, Inc., 37-01
Thirty-first St., Long Island City 1,
N. Y. A 27 -page cardboard -covered booklet with spiral -type
binding thoroughly describes a
16-mm motion picture camera,
sound -on -film recording system
and film phonograph. The booklet is profusely illustrated.

11, N. Y.

A -C Generators. Kato Engineering Co., 1415 First Ave., Mankato,
September, 1949

-

ELECTRONICS

NEW PRODUCTS

(continued)

\\teute\ri\

Minn., recently issued literature
on a -c generators with speeds from
720 to 1800 rpm. Bulletin 3149 describes those ranging from 5 to
175 kw at 60 cycles; and bulletin
21749, those in the 150 to 300 -kw
range.

Voltage Regulators. Union Electric Products Co., Inc., 24 Edison
Pl., Newark 2, N. J. A single catalog sheet describes and gives illustrations and ratings for a line
of step-down auto transformers
and voltage regulators. Inquiries
are invited for voltages and ratings not listed.

Electrical Insulation. Insulation
Manufacturers Corp., 565 W.
Washington Blvd., Chicago 6, Ill.
Available widths and thicknesses
for four types of woven glass
tapes are shown in a one -sheet
bulletin. The tapes described are
designed to provide better insu-

with the New

ROK-LOK-new sensitive material clamp increases accuracy
NEW PRECISION STOPS accurately control angularity of bends

This versatile metal forming machine was developed
for use in model shops, experimental laboratories and production departments where it often replaces dies for all types of precision forming operations. Di -Acro Brakes will form a great variety of materials including

bronze, stainless steel, aluminum and bi -metals.

WRITE FOR CATALOG. New edition of 40 -page Di -Acro Catalog contains detailed information on all Di-Acro Brakes, Shears,
Benders, Notchers, Rod Parters, Punches and illustrates how
these precision machines can be used individually or cooperatively for "DIE -LESS DUPLICATING".
Pronounced "DIE-ACK-RO"

^f

TRp-e

PRECISION MGCMIMFsV,

Liquid Level Gage. The Vapor
Recovery Systems Co., P. 0. Box
231, Compton, Calif. An illustrated account of the Electronic
Gauger, a remote-reading liquid
level gage, is given in a recent
8 -page folder. With the instrument described it is possible to
gage tanks accurately to within
± a inch of tank level on a centrally located panel.

Electric Control Devices. Ward
Leonard, Electric Co., 31 South St.,
Mount Vernon, N. Y. Bulletin No.
100,000 describes and illustrates a
complete line of electric control
devices for industrial and commercial control applications. Devices covered are rheostats, resistors, relays, motor starters, contactors, control accessories and
dimmers.

DI -ACRO
BRAKE

DOUBLE-EDGED FORMING BLADE allows close reverse bends

lated and longer lasting electrical
products.

Portable Geiger Counter. Nuclear
Instrument & Chemical Corp., 223233 West Erie St., Chicago 10, Ill.,
has issued a bulletin describing
the Sniffer, a two pound Geiger
counter which is powered by two
flashlight batteries. Chief features and method of operation are
outlined.

l 4FCes

_

011 EIL-1RlUlII

DUPLP

49-4S

MFG. co.

321 EIGHTH AVENUE, LAKE CITY, MINNESOTA

value for industry

a

Development and Production of

SPECIAL PURPOSE VACUUM
TUBES BY ECLIPSE -PIONEER
300C me Temperature
Limited Noise Diode Tube.
TT -1

Y -Type Position

Convectron-

Vertical Sensing Tube.

We're not in the standard vacuum tube business. But
we are definitely in the business of developing and
manufacturing special purpose vacuum tubes -tubes

that are not generally available. During the past three
years, for example, our facilities have produced, such
devices as the Chronotron thermal time delay tube, the
Convectron* vertical sensing tube, the TT -1 3000 me
temperature limited noise diode tube, counter tubes,
glass enclosed spark gaps, and phono pickup tubes.
Quantities of all these are now serving many phases of
industry in a wide variety of applications. We invite
your use of our facilities to develop and produce your
requirements of special purpose vacuum tubes. ' our
inquiries concerning the scope of our facilities or details
of any of our tubes will be given immediate attention.
*REG.

U. S.

PAT. OFF.

Eclipse -Pioneer Division of
TETERBORO, NEW JERSEY

11q
Chronot on Thermal
Time Delay Tube.

\WM
arunor. co.ao.arvow

Export Sates-9enoir Internalionat Division, 77 Fill h Avenue, New York 11. N.
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

(continued from page 130)

library of standard operations is
also being accumulated.

IRE-AIEE Nucleonics
Symposium
ELECTRONIC
ACTUAL
SIZE

Welded

GERMANIUM
DIODES
NOW AVAILABLE AT
NEW LOW PRICES!

four types of
Diode
Rectifiers
Germanium
are available to meet electronic requirements where problems of space
or AC hum exist, or where heat
produced by a vacuum tube would
he objectionable.
GE.1ERRAL

ELECTRIC'S

LOOK AT THESE FEATURES-

* Welded

Contact Construction-For stabilit\.

*

shock resistance, high ambients, long life.
Insulating Case For low
lead -to -lead capacitance, high
moisture resistance, mechan-

-

ical strength.

* Small Size-For"no room"
applications.

Call the G -E office near you, or write for
specifications and price list: Specialty Division, General Electric Company, Electronics
Park, Syracuse, New York.
-Sul ject to prior orders.

975

Ulf

GENERALI

EL

0e-

208

Ca/L/bUf

instrumentation

in

nucleonics and medicine will be the
subject of a conference at the Hotel
Commodore, New York, on October
31, November 1 and 2. This is the
second annual conference on the
subject to be sponsored jointly by
the IRE and AIEE.
The conference program will be
similar to the one held last year
in that the first day will be devoted
to electronics in medicine, the second day to nucleonics in medicine,
and the third day to the physical
aspects of nucleonics instrumentation.
Some of the topics to be discussed
are: audible interpretation of electroencephalograph; high - fidelity
electrical
electrocardiography;
methods of blood -pressure recording; stable d -c amplifiers for biological recordings; design of c -r
oscillograph; medical applications
of ionizing radiation; dosage measurements of ionizing radiation;

WIND more
COILS faster
WITH YOUR
PRESENT

COIL -WINDING

MACHINE!
e

scintillation counters; measurements of low-energy beta -ray emitters; criteria in the selection of
radioisotopes for industrial use;
and desirable improvements in nuclear instruments.

_ use

Electronics Attracts Vets

Wire

than 136,000 World War II
veterans are studying radio and
MORE

television in schools and colleges
under the G. I. Bill and Public Law
16. This figure was recently disclosed in a Veterans Administration
Study as of Dec. 1, 1948.
Of the above number, 55,761
were studying electrical engineering-including radio engineeringin colleges and universities under
the G. I. Bill; 2,944 were training
to become electrical engineers under
Public Law 16; and 76,920 were
taking courses in radio and television in trade and vocational
schools under the G. I. Bill. Of the
76,920 students, 51,236 were training as radio and television mechanics, 1,856 as radio operators, 195
as ship radio operators, 151 as air -

e

P11141111C0
Tensions
DeReeliÉn

for

PERF

Installation of these inexpensive
PAMABCO tensions lowers wind-

ing costs because each machine
will. accommodate more coils at
higher winding speeds. In addition
to increased production, PAMARCO
tensions raise production quality.

Free -running action practically
eliminates wire breakage and

shorted turns. Simple thumb screw
setting quickly adjusts for any wire
gauge. No tools or special skill are
needed for operation. For
complete data call or write.

PAPER MACHINERY

& RESEARCH,

INC.

1014 OAK STREET
ROSELLE, NEW JERSEY
September, 1949
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'IT'S THE BEST YET!"

how to keep your

PLUG -INS plugged in
THE TOP HAT RETAINER
Four standard sizes fit

most tubes and components.

Special types also

available.

New stainless steel clamp for plugvibration.

in units subject to

Yes! We think it's the best yet. We think this
transmitter ideal for such applications as Police,
Forestry, Airport Traffic Control, Oil Fields,
Aerophare, Beacons, Explorations, Public Utilities,

Mining, Emergencies and Point -to -Point
requirements. It can be controlled either locally
or from remote position; either for telephone (A-3)
or telegraph (A-1 or A-2) service... it is
compact, complete and designed for hard service.

This transmitter is crystal controlled. Single
channel with plug-in coils for bands 200-525 kc
and 1.6-I3.5 me: dual channel with self contained
coils for the band 2.5-13.5 n,,. Carrier power
output 75 watts .1-1 and 50 watts .4-3. Types of
tubes used, 807 and 866A (or 3B25 for low
temperatures). Suitable for use in either tropical
or cold climates. It ith the addition of tone
oscillator the single channel unit becomes a 50
watt beacon (Aerophare) transmitter, and is
used in conjunction with AK -3 identification
keyer and ATU-7SSL antenna tuner. Operates
from either 115 or 230 volts. 50/60 cycles.

Materials and finishes comply with
Armed Forces specifications.
Recommended for use in military
electronic equipment.

Hodes

50HXS

CONSULTANTS. DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS 0F STANDARD OR SPECIAL ELECTRONIC, METEOROLOGICAL AND COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT.

Please state in your inquiry the type of tube or
component to which the retainer is to be applied, or supply sample or outline drawings

with pertinent dimensions.

P. O0.

TIMES FACSIMILE CORPORATION
A

AERONAUTICAL COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT. INC.
3090 Douglas Read. Miami 33. Florida

Subsidiary of The New York Times Company
229 West 43 St., New York 18, N. Y.

Faster Evacuationto Low Pressures
with Top Efficiency

DEALERS: Equipeletro Ltda., Calas Postal 1925. Rio de Janeiro,
Brasil e Henry Newman Jr., Apartado Aereo 130, Barranquilla,
Colombia e Radeles, Reconquista 46, Buenos Aires, Argentino

Little thought -of facts about capacitors
The short time breakdown voltage of a well-made D.C.
capacitor is not less than 5 to 6 times the actual working

voltage at

20°E

E
e

- e min
Breakdown voltage
-= Rated
d.c. working voltage
5

X

INDUSTRIAL CAPACITORS
Beach -Russ Type RP
Single Stage Vacuum
Pump. Capacity -17
to 645 c. f. m.

are unvaryingly held to this

Watch this

for
capacitor

formula.

space

Designed for maximum safety factor and the smallest
possible volume, INDUSTRIAL CAPACITORS are the most

facts

widely used capacitor in industrial applications.

other

that
will help
you.

WRITE TODAY FOR DETAILED CATALOG

r

I

INDUSTRIAL CONDENSER CORP.

'

Sales Offices in
All Principal Cities
3243 N. California Ave.
Chicago 18, Illinois

For vacuum

exhausting and processing at low
pressures in electronic or electrical operations,
these pumps offer the advantages of positive

rotary, automatically lubricated, noiseless
operation. They are "tops" for producing high
vacuum or for backing diffusion pumps. Test to
absolute pressures as low as 4 microns.

BEACH -RUSS
high vacuum

PUMPS

Write
for
Catalog
No. 84

BEACH -RUSS COMPANY
52 CHURCH ST.

ELECTRONICS

-

NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

WHITEHEAD STAMPING CO.

A preferred source of precision -made WASHERS and STAMPINGS. 46 years of experience and up-to-the-minute facilities, assure highest quality and service.
EST.

1903

WHITEHEAD STAMPING CO.
1691 W. Lafayette Blvd.

September, 1949

Detroit 16, Michigan
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"Just tell them they
CAN'T AFFORD TO USE
ANYTHING ELSE

.

."

.

That's Joe Gibbons speaking. We were
talking about how to make people realize
what a terrific thing this new

JELLIFF ALLOY 1000 RESISTANCE WIRE
really is, and that's the way he summed it up. And even when you
make allowances for a salesman's natural enthusiasm, he's pretty
near right. Just look at some of the important data:

*

JELLIFF
MANUFACTURING

CORPORATION
SOUTHPORT, CONN.,

Resistivity 1000 ohms/cmfTensile strength 165,000 psiTC of Resistance 20 ppmCoefficient of Expansion 13.9

ppm-

Corrosion Resistance equal to the
best nickel-chromiumsWinds fast and solders easilyLots more ohms in lots less space.

See what we mean? For the whole story,
write for Bulletin 17.

STANDARD SIGNAL GENERATOR
MODEL
65-B
RANGE
75 KC
to
30 MC

Individually Calibrated Scale
OUTPUT: Continuously variable, .1 microvolt to 2.2 volts.
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 5 ohms to .2 volt, rising to 15 ohms

MANUFACTURERS OF

at

Standard Signal Generators
Pulse Generators

2.2 volts.

400 cydes, 1000 cycles
MODULATION:
and provision for external modulation. Built-in, low disFrom zero to 100%.

tortion modulating amplifier.
POWER SUPPLY: 117 volts, 50-60 cycles, AC.
DIMENSIONS: 11" high,

20" long, 10y" deep, overall.

FM Signal Generators

Square Wave Generators
Vacuum Tube Voltmeters
UHF Radio Noise & Field

Strength Meters
Capacity Bridges

WEIGHT: Approximately 50 lbs.

Catalog on request

Megohm Meters
Phase Sequence Indicators

MEASUREMENTS
BOONTON
210

CORPORATION
NEW JERSEY

Television and FM Tast
Equipment
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craft radio operators and 23,482
were taking other courses in radio
and communications. An additional
335 veterans were taking on-thejob training under the G. I. Bill, 125
as radio operators and 210 as workers in the field of radio and phonoraph manufacturing.
Eligibility for G. I. Bill training
consists of (1) active military service some time between Sept. 16,
1940 and July 25, 1947; (2) service of at least 90 days, or a discharge for a service -connected disability if released, before 90 days
service; and (3) a discharge under
conditions other than dishonorable.
For Public Law 16, requirements
are (1) military service between
and 1940 and 1947 dates; (2) a discharge other than dishonorable;
(3) a compensable service -connected disability; and (4) V.A's determination that training is necessary to overcome a handicap.

Railroad Radio Progress
railroad radio communication was recently demonstrated by the Chicago, South Shore
and South Bend R. R. The primary
purpose in covering the entire 77 mile operating area between Kensington, Ill., and South Bend, Ind.,
was to facilitate service and maintenance operations along the road and
to provide instant communication
with any of the railroad's mobile
units in case of emergency.
The vhf system demonstrated was
planned and developed by the South
Shore engineering department in
cooperation with the Bendix Radio
Division of Bendix Aviation Corp.
It solved the problem of greater
coverage by installing remotely -controlled, unattended relay stations.
The relay stations, strategically
located so that their service areas
overlap, receive and transmit messages automatically. Two separate
frequencies provide dual -channel
operation.
The central operating office and
mobile units can communicate with
each other without the use of relay
stations within a 15 to 20 mile
radius. Mobile units up to 30 miles
apart can communicate through the
relay stations. For greater distances communication betwen moSYSTEM -WIDE

September,
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bile units can be manually relayed
by the dispatcher situated at the

line's half-way mark.

NOTHELFER
Custom Built

BUSINESS NEWS
LENKURT ELECTRIC CO., San Carlos,

TRANSFORMERS

Calif., has incorporated a subsidiary company with its plant at
Vancouver, B. C., to be known as
Lenkurt Electric Co. of Canada,
Ltd.

Proved by
Past

AMERICAN TELEVISION INC., Chicago, Ill., manufacturers of cathode-

Performance

ray tubes, recently began the manufacture of direct -view television
receivers.

Over 25 years' experience in the manu-

facture of specials at cost that compares favorably with standard types.
Built in quality proved by years of actual use.

BATTELLE

INSTITUTE, Columbus,
Ohio, recently completed a new

laboratory area and enlarged its
electrical engineering staff to provide adequate facilities for companies not equipped to conduct research on complex electrical engineering problems.
ATWATER

TELEVISION

CO.,

From 10VA to 300 KVA Dry -Type
only. Both Open and Encased. 1, 2,
and 3 Phase. 15 to 400 Cycles.

NOTHELFER
WINDING LABORATORIES

has

9 ALBEMARLE AVE.,

moved to new and larger quarters
at 360 Furman St., Brooklyn, N. Y.,
to increase production of large -

TRENTON 3, N. J.

screen television sets.

STATION KUSN, an independent a -m and f -m station in San
Diego, Calif., recently purchased
KYOR and has switched to the Tatter's frequency of 1,130 kc as well
as its construction permit for day
and night operations at 5,000 watts.
KUSN also has applied for a change
of call letters to KSDO.
RADIO

ISOLANTITE MFG. CORP.

has moved
from Lyndhurst, N. J., to its new
plant in Stirling, N. J., enlarging
its production capacity for steatite
products and porcelain insulators.
JENSEN MFG. Co., a subsidiary of
the Muter Co., Chicago, Ill., has pur-

chased the fixed assets and inventory of Radio Speakers, Inc., Chicago, from Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp., New York City.
PERSONNEL

J. GRAYSON JONES, formerly chief
engineer of Peyton Television, has
been appointed chief engineer of
Conrac, Inc., Glendora, Calif., tele ELECTRONICS

-

Automatic Frequency Response Recorder
This recorder is specifically

designed to plot fully automatically frequency response characteristics of electro -acoustical
and electronic devices. Other typical applications are the
recording of sound, noise and vibration in conjunction with
or without analyzers; the recording of beam patterns, directional properties of transducers and subjective loudness.
SPECIFICATIONS:
INPUT: 10,000 ohms to potenDIRECTION OF RECORDtiometer.
SCALE RANGES: 0-20. 0-40,
ING: Motor is reversible, per 0 -50,
0-60, 0-80 db, Linear,
Square Root, or Phon Potentiometer.
RECORDING CHART 5" wide
paper, 4" recording width. 15
different charts available.

RECORDING METHOD: Ink
writing by means of interchangeable ink siphons.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE : 20 40,000 c.p.s. ±1 db; has a
useful range to 200,000 c.p.s.
SENSITIVITY: 10 mv. for botCHART SPEEDS: Equipped
tom scale deflection, 200 mv.
with a two-speed drive for
full scale for linear scale range.
either a 2:1 or 4:1 reduction.
ACCURACY: Static accuracy
A great variety of chart speeds
-2-1%a of full scale.
available.
Descriptive literature mailed upon request.
:

mitting recording in either
direction.
GEARING TO AUXILIARY
EQUIPMENT: A drive shaft is
accessible from the front panel
for connecting to oscillator or
analyzer. Any available oscillator or wave analyzer can be
connected to the recorder by
means of a LINK UNIT.
SIZE: 101/2" x 19" front panel,
slotted for RACK MOUNTING. 12" deep.

Designers and Manufacturers of Graphic- Recorders

SOUND APPARATUS

COMPANY'ST^RUNG.
J.

Instruments Engineered for Individual Requirements

September, 1949
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specialists in custom -bal

receiver
manufacturers.
vision

,

MACHIN
ELECTRON TUBE

-BUILDS
KAHLE CUSTOM

component

has been promoted
specialist in
engineering
from
cathode-ray tubes to chief engineer
for the television picture tube division of Sylvania Electric Products
Inc., Seneca Falls, N. Y.
Ross GESSFORD

ma-

the exact tubes
chines to make
you

and

-inch
require-from big 20

ers to tiny sub-miniature-from
to those o or
laboratory types
Kahle
high-speed production.
exhausthrough
puts each unit

in our plant
tive trial runs
-free operation in

assure trouble
yours.

Ray
#1405 Cathode
Machine

Tube

Sealing
up to 121
16 heads for sealing
for sealheads
12
inch tubes;
to 16 inch tubes.
inthese sizes
Adaptors for
stantly interchangeable.

production
We specialize in cost-cutting,
equipment for

boosting, labor-saving
of

-

rtcom-

plete manufacture
sub -miniature
and
standard miniature
radio tubes, sub-miniature
oresbes, fluoresub-me
photocells,x-ray
cent lamps, D
products.

Consultations invited
catalog
Send for our new

Jersey
North Bergen, New
1309 Seventh Street,

VARIAN MICROWAVE ENGINEERING

R. Gessford

S.

A. Schelkunoff

A. SCHELKUNOFF of Bell
Labs has been awarded the Stuart
Ballantine Medal of the Franklin
Institute in Philadelphia for his
outstanding contributions to the extension of the electromagnetic wave
theory.
SERGEI

OSBORNE, chief engineer of
the American Telephone and Telegraph Co., has been elected chairman of the United States National
Committee of the International
Electrotechnical Commission.

H. S.

BRECKENBRIDGE, formerly assistant professor of electrical
insulation at MIT, was recently appointed to the staff of the National
Bureau of Standards to take charge
of a special study on the electrical
properties of semiconducting materials.
ROBERT G.

VIRGIL

WAVEGUIDE TEST equipment for use between 2600 and
3950 mc; 11/2 by 3 by 0.080 in.; RG -48/U waveguide with
UG-53/U flanges. These and special units for early delivery.

O Standing

-wave detector.
Precision ground for continuing accuracy better than 1
per cent.
Variable attenuator. Attennuation 0.5 to 10 db; vswr
less than 1.1, 2600 to 3400 mc;
average power 1 watt, peak 1 kw.

O

VARIAN
associates
212

OTermination. Average power 1 watt, peak 1 kw; vswr
less than 1.05, 2600 to 3400 mc.
Co -ax waveguide transition.
Connectorless type for RG 5/U, AG -8/U, or RG-21/U flexible
cable; vswr less than 1.25, 2700 to
3200 mc.

99 washington st.

san carlos, calif.

H.

DISNEY,

formerly an

assistant section head in research
at the airplane division of the Curtiss-Wright Corp., Dayton, Ohio,
has been named a supervisor of
electronics at Armour Research
Foundation of Illinois Institute of
Technology.
was recently
promoted from rectifier engineer to
chief engineer of the Richardson Allen Corp., New York City, manufacturers of selenium rectifiers.
WARREN S. MASTER

formerly supervisor of research and development,
VICTOR B. COREY,

September,
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MINIATURE
ELECTRICAL

What Makes A

TRANSMITTERS
Fully temperature compensated

The most RELIABLE precision instruments employing strain gage elements
ever constructed for industrial and air-

Mailing Click?
Trade Mark
Advertising men agree
list is more than half

-the

the story.

McGraw-Hill

Mailing

Lists, used by leading manufacturers and industrial serv-

direct

ice organizations,
your advertising and sales
promotional efforts to key
purchasing power.
They
offer thorough horizontal
and vertical coverage of
major markets, including
new personnel and plants.
Selections may be made to
fit your own special requirements.

craft applications

CUSTOM INSTRUMENTATION
ACCELEROMETERS
ALTIMETERS
AIRSPEED TRANSMITTERS
PRESSURE TRANSMITTERS

Specify Teleflight Instruments
Write for descriptive bulletin

ENGINEERING PHYSICS DIVISION

New names are added
to every McGraw-Hill list
daily.
List revisions are
made on a twenty-four hour
basis. And all names are
guaranteed accurate within
two per cent.
In view of present day
difficulties in maintaining
your own mailing lists, this
efficient personalized service
is particularly important in

securing the comprehensive
market coverage you need
and want.
Ask for more
detailed information today.
You'll probably be surprised
at the low over-all cost and
the tested effectiveness of
these hand-picked selections.

3hecl is 32ade4, 94w.
North Tonawanda, New York, U.

S.

A.

SMALL PARTS
Filaments, anodes, supports, springs, etc.
for electronic tubes. Small wire and flat
metal formed parts to your prints for your
assemblies. Double pointed pins. Wire
straightened and cut diameter up to tie -inch.
Any length up to 12 feet.
LUXON fishing tackle accessories.
Inquiries will receive prompt attention.

ART WIRE AND
STAMPING CO.
227 High St.

Newark 2, N. J.

Pioneer in Radio Engineering Instruction .Since 1927

MD
DIRECT

APITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
A Accredited Technical Institute

CRAW -HILL
MAIL LIST SERVICE

ADVANCED HOME STUDY AND RESIDENCE
COURSES IN PRACTICAL RADIO -ELECTRONICS
AND TELEVISION ENGINEERING

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.

Request your tree home study or residence
school catalog by writing to:

DIRECT MAIL DIVISION

REGISTRAR
16TH AND PARK ROAD, N.W.
WASHINGTON 10, D. C.

330 WEST 42nd

ST.

Approved for Veteran Training

NEW YORK 18, N. Y.
ELECTRONICS
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has been appointed manager of the
engineering physics division of
Fredric Flader, Inc., North Tonawanda, New York.

NEY

Precious Metals
in Industry

G'EATLY IMPROVED LINEARITY WITH

'RUSH

first man to isolate uranium 235, has become associated with Minneapolis -Honeywell
Regulator Co. on a consulting basis
to assist in research on supersensitive mercury switches.
ALFRED O. C. NIER,

PURR /*

CONTACTS

Results of life tests on nickel -chrome wire -wound
potentiometers, using contacts of PALINEY g(7* in
comparison with phosphor bronze, showed greatly improved linearity maintained through longer service
life. If you have this or similar contact problems write
or call our Research Department for detailed test data.

DONALD L. BENEDICT, during the
last year a special consultant to
Raytheon Mfg. Co. working on
microwave tubes and dielectric
heating for specialized applications,
has been appointed assistant chairman of the department of electrical
engineering of Stanford Research
Institute, Stanford, Calif.

*Reg. T.M. of J. M. Ney Co.
lrtrite or phone

THE

(HARTFORD

J. M.

179 ELM ST.

2-4271) our R

.,n h Department

NEY COMPANY
HARTFORD 1, CONN.

SPECIALISTS IN PRECIOUS METAL
METALLURGY SINCE 1812

Cathode Ray Oscillograph shows

performance of modified potentiometer after one million cycles or two
million sweeps of PALINEY 7é'
contact over wire. The initial error
was reduced to ± .12/< and this
linearity was maintained throughout
the test.

26NY49

D. L.

NELV..

Improved Wiring Eliminates Leakage

General Electric Co., Schenectady,
N. Y.
ROYAL C. BERGVALL,

A precision Gain Set with specially developed
wiring that permits no troublesome leakage
and provides improved frequency characteristics. Available completely assembled, or
in kit form-which permits the sale of a high
accuracy instrument at a low price.
WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE BULLETIN
Manufacturers of Precision Electrical Resistance Instruments

PALISADES
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formerly with Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., has
joined the Thermionics Branch,
Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories, Belmar, N. J. He is in charge
of tube processing research and development.
HAROLD JACOBS,

of the tube development laboratory,
has been appointed supervisor of
the tube development and testing
laboratories of the Tube Division,

Impedance, load section: 4, 8, 16, 50,
150, 200, 500, d
600 ohms.
Impedance, transm.
set.: 50, 150, 200,
500 d 600 ohms.

unbalanced.
Attenuators: 10x10,
10x1 d 5x0.2 db.
Load carr. cap.:
Transm. sect. 1 w.
Load section 10 w.

H. Jacobs

L. E. RECORD, formerly supervisor

Range: 111 db. in 0.2
steps.
Frequency resp.: 0.1 db
from 0 to 20 kc.
Accuracy: 0.1 db.

Reference level: 1 mw.
into 600 ohms.
Circuit: "T",

Benedict

PARK,

NEW

JERSEY

after

11

years

as assistant to the vice-president in
charge of engineering, has been
named engineering manager of in-

dustrial products at Westinghouse
Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.
L. BERANEK, associate professor of engineering at MIT, was
awarded a grant-in-aid by the
Dept. of State to lecture on electro acoustics at the Institute of Radio
Technology, Buenos Aires, during
the summer months.
LEO

September, 1949
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NEW BOOKS

A

TRUE

EI,ECTROSTaTIC
VOLTMETER

s

VOLTS
MO

aMO

11.

d

e49'I3$OO
Wet

III

yLel._ì'3

i

This instrument permits voltage
readings on AC or DC circuits of

very high resistance. The only current drawn is the very small leak-

age current and a very low
capacitance current on AC circuits.
Very useful for the many high vol-

tage-low current circuits employed
nuclear research. Available with
full scale voltages ranging between
in

300 and 3500 volts. Special laboratory instrument available with

full scale reading of 150 volts. Full
scale capacitance ranges from 8
mmfds for the 3500 volt model to
100 mmfds for the 150 volt instrument. Magnetic damping. 21/2"dial.
Write for complete specifications.

FERRANTI ELECTRIC, INC.
30 Rockefeller Plaza

New York 20, N. Y.

FERRANTI, LTD., Hollinwood, England
FERRANTI ELECTRIC, LTD.,Toronto,
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Canada

Electronics Manual for
Radio Engineers
BY VIN ZELUFF AND JOHN MARKUS.

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New
York, N. Y., 1949, 879 pages, $9.50.
THIS BOOK of nearly 900 pages contains 289 articles selected by the
authors from issues of ELECTRONICS.
The page size is the same as in the

periodical.
The authors have wisely not gone
hack of 1940 in selecting their material and, as a matter of fact, there
are relatively few reprinted that
appeared earlier than 1944. Thus,
this volume contains only modern
material. The articles selected are
of a practical nature, of primary
interest to engineers and, in general, with little mathematical content.
Even if one carefully keeps his
ELECTRONICS month by month and
remembers that a particular article
was published a few years back,
that reference is usually difficult to
find without scanning a considerable number of indices.
The extent of the cross referencing in the index of this book is
indicated by the fact that it has
approximately 1,200 entries or
better than four references to each
article.
The Table of Contents is divided
into 16 groups including, as examples, such divergent subjects as
antennas, components, tubes, production, microwaves and d -c amplifiers. In addition to these several
aids in finding a desired reference,
there is an author index.
A collection of reprinted articles
of this sort has a further advantage
over a text prepared by one or a few
authors. Each title is accompanied
by a sub -title that, for quick reference, gives a further insight as to
the information that follows.
In this book, it is the authors individually and collectively that determine the quality but in this case
the two compilers deserve much
credit for the selection of articles,
their grouping and the excellent
index.
This volume forms a sort of companion book to "Handbook of Industrial Electronic Circuits gotten
out by the same publisher and
authors last year. The present

Seeded
TUNGSTEN
WIRE
From .0004" to
.00015"

diameter

Accurate, uniform
and smooth
Also available in

Molybdenum and
cthe- metals

Write 'or deto Is and
List of Products
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Spectrum Analysis

volume also deserves a comment
made about the other volume that

Faster and Simpler with these

"one article alone, available when
needed, can justify a place for this
book on an engineer's desk."-W. C.
WHITE, Electronics Engineer, Research. Laboratory, General Electric
Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Whether your problem is investigation of noises,
vibrations, harmonics, characteristics of AM, FM
or pulsed signals, oscillation^. cross modulation,
transmission characteristics of lines and filters,
monitoring, te,emetering or any phenomena requiring spectrum analysis, these panoramic instruments will help collect information faster.
easier and more economically by automatically
visualizing spectral content.

NEW BOOKS

material rebe
sound-which
outstanding
M
the
music,
retape by
corded onmagnetic Professionalsg
bes
ORD-ED -Describes

,

MAGNECORDER
corder

\t LG -N

mag netic
andwide

tape

-

professional
b00al
Foremost
producing dixtertinn
recorder, of low

E .CORD -ER

recordings

band reproduction.

owithcordthe
tape
magnettprocess
>tAG-NE-CORDING
instrument
a professional
ing
MAGNECORDER,
broadcast standards.
meeting highest
.

from AF to UHF

Panoramic Instruments

Elektronenstrahl Oszillographen
NEW WORDS

BY PAUL E. KLEIN. Weidmann Pub.
Co., Berlin, 1948, 210 pages, DM 19.

HAVE BEEN ADDED

THIS German -language book

to the
BROADCASTING

DICTIONARY
New words are easy to coin, but it takes

popular acceptance to give them life.
That's why you're hearing so much about
"MAGNECORDER," "MAGNECORDED," and
"MAGNECORDING.'

MAGNECORDER
The Only Tape Recorder Featuring

Unit Construction
The several elements that make up the
Magnecorder are available as individual
units. Buy only those you need. Combine
them or carry them where you need them
as you need them.

MAGNECORDED
Proven Highest Broadcast Quality

Thousands of hours of unexcelled performance in radio stations and recording
studios throughout the world have proved
Magnecord portable and studio equipment
to be the finest. Now you can see actual
PROOF of Magnecord equipment's superiority. Don't delay. See how a Magnecorder
can improve your recordings today!

treats

the subject of cathode-ray oscilloscopes. Main chapters cover the
cathode-ray tube, power supply, deflection system, brightness control,
amplifiers, sweep circuits, representation of multiple phenomena,
photographic recording, and construction and operation of complete
oscilloscopes. There are many subchapters with useful graphs and
formulas. The author endeavored
to give a working knowledge of
c -r tubes, and associated circuits,
with most of the space being devoted to the subject of amplifiers.
The book fulfills this aim, although
certain chapters such as those on
electron lenses and c -r tube construction are treated too sketchily.
Other chapters include too much
detailed information, as on stem
mounting of electron guns and on
rectification. The book requires a
good knowledge of the German
language (Laufzeit = transit time;
buzzer). It is regretSummer
table that the book is confined to
the German art and omits references to important foreign literature.-E. B. STEINBERG, Remington
Rand Inc., South. Norwalk, Conn.

-

Micro Waves and Wave
Guides
ANOTHER MAGNECORD FIRST
completely portable
Magnecorder PT6-JA produces
The new,

Copyright

truly amazing professional
recordings.
ficat ions.

Write for spec]-

1949

Y77A

aekteeeed.
CHICAGO
Office

- 360
Plant

1

N

C

Ohio St.

World's Largest and Oldest Manufacturers
of Professional Magnetic Recorders
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Elec. Eng.,
University College, London. Dover
Publications, Inc., New York, 1949,
122 pages, $1.95.

chapters of this well illustrated little book provide an approach to waveguide modes through
familiar conventional transmission
line concepts. The following mathematical analysis of electromagnetic
fields in guides is then quite
straightforward, and is comparable
in many respects to ordinary transTHE OPENING

North Michigan Avenue.

- 222 W.

BY H. M. BARLOW, Prof. of

AP -1

Panoramic Sonic Analyzer AP -1
Complete Audio Waveform Analysis in
One Second
Recognized as THE practical answer for analyzing waves of random or static character, the
AP -1 automatically separates and measures complex wave components in only one second. Direct reading.
Frequency Range: 40-20,000 c.o.s., log scale.
Input Voltage Range: 500 µV -500V.
Voltage Scale: linear and two decade log, 60 db
overall range.

P, -Panoramic Ultrasonic Analyzer
Entirely New for Ultrasonic Studies

An invaluable new direct reading instrument, the
SB -7 enables overall observation of the ultrasonic spectrum or very highly detailed examination of any selected narrow spectrum segment.
Frequency Range: 2KC-300 KC, linear scale.
Scanning Width: Continuously variable, 200 RC
to zero.
Input Voltage Range: 1 mV-50V.
Amplitude Scale: linear and two decade log.

J

it it

e 6
it

-

*.411`

sn-s
Panalyzor Panadaptor for
RF Spectrum Analysis
Long accepted as the simplest and fastest means
of observing segments of the RF Spectrum, Pan adaptor units operate with superheterodyne
receivers, which tune in the segment to be
examined. Panalyzors use an external signal
generator for this purpcse and have a flat amplitude response for determining relative levels
of signals.
Both are available in over a dozen standard
models and types differing in ...maximum Scanning Widths ranging from 50KC to 20MC, continuously variable to zero. Signal Resolution
Capabilities from 250KC down to 100 CPS.
Write Now for Complete Technical Data
See these instruments demonstrated at the
National Electronics Conference, Booth No. 5

PANORAMIC,
RADIO PRODUCTS Inc
SOUTH SECOND AVE

September,

,.,OUxi VERNON
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Here's a career opportunity for

Mechanical and Electrical

ENGINEERS

FORMVAR

- FORMEX -ENAMEL

INSULATION
STRIPPED CLEAN
IN SECONDS!

Dalmo Victor, one of America's
foremost manufacturers of airborne radar equipment, has openings on the staff for engineers
experienced in design of intricate mechanisms and microwave
transmission lines.

If you are an electrical or mechanical engineer with high
qualifications, interested in associating yourself with a team of
top-flight engineers and physicists, then here's a career opportunity you should investigate.

1. Dip wire in X -VAR for 3 seconds, then withdraw.

Mail details of education and techniF.
cal
background
to WILLIAM

2. Expose to air and watch coating disintegrate.

GATES, Chief Engineer

3. Wipe wire clean. Whole operation takes

LIALM01,-csoá

a

matter of seconds.

Now in use by leading
non -corrosive and does not creep.
manufacturers of electrical products. Write for FREE SAMPLE for testing.
X -VAR is

FIDELITY CHEMICAL PRODUCTS CORP.

Manufacturers of Airborne Radar
Antennas

NEWARK, 5, N. J.

472 FRELINGHUYSEN AVE.

SAN CARLOS, CALIFORNIA

32,000 RESISTORS* These Kits
are in use by industrial, design,
and research labs.; colleges;
trade schools; amateurs.
FREE:

FOR PUBLIC

ADDRESS, RADIO,
and kindred fields,

JONES
PLUGS

&

SERIES

SOCKETS

of proven quality!
Socket contacts

phosphor bronze
cadmium Plated.
hard
contacts

with the aid of Conducting Resistance and Magnetic coatings.
You do not have to switch completely to
printed circuits to realize part of their savings.
Your present product designs can beneAt from
brush or spray -applied conducting and resistance

coatings. A few dabs or short painted or sprayed
lines may save you pennies and dimes on every
unit. 'Current uses are for shielding, elimina
tion of resistors and wires, grounding of static
charges. Increasing coil and conductor inductance.
and many ethers.

PRINTED
CIRCUITS can
be used in EVERY
branch of electricity.
The S21, Super Kit, is
a complete experimental printed -circuit -paint laboratory.
Contains Silver Conducting Paint:
Copper Conducting Paint; Low. Medium.
and High Resistance Paints; Solvent: and
Lacquer. Manual "Design and Repair of Printed
Circuits" included free with each Kit.
From your distributor or our factory only $7.27.
One Kit contains the equivalent of 33.000 '/watt resistors.

MICROCIRCUITS COMPANY

Plug

YOU CAN REDUCE
COSTS ON YOUR
PRESENT PRODUCTS

DO

THIS:

I. Order one of our convenient S21 Kits of air drying conducting and resistance paints.

it to simplify your circuits or to make
complete experimental printed circuits.
3. Tell us what kind of paint you will need in
quantity. We will supply It.
2. Use

New Buffalo, Michigan

Dept. 7H

brass cadmium

plated. Insulation
molded bokelite.

plugs and sockets

polarized 2.

HIGH
BAND 5rr OSC I LLOSCOPE GAIN

WIDE

BANDWIDTH 10 cycles to 2 MC
SENSITIVITY .06 RMS Volts/inch

B, 10, 12 contacts.
with
Steel caps

baked block

p -406 -CCT

crackle enamel. 17
Catalog
informagives fOtt
tion on complete
Elec-

V: of Jones
trical Connecting
Plugs.
Devices
Sockets and

5-406 -AB

T er-

Write
minal Strips.

DIVISION
HOWARD B. JONES
Mfg.
Cinch

Corp.

1026 SOUTH HOMAN AVE. CHICAGO 24, ILL.
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(3 DB Down)

Hor. Amp. 2 cycles to 500 kc
Hor. Amp. Sensitivity .15 RMS Volts/inch
Decade Attenuators (Frequency Compensated)

Direct Connection to Deflection Plates
Calibration Test Signal
Z Axis Input
IDEAL FOR TV WORK-CUTS EQUIPMENT COSTS
A QUALITY INSTRUMENT-AN AMAZING LOW PRICE

MEGACYCLES

Vert. Amp. 1-6SN7, 1-6AC7, 2-6AG7, Hor. Amp.
2-6SN7, 5CPI CR tube 5Y3 and 2x2. Cased in hammertone grey cabinet, complete with instructions.
MODEL 50
GUARANTEED

TELEMARK ELECTRONICS CORP

.50

V F.O.B.
N. Y

Phone: SL scum

e-7000

325 TROY AVE BROOKLYN 13, N.Y.
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NEW BOOKS

may be the perfect answer to your
microwave transmission problems in:
RADAR
FM

\

TELEVISION

Designers of microwave transmission
equipment are now taking full advantage
of the flexibility of WAVEFLEX flexible
waveguides without sacrificing any of
the advantages of rigid waveguides.
As a result, design problems are greatly
simplified. WAVEFLEX waveguides offer
lower attenuation loss, excellent impedance
match, and extreme flexibility without loss
of efficiency.
Standard WAVEFLEX flexible wave -

guides are made in accordance with joint
Army -Navy specifications. We will gladly
work with you in developing special Wave guides to serve in special applications.
Literature on request
Titeflex Inc.. 410 Frelinghuysen Ave.. Newark 5, N.1.

A

Electromechanical
Transducers and
Wave Filters

c

BY W. P. MASON, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. D. Van Nostrand Co.,

STANDARD...

portant new material that has
entered the art of designing transducers during the war. For ex-

T;tef1e
Product

Stands for Quality
Low Frequency Crystal Units
A special process has been developed to

overcome fragility and give sturdiness
to this STANDARD unit. Range -200
to 1200 kc. CT and DT cut. Hermetically
sealed and filled with dry nitrogen.
Good stability over wide temperature
range. Meets government specifications.
Write or wire for additional information.
We are in a position to make prompt delivery.

CARLISLE, PA.
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mission line theory, with the coaxial cable serving as the common
meeting ground of waveguide
modes and the simple transverse
electromagnetic wave.
In his nomenclature, the author
has adopted the practice of the telecommunications engineer when
dealing with transmission along
wires, by taking the x axis in the
direction of propagation of the
wave, whereas most authors use the
z axis for the direction of propagation.
A final chapter on microwave
measurements and applications deserves commendation for the quality and number of illustrations of
specific applications. For its price,
this book is definitely a bargain to
student and engineer alike.-J.M.

Inc., New York, 2nd edition, 1948, 419
pages, $6.00.
ALTHOUGH a second edition, this
book incorporates 88 pages of im-

ample, the gyroscope, although long
used in automatic pilots but only
recently generally appreciated, is
treated as a circuit element. A
number of additional topics on
propagating and filtering acoustic
waves have been introduced. Crystals and techniques used in such
applications as sonar are discussed.
A paragraph on mercury illustrates

how its high impedance suits it for
use with crystals in wideband
systems.
As a matter of publishing expediency the new material has been
printed at the back of the book but
numbered so it fits in with the content of the first edition. It follows
the same pattern of basic analysis

that characterizes the old material.
For the graduate student and research engineer this book, first published in 1942, presents a unified
and fundamental approach to several fields (electric circuits, acoustics, mechanics) that are usually
treated separately. As such, it is
quite in the growing spirit of viewSeptember, 1949
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ing the various aspects of the electronic arts as different applications
of a single set of principles. -F. H.
ROCKETT, JR., Airborne Instruments
Laboratory, Inc.

.

L

¿ecew«cc Seofz-t4uci
for the measurement of time
10

microseconds to
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DIRECT READING

Books Received for Review
PHYSICS PRINCIPLES AND APPLICATIONS.
By Henry Margenau, W. W.
Watson and C. G. Montgomery. McGrawHill Book Co., Inc., 1949, 373 pages, $5.00.
Covering both classical and modern physics, this textbook is designed for college
sophomores who require a thorough and
accurate introduction to engineering and
the physical sciences.
INTRODUCTION TO RADIOCHEMISTRY. By G. Friedlander and J. W. Kennedy. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York,
1949, 412 pages, $5.00. Describes the nature and application of the entire field of
radioactivity without assuming previous
knowledge of nuclear physics. Each chap-

ter has a separate bibliography of standard works on allied topics in recent literature. There are numerous illustrative
examples and exercises to aid the reader
in understanding the material presented.

HOW TO KEEP INVENTION RECORDS.
By H. A. Toulmin, Jr. Research Press.
Inc., Dayton, Ohio, Second Edition, 1948.
78 pages, $2.50. Specific instructions for
keeping adequate records to help in obtaining valid patents, preventing costly
litigation and reducing costs of fighting
unavoidable litigation. Samples of needed
forms are included.

TERRESTRIAL
MAGNETISM
AND
ELECTRICITY. Edited by J. A. Fleming.
Dover Publications, Inc., New York, 1949,
794 pages, $4.95. Reprint of first edition
published in 1939 by McGraw-Hill Book
Co. Twelve chapters by members of various National Research Council Committeeand others, covering: The Earth's Magnetism and Magnetic Surveys Magnetic
Instruments Magnetic Prospecting Atmospheric Electricity; Instruments Used
in Observations of Atmospheric Electricity Earth -Currents on Causes of the
Earth's Magnetism and Its Changes Some
Problems of Terrestrial Magnetism and
Electricity Radio Exploration of the
Earth's Outer Atmosphere The Upper
Atmosphere The Aurora Polaris and
the Upper Atmosphere; Thunder -clouds,
Shower -clouds and Their Electrical Effects.
There are also 1523 selected references
arranged by subject matter, plus extensive bibliographical notes.
;

;

;

second
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ACCURATE
SIMPLE
$375.00

Model 100

THE AMERICAN

HIGH
SPEED

CHRONOSCOPE

DESIGNED for universal application. Four ranges

-1,

10, 100 and 1000 milliseconds full scale. Accuracy is better than one scale division (1%) on any
range.

INDISPENSABLE for development and produc-

tion of business machines, contactors, gas tubes,
relays, shutters, switches, welders and a host of
other products. Write for Bulletin 100 A.

Imerican Chronoscope Corporation
MT. VERNON, N. Y.

316 WEST FIRST ST.

C''O ° !
m

1

ARTICULATED

CABLES

1\.F

;

;

;

;

;

INDUCTION HEATING. By N. R. Stan sel. McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New
York, 1949, 212 pages, $3.50. Electrical
and thermal principles involved in the use
of eddy currents for heating service, as
generated by rotating equipment. Shows
relationships between electric, magnetic
and thermal properties of conductive materials in equations and curves. High frequency electronic heating by induction
is not taken up.

PHOTOFACT TELEVISION COURSE.
Based on a series of lectures by Albert
C. W. Saunders. Compiled and published
by Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Indianapolis, Ind., 1949, 215 pages, $3.00. A well
illustrated treatment designed to familiarize experienced radio technicians with the
basic principles of practical television
theory and operation.
OUR SUN. By D. H. Menzel, Harvard
College Observatory. The Blakiston Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa., 1949, 326 pages. $4.50.
Basic research methods used, evaluation
as a natural resource, and effect of sun
on radio transmission.

HANDBOOK OF PATENTS. By H. A.
Toulmin, Jr. D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc.,
New York, 1949, 800 pages, $9.00. Essentials of patent law, presented accurately
and simply for reference by lawyers as
well as laymen. Many specific references
to leading cases.
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Quality Electronic
Equipment Deserves

Backtalk
This department is operated as an open forum
where our readers may
discuss problems of the
electronics industry or
comment upon articles

which

ELECTRONICS

has published.

Author's Answer
DEARS SIRS:

Braak's letter
(Backtalk, August 1949) with great
interest. Braak is correct within
1db in his statement that the
a -m/f -m crossover occurs at 10 db
output s/n ratio with perfect limiting. Figures 6, 15, and 16 in the
original manuscript on "A -M and
Narrow -Band F-M" (ELEC'raONICS,
Feb. and Mar., 1949) show that
the point is close to +11 db
output s/n ratio, as is also
stated in the text. Ideal limiting, however, results in serious
vulnerability to detuning in the
system considered, a factor which
must be taken into account. All
the superiority of f -m with perfect
limiting over a -m is lost with comparatively small off -center drifts,
for example, with only 23 kc detuning of the f -m signal when the carrier -to-noise (c/n). ratio is +6 decibels, as illustrated in Fig. 19. De tuning of 23 kc at a carrier frequency of 328 me amounts to only
0.007 percent or 70 parts per million, which must include the combined drifts of the transmitter, the
local receiver heterodyne and i -f
amplifier system, and the discriminator circuits of the f -m detector,
as well as an allowance for crystal
grinding tolerances in a crystal controlled system. Unfortunately,
the f -m system's vulnerability to
drift is greatest at c/n levels which
give the lower values of output
s/n ratio.
Considering the proposed system
with 60-kc bandwidth, a deviation
of ±20 kc would represent 67 -percent modulation of the receiver's
pre -detector bandwidth, as compared to about 11 percent for ±7
kc deviation in a bandwidth of 125
kc. The increased modulation per I HAVE READ D. J.

TRIAD "HS"
TRANSFORMERS
Volume production of Triad HS (her-

metically sealed) Transformers to
JAN specifications has enabled Triad
to lower costs to little more than that

of ordinary cased types. Triad HS
Series Transformers feature:
Triad Hermetic Seals-sturdy brass studs,
molded in low -loss plastic, eliminate
mechanical weaknesses often found
in other designs.
Wide Frequency Range-Nickel alloy laminations, low capacity and low leakage reactance windings, plus balanced
designs, result in a frequency range
from 20-20,000 cycles ± 1 db.
Reduced Field Pickup-Triad GP series
cases, drawn from annealed nickel
alloy, reduce stray field pickup by as
much as 95 db.
Small Size-HS-1 line input transformer with 95 db. shielding and 2020,000 cycle frequency response, in
case only 1 F" x let." (base dimensions) x 21/2" high above chassis.
Low Distortion-Triad output coils employ large cores of the best magnetic
alloys, with coils of low resistance
and low leakage reactance, to approach full output at all frequencies
1

with low distortion. Output transformers may be included in feedback
loops using 30 db of feed-back.
Complete Line-All types of audio coils,
power coils, reactors, supplied in
matching HS Series construction.

Write for
Catalog

TR -49

2254 Sepulveda Blvd.
Los Angeles 64, Calif.
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Now

est TV
servicing
practices

HERE is an up-to-the-minute A -to -Z manual

for everyone concerned with TV receiver
installations and optimum signal
It
tells how the video and audio signalsoutput.
originate
how they are transmitted .
how they are
received. It gives a balanced and detailed picture of both AM and FM circuits, operation and
servicing.
Covered in detail are such topics
as oscilloscope operation, the ratio
detector system and intercarrier
sound receivers, deflection circuits,

automatic synchronizing control and
the synchroguide system, projection
systems, sequential and simultaneous
color television, etc. Simplified diagrams, complete schematics and
photographs supplement the text
matter.
A quick -reference chart gives you
every important characteristic of all picture tubes in common use, from the
3NP4 to the 16AP4 and the 20BP4.
Elaborate trouble -shooting charts show
symptoms, causes and cures for more
than 50 typical receiver problems.

Just Published!

BASIC TELEVISION
Principles and Servicing
By BERNARD GROB
Instructor, RCA Institutes, Inc.
592 pages
6 x 9
Over 400 Tables,

charts, illustrations

$6.50
This new book combines

CONTENTS

- Receivers --Practical

The Television SystemCamera Tubes
The
Electron
Scanning
Beam
Scanning and
Synchronizing
The
Composite Video Signal
-The Picture Carrier
Signal
Frequency

Modulation-Television
Picture

Tubes-Power Supplies
Video Amplification
Design of
Amplifiers

Video

-

Brightness Control and
D -C

Reinsertion-Video

Detector and Automatic
Gain Control-Separation of the Synchroniz-

--

ing Signals-Deflection
Generators
Deflection

Picture I -F
R -F TunAntennas
and Transmission Lines
Circuits

Stages-The
ing Section

-The

Associated Sound
Signal and FM Receiv-

ers-Receiver Servicing
-Television Broadcast.
ing-Color Television-

Light

-

Appendixes:
of Good Engineering Practice Con
cerning TV Broadcast
Stations, etc.

Standards

well-rounded self instruction in basic television
Principles with practical,
ready -reference receiver
trouble -shooting guidance.
Full and careful explanations of every basic point like
these are given-phase inversion, automatic volume control, rectifier circuits, modulation and condenser action
in a circuit.
Circuit -Block Treatment
Each block of circuits in
the receiver Is given a separate
chapter to cover details fully.
Other chapters are devoted to
camera tubes, scanning and
synchronizing. power supplies.
antennas and transmission
lines and color television.
This new manual gives
you more than enough material to qualify for the FCC's
added FM and TV requirements for the let class license
test. It also gives you the
necessary background of
theory to understand new TV
developments. and work with
them easily.
Accept Thh Offer Now
You can examine this
book for 10 full days tree of
charge. Fill out and mail
the free -examination coupon
below now, while this magazine is handy.

10 DAYS' FREE

EXAMINATION

McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd St., N.Y.C. 18
Send me Grob's Basic Television Principles & Servicing for 10 days' examination on approval. In 10
days I will remit $8.50, plus few cents for delivery.
or return book. (We pay for delivery if you remit
with this coupon: same return privilege.)
Name

Address

zone.... State.....

City

Company
Position

16
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rpç
Step up production-bring costs in
your shop down-with solder preforms. Pre-formeá rings, washers,
pellets, discs, etc., made to your
order, insure better bonds, lower
costs, and faster assembly. We
can supply you with custom-made
pre -forms of any shape required,
in a wide variety of solders, copper and brazing alloys.

WIRE WOUND PRECISION
RESISTORS
RPC Resistors are designed to meet stringent requirements of manufacturers of
test instruments, meters and scientific
equipment. They are made of finest
materials n six sizes with choice of
terminal lugs or wire leads to meet all
requirements. RPC Resistors are widely
used by the Armed Forces, research
laboratories, instrument makers and universities. Quick delivery is a feature of
RPC service. Write today for catalog.

STANDARDIZE

SAVE MONEY

Also manufacturers of High Voltage,
High Megohm and High Frequency

Write for complete information.

Resistors.

soldering specialties

RESISTANCE PRODUCTS CO.

714 RACE
HARRISBURG

STREET

Dept. C, Summit, N. J.

PENNSYLVANIA

COMPOUNDS

SPECIALTY
DRY BATTERIES
Custom Built To
Exacting Industrial

Scientifically compounded for specific applications from waxes, resins,
asphalts, pitches, oils, and minerals. Available in wide range of melting
points and hardnesses. Special potting compounds are heat conducting and
crack resistant at extremely low temperatures. Recommendations, specific
data, and samples will be furnished on request.

for

and Electronic

IMPREGNATING

SEALING

radio coils
transformer coils

Ignition tolls
wire coverings

condensers
batteries
switch base terminals
socket terminals

DIPPING

Radio Transformers

light fixtures

paper tubes and forms
porous ceramics

Looking for a dry battery that's
odd sized or with unusual capacity or lasting power? Specialty
Battery Company makes special
batteries for every conceivable
purpose. Send us your specifications. We can fill your needs
from our stock or manufacture a
battery to your specifications.

Write For Catalog
Gives complete descriptions of hard to -get industrial, laboratory, radio and

POTTING
Light Units
Loading Coils

Coils
Transformers
Condensers

Condensers

BIWAX CORPORATION

¿INALITY

0

1

2
3
A

A

Ray -O -Vac Subsidiary

S

44 5

HOWARD

K O K

LOOK TO

I

STREET

E, ILLINOIS

MIMI

THIS SET GIVES YOU "EVERYTHING"!

ignition batteries.
SPECIALTY BATTERY COMPANY

3

detachable CHROME -PLATED nut
drivers, 3/16' through 1/2'
TWO screwdriver sizes in detachable
CHROME -PLATED blade
Detachable reamer, short pattern, works
where other reamers can't
XCELITE handle with
Combination
man-sized grip. Fits all above blades

9

WHY BUY SEPARATE TOOLS?
You pile up savings with this quick -change set
in attractive metal container shown. Lists at
only $9.951 Makes an excellent gift idea, too!

----.+r

164-----

b--- --"-'-

ASK YOUR DEALER OR JOBBER!

PARK METALWARE CO., INC.
Dept. C

Orchard Park, N. Y.
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NOW! Modern, Comprehensive TV "Staging" plus

NEW TV REVENUE from Pattern Time
with the

G RAY

TELOP
most versatile telecasting
optical projector enables dual projection with any desired optical
dissolve under exact control.
This

accessory STAGE NUMBER
adds three functions separately or
simultaneously: a) teletype news
strip, b) vertical roll strip and c)
revolving stage for small objects.
The

1

with TV film cameras, permits instant fading of oar
object to another, change by lap
The TELOP, used

dissolve or by superimposing.
Widest latitude is given progrcm

directors for maximum visual
interest and increased

TV

statica

income.
For

lull details orite for Bulletin T,,01

GRAY RESEARCH
and Development Co., Inc.
16 Arbor St., Hartford 1, Conn.

Low loss insulators for all frequencies
in standard stock shapes or special designs
General Ceramics low loss insulators function efficiently in all frequency
ranges and arc capable of withstanding most all conditions of shock or
vibration. Specification of standard shapes offers an opportunity to effect
production economies. For unusual designs or mechanical specifications
consult General Ceramics engineers. Estimates without obligation.

CERAMICS and STEATITE CORP.
GENERAL OFFICES and PLANT:
MAKERS

OF

STEATITE,

REFRACTORIES,
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TITANATES,

21

ZIRCON

CHEMICAL STONEWARE,

CROW'S MILL ROAD,
PORCELAIN,

ALUMINA,

KEASBEY,

LIGHT

N. J.

DUTY

IMPERVIOUS GRAPHITE, FERRITES, COAXIAL CABLE

(continued)

BACKTALK

tentage will make the system less
vulnerable to detuning, and it will
change the a-m/f -m crossover to
±7.5 decibels output s/n for perfect
f -m limiting, as against +11 decibels for the 125-kc narrow -deviation
system. (There seems to be a
small error in Mr. Braak's Fig. B,
which indicates the crossover for
the 60-ke system to be +5 decibels.
In any case, however, the s/n ratio
for crossover is lower for the narrower bandwidth system.)
The 60 kc-wide system with ±20kc deviation just accommodates the
sidebands of the signal, which has
components of more than 1 percent
of maximum out to ±30 kc. If distortion is a criterion, there then remains no allowance for system frequency drift, since any such drift
would result in sideband cutting on
one side or the other of the carrier.
Assuming, however, that a symmetrical sideband clipping from ±30 to
±20 kc is accepted, we then have
±10 kc possible drift before more
serious distortion is encountered.
For a carrier of 328 mc, this represents a stability of only 0.003 percent, a tolerance which must be
divided at least six ways. Thus
each contributing drift source
must be less than ±0.0005 percent
or ±1.7 kc, if the tolerance is divided equally amongst them.
Such an individual accuracy and
stability for normal feasible designs is extremely difficult to obtain and maintain. Even afc circuits are very difficult to stabilize
and maintain to within ±10 kc
under most operational conditions
with carrier frequencies above 100
mc, and in vhf/uhf equipment,
they practically force the use of a
double-heterodyne receiver, with a
considerable increase of complexity,
size and weight, and to some extent
increase in spurious responses.
It must also be remembered that
reducing the pre -detector bandwidth of a superheterodyne receiver
often requires lowering the i -f amplifier center frequency so as to insure desirable values of transformer coupling coefficient and adjacent channel selectivity. If it is
not feasible to increase the i -f
transformer circuit Q values so as
to approach double what they were,
a change of bandwidth from 125
to 60 kc may require reduction of
the i -f amplifier center frequency to
September,
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BACKTALK

as low as one-half its former value.
This would, of course, result in
much poorer image rejection and a
general increase in vulnerability to

various other undesired responses.
The figure shown below is a comparison between the 125 and 60
kc bandwidth ideal cases as regards
output s/n ratio. It should be noted
that the abscissa is relative input
carrier power, so that the comparison is on the basis of any given
value of carrier power input to the
detectors rather than input c/n
ratio. This type of presentation is
necessary to determine relative performance for a particular set of
conditions in which the transmitter,
the antennas, the orientation, and
the distance are all held constant,
and only the pre -detector bandwidth and the frequency deviation
vary for any given level of radiated
carrier power. This sort of comparison cannot be made on the basis
of various given levels of c/n ratio,
because changing the pre -detector
bandwidth changes the noise factor,
resulting in a new value of c/n.
The curves show that changing the
input bandwidth from 125 to 60 kc
affects the a -m system very little,
whereas the f -m system benefits
considerably from the change,
mainly because of lowering of the
capture transition point (c
n or
c/n
O db), which comes about
from the reduction in noise consequent to reduction of bandwidth.
The change in noise power is directly proportionate to the change
in bandwidth, so that halving the

-

-

THE BARRY CORPORATION
Specialist In the Control of
IMPACT
VIBRATION

Engineering Development
Manufacturing
185 Sidney

Street
Cambridge, Mass.
Telephone: ELIot 0861-0140

BERTRAND BARNARD, LL.B., M.E.
REGISTERED PATENT ATTORNEY
Mechanical, Electronic,
Automotive and Aircraft Patents.
PATENT ANALYSES and INVESTIGATION
S.

29-28 41st Avenue
Long Island City 1, N. Y.

STillwell 4-5428

CROSBY LABORATORIES
Murray G. Crosby & Staff
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EDGERTON, GERMESHAUSEN
& GRIER, Inc.
Consulting Engineers

NEWTON ENGINEERING SERVICE

Research, Development and Manufacture
Specialists in High -Speed Photography
Boston 15, Mass.
Brookline Avenue.
of Electronic and Stroboscopic Equipment

1fO
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I
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LABORATORY
Consulting Physicists

Radio Interference and Noise Meters: Interference
Suppression Methods for Ignition Systems and
Electrical Devices.
P. O. Bos 259
Red Bank. New Jersey
Red Bank 6-4247

ELECTRO -MECHANICAL RESEARCH INC.

Specialized Research and Manufacture
High and Low Frequency Circuit Development
Electronic Measuring and Test Equipment
Optical and Infra -iced Studies
Special Geophysical Equipment
Automatic Inspection Devices

LA Salle 7-4959

CONSULTATION - DESIGN - CONSTRUCTPIS
SING. - THE TIIERMOCAP RELAY
Specializing in solution of problems of electronic
and electro -physical instrumentation for the research or analytical laboratory. Industrial plant
problems also invited.
Andover, New York Cable Address: NIATRONLAB

PICKARD AND BURNS, INC.
Consulting Electronic Engineers

Ridgefield, loon.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
CO. of CALIFORNIA

ALBERT PREISMAN
Consulting Engineer

Radio and Electronic Consulting and
Designing.
Los Angeles

California

ERCO RADIO
LABORATORIES, INC.
Radio Communications Equipment

Television, Pulse Techniques. Video
Amplifiers, Phasing Networks,
Industrial Appliances
Affiliated with
MANAGEMENT -TRAINING ASSOCIATES
Washington 10, D.C.
3308 -14th St., N.W.

/

A. F. SMUCKLER & CO., INC.

Electronic and Communication
Engineers and Manufacturers
Brooklyn
ULeter 5-5141

202-208 Tillery Street

1, N. Y,
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Analysis and Evaluation
of Radio Systems
Research, Development & Design
of Special Electronic Equipment
Needham 94, Ma,.
240 Highland Ave.,
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Transformers for Electronics
Designs, prototypes and production quantities to
individual requirements. We offer a highly personal service and fast delivery on "Breadboard
models".
Highlands 2-1311,
84 Linden Park Street

NIAGARA ELECTRON LABORATORIES

ELECTRO IMPULSE

WIDTH PRODUCES IN-_

i

INPUT BW-

-30 -20

-

Industrial Electronics
High Frequency Heating
Applied Physics and Mathematics
Chicago 6, Dl.
549 W. Washington Blvd.
State 2-8021

HALVING INPUT BAND-

MODULATION

-30

LIMITED

Consultants on Special Equipment for measurements
and production tests, communications and audio
systems.
Head Office and Plant
Arnprior
Canada
Montreal
60 Front Street West
.'unada
Toronto. Canada

'A-M--100%

NOTE:

I

t

MEASUREMENT ENGINEERING

Industrial Electronics,
High -Frequency Heating
Offices, Laboratory & Model Shop at:
126 Old Country Rd., Mineola, N. Y.
Carden City 7-0284

Engineering - Design - Development - Production
Pioneers in Frequency Shift Telegraph
Long Island
New York
Garden City

i,

o

Specialists in the Design and
Development of Electronic Test Instruments
Boonton, N. J.

F -M --PERFECT

OUTPUT BANDWIDTH

MEASUREMENTS CORP.
Research FI Manufacturing
Engineers

Eugene Mittelmann, E.E., Ph.D.
Consulting Engineer & Physicist

FM, Communications, TV,

2008 W. Seventh St.
DRexel 8323

0+50

NOISE

HANSON-GORRILL-BRIAN INC.
Product & Mfg. Development
ELECTRICAL - ELECTRONIC
HYDRAULIC - MECHANICAL
Ono Continental 11111
Glen Cove, N. Y.
Glen Cove 1922

YARDENY LABORATORIES, INC.
Research and Development
Remote Controls and Electro Chemical
Generators of Energy
WO 2-3534,
105 Chambers Street
New York, N. Y.
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www.americanradiohistory.com

BACKTALK

7 NEW
...

llAflBOOK
192 PAGES of

USEFUL INFORMATION
Engineers. designers, purchasing agents

GET YOUR COPY
Lou will find complete data on the lamps used in pilot lights.
And

illustrations all full size of hundreds of items you will use.

There is a table of resistors for operation of lamps on all voltages.

Complete dimensional data on each unit.
More

than 2.000 Underwriters' Listed Assemblies..

The DIAL LIGHT COMPANY of AMERICA
Foremost Manufacturer of Pilot Lights.

900 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 3,

N. Y.

TELEPHONE SPRING 7.1300

TTaediee4 D-149
ONE' .O

ÑGTOH PANEL

1N

ßVRM ENTS PROVIDE

REUA6ILITY

. . .

1M 0 51
Precision machined soft iron pole
pieces and alnico magnets, used by
Burlington has no equal for permanent magnetic strength and uniform flux distribution. All ranges
AC and DC available in rectangular or round case styles and are
guaranteed for one year against
defects in workmanship or materials. Refer inquiries to Dept. F-99.

INSTRUMENT COMPANY
BURLINGTON, IOWA
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(continued)

bandwidth reduces n by 3 decibels.
If off -centering, de-tuning, and
drift in general did not enter the
picture, the narrower bandwidth
and wider deviation system would
certainly be preferable. With such
limitations, however, there seems to
be little prospect of utilizing the
narrower bandwidth, unless large
amounts of distortion are tolerable
and the operating situation is not
particularly rigorous as regards
ambient conditions.
It is possible to use a greater deviation. This would provide better
output s/n ratio, as illustrated,
but only at c/n ratio values for
which the output s/n is already
satisfactory with ±7-kc deviation.
The main advantage of the greater
deviation would be a considerable
improvement as regards s/n deterioration with detuning, but the tolerance for drift without considerable
distortion would then be reduced
from ±55 kc with the smaller deviation to ±33 kc. Even ±55 kc is
feasible only with excellent crystals
in the uhf region of the radio spectrum. (Incidentally, test and maintenance equipment presents quite a
problem for such small percentage
frequency tolerances).
No figures of measured harmonic
distortion are at present available
to the writer for the 60-kc bandwidth ±20-kc deviation cases, however severe distortion could be expected in the 60 kc-wide, ±20-kc
deviation system for only 10-kc de tuning.
Attractive as it seems at first
glance, I am afraid that Braak's
suggestion of narrowing the pre detector bandwidth and increasing
the deviation will run into engineering and operational difficulties
which would more than nullify its
advantages of lower input s/n ratio
for a -m/f -m crossover and decreased susceptibility to detuning.
I am glad, however, that Braak has
brought up so interesting and informative a point for discussion,
and am also pleased that he has
found the equations (which were
developed by Robert M. Maiden of
this Laboratory) useful for implementing his suggestions with
figures.
EMERICK TOTH

Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D. C.
September,

1949-
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EL-TRONICS, INC.

Research, development, and manufacture
electronic equipment-a single model
large quantities.
Specialists in Geiger-Muller equipment

of
to

2647-67 N. Howard SY.,
Phila. 33, Pa.
Garfield 5-2026

ELECTRONICS

EISLER

COMPANIES

USE STENCILS

.
.
for marking stock bins, plant equipment, parts,
as well as Shipping Containers. For sample
stencil, Shippers' Handbook, prices, pin this
ad to business letterhead with your name.

SPECIALIZES

IN EQUIPMENT

SODERING,

BRAZINfI,ti WELDING

.

Lamps,
Luminous
Neon Signs.
Radio, Cathode
Ray, Television
and Electronic
Tubes of All
Sizes

eettteN..Zy

:.-L.h.AttEN Co.IN<i
6751

THE

OF

Incandescent
and
Fluorescent

MARSH STENCIL MACHINE CO.
46 Marsh Bldg.
Belleville III., U. S. A.

FLUXES %`f

FOR

COMPUTE MANUFACTURE

Bryn Mew. eve

36 -Head

Radio Tube Exhausting Machine.

Transformers of All Types
IN SIZES FROM

PRINTED CELLOPHANE

ALLEN BRADLEY RESISTORS

Colorful

Immediate delivery

Self Adhesive - Cellophane, processed
- Easy to apply - used for
Packaging -Point of Sale advertising -Parts marking and Aircraft Wire terminal identification.
-

in Rolls. Easy to buy

TOPFLIGHT TAPE

Phase

-TjESI

Changint
Auto
Testing

YORK, PA.

5%-10%

MPB makes

different types

more than

and sizes

..

0

Devices

Write for Price Bulletin E-9

EISLER ENGINEERING CO. Inc.

RESISTORS, INCORPORATED
71

For precision instruments, laboratory

Special
Ti:uisformera
For Electronic

W., 1W., 2W.

1/2

BALL BEARINGS

300 KVA

Lighting
Power
Welding

'NCQgp

-

I/4 TO

For

751 So. 13th St.

Newark 3, N.

.1.

MURRAY ST., NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
TEL.: WORTH 2-7862

equipment, electronic
devices, to minimize friction, space, weight, and to
overcome starting torque specify MPB bearings.

Radial

Pivot
Angular Contact
Thrust
Promptly Available Ask for catalog EL

MINIATURE

FINE RIBBONS

BFARINGJ

INC e 0.p0 0.Anoo

KEENE, NEW HAMPSHIRE. U.S.

This

OF

TUNGSTEN and MOLYBDENUM
Quality and accuracy in our fabrication of Tungsten S Molybdenum Ribbons have characterized our service to
the Electronic industry.
A

CONTACTS

development of

g

Co.
"'RH.BeekmanCROSS
St..
York
New

7, N. Y

5

Section

MICROMETER

supplements other advertising is
this issue with these additional announcements of products essential
to efficient and economical production and maintenance. Make a habit
of checking this page, each issue.

Classified Advertising Division

ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONICS

-
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FREQUENCY
METER

will
monitor

any number
of frequencies,
FM or AM, 100 KC to 175 MC

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC.
Bradenton, Fla., U.

S.

A.

EISLER-Manufactures

**

Antenna Coils, Grid Cl: ps, Dial Cord Springs and
Precision Springs of all types pertaining to Radio d
and Television.
w,
Your Ingoiries Invited

WEBSTER SPRING CORPORATION
St., UL star 5-3196-7-8, Brooklyn I. N.Y.

,¿176 Johnson

Complete Equipment fur:

SPOT WELDERS, Electric, for .4 to 250 KVA.
A.C. ARC WELDERS from 100 to 400 Amps.
TRANSFORMERS. Special and Standard Types.

INCANDESCENT LAMP Manufacturing Equipment.
FLUORESCENT TUBE Manufacturing Equipment.
NEON SIGN MAKERS EQUIPMENT.
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, Vacuum Pumps. etc.
WET GLASS SLICING and Cutting machines for Laboratory use.
EISLER ENGINEERING CO.. INC. 751 So. 13th St.. Newark 3. N.

J.
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
EMPLOYMENT

OPPORTUNITIES

BUSINESS

UNDISPLAYED RATE:
$1.20 a line, minimum 4 lines to figure advance payment count 5 average words as a
line.
INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYMENT WANTED undisplayed advertising rate is one-half of above
rate, payable in advance.
PROPOSALS S1.20 a line an insertion.

INFORMATION:
BOX NUMBERS in care of any of our New
York, Chicago or San Francisco offices count
line additional in undisplayed ads.
I

DISCOUNT of 10% if full payment is made
in advance for four consecutive insertions of
undisplayed ads (not including proposals).

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS received by August 30th will appear in

RADAR,

COMMUNICATIONS

and
SONAR
TECHNICIANS

WANTED

EeEít`ipteueiii

the October issue, subject

Spre«ecrQ

PROJECT ENGINEERS

Five or more years experience in
the design and development, for
production, of major components
in radio and radar equipment.
ASSISTANT PROJECT ENGINEERS

Two or more years experience in
the development, for production,
of components in radio and radar
equipment.
Well equipped laboratories in
modern radio plant ... Excellent
opportunity
advancement on
individual merit.

...

For Overseas Assignments

Baltimore Has Adequate Housing

Send resume to Mr. John Siena:

Technical Qualifications:

BENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION

Personal Qualifications:

Wanted for Interesting and professionally challenging research and advanced development in the
fields of microwaves, radar, gyroscopes, servomechanisms, Instrumentation, computers and general
electronics. Scientific or engineering degrees or extensive technical experience required. Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Direct Inquiries to Mgr., Engineering Personnel, Bell Aircraft Corporation, P. o. Box I, Buffalo 5, N. Y.

Age, over 22-must pass physical
examination.
2. Ability to assume responsibility.
3. Must stand thorough character investigation.
4. Willing to go overseas for 1 year.
Base pay, bonus, living allowance,
vacation add up to $7,000.00 per year.
Permanent connection with company
possible.
1.

Apply by Writing to
A-1, P. O. Box 3414
Philadelphia 22, Pa.
Men qualified in RADAR, COMMUNICATIONS or SONAR give complete history.
Interview will be arranged for successful applicants.

Positions Open for
PHYSICISTS
SR. ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
Familiar with ultra high frequency and
micro wave technique
Experience with electronic digital and/or
analog, computer research and development program
Salaries commensurate with experience
and ability. Excellent opportunities for
qualified personnel.
Contact:
C. G. JONES, Personnel Department
GOODYEAR AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Akron 15 Ohio
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DISPLAYED-RATE

PER

INCH

The advertising rate is $10.25 per inch for all
advertising appearing on other than a contract basis. Contract rates quoted on request

AN ADVERTISING

vertically

-to

on one

INCH
column,

is
3

measured 7/s inch
columns -30 inches

page.

a

to limitation of

space available.

REPLIES (Boa, No.): Address to office nearest
NEW YORK: 280 W. 42nd Bt. (18)
CHICAGO: 520 N. Michigan Ave. (11)
SAN FRANCISCO: 68 Post St. (4)

porn

POSITION VACANT
DIRECTOR OF training to take charge of
courses in radio and television. Approved
school. Salary $325/mo. Academic hours.
Tech. exp. pref. P. O. Box 605, Atlanta, Ga.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
SALARIED POSITIONS $3,600-$35,000. If you
are considering a new connection communicate with the undersigned. We offer the original personal employment service (39 years
recognized standing and reputation). The procedure, of highest ethical standards, is individualized to your personal requirements and
develops overtures without initiative on your
part. Your identity covered and present position protected. Send only name and address
for details. R. W. Bixby Inc., 278 Dun Bldg..
Buffalo 2, N. Y.

BENDIX RADIO DIVISION

At least 3 years' practical experience
in installation and maintenance.
2. Navy veterans ETM 1/c or higher.
3. Army veterans TECH/SGT or higher.
1.

EQUIPMENT-USED or RESALE

Baltimore 4, Maryland
SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
PHYSICISTS
in Los AnCalifornia offers permanent employment to persons experienced in advanced
research and development. State qualifications fully."
P 6606 Electronics
68 Post St.. San Francisco 4, Calif.

"A leading Electronics Company
geles,

POSITIONS WANTED
ELECTRONIC ENGINEER desires position
with company making electronic equipment.
Consider development, laboratory, service or
sales. Ten yrs. experience, prefer midwest.
PW-9127, Electronics.
SERVOMECHANISMS AND Instrumentation
Engineer. BS MS in EE. Technical experience in research and development of servos,
control systems, simulators, gyros, computers.
and wind tunnel instrumentation. Patent and
technical publications in these fields. Administrative experience includes supervising groups
of 16-30 men and establishing and maintaining
operating budget. PW-9690, Electronics.
SENIOR ELECTRONIC Engineer. Now group
leader in charge of misfile telemetering. 10
years experience: development of low frequency
circuits, instruments and instrumentation; liaison, Government spec., field work, report writing. Familiar with mechanical problems and
small shop methods. Energetic, imaginative,
resourceful. Excellent recommendations. Reply PW-9399, Electronics, 68 Post St., San
Francisco, 4, California,

WANTED
Electronic Engineer or Experimental Physicist
with thorough theoretical knowledge and practical
experience with electronic servo mechanisms for e.
permanent position in research and development of
special instruments and electronic controls. Salary
open. Give full details in first letter.

THE SHARPLES CORPORATION
Research Laboratories

424 West Fourth Street.

Bridgeport, Penna.

Mr. Sales Representative

parts selling to the Coil
Winding, Electrical, Electronics, Radio, Television
and Transformer Industries. Due to our recent
territories open. If
have
expansion program. we
interested in handling, we Invite your Inquiry stating your present lines and territory.
RW-9571, Electronics
520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, 111.
We are manufacturers of

AVAILABLE FOR PERMANENT
EMPLOYMENT
INTEGRATED ENGINEERING GROUP

Small group of versatile engineers
specializing in pulse, video, radar
circuits. Experience up to 10 years,
two have headed important projects. Excellent academic backgrounds, advanced degrees.
PR--9644, Electronics
330

W. 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.

When Answering BOX NUMBERS
to expedite the handling of your correspondence and avoid confusion,
please do not address a single reply to more than one individual box
number. Be sure to address separate replies for each advertisement.
September, 1949

-
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
WESTINGHOUSE

4 POSITIONS NOW OPEN

PHD-Physicist-Infrared, Optics
MS -Electronic Engineer -Servos
BS -Electronic Engineer -Circuits

Engineer-Small Mechanisms
Have you considered the advantages of working for a smaller, growing Company?
ME -Design

RESEARCH

YOUR abilities more quickly recognized!

in

2.
3.

TELEVISION
PHYSICISTS

4.

ENGINEERS

Specialists in OPTICS, ELECTRON -OPTICS, PHOSPHORS,
PHOTO SURFACES, SYSTEMS
and CIRCUITS are needed for

5.

you are alert to these advantages, please send resume of qualifications to
Personnel Manager
SERVO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
2020 Jericho Turnpike
New Hyde Park, New York

IS THIS YOU?

This advertisement is addressed to a graduate radio engineer between the ages
of 25 and 50 who has had a minimum of five years practical commercial radio
experience either before, during or after his college education.
He is of an amiable disposition, gets along well with people, has the ability to
organize and works well under adverse conditions. He can teach or be taught and
can give and take orders. He is accustomed to a good salary and is willing to
fully accept the responsibilities necessary to earn it.
His background includes a good general radio experience including operation,
design and service. He is either a permanent resident of the Philippines or is
willing to reside in the Philippines for a minimum of three years. His race, religion
or nationality will have no bearing whatsoever in choice for this position. He

For Information Write:

Manager, Technical Empi.
Westinghouse Elec. Corp.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Quicker delegation of responsibility.
YOU are in position to develop!
Diversity of problems.
YOUR job has greater interest!
Faster advancement.
YOU have opportunities!
No complex wage structure.
YOUR salary determined by ability!

If

an expanding program at the
Westinghouse Research Laboratories, in East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

306 4th Ave.,

Closer relationship with management.

1.

wants to advance himself.
This may be you. If so, a good future with a rapidly expanding company
operating in the Far East awaits you. Why not write, in CONFIDENCE, outlining
your past history and experience, present status and personal circumstances. An
interview will be arranged.
P-9480, Electronirs, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

WANTED PATENTABLE IDEAS
A reliable transformer company is looking for patentable ideas on transformers
to manufacture.

Time is money. Save it by referring to our
ACCUMULATIVE INDEX FOR
ELECTRONICS BIBLIOGRAPHY

1122 W. Catalpa Avenue
Chicago 40, Illinois

Write for descriptive literature
TECHNICAL INDEX SERVICE

Simple and dependable

Box 632

Asbury Park, New Jersey

WA N
WANTED

W.E. 984 or LINK
MODEL 9 MODULATOR
STATE PRICE & CONDITION

W-9631, Electronics
Street, New York 18, N. Y.

330 W. 42nd

WANTED, AIRCRAFT RADIOS
AN/ART-13, BC -348, RTA-1B, AN/APN-9, R5A/
ARN-7, AN/ARC-I, AN/ARC-3, BC -788-C. 1.152,
MN -26. Test Sets with TS- or I- prefix, Dynamotor, Control Boxes. Transmitters, Receivers
Power Supplies. etc. State quantity, condition and
best price first letter.
HI -MU ELECTRONICS
Box 105, New Haven, Conn.

WANTED
Teletypewriters complete, components or
posts. Any quantity and condition.
W-6654, Electronics
380 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.

ELECTRONICS

-
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CONTRACT
ENGINEERING -MANUFACTURING
electronic and electro-mechanical devices

developed to meet your specifications
manufactured per sample or drawings

TELETRONICS LABORATORY, Inc.

Westbury, L. I., N. Y. -Westbury 7-1028

T E D

WANTED

W ANY'Ev

TN -18 -APR -4
or TN -3 -APR -1
TUNING UNITS
300 TO 1000 MC.
IN ANY CONDITION

RANGE

W-8301, Electronics

330

West 42nd St., New York

18, N. Y.

WESTERN ELECTRIC VACUUM TUBES
Types 101F, 102F, 272A, 274A or B, 310A
or B, 311A, 313C, 323A, 328A, 329A, 348A,
349A, 352A, 373A, 374A, 393A, 394A, 121A
Ballast Lamps.
W-6641, Electronics
330 West 42nd St., New York 18, N, Y.

WANTED
(3) BC -1035-A
BC -1047.A
( I ) BC -1067-A
(1) BC -1049-A

(I)

Oscilloscopes
Range Control

Azimuth Control
Elevation Control

(I) 1.187-A Synchronizer Unit
(I) Ferris 18F Signal Generator
Box 8046
Market Station
Los Angeles 21, Calif.

MANUFACTURERS WHOLESALER'S DEALERS

A service to save you TIME and MONEY by locating your "HARD TO FIND" items
and
selling your "non -movable" surplus.
Please write on company stationery, TELLING us your needs -SELL US YOUR
SURPLUS.

ELECTRONIC SURPLUS BROKERS
3232 Broadway, N. Y. C. 27
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Il. F. COMPONENTS-PIICROWA VE-TEST EQUIPMENT
532.0f
sampling probe
Crystal Mixer with tunable output TB pick up loop
$14.50
Type "N" connectors. Type 62ABH
Slotted line probe. Probe depth adjustable, Sr"''
$9.50
connector, type CPR-]4AA0
camas,.
with
rigid
coax
Coaxial slotted section, %"
$25.00
and probe
Waveguide Transition from 134" z 3" to

$30.00
with pressurized window
$4.00
MITRED ELBOW cover to corer
00
TR/ATR SECTION choke to cover
5.00
FLEXIBLE SECTION 1" choke to choke
5.00
ADAPTER, rd. cover to sq. cover
to
cover
MITRED ELBOW and S sections choke
$4.50
$1.00

WAVE GUIDE 34 x 14 per ft
K BAND CIRCULAR FLANGES
3131 "N" BRAND MAGNETRON

gegi

50e

3 CENTIMETER
(STD. I" x ''/z" GUIDE UNLESS OTHERWISE
SPECIFIED)
723 A/B Klystron mixer section with crystal mount.
choke fiance and Iris flange output
$22.50
TR-ATR Section for above with 724 AMI Cavity

45 degrees

slugs

O

TR-ATR Section, APS 15, for 1B24, with 724 ATR
Cavity with 1B24 and 724 tubes. Complete $21.00

$17.50
$21.50

10

$5.50 ea.
cm. "S" curve 18" long
$3.50 ea.
cm. "S" curve 6" long
cm. right angle bends. "E" plane 18" long rover
to cover
$6.50 ea
cm. Cutler feed dipole. 11" from parabola mount
$8.50 ea.
to feed hack
cm. directional coupler. One way waveguide
output
$15.00 ea.

APS-31 mixer section for mounting two 2K25's
Beacon. reference cavity 1H24 TR tube New and
$42.50 ea.
complete with attenuating slugs
DUPLEXER SECTION for lß24
$10.00
CIRCULAR CHOKE FLANGES, solid brans.. .55
SQ. FLANGES, FLAT BRASS

ea.

.55

APS-10 TR/ATR DUPLEXER section with addi

$10.00
tional iris flange
$4.00/Fe.
FLEX. WAVEGUIDE
x 34 to 114 x %, 14 in L..$8.00
TRANSITION
of
2-721
consisting
"X" BAND PREAMPLIFIER,
A/B local oscillator-beacon feeding waveguide
and TR/ATR Duplexer sect. Incl. 60 pie IF

.

'HASE SHIFTER.

$67.50

amp

BEND 111" choke to cover
FT. SECTIONS choke to cover.

IS DEG
5

Plated
18"

FLEXIBLE SECTION

"E"

"H"

$4.50
64.50

Silver
$14.50
$17.50
$12.50

PLANE BENDS
150"
BULKHEAD FEED TURU
%" OD 1/16"
"X" BAND WAVEGUIDE 134 z Per
Font S .75
wall Allumimtm
Per Foot $1.50
WAVEGUIDE 1" x 34" 1.7)
t3 50
TR CAVITY For 724 A TR Tube
FLEX SECT. se. flange to Ciro. Flange
3
$7 50
Adent
$2.50
724 TR TUBE (41 TR 1)
SWR MEAS. SECTION. & L with 2 type "N"
output probes MTD full wave apart. Bell sire
$10.00
guide. Silver plated
ROTARY JOINT with slotted section and type "N"
$17.50
output Diekup
WAVEGUIDE SECTION, 12" long choke to cover
45 deg. twist & 236" radias, on deg. bend...54.50
SLUG TUNER/ATTENUATOR, W. E. guide, gord
and

50

Tlated
WIST 90 deg. 5" choke to Cover w/preseSnit'

6.50
WAeVEGUIDE SECTIONS 234 ft: long silver plated
$5.75
with choke fiance
$17.50
ROTARY JOINT choke to choke
ROTARY JOINT choke to choke with deck mount-

ing

3

cm. mitred elbow

"E"

$17.50

plane unplated..56.55 ea.

200 MC COAXIAL PLUMBING
with Adapter to

'V in

rigid coax

$55.00
565.00

10 CENTIMETER

THERMISTORS

WRITE FOR
C.E.C. MICROWAVE CATALOG
NOW AVAILABLE
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$ 8.0

F.
WAVGUIT)E.

--

'/a" RIGID COAX -3/a" I.C.

unPT RIGHT ANDLE BEND
'rotating (oint, with deck mounting
RIGID COAX slotted section VU-60/AP

WAVEGUIDE
14'

'-"x 1"

OD

14" OD

13""xa13 OD
D

52 50

$IS on
$5.00

51.00 per foot
1.50 per foot
1.65 pet

OD
x34 OD Flexible
r4" rigid coax 14" IC

°34" x
1"

'Available in tOFT to

1.20 per

15

'JG 65/U 10CM flanges
UG 53,/U Cover
UG 54/U Choke

fuel

.75 per foot
3.00 per foot
3 50 per foot
4.00 per foot

Aluminum

cable.

New$65%5"6
$5 .

10

cm. echo box.
volt DC timing

THERMISTER BRIDGE: Power meter I -203-A.
10cm. mfg. W.E. Complete with meter, interpolation chart, portable carrying case
$72.50
W.E.

I
138. Signal generator. 2700 to 2900 Mc.
Lighthouse tube oscillator with attenuator & output meter. 115 VAC input reg.
Pwr. supply. With circuit diagram

range.

cm. Wavemeter: 9200 to 11.000 mc. trans$5m0.00ission type with square flanges
$20.06$15.00
stabilizer cavity, transmission type
3 em. Was emeter. Micrometer head mounted on
TS-108A/P DUMMY LOAD
$65.00
3 CM. HORN AT-48/UP model 710. Type "N"
Input Hvy. silver plated
$6.50
AT68/UP 3 CM Horn with type N titting
55.00
DBM Antennas. Microwave direction finder, frequency coverage 1000-4500 megacycles. Dual back
with
drive
to hack paraboles, complete
$150.00
SA -I, 200Mc Bedspring Antenna with pedestal $4.50
TUNABLE PKGD. "CW" wl AC+NITRONS
QK 62 3150-3375 roc.
QK 61 2975-3200 mc.
QK 59 2675-2900 mc.
QK 60 2800-3025 mc.
3 cm.

4 n0

Provides 200-4,00t'
PPS.
SweeDtime:
100 to 2,500 micro
sec.
in 4 steps,
fixed mod. pulse.
suppression pulse,
-

sliding modulating
p u 1 s e, blanking

voltage. mark e r
pulse, sweep voltages, calibration voltages, fil. voltages.
Operates
115 var. 50-60 cy. Provides various types of voltage
pulse outputs for the modulation of a signal generator such as General Radio #004B or #804C
used In depot bench testing of SCR 695, SCR 595,

and a1'P

956

foot

each

4.50 each

Western

hie plue in units using type

'ands. Freq. Determining
laments are enclosed in

hock

mounted oven as^embly, and has frq monitor

U link coupled to output.

$1.50 ea

lbs.

Vet Wt: 138 Lbs. Dim. 21
n. d x 1434 in. W x 2534 in.
H. New (with tube) $100.00

$1.65 ea.

Electric

$125.00

60 tube in ECO circuit.
fumes 2000 to 4565 ke in 6

female tr
Typo
11ß9/U using RG5/U cable 12" long....$2.25 ea.
.1N/TPS-1B flanged nipple and insert as-embl
$3.75 ea
for rotary coupling
tep"

$4.50 ea.

Holmdell Jack Western Electric BO -12962-1 D. B
$3.75 ea.
#J -102X
Adapter type "N" 11G8/U to RG17/U or 18/U

recr as shown

MASTER
OSCILLATOR UNITS
d.
O. unite designed for
per. 2-18 me TBK. Flex -

MISCELLANEOUS
"N" patching cord l'0I1/U

Pulse cable assembly
D163262. 10 feet long

Each $65.00

Guaranteed
40DULATOS
UNIT BC 1200-B

New

$8.50 each

15

ea

cavity type wavemeters 8" deep, 634"56 in
diameter. Coax, output. Silver plated.$64.50 ea.

IO cm.

ft. lengths or smaller.)

Transmission line pressure gauge, 2"

14ABA-1 of OBU-3,
direct reading micro-

meter head. Ring prediction scale plus 9% to
minus 9%. Type "N" input. Resonance indicator meter. New and Comp. w/access. Box and
$350.00
10 CM Directional Coupler
3 CM RECEIVER.
SO -3.
Complete with W.O.
Mixer Assy (723-A/B), Reg. Fil. Power Supply
.50
6 stages IF (6AC7)
$99dishes
10 cm. horn assembly consisting of two 5"
with dipoles feeding single type "N" output. Includes ÚG28/U type "N" "T" Junction and type
"N" pickup probe. Mfg.

3

coaxial tuning stubs with vernier stub ad517 50
stment. Geld
iuRIGID
COAX ROTARY JOINT. Pressurized.
$27.50
Sperry #810613. Gold Plated
$25.00 ea.
dipole assembly. Part of SCR -584
$35.00 ea.
tn'ary feint. Part of SCR -5R4
RIGHT ANGLE BEND. with flexible coax output
$8.00
pleknp loon
IHORT RIGHT ANGLE BEND, with pressurizing
ninple
$3.50
RIGID COAX to flex coax connector
TUB -SUPPORTED RIGID COAX. gold
pIpie"
55 041
5' lengths. Per length
$2.50
RT. ANGLES for above
$3.50
TT. ANGLE BEND 15" L. OA
'LEXIBLE SECTION, 15' L. Male tofetaste
'IAGNFTRON COUPLINGS to W rigid coax.
$7.50
with TR plektrn loop. gold plated
$16.50r
"LEX COAX SECT. Approx. 30 ft
TG 54/U-4 foot flexible section 34" IC
1S,
es
$ Apc
alt-I"ed
$1.20
'5 RIGID COAX. Bead Supported

'5' rigid

1

10CM ECHG BOX CABV
2890 MC to 3170 MCS.

1,

plated

'5" x

l''

SUPER SONICS

striction head RCA type CR 278225 streamlining housings for above
Steel
Stainless
CONNECRG-7I/U
"N"
TO
ADAPTER TYPE
$18.50
TOR
$200.00
FILTER
P/O AN/ QBG Driver Amplifier. New
HIGH
PASS
F 29/SPR-2
VARISTORS
APR-5AX. TYPE "N" CONNECTORS...$l2.50 QCU Magneto striction head coil plate assemble.
$14.50
new
$5.00 ea.
D-170225
$1.25 Magnetron coupling to % rigid coax
coil
$ 95
D-167176
Hand Dumps for pressurizing transmission line QCQ-2/QCB Magneto striction head
$ lye
assembly
$ 95
D-168687
$12.50 ea.
with humidity indicator

WAVEGUIDE TO 14" RIGID COAX "DOORKNOB" ADAPTER. CHOKE FLANGE. SILVER PLATED. BROAD BAND...149.50 EACH
D-167332 (tube) ....$.95
D-170396 (bead) ....$.95
D-167613 Ibntton) .5.95
.5.95
D-166228 (button)
D-164699 for MTG in
"X" band Guide $2.50
D-167018 (tube) ....5.95

CM

TYPE E9-683516. E PLANE TO H PLANE
$05.0
MATCH -MG SLUGS
'21A TR cavities.. Heavy silver plated ... $2 00 ea
0 cm. horn and rotating joint assemblle%OÓ

Pulse connector Navy type 49579

$59 ne

Right Angle Bend

T Section
T Section

10

Test set designed to previde a
means of rapid checking of
crystal diodes IN21, IN21 A.
IN21B, IN23, 1N23A, 1N23B.
Operates on
volt dry cell
battery. 3x6x7.
$35.00
New

$12.50

e'e tuning plum ier:
$3.50
CM. MONALLY CAVITY Type SG
5,....5. ri.
WAVEGUIUE Sks,l,vly. .
$21.0
bend. 514' ft. OA. 8" slotted section
10 CM OSC. PICKUP LOOP. with male Homedez
$2.0
output
'0 CM DIPOLE WITH REFLECTOR in lucit
$4.5
hall. with type "N" or Sperry fitting
10 CM FEEDBACK DIPOLE ANTENNA, in he
Be ball, for use with parabola v;4" Rigid Cos

1

Random Lengths wavegd. 8" to 19" Lg....$I 10/Ft.
WAVEGUIDE RUN. 114" x 34" guide. consisting
of 4 ft. section with Rt, angle bend on one end
$8.00
2" 45 deg. bend other end
WAVEGUIDE RUN. I'/á x t/s' guide. consistine
$10.00
of 4 ft. long
"X" BAND PRESSURIZING Range section w'15 $18.50
lbs. gauge & Pressurizing Nipple
SIP nt)
45 DEG. TWIST 6" Long
12" SECTION 45 deg twist, 90 deg bend....$6.00
11" STRAIGHT WAVEGUIDE section choke to
cover. Special heavy Construction, silver plated

with timing

theon. CRP 24AA8.
'0 CM END -FIRE ARRAY POLYRODS..$1.75 ea
BAND Mixer Assembly, with crystal mount
$3.01
pick-up loop, tunable output
721-A TR CAVITY WITH TUBE. Complete wit)

3
3
3

1

MODEL TS -268/U

$5.50 each
gold plated, with

New and complete . $150.01

"S"

TS-117/GP 10 CM WAVEMETER TEST SET.
Mfg. "Sperry" 2400-3400 MC. Micrometer Adj.
Coaxial Cavity. Freq. Meas. by absorption or
transmission method. Mounts Crystal Current
Meter & Calib. Chart
$175.00
VSWR AMPLIFIER TS-12/AP, Unit 1 3 stages
of Ampli'. and Diode Rectifier w/direot VSWR.
reading on meter, 115 volts 60 rye. AC operation w/Inst. BK and CCT diag. New 5285.00
SLOTTED LINE PROBE and Matched Termination incld'g Accessories TS-12/AP Unit 2 roil.
ÚG81/U, C092'11, CG9I/U, CG89/U, UG79/U.
CG87/U, MX158/11, CG88/U, C390/U, UG80/U
$200.00
plus Tools. New
AND 2 5450.00
COMPLETE TS-12/AP UNITS

$75.00 per set

$2.75
PICKUP LOOP, Type "N" Output
$1.25
TR BOX Pick-up Loop
POWER SPLITTER: 726 Klystron input dus,
$5.00
"N" output
MAGNETRON TO WAVEGUIDE coupler with
$27.50
721-A duplexer cavity, gold plated
10 CM WAVEGUIDE SWITCHING UNIT, sattche
Standard 1%" z 3'
1 input to any of 3 outputs.
guide with square flanges. Complete with 11'
var or do arranged switching motor. Mfg. Ray

Stabilizer Cavity with bellows
3 cm. 180° bend with pressurizing niDple..$6.00 ea.
3 cm. 90° bend, 14" long 90° twist with pressurizing nipple
$6.00 ea.

3

707B,

"S" BAND CRYSTAL MOUNT.
2 type 'N" connectors

$8.50

3

McNally Cavity for

APN-7

CUID5/APS3I Directional Coupler 25 DB $25.00
90 degree twist, 6 inches long
$8.00
723 AB Mixer -Beacon Dual Oscillator Mount with
crystal holder
$12.00
2 Way Wave directional coupler, type N fitting 1 M,
$18.50
x $5" glide 26DB
CG 98B/APQ 13, 12" flexible section 1 W'OD ä1Ó

P

$25.00

1"

527.50
Right Angle Bend 6" radius E or H plain
Right Angle Bend 3" radius E or H plain -Circular
$17.50
flanges
consisting
equipment
AN/APR5A 10 cm antenna
of two 10 CM waveguide sections, each polarized.

$55.00

Crystal mount

TEST EQUIPMENT

WAVEGUIDE DIRECTIONAL COUPLER. 27 db.
Navy type CABV-47AAN, with 4 in. slotted
$42.50
section
SQ. FLANGE to rd choke adapter, 18 in. lone
OA 1% in. z 3 in. guide, type "N" output and

1.25 CENTIMETER
"K" BAND DIRECTIONAL COUPLER CU104/
APS-34 20 DR
$49.50 ea.
"K" BAND FEEDBACK TO PARABOLA HORN.

D-171812
D.171528

$

D-168549
D-162482
D-163298
D-99428

$ 95

D-16187IA
D-171121

$

cable

$4.50 ea.

QCU Magneto

95
95

63.00
$1.2°
$2.00
$2.85
$ 95

3A(12-43)

$1.51

D-167620

$3.00

F.O B.
ALL MERCHANDISE GUARANTEED. MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED. ALL PRICES
NEW YORK CITY. SEND MONEY ORDER OR CHECK ONLY. SHIPPING CHARGES SENT
SALE
PRIOR
TO
SUBJECT
MERCHANDISE
P.
0.
SEND
C.O.D. RATED CONCERNS
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"E9" Liberty St., New York, N.Y. Att:

P. J.

Plishner Cable "Comsupo" Ph.

September, 1949

-

ELECTRON ICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

ä1D

PULSE EQUIPMENT
PULSE EQUIPMENT
MIT. MOD.

3

HARD TUBE

- RADAR - MAGNETRONS
MARINE RADAR

PULSER: Output

Pulse Power 144 KW (12 KV at 12 amp) . Duty
Ratio: 001 max. Pulse duration: 5, 1.0, 2.0
mlcrosee.
Input voltage: 115 v. 400 to 2400 cps.
Uses 1-715-B, 4-829-B, 3-'72's, 1-'73.
New

$110.00
APR-13 PULSE MODULATOR. Pulse Width .5 to
1.1 Micro Sec. Rep. rate 624 to 1348 Pps. Pk
pwr. out. 35 KW Energy 0.018 Joules
$49.00
TPS.3 PULSE MODULATOR. Pk. power 50 anis.
24 KV (1200 KW pk); pulse rate 200 PPS, 1.5
microsee pulse line impedance 50 ohms. Circult-series charging version of DC Resonance
type. Uses two 705 -A's as rectifiera. 115 v. 400
cycle input. New with all tubes
$49.50
APS-I0 MODULATOR DECK. Complete, less tubes
$75.00
BC 1203B Loran
$395.00
BC 758A Pulse modulator
APS.I0 Low voltage power supply, less tubes.$18.50
725A magnetron pulse transformers
$18.50 ea.

PULSE NETWORKS

15 KV. "A" CKT. 1 microsec., 400
PPS, 50 ohms Imp
$42.50
G.E. #6E3-5-2000-50P2T, 6KV, "E" circuit, 3
sections, .5 microsecond, 2000 PPS 50 ohms
impedance
$6.50
G.E. #3E (3-84-810; 8-2.24-405) 50P4T; 3KV.
"E" CKT Dual Unit: Unit 1, 3 Sections, .84
Microsec. 810 PPS, 50 ohms Imp.; Unit 2. 8 Sections, 2.24 Microsec. 405 PPS, 50 ohms imp. $8.50
7.5E3 -1-200-67P. 7.5 KV. "E" Circuit, 1 microsec.
200 PPS, 67 ohms impedance. 3 sections
57.50
7.5E4 -16-60-67P, 7.5 KV. "E" Circuit, 4 sections.
18 microsec, 80 PPS, 87 ohms impedance..515.00
7.5E3-3-200-6PT 7.5 KV, "E" Circuit. 3 microsec.
200 PPS, 87 ohms imp., 3 sections
$12.50

15A-1-400.50:

MAGNETRONS

S0-1 AND SO -8 RADAR SETS, Complete, In Used
but Excellent Condition. 10 CM Surface Search
using 2226 or 2227 Magnetron. 707B Mixer. PPI
Indicator. Input 115VDC. Used on Merchant
Ships throughout the world. FCC Approved
Guaranteed
$1250.00

SF -1

10

11D

RADAR

CM surface search usmg 1'1'1 and "A" Scope.
115 VDC input, complete with spares.
14 cases

$2800.00

MICROWAVE ANTENNAS

RADAR 3 CM. SURFACE
SEARCH ANTENNA.
Complete
with 24 VDC Drive Motor, Selsyn,
"X" Band
Gear Mechanisms,
"Peel"
Reflector
Les,
Slotted

SO -3

Plumbing

As Shown

$135.00

APS-I5 Antennas. New
$99.50
AN MPG -I Antenna. Rotary feet'

type high speed scanner antenna
assembly, including horn parabolic reflector. Less Internal mechanisms.
10
deg. sector scan. Approx. I2'L x 4'W a 3'H. Unused.
'Gov't Cost -$4500.00)
$250.00
APS-4 3 cm. antenna. Complete. 14% dish. Cutler feed dipole directional coupler, all standard
waveguide.
Drive motor and gear
mechanisms tor horizontal and vert.cal si an.
New, complete
$65.00
AN/TPS3. Parabolic dish type reflector approx.
10' diam. Extremely lightweight construction
New in 3 carrying cases
$89.50

Freq.

te

232I -A
2222

3267 3333 mc.
2992. 3019 me.

2226
2127

2965-2992 me.
2760-2820 me.

2232

2J 34
2.137

2238 Pkg.
2239 Pkg.

2240
2J49
2361

2202
3231

5J30

7Ì8D
720óY
720(.Y

on

282 860
9345-9x05 mc.

.1J3Ì1

3249-3268
3267-3333
9305-9325
9000-9160
3000-3100
2914-3010

Pk.

65
50
265
275
275
285

K

KW;
KW.
10 KW.
58 KW.
35 KW.
35 KW.

mc.

5

me.
me.

87

mc.
me.

wo.

24.000 me.

50

KW.

A

KW.
50 KW.
50 KW.

2800 mc.

1000

725-A

9345-9405 mc.
730A
9345-9105 mc.
528 -AY. BY. C'Y. D'a. EY. FY. GY
700-A. B. C. D

706 -AY. BY. DY. EY. FY. GY
Klyecrone: 723Á/B $1.2.50;07B

417A $20.00

(lause
4880
4200
1300
1800

Out Price5

KW.
KW.
KW.
KW.
KW.

2

@
@
@

$2

$25 00

$25.00
$25 00

$25.00
$25.00
$55.00
$45.00
$35.00
$35.00
$65.01
$85.00
$65.00
$65.00
$55.00
$39.50
$25.$20.ÓÓ

$50.00
$50.00
$25.00
$25.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00

W/Cavity $20.00

K41 $65.00

3, 4 lu.
21, 32 In.

Spacing
5 8 lu.

Price

112 50

3, 4 In.
$17.50
1 5.8 In.
1 5/16 lu.
$12.50
1 5/8 In.
PARABOLIC REFLECTORS:
1 1/2 In
814.50
approx. range: 2000 to 6000 me. Dimensions: Electromagnets for magnetrons 700A $24.50 ea.
434' x 3' rectangle, now
$85.00
R. F. EQUIPMENT
TDY "JAM" RADAR ROTATING ANTENNA. li
elm. 30 deg. beam. 115 v.a.c. drive. New..$100.00 LHTR. LIGHTHOUSc. ..aacmt.LY. l'art of BTDELAY LINES
SO 13 ANTENNA, 29" dish with feedback dipole
30,APG-5 & Al'U-15. Receiver and Transulltter
D-168184:.5 microsec, up to 2050 PPS. 1800 ohm
300 deg. rotation, complete with drive motor and
lran.uuuse et.u.es wills assoc. Tr Cay.ty and
term
$4.00
selsyn. New
Type N CPLU. To amt.. Uses 2C40, 1043, 1112,,
$128 Or
D-170499:.25/.50/.75/, microsec, 8 KV, 50 ohms
Used
Tuneable Al'X 2490-2700 MCS. Silver plated.
5.00
imp.
$16.50 AI25 APR Cone type receiving antenna, 1080
$48.50
D-165997: 1$4 microsec.
$7.50
3208 megacycles. New
$4.50 Receiver transmitter Rt 39A/APG-5 10 cm. gun
140.600 MC. CONE type antenna, complete with
laying RF package using 2C40 and 2C43. new.
PULSE TRANSFORMERS
25' sectional steel mast, guys, cables, carryim
$150.00
case. etc. New
G.E.K.-2745
$49.51 APS-2 100M RF HEAD COMPLETE WITH HARD
$39.50
TUBE (71511) Pulser. 714 Magnetron 417A
G.E.K.-2744-A, 115 KV high Voltage, 3.2 KV Low ASD 3 cm. antenna, used, ex. cond.
$49.5r
YAGI ANTENNA AS-46A.
APG-4.
eleMyer all v/s" rigid coax. Incl. rovr. (runt end
5
Voltage @ 200 KW oper. (270 KW max.)
ments
$14.50 ea.
micro sec, or 14 microsec. @ 600 PPS
$39.50
$210.00
$75.00 Beacon lighthouse cavity 10 cm with miniature 20
W.E. #D166173 Hi -Volt input transformer, W.E. TS-235/Up Dummy Load
volt DC b'M motor. Mtg. Bernard ltice 847.50 ea.
$12.50
Impedance ratio 50 ohms to 900 ohms. Freq. F29/SPR-2 High Pass Filter
T 128 /APR -19 10 cm, radar Beacon transntiuer
range: 10 kc to 2 mc, 2 sections parallel conpackage, used, less tubes
nected, potted in oil
$36.00
$39.60 ea.
CPN-6 3CM RADAR
SO -3 "A" band 3cm RF package, new complete,
W.E. KS 9800 Input transformer, Winding ratio
including receiver unit as illustrated ou Page
BEACON EQUIPMENT
between terminals 3-5 and 1-2 is 1.1:1, and be237, Volume 23 RAI/ LAB Series.....8375.00 ea.
tween terminals 6-7 and 1-2 is 2:1. Frequency
Complete sets available in unused condition.
Pre-Ampth,er cavities type "M" 74105900L to use
range: 380-520 c.o.s. Permallov core
$6 00
Write for price and information.
446A lighthouse tube. Completely tunable. Heavy
G.E. #K2731 Repetition Rate: 635 PPS, Pri Imp:
silver plated construction
837.10 ea.
50 Ohms, Sec. Imp: 450 Ohms.
Pulse Width: 1
RT32/Are 5A HF HEAD, Compl. with 725A
Microsec. Pri. Input: 9.5 KV PK, Sec. Output:
VOLTAGE
Magnetron magnet pulse xrmr. TRA-ATR. 723
28 KV PK, Peak Output: 800 KW Millar 2.75
Ails local use. and beacon mount, pre amplifier.
Amp
$64.50
Used but exc. cond
$97.50
W.E. #D169271 Hi Volt input pulse Transformer REGULATORS
AN/APS-I5A "X" Band compl. RF head and
$27.50
modulator, incl. 725-A magnetron and magnet.
G.E. K2450A. Will receive 13KV. 4 micro -second Mfg. Raytheon:
two 723A/13 klystruns (local use. & beacon),
pulse on pri., secondary delivers 14KV. Peak Navy CRP -301407:
11124, TR, reir -amps. duplexer.
HT supply,
power out 100KW G.E
$4.50 Pri: 92-138 v. 15
blower, pulse atmr. l'eak l'wr Out: 45 KW apx.
G.E. #K2748A Pulse Input, line to magnetron
amps, 57 to 63 cy.
Input: 115, 400 cy. Modulator pulse dummy
$36.00 1 phase, Sec: 115
with all tubes incl. 73, two 72's.
#9280 Utah Pulse or Blocking Oscillator XFMR
Comv, 7.15 amp. .82
Freq. limits 790-810 cy-3 windings turns ratio KVA, .96 PF. Conplete
$210.00
AN/APS2. Complete RF head and modulator, In1:1:1 Dimensions 1 13/16 a % 19/32
$I.S0 tains the following
Raytheon U X 8093 3x32 Turns T.V. 1000 RMS components:
cluding magnetron and magnet, 417-A mixer, TR
receiver, duplexer, blower, etc., and complete
$4.95
REGULATOR TRANSFORMER: Raytheon 13XG.E. 9318 Pulse Xfrmr 1:11
lathier. With tubes, used, fair coudluon..$1s.00
$1.50 9545. Pri: 92-138
v.
60 cy. 1 PH. Sec: 200/580 v.
l'i m. Rr ra:wae. Cuusrats 01: Su Xmtr. reUX 1350
$5.95
5.5/5.26 amps, 4000 v. rms test.
ceiver usmg 2-2, magnetron oscillator, 250 KW
FILTER REACTOR: .156 hy. 5 amps, 4000 v. test.
peak input. 707-11 receiver -mixer
$150.00
Raytheon UX 9547.
WILCOX CS390
TRANSFORMER: Pri: 186 v, 5 amps: Sec: 115 v.
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
AS11-500 Megacycles Radar Receiver with two
7.2 amps. Size 12" a 20" x 29". Net Wt. approx.
FOR AIRPORT CONTROL GROUND STA250 Lbs.
01,148 lighthouse cavities, new, less tubes
TION -Standard relay rack housing, monitor
Entire unit enclosed in grey metal cabinet with
$37.50
loud speaker, dual channel receiver amplifier,
mounting facilities. New, as shown
$99.50
Type 109 A control panel, microphone speech
CROSS POINTER INDICATOR
amplifier, etc, spare parts, new and com1KW-FM
STATION
ID 24 -ARV -9 Dual 0-200 ndcroamp. movement in 3" General Electric Kilowatt Amplifier
plete
$750.00 each
case. Each movement brought out to 6 -term recep- Model 4BT2A1
Type BT2A
tacle at rear. Originally used in ILS equipment. Serial RC 25
400 CYCLE TRANSFORMERS
General Electric 250 Watt Exciter
ZA
Type
$10.00
Model 4BTIA1
Type 3T1A
352-7273: Pri: 115V, 400 cy. Sec: 6.IV,2.5 Amp
Serial CC833
TEST SET 159 TPX
8.3V, .06 Amp: 6.3V, .9 Amp: 5V. 6 Amp; 700
VCT. 2-5Ú4's. For APS-15. T201
$4.75 Measures frequency between 150 Sr 200 mc. by General Electric Station Monitor
Model
4BM
IA1
Type BMIA
352-7176: PH: 115V, 400 07. Sec: 6.3V. 20 Amp: heterodyne method. Power of Xmtr can be directl'
6.3V..5 Amp: 6.3V, .5 Amp; 320V (2-6x5's) For measured. Measures DC voltages Up to 500 Volts. Serial WC288
General
Electric
Power
Supply
APS-15. T202
Original
Operation
on
110
V.
400
cy.
but
conversion
$5.25
Type BF2A
352-7278: Pri: 115V, 400 cy. Sec: 2.5V, 1.75 Amp. kit makes It operable on 110 V. 60 cy. new, and Model BI'24l
3500V (2x2), For APS-I5. 7203 (Anode #2) complete with tubes, crystal, cal, chart, anten$29.n95a, Serial WC547
General Electric Transmitter Console
5FP7
$5.85 meter
Model 4BC3A1
Type BC3A
352-707G: Pri: 118V. 440 cy. Sec. 2.5V. 2.5 Amp: Typewriter Desk Wells
Serial WC5
2.5V. 2.5 Amp: (2000V, Ins.): 6.3V, 2.25 Amp: Mounted on Steel Panel
Type BX-2A Two Bay Circular Antenna with Trans1200V, Tpd at 1000 and 750V, P/o AN/APS 15 for Standard Rack Mfg
mission Line, Elevators and Matchers.
10%"Hx19^Wx34"
$4.95
100 Feet of 1 % coax. transmission line including
#7469105: Pri: 115V, 400 cy. Sec: Tpd. to give Thick. W e 11 is 22"
90° elbows.
742.5V. 50 MA; 709V. .0477 A, 671V, .045 A Wide, 20" Deep.
AfDehydrator for transmission line.
$2.95 fording Full Working
Desk and Chair for Transmitter Console.
M-7474319: Pri: 115V, 400 cy. Sec: 6.3V. 2.7 AMC,: Space.
Grey Crackle
6.3V, 86Amp; 6.3V, 21 Amp
$2.95 Finish. New ea. $8.95
WRITE FOR PRICE AND INFO.
32332: Pri: 115V. 400-2400 cy. Sec: 400 Vet, 35
AIRCRAFT
AUXILIARY
INVERTERS
MA: 6.4V, 2.5 Amp: 6.4V, .15 Amp
$2.25
POWER
PLANT
332-7138M: Pri: 115V, 400-2400 cy Sec: 640 V. .5
PE 218E: Input:
MA: 2.5V, 1.75 Amp
25 28vdc. 92 amp.
$3.85 Navy take IA, Lawrence Model 30 1), 10 horsepower.
352.7179: Pri: 115V, 400-2400 cy. Sec: 8.5V, 12
Output: 115 v.
2 cylinder, 4 Stroke cycle air cooled engine, for
Amp. Ct. 250V, 100 MA; 5V, 2 Amp
350-500 cy 1500
use
with
1.71
1.22
KWAC
$3.50
KWDC and
aircraft
#9069: Pri: 115/80V, 400-2600 cy. Sec: 650 Vet, 50
volt - amperes.
generator, new, in original cellophane packinc
MA; 6.3 Vet, 2 Amp: 5 Vct, 2 Amp
Dim: 17"x6%"x
$2.45
$425.00

RELAY SYSTEM

1

10".

ALL MERCHANDISE GUARANTEED. MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED. ALL PRICES F O.B.
NEW YORK CITY. SEND MONEY ORDER OR CHECK ONLY. SHIPPING CHARGES SENT
C.0 D. RATED CONCERNS SEND P. 0.
MERCHANDISE SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE
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COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
"E9"
Liberty St., New York, N.Y. ATT:

ELECTRONICS

-

P.

J. Plishner Coble "Comsupo" Ph. Digby 9-4124

New ras

shown ....$49.95
PE 218-H: Same as
above except size:
1058" a 6" a 10". New
$49.95
PE 218H. used, good cond.
$25.00
PE 206: Input: 28 vdc, 38 amps. Output: 80 V,
800 cy, 500 volt -amps, Dim: 13" z 5%" x
10'$1
New
GE 5D21NJ3A: Input: 28 vdc. 35 amp. Output:
115 v, 400 cy, 485 volt -amps. Dim: 9" z 4%"
diam. New
$49.95

September, 1949

SF
SG

SL
SN

SO
tiOa
SOu
SO9

MAGNETRON MAGNETS
Pole Dlam.

SA
SC
SD
SE

50

SO13

SQ

SU

TAJ
TBS.
TBL
T1131

APG3

APR
APS2
APS3
APS4
APS6
APS 1 O
APS1S
ABA
QBF
QBG
QCQ
WEA

RAH
CPN3
CPN6
DAB
®tC143

ItC14H
YIP

ZA
229'

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Remote Indicating Compass
Transmitter part No..679-01, indicator part No. 680k-03, 26 V., 400
Price $12.50 each net.
cycle.

Kollsman
Set

A.C. MOTORS

5071930, Delco, 115 V., 60 cycle, 7000
Price $4.50 each net.
r.p.m.
TimHaydon
36938-2,
ing Motor, 110 V., 60
cycle, 2.2 w., 4/5
r.p.m.
Price $3.00 ea. net.
Haydon Timing Motor -110 V., 60 cycle,
3.2 w., 4 r.p.m., with brake.
Price $4.00 each net.
45629R Haydon Timing Motor, 110 V.,
60 cycle, 2.2 w., 1/240 r.p.m.
Price $3.00 each net.
36938-3, Haydon Timing Motor, 110 V.,
1/5 r.p.m.
60 cycle, 2.2 w.,
Price $2.70 each net.
36228 Haydon Timing Motor, 110 V.,
60 cycle, 2.2 w., 1/60 r.p.m.
Price $2.70 each net.
Eastern Air Devices Type J33 Synchronous Motor 115 V., 400 cycle, 3 phase,
Price $8.50 each net.
8,000 r.p.m.
Telechron Synchronous Motor, Type B3,
115 V., 60 cycle, 2 r.p.m., 4 w.
Price $5.00 each net.
1

SERVO MOTORS
CK1, Pioneer, 2 phase, 400 cycle.
Price $10.00 each net.
CK2, Pioneer, 2 phase, 400 cycle.
Price $4.50 each net.
10047-2-A Pioneer 2 phase, 400 cycle,
with 40:1 reduction gear.
Price $7.25 each net.
FPE-25-11, Diehl, Low -Inertia, 75 to
115 V., 60 cycle, 2 phase.
Price $16.00 each net.
FPE-49-7 Diehl, Low -Inertia, 115 V., 60
cycle, 2 phase, 3.0 amps., 10 w. outPrice $34.50 each net.
put.
FP -25-2, Diehl, Low -Inertia, 20 V., 60
cycle, 2 phase. Price $9.00 each net.
FP -25-3, Diehl, Low -Inertia, 20 V., 60
cycle, 2 phase. Price $9.00 each net.
CK2, Pioneer, 2 phase, 400 cycle, with
40:1 reduction gear.
Price $6.70 each net.
MINNEAPOLIS -HONEYWELL TYPE B
Port No. G303AY, 115 V., 400 cycle,
2 phase, built-in gear reduction, 50 in.
Price $7.50 each net.
lbs. torque.

REMOTE INDICATING
MAGNESYN COMPASS SET
Pioneer Type AN5730-2 Indicator and

AN5730-3 Transmitter 26 V., 400

cycle.
Price $40.00 per set new sealed boxes

GYROS
Schwein Free & Rate
Gyro type 45600.
Consists of two 28
V. D.C. constant
Size
speed gyros.
8" x 4.25" x 25".

Price $10.00 ea. net.
Schwein Free & Rate
Gyro, type 46800.
Same as above except later design.
Price $11.00 each net.
Spérry A5 Directional
Part
No.
Gyro,
656029, 115 volts,
400 cycle, 3 phase.
Price $17.50 each net.

A5 Vertical Gyro, Part No.
644841, 115 V., 400 cycle, 3 phase.
Price $20.00 each net.
Sperry A5 Amplier Rack Part No.
644890. Contains Weston Frequency
Meter. 350 to 450 cycle and 400
cycle, 0 to 130 voltmeter.
Price $10.00 each net.
Sperry

A5 Control Unit Part No.
Price $7.50 each net.
644836.
Sperry A5 Azimuth Follow -Up Amplifier
Port No. 656030. With tube.
Price $5.50 each net.
Pioneer Type 12800-1-D Gyro Servo
Unit. 115 V., 400 cycle, 3 phase.
Price $8.00 each net.
Norden Type M7 Vertical Gyro. 26 V.,
D.C.
Price $19.00 each net.
Norden Type M7 Servo Motor. 26 V.,
Price $20.00 each net.
D.C.
Allen Calculator, Type C10 Bank and
Turn Indicator, Part No. 21500, 28
Sperry

INST

A

230

D.C. ALNICO FIELD MOTORS
5069456, Delco, 27.5 V., 10,000 r.p.m.
Price $4.70 each net.
5069600, Delco, 27 V., 250 r.p.m.
Price $4.70 each net.
5069466, Delco, 27
V., 10,000 r.p.m.
Price $3.50 each net.
5069370, Delco, 27 V., 10,000 r.p.m.
Price $4.70 each net.
5069230, Delco, 27 V., 145 r.p.m.
Price $5.00 each net.
S. S. FD6-16, Diehl, 27 V., 10,000 r.p.m.
Price $3.75 each net.
S. S. FD6-18, Diehl, 27 V., 10,000 r.p.m.
Price $3.75 each net.
FD6-21, Diehl, 27 V., 10,000 r.p.m.
Price $3.75
Sampsel Time Control Inc. Alnico Field
Motor, 27 V. D.C. Overall length
3 5/16" by 13/4". Shaft 5/8" long by
3/16", 10,000 r.p.m.
Price $4.50 each net.
S. S.

GENERAL ELECTRIC D.C.
SELSYNS

D.C. Contains 28 V. D.C. constant speed gyro.
Price $10.00 each net.
V.

8TJ9-PDN

Price $3.75 each net.

Jaeger Watch Co. Type 44-K-2 Contactor Motor, Operates on 3 to 4.5
volts D.C. Makes one contact per
Price $2.00 each net.
second.
General Electric Type 5BA10AJ52C, 27
V. D.C., 0.65 amps., 14 oz. in.
torque, 145 r.p.m. Shunt Wound, 4
lead reversible. Price $4.70 each net.

MEN

s

Transmit-

ter, 24 V.

D.C. MOTORS

General Electric Type 5BA10AJ37C, 27
V. D.C., .5 amps., 8 oz. in. torque,
250 r.p.m. Shunt Wound, 4 leads rePr ce $6.50 each net.
versible.

U

5069625, Delco Constant Speed, 27 V.,
120 r.p.m. Built-in reduction gears
and governor. Price $3.90 each net.
A-7155, Delco Constant Speed Shunt
Motor, 27 V., 2.4 amps., 3600 r.p.m.,
1/30 h.p. Built-in governor.
Price $6.25 each net.
C -28P -1A, John Oster Shunt Motor, 27
V., 0.7 amps., 7000 r.p.m., 1/100
Price $3.75 each net.
h.p.

Indicator, 24
to +65°.
Price $4.50
24
Indicator,
8D.111-PCY
marked 0 to 360°.
Price $7.50
81)111-PCY
marked

-10°

V.

Dial

each net.
V.

Dial

each net.

AMPLIFIER
Pioneer Gyro Flux Gate Amplifier, Type

12076-1-A.
Price $17.50 ea. net, with tubes.
COMPLETE LINE OF
AIRCRAFT THERMOCOUPLES

147-57 41st AVENUE FLUSHING, N. Y.
Telephone INdependence 3-1919

While ¡ah complete 1414494

U. S.

Export License -2140

September,

1949- ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
INVERTERS
Wincharger Corp. Dynamotor Unit. PE 101 -C. input 13, V.D.C. or 26 V.D.C.
D.C. AT, 12.6 or 6.3 amps. Output
AT, 12.6 or 6.3 amps. Output 400
V.D.C. AT. .135 amps., 800 V.D.C.
AT. .02 amps, 9 V.A.C. 80 cycle at
1.12 amps.
Price $10.00 each net.

PIONEER AUTOSYNS
AY1, 26 V., 400 cycle.
Price $5.50 each net.
AY14D, 26 V., 400 cycle, new with
calibration curve.
Price $15.00 each net.
AY20, 26 V., 400 cycle.
Price $7.50 each net.
AY31, 26 V., 400 cycle.

RATE GENERATORS

Shaft extends from both
ends.

153F, Holtzer

Price $10.00 ea. net.

Cabot. Input, 24

V.D.C.

Output

115 V., 400
cycle, 3 phase,
750 V.A. and 26
V., 400 cycle,
phase, 250 V.A.
Voltage and frequency regulated also
built in radio filter.
Price $115.00 each net.
1

149H, Holtzer Cabot. Input 28 V. at 44
amps. Output 26 V. at 250 V.A., 400
cycle and 115 V. at 500 V.A. 400
cycle.
Price $39.00 each net.
149F, Holtzer Cabot. Input 28 V. at 36
amps. Output 26 V. at 250 V.A., 400
cycle and 115 V. at 500 V.A. 400
cycle.
Price $35.00 each net.

12117, Pioneer. Input 12 V.D.C. Output 26 V., 400 cycle, 6 V.A.
Price $22.50 each net.

12117-2, Pioneer. Input 24 V.D.C.
Output 26 V. 400 cycle, 6 V.A.
Price $20.00 each net.
5-D21 NJ3A General Electric. Input 24
V.D.C. Output 115 V., 400 cycle at
485 V.A.
Price $12.00 each net.
PE218, Ballentine. Input 28 V.D.C. at
90 amps. Output 115 V., 400 cycle
at 1.5 K.V.A. Price $45.00 each net.

WESTON FREQUENCY
METER
Model 637, 350-450 cycle, 115 V.
Price $10.00 each net.

WESTON VOLTMETER
Model 833, 0 to 130 V. 400 cycle.
Price $4.00 each net.

AY38, 26 V., 400 cycle. Shaft extends
from both ends. Price $10.00 each net.

PIONEER PRECISION

AUTOSYNS

CALL FOR

Roulond Corp. vibrator non-synchros type.
Stock No. 3H6694-11; 6, 12 or 24
V.D.C., input frequency 200 cycle.
Price $3.25 each net.

B-68, Electric Indicator Co., Rotation
Indicator, 110 V., 60 cycle,
phase.
Price $14.00 each net.
1

SPECIAL QUANTITY PRICES
AY131D, new with calibration curve.
Price $35.00 each net.
AY130D, new.
Price $35.00 each net.

Weston Tachometer Generator (aircraft
type) model 752-J4 single phase. A.C.
output.
Price $17.50 each net.

SINE -COSINE GENERATORS

PIONEER AUTOSYN
POSITION INDICATORS

(Resolvers)

Type 5907-17. Dial graduated 0 to 360°,
26 V., 400 cycle.
Price $15.50 each net.
Type 6007-39, Dual, Dial graduated 0
to 360°, 26 V., 400 cycle.
Price $30.00 each net.

FPE

PIONEER TORQUE UNITS
Type 12602-1-A.
Price $30.00
each net.
Type 12604-3-A.
Price $30.00 each net.
Type 12606-1-A. Price $40.00 each net.
Type 12627-1-A. Price $80.00 each net.

Price $20.00 each net.

SYNCHROS
Special Repeater,
115 V., 400 cycle.
Will operate on 60
cycle at reduced

voltage.
Price $15.00 each net.
7G Generator, 115 V., 60 cycle.
Price $30.00 each net.

6DG Differential Generator, 90-90 V.,
60 cycle.
Price $15.00 each net.

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER
ASSEMBLY
Pioneer Magnetic Amplifier Assembly
Saturable Reactor type output transformer. Designed to supply one phase
of 400 cycle servo motor.
Price $8.50 each net.

PIONEER TORQUE UNIT

2J1M1 Control Transformer 105/63 V.,
Price $20.00 each net.
60 cycle.
2J1G1 Control Transformer, 57.5/57.5
V., 400 cycle. Price $1.90 each net.
2J 1 H

Type 12073-1-A, 5 tube amplifier, Magnesyn input, 115 V., 400 cycle.
Price $17.50 each net with tubes.
Type 12077-1-A, single tube Amplifier,
autosyn input, 115 V., 400 cycle.
Price $49.50 each net, with tube.

Selsyn

V.D.C., 7000 r.p.m.
Price $2.90 each net.
Westinghouse Type FL Blower, 115 V.,
400 cycle, 67000 r.p.m., Airflow 17
Price $4.50 each net.
C.F.M.
28

1/100 h.p.

Differential

Generator,

Price $3.25 each net.

W.

E. KS -5950-L2, Size 5 Generator,
115 V., 400 cycle.
Price $3.50 each net.

115/90 V., 400
Price $15.50 each net.

5G Special, Generator

cycle.
5SF Repeater,

MX-215/APG
Oster,

1

57.5/57.5 V., 400 cycle.

AMPLIFIER

John

43-1, Diehl, 115 V., 400 cycle.
Price $20.00 each net.

FJE-43-9, Diehl, 115 V., 400 cycle.

IF

BLOWER ASSEMBLY

VIBRATOR

F16, Electric Indicator Co., two-phase,
22 V. per phase at 1800 r.p.m.
Price $12.00 each net.

J36A, Eastern Air Devices, .02 V. per
r.p.m.
Price $9.00 each net.

AY101D, new with
calibration curve.
PRICE -WRITE OR

PM2, Electric Indicator Co., 0175 V.
per r.p.m.
Price $8.25 each net.

115/90 V., 400 cycle.
Price $19.00 each net.

2J1F1 Selsyn Generator, 115 V., 400
Price $3.50 each net.
cycle.

Differential Generator 90/90 V.,
400 cycle.
Price $15.30 each net.

5SDG

ALL PRICES, F.O.B. FLUSHING, N. Y.

147-57 41st AVENUE FLUSHING, N. Y.

ELECTRONICS
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Telephone INdependence 3-1919

caoneleieJS

Western Union Address:
WUX Flushing, N. Y.
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SELENIUM
RECTIFIERS
and

THREE PHASE FULL WAVE
BRIDGE RECTIFIERS
Input

Output

3B7-15

Current
4 AMP.
0 AMP.
15 AMP.

Input
0-234 V A C
Type d
3B13-4
3B13-6
3B13-15

Current
4 AMP.
0 AMP.
15 AMP.

3B7-4
3137-8

0-130*VDC

Price
$32.95
48.90
70.00

Output

0-250*VDC
Price
$56.00
81.50
120.00

10 AM P.

AMP.
AMP.
AMP.
AMP.
120 AMP.
30
40
50
80

B1 -3X5

B1-5
R1-10
B1-15
B1-20
B1-30
B1-10
B1-50
BI -60
B1-80
Input
0-36VAC
Type 4
B2-150
B2-250
B2-300
B2-450
B2-1
B2-2
B2 -3x5

Current

1

2

L
Built

Current
150 MA.

B3-250
B3-000
B3-5
B3-10
Input
0-72VAC
Type r

250 MA.
61(1 MA.
5
10

AGENC

pleased

on
to quote

AMP.
AMP.

Current

800 MA.

134-800

B4-3
B4-5
B4-10
Input

3

AMP

5 AMP.
10 AMP.

0-115VAC
Type d

Current

150 MA.
250 MA.

60(1 M.A.

750 MA.

15 AMP.

3.5 AMP.

5 AMP.
10 AMP.

146-5

ORIES

B8-10
86-15
Input
0-234 VAC
Type d
B13-800
B13 -1X5
B13-3

15

AMP.

Current

OM MA.

1.5 AMP.
3 AMP
5 AMP
BI3-5
10 AMP.
813-10
VDC
Thon
indicated.
Higher
*Select Proper Capacitor to Obtain

Mmfd
Mmfd
Mmfd

20 Kv.
20 Kv.
32

Kv.

$1.95
4.95
5.95

SILVER CERAMIC
820-Z
822-N
822 -AZ
823 -AN

5-20 Mmfd Zero Temp
5-20 Mmfd Neg 300...
4.5-25 Mmfd Zero Temp
20-125 Mmfd Neg. 650

244
240
240
330

OIL CONDENSERS
Mrd 200VDC Bathtub

8 .20
.20
telephone type
.80
....
Mrd 400VDC Bathtub.
.39
2X.1 Mfd 600VDC Bathtub
.79
6 Mfd 600VDC w/mtg. C tuiup
10 Mfd 440VAC/1500VD w/Brkta...1.55
8.50
8 Mfd 660VAC/2000VDC w,Brkts
16-.16 Mfd 8000VDC Voltage Doubler
395
Type 26F381 w/Brkte
2

Output

.5 Mrd 400VDC
2

ATTENTION!!!
Bulletin #713, listing various government
and commercial surplus items, is now
available upon request.

1200 MFD
200 MFD
500 MFD
125

MFD

LSVDC

25VDC
25VDC
30VDC
30VDC
35VDC
50VDC
50VDC
50VDC
91VDC
150VDC
200VDC
350VDC

1.95
1.25
3.45
2.49
3.25
3.25
.98
1.95
3.25

3.25
1.69
3.25
2.49

All Primaries 115VAC 50/60 Cycles
Price
Volts
Amps.
Type F
12
15
$3.95
XF15-12
2
3.95
33
T X F3fS-2
4.95
5
36
TX F30-5
7.95
10
36
TXF:18-10
11.95
15
36
TXF36-15
17.95
20
36
T X F36-20
5.95
14
18 VCT
XFC18-14
All TXF Types are rapped to Deliver 32.
34. 36 Volts. XFC type is lipped to d. liver 16. 17, 18 Volts Center -Tat ped.

RECTIFIER CHOKES

Price

$1.25
1.95
3.25
13.95

24.95

Output

0-50*VDC

Type
HY5

02 Hy
.02 Hy
.02 Hy
.02 Hy
.013 Hy

AVM',

HYlO
HY12
HY15

Price

Amps.

$3.25
7.95
9.95
12.95
13.96

5

8.5
10
12
15

Price

$3.95
14.95
17.95
27.95

Output
0-90-VDC
Price

$1.95
2.95
5.95
6.95
10.95
18.95
24.95
36.95

54.95
Output
0-190*VDC
Price
$12.95

19.95
35.95
48.95
69.95

D -C POWER SUPPLY FTR 3377 -AS

TRIMMERS

4000MFD
3000 MFD
100 MFD
.500 MFD
20810 MFD

10VDC $2.49
1.69
12VDC
2.95
12VDC
15VDC
.98
1.69
15VDC

RECTIFIER TRANSFORMERS

0-38*VDC

These solenoid operated carbon pile regulators will stabilize t).e output of 12-18
VDC power supplies, simply by connecting the coil leads across the output of
the rectifier, and the carbon element
leads In serles with the load.
Price each
$2.49

Standard Brands
12

15 95

24.95
27.95
36.95
44.95

VOLTAGE REGULATORS

VACUUM CAPACITORS
50
50

1.50
1.95
3.95
4.95
6.95
9.95

5
10
15

B2-15
B2-20
B2-30

86-750
86-1X5
86-3X5

For:

$.98
1.25

AMP.
AMP.

AMP.
AMP.
AMP.
20 AMP.
30 AMP.
40 AMP.

132-5

B8-250
86-0810

PUoER SUPPLIES

Price

3.5 AMP.

82-10

MFD
MFD
MFD
MFD
MFD
MFD
MFD
2Xz500 MFD
1500 MFD
6000
3000
6000
1000
2000
2500
1000

Output

0-26*VDC

250 MA.
300 MA.
450 MA.

86-150

O DC
MUM

1.95
2.49
2.95
4.50
5.95
9.95
13.95
15.95
24.95
27.95
32.95
36.95
44.95

150 MA.

Typed
B3 -I50

$6.95
10.95
14.95
17.95
20.95
26.95
34.95

20 AMP.

B1 -1X5

Input

Output
9-8*VDC
Price

Current

C1-40
C1-50
C1-80
C1-120

AMP.
1.5 AMP.
3.5 AMP.
5 AMP.
to AMP.
15 AMP.
20 AMP.
30 AMP.
40 AMP.
50 AMP.
00 AMP.
80 AMP.

RECTIFIER CAPACITORS
CF -13
CF-14
CF-15
CF -1
CF-2
CF-20
CF -3
CF -4
CF -5
CF -6
CF -7
CF -8
CF -19
CF -16
CF -21
CF -9
CF -l0
CF-12

Output
0-12*VDC
Price
$ .98

1

0-54VAC

SINGLE PHASE

01-30

Current

250 MA.
500 MA.

132-40

CENTER TAPPED
RECTIFIERS
Input
10-0-10VAC
Type
C1-10
C1-20

Input
0-18 VAC
Type 4
B1-250
B1-500
B1-1

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

0-126VAC
Type d

SINGLE PHASE FULL WAVE
BRIDGE RECTIFIERS

4ï,ß

Rating 115 VAC to 115 V1)C, .77 Amperes. Operates fans, motors, magnetic
chucks. business machines, relays, etc.
Descriptive literature available.
Complete. ready to operate
816.50
D-C PANEL METERS

Attractive, rugged, and reasonably
priced. Moving vane solenoid type with
accuracy within 5%.
0-6 Amperes D -C
Any range
0-12 Amperes D -C
$2.49 each

RECTIFIER MOUNTING BRACKETS
For Types BI through 136, and
$ .35 per set
Type Cl
.70 per set
For Types B13
1.05 per set
For Types 3B

RECTIFIER KIT
and Li VDC at 10 Amps.
This unit will deliver unfiltered direct
current for operation of motors. dynamotors, solenoids, electroplating, battery
charging and similar e.iulpment.
The following components are supplied:
1 ea. Full Wave Bridge Rectifier
1 pr. Rectifier Mounting Brackets
1 ea. Transformer 116 VAC 50/60 CPS
3 ea. Silver -Plated Binding Posta
1 ea. 4 -position Tap -Switch
1 ea. Fuse and Fuse Holder
1 ea. Line Cord and Plug
1 ea. Pilot Light Assembly and Bulb
The primary of the transformer is multi tapped permitting adjustment of the D.'
output Voltages.
Complete with schematic
$15.95
diagram
6

Filter Kits For Above
1

2

Section choke input, 10% ripple
Section choke input. 2% ripple.

.ät 9.64

19.28

SYNCHRO MOTORS
Type 1F Special -H8-5949. Ll Western

Electric 115/90 VAC -400 .7e.ee
Brand new, boxed.
C.8 00
Price Each
WRITE FOR SELENIUM RECTIFIER CATALOG
#719 ON COMPANY LETTERHEAD

0-15 Volts D -C

Minimum order $3.00. No C.O.D.'s
under $25.00. 25% deposit on
C.O.D. Add 10% for Prepaid Parcel Post and Handling. Terms: Net
10 days in the presence of approved
credit.
Ail prices sublet} to change without notice.
Orders Promptly Filled from Our Stocks
All Prices F.O.B. our NYC Warehouse

Phone: BEekman 3.7385.6
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ell)

We Can't Eat 'Em So We've Priced 'Em to SELL*
Deduct 5% From All Items
in This Column
ADVANCE
D.P.D.T.
ANTENNA RELAY
110 V.

60

insulation.
DUNCO RELAY

6

volt

-

DPST....

$1.39

Hermetically Sealed
4 95
4 75

110 v 60 cy. sec.

ma. 6.3v CT # 3A, 2x5VCT
Q 6A Hermetically sealed
$9.95 ea.
600

HS 30

Now $1.49 ea.

Volt

5

15

Pri. Fully Cased.

Amp

be

for

used

sound power Telephones.

1.89

MULTIPLE SECONDARIES
6.3V

21

$4.95
3.95
2.45
6.95
3.95

Amp. 6.3V 2A, 2.5V 2A

Volt 4A, 6.3V. 3A

5

2.5V CT 20A, 2.5V CT 20A
2.5V CT IOA. 10V 3A, 5V 3A, 5V 3A

Brand new
69 ea.
LARGE QUANTITY AVAILABLE

AT REDUCED PRICE
PHASE SHIFT CAPACITOR

2"

Industrial

Instruments model
L2AU 110/220 volts 60 cycle
input. Direct reading from
0-100000 megohms on 4"
meter can be extended
to

500000

value

0-200 MICROAMPS
54.50 ea.

transmitters.
heating, eto.
duty.
10 x
125

9
9
5
15
2

for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for

.99
.99
.99
.99
.99
.99
.99
.99
.99
.99
1.49
.99

for
for .99
for .99

.79
5 for .99
15 for .99
6 for .99
9 for .99
Butterfly Cond 2.11 MMF Ball Bearings.. 2 for .99
50 MFD 50 Volt Elect. Tubulars
5 for .99
.0015 5°;, Silver Micas
9 for .99
Midget Closed CKT Jacks
7 for .99
CD Type 4 .001 600 VDC Micas
50 for 4 99

AA,

4000 ohms
10

20

20.25-50.200-470.2500.

30 WATT WIRE WOUND RESISTORS
Ohms: 100 -150 -1500 -2500 -3k -4k-4500 - 5k -5300-10k
15k -18k -40k
.15 ea. 8 for .99

MME

D .001
E .01

E .02

E .027
D .039
C .01
C .056
C .07
D .02
C .024
C .033
C .015
C .02
D .002

E .005
C .025
C .001

20 Watt: I, 5. 50 Ohms
50 Watt: 80. 100. 500 Ohms
75 Watt: 40. 80, 100, 150. 200 Ohms
100 Watt: 20. 50, 75. 120, 180 Ohms

Watt:

50.

VDC

600
600
600
600
600
1
1
1

KV
KV
KV

1200
1500
1500
2

2

KV
KV

2500
2500
2500
3
3
3

3

KV

KV
KV
KV

Price
.18
$ .26
.26
.30
.45
.50
.55
.35
.65
.75
.80
.90
.45
.55
1.25
.90
.95
.70
1.24

MME VDC Price
3
C.006
$1.40
D .002
3 KV
.70
C .0001
5 KV
.76
5
KV
.85
C .0005
5 KV
1.60
C .0015
5 KV
1.90
C .003
5 KV
2.50
C .005
5 KV
B .007
2.75
B .002
8 KV
3.50
3.75
B .003
B KV
8 KV
4.95
A .004
6
KV
4.25
B .006
B .0005 8 KV
2.90
B .001
3.25
8 KV
8 KV
4.00
B .002
B .003
8 KV
4.75
B .004
5.59
8 KV
A .0098
15KV 32.50
A .0059 18 KV
28.50
A .0013 30 KV
36.50

K

1GO

.25
.35
.39
.49
.59

Ohms

1% PRECISION RESISTORS
2000-2500.5000-8500.10.000 ohms
50000.95000 ohms
10000-750000-1 meg

ea. .25
ea. .29
ea. .69

Precision
15 Meg.
1% Accuracy
Resistor.
Non -inductive,
1
watt, hermetically sealed
in glass. .29 ea. 10 for
$2.50

watt Resistor with
mount...91.95 each; 10 for $15.00

5
1

x
6

3/3
10
2

2

6
1

2

mfd
mfd
mfd
mfd
mfd
mfd
mfd
imfd

330 vac -1.85
150 vac- .49
600 vdc- .29

600
600
600

600
600

mfd 1000
mfd 1000

nfd

mfd
mfd
mfd
mfd

vdcvdcvdcvdcvdc-vdc-

vdr-

.39
.59
.79
.79
.89
.79
.95

vdc-2.95
vdc-1.25
vdc-2.95
20^0 vdc-1.45
2000 vdc-2.25
1000
1500
1500

mfd
2000 vdc-3.95
mfd 4000 vdo-4.95
mfd 5000 vdc--4.50
.1/.1 mfd 7000 vdc-2.25
.1
mfd 7500 vdc-1.95
mfd 7500 vdc-9.25
.01/.01 mfd 12 kv
6
2
1

1

.005/.01 mfd

ELECTRONICS

HIGH CURRENT TRANSF. 820 Volts CT at 775
Ma. Pri. 110/220 Volts 60 cycles.

Fully

Cased

-

5 95

MALLORY VIBROPACK
6.3

Volt input-output

plete only

Volt

300

@

100 ma.

Corn.

each $8.95

TRANSFORMER & 534C Vibrator

MALLORY

used in above.

Both for

as

$5.95

UTC type PA 5000 ohm plate to 500 ohm Une and
6 ohm volte coil.
10 watts.
60 to 10.000 cps
ea. $2.35
DB. GREAT VALUE

+I

THORADARSON PLATE TRANSF. 2370 volts CT
at 250 MA tapped at 300-0.300 volts, plus 215 volts
110 volt 60 cy. pri
55 MA bias winding.
ea. $11.95
Fully shileded

Henry 50 ma 300 ohms
Henry 80 ma 220 ohms
8 Henry 160 ma 140 ohms
1.5 Henry 250 ma 72 ohms
6 Henry 300 ma 65 ohms
4.3 Henry 620 ma 42 chms
Swing, Choke 1.6/12 Henry

.65 mfd 12,500

kv
dc -5.50

vdc-12.95

.75/35 mfd 8/16 kv-7.95
2
mid 18 kv dc -59.50

ma

15

ohm

SET

WESTINGHOUSE

set.

Enclosed in glass
case. Hand calibrated
adjustments, only $5.95
'PRICES EFFECTIVE FOR SEPT ONLY.

I

3.75
6.95

Amp/100

17.95

CAPACITY

Double Pole. Double
854 each; 10 for $7.50

W. W. POWER RHEOSTATS
25 Ohms 25
150 Ohms 50
250 Ohms 50
300 Ohms 50

Watt
Watt
Watt
Watt

.49
.59
.59
59
.79
1.79

Dual 200 Ohms 50 Watt
Ohms 150 Watts

8

WESTERN ELECTRIC MOTOR
Input 110 volts 60 cycles. I watts: Torque 75 oz. in.
0.65 RPM. Ideal for driving H.F. Antenna, Condenser, etc. 3" diam., 34/z" long. Complete with
capacitor
$3.75 eaoh

PEAK ELECTRONICS CO.
188 Washington St., New York 7, N. Y.

September, 1949

for $0.99
for .99
.99
.59

A L

Throw

ternal Push Button Re-

2

U. H. F. COAX. CONNECTORS
831AP.UGI2U-UG2IU-UG-14U-831 R-831SP .35 ea.
SWITCH.H.

Type MN Overcurrent
Relay, Adjustable from
250 ma. to 1 amp. Ex-

3

6
6

dc-5.75

12

50 megohm 35

Tremendous stocks on hand.
Please send
requests for quotas. Special quantity discounts. Price f.o.b. N. Y. 20% with order
unless rated, balance C. O. D. Minimum
order $5.00.

1500.8.1500 volts at 600 ma.
8 x 81/4 x 7 s.w.t. 78 lbs.
19.95

CHOKE BARGAINS

OIL CONDENSERS
20

4
15

ADJUSTABLE RESISTORS

39.50

Prl. 110/220 v. 50/60 cycles.
Made by Amertran. Only

2

150

illustrated above.

.09 ea.

watt type AB, 25.40-84.400-470.13251980.2000.4000 ohms
.15 ea.
watt type DG. 50.70-1(10.150.300-750
1000.1500.2500-2700.5000-7500
10000.16000-20000.30000 ohms
.20 ea.

x 7. swt

lbs.

A GREAT VALUE
As

"i''1111p111111111V"''-

C .002
D .005
C .005

WIRE WOUND RESISTORS
Watt type

5

induction

Continuous
10

New only

B

1000 VDC

5
9
15

3.95
4.95
2.95
3.95
3.95

1500.0.1500 volts at 1.5 amps. Tapped at 1350 and
1250. Pri. 110/220 volts 50/60 cycles in 2 separate
windings. Built to rigid
Navy speed by Amertran.
Suitable for broad^ast

ODDS AND ENDS BARGAINS

6
4
10
4

3 95

H.V.-H. CURRENT PLATE TRANS.

megohms

with external supply.
Sloping
harwood
Cabinet 15"x8"x10x.
Brand new with tubes
plus running spare
parta including extra
tubes.
Great
Only $69.50.

GE

Model DW5I

HIGH VOLTAGE -CURRENT MICAS

JAN 6CX Tubes. New, Boxed
.05 600 VDC Oil Tubular
10 MMF Midget Variable Cond
Helneman 5 Amp 110 VAC CICT R"esker
Heineman 25 Amp 110 VAC CKT Breaker
2 MFD 250 VAC Oil Cond
Soler .02 600 VDC Dominoes
Erle .0005 N7500 Ceramicons
.Ix.l 2 KV DC O11 -Condenser
H&H SPST P.B. Switch N.Q.
1/40 Amp (25 Ma) Littlefuses
.25 MFD 600 V. Tubulars
C -D I MFD 400 V Oil Tubulars

1.95

2.50
2.50
2.50
3.49
2.45
2.45
2.50
3.95
3.96
2.95
2.95

2" GE 9-30 Amps DC
2" GE 0-1 Amp RF (Internal Thermo)
2' WESTON 0.1 Amps RF (Internal Thermo)
3' WESTINGHOUSE 0-2 Ma DC
3" GE 0.15 Ma DC (Square Case)
3" WESTERN ELECTRIC 0-80 Ma DC
3" DEJUR 0.100 Ma DC
3" GE 0-200 Ma DC
3^ WESTINGHOUSE 0-50 Amps AC
3" WESTON 0-50 Amps AC
3" TRIPLETT 75 Amps AC
3" WESTINGHOUSE 0.20 Ma DC
3" WESTINGHOUSE 0-150 Volts AC

Stator Single Rotor. 0-360 Degrees
Rotation
Only $2.95 each

1000 MFD 25 VoH Electrolytic
25 MFD 25 Volt Elect. Tubular

1.96

2.45

2" WESTON 150.0.150 Micoamps DC

4

.004 1000 VDC Micas
.01 600 VDC Mica Cond
GE 24V DC Relays
.02 400 V DC Tubulars

$3.50
2.95

MEGOHM METER

HEADPHONES
Can

$2.75
3.49
4.75

51/4V CT 21A, 7.5V 6A. 7.5V 6A

1500, 5000 Ohm 100 Watt Ferrule Resistors.
20.000 Ohm 50 Watt Ferrule Resistors.
Any Types only .10 ea. Min. Order 50.

250 ohms imp.

PANEL METERS-BRAND NEW
2" WESTON .0.1 Ma DC 26 ohms res
2' GE 0.1 Ma DC (volt scale)
2" GE 0.5 Ma DC (amp scale)
2' WESTINGHOUSE 0-10 Ma DC
2" GE 0.500 Ma DC
2' GE 0-10 Volts AC
2" GE 0.30 Volts DC 10000/v
2" WESTON 0.250 Volts DC

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
110V COCy

$3.95

PLATE AND FIL. TRANSF. PRI
@

cased

2.5 Volt 10 Amp
2.5 Volt CT 21 Amp
6.3 Volt 10 Amp

2500V @ 12Ma
2300 @ 4 MA. 2.5 Volts @ 2 Amps
1050V @ 20Ma. 20V 4.5A. 2.5V 5A
1120 volts CT

Fully

amps.

Only $1.95 each.

SCOPE TRANSFORMERS
Pri 110V 60Cy

GENERAL PURPOSE TRANSFORMERS
Ideal for Bias. Filament, Isolation, Stepdown, etc.
isolated 110v pr. sec. 110v at 900 ma plus 6.3 @

2
2

cycle coil Steatite

coil

60 cycle

Sorry-But We're Scraping
the Bottom in This Column

Deduct 10% from All Items
in THIS Column

I

PHONE CO-7.6443
DEPARTMENT EA
SEND FOR BULLETIN
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
PORTABLE CURRENT
TRANSFORMER

A.C.-D.C. VOLTMETER

PORTABLE (CHRONOMETRIC)

WESTON 327 TYPE 2

TACHOMETER
Jaeger Watch Co. Model #43A-6

Can be used for speeds up to 20.000 R.P.M.
Can be used for lineal speed measurements to
10,000 F.P.M.
Ideally suited for testing the speeds of motors,
particularly of fractional horse power, generators,

turbines, centrifugals, fans. etc.
Torque-requires practically no
Very small
power to drive.
Unequalled Readability 2' Open face dial-each
division on large dial equals IO R.P.M.: each
division on small dial equals 1,000 R.P.M.
Greatest Accuracy-meets Navy speci0cationsguaranteed to be within
of 1%.
Results of test reading remain on dial until next
test taken.
Push button for automatic resetting.
Complete with the following accessories.
I-Large pointed rubber tip

1-Large hollow rubber tip.
1-6" circumference. Wheel tip
1-Operating instructions.
1-Temperature Correction chart.
The combination of the above features will give
accurately. within a few seconds. by direct reading,

the R.P.M. of shafts or the lineal speeds of surfaces
without any accessories or timing of any kind. Each
unit comes complete in a red velvet lined carrying
ease 5'x3'/,"xl1/,'. Net List Price
$70.00
Your Cost

Amp Secondary, 10/20/50 & 100 Amps on binding posts & 200/300/400/600/1200 Amps with inserted primary.
Capacity 25 V.A., 2500 volt In
sulation. 25-133 Cycles. Ratio Accuracy on 60
cycle within 1/20 of 1% on 25.60 cycle 1/5 of
1%, Phase Angle error will not exceed 5 minutes.
New in original manufacturers boxes.
YOUR COST ONLY $72.00
List Price $206.25
5

WESTON 341
0-150 Volts, Electrodynamometer type. 1/4 01 1%
Accuracy on D.C. AND A.C. FROM 25 to 1200
CYCLES. Indicates true r m s voltage. Shielded
movement, 3.9 V.A. power consumption. Complete
In mahogany carrying case with cover.. Even though
these instruments are Brand New Surplus, we had

PORTABLE CURRENT
TRANSFORMER

Weston check each and every unit and furnish a
NEW Certificate to guarantee the accuracy of each
instrument. Ideal for use in conjunction with
model 311 Potential Transformer to extend the
range to 750 & 1500 volts.
New in

original manufacturers boxes.

List Price $226.50

Your Cost Only $115.00

WESTON MODEL 311
PORTABLE

POTENTIAL TRANSFORMER
To be used to extend the range of any precision
laboratory standard 150 Volt A.C. meter.

Maximum potential ratio of 1500 and 750 volts to
Volts.

150

Normal potential ratio of 1150 and 575 volts to
Volts.

115

Frequency rating from 25-125 cycles. Maximum
secondary burden of 15 volt-ampere. Ratio accuracy Is within 1/.5 of 1% when used with model 341
or 326 meters.
Complete in polished oak case
with removable cover, lock and carrying strap.

List Price $247.50
Net Price $90.00 F.O.B. N. Y.

PORTABLE TACHOMETER
Multiple Range Continuous Indicating

WESTON 539
2/5/10/20 Amps on binding post and switch. In
serted primary for 50/100 & 200 Amps. Capacity
2 V.A., Accuracy within 1%. Secondary I Amp for
Amp laboratory standard instruments.
use with
New in original manufacturers boxes.
List Price $61.50
YOUR COST ONLY $26.50
1

CURRENT TRANSFORMER, General Electric P-3
Cat #248747, 5 Amp Secondary, binding posts for
15/20/30/40/60 and 80 Amps. 2500 volt insulation.
List Price $140.00
YOUR COST ONLY $32.50

"VIBROTEST"
INSULATION RESISTANCE

This unit is of the centrifugal mechanical type and

designed to show INSTANTANEOUSLY and
CONTINUOUSLY the speed or change in speed of
any revolving shaft or surface. No stop watch or
other mechanism required.
Three ranges In R.P.M. and three in F.P.M.
Low Range 300.1,200 (Each division equals
10 R.P.M.)
Medium Range 1,000.4,000 (Each division equals
10 R.P.M.)
High Range 3,000.12,000 (Each division equals
100 R.P.M.)
Large open dial 4' diameter.
Ruggedly constructed for heavy duty service.
Ball bearing and oilless bearings-require no
lubrication whatsoever.
Readily portable-Fits neatly into hand.
Gear shift for selecting low, med.. high ranges.
Made by Jones Motorola, Stamford. Connecticut.
Comes complete in blue velvet lined carrying case:
71/e'L x 4'H x 5"W. Your cost
$24.50
is

FORMER
Weston Model 461 Type 4 (see illustration). This
unit can he used with any precision 5 Amperes
A.C. Meter to extend the ranges of the meter to
50, 100, 200, 250, 500 or 1000 Amperes A.C. Accuracy within '4 of 1%; Normal Secondary Capac-

ity =

15

Va; Binding l'osts for

50 Ampere

tap; In-

serted primary for 100, 200, 250, 500 and 1000 Amperes; Insulated for use up to 2500 volts. List Price
NET fob, NY $35.00
058.00

OTHERWISE. Orders accepted from rated
concerns, public institutions & agencies
on open account, others please send 25%
deposit, balance C.O.D. or check with
order.
All prices FOB our warehouse,
N.Y.C.

234

RESISTANCE RANGE: 0-200 Megohms (at 500
volt test potential) 0-2000 ohms.
VOLTAGE RANGE: 150-300-600 Volts D.C.
150-300-600 Volts A.C.
Push button action for resistance readings. Operates from internal power supply off two #6 dry
cells. Large 4" meter and lenite edge pointer insure
accurate readings. Complete wi-h test leads and
Instructions in metal carrying case.
Associated Research Model #201.

(Slightly used-excellent condition-guaranteedl.
Your Net Price $38.00

carry a complete line of surplus new
meters suitable for every requ:rcment, such as
portable, panel, switchboard, laboratory standard, etc.
We

ALL

ITEMS ARE BRAND NEW -SURPLUS -GUARANTEED UNLESS SPECIFIED

and
A.C. - D.C. VOLTAGE TESTER

PORTABLE CURRENT TRANS-

MARITIME SWITCHBOARD
338 CANAL STREET
NEW YORK 13, N. Y.
Worth 4-8217

Over 50,000 METERS In Stock
aircraft type
meters, precision tubular multiYour
inquiries
will
pliers and meter shunts.
receive our prompt attention.
We carry a wide assortment of

electrical

September, 1949

-

ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

gID

I¡n

Buy Now -Buy Niagara
MINIMUM ORDER $5.00
QUANTITY PRICES ON REQUEST
THIS LISTING EACH MONTH FOR LATEST CHANGES

ALL BRAND NEW
STANDARD BRAND

WATCH
Type
1822 "
1823
1B24
1825A
1627
1829
1B32
1B36

1838

1B40
1B60
1P23

IS21
2B4
2AP1
2C4
2C21
2C22
2C26A
2C34
2C40
2C43

Type

Price

Type

4.95
9.50
4.95
4.95
4.95
,89
4.95
4.95
49.50
4.95
4.95
1.95

15E
15R

1.50
1.50
.49
.98
4.95
.49
3.95
12.95

836
837
838
841
843

1.96
.98

3.95
1.18
.98
.39
.28
.59
2.98
9.95

2C44

1.75

2C46
2D21
2E22

7.50
1.18
1.50

2E24
2E25

4.95

4.25

2E26
2E30

2J2IA
2J

,....

2.731
2J32

2)33
2J34
2J37

3.95
2.39
12.95
8.95
10.95

13.95
24.95

2J49

2JBb1

2J54B
2K23
2K25

2K28
2K41 '
3AP1
bB22
3B23
bB24
bß2ó
bB27
3B28

3DP/
3EPI

5.95
3.95
18.95
4.95
.69
1.50
3.00
1.50
3.95
3.95

3231
4-653.

`

4-125A
4-2503.

4A1

4APIO
4B24
4C35
4226

5API

5CPI
51321
5FP7
5GPI
5HP4
52P2
5LP1
bNPI
6AF6G
6D4
6F4
634
7BP7
7C23

.88

24.95

2.7b
5.95
6.50
4.95
75.00

'

7C24
7C25

80.00
90.00

9C23

9GP7
92P1
9LP7

'

IOSPEC

'

10ßP4
IOCP4
12DP7
120P8
12FP7

I2GP7

250.00
15.00
7.95
15.00
7.95
.69
.69
27.95
39.50
14.95

4.95
5.95
6.95

304TH

1.49

4.9b
.69

4.95
4.93

24.95

845/W

......

851

860... ...
861... .. ..
.

866/A
869g

892
902P1
905
923
925
931A
950

408A
4173.
434A

446A/B
450TH
450TL.

'

'

705A

4.95
4,95

2.95
18.95
24.95

7.95
2.95

708A
710A

1.65
6.95
9.95
24,95

713A
714AY

715A/B
715C
717A
720DY
721A/B
723AB

,9995

34,95
4.35
7.95

4.95
9.95
23.50
49.50
2.25
.98
3.75

724A/B
725A
726A
750TL
800

801A
802
803

8.95

804
805
807
808
809

12.95
5.95
1.25
1.89

810

7.95
2.45

2.93

811

812..

2.95
6.90
8.95
3.95
2.95

812H
813
814
815
816
826
828

1.19
.69

829A/B
8298/3E29...

14.95

830

14.95

2.95

830B
832/A
833A
834

'

5.25
4.95
34.50
5.95

.

1.49
.98
110.00
175.00
7.95
11.95

,98
1.40

4.95

^

,98

75

g55
956

75

957

''75
.75

.75

959

295

958A

.75
4.95
,qg
.7S

991

1608
1611
1613

1.75

1614

1.39

1616
1619

.7b

4,95
1.75
195

1620

1622
1628

4033./B

..

954

1626

393A
394A
399A
400A
401A

75.00
2.95
2.49
2.49

-

891

4.93

.89
7.95
7.50
2.50
3.25
1.95
1.75
1.75
24.95
7.95
1.95
24.95
37.50
12.95
24.50
4.95
14.95

53.95
.69
,69
4.95
75.00
3.00
49.95
.69
2.98
.99
1.19

872A
874
878
884
885

2.95

'

, ,

866311

371A/B

3503./B

.

864
865

354C/D...... I9.95
368AS

Price
1.15
2.50

1624
1625

6.95
7.95
4.95

14.95
14.95
555.00

12HP7
12LP4

4.95

7073./B

2.95

4.95
3.50
1.25
9,95
4.95

294A

1.98

11.95

-

290A
291A

706CY

3.95
9.95
9.95
11.95

'

274A/B
282A/B

37.50

29.95

6C21

262A/B.....

7013.
7033.

4.95
5.95
2.95
4.95
3.95

5AP4
5BP1
5BP4

19.95

259A

49.50
14.50

6.95
4.95
19.95
110.00

"

2523
254

3.95

27.50

7.95
19.50
19,50
4.95

250TH
250TL

527
531
5323.
575A

4.95

3FP7

250R

24.95

3.95

3,49

249C

3273.
338A
339A

1.98
1.89

'

218
221A
231D
242C

307A
316A

4.95
4.95

3E29

2153
217C

304TL

4.95

3C22
3C23
3C24
3C30
3CP1
3D21A

211

24.95
4.95

24.95

3BPI

203A
205B

13.95

24.95

3.00
.69
1.25
5.95
2.65
16.95
4.50
,98
3.00
7.30
49.50
2.95
1.49
6.95

114A
114B
120
121A

304B

17.95
24.95

-

23D4
24G
35T
45SPEC
75TL
100TH
100TS

24.95

17.95

2238

9NPl
l0Y

Price
5

1629
1631
1634
1636

.49

Price

RK23
RK25
RK33
RK34
RK39
RK59
RK60
RK65
RK72
RK73
RX120
SD809
T20
T55
T200
TZ20
TZ40
UH50

4.95
2.95
.98
,59
1.75
5.95
.79

24.95
1.95
3.95
10.00
4.95
1.50
3.95
10.95
1.50
2.95
5.95
6.95
.98
.75

V7OD

VR75
VR78
VR90

.75
1.49

VR91

VR105

.98

VRI50
VT127A

.75

3.00

VU111
WL460

1.19

14.95

14.95

WL468
WL532A
WL562
WL616
2225

4.95

150 00

105.00

ZB120.......

1.95

6.95

ZP477/12DP8 14.95
OA2. ........

OA3/VR7S...

0A4G

1.69
.98

1.06

OB2

OB3/VR90...

0C3/VR105...
0D3/VR150..
0Y4
0Z4
PZ4G
OlA

2.05
.75

.98
.75
.88

.88

.88

69
'

1.50
5.95

'

98
.79
98

1.49
1.25
1.06
1.06
'9S
1.19

9R

4,95
5,95
10.00

5514
SS16
5562
7193.-

3

8006
8011

4.95

2.95

80123.
8013A

4.95

2.95

80143.

.

24.95

1.49
3.95
7.95
12.95
12.95
1.95
.35

8016
8020
8025

C5ß
C6J
CE072

CK1005

CK1006

-

CKI090
EF50
EL1C
EL3C
F1233.

,69

4.95
.79
4.95
4.95
12.95

F660

FGI7

FC27A
FG33
FG81A
'
FG105
FG172A
FG235 FG238B
GL146
GL502A
GL530 GL559 GL697 HF100 '
'

-

'
'

150.00
8.25
9.95
8.95
6.95
19.95
32.50
59.50
160.00
11.00

1.98
49.50
5.35
150.00
3.95
12.95
17.95
1.25
1.25

HYE1148....
.48
9.95
KU6I0
MLI01.
$150.00
'

REL36
RK22

.98
4.95

IA3

1A4

1A4P

IASGT
lA6
1A7GT
IB3GT
IB4
1B5/258

.50
.72
1.28
1.56
.72

1.28

,80

1C5GT

1.49
1.56
1.28
1.06
.88

106

1.28

IB7GT

IC7C
1D5GP
107G
IDBGT
IESGT

1.28
1.55
1.28

1.56

1.38

1E7G
1F4
IF5G
1F6
1F7G

1.56

1.06
1.06
1.56

1.56
1.06
1.06
,gg
.66
1.28
1.28
1.28
.80
1,06
1.06
1.06
1.06
1.06
1.06

IG4GT
IG6GT
1H4G
IHSGT
IH6G
IH6GT
IJ6GT
1L4
1LA4

ILA6
1I.ß4
1LC5
ILC6

1LDS
ILE3

ILG5
ILH4
ILN5
IN5GT
IP5GT
IQ5GT
1R4
1115
1S4
1S5

1T4

,.
-

'

1.06

1.06
1.06
1.06

80
1.06
1.06
1.06
.80

.96
.72

2A5
23.6

.80
1.06
.80
.72
.88
1.28
1.28
.88
1.06

23.7

1.06

2B7
2V3G
2X23.

.88
1.98
1.25
.39

1T5GT
IU4
lU5
IV
23.3

2A4G

33.4

(ALL TUBE TYPES IN STOCK NOW-SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE -PR

20% DEPOSIT
WITH ORDERS
UNLESS RATED

ELECTRONICS

Type

Price

3A5

5

3A8GT
3B7
3D6
3L F4
3Q4

305GT
3S4
3V4
5AZ4

5R4GY
5T4
5U4G
5V4G
5W4

106

5W4GT
5X4G
5Y3GT
5Y4G

.66
.72
.42
.60
.72
1.06

5Z3
5Z4
6A3

1.28
1.06

6A6
6A7
6A8

6A8GT
6AB5/6N5....

6Aß7/1853..,
6AC5GT
6A 7/1852.,,

6AD6
6AD7G

6A F6

6AG5
6AC7
6AH6

.80
.80
.80

.88

1.06
1.16
1.16
.88
1.28
i,25
1.06
1.28
1.56
,qq

6AJ5

6AKS

1.56

6AK6

.96
.80
1.06
,80

6AL5

6AL7GT
63.Q5

6,
7GT

6A
6A

1.49
1.98
.36
.36
1.28
.88
.96
.80
.80
.50
1.15
1.28
.60
.96

,92

.88

6ARS
6AS7G
6AT6
6AU6
6AV6
6B4G

.79.60
.49

4.95

1638
1641
1642
1644
1851
1852
1853
1960
2050
2051

11F200
11F210
11Y75
11Y615

Type

.80
.72
1.92
.80
.80

6BG6G
6BH6
6BJ6
6C4

.39
.66

6C5

6C5GT
6C6

6C7
6C8G
6D86D6

6E5G........
6E6

6F5

6FSGT
6F6

6FSG
6G6G
6H6GT
6J5
6J5GT
6J
627
6J7GT
628G

1.06

.60
.60
.54
.54
1.16

6K5GT
6K6GT
6K7
GT
6KS
6KSGT
6L6G
6L6G
6L6G3.

.

6L7G
6N6G
6N7

6N7GT
6P5GT6G

66

7

7GT
7
6R7GT
6

6S7
6S7G

658GT
6SA7
CES

66
80
1.28
1.28
.66
].28
.88
1.06
.66
.66
.80
.66
1.06
1.28

6F6F6GT

"

6U/5G5
6U6GT

.80
.80
1.28
.96
.60
.66
.66
96
.96
1.06
1.42
1.16
1.16
.96
1.16
1.56
,96
.96
.96
1.06
.80
.72

6V6

6V6GT
6W7G
6X4

106

1.06
1.28
1.28
1.06
.66

SUBJECT TO

STREET

-September, 1949

.72
.72

1.06
.72
.88

.88
.

7E6
7E7
7F7
7F8

7117/1232....
7117
727

7K7
7L7

77
7
7,
77

724
10
12A

I2A6

I2A6GT
12A7
12A8GT
12AL5
12AT6
12AT7
12AU6
12AU7
126A6
12BE6
12C8

12K8

.

.

.

12SF5GT....
125E7
125F7GT....
12SG7

12SH7
12527
12SJ7GT.....
12SK7

12SK7GT....
12SL7GT....
CHANGE

NEW YORK 6, N.

.66
1.16
.60

.60
.72

26
27

.60
.39

28D7
30

.39
.39

31

1.28

32

32L7GT

1.29

.39

3585

.72

3585

.80
.66

35L6GT
35W4
35Y4
3523
35Z4GT
35Z5GT

.46
.72
.72
.60
.50
.39
.39
.39
.39
.66

36
37
38

39/44

.88

46
47

1.06

50

1.56

5pL6GT

.66
.66
.72
1.06

.80
.89
.80
.60

.66
.66
.66
.60

45
4523

4SZSGT

.72
.96

49

.88

50A5
50BS

.88

SOY6GT
53
56
57

.72

.80

.80

58

1.06
1.86
.80
.66

59

70L7GT
71A
75
76

.80
.96

77
78

.72

79

.66

.66
.66

.88

.46
1.56
1.06
1.06
1.28

80

81

82
83
83V

.80
.66
.88
.96
.72

I2K7GT

1.16

42
43

.80

12J7GT

25Y5
25Z5
25Z6GT

41

.72
.69
.72
.39
.39

1227G

25AC5GT...
25L6GT

.80

1.16

I2F5GT
12116
12J5GT

1.0626

1.06

1.06
1.06
.88

1.28

12AH7GT....

12SC7
1251,5

.72
.72
1.66
.72
.88
.88
1.06
1.06

1.06
.72
.72
.69
.60
.39
.29

7Y4

,88

253.6
25A6G

.80

1.06

7X7/XXPM

1.56
1.28

.38

1.06
1.06

7V7
7W7

19T8
22
243.

35/51

.88
.72

7N7

1.06
1.06
.88

.72

.72

7ES/1201.....

14W7
14X7
14X4

34

.72
.39

7C5
7C6
7C7

1497

33

.72

768.1
7C4/12303A

1427
14N7

.72

.72

7B5

NIAGARA RADIO SUPPLY CORP;.
160-E GREENWICH

.72

7AG7
7AH7

I4H7

.88
.88
.88
.88
.88
.72
.88
.88
1.06
,88
1.06
1.06
.88

1.28

.72
.72

7A F7

14B6
14B8
14C5
14C7
14E6
14E7
14F7
14F8

19

.88

73.07

14A7/1287..
14AF7/XXD

.80
.00
.60
.39
.39
.98
.88
.88

1.28

1.28
.88

7A8

12X3
12Z3

5

.88
1.06

.60
.96

7A5
7A6
7A7

12S07GT...
12S 7
I2SR7GT...

Price

1457

.60

627G
6ZY5G
7A4/XXL

125pQ7

14It7

.88

6Y6G
6Y7G

Type
125N7GT...

.88
1.24

.80

6X5GT

12K8GT
1297GT
I2SA7
12SA7GT.

.66
.88
.72
.49
.66
.72
.80
.80
.39
.66
.66
.66
.66
.96
.88
.60
.60
.72
.72
.66
.88
.72
.72
.72

6U7G

7B6
7B7

6138G1.28
1,28
6BA6
6BE6

6T7G

.60

1.28
1.56
.88
1.28

5

6SV7

7B4

.80

Price

6SA7GT
6SB7Y
6SC7
6SD7GT
6SF5
6SF5GT
6SF7
6SG7
6SH7
6527
6SJ7GT
6SK7
6SK7GT
6SL7GT
6SN7GT
6SQ7
6SQ7GT
6SR7
6SR7GT
6SS7
6ST7

.66

4.95

685
6B6G
6B7
ógg

Type

.66
.66
.72

.80
.80
.80
.80

.72

.39
.66
.66
.66

.66
.88

WITHOUT

84/6Z4

.72
.88

85

89

89Y

I17L7GT
117M7GT...
117N7GT...
117P7GT. . .
117Z3

...

1I7Z4GT...
117Z6GT...

FM -1000
UX120
UX200
9001
9002
9003
9004
9005
9006

.72
.39
1.56
1.56
1.56
1.66
.60
1.16
.96
1.28
1.38
1.28

'

'

.89
.39
.69
.49
.98
.49

NOTICE)

Phone
Dlgby 9-1132-3-4

All

Prices F.O.B.
N. Y. C.
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G
MINIATURE DC SELSYN
INDICATOR
,1.l.5
miniature
indicator. 24 v.
d - c operation
with G.E. Position Transmitter
or with Ohmite
360° type potentiometer. Has iron
plug for zero dial adjustment. Stock
#SA -268. Price $6.75 each.
G.E. POSITION TRANSMITTER

Type STJ9-continuously rotatable 360°
wound potentiometer. Taps every 120
degrees. Two 180° opposed sliders. 24 v.
d -c operation with indicator described
above. Stock #SA -13. Price $4.75 each.

DC GENERATOR
Ford Instrument
Co.

Compound

Wound.

Bu.

of

Ordnance
dwg.
223128. 115 v. d -c
@ 0.75 amperes.
Cont. duty. Ideal
for laboratory use. Special low price $2.05
ea. Stock #SA -258.

SYNCHROS
Navy Types

Remote Position
Indicating System

6-12 v, 60 cycles 5 inch indicator
with 0 to
360° dial. Heavy duty transmitter.
#SA -115.
Price $9.95 per Stock

system
Synehro Cable -5 wire plastic jacket
for synchro interconnection. Made cable
especially for Servo -Tek. Price $4.00 per
50
feet.

ALSO IN STOCK

('}-('l.E MG SETS
IDYNES
AC ANDIDC RATE GENERATORS
400

INVERTER SPECIALS

General
d-c @ 92 amps. uttput81115 Input00 cycles
@ 1500 va. Power factor 0.90.
Shipping
wt. 100 lbs. New -Original
SA -112. Price $29.50 each.Cartons. Stock
Leland or Russel PE -218 E or PE -216H.
Similar to PE -218D. Stock #SA -112A.
Special Price $19.50 each.
800 Cycle Inverter -Navy Type
21AAR. G.E. 5AS121LJ2. Input 27 CR4 v. d -c
e 45 amps. Output
v. 800 cycles @
750 va. Power factor 120
0.90. Net, wt. 22.5
lbs. Stock #SA -192. Price
$39.50 each.

IF, 1CT, 5G, 5F, SCT,
5DG, 5HCT, 5SF, 5HSF,
5SDG, 6DG, 60, 6DG, 7G,
1G,

etc.

SERVO MOTOR SPECIAL

Prices on Request
LP-21 -LM Compass Loops

QUANTITY
PRICES

Stock #SA -97.

ON REQUEST

Bodine NYC -13 AC
Motor
115 v. 60 cycles. 1/40
hp. 1800 rpm. Cont.
duty, .55 amps. Stock

MAGNESYNS
Pioneer CL -3

Use as

DYNAMOTOR
D-101

27

Price $9.50 each.

26 v. 400 cy.

or 52 v. 800 cy. May be
used as indicator with
560° potentiometer on DC.
Stock #SA -6
Price $1.95 each

c.

SA -245.

transmitter or in-

dicator on

1.5

Pioneer Type CK-2,
26 v. 400 cycles fixed
phase. Variable phase
voltage 49 v. max.
1.05 in/oz stall tor lue. Rotor moment
,if 7nrrlia 7 cm 'em2.
Price $4.75 each.

DC in

@

amps. y.DC out. 285
0.60 amps. Stock

MERCURY CONTACT RELAY
W.E. D-168479
Millisecond switching at up to 60 c.p.s.
Technical data on
request. Stock 4tSA259. Price $4.75 ea.
Special qty.
prices.

General Electric 2 RPM Motor. Type
513A10FJ228. 27 v. D -C H 0.6 amps. 10
lb/in torque at 2 rpm. Shunt wound. L -C
noise filter. Stock #SA -272. Price $8.75
each.
General Electric 3¢ HP D -C Motor. Type
5BA5OLJ66. Armature voltage 60 v. max.
field 27 v. Armature current 9.25 amps.
field 2.3 amps. 4600 rpm. 7" lg. x 4%"
diam. with 21" worm gear shaft 6/8"
diam. Stock #SA -270. Price $12.50 each.
Universal Electric DC
W.E. KS-5603-I.o2, 28 v. DC
0.6 amps. 1/100 hp. 4 lead
shunt. Stock #SA -233.
Price $1.95 ea. plus 156 P.P.

gligi

Delco 5069466 Motor

s

#SA -65.

Alnico PM field, 27.5 V.
DC, 1" x 1" x 2" lg. Pinion gear on shaft. Stock
Price $3.75 each plus 150 p.p.
DELCO CONSTANT
SPEED MOTOR

A-7155

1/30 hp. 3600 rpm. Cont.

duty. 21" diam. x 61$2"
lg, %" shaft extension, 5/32" diam. 4 hole
base mounting. Stock #SA -94. Price $4.75
each.
Delco 51)6925 Constant
Speed DC Motor, 27 v.
DC. 120 rpm. Governor
controlled. Stock itSA249. Price $3.95 each. Qty. prices on
request.
DC SERVO MOTORS
C-1 Autopilot servo Unit -28 v. DC Shunt
motor. 2250 rpm. 2 magnetic clutches,
reduction gear, differential and 2 magnetic
brakes. Output shaft 15 rpm. Torque 225
in/lbs.
Price $19.50 each
Stock #SA -180
Elinco B-64 DC Servo Unit -80 v. DC max.
armature voltage, 27.5 v. field. 1/166 h.p.
3100 rpm. Field current 200 ma. Armature
current 200 ma. at normal tordue.
Stock #SA -211
Price $12.50 each
NMI=

MICROWAVE
ANTENNA
AS-217/APG 1513, 12
Cm dipole and 13
inch Parabola housed
in weatherproof Radome 16" dia. 24 v.
DC spinner motor for
conic scan. Stock
eSA-95. Shipping wt.
70 lbs.

Price $6.95 ea.

@

-SA187.
Price $1.50 each

c:53

Qater spn
e-.R
p,11
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$49.50
$22.50
$7.50

4C35 Thyratron
TBP7 Cathode Ray

TYPE D-168479
These relays are glass sealed, mercury.
wetted contact switches surrounded by
operating coils and encased in metal
hausings, mounted on an octal tube
base.

T.

Relay Amplifiers
Vibrator Power Supplies
Servo -mechanisms

FIELD SETS

When operated under specified conditions this
relay has a life expectancy of 1000 hours at 60
operations per second.
Overall length -3-3/8".
Overall dia. -I-5/16^
Brand new

Input:

Priced at a fraction
of Government cost
Send for 4 page Technical data

$4.75

Output:
1200 colts D.C. at 1.5 MA.
400 volts D.C. at 130 MA.

at 0.8A lins. for 1500 v. D.C.)
Includes tubes; 1-5R4GY, 1-2x2, 1-6AK5,
cathode ray tube socket, resistance capacitance
filter, two focus controls, an intensity control and
6AK5 reinserter circuit.
$8.95
Brand new. Complete
6.4 A.C. volts

1500. Size 3 9/32 x
Made for U. S. Navy.

Consist., of 3 filter
capacitors, choke, 2etc.
V5t150 tubes,
Can be used to regulate any 300 volt,
power supply and
provides 300 and 150
volt regulated taps.
Complete as shown.

1

... ..

New Surplus

-

overall.

14"

E
SOUND POWERED

Input: 36 V. AC.
Output: 28 V. DC.,

$97.50
V. $125.00
120V.

$165.00

New

Diehl 120V. D.C. to 120V. A.C., 60 cy., 1 Ph.
2.5 K.V.A. Complete with magnetic controller,
2 field rheostats and full set of spare parts including spare armatures for generator and
motor.

STEPDOWN
TRANSFORMERS
Input: 115 V. 60 cycles.
Output: 20 V., at 10 amps.
Also tapped at 6V., l'or pilot

Brand New.. $2.45

RELAY

Electrolux Dynamotor 105/130 V. D.C. at 6
amps. to 26 or 13V. D.C. at 20 amps. or 40
amps. respectively. Fully filtered for rodio use
and complete with Square "D" lineswitch.

Clare octal base Relay
No. 30FMX 115V. 60
cy. 0.140 ante. Res. 75
ohms. Makes two breaks

Navy type CAJO 211444.

All prices indicated are
Tuckahoe, New
York. Shipments will be
made via Railway Express unless other instructions issued.
B

III

one.

$74.50

New

I

CHEST SETS
No Batteries Required
Ideal for television installers, or any antenna
measurement work. Leaves hands free to make adjustments. Consists of microphone and headset as
illustrated.

Brand New

RADAR COMPONENTS
CRP-23AGC Load Dividers for use with
S.G. Modernization Kits. New.
CBM-50AFO Navy type Radar Repeater
New and complete with 14
Adapters.
tubes, coax fittings, installation plans
and wiring diagrams.
SO Series Radar P.P.I. Units and accessory

i
i
i

1
1

$1.45

New.
Type T.D.Y., SO -1, 50-13, SO -3 Rodar
Antenna Assemblies. New.
Radar Crystals Raytheon 98.35 KC.
Type SO -11 Radar Modulator.
Type SO -1 and SO -13 Transmitter Receivers.

ELECTRONICRAFT
INC.

5

Each $19.50

Brand New

Control Panels. New.
New.
Syncho Amplifiers.
Type CARD 23AEK Bearing Control Units.

light. Ideal for Selenium Rectifier Applications, etc.

$185.00

New

1.1 Amp,.

Brand New.. $2.75

1

i

Type 0 # D173312

Bridge Type

O'Keefe and Merritt, 115V. D.C. to
A.C., 50 cycles, 2 K.V.A., Pf. .9.

5513G, 6DG

WESTERN ELECTRIC

.... $5.75

Allis Chalmers 115V. D.C. to 120V. 60 cy.,
Ph. 1.25 K.V.A., P.F., .80 Centrifugal starter.

IM

SYNCHROS in Stock

W.E. No. KS 15138
Input 24 volts D.C. Output varies
In accordance with linear sawtooth

TORS

but for 230

'Mr

Prices on request

SELENIUM
RECTIFIER

Same as above
D.C. input

ä_

.

Shipping weight 35 lbs.

$1.10

NAVY

III

25,000 Volt
Inerteen Filled
1/2 MFD. Type FP
CAPACITORS
Brand New .. $23.50

LINEAR SAWTOOTH

MOTOR
GENERA-

New

$1.00 each

POTENTIOMETER
New

I

Available in quantity -following frequencies
5910 . 6350. 6370 - 6470 - 6510 - 6610

Navy Types, 5F, 51)0, 5SF,

Price $4.95

Fully enclosed.

i

CRYSTAL UNITS

E.

TYPE CR-1A/AR

Brand New

Amperite type 115 No -45.
Heater voltage 115V. Normally open
SI'ST contacts. 45 sec, delay. Contact
rating 115V -SA., A.C. (or 440V., A.C.
2A.) max. voltage on contacts -1000.
max voltage bet. contacts and heater

AN/APA-10

W.

6670 - 6690 - 6940 - 7270 7350 - 7380
7390 7480 - 7580 - 9720 - Kilocycles

THERMOSTATIC
TIME DELAY RELAY

VOLTAGE
REGULATOR
CHASSIS

I

.....
.....

5.2 ma.

or 115 volts,
400 to 2600 cycles

.0IIIIII II

i

TYPE TP -3

batteries needed.
No
Brand new In Waterproof fabric carrying
case with strap.
$29.50
Per Unit
55.00
Per Pair

Constant operating characteristics
Freedom from chatter
High current capacity
Long, trouble -free service
Single Pole. Double Throw Contacts. Two coils of
700 ohms and 3300 ohms. Operating current with
coils connected in series 6.6 ma. Release current

80

O

i
i

_

CHARACTERISTICS

POWER
SUPPLY

F

R

SOUND POWERED

High speed of operation

AN/APA-10

i

Brand new, per pair, $8.75

Tabulating, sorting and computing machines

$195.00

M

PARABOLOIDS

High speed keying

Designed for use with receiving equipment AN/
ARtI-7, AN/ARR-5, AN/APR-4, SCR -587 or any
receiver with I.F. of 45.5kc, 5.2me, or 30mc.
With 21 tubes including 3" scope tube. Converted
for operation on 115 V. 60 cycle source.

.30
.20
.20
.10
.10

l'/e'

171/2" diameter, spun magnesium dishes. 4 Inches
deep. Reinforced perimeter. Two sets of mounting
brackets on rear. Opening at apex for wavegulde
dipole assembly 11/2" x 11".

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Provides 4 Types of Presentation:
(1) Panoramic (2) Aural
(3) Oscillographic (4) Oscilloscopic

80 page

Lord #20. 3" x 3" x 1%
U. S. Rubher #5150 C, 2%." x 2s/B" x
Lord 15, 2s/e" x 2%" x lye
Lord g lu, 11s" x l''/a x sa"
Lord #3, l'/a" x l'/a" x s/e"

WESTERN ELECTRIC

MODEL AN/APA 10
PANORAMIC ADAPTER

Includes

SHOCK MOUNTS

MERCURY CONTACT
RELAYS

RADAR TUBES
2J62 Magnetron
2914-3010 mc., 35 K.W.

TUCKAHOE 7, N. Y.
WAVERLY PLACE
PHONE: TUCKAHOE 3-0044

merchandise guaranImmediate delivery,
subject to prior sole.

All

teed.

All Prices Subject to
Change Without Notice

f
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
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CARBON MICROPHONE
17 and matching transformer
$1.49
AN CONNECTORS. Large stock on hand. Inquiries
welcomed.

RELIANCE SPECIALS
COAXIAL CABLES
8/U 52 OHM -Per 1,000 ft. $50.00
22/U 95 OHM (2 cond.)
per 1000 ft... $120.00
62/U 93 OHM per 1000 ft. $ 40.00

RG
RG

RG

COAXIAL CABLE CONNECTORS

PULSE TRANSFORMERS

CAPACITORS
POSTAGE STAMP MICAS
8.2 mmf
10

50 mmf
56

240 mmf 650 mmf .002 mfd
350
680
.0026
370
800
.0027
400
. 01 mfd .003
470
.0012
.0039
500
.0013
.005
510
.00135
.008

60
68
90
100

18
20
22
25
39
40

150
160
220

47

560

.0015
.00136

600

.01

Price Schedule
8.2mmf to .001mfd
be .0026mtdto.008mfd 12c
.0012mfd to .002mfd 7c .01 mfd
180
Angle Artaster

P'cg

15c

Socket

28c

Hood

28c
9c
S0.239
83-1H
83-IAP
83-ISP
83 -IR
Adaptor for PL-259/5, for use on small coax.

812$ each
3

-ISPI

83-13
83-1T

83-223
83-23
83-22R

UG
UG
1.85 UG
.85 UO
CO
1.40 CO
$.665

$.60
.60
.60
.60
.60
.60

10O

UG 59/U
UG 60/U
UG 61/U
UG 85///QU

$.60
.60
.60
.60

U6187/U

00
2..50

TO 281/U

.60

Vg

CARBON RESISTORS
Y2 Watt
Watt

1.600

5
5

3,300

10

3.600

tO

12K

10
IO

30K
33K
33K
39K
75K
150K

Resist
180KP

Tel.

390K
1.3 meg.
3 meg
$3 PER
1

10

27

10

43

º

1

125

5

5630ÓÓ

155

10
IO
10

6,600

5

5^/,

18K

IÓ

$4 PER
HUNDRED

Watt

2

MFD
.1

.03

f.375®

175®
5

.1

Watt

6
8

10
12
20
50

A8"

S.D.
Ar"
A8"
A8"
A8"

1002 Ohmite
150 Ohmite

4,000
V. D. C.

SPECIAL

2"

$4.50

10.48
10.84
11.26
11.74

12.32º

18.02
13.52
13.89
14.98

1/2

.2500

11.12

16.372
20
62.54
79.81
105.8

3.75
3.75

2352

13.15

260

.502

46

270

.627

52
55

.557
.78

1.01
i.ß3

2.04

9
298.3

'

400

723.1
2,500
2,850

755'i

97.2

125
180

1

1.018
2.58
3.39
5.05

5.212
10.11

123.811

147.5
220.4
301.8
366.6

414.311
705

2193

10,000
59,148

15,0000
15,750

17.000
30,000
100,000
150,000

8,500

14,825

1,2502
3,300

18,000

WATT -30c
7,000

2

9,0002

50,000

6,000
6,000

4,000
3.000
750 V.A.C.

Price

51.95
1.75
1.65
8.50
1.75
1.65
4.50
1.75

2000

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

10
4

3

2

600
600
600

10

4
2

-,

GEAR ASSORTMENT
dream. Approx. 100 Pre
less steel and brass

#C78249

$2.25

.39

Used between two #C78248's as dampener. Can
be converted to a 3600 RPM Motor in 10 Minutes.

Conversion sheet supplied
Mounting Brackets -(Bakelite) for selsyns, and
differentials shown above
254 pair

ALLEN SET SCREWS

4-40 x 1/8
4-40 x 3/16

6-32 x 1/8
8-32 x 1/8

8-32 x 5/16
8-32 x 3/8

ALL SIZES (Cup Point)

.95
1.70

$1.50 per 100

UNIVERSAL JOINT

.90
.65
.49
1,00
.69
.39

ALUMINUM
I

gib"

long

x

ONLY

1/2"

O.

D.

1/4"

I

D

40c

PRECISION POTENTIOMETERS
20,0002
20,000
6,000
6,000
8,000
5,000
5,000
[2000

,000
600
200
40

6 WATT
4 WATT
Muter 314A $1.70 5002 Centralab 48-501
GR
314A
2.50
De jür 292
50
GR
314A
2.50
50
GR
301
De jur 260
1.70
25
GR
301
Muter 314A 1.70 20
De jur 292
Muter 314A 2.50 20
GR
301
GR
250 12
314A
GR
301
GR
214k 1.40
De jur 260
1.70
12 WATT
GR
314.A
2.25 10,000º GR 471-AS15
GR
214A
1.40 10,000 De jar 271T
214A
GR
1.40
5,000 De jur 271T

$.90
.70
1.1

1.10
.70
1.15
1.10
0

3.50

2.00
2.00

JONES BARRIER STRIPS
Type

$6.50
Experimenter's
many stain$6.50

2-140
3.140
3-140
4-140
4-140
5-140
6-140
6-140
7-140
8.140

Price

Y

Y
Y
Y

$

.05
.10
.12
.13
.17
.21

.18
.25
.21

10-140
10-140 Y
13-140

.23
.41

.40
.36

Any order

Type
Price Type
Price
15.140 Y
$ .59
4-142
$ .19
4.141
.16
.21
5.142
5-141
.19
7.142
.32
5.141-3/4W .27
8.142
.39
5-141 Y
.25
9.142
.41
6-141
.23
10-142
.45
7.141 Y
.37
11-142
.48
8.141 3/4W .38
11.142 3/4W .57
9.141
.37
12-142
.53
9-141 Y
.42
13-142
.57
10-141 3/4W .47
13.142 3/4W .82
11.141
.40
14-142
.61
12-141
.43
15-142 3/4W .94
17-141 Y
.78
17.142 Y
.97
for 100 pieces -10% off

DC AMMETER

O -15A

CHOKE

BASIC
MOVE.

400 MA

METAL

6,000

12 Ma
5" x 4"

12
90

V.D.C.

SCALE

$3.85

Lots of

10-$34 $3.85 ea.

FERRILE RESISTOR ASSORTMENT

H

CASE

MIRROR

55.0002

7,000
7.000
7.000

(2,200 V.D.C.)

ONLY

4,4512

4,O00Ó

115 V., 60 Cyc.

ea.

KS 10193-60 See.
115 V., 60 Cycle
Adj. 50-70 Seconde
2s
seconds recycling time,
spring return
Micro Switch Contact, 10A
Holds On as long as power
is applied. Fully Cased

6.75

5,000

5,900
6,500
7,000
7,500
8,000

DIFFERENTIAL

60!

TIME DELAY RELAY
Raytheon CPX 24166

'S.D. Screw Driver Slot

WATT-25e

.334

.01

Wrapped-BALL BEARINGS -New
Mfg.
ID
Width Price
OD
1/2"
Fafnir 33K5
3/16'
5/32'
.25
5/16'
N.D. 38
7/8'
.45
9/32'
Fafnir K8A
1/2'
1 1/8'
5/16'
15/32'
3/8''
.60
Ñ.D.52Ó2C13M
1 3/8'
1.00
Fafnir 7308W
1 37/84'
3 9/16'
15/16' 2.00
SKF 466430
6'
8'
1'
5.00
SKF 170645
3 11/32' 4 1/8'
1.50
7/16'
2 5/16'
Fafnir 1(37B
3 1/16'
11/32' 1.00
2 1/16'
Fafnir 545
2 5/8'
15/32' 1.00
NEEDLE BEARINGS
B108 1/2' wide
5/8'
13/16' 304
GB34X 1/4" wide
3/16'
11/32' 250

1% OR BETTER

6.682

.0051

Price MFD V.D.C.

$14.95 .1-.1
4.50 .1
16,0000 and
02-.02
8,000(dual) 8.95
7,500
23.95 1
1.85 03-.03
7.500

#23 F47

2'
400 WATT
5002 Ohmite
2'

WATT -25c

V.D.C.

25,000

2 mfd.

HUNDRED

WW PRECISION RESISTORS
1/4

pair

.005

.01

.25

300 WATT
.69
.69
.69
.69
.69
.69
.69

mfd.009

.0012
.0013
.0015

2

IRC"

d"

#C78248

$7.25

.0033

OIL FILLED

6.8 meg. to
$5 P E R

10
5

50 WATT

0027

SELSYNS
115 V., 60 C c.
31/4" dia. x 41/2" body

Ó.003

560

Toi.

Resist. Mfg.
Shaft
9011 Clarostat
34' $.59
102 Clarostat 5,8" $.49
123
.59
15 Ohmite
5,e"
.59 1,250 Ohmite
3.9
.79
25 IRC
S.D. .49 2,000 Ward Leonard
35 Ohmite
If, .59
,79
50 Clarostat
4' .49 3,600 `Ohmite
%"
145 Grimes Mfg. 34" with
59
switch
.49
100 WATT
200 IRO
22 Ohmite
37,"
59
250 Ohmite
iV .59
25 Ohmite
.59
370 IRC
" .49 10,000 Ohmite S.D.
.79
1.500 Clarostat IV
.49
2,000 Ohmite
150 WATT
As .69
2.500 Ohmite
S.D. .69
Ohmite
1.99
3,500 Ohmite
.69
5,r"
75 Ohmite
.1 1.99
5,000 Ohmite
S.D. .69 100 Ohmite
,',r" 1.99
Ohmite
Ohmite
Ohmite
Ohmite
Ohmite
Ohmite
Ohmite

208
240
250
300

6665

360330

POWER RHEOSTATS
25 WATT
50 WATT

2

600 mod 002 mld
.0024
620

430
466
470
488
500
510

2000

Watt

10

HUNDRED

IO
S
10

150 molt 390 mmf

.0012mtd to .0027mfd 20e

Resist
3602

Tel.

300K

39
50
62
68
68
100
110

Price Schedule
10mmtto.001mtd 100 .003mfdto.0051 mfd 50c

"AB"'
Resist
1.3000

mmf

10

$10.00 per

13/U
21/U
22/U
24/U
25/U
27/U

D166173, W. E. Freq. response 10KC to
2 MC
$9.80
300 RYA GE 7557296, 60 ohm pulse cable connection; 3,850 V. in., 17,300 V. out. (260 KVA
microsecond)
$11.75
800 KVA O.E. K2731, 28,000 Volt pk, output;
Bifllar, pulse width; one-microsecond $14.50

SILVER MICAS

PL -259

M-358

X 124 T2, UTAH, marked 9262 or 9280, small
gray case 174)" high x try" x %" with two 6-32
mtg. studs. Ratio 1:1:1, hypersil core.... $1.50
352 -7178-Spec. 10, 111 Chicago Trans., equivalent to 9262 (above)
$1.50
TR 1048, Dinion Coil Co
$1.25
TR 1019, Dlnion Coil Co
$1.25
352-7250-2A, cased 15/16" dia. x 1%" high, DC
10 ohm, 31 ohm, 140 cy. to 176 KC
$1.25
352-7251-2A, similar-shorter pulses
$1.25
D161310, 60 Kc to 4 Mc. 114" dia. y 174" high,
120 to 2350 ohms
$3.00
KS9800, Ratio, 1.1:1, 2:1, Freq. range 380 to
620 C.P.S.
$3.50

TEST

10 for $34.00

The surplus buy of a lifetime!
35 Ferrile Resistors from 15 Watts to over 100
Watts. Big resistance range
$5.00

MINIMUM ORDERS $3. All orders f.o.b. PHILA.,

PA.

55,000

70,000

21 0.9

WATT-40c
700,000 º
p.000º 13,000º0º6Ó.000º
Ó00
320,000
00
470,600
160.000
125,000
5%-40c
1 Megohm-1 Watt 1%-65c;
1

Orders for 100 pieces -10% off;
Orders for 1,000 pieces -20% off.
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A huge special purchase by Boston's famous RADIO SHACK brings you precision instruments at startling savings! Each is brand new (not surplus/ in
original carton, with such proud BURLINGTON features as: aligned jewel supports, precision machined pole pieces, ceramic pointer stops, non -shifting
balance weights, black bakelite housing, accuracy within 2% of full scale at
any point on scale! AC is repulsion vane type. DC have Alnico magnets, soft
iron pole pieces, magnetic shunt.

inteaMeare
DC AMMETERS

AC VOLTMETERS
RANGE DESCRIPTION
0-1
3t!l,,^ rd.

432

047422

Ot

4 a«

4

0.1.5
0.1.5
0.1.5

2t1" rd.
2`h"
3 Z"'res

53.95
4.25

o-lso

q2á

0.150

142

board

0-1

4.25
3.25
3.25
3.95

a" rect.

2

j42

a" rest.
2//z" sq.
2 2"

4

U 5

CO

522

14?

3" sq.rd.

532

rest.

4 ¡a

0.10

p]0

3.50

amp. mov't)

432

3.50

t,"
/_ rd.

3

532.

3t sqrd.
3t/a

4tz"

3' s9

3yz' rd.
t/ sw. board

0.15
0.75

442

rd.
rd.

045
045

2

0-25

4t/ "q

4

522
542
142
742
422

" sq.

0-30522
0 25

qt/a

0-25

2
2y/22,

0-30
0-30
0.30
0.30
0-30

31

4t/4" sw. board

142

Zt{Z

522

422

522

2.950-10

532

3.50

432

3.50

142

3,50

(5z amp. mov't)
41/a" sw, board

s
31/2"res

0-50

3"

0-50

5;2

142

/ sw. board 742
4ta"
4'/4"
4t/i" fan shaped 44?

0-50
0-50
0-50
0-50

21/2" rd.

0.200

sq.
(5Ó m v.

0-500

0.500

2r/z

4t/2" rd.
21/2" -rd.

.0.77

mov't)

(5 amp.

2.95
2.95
3.50
3.50
2.95
2.95

0-75

0.75
0.75
0-75
0-75

2t/z" sq' mov't)
(5 amp.
3"

(75 amp. mov't)

3.50

3yz
(5

432

3.50

mods) 432

3.50

r

X75 amp.

0-75

4.25

742

3.50

(75 amp. mov't)
4r/á' rest.
(75 amp. molt)

0.71

742

mov't)

422

3.50
3.50

442

4.95

422

2.95

0.25
0.25

0.100

3" 59.. mov't)

522

2.95

0-500

0-100

3" 59.
(5 amp. mov't)

532

3.50

432

3.50

mov't)

rd.

t

p-100

(5z amp. mov t
board
4ya"

0-100

(5 amp.
4t/a" reef.

0-100

4yzm`(an
15

amp. mov't)

board

(5 amF
rest.

(5 amp. mov'tl
4t/a" sw'. board

mov't)

rest.
(5 amp. mov't)
4t/a" sw. boad
(5 amp mov't)

421

2.95

120-0-120(SUt/m/vs mos'tl

s'1

295

842

50

rd.

DC MILUAMMETERS

742

3.50

142

3.50

742

3.50

142

3.50
3.50

2.95
2.95

432

3.50

522
522

2.95
2.95
2.95

532

U-100

2

r

2yz"
2 t/z"

0'15

Z Viz

422

142

r

0.200-

2

0-200
0-750
0-1000
0.1000

2

i«

2

/z"

3" sq.
3t/z" rd

432
142
442
522

3.50

" `a. board

0 100

41

0.150
0-150

2V2" sq

0.150
0.150
0-150
0-150
0-150
0-150
0-250
0-250
0-300
0-300
0-300

2t/z" r d
(metal case)
2t " rd,

4t/;"

(an shaped

4yz" rd.

2t/7" rd.
4t/a" sw. board
2t/z"
2t/z" rrd.
3" sq.
°-300/600. 3?/z" rd.(300v.
mov't) w/res.
4t " sw, board
0.300
0300
41/t" res shaped
0-300

4/z"

Tt/z«

trz" s d.

3.50

3.50
3.50

0-500
0-500

t

0 500

0.500

.

0.500
0.500
0-500
0-500
0-600

4t/9^' rd. board
4t/z" sect.

sq.

3t/z" rd.
3t/z rd.
2yz" rd.

522

3.50

532
432
432
422
522

3.50

332

3.50

3.50
2.95

0-600

0.600

3t/z" rd. (150v.
v t`d.w/res.
mov't)
(300v,
3 /z"

sq.3.50
437mov't)
sq.

3`z

3t/"

mov't) a/res.
3t/z" rd.

rd

0.600
0-600
0.600

0-5

295

0-t5
0 5

422

2.95
4.50

4.50

142
842
742
842

4.50
4.25
4.50
4.95
4.95
4.95

442
522

350

432

4.50

442

rest.

/

SWITCH BOARD

FAN SHAPED

2t/z"

ELECTRONICS
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5.50

521

3.95

.121

3.95

395

4.95
4.95

421

2.95

521
521

0.40
0-100
0-200
0-300
0.000

3.50
2.95

22/7,7:3:"

521

RANGE
5

2t/z"
2y2;;

521

59

521
471

rd.

0-10

2.95

2.95
2.95

,t/z"

sq, w/simpson
0-006115 ext.
523

thermocouple
3" s q w/stmpson

0.5

2.95

DESCRIPTION MODEL PRICE

LS

ext.

0.006158

ext.

533
thermocouple
3" sq. w/simpson

4.9
4.95

533
thermocouple
3" sq. w/stmpson

4.95

533

4.95

0-006159 ex[.

thermocouple

ß0p10

SpCK
161.E

5.50

4`1

rd.
2t/2" a.
2t/z

4.50

te

521

,

rd.
/z" rd.
2t/z" rd.
2t

51.,

108 -page parts catalog and' big surplus bulletin
sent on request. Write TODAY for your copies!

421

2t/z" sq-

4.50
q3'-0.10

4t/z" rd.

4th"

6.95
521DICE
6.95

MODEL PRICE
RANGE DESCRIPTION
2.95
521
2yz" s4
2.95
0.3
521

432

432
742

95

2.95

DC VOLTMETERS

3.50

wires.
w/res,
4t/a" sw. board

2

521

-

22
142
422

142

4yz" fan shaped
4t/z" rd2yz" s .

sq:

2t/z sq
21/z" r d

415i2222.

532

2.95
2.95
2.95
1.95
2.95

421
521
521
421

d.
s

0 -SU
O.gO

442

142
742
842

2

4:1

PRICE
DESCRIPTION MODEL

4.50
4.5°
4.50
4.50
4.50

432

4%n rest

421

0.ANGE

0-100
0-300
0-300
0-500

3.15
3.25
4.50

532

3" sq.
35z" rd. board

2.95
2.95
1.45

t
s9.
2/z"

q.Ì00

3.50

422
422

t/z

521

DC MICROAMMETERS

2.95
3.50
3.50
3.50

g;2

rd.
rd.

21/a' rd

rd'2.95
s

2t

54q

0-100

3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50

742
432
522
422

z

2t"

0

2295
2.90

A;2

z

O.Ì00

3.50

442

q21

sd.

-2,

414322

sq1/2"

0-I50

sq.
s

rd.
t/z" s
2t/z" r
3"
d.
4 ya" sw, board
4t/2" reef.

PRIC
DESCRIPTION MODEL
I95

0-5
U-5
U.10

0.1003.I5

" rd.
/sq
sq

2 t/z

3.50
2.55
2.95
3.50
3.50

742
422
532

t

0-100
0-100
0-100

422
522

2" rd.

.

S

350

2

20

0 700

L PRIG
DESCRIPTION MODZ
6
2.95
2t/z" rd.
522
2t/z sq.
3.50

3

sw. board
sect.

t

3.50

(5 amp. mov't)

3'

RECTANGULAR

th"

RANGE

4424.95
deb

142

mov't)
(SO m.v.
(

7e7('(..

ROUND

2.95

my. mov't )

3.50
2.95
3.95

532
142

3/zsQr
3t/z rd.
4t/a" sw. board

0-50
0-50
0-50
0.50

142

qt/t" ;w. board

0-250
0-250

rd.4.95
ß

4t/2"

0-100

mos t)

0.50
0-100

mov't)0-400

0.100

)

4t/z" Ian shaped

23

r

3.50532

742
842

3

2t "

0 -SO

(5aam

RANGE
0.10
0.10

"

41/

0-50

0.300

n-1000

7

0-30

3.SD

mov't)

r

(5 amp.

2.95

14'_

(5 amp.

t

G-30

41Lí" sw.
(5 amp boart

2t/z"

(75 amp.

2.95

421

.50
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sw. board
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2
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742
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S22
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s

2
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0.5
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0 200
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DESCRIPTION

o1

3.50
3.50

742
522
422

sect.
2y2" sq.
d

0-5

RANGE

rd.3.50

F" rd. board

4

425(('/a"

0-150

q,50
3.50
3.50

142
442

42/" rd

0-15

532

0.150

3.95
4.50

432

board
4 /4'," red
4 /a rest.

0-50
0.10
0-10
0.15

mov't)

0-150

3.25
3.25

4/z" rd.
41/" sw. board

5
0-1

mov't)

3" sq.

5

4 25

522

sq.

3

0.5

(5 amp.p
(5 amp.

0.150

53.95

522

2t/z« RI

0-1
0.1
0.1

3zt0.250422
522
522

0-1.5d.
p.;
sq.432
UJ

0.1.5

RANGE

MODEL PRICE

PRICE
DESCRIPTION MODEL
2.95

RANGE

PRICE
DESCRIPTION MODEL

-

MODIEL PRICE

BOSTON,

MASS.,
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GUARANTEED GOVT SURPLUS
420-750
INVERTER PE $18D.
Output 115V/400 cps/
1600VA/lph. Input 24-25
VDC. Made by Win charger. Complete with
starting relays, hash filters, voltage and speed
regulators. 5%"x11"x16". Brand new in
original packings. Stock No. GAC-10.$27.60

MC
OSCILLATOR.

Compact, beautifully
built line oscillator
employing two W.E.
368AS (703A) "doorknob" tubes in push
Exceptionally
pull.
stable. 6W output at 420mc, 2W at 700 mc.
Independent grid and plate tuning. Adjustable output coupling and tuning assembly.
Coaxial output connection. Built-in blower
may be operated from 110VAC. Power requirements: 300VDC/160ma, 1.2V/4A, 1.2V/
4A. 5%"x61/2"x111/2". 7 lb. Supplied complete with tubes. Ideal for 420mc amateur
operation or for use in the 40e-470mc citizens radio hand. Stock No. APO -66...$8.95
Spare 368AS/703A tubes
$1.69 ea,

3" SCOPE INDICATOR. 3BP1 cathode
ray tube mounted in a
mu -metal housing with

an adjustable light
shield. May be mounted on a panel, tabletop or clamped to a
bar. When mounted on
a table top or wall, the
scope housing may be tilted at any angle
up to 45' from the mount for comfortable
viewing. Ideal for remote acope indicators.
An outstanding buy at $5.95. Stock No.
AS1-36.

L 11F 541 011M ('OAXI.11. POWER
MEASURING ASSEMBdY, Panel
withth integrally
lly coupled crystal
mounting, silver-plated assembly
mount. Type "N" UG-6e1.1 female receptacle (easily replaced by SO -239).
Originally designed for power measurement at frequencies up to 700 mc. Stock No.
AMP -89
$3.95
MATING TYPE "N" MALE PLUG. For use
with above. Stock No. PCM-l7
$0.49

Grp

3060T
1V

2A3

SPERRY MODEL 12 KLYSTRON TUNER
for use with 2K39, 21(42, 21(43, 2K44, 417A.
Stock No. VKT-27
$1.95
MAGNETRON MAGNET 1900 GAUSS Pole
dia. 1-%. Gap 1h". Stock No. 1;511121
$5.75
MAGNETRON MAGNET 4800 GAUSS.
Pole tip dia. %". Gap 0.636". Stock No.
UMM-48

2CA2021/1842

8023
3021A
3FP7
3Q4
4Al
5RPl
5CP1
áß40Y
SU4G
5V40
5Y3GT/G
6AC7
SAF:SGT
8A07

1.95 7Q7
1.95 1V7
1.09 7Y9

8AÚ6
6C4

6080

12SH7
12S J7

12SL7GT
128Q7
125ßT
14F7

.49 2áZá
61313.49
25260T
.29 35W4

6G60
6118GT/G
6J5

.37
1.15
.69
.65
.88
1,28
.89
.98
.95
.72

6J8

8J7

6K60T/G

6K8
61.6

6L60Á
617
6N7
6Q7

705A

723A/ß
725A
730A

2.95

14.95
1.19
2.95
12.95
14.95

801

.69 805
.63 807

,88 811
.81 813
.81 814
.72 815
1.06 837
.72 861

.7912.50

3.95

1.19

1.95

7.95
3.95
1.95
1.40

15.00
1.69
.59

3.95
3.95
,39
.39
.59 956
.49
.59 957
.39
.79 958A
.39
.65 959
-39
.72 991/NE-18 .29
.72 1625
.49
.79 1626
.39
.72 1629
.29
.95 1841/RK6O .95
.59 2050
.79
.59 8013
1.49
.49 9001
.39
.72 Á(N12
.39
.49 9003
.39
1.49 9004
.39
1.49 9006
.39
.39 VR90
.89

46

EF50

ßK89

RKR72
RKR73

80

,45 Vß1059

.72 Vß160
89Y
.54 VR75
1177,ß0T/G .88
F0178
1.95
85

.89

.69
1.09

r

5000 VDC
7.30
VDC 1.15 1
6000 VDC
6.95
VDC 1.37 .1-. 17000 VDC
1.95
50
VAC 4.95 .05 7500 VDC
1.75
2
VDC
.95 21
7500 VDC
11.95
4
VDC 1.19 02
10 KV DC 2.05
8
VDC 1.71 1
15 KV DC 19.95
0.25
VDC 1.06 0.25
20 KV DC 15.95
2
VDC 4.95 15
440 VAC/
3
VDC 5.95
1500 VDC
Note: 10 or more capacitor, of a type 10% Oa.
7
10

i

.79
.67
1.29
.79
1.09

.95

OIL-FILLED CAPACITORS
id
Price0
800 VDC
5 0.1d 5000 VDC $1.95
800 VDC
.84 2

2-2
4

.69 559

.25

7,75
1.93

,59 954
.59 955

.89 RK21

OFSG

.49 350AA

.72 417A

.72 902A
.72 931A

.72 14H7
.89 14N7

6F6

9

.72 874

.65 724

.79
.79
1.29
1.29
.95
.49

.72 304TH
.39 304TL

600
600
330
1000
1000
1000
2500
4000
4000

RF and DC PANEL METERS
Stock
MAD-251
MAD-282
MAD-285
MAD-503
MAD-278
M RT -355
MET-372
MRT-367
M RT -394

Description

Price

0-2 mane Westinghouse3 round $3.95
0-20 ma DC Westinghouse 51" round 3.05
0-80 ma DC W. E.
round
3.49
0-1000 ma DC DeJur 3 i' round
3.95
0-30 ADC GE 21' round
2.95
0-100ma RF Weston 42531y'round 11.95
0-120 ma RF Weston 50721' round 8.95
0-IA RI GE 25"round
2.95
0-20A RF GE
round
6.95

3t

Tel. HI ckory
6-3066-7-8

18

Unit Price
$4.95
4.95
5.95
6.95

2. b
300-1000
Brand ROW, in original packing.
*NOTES: 1) Aluminum construction
2) Silver-plated brass
3) Designed as oscillator element (965
acorn triode)
4) Ras diode socket mounted on unit (955
as diode)
5) Has crystal diode mount for 1N21
crystal

TNBA

$5.95

QC M-19

.60 211
.69 215A

.72 872A

1.09 12SP7
.49 12807

6Añb

$0,72

RUBI

14,95 6X4
.69 6XSGT
.39 BYBG
2.95 6ZY5G
1.95 7C7
1.95 7E6
.69 707
.49 7H7

3ß7/l291

VARIABLE IN DUC TOR. 67 mlerohenries
max. Minimum near
zero. Wheel
type
sliding short. Ceramic insulation. Quality construction. Barker- Williamson #1686.
Originally used as transmitter plate tank
coil to tane from 1% to 20mc. Ideal for pi networks, antenna tuners and plate tanks.
$1.95
Stock No. LEF-32
APC AIR TRIMMER. 35 mmf max. Screw
slot adjustment. STOCK NO. CAV-105.
10 for
$1.00
APC AIR TRIMMER. Two separate trimmers on ceramic base. Shield between sections. Each section 25 mmf max. Stock No.
CA V-104
10 for $1.00
AIR CAPACITOR 100 MMF MAX. %" dia.
shaft. Receiving type Ceramic insulation.
Standard Brand. Similar to SIC -100-M.
Straight-line capacity. Stock No. CAV-16

Two winding 1.35:1. Ideal for television sweep oscillators. Compact.
Stook
No. TFF-64 $0.95.

159.95 6V6

2K28
2X2

operates from either 12VDC/
120ma or 24 DC/60ma. May
be operated in plate return
circuits to provide automatic
transmitter -receiver antenna
changeo, er. Supplied with British type connectors which are easily replaced by standard SO -239 (83-1R) receptacles or soldered
to directly. Completely enclosed in compact
housing. 2-94" x 3" x 4-%" An outstanding
buy at $2.49. Stock No. KDC-723.

DJ.00KINe OSCILLATOR TRANSFORMER.

68J7GT

14.95 BVBGT

2.138
2.148

50 OHM COAXIAL RELAY.
Double coil actuating relay

$2.49

6SA7GT
68C7
68F7
681170T

2C34/1iK34 .29 6SK7
2040
1.98 6SL7GT
2044
.75 6SN7GT
2D21
1.49 051.7
2228
14.95 6SIT7GT/Y

$7.00

SUPER -FLEXIBLE PIGTAIL WIRE. Sperry Special. Part No. P55357, Consists of 360
strands of 0.002" diameter soft copper wire.
Total diameter: 1/32". Useful in applications where electrical connection le to be
made to moving parts, e.g., variometers,
variable capacitors, motor-brushes, etc.
Stock No. WFP-360. 10 foot rolls. $0.69 per
roll.
di750 CPS BANDPASS TRANS FORMER. Center frequency adjustable over a small range. Input 23,000 ohms. Output 226,000
ohms. Triple alloy shielded. 11/4"
x1 th "x2", Stock No. ZBP-750

$0.72
.49
.49
.98
.95

Precision wide range butterfly circuit elements. Sturdily constructed. Mounted in ball bearings.
Suitable for motor drive. Ideal
for use se wavemeters and oscillators (see description below).
Stock No. Freq. (mc.) Notent/
TN -20
105-330
1, 3
1, 4
TN2A
75-300

BLILEY SMC-100 100 AND 1000KC CRYSTAL. Regularly sella for $8.76. Stock No.

Tube Specials
1A7GT

Wide Range Butterfly
Wavemeter 8 Oscillator
Elements

HAMMARLUAD CERAMIC ACORN SOCKETS. 5 contact. Silver -Plated. Stock No.
20 for $1.00
XRT-25
CINCH MICA FILLED OCTAL SOCKETS.
1" dia. 1-5/16" mtg ctrs. Stock No. NET -20.

20 for

$1.00

DELAY LINE. 2 microsecond (one direction). 1500 ohms. Bandwidth 1mc. 8 sec$L69
tion tapped. Stook No. ZAL-22
DELAY LINE. 1% microsecond (one direction). 1600 ohms. Bandwidth 1mc. 6
$L49
section tapped. Stock No. Zal-18
DELAY LINE. 6 microsecond (one direc1500
Bandwidth
%mc.
Stock
tion).
ohms.
$0.80

No. ZAL-14

VOIT TELEVISION OR SCOPE
TRANSFORMER. Primary: 115V/60o. Secondary: 3000VRMS (4200 Volte Peak) 10ma.
Hermetically sealed. 4%"x4- %,"x6%". Stock
No. TFF-83
$5.95
HV TFMR. 10,000-0-10,000 VOLTS ® 42
MA. Pri. 115 V.-50-60 cy. Oil -filled, hermetically sealed. 11"x13"x6". Stock No.
TFF-451
$29.95
4200

Stock No.

LFF-45
LFF-21

LFF-144

FILTER CHOKES
Description

10H/120ma/600 ohms
2011/300ma/l25 ohtne,'5000V
21H/700ma/18 ohms/1500V

Price

$0.95
9.95
4.95

as
HOUSP
aluminum cylindrical
housing containing a submagnal 11
pin socket (for 931A, 1P21, 1P22)
and a dynode voltage divider network. Moisture proof construction.
An Integral 6 volt pilot lamp provides light
source when used as a noise generator. A
window may be drilled In the housing for
use with an external light source. Operates
with approximately 700 volts at 3-4ma. 2"
dia x 4" long. Supplied less phototube.
Stock No. AMP -66
$3.96
PRECISION HIGH TORQUE TYPE 6 SEL SENS. Bronze housing 4%" dia. z 5" long.
115V/60c operation. Brand new In original
packing. Stock No. SEL-44
$4.95 each
ING.

110/60CP8/O.38Á

BLOWER,
Exceptionally quiet. 50 Cu. ft.
min. Stock No. BLR-344.,$8.95
- TERMS -

Delivery: Immed. from stock (sun to prior sale).
Minimum Order: $5.00.
Terms: Rated organizations (U. S. and Canada),
Open account.
Others: Cash with order. or 20% with order, balance
C. O. D.

Foreign: Payment in U. S. funds with order or
irrevocable letter of credit payable against documents
in U. S. funds at New York.
Condition of material: The major portion of the material listed above is brand new. Some of the items
have been removed from new equipment,. We guarantee material to be Olean and In perfect operating
condition.
All prices above are quoted domestic packed f.o.b.
our warehouse. Corona, New York.

Cable: "Dublectron, New York". We will be pleased to send our bulletins
to you regularly. Write or phone Dept. E-8 for our latest catalog.

ELECTRONICS CO. INC., 103-02 NORTHERN BLVD., CORONA, N. Y.
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)

TRANSMITTING
RECEIVING

INDUSTRIAL
SPECIAL PURPOSE
Check this list for exceptional values in magnetrons,
cathode ray tubes, voltage regulators, transmitting tubes-also
neon, pilot and flashlight bulbs. These are brand new, standard make tubes. Order enough
for future needs directly from this ad or through your local parts jobber.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY AT
THE LOWEST PRICES
OUR HISTORYI
Type
01A

IN
Price
$0.45
4.35
.65
.80
.80
.85
.85
.65
.95
.95
1.10
.95
.35

11322

Xtal Diode
1N218 Xtal Diode
11423 Xtal Diode
1N23A Xtal Diode
N27 Xtal Diode
1N21

1

1R4/1294
1R5

ISS
1521

1T4
2C26
2C26A
2C34
2J21A

.45

.55
11.45
9.85
8.45
14.45
9.95
14.85
19.95
13.85
12.95
14.95
.65
.35
1.05
3.85

2)22
2126

2)27
2J31

2132
2133

2J37
2138
2148

2X2/879
3A4
3A5
3AP1 CRT

3822

2.95

3824

1.75
3.75
1.95
.47
.65
2.95
2.95
3.75
.90
17.95
3.95
2.95
3.85
6.55
14.25
14.25
.40
.90
.95
.90
.80
.95
.65
.45
.75
19.75
.60
.70
.50
.50
.90
.80
.80
.65

3BP1 CRT
3C P1 -S1

3C24/24G
3D6/1299
3FP7 CRT
3HP7 CRT
3GP1

CRT

3Q5
REL-S
5AP1 CRT
5BP1 CRT
5CP1 CRT
5GP1 CRT
5123
5.129

5Y3G
6A6
6A 87
6AC7

6AK6
6B7
6B E6

6C4
6C6
6C21

6n6
6E5

6H6

6J5/GT
616
6147

/GT

6R7G
6SF5
6SG7
6SH7

.70
.40
.65
.65
.65
.80
.60
.65
.65

6517/GT
65K7/GT

64,7'GT
65147

'GT

6SQ7/GT
7A4
747
7C4/1203

.40

7C7
7F6
7F7

7Q7

.65
.65
.75
.75
.75
.65

1246

.40
.45
.25

7H7
7147

10/VT-754
l0Y 'VT -25

Type
12K8

ELECTRONICS

-

.40
.60

12SL7/GT
12SR7

12x825 2 amp. Tungar
13-4 Ballast
15R
FG -17

REL-21
23D4 Ballast

25Z6/GT
28D7

30/VT-67 (For Walkie)
33/VT-33 (Talkies)
RK -34
34

39/44
45 Spec.
46
CEQ

.70
.40
2.25
.35
1.40
2.85
3.25
45
.55
.40
.75
.75
.45
.35
.35
.55

.....

EF50/VT-250
72

72/3824

.80
.45
1.50
1.75

VR -75
76
VR -78

.90
.55
.65
.45

80
FG -81-A

83

83V
89Y
VR -90
VR -92
100R
FG -105

VR -105
VU -111

117Z3
VT-127 English

VT -127A
VR -150
VT -58
2058

(VT -4-C)
215A
231D
2828
304TH
304TL
307A
316A
3508
3718
388A
211

3.95
.85
.95
.40
.70
.65
3.25
9.95
.85
.65
.55
.25
2.95
.55

29.50
1.95
.65
1.95
1.30
4.25
5.95
1.75
4.25
.75

2.55
.85
4 95

44A

19. 5

4436A

.545

446A
450TH
GL -471A

527
WL -530
WL -531

5324/1832
GL -559
KU -610

HY-615
7008
700C
700D
703A
703A
705A
707A
707B
7194
713A

/WEED
MC'320
SALES,

Price
.65
.70

125E7
12SH7
12SK7

1

19.95
2.75
11.25
17.50
17.50
3.55
3.75

7.45

120

9 95
º 95
º 95

2.95
2.65
2.65

Type
714AY
RK715B
717A
721A
724A
724B
725A
726A
730A
801

801A
803
804
805
808
809
810

Price

Type

Price

9.95
7.95
.90
3.95
4.65
4.25
19.95
19.95
11.95
.60
.75

330

2.20
.50
.55

954
955
956

813
814
815
826
829

8306
837
838
841

843
851

WL -860

1626
1629
1635
2051

.45
.45
.95
.95

7193

.35
2.55
4.25
3.35
7.50

991

(NE -16)

1005
1148
1201

6.95
9.95
5.45
1.75
2.75
7.95
2.35
7.85
3.75
2.85
.49
3.25
3.95
1.75
3.25
.55
.55
39.50

811

1616
1619
1624
1625

.55
.55
.30
.35
.40
.75
1.25
.55
1.25
.45

957

8011

8012
8020
8025
9001

.45

9003

.65
.45
.45

9004
9006

NEON BULBS FOR

2.55

861

866A
869
8698

32.50
.55
2.55
1.30
26.50
28.95

872A

2.45

864
865

874
878

.70

9002

RADIO USE
NE -2
NE -15
NE -16
NE -20
NE -21
NE -48
NE -51

2.15
2.15

$0.06
.06
.24
.06
.24
.24
.06

Pilot and Flashlight Bulbs
Stock No.

Mazda No.

Volts

Watts

Bulb

Base

350-40
350-31
350-42
350-20
350-14
350-15
348-22
350-19
LB -17 C

64

6-8
12-16

G-6

12
12

3CP
1.5CP
6
.2 amp.

2

.06

120
6
120
24
110

57
Spee.

1446
49
3S6
PR -10

Proj. Bulb

LB -58A
53
LB -57A
LB -100A Airplane Headlight
-101
323
LB
LM -60
LB -101A
LB -102
1195
CC -13
LB -102A
1491
LB -102B
3D2
LB -102C
LB -104
313
1816
LB -105

12-16V
24V
3

115V
12-16
110V
2.4
28
28

T-3*

Min. Ser.
Min. Bay

3

S-6

Can Bay

.5 amp.

B

3;

Min.

500W
.035 A
7W

T-20
T-2

Med.

1

CP

239W
(Aircraft)
250W
.50 CP
100W

C-7

A-19
T-11
T-20
RP -11

T-8

.8 amp.

(Airplane type)
.17 amp.

T-3;

.33A

12

.09-.11
T-2
.75-.105 T-2
2; Watt

12A

LB -107
LB -108
LB -109

24-A2 WE 24

S-14 Argon 105

350-18

1477

S

G-4;

G-3;

S-6

13V

LB -106

Price

DC Bay
Min. Bay
Cand. Scr.

Telephone Type Neon
24
17

Flang
PF

Tel. Base
Cand. Scr.

30.07
.08
.13
.07
.06
.11

.05
1.45
.18
.17
.07

Min. Bay
Med. PF
953
Med.

.38
.22
.40
.14

PF

DC Bay
DC Pf
DC Bay
DC Bay

Min.
Min.

.33

.14
.14

Bay
Bay

.11

.12
.18
.18
.22
.17
.16

Tel. Base
Tel. Base

Med. Scr.

T2

T-3

Min.

Scr.

19 50

23.25
2.15
1.55

10% DISCOUNT ON ORDERS OF $100.00 OR OVER

Manufacturers: We carry thousands of electronic parts in
stock. Send us your requests for quotation.
Distributors: Our standard jobber arrangement applies.
Order directly from this ad.

N. LA SALLE ST., DEPT. SL,

September, 1949

CHICAGO 10, ILL.
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AT PR/CM mAT MEAN SA VIN

utet5

.

s

Price

No.

Allen Bradley type 'J'
Pots Available in the following values from stock.

83-1SP
83-168
83-185

OHMS,

SINGLE

60
60
150

2000
2500
3000
5000
6500
10000
15000
20000
22000
26000
30000

35000
50000
60000
70000
100000
200000
250000
500000
600000

200
250
400
500
600
1000
1300
1500

CONNECTORS

POTENTIOMETERS

VALUE,

1

13.11

I3-15PN

MEGOHM

100,000
600,000

25,000
50,000

1
6

Specify

shaft

Plug
Adapter

.35
.15
.15
.35

Adapter'
Plug
Plug
Recept.

.61

.35
.66
.12

Recept.
Hood
Hood

Cap & Chain
Cap & Chain
T Connect.
I Angle Adapt.
Junction
Feed-Thru
Twin Plug.
Twin Recpt.
Twin Adapt.
Twin Feed Thru
Twin Junction
Twin "T"

.31
.61

.38
1.12
.35
85

1.12
.50
.50
.98
1.50
1.25
1.65

C

.20
.12
.13
.28
.55
.28
.60
.10
.25
.50
.34
.98
.28
.70
.98
.40
.40
.80
1.35
1.12
1.50

UG TYPES CONNECTORS

MEG.
MEG.

PRICE EACH $1.50
whether regular or screwdriver
is

No.'-- Description Each Per

AN

(PL259)
(UG178U)
(UG175U)
83.1SPN PL259A)
UG203 )
83-7761
S0239)
83 -IR
83-1RTY
(UG106U)
83-111
(UG177U)
83-785
83-1AC
83-1BC
(M35S)
83-1T
83-lAP (M359A) '
(PL258)
83-1J
(PL274)
83-1F
83-22SP UG102U)
(UG103U)
83-22R
83-22AP UG 10403)
P0275
83-22F
UG105/U
83-22J
UG196/U
83-22T

......

PRICE EACH $.50
DUAL POTS.
10,000

required.

10°o
from
Deduct
on orders of 100 or

prices
more

type

UG 30/U

Price ea.
AN I
Price ea.
UG- 9/U.. .. $ .95 UG-96A/U... $1.45
3.50
UG-97/U.....
1.56
UG-10/U
1.55
UG-11/17..... 1.45 UG-98/03
11G-12/03..... 1.14
2.95
030-13/U.....056 úCo-i--101//UU
U
G-107/U..:
2.25
1.45
0.10-14/U .
1.75
17G -15/U.
.95 1.10-108/U
1.75
1.56 UG-109/U...
UG-16/U.. . .

Crystal Diodes
l.1

B

. .

UG

88/U

ÚGo--23/A'U./U.

100
110
120
130
150
160
180

1000
1100
1200

51

200
220
240
270
300
330
360
390
430
470
510

56
62
68
75
02

560
620
680
750
820

2000
2200
2400
2700
3000
3300
3600
3900
4300
4700
5100
5600

91

910

33
36
39
43
47

1300
1500
1600

10000
11000
12000
13000
15000
15000
18000
20000
22000
24000
27000
30000
33000
36000
39000
43000
47000
51000
56000
62000
68000
75000
82000
91000

1800

6200
6800
7500

8200
9100

0.1
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.15
0.18

0.18
0.20
0.22
0.24
0.27
0.30
0.33
0.36
0.39
0.43
0.47

1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.5
1.8

UG 290/U

2.0
2.2
2.2
2.4
2.7
3.0
3.3
3.6
3.9
4.3
4.7

6.8
7.5
8.2
9.1

1.26
1.41
.99
1.05
.99
1.08
1.38
1.34
1.99
26
1.29
2.25

UG-241/U
UG-242/U
UG-243/U
16.00 UG-244/11
UG-245/U
.65 UU-246/03...
2.75 110-252/U

-57...

US 336/U

9G-18B/U

16.00
16.00
16.00

ÚG /
UG-59/1.1
UG-59A/U
110-BOA/U

10.0

9

UG-114/U
U0 -115/U
CW-123/U . .
UG-15571.1
UG-164/U
U0 -155/U
UG-156/11
UG-160/1.1
UG-160A//U
UG-187/U
UG-173/U
UG-176/U
UG-188/U
UG-201/U
U0-202/11
030-206/U
UG-208/11
UG-212/U
UG-213/U
UG-215/U
UG-216/U

UG-28/U..... 2.34
U0 -29/U..... 1.22 U G-213/03
0G-218/0
UG-32/U..... 20.00 UG-222/1.1
UG-33/1J
20.00 UG-231/11
17.50 U0 -236/U
UG-34/U
UG-37A/U::

1.70 UG-254/11
1.10-255/U

UG-61/U
UG-61A/U
UG-61/11
UG-83/U
UG-85/U....
UG-80/U
UG-87/1J
UG-88/1.1
UG-89/U
UG-90/U
UG-91/U
UG-91A/U
UG-92/U

U0 -92A
Ú(G1-9 Á/U
UG-94A/U...

UG-95/U....
UG-95A/U..
UG-96/U..

0.51 5.1
0.56 5.6
0.62 8.2

0.88
0.75
0.82
0.91

..

110-35A/U
UG-36/U
U0-37/U

100 or

11.0
12.0
13.0
15.0
16.0
18.0
20.0
22.0

.

UG-23B/13...
UG-27A/U...

1-99
more
Tol
Watt
10%
44 Watt
$.06
5.04
.12
08
34 Watt
5%
10%
06
.09
1 Watt
.12
5%
.18
1 Watt
100
15
.10
2 Watt
.20
.30
5%
2 Watt
Ohms Ohms Ohms Ohms Megs Megs Megs

30

.

.

RC40-2 Watt

24
27

.

130-22A/U. .
UG-2213/U...

RESISTORS

1.45
.99

.1.

UG-20B/II...
UG-21/U....
U0 -21A/11...
UG-21/BU...
170-2z/U.....
Life Electronic Sales 19 the leading source of 'hard to get" Industrial el ectronic components. has
available from stock a complete
line of standard brand 34, 1 and
2 Watt resistors in 5% and 10%
tolerances These resistors meet
the following Jan' spec
RC30-1 Watt
RC20-54 Watt

20
22

.

3
Úo-19/U,...Ì8(--A/U
UG-19B/U... 1.45
ÚG2Ó//AIIU/U.

1N34

12
13
15
18
18

.

U0-17/U....
110-18/U.....
UG-18A/0...

1N23B

11

. .

.

1N23A

10

.

.

1N21
N21

. .

1.3Ó UG-260/1/
2.05 U G-261rU
1.80 UG-282/1.1...
28.00 U0 -269/U
1.50 UG-273/U
1.65 UG-274/U
1.69 U0 -290./U.. .
1.40 UG-291 /U.. .
1.17 UG 306/1.1
.95 UG-333/03
1.05 UG-334/11
1.25 UG-382/U...
1.05 UG-287/U
1.10
1.35 UG-270/11

1.45
1.25
1.05
1.19
1.35
1.25

1t<G3713

B.G12U

RG13U
11018U
RG19U
RG20U
RG22U

ohms
52.0 ohms
95.0 ohms
125.0 ohms
48.0 ohms
48.0 ohms
53.8 ohms
71.0 ohms
72.5 ohms
67.5 ohms
58.0 ohms
58.0 ohms
95.0 ohms
.52.0

110241.1

RG25U
RG27U
RG29U
RG34U
RG39U
RG41U
RG54U
RG54AU
R05703
R05803
RG59U
RG62U
RG71U

I
I

73.0 ohms
45.00
93.0 ohms
50.00
93.0 ohms
175.00
52.0 ohms
1107403
185.30
Minimum quantity 500 ft. per type. Per M
lengths add 50% to prices shown.

UPRIGHT TRANSMITTING
CAPACITORS

UG-259/1.1

UG-279/U
UG-157/11
MX -195/U
UG-197/U
UG-235/1.1

1.50
1.35
.45
.40

5.35
5.35
4.25
1.90
1.55
3.00
.30
.15
.95
1.83

National Manufactures
Stock No. Capacity
0.5
TJU 6005
1.0
TJU 6010
2.0
TJU 6020
4.0
TJ 6040
5.0
TJU 6050
6.0
TJU 6060
10.0
T2116100
0.5
TJU 10005
1.0
TJU 10010
2.0
TJU 10020
4.0
'203 10040
1.0
TJU 20010

TM

Voltage Price each
$.85

600
6000
600
600
600
600
600
1000
1000
1000
1000
2000
200o

2.0

20020

1.05
1.30
1.65
1.90

2.50
2.75
.90
1.15
1.50
1.90
1.65
1.95

2.75

1.02
28.50
4.50

4.50
3.35
8.73
3.10
6.50

35.00
2.00
11.75
2.20
2.50
2.75
2.50
1.25
1.45

4.50
1.82
1.85
.99
.95
1.05

2.60

1.50
1.98
.85
1.05
2.03
4.70
5.75
6.00
5.25
6.50
4.10
2.40
4.25

.75
5.00
28.50

FUSES

AND FUSE POSTS

3AG Fuses 32 Volts
5
10

20

Amps.....
Amps.....
Amps.....

3 AG

Price ea.
$ .03
.03
.03

Fuses 250 Volts

x+

34

Amps.....
Amps.....
Amps.....
Amps....

1

2

Amps.....

3 Amps..
S

.

Amps....
..

Amps.....

.05
.05
.05
.05
.03
.03
.03
.05

4 AG

Fuses
Price ea.

y Amps.....
1

$ .05

Amps.....

.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05

Amps.....
Amps.....
Amps.....
10 Amps.....
15 Amps.....
2

3
5

20 Amps.. .
8AG Fuses

1/200 Amps..

.10
.07
.04
.04
.03

Amps.....

3,5

2

Amps.....
Amps.....
Amps.....

.03

FUSE EXTRACTOR
3A0 Post -Finger Grip Type
3AG Post -Screw Driver Type
4A0 Post -Finger Grip Type
4AG Poet -Screw Driver Type

POSTS
$ .18

.18
.20
.20

TUBE SPECIALS

2K25
2K28

$24.95
15.00
24.00
39.00
15.00
3.00
29.95
2.50

2232
2261
726A
1B22
4C35
350B
UG 352/U

M ft.
$70.00
120.00
70.00
55.00
135.00
135.00
125.00
100.00
190.00
125.00
320.00
350.00
450.00
120.00
240.00
575.00
290.00
50.00
175.00
180.00
575.00
65.00
75.00
102.00

52.5 ohms
76.0 ohms
97.5 ohms
52.0 ohms
51.0 ohms
51.0 ohms
52.0 ohms
75.0 ohms
75.0 ohms
75.0 ohms
52.0 ohms

RG8U
R0912
RG9AU
RG10U
RG11U

.

. .

Impedance Price per

No.
RG5U

shown
per

AN !

1

G

mUtt2

9

COAXIAL CABLES

"UHF" COAXIAL CABLE
ALLEN BRADLEY

'£'

MEANS SERVICE'

807
813
861

866A
3AP1
872A.
SBP4
304TL

51.25
6.95
24.95
1.25
4.95
2.50
4.95
1.75

FREE!
Send foe our bulletin 2.300

LIFE
242

ELECTRONIC

SALES

91 GOLD STREET, N. Y. 7 N. Y.

DIGBY

September, 7949

9-4154-5
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ÜD

Engineering -Hand Selected -Government Surplus
EVERY ITEM PERSONALLY SELECTED BY OUR ENGINEERS
Unconditionally guaranteed.
GRID DIP OSCILLATOR. See August
Issue Electronics Pg. 178, "New Products". An all around Lab.
Instrument for measurement of resonant frequency, Circuito Q, RF. voltages, antenna and many other purposes. 3 MC. to 250 Mc. or other
extended ranges. Compact and complete in kit form. Instruction book
and application book sent free on re-

UHF & MICROWAVE

EQUIPMENT
FREQUENCY METERS

VOLTAGE REGULATOR

Mast. guaranteed 1% regulation. Primary
92-138V 57.63 cycles. 1 Phase Secondary
115V 1% regulation 96 PF Navy Gray Cabinet. Shipping wt. 250 lb. Size 88x20x12.

Limited quantity

Field Strength -Frequency Meter. I-95BM
100 to 155 Mc. Cavity Type-Battery Operated. Now being used by CAA and Air$21.50
quest. Complete Kit
$21.50
lines. Complete in case -New
BIRD WATTMETER. 5 to 500 watts
160 to 220 Mc.
Wave Meter-BC906D.
MF,
HF,
and
Measures
VHF
of
R.F.
Absorption type consisting of coaxial wave
UHF. Write for full description. Only
meter, diode rectifier, amplifier and inditwo
units
left
$75.00 each
in
Complete
charts.
calibration
vidual
black crackle case with antenna... .$29.50
DAVEN ATTENUATION BOX Model
11A-740 110 DB attenuation in 1 Db
Lavoie Frequency Meter. 375 to 725 Mc.
steps 800/800 ohm Input and output.
Model 1055M. 0.1% accuracy. Covers
New. Three left
$59.00 each
new citizen band, Aircraft, Amateur, New
Television band, Government bands. PreTELRAD FREQUENCY STANDARD.
cision Equipment. Individually calibrated.
Self contained, dual 100/1000 Ka
Complete with instruction manual and
XTL, Multivibrator and Harmonic
cable. New, $59.50 Case scratched but
Amp. Calibrate with WWV or Broad$49.50
otherwise perfect
cast for high accuracy. 100 to 45,000
KC check points every 100/1000 KC.
Resonance Cavity "S" Band Wavemeter
Now
$29.50
Manf. by Western Electric. Resonance absorption type cavity. Coaxial input and
output loops. Rotary calibrated indicator
$29.50
and calibration charts
2650 Mc to 3000 Mc Band. Western Elecmicrometer
Resonance
cavity.
tric I 140A
COAXIAL CABLE
tuning, crystal rectifier and micrometer.
RG -77/U Federal
$ 06/ft.
Each unit individually calibrated.
$39.50 RG8/U Amphenol. 50 ft. lengths with 831 SP
Used but good condition
$2.69
each end
$29.50 connectors on die
Used but fair condition
12/ft.
34"
Used but poor condition
$19.50 RG/58U
.12/ft.
RG/59U 34" dia

STEPDOWN TRANSFORMERS

440 to 110V AC 50 KVA G.E. oil filled. Steel
$200.00
Tank. Write for full Specs
440 to 220 to 110-5 KVA. Complete encasedG.E. Explo. Proof. Can be used as 4/1 or 2/1
ratio step-up or down, 69 cps. Size 20:11x10.
Weight 225 lbs. Navy gray finish, integral

junction box and mounting frame....$75.00
440 to 220 to 110.2 KVA. Same specifications as above except 2 KVA. Size 12x11x10.
$29.50
Wt. 93 lbs. Only 5 units left
220 to 110 500 Watts 80 cycles complete encased.

New

$11.50

Auto transformer. 220 or 110 Voltage range
of 50%. Write for complete specifications.

$12.50

BROADCAST MODULATION
TRANSFORMER
R.C.A. 833'As to pair 833'As, as used in
Commercial 1 K.W. Broadcast
Transformer being used in
Transmitters.
New fully guar17.S. Broadcast stations.
Primary 15,000 ohms Secondary
anteed.
5,030 ohms. .88 KVA Audio. Size 12x10x13.
Wt-uncrated 153 lbs. Limited Qty. avail -

it. C.A.

a

$75.00

hie

POWER TRANSFORMER
440/220 3 Phase.

Klystron R.F. Generator

10

CM.

Complete

WIRE

-

Band Oscillator, Preamplifier and
Plumbing. R.F. head from DOG -1 unit.
Consists of 2-723A/B tubes, (Local oscillator -Beacon) Waveguide, TR/ATR box with
721, 60 MC. Preamplifier. Complete with
tubes

$39.50

$4.95/M

3.50/M
3.50/M
3.50/M
.35/lb
.60/lb
.30/Ib

3/16" magnet DCC reef
=20 SSE Magnet

tí" tin

shield braid

-

POWER TRANSFORMER
440 or 220

I

phase

Filament transformer.

440/220 Pri. Secondary 5.0 V at 30 Amp.
Herm. Sealed Navy
1500 volt insulation.

$7.95

Specs.

OIL CAPACITORS

MFD 5500VDC Inerteen
MFD 6000 V DC Inerteen
MFD 7500V DC Inerteen
MFD 5000V DC 5009
Complete Magnetron Package "S" Band. 0.1 MFD 7000V DC B5B1170-CD
Consists of: Magnetron -2132, Magnetron .25 MFD 4000V DC G.E. 20F767
Magnet, Magnetron Fil. Trans. Complete .15 MFD 4000V DC G.E. 2610386
package
$30.00 .1 MFD 3600V DC 8412
Magnetron -2132. 2780 to 2820 Mc. Fil. 10 MFD 1000V DC G.E. 22F47
4 MFD 1000V DC G.E. 230'252
Voltage-6.3V at 1.5 Amps. Pulse
Voltage -18-22 Kilovolts. Average Ma. 10 MFD 600V DC A1000
12.5-25. Average Power Out -285 Watts.
SPECIAL
Peak Power Out -285 KW. Band Width
2.5 Mc. Duty Cycle 1000/1. New JAN-1 .005-01 MFD 12KV G.E. 15F646

MAGNETRONS & EQUIPMENT

Each phase 1365V at .67 Amps.
Manf. by Raytheon. This transformer and
a pair of 304's will give 2.5 KW output at
Special
a total cost of less than $50.00.
$42.50
hi le they last -Only
Secondary.

rí20 HV str. white plastic
with WL 417A Klystron. Regulated power =20
str. white lacquer
supply (115 V A.C. 60 cycle). LF. Strip
str. red lacquer
Entire unit self contained. Size =20
SO Mc.
420
str. green lacquer
19x14x9. New
$89.50
X

A hu.sky brute for induc440/220 3 phase.

Primary

tion heating.

R.F. POWER SOURCE

$97.50

2
2
I
I

-

$5.80
6.50
5.80
3.95
1.95

2.85
2.10
3.10
2.45
1.15
1.25

$4.75
5.95

Plate Transformer. 200/220/240 Pri. Secondary 1400V Ct. at 350 ma. Gray Her-

$6.70
metically sealed
Filament Transformer 200/220/240 Pri Secondary 6.3V at 2.7 Amps. Matched unit for
$2.45

above

POWER TRANSFORMERS
110V AV 60 Cycle
3700-0-3700
2500-0-2500
1800-0-1800
740-0-740 at

at 500 ma
at 500 ma
at 350 ma

MULTI CONDUCTOR CABLE
MILLION FEET AVAILABLE

CONDUCTOR -#20 str. plastic, 2 vinyl
jacket. Shield W G.E. Reel Lengths-

Cap. Wk. Vo.
.002 3500/9

.08/ft.

100

ft. .11/ft.

Pr.

.60

250014

.005

2

14

.45

Cap. Wk. Vo.
2500/9
350
.002

ICONS

100014

Pr.
.35

.25

Plastic
CONDUCTOR -#20 Solid.
.06
mmf Feedthru
vinyl jacket. 34" dia. On steel reels. Reel 50
.30
50 mmf 7,500V DC
lengths .07/ft. 100 ft. .10/ft.
28 CONDUCTOR -#20 stranded plastic
vinyl jacket W' dia. Reel lengths. 20/ft.
RELAYS -CONTACTORS
100 ft. .24/ft.
4 CONDUCTOR. Each cond. 34" dia. Std Type
Price
Coll Contacts
Double plastic Ins. Heavy Duty Power
$7.95
Cable -Extremely flexible. 1-U" Dia. Reel CH contactor. 115V AC 4PST, 30A
115'
20A
7.50
West.
MC
gl.
encl
4PST,
lengths Approximately 250 ft. .26/ft.
.75
Allied Bo. 5V DC DPDT 10A
3
CONDUCTOR -#18. Shield Jacket. Advance min. 45000hm 12V DC SPST 5A .60
.05/ft.
G.E. PIC Adj. Overload 4-12A ao-DC.12.50
12.50
Jacket. G.E. PJC Add1J. Overload 2-8A- as/dc
2
CON DUCTOR-#20
Shield
G.E. PJC A . Overload 0.5-1.5A ac -dc 7.95
.04/ft.
10

4.50
3.95

®3A,
6.3V

7.50
2.50
3.50
3.50

15KVA

Wt

]bs.

Type H -A2

9

17.50
17.50

5.95
Volts at 10 Amps
4.95
11.5 ® 11.5 amps
10V ® 20 Amps. (for 304, 833A's, 813's,
4.95
etc.)
3.75
Ins
KV
2.5V at 10 Amps -10
7.95
4500V at 4.5 ma. 5V at 3 Ma
36

e

-Fil,

39.50

1.2 amps

$19.95 .02 MFD 20.000V BT -15G
Magnetron Magnet-2000 Gauss. Pole Dia.
1 -rya",
Spacing 1-Wfe'. Boxed -two to a
crate
$10.00 MICA'S AT 90% DISCOUNT
Magnetron Filament Transformers Spe2 ma
3750V
%R. etc.
Types
cially designed for magnetron. Use by
15 2 ma 6.3V ®4A, 5V
Pr. 1200V
Raytheon.
JAN -1 Low capacity -High Cap. Wk.Vo.Pr. Cap. Wk. Vo.
1100V et ®200Ma, 6.3V ®4A,
Voltage Insulation. 115V A.C. 80 cycle pri- 750
3,000
.70 ®4A, 5.0V ®3A
5,000
.75 200
mary. 6.3V at 1.5 amps. 19,000 Volts In- 580
3,000
.55 850V ® 150 Ma.
5,000
.75 100
sulation.
$5.95 375
.50 750V ® 300 Ma
3,000
5,000
.75 90
3,000
.50
1.10 50
78V ® 1.34 Amps
Magnetron Filament Transformer. Sanie .001 4,500
2,500
1.10
.95 .025
.002
3,500
as above except multiple secondary.
4
2,500
.75
.006
003 3,000
.95
windings -each of 6.3 Volts at 4 Amp
FILTER CHOKES
2,000
.40
30
3,000
.60
each.
$7.95 700
5000 Volts. Insulation
.75 Audio Reactor 1 Hy. 800 nia
1,500
3,000
.70 .015
500
1.15 Ins.
500
400
3,000
.55 .12
Amertran-size 53x8.
boxed

á59.O0

85

$7.50

.70
10H/75ma/280 ohm herm
.95
4-20H/100ma/120 ohm, berm
.90
10H/100ma/260 ohm, herm
1.20
herm
5H/130ma/100 ohm,
1.95
10-14H/145-200 ma/100 ohm
1.95
5H/200 ma/70 ohm
2.50
3-3H/200 ma/60 ohm, berm
4.50
6H/350ma/82 ohm
9.50
16H/450ma/112 ohm, herm
8.50
8H/500ma/80 ohm
8.25
5-20H/500ma/80 ohm
12.75
8H/700ma/60 ohm
12.50
5-20H/700ma/60 ohm
3H/275ma, 17H/175ma,17H/125 ma 3.75
2.10
4H/85ma, 6H/90ma, 12H/85ma

ALL MATERIAL

NEW AND GUARANTEED
10% Discount on order over $100.00.
15% Discount over $500.00.

Large quantities available.
Quotes on request.

ELDICO OF NEW YORK, INC.
44-31 DOUGLASTON PKWAY., DOUGLASTON, L.I., N.Y., U.S.A. Cable Address.
BAYSIDE 9-8686
ELECTRONICS

-
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

lin.

PERMALLOY SHIELDS

for CATHODE RAY

TUBES

$

1B22
1B23
1B24
1B28
1B27
1B29
1B36

1838

1D21
1N21
1N21B

3EP1
3E29

5

3FP7.
3GPl

4-85A
4-125A
4-250A
4APIO.
4B24
4C35
4E27

'

2C21

2022
2026
2C4
2040
2C43
2044
2C46

.19

.27
.27
6.59
9.97
.67
6.87
8.25

2D21...

1.17
1.29

2E22
2E24

4

5CP1A
5CP7

5030
5D2!
5FP7

5GP1
5JP1
531,2
5229

3.49
8.95 834
8.95 7BP7
7.95 90P7
8.95 9JP1
32.50 9LP7
10BP4
9.
97.50 10Y
39.50 12DP7.
39.50 12GP7.
17.50 12H1'7
12.95 15E
34.50 1513
49.50 23D4
39.50 24G
39.50 30 Spec
24.95 45 Spec
42.50 15TL
42.50
00R
97.50 100Th
39.50 100TS
39.50 204A
23.95 205B
32.50
4.85 215A
2.69 217C
4.85 218

2E26

2J21A
2322
2326

2J27
2330
2332
2333

2J34
2J37
2.138
2339
2340
2346
2.148

2349
2350
2353

2J54B
2361
2362
21125
21128

3API
3B22
3B23
3B24
3B25

1.69
4.87
1.47
3.85
1.39

31326

.

5.95
39.50
2.47

3021
3022
3024
3C30
3031
3CP1
3D21A
3DP1

.49
1.75
2.67
.98
1.97

1.25
1.89

35011

2.95
7.95

353A

353B.....
362A

371B....

2.95
3.85
3.85
14.50
3.50
1.25
17.95
450TH.
450T7. . 52.50
527
7.95
559
.85
12.95
75A
700A/B/C i D
34.50
3.60
701A
702A
3.25
703A .... 3.95
1.10
705A
.

.

.

.

.

.

707BY.

18.75
.75
3.95

708A

713AA

714AY
715C
717A
72IA
723A/B
724A/B
725A
.

.

.

.

.

10.95

800

1.95
.49

4.25
4.95
6.95
3.85
1.10

802A
803

.5

805
807
08

819

0

.65
9.95
47.50
1.95
8.70
2.95
1.25
2.49
1.69
7.45
18.95
18.95
1.19
9.75
4.57
3.45
.99

250TH
250TL
274B
282B
294A

304TH
304TL

24.96
3.95
9.50
6.95

750TL... 45.00

1.85
11.50
2.35
57.50
1.75

25011

12.95
3.95
34.95
.65

1.5

.

.

728A
730A

.35
.29

221A
225
227A
231D
249B
249C

1.95
3.95

388A
393A
394A
417A
434A
446A

.47

.

3.95

350A

49.50
13.95
4.75
24.75
5.59
5.95
4.65
12.50
3.75
2.25
24.95
.49
13.50
13.95
13.95
1.95
.79
.29

5LP1
5NP1
6C21
6F4

.39

316A
327A

1.50

5330

f1395

307Á'

8.97
1.10

4.97
14.49
27.45
37.45
5.95
3.95
29.50
12.95
97.50
3.95
4.95
1.89
2.85
1.85
9.95
7.95
7.95
34.95
1.35
4.95
11.75
11.75

5ßP1
95 5ßP4
3.95 5CP1
3.89
.27

2.87

811

12

81211.....

813....

.

814

1.39
45
6.49
1.69
2.65
6.75

6.27
1.39

1.05

826

7.45
3.49

829B
830B
832A
33A
834
838A
837
838

4.5

32

841

OIL CONDENSERS

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BRANDS
All Ratings D. C.
2x.lmfd.
.25mfd.
.5mfd.
lmfd.
2mfd.
4mfd.
8mfd.
lOmfd.

600v
600v
600v
600v
600v
600v

600v
600v

.37
.57
1.07
1.17

1000v

.47

.25mfd. 1000v
lmfd. 1000v
2mfd. 1000v
4mfd. 1000v
8mfd. 1000v
10mfd. 1000v
l5mfd. 1000v
20mfd. 1000v
24mfd. 1500v
.1mfd. 1750v
lmfd. 2000v
.25mfd. 2000v
.5mfd. 2000v

.47
.57
.67
.87

3x.lmfd.

lmfd.

$0.37
.37
.37
.37

2mfd.
4mfd.
8mfd.
15mfd.

4mfd.
2mfd.
1mfd.

.25mfd.
5mfd.
.05mfd.
.25mfd.

1.97
2.07

2.27
2.97

lmfd.

12mfd.
2mfd.

lmfd.
.lmfd.

5.27
3mfd.
2mfd.
.87
.97 2x.lmfd.
1.07 .02mfd.
1.17

ß0

5.75
1.95
1.25
3.45
.49

2000v
2000v
2800v
2000v
2000v

$0.97

2500v
2500v
2500v
2500v
2500v

3.97

1.27
3.77

3.47
4.97
2.37
1.27
1.47
1.77
1.97
2.67
2.87

3000v

3000v
3000v
3000v
4000v
5000v
7000v
4000v
3000v
7000v
12000v

8.97

4.87
4.97
2.97
5.37
3.47
3.27
9.37

843

845W....
851
860
861

864......
865
866A

8661R.
8698
872A
874
876
878
884
885

902P1....
905
908
923
930
931A
953B
954
955
956

957
958A
959
1611

1613
1614
1616
1619
1624
1625
1626
1629
1630
1631
1632
1633
1636
1638

4.75
.79
.69
.27
1.10
.97
.95
2.65

1851

190

2050
7193
8005
8011

8013A...
8014A...

9003
90054

9006
C5B
06A
C6J

.49
.98
1.05
1.10
39.50
1.49
.57
.98
1.98
1.39
.97
3.85
3.98
4.95
.97
.85
2.69
29.50
.15
.17
.32
.24
.35
.37

.98
.19
.69
.37
.37
.27
1.98
1.45
.98
.98

1642
1865

99001
02

1.89
10.95

1.45

1641

8018
8020

.39
4.25
15.95

2.95
.97
.59

1603

8012

$

.19
4.75
.69
1.47
1.45
22.50
1.25

3.75
.37
.34
.37

1.95
.24
7.95
8.45
4.93

C100D...$ 1.95
CK507AX

CK1005..
CK1008..
0111090..

All Ratings
2x3500mtd.
2500ndd.
3000mtd.
2x1250mtd.
1000mtd.

25v $3.47
.37
3v
25v 2.47
10v 1.27
.97
15v

D. C.

200m1á.
100mtd.

35v

50v
4x10mtd. 400v
4000m1á. 18v
4000mfd. 30v

$

.57
.47
.87
1.97
3.27

1.95
.19
1.95

2.95
EF50.... .47
F123A... 12.95
F125A . . 14.95
F 127A . . . 27.50
F128A . . 69.50
F606
22.50
F660
125.00
F862A . . . 450.00
FG17.... 2.89
F027A... 9.75
FG81A... 4.50

.

GL562

.

.

.

12.95
10.95
12.95
13.95

9.95

.

1.95
85.00
69.50
.85
.29
.39

.

ML101 .. 139.50
ML501... 69.50
ML502 .. 149.50
REL21... 4.95

REL36...
.

.

.

.

RK23....
RK25..
RK33....
11104..
RK59....
.

.

.

.

111163....
RK65.
.

.

.

11K72....

RX21....

RX120...
8836

T'340....
V700....
VR65A...
VR75....
VR78....
VR90....
VR105...
VR150...
VT127.
VU111...
WL468...
WL530...
WL531...
WL532...
WL538...
WL578...
WL616...

WL619...
WX3245
0A2

OA40.

.

A
1

.

.

OB2
OZ4

.79
.79
4.85
3.65
.27
.27
1.95
18.95
24.95
.97

3.45
8.95
2.95
2.27
6.95
1.95
.97
.65
.67
.67
.55
2.25
.89
7.95
49.50
7.95
3.50
.69
1.95
87.50
29.15
49.50
1.57
.95
1.75
.57

.47
.97
.97

.49
.79
.67
.49

1A7GT
1B5/259

GL697.
HY115..
HY615.
HYE1148
KC4
87.50
KU610... 9.75
M1.100... 49.50

11K21

6AB7...

.

.

.

IA4P
1A5GT.

$

1A4

lABb

FG95....

FG105...
FG172...
FT210.
GL146...
GL451...

1GÁ39
3

ßA6

.

4

1CGT
6
1070

1D5GP..
1D7G
1D8GT
1F4
1F5G

G4GT..
1G8GT..
1H4G
1 H5GT..
1H8GT..
136GT .
IL4
1

.

1LA4
1LA8
1LB4
1LC5
1LC6
1LD5
1LE3
1LG5

ILH4
1LN5
1N5GT..
1P5GT.
IQSGT
.

111.4

1115

1S4
195

1T4

ITSGT
1114

2Á3

2A40
2A5

2A7
2V3G
2X2

2X2A
3A4

3B7
3Q4

3Q5GT
3S4
5R4GY
5T4
5114G

5V40
5W4
5X40

5Y3GT
5Y4G
5Z3
5Z4

1.69

.49
.89
.97
.89
.95
.75
.75
.69
.69
.69
.57
.87
.89
.55
.79
.89
.89
.79
.57
.79
.89
.89
.65
.67
.59
.67
.67
.49
.69
.5
.59
.57
.67
.59
.89
1.25
.69
.69
.69
.89
.29
.69
.37
.35
.35

.67
.67
1.10
.89
.57
.79
.79
.57
.39
.49
.49
.79

$

8AC7
8AF8G
BA05
6AG7

6A11ß...
6A35

6k115...
6AK6...

.65
.69
.59
.47
.79
.57
.89

6AL5
6AQ5 ...
6AQ6

6AT6...
6AU6
BAVE

6B40

.89

9

6B7G

6B80...
6BA6...

.47
.55
.57
.57
1.59
.57
.59
.25
.47
.57
.69
.47
.87
.69

.

813E6

68E6
6BG6G..
61316
6613

608

1308G

6D6

6D8G...
6F5

65

.85
.79
.69
.47
.49
.89
.67

6F7
6F8G
61160

630
63

617

BK6GT

.4.49

6117

.69
.79
1.17
.97

6L5

8L6
6L6GA

6N7

67
6117

6S7
6SA7

6SC7
6SD7GT
6SF5
6SF7

.

8807

69117

ß9J7
6SK7GT
69L7GT
BSNBGT
6SN7GT
6SQ7
6SR7GT

55

.65
.97
.65

.50

6SS7

9

6T7G

-

e

$

6U7
6V8

.65

.55

.97
.65
.59

8V8GT
6X4
6X5GT

.49.67

BYBG

637G

1.15

7A4 5/XXL

.59

7A7
7ÁG7
7B4
7B6
7B7

.57
.72
.57
.59
.62

705

.57

7E5
7E6
7E7
7F7
7H7
7L7
7N7

.67
.59
.79
.69
.67
.69

7Q7
7117

.59
.69

7X7

.89
89

34

.67

12A6

.19
.98
.57
.85
.57
.67
.85
.57
.57
.49
.67
.35
.37
.57
.79
.57
.57
.57
.57

67

7Y4

6

12k7
12Á80T
12AH7GT
12AT6
12ÁU8
12AÚ7
12ßA6
12BE6
1208
12F5GT
12116

1235
12117
12118
12Q7
12SA7

12507
12SF7

128117

.35
.57

12937

19

24A
251.8
2535
2538
28
27
28D7
30

32L7GT
33
34

35,51
35A5

35B5...
3505
3óL6
3355Y44

35Z4

35Z5
37

38

39/44
41

42

43
45
45Z3

4535
48
47

71A
75
76
77
78
80
82

.57
.79
.87
.69
.67
.69

83
83V

84/624

.65
.89

117N7
117P7
11733

12Z3

14A74

89

14Fß

12117

126/7

.67
.89

14117

15

.49
.49

.89
1.17
.67
.57
.47

70L7

.57

.67

I2SR7

.57
.87
.45

53
58
57
58
59

.67

.57
.59
.55
.57
.47
.37
.57
.89
.97
.97
.69
.69
.57
.67
.65
.65
.57

.75
.59
.57

50B5
50Lß
50Y6

12SQ7

.67

.69

50k5

12SL7

.98

.42
57
.57
.44
.42
.47
.37
.27
.52
.57
.57
.57
.57
.49
.69

3533

.57

129N7

$

32

12SK7

.47
.47
.39
1.37
.87

81

.79

7º

85
89Y

117L7/M7

117Z8....

.67
.59
.57
1.17
1.37
1.27
.57
.79

OUTPUT

INPUT

$12.95
6350v @ .025 Arms
4.97
2500v @ 4 ma; 6.3v @ 1A; 236v @ 2A
3.97
2100v @ 10 ma
$4.29
2500v @ 15 ma
4.98
1700v @ 4 ma; 6.3v @ IA; 236v @ 2A
5.97
@
9A
@
ma;
6.3v
ma;
700v
CT
150
1600v @ 4
525-0-525v @ 60 ma; 925v @ 10 ma; 2x5v @ 3A; 6.3v
6.97
@ 3 6A; 6.3v @ 2A; 6.3v @ 1A
4.95
500-0-500v 60 175 ma
500-0-500v @ 25 ma; 262-0-262v @ 55 ma; 6.3v @
4.45
1A; 2x5v @ 2A
3.98
425-0-425v @ 75 ma; 5v @ 3A 8.3v @ 1.5A
406 315-0-100-315v @ 200 ma; 2.5v @ 2A; 5v @ 3A:
5.95
2x6.3v @ 9k
385-0-385-550v @ 200 ma; 2.5v @ 2A: 5v @ 3A;
6.27
3x6.3v @ 6A
pri 110/220
385-0-385v @ 70 ma; 2.5v @ 10A: 5v @ 6A; 5v @ 3A 4.93
4.98
375-0-375v 60 240 ma; 255-0-255v 60 12 ma
4.95
340-0-340v @ 300 ma; 1540v @ 5 ma
300-0-300v @ 65 ma; 2x5v @ 2A; 6.3r @ 236A:
3.47
6.3v @ lA
150-0-150v @ 80 ma; 150v @ 40 ma; 6.3v @ 3.5A;
6.3v @ lA
1.97
.97
120-0-120v @ 50 ma

12v CT @ 10A; 2x9v CT @ 10A
8v @ lA
3x10.3v CT @ 7A..
$6.95
6.3v @ 2136A 6.3v @ 2A; 234v @ 2A
6.3v @ 12A; 8.3v @ 2A; 115v @ .1 amps
8.3v @ 10A; 8.3v @ GA
8.3v v CT @ 3.5A- 2x2.5v @ 3A
5A; 5v (4 3A; 2.5v @ 1.75A
6.5v @ 8A; 6.5v
6.3v @ lA
8.3v @ 1A; 2.5v @ 2A.$2.25
5v @ 20A dual prl :
5v @ 20A; 10 KV Ins.. 9.97
2.5v @ 20 A dual pri
5v @ 3A; 2.5v @ 2A... 2.97
2 5v @ IOA ml ,filled

.79
79
.69
.89
.89
.47
.59
.97
.49
.65
.65
.37

.59.57

3.49
4.47
2.47
6.95
7.49

.97

4.45
3.45
2.47
2.97
4.45
.77
3.49
3.47
2.95

up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to

18v
18v
18v
18v
18v
18v
36v
36v
36v
36v
115v
115v
115v
115v

AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC

up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to

DC S4 Amp.
1 Amp.
DC
DC
5 Amp.
DC 10 Amp.
DC 15 Amp.
DC 30 Amp.
I Amp.
DC
DC
5 Amp.
28v DC 10 Amp.
28v DC 16 Amp.
100v DC .25 Amp.
.6 Amp.
100v DC
100v DC
5 Amp.
100v DC
3 Amp.

$1.47
1.97
5.27
8.97
11.57
22.57
3.47
8.57
14.57
22.27
2.57
5.27
22.57
17.97

12v
12v
12v
12v
12v
12v
up to 28v
up to 28v

up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to

FILTER CHOKES
HI -VOLTAGE INSULATION
$14.97
1 by @ 800 ma
10 by @ 400 ma.. $5.97
2.47
10 by @ 250 ma.
25 by @ 160 ma.. 3.47
1.98
10 hy @ 200 ma.
12 by @ 150 ma.. 3.47
10/20 @ 85 ma... 1.57
25 by @ 65 ma... 1.37
1.47
15 hy @ 125 ma.
.05 by @ 15 amps. 7.97
1.37
15 hy @ 100 ma..
.1 by @ 5 amps... 6.97
4hy(8630ma... 5.97 3 by ® 80 ma.... .27
3.47
ma
1.47
10
ma..
hy
Dual
©20
200 by @
30
3/30 by @ 250 ma 3.47
800 by @ 3 ma... 3.47
3.47
ma
...
325 by @ 3

RADIO HAM SHACK Inc

.

.

.

PHONE DIGBY 9-0347

189 GREENWICH STREET . NEW YORK, N. Y.
244

TUBES!!

805,

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
Full Wave Bridge Type

HI -VOLTAGE INSULATION

80-0-80v @ 225 ma; 5v @ 2A; 5v @ 4A
25v @ 10A
36v @ 15A
$9.95
1.3.5v CT @ 3.25A
8.95
18v @ 15A

.89
.69
79
.79
.77
.79
.79
1.10
1.29
.79
.85

6A8

TRANSFORMERS -115 V. 60 Cy.

12.6vCT@10A:11vCT@6.5A

HIGH CAPACITY CONDENSERS

$2.97
.07

STANDARD BRANDS! NO SECONDS! COMPARE!

BRAND NEW!

4332
5AP1
5AP4

2.25
.85

.

1921
2AP1

3B27
3BP1

4.57
4.89
4.87
4.57
4.89
3.49
4.59
37.50
5.75
.95
1.95
1.75

IN23

1N23B .
1N34

2.87

NOW AVAILABLE
Crystal

Socket

1.97

TUBES!!
11321

1000 KC

$1.47

3" Shield
5" Shield

PRICES SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

All Merchandise Guaranteed
F.O.B. New York City. Minimum

Order $5.00
20% Deposit Required
September,

/949- ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
TUBES
0B2
0Z4

.

.

.

"TAB"

$1.69'6AQ5
.87 6AS7G.. .
.59 6AT6

1A3
1A4

4.68 35Z5GT...
.45 37
.63 38
.96 39/44

.

1.26 6AU6

CRYSTAL DIODES
THERMISTORS, VARISTOR

TESTED & GUARANTEED
.63 35Y4

.70' 1616

1.36

1620
1622
1624
1625

4.95
1.75
.75
.39
.45
.49

.25

46 1619

.36
.39
.39
.58

1N21

1N2IA.
IN21B.

lA5GT. . . .70'6B4G
IA6
1.26 6B8G
1.05 41
IA7GT. .. 69 6BA6
.59 43
.63 1626
1B3/8411. .81I6BE6
.59 45S/VT52. .30 1629
1B21/471A 2.9516BF6
.59 46
.81 1633
1.19
IB22
4..` 0 6BG6G... 1.49 48
1.20 1641/RK60 .75
1624
4.89 6BH6
.79 50
1.49 2050... .
.59
1B27

105
106

1C7G

1DSGP...
lES

IE7G
IF4G
1F7GV....
IG4GT. . .
IG6GT. . .

4,65
.86
1.26
1.27
1.25

.98
.87
.65
IH6G
1.27
126G
1.27
IL4
.69
1LA4GT. . 1.05
1LB4
1.05
.85
ILC6
ILE3GT.. .96
1LH4
1.05
1LN5
.75

605
6C6

6C8G

6FSG

6G6G....
6H6GT...
6J5
6J6
627

.

6K5GT.
6K6GT.

.

.

6K7G
6K8
6L5G

.

6L6

IP5GT.... .69 6N7GT.
1P24
.85 6P5G
IQSGT... .96 6Q5G/884
.

IR4/1294.

1S5
1T4

1T5GT .

1U4
IV
1Z2
2A3
2A4G
2A5
2A6
2A7
2B7
2B221

. .

GL559..
2C21/

1642....

2C26

2C34/
RK34..

.

2C39
2C40

.

.

.54 2051
.63 7193
50L6
70L7GT. . 1.39 8012A. . .
73
1.67 8013A....
75
.56 8020
.47 9001
76
77
.45 90
.81 78
.45 9003
1.05 80
.35 9004
.59 81
1.49 9006
1.04 82
.98 CIA
1.05 83
.75 C6A
.38 83V
1.05 C6J
.45 84/624... . .65 CK 1005. . .
.78 117N7GT . 1.49 CRC40. . .
.75 117Z6GT.. .8S CRD72
.86 117Z7GT.. 1.49 CRP72
.45 205B/VT2. 1.98 EFS0
.55 211/VT4C. .95 FI27A
1.39 F017
.86 231
.98 250TH.... 19.44 FG27A . .
.98 250TL . . . . 18.98 F0104
.83 304TH.... 5.95 FGIOS
.90 304TL. . . . 1.98 FG166
.81 307A/
FGI90
1.27 RK75... 3.95 GL434

.69'6L7

.

.

.59
.25
.47
.55
1.05
24.75
.45

1.386021
1.17 6D6
1.056E5
1.55 6E6
1.05 6F6G

11I4G.....
IH5G. . . .

INSGT.

6B26
6C4

SOBS

.

42
.18
1.49

3.95
3.49
.39
.37
.29
.27
.25
9.95
12.95
4.95
.25
.54
1.85
1.37
.72
16.95
2.98
9.90
14.95
11.95
49.00
12.98
3.90

.59 GL534/
.75 316A
6R7G
1.05 327A
2.90 1S21
1.95
6S7
1.19 350
1.45 GL546
1.69
6S8GT. . . .79 350B
1.98 HY114B
.81
6SA7GT. . .45 371B
.85 HYI1S/145 .89
6SC7
.65 380A
.79 HY6I5.
.98
6SD7GT.. .45 388A
.40 KU627
7.49
6SF5
.55 393A
5.95 NR74
.29
6SF7
. .
3.75 OlA
.78 394..
.45
6SG7
.65 446A/2C40 1.49 P221
4.98
6S117
.38 450TH.... 18.27 P222/
6SJ7GT... .59 460/
1.49
CEIC
6SK7GT.. .45 HF200.. 11.98 REL36/6J4 .81
6SL7GT . . .55 527
11.95 RK65
22.98
4.90 RX21
.73 6SN7GT.. .55 530
3.20
6SO7GT.. .47 531
1.80 11X215..
9.95
.81 6537
.63 534
2.45 UX66S3..
.69
1.19 550P1
19.95 VR75
.25 6T7G
.95
6T8
.98 575A/975.. 13.89 VR90
.74
.55 6U5/6G5
.72 601B
.19 VR92
.23
19.00 6U6GT . . . .69 631P1/
VR105
.60
6.49 6U7G
.58 SN4. . . 3.98 VR150
.54
3.95 WE2I5A
6 V6GT . .
.65 701A . .
.25
8.98 6X4
.49 702A/702B 3.49 WL468
8.98
1.69 6X5GT.
2.79 WL531
.55 703A
1.95
.98 6Y6G.. . .87 704A . . . . 1.08 WL619
20.00
.86 627G
1.23 705A/8021 1.65 WL632A. 8.98
1.34 7A4/XXL. .70 707B .
.
7.98 C'RAYTUBES
2.98 7A6
.69 710A/8011 .75 2AP1
4.98

.98
.54
.54
1.05
.69
.87
1.98
1.25
1.08
.86
1.05
1.05
.85

6Q7

.

.

.

.

.

I:
Mfd.
Type

A

2E5
2E22
2E24

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2E25/

.69
.85
.70
.69
.38
.70
.69
.89
.69

7A8

HY65... 2.98 7AG7

11.98 7B5
11.98 7B7......
34.95 7C4/1203A
2J26
7C5
9.95 7C6......
2231
29 98 7E5/1201..
2233
23.98 7E6
2J34
13.89 7E7
2238
39.95 7F7
2247
45.00 7G7
2248
45.0 7L7
2J50
39.95 7N7
2261
39.95 707
2262
2K28
24.89 7V7
2K29
24.95 7Y4
1.05 10Y
2V3G
.49 12A6
2X2
3A4
.38 12A8.....
3A5
1.20 I2AH7GT.
3B7/1291.. .95 12AT6... .
1.85 12AU7. . . .
3B24
3B25
4.95 12AX7....
3H28
5.89 I2BA6... .
3C23
2.48 12BA7....
3C31/CIB. 1.69 12BE6....
3D6/1299. .85 12C8
3D2IA... . 1.37 I2116
3022
7.49 12J5GT..
304
.54 12118
3
.79 12S8GT...
3V4. . . . . .69 12SA7GT.
4B27/201.. 2.49 125C7....
4C33..... 81.00 12SG7. . .
4035
22.95 12SH7. .
4D32
7.98 12SJ7GT..
4J42/700Ä. 29.85 12SK7GT.
4247
45.0 12SL7GT .
4T4/2. . 9.95 12SN7GT.
5C.30/C5B. 9.95 12SQ7GT.
5021
24.95 12SR7GT.
17.98 12X3
5229
5 R4GY . . 1.12 1223
5T4
.80 14B6
5 U4G.. . . .
.46 14117
5V4
.95 15R
5W4
.87 19T8
5X40..... .71 20
5Y3GT .
.38 24G 3C24.
523
.81 25A6
5Z4
.88 25136
6A3
.98 25L6GT. .
6A4
1.29 25Y5
1.02
6A6
2525
6AB7/1853 .84 252.6GT . .
6AC7
.85 2807
6AF6G . . . .87 30
6AG5
.78 31
1.00 32
6AG7
6AH6
.98 32L7GT...
6AJ5
.85 35A5
6AK5
.78 3505
6AK6
.81 35L6GT...
6AL5
.63135W4
2221

2J21A....
2225

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2.98
7.98
2.79
1.62
3.49
1.49
6.95
3.49
5.98
1.95
3.95
2.98
12.95
6.49
1.26
4.95
10.95
11.00
14.00
4.75
5.95
13.98
2.98
12.49
12.80
34.00
55.00
5.49
4.89
79.95

.

7.29 5BP1
7.95 5BP4
11.98 SCPI

4.50 5CP7
1.15 SFPS

1.50 SFP7
2.90 SHPI
6.95 SJP2....
2.20 SLPI
2.85 SLPS
8.90 7BP7
2.61 7HP7
2.45 9GP7
.98 9LP7 . .
.47 1201.7
.. 3.'8 12GP7
4.95 12LP4
2.45 16AP4
4.50 902
.95 905
2.35 912
2.79
TUNGAR
2.75 20X672
2.95
.59 189048GE 3.49
4.75 199698
2.95
16.95 289881
2.50
1.62 MAZDA
.

.

.

.

10.26

.46 861

.58 864
.45
.63 865
.95
.54 866A
.99
.54 866Jr. .
1.00
.39 868/P223.. 1.90
.90 872A
2.45
.86 874
1.49
.81 876
.36
.85 878
2.29
.98 884/605G. 1.27
.98 885
.95
1.17 922
1.19
.54 923
.85
1.04 927/CE25. 1.26
.49 930
.89
3.95
.55 931A
1.08 954
.16
.46 955
.18
.27
.59 956
.36 957
.25
.36 958
.25
.36 50968.... 4.98
.25
1.17 991
1.08 1000UHF. 59.95
.69 1603
3.98
.69 1609
5.98
.63 1613/6F6X .55

ADD SHIPPING CHARGES, AND
25% DEPOSIT. PHONE WO. 2-7230

3BP1
3BP1A..

9.00 4AP10

.

.

TA

.

PILOTS

44 Box 10.

49 Box 10.
55 Box 10.
64 Each

56/T4 Ea

E

.50
.60
.50

.07
.15

100W/20V .25
313/28V
.15
323/3V
.10
Sylvania
S6/6W/
130V
.15
WetQhe 07,/
7W/120V .09
NFON BULBS
NE2...100/3.98
NE16/991. .25

TEL Slide -

lamps

6, 12, 24. 48, 55V
Each
.18
Tubes Gtd. Esc

Open Fil 8c
Breakº e OR
aq

Tubes Gtd

\\

I
I
I

s_
.04
.04
.09
.09
.04
.09

500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500

.000104
.8r500
.0002

.04
.09
.04
.09
.04
.04

500
500
500

003
.00042

.0004701

500

.001
011*
.0011
.0012*
.002

.004

500
500

.09

500
500

.18
.06

500

.SÓ264
.003

5

.009

ÓÓ.13
.20

1000
500

..3
ÓÓ33*

.105

400

500

.8004*

.35
.10

500

.005

.0061

.01
.01

Type

B

.886

.01

MICA RCVNG
& XMITTING

300
500
600

.Ó8

500
500

.1Ó

2500
600
2500
600
600

.35
.30
.35
.20

.15
.17

or Similar

.15

CAPACITORS
Brand New!
Famous Mfrs
Rigid Specs.
Fig. Mfd. WV Each
D .005
3000 1.25
D .0051
.35
1200
C .006
600
.25
D .006
.98
2500
D .0062 1200
.40
.0068
C .008
1200
600
.25
C .01
600
.30
CD.01
1200
.50
D .01
2500 1.25
D .013
1200
.65
D .015
600
.35
2500O
CD.025
1.45
CD.03
600
.98
1260000
45
D .033
66000
1.98
D .033
1200 1.90
D .039
600 1.60
D .04
600 1.65
D .05
600 1.90
Mfd. WV
Each
Type E-Approx. 3'H
.000033 3500
.65
.00005
3000
.65
.00009

5000

0001

3000

.0001
.00015
.0002
.00025
.0004
.0006
.0007
.0015
.0025
.003
.005
.006

6000
5000
5000
5000
3000
6000
3000
5000
2500
2000
5000
2000

.90
3.49
1.89
.90
.90
.85
3.49
.90
1.95
.90
.90

2.40
Types C and D
.81
Fig. Mfd. WV Each
1.35
2500
00.001 600 .20 .006
Type
F
or
Similar
.35
D .0004
2500
C .00047
D .00055
D .00082
D .0085
C .001
D .001
D .0012
C .002
CD.002
D .002
D .0022

CD.003
C
.0035
D .0036
.004

1200

600
600
1200
2500
2500
600
1200

.20

.30
.20
.25
.30
.75
.75
.25

.000033 3500
.0003
8000
.0005
8000
.0006
8000
.001
10000
.001

.0012
.0015
.002

.0025
.003
.006
4

8000
8000
8000

8000
8000
6000
5000
600
5000

.96

3.0

3.00
3.00
4.15
3.95
3.95

3.95
4.25
4.25
3.65
1.85
3.95
9.95

.75 .0
P 1111
.75
600
4.75
.27 .0003 T10Ó0Ó
4.75
CC
18Ó8
ÓÓ 3 2500 .95 .Ó4
5.75
600
.27 09
1500
9.95
CD.05
.40
6000
1200
.0006'
4.95
C .05
.75 .00025' 10000
2500
8.95
D .005
DAVEN ATTENUATORS Brand New
P250pot5000ohms/20pos
$1.98
1.98
CP252pot20K ohms/2Dpoe
CP636pot500 oh ms/30pos
2 49
T320"Tee"dua1500/20pos
198
1.8
IRC IOKohm/20pos
IRC 250Kohm/20pos
2.49
2500

STANDARD JAN "AB" RESISTORS -Newt
10 ohms to 22 megohms

I Value Only
GB W
5%
10.00
AB Type Toler 100 For GB IW
10%
5.00
EB '/sW 5%
15.00
5%
$6.O HR 2W
EB 1/4W 10%
7.00
3.00 HB 2W 10%
Write Qty. Prices-RMA Ranges. Ask for complete Listing of "AB" Potentiometers.
I

N27... 1.75
N34... .85
N35... 2.79

'5...

1N51..,

I

'5

1.08

Blowerrs-Cool That Tube!.98
SOCFM/28vacdc
I I5V400cycUSN

7OCFM

IOCFM/l2vacdc
100CFM/28vacdc
XFMR StepUpi2or28Vtol l5vac
IOCFM/115vacdc. HvyDty
I80CFM/Il5vacdc. HvyDty
250C F M /28vacdc

25OCFM/28vacdc&X FMR28t01 I5vac

Mercury

CONTROL, or MAX -MIN TEMP Control.
Brand New. Indlvid Boxed w/data&ckt. LIST
OVER $20. "TAB" SPECIAL 984: 12for$10.
Qty Limited.
METER SPECIALS! Cased New!
Wstg $2.49
11/4 MaDC, Miniatur.
I
49 I9AmpRF2'-

s
VOLTMETERS
15A.2'/,'Hoyt ... 2.95 30V.2'/'Wstg.... 2.49
.4.95
30A.2'/s"WE/Wstg2.49200V,33': WE
10.98
60A2/s'Wstg .... 2.98 500V.3"$WE
120A.2'/s"Wsty
3.8 AC VOLTMETERS3.98
240A,2'/s"w/oShnt 2.497'/ºV,3'Watg
4.95
300A.3"w/oShunt. 4.49 15V.3'SOWatn
RF Mtr 0.120Ma 31/2' 150V2' Wstg/DE 3.49
SDCAMMETERSDC

Weston Accy to
AMe

hardwareMOBILEmtg. New 494: 3/51
294
PL 259 for Above
984
ANI3OB 33" Whip
$1.69
MS49to52, 12'4ft
2 49
MS491o53, I6 h
3 69
MS49to53&xtra53, 19ft
MS49t056(2-53's), 26'/sft....5.98
189
ANIMA, lift 8sectlons
NETWK IOOIA, HiPwr Variable
HF RF I.Sto7mc's Convertible
HIFregs. A GOLD MINE of BRAND
NEW PARTS, Mtr, Etched Dials, RibbonCoil
$8.95
etc. Dined Coil Form
2.98
PwrPack Kit 250VDC/60ma, Filtered
4.49
PwrPack Kit 350VDC/125maFils&Fltr
PwrPack Kit 55OVDC/200ma Fils&Fitr 9.98
PwrPack Kit 1200V DC/300ma Filtered 21.95
39.95
PwrKit 1500V'Doubler/35ma
MICROSWITCHES, Mu Toggle, Rotary
984
MU/leafSw 3'/"DPNO&NC(/l5A
544
MicroSw PinPIungerSPDT/I0Á
MicroSw Plunger SPDT/I0Aor5PNO/10A 694
394
ArrowH&H Plunger SPNO/6A
894
MicroSwRollerSPNC/10A
$1.00
AH&HToggle DPDT/6A..304; 4 for
594
MicroSw PlungerSPNO'NC
054
Mu&MlcroSw SPOT w/reset
694
MicroSw Plunger Button SPOT
984
MicroSw BPNC/30A/Cased
304: SPNO...254
Switchette DPNO&NC
84
SQ'D/B30/Start&Stop Push Button
RotarySw 6DeckSPos(2-Spos ewes deck)..81.49
1.29
RntarvSw 4Deck7Poe. 5Ckt&On/OffCkt
MTRerHAM CERAMIC Sw 7Deck5PosHIV 1.49
364
VOM Switch SP slpau. Si1vP1. Cont
heineman Main Ckt Bkrs forAC/DC
erOpert'n AMPS: .01, 22, 2, 3, 7. 7.9, 11
20. 30, 35, 40, 80, 180&220Amps. SPE$1.49: 10/12.98: 100/$120
CIAL, ea
Kllvon Therms Push -Button C'Bkn
AMPS: 5, 10, 15. 30. 35 Amps.
Ea, 794: 10/5.98: 10/$45
Square -D ToggleSw ANtype C'Bkrs AMPS: 5,
10, 20, 25 Amps, Ea. 894: 10/$7.98: 10/$69
Storage Batteries
Rectifiers, Bridge
In

Out

Amps

-

18
18

15
15

18

Cubes, Roots, Log&DeeScale.
Data & Case
984
GLYPTALcement 4 Jars
984
VRENCH ES, hardened Elec 9/
32&ií/32,
Two
%4&15/64
For
254

18

15

36
30
30
36

28

113/115/117V. 0.78K VA at 0.80PF. Used.
$54; NEW

A B
6. N.Y. U.S.A.

September, 1949

Gtd
$79

18V

II

27
.32

28

3.5

28

5.

Ea.

2V/IIAH Willard
BB208U
$1.89
2V '27AH Willard
9.95 BB54
$1.89
14.95 4V/40AH Willard
Used $3.95
22.95 TBY
1.49 8V/13AH Willard
$2.49
3.29
4.25

6.49
7.25

NT8/1313214U

$1.75

tiV/25AH Willd $3.98
6V/40AH Willard
26.95 ER/0.6
$6.98
36
27
36
36.95 38VminBR18/BB52
1.49 E.. '+80; 12 for $10
90
75
.15
BRAND NEW SIgC
Selen FEDERAL IOma,
724: 200ma
84 DryBstte-Shelf
30
30
30

17.95

1I
18

SeICTI8V/12V/l'/sA

Dated-Tested-Gtd

1.49 Write For List
115V /60 cyc RELAYS -Famous Makes
$2.98
CLARE A-12280 3SPDT&3SPNC
C. ARF

3.98
Octal based DPNC&SPNO
32AXX I OReset&O' Load lOma&I 15
4.98
1.98
DU
17AXX109 SPNO/6to30A eta
1.98
LEACH DPDT/IO Amp Contacts
WECo 263A Telephone275ohm dual coil 2 sec10.95
tions each 25pole DPNO palladium cts
CLARE DS -II Automatic Stepping 24/32 VDC
3 -lever 10 steps
7.95
Write for Complete Relay Listing.

S'DU NN
VA

SNN

//THAT'S
BUY

CORNER CNROOM

Others-Writel

ANT
ANT
ANT
ANT
ANT
ANT
ANT
IKW

3.5
5.

PLIERS, Side Cutting BERNARD hardn'd Steel 61/4".2/$2
LINE FILTER 100 amp GE&2x5mf/SOVOilCndsrs
110vacdc. SPECIAL
894: 2/$1.49
CONSTANT VOLTAGE REGULATOR New Raytheon Inpt 95-130V/6ocyc; Out 115V/60cyc $10.95
ConstV'Reg Raytheon inpt I98 -242V/50-0 eye:
Out 220V/500W/'/s% RaltnRackMtg
$36
ConstV'Reg SOLA USN Csd lagt 95-190V/50.0
cyc- Outpt I I5V/2KW/17.4A ConstDtyl%Rgltn
LN' $130: SameNEW$369UScost, Only. ..5162
ConstV'Reg SO LA Inpt 92-138V/6ocyc;Out 115V/
26.IA/3KVA. NEW
$185
Conat V'Reg SOLA inpt 105.125V/6ocyc; Out
115V/80Watt. NEW
$16.95
ConstV'Reg G -E Inpt 95.130V/57-63cye; Out

Many

12.95

NTENNA UHF 12730cm AT5/ARRI
Usable Citzn&HamBand Insltd Coax
Term S!IvPICont wpfGask Flange &

1.35

-

1.98

7.98

10.98
9.95
11.95

Instantaneous Action
Dual Ckt, l05'F&32°F. Extremely Sensitive &
Accurate -for Most Exacting Requ'mente-RESEARCH, LAB, FIRE PREY, FREEZE PT

14
14

-12"

$3.49
4.49
5.95
4.95

Thermo-Requlator

14V

Equiv.
CIRCULAR SLIDE RULE
Only 2-'/e" radius. Laminated
Print Stays On! Malt. Div. Sq.

SIX CHURCH ST. NEW YORK

1.50

18
18

irA

NE45/4' W .24
NE5I/NE20 .07

HA.T'S

BUY
DEPT. 9

.

Only Via
1.50 R'Exp.

.45 1614

TAB" MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
MIN. ORDER F.O.B. N.Y.C.

-

1.59
7.29
.65
1.95
9.95
6.95

3CPI
3DPI
3EPI
3FPI
723AB....14.95 3GP1
4.90 3HP7
724

$3

r GCTRON ICS

.

713A
715B
717A
721A
722A/287A
723A

725A
.85 726A
.85 803
1.03 804
.86 805
.85 807
.72 808
1.04 809
.69 810
.60 811
.23 812
.78 813
.87 814
.45 815
.69 816
.89 826
.70 5D828.
.89 829B
.45 832
.36 832A
.36 836
.36 837
.85 838
.79 842
.55 843
.70 845
.69 851
.39 860

.

.

.

f

1.50

IN23A. 1.50
1N23B, 3.00
IN26... 3.00

WVDC Each
(*Silver Mica)
500
$.09

.000015*
.00002
.000022
.000024*
.000025*
.00004
.00005*
.000082
r

.

2C43/
464A....
2C44. . ...
2021

1.75

IN22...
IN23...

s

DI67019 Vol Llmlter...$2.95
0168391 Therm Comp.. .50
0168392 Therm Comp.. 2.00
0170396 HF Pwr Meas. .90
IC Bulb Time Delay... .90
USN CW20259 Var. 31C 2.95
Crystal Freq Standards
$1.98
81.95 Kc
3.98
200 Kc
12.98
500 Kc
2.95
1000 Kc/FT-243 Mtd
.98
4700 Kc
Xtal Htr Oven4.28VACDC/

.51.00
1.00

200ºERTy

TAB" MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
MIN. ORDER F.O.B. N.Y.C.
ADD SHIPPING CHARGES AND
2S% DEPOSIT. PHONE WO. 2-7230
S3

STS.

245

www.americanradiohistory.com

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
SURPLUS BARGAINS
#K2731

GE

PULSE

TRANSFORMER
Pri. Imp. 50 Ohms
450 Ohms

Sec. Imp.

Micro -second, 635 PPS, Pri.
Input 9.5 KV PK, Sec. Input 28
KV PK, BWR Out 800 KW,
Bifiliar 2.75A.
1

$17.50
A buy at
HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER

Cat No. 7470609 can -enclosed with insulators
PRI -115/230 V. 50/60 Cycles
SEC -14000 V., Rating 1.4 Kva
Dimensions: 16"H x 12"W x 10"D.
Shipping Weight: 178 lbs.

GE

A buy at $45.00
GE TRANSFORMER TYPE M
CAT. 61G5-ISOLATION TYPE

-230

V. SEC. 115 V.
PRI.
Cycles 250 Watts. 8" x 5" x 41/4'
NEW
Net weight-14 lbs.

-

60

$6.50

STEP DOWN TRANSFORMERS SPECIAL
Made by GE, heavy duty, considerable over
design, open frame, Ideal for rectifier application, size: 3%" x 31" x 4".
PRI -116 Volts 60 Cycles
$3.75
SEC -16 V at 12 Amps
-

HIGH

VOLTAGE CAPACITORS

1PMFD 20 KV DC 18'x1336'x5'.
$25.00
1 MFD 25 KV DC-13'x7'x4'
9.85
.001 MID 50 KV DC -5 Wx704'x4' insulators
high
4' dia.
12. 50
Cap
x ts
D.C. Height Width Length Price
1000
10
5-7/8 x 1-3/4 x 3-7/8'
$1.85

7

VoMid.

1000
1000
500
1000

4
1
I

.2 5

5-7/8
3-5/7
2'

1-1/2

x 2-3/4 x
x 2
x
X

1-1/4"

x I"

x
x

I-1/4"
1-1/16'
1-1/16
3/4'

.85
.50

.25
.25

RACK PANEL CABINET
42"Hx22"W

x

16t/2"D

Heavy Gauge Metal, Black Wrinkle Finish, shipped
knocked down, ready to assemble with rear door
and hardware. Front Panel not included. Panel
size 191/2" x 363/4". Shipping weight 99 lbs.

$17.50

NEW! A REAL BUY

POWERTRON
117 LAFAYETTE
PULSE TRANSFORMERS

R1396 -At last, a blocking oscillator transformer
to give shorter pulses than the 9280. Designed for
the SR, it can deliver .18 microsecond pulses as
fast as 250KC. Fully closed with ceramic terminal
board, 1%' dia. x 234" high-\Vestinghouse 61.65
9262, Utah
$1.50
9318, Utah
$1.50
9280, Utah
$1.50

WIRE WOUND POTENTIOMETERS
I am proud to offer this selection of Chicago Tele-

phone controls. They are unquestionably the finest
available. All have shafts long enough for a knob.
2 watt sizes: 75, 200, 500, 3500, 5K, 10K ohms.
4 watt sizes: 30, 100, 1K, 4K, 5K, 10K, 15K. 20K.
454
These excellent wire wound pots are only
1N21 crystal diode up to 3000 Mc..
8.5db conversion loss, 4.0 output
noise ratio, burn out test 0.3erg
494
SPECIAL
I N34
$1.09
26 CONDUCTOR CABLE made up by Western
Electric in 50 foot lengths with S324CCT connectors
on each end. Each conductor is #22 stranded and
rubber covered. Although the 0.0. is only 9/16
inches there is a heavy live rubber jacket. Complete
with two mating P324AR connectors ONLY $7.50
$15.00
Same In 100 ft lengths

GEAR DIFFERENTIAL

Single Point, Curve Drawing, Continuous Line, One set HIGH, COMMON,
LOW Contacts. 110V AC Motor.

0-1200°F C/A
0-1500°F C/A
0-1800°F C/A

ASM

8640201

overall length of shaft
$3.85
Excellent service on: AN connectors, mica condensers, tubes, small pulse transformers, chassis,
toggle switches, etc. All material Is new and
guaranteed.

HAROLD H. POWELL
632 Arch St.

RANGES:

1O%R

PRICE $210.00

$22.50

Your Price

WHSE PORTABLE

MICROMAX

L & N

MODEL

GALVANOMETER

Type PX-12, Movement 7
MA, special scale, solid connecting terminale, contains
a 1 Volt internal cell which
can be easily removed for
conversion to DC AMMETERS & VOLTMETERS,
with leather case and canvas carrying strap.
A BUY AT $4.95

R

REBUILT, RECONDITIONED
ADJUSTED ELECTRICALLY AND
MECHANICALLY
Single Point, Curve Drawing, Continuous Line. Chart speed -1 RPM/
set H.C.L. Contacts.
24 hrs.
110V AC Motor.
1

RANGES:
PRICE
700-1400°F C/A
200-2000°F C/A
$135.00
1000-2400°F C/A
BC 403E OSCILLOSCOPE
Made for Signal Corps by RCA for use in
SCR -270D Radar-Can be converted to other
Shipping
Gold Mine for Parts
uses
Weight: 400 lbs -Without Cathode Ray Tube
5BP4
New! $57.50

DUMONT Model 164-E 'SCOPE
Used! Guaranteed
CRT operatee at
accelerating potential
of 1100 V -brilliant
well - defined trace
Vert amp voltage
gain approx 43, horiz
amp voltage gain ap5"

-

-A

A. T.
Model RSA Type

prox 56, Freq. range
vert. & hor. amp both
uniform ±3 DB from
5-100,000 CPS Input
impedance 1 megohm
vert, .8 megohm hor.
Operates 115 V, 40-60

INVERTER

R.

12

Input-12V DC. Output -110V AC.
50/60 cycles. 125 W Intermittent,
100 W Cont.

0-600 Microamps
170 M.V.
Coil Rcs: 250 Ohms

1000-2000°F C/A
1000-3000°F Plat./

81/2"x8"x41/2"-Net

15

cycle.

lbs.

New, $16.50

Price New $115.00
Your Cost $77.50

ALL PRICES FOB OUR WAREHOUSE NYC.
INCLUDE SUFFICIENT FOR POSTAGE

Eq uipment

Electrical

Phone: WOrth 2-8610

PRECISION

resistor

ONE-HALF MILLION

WIRE

Copalo
pron
Advance
Copper-nickel alloy -low temp. co -et .00004
O
s
Prlce/lb.
per Ib.
perm
ft.
Size
81.20
/22 doo
.469 (180 alloy) 515
1.35
820
424 dcc
.728
1.50
1,029
/25 dco
.917
1.58
1,305
1.163
/26 dco
1.70
1,538
1.468
/27 dco
1.90
2,078
/28 doe
1.862
2,584
2.00
2.302
429 dco
2.20
3,300
2.940
/30 dcc
2.35
6.546
/33 doo
6.833
3.90
10,522
9.375
/35 dcc

8,314
$3.25
7.408
3.90
10,522
9.375
B.E.
4.60
13,200
11.78
B.E.
8,50
20,930
24.00
B.E.
10.50
34,330
30.59
B.E.
we
Unless
specified
INSTRUCTIONS
ORDERING
will ship any of the types advertised above.
to
35.
11b.+30%
MINIMUM ORDERS D.C.C. #22
-15%, respooled from original 3 Ib. ay. spools.
ENAMELED #34-35-36. min. order 1 lb.. ±30%;
sizes 89 & 40, 34 lb.. ±30% min. Enameled wire
is spooled on mfgr's precision spools. All guart'd.

BATHTUB CONDENSERS
OIL IMPREGNATED

-

.1
.1

-400V
-600V
-400V
-600V
-400V
-600V

2 x .1
2 x .1
3 x .1
3 x .1
2 x .05-600V

434 B.E.

/35
/38
/39
/40

-

.25-600V
.5
.5
1.0

-400V
-600V
-600V

4.0

50V

-

2 x .25-600V
2 x .5 -230V

PRICES ON REQUEST
Many Others Not Listed Above, in Stock
Manufacturers Only -Let Us Know Your Needs

SHRIRO TRADING CORP.

ATLANTIC INDUSTRIAL CO.
101-38 91st St.

Co.

NEW YORK 13, N. Y.

Ozone Park, New York

N. Y. City

130 W. 42d St.

-A

GI IBM
beautifully made
geared unit from the I129 computer, inputs and
outputs on the same axis. 1 11/16' OD by 21"
GE

WESTON MODEL 271 Microammeter
Another of the famous Weston fan
shaped line. Very
large scale 5.8" long.
These meters were
made by Weston to
General Radio specifications, with special mirrored scale
and knife edge pointer. Accuracy 1%.

S

REBUILT, RECONDITIONED
ADJUSTED ELECTRICALLY AND
MECHANICALLY

STREET

BUDGET STRETCHERS

NOW

-

-

L & N MICROMAX MODEL

Philadelphia 6, Po.

ELECTRONIC TUBE-MAKING

MACHINERY

For manufacturing radio tubes, electronic
tubos, cathode-ray tubes, lampa. New and
used. Reasonably priced, satisfaction
guaranteed.
AMERICAN ELECTRICAL SALES CO.
New York, N. Y.
67 E. 8th St.

150
Dynamotor DM -33A: 28 V-5 A: 575V -.16A
2 50
Dynamotor AD2; 14 V-3 A:220 V. -.06A
2 85
Dynamotor RL -24A; 28 V -1.3A: 240 V -.08A
38
Drop Line & Relay: WE#D161895B; Tele
35
BELL RINGERS: MC -131: also 50-115 AC
BATHTUB COND. 3X.1 mfd-400VDC: also .IX.I 14
DUAL COIL SET; F -range 2040-3000 KC:
KC: for RU17 Aircraft
N -range 6000.9050
1.25
Equip
COIL SET & HAND CALI. CHART: 16 steps;
1.30
2500.3200 KC; for GF Eq. WE#47136
5.00
FUSES: Bussman 4AG5 (5 amps.) 25 to Box
FUSES; Littlefuse, non-renuahle Cart.; per M 16.00

304 -TH
5CPI

9LP7
3DPI

371B
371A

7o

5API
5AP4
4APIO

8013
878
3B24
95¢

8002

65

75

150
3 50
9LP7
864 per 100. ..4.85
75
2X2A
8013-A

$1.95
GOULD GREEN 254 Greenwich St. N. Y. C. 7

Nobody but ARICO has "hard -to -get" items
RADAR AN/APS-2C or
2E SPARES

including:

B-201 Blower Motor,
B-801 Blower Motor, 1 ea
Motor, 3 ea
B-802 Blower
Crystal IN -21 and the follow- Complete Set
ing tubes: 3 ea 6AC7, 2 ea 6H6, 3 ea 6SN7,
3 ea 6L6GA, 2 ea 2AP1, 2 ea 5FP7, 2 ea VR 105 -30, 2 ea 5U4G, 2 ea 6X5GT, 2 ea 2X2,
2 ea 829, 2 ea RKR72, 2 ea 715-B, 2 ea 2J22, 2 ea 417-A, 2 ea 721-A, plus misc. fuses,
1

ea

1

ea

www.americanradiohistory.com

589.00

brushes, valve core, dehydrator, etc. Brand
new, packed in grey chest with description

list.

Aircraft Radio Industries, Inc.

780 State Street,

New Haven, Conn.

September, 1949
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OVER $1,000,000.00 IN SURPLUS!
FOR YOUR EVERY NEED
30 MC-1F, Silver -Slugged,

SELSYN MOTORS

ó

$3.95

O

NEW BC 223 AX TRANSMITTER

&39.95
7

Oscillators and 801 power amplifiers,
2-46 modulators and 1.46 speech amplifier
4 Xtal frequencies and master oscillator on selector
switch.
30 Watts
output.
Tone voice or C.W.
Mod. Ideal for La meter band. Comes with 3 coils
TU 17A 2000.3000 Kc. TU 25 3500-5250 Kc.
Black
crackle case.
Includes two separate cases to store
extra coils. Frequencies chart and tubes Included,
packed in original cases, less crystals at this low price.
801

The ideal way of Indicating the position of Rotary
beams, wind Indicator, etc. Line chord and Instruc
lions for 110 AC operation furnished on request.

transformer. 815 Class
AB2. 56W. audio. RC 1205 driver trans.
former. 65N7 to 815, Class AB2-Compan
ion to RC 1206.

ONLY

54.95

FOR

BOTH UNITS

MICA CAPACITATOR
.002 MFD
691
3000 W.V.D.C.

I. MFD

2. MFO
6000 V.

MFD

955
9002
12X3
9004

2.95

PHOTOCELL

etc.

20e

ANGLE

PLUG ADAPTER
PL -259
M359
83-ISP
83.IAD

BK 22 K RELAY

.1301

69

.65
.44
.44
5 .44
95c

..

pro

alarms.

9006

3
2
2
4

59.95
on

.44

.89
.69
1.95
5 .69
.69
6L6GA .95
5U4G
.44
6SA7
.44

K301

RK60

S

1T4

304
3S4

.95
.44
.44
.44
.69

INS
VT25
(210) 5.41
.44
5W4
2X2
.95

20A 250V G.E. CAT. GE 1025

General

POLE
POLE
POLE
POLE

120V

S301
S302

INDICATOR LAMP
Mounting G.E. OWG. K7887817
115V 6W G.E. Mazda Type S6

RUSSELL STOLE °F6852
HART & HEGEMAN 'F7723

HART & HEGEMAN 7723
RUSSELL

60e

5495

PRICED AT ONLY
MX16 Cross pointer 3V." Meter. Two 200
microamp movements. Brand new
52.95
500 ohm to grid matching transformer
No.

No. 81749

$3.95

AN 3160 Square D. Co.

Banana Jack and Plug

2.95
3.95
3.95

$495.12V.

$3.50

IIALLICRAFTER
SX

28A

5

$1.49
imeasp(0.

512900

3 RF stages.
(One rereadiation suppressor RF.)
tubes. Motor and manual tuning. S -meter. F-selec

With

Radio & Television

for Case of

69c
50c

_58.95

.

Co.

24

Powdered iron, 'Sk slug
Jack. for Pt.55
Ass't mica condensers-per 100
Pin straightener for miniature tubes
Ear phones, 2000 ohms, used
SCR625 Mine detector, used __
75.000.ohm 200 watt Bleeder Res.

10c
10c
$ 1.95

25c
95c
$39.50
95c

Beautiful DETROLA Record Changer

:

...

Handles 12.10" records
or 10-12e records.
Au
somatic Changer
Only

-

$9.95

49¢

H5

Be a

to 20 MMFD
per do:.

Don't Miss These Special Savings!

THERMOSTAT
Normally opens at 95°

5

PHILCO FURNITURE OR
REFRIGERATOR POLISH
Reg. 49c value for
each
i9¢
8 oz. Can
7T

*Circuit Breaker, 24V, 20 Amp.

F85-1

FUSE

RECEPTACLES

-

AIRBORNE
VERSION OF

Contains

by

F301

Mfgd. by Philco

Dozen

ARR7

Electric.

Made

Choke-300MA 20HY. Insulated for 5000V.
Heavy Porcelain Insulators. Very coneer,
atively rated. Idle for KW rig

76

75Cbets

contains
269F, changeover
28V. step relay 5 deck. 6
position switch. 12V. OPST.

ships.

STOLE 8087
RELAY
STRUTHERS DUNN °AS8X1
SWITCHES
ALLEN BRADLEY CAT. 2AS
INTERLOCK 10A 250V

J304

50B5
35W4
872A
1H5
305

acorn tube
condenser
Type B Frequency range 300-1000
megacycles
BC4 Antenna condenser 105.330 MC
Oscillator 105-330 M.C.

Used µeithconjSuCRne

12

de

P1

Butterfly Condensers

35c

$295 lion

steering

a

1301A

to 300 MC with
socket mounted on

SO -239
83 -IR

as

1301

5.12V. 60 Cy. 5" Indicator with
.0-360 ' Degree Dial.

SOCKET

use

Ceramic mica Padder single

Oscillator assembly

raft

CONTROL BC 1103

Rem'cte Position Indicator

HOOD

950

vice. or compass control

VR150

51.95
1.95
.95
1.49

lectors, burglar

COAXIAL FITTINGS

25e

V.

110

Amp. Adjustable

5

.1302
.1303

Type used in movie

$1.957

5c

'Sc
$1.95
$1.49

Amp.

-

C E

SPRAGUE
CONDENSERS
7000 Volte

Kllxon

to

75c

5FP7
7BP7
9LP7

$4.95
$8.95

6000 V.

15

Serve) -100 pounds max.,

Just the tube for that 1KW
final
typical operation
2500 volts at 400 MA.
An
ideal tube for that Induction
heater or dielectric heater.
Efficient operation at 1500V.

815
3BP1

$2.95

V.

MFD

1.

Amp.

A-5 AUTOMATIC FiLOT

30411

TUBES

CAPACIT.ATORS
5000

490

to 3000V.

INDUSTRIAL
PAPER OIL

V.

5

110 V.
20 Amp.

I00W. Bleeder consisting of 5 sections; 750
ohms, 23 ohms, 23 ohms, 7500 ohms, 300 ohms,
Total -11,296 ohms.

RC 1206 modulation

115

110 V.

IRC TYPE HE

MODULATION TRANSFORMER
AND DRIVER TRANSFORMER

350

HEINEMANN CIRCUIT BREAKER

"Forty-Niner"

in '49

THE "FORTY-NINER" GEIGER COUNTER

58950

tivity control, Crystal Filter. AVC, phasing control,

ANL. etc. Also furnishes video output for scope, and
panoramic output for scanning. Complete with tubes
Xtal, but without power supply. Power requirements, 270V.D.C. at 135 MA. and 6V.A,C. 6 Amps.
and

New. in sealed cases.

ULTRA HIGH -FREQUENCY
TRANSMITTER T-85/APT-5
BRAND NEWI
ONLY

59500

1500 Megacycle

Transmitter.

made for U.S. Government,
complete with the following
tubes: 2.6AC7, 1-6L6, 2.829,
1-931A, 1.6AG7, 1-522 Ultra
high freq. tube. Complete

with

high freq. cavity,
Blower to cool the 522, 1
time delay relay, 2 fila
ment trans. cond. and many
other component parts for
ultra high frequency work.
It has a frequency checker.
complete Lecher wires, with slider and sensitive bulk

T-17 CARBON MIKE

'N;CS

Detects beta and gamma rays.
Equipped with 36 inch search probe.

Contain. two 67'/z volt Minima. batteries in the well-known type of relaxation oscillator supply.
41/x lbs. complete; size 4"05"06"
Beautifully finished case with handle.
with four tubes, including Geiger tube, batteries, search probe and ear -phone.

Weight
Complete

1

for checking the wave length. The Lecher wires are so
calibrated that the setting of the slider may be read
directly In Centimeters. Operates on 115V. AC for fila
menu only. Does not include any plate supply. The
tubes alone are worth many times more than what we
are selling the complete transmitter for.
Packed In
original case --contains instruction book. Wgt 118 lbs.

I

Light weight uranium detector.

790

NEW

SCOPE TRANSFORMER
5395

-

Primary 110V. 60 Cy. Sec. 4000V.
at tO MA. Size 6x4x3Va".

FM RADIO AND TRANSMITTER BC -620-A

27.9$9.95

20 MC TO

MC

Write

for
Free

Catalog

This Xtal controlled FM set has 13 tubes and has dual Xtal controlled channels. It also contains built-in Fil. and Plate Meter.
Tube used: (4)1LN5, (1)1LC6, (1)11.114, (2)1291, (4)1299, (1)1294.
Ideal for communication between trucks, boats, etc. Used, in good
condition. Less power supply. Wt. 38 lbs. Complete with carrying
ease and diagrams.

HERSHEL RADIO CO
DEPT

5249 GRAND RIVER

E. 9

DETROIT 8, MICHIGAN

All orders F.O.B. Detroit-Minimum order $2.00 -Mi higan customers
add 3% sales tax -20% payment must accnmoarly all orders.

September, 1949
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PULSE TRANSFORMERS

THE UNUSUAL

Tube base plug in type

50 KW MODULATION

Here are precision made. high quality compact pulse transformers wound on hypersll cores. They are built
in octal bakelite tube bases and can be adapted to many uses. Kindly distribute this data to key personnel
in your Electrical Engineering Department. to your Technical Library, to your Electronic Equipment
Buyers and to any person who should have knowledge of this Item.

TRANSFORMERS

TOP VIEW

Three General Electric 37.5 KVA
brand new, original crate, for
RCA 50 KW broadcast transmitter, $1,800 each
Three GE 24 henrys reactors for
above, $1,000 each

MAX. DC RES.OHMS

MAX. DC RES. OHMS
I

2
3

5

B B .
B 7 .

4.0215

a 6 .

2.1e511

300 BD -71 and BD -72 switchboards, good condition, $12
each

TYPE OX 7307
EACH COIL- 50T 4136E

TYPE UX 7350
EACH COIL -50-74136E

4.542 A
e 4 . 2.357(1

TUBE BASE

h.-1.087 APPS{

I

a 8

4.0215

2

a

4.37(1

7

40,000 feet 1/2" copper coaxial 72
ohm transmission line, 20 foot
rigid lengths, 45c foot

3 B 4
2.35711
5 8 6 . 2.357&

SIDE VIEW

OTHER DATA
*-Completely impregnated and sealed.
5-Physically small, measuring only 1.377' dia. x 1.087' high.

SCR 643/644 Bendix 50 watt 100156 me transmitter and receiver

an octal socket-simplifies production.
two types UX7350 and UX7307 differ only by placement and termination of windings.
of wending sequence and connections pressed into disc covering top of tube base. Schematic
designates socket connections.
hypersil cores.
5-The coils are wound on high-grade testedhighly
accurate Radar and Direction Finding Equipment.
and
*-Used in some of the Navy's modernRaytheon
Manufacturing Company.
5-Standard types-manufactured by

+-Convenient to use-merely plug into

ground station, complete, with
masts, cables, power plants,
$1,000
350 foot Truscon self supported
insulated base tower, $5,500

+-The

*-Schematic

5-Quantities available-immediate delivery.
SUGGESTED USES
5-Blocking Oscillator. Multivibrator and Scope Circuits.
necessary.

reels, brand new, CC -358,
spiral four telephone cable, original pack, $40 per quarter
mile reel.

300

5-Wherever Accurate Timing and Triggering are
pulses.
5-Unexcelled in circuit applications for generating low power and low voltage
5-Can be used in circuits utilizing repetition rates from 0 to well over I MC and pulse widths ranging
from .05 Microsecond up.

PRICE: $3.95 EACH

HAT

and YOUAG

Y

FOB LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

ELECTRONIC SERVICE
CORPORATION

IN ELECTRONICS

THE

42-44 Cornhill, Boston 10, Mass.

119 South Sixth Street

Lafayette 3-2546

r

BRAND

Better
Buy 4

S.

1

NEW-GENUINE

TEST EQUIPMENT-used

WESTERN ELECTRIC

General Radio
Inductance bridge

Variable inductance
Variable inductance
Standard inductance
Output Meter
Variac (hand wheel
missing, new)
Boonton
Q -meter
DuMont

DRIVER UNIT with REFLEX PROJECTOR
WAY BELOW
MANUFACTURERS' COST
A

95
F

O. B.

N.Y.C..
4
FOR

$75.00

Blast-Proof,

Blare -Proof

Reflex

Speaker, with a Projector especially designed for use with the famous WESTERN ELECTRIC DRIVER

metal construction
including the main
throughout,
trumpet section, gives you peak
performance without blaring or
blasting.

25°o DEPOSIT WITH ORDER, BALANCE

MANUEL KLEIN
L
GENERAL UTILITY STEEL CABINETS
FOR SALE
Dimensions 23 wide x 201,E deep x 32 high; shipping weight 123 lbs. Provides 30" of panel height
In standard Ig" width. Finished in gray crackle
and provided with 2 sets of shelf brackets and
hinged rear door. Only 515.00 f.o.b. Weston.

WESTON

248

LABORATORIES,

Weston, Mass.

J

Generator Used. Guaranteed Perfect

EXPORT

13.00

15.00

100-R

30.00

160-A

425.00

208-A

170.00

D.C. MICROAMMETERS

EXCESS LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
General Electric Type YYZ-1 Decade Scaling Unit. New Perfect Condition $400.00
General Radio Type 605-B Standard Signal

F.O.B. Morago

20.00
40.00

0-200 ua 3" eq. G.E. DO 60
0-100 ua 3" ay. G.E. DO 60
0-50 ua 3" sq. G.E. DO 60

72 CORTLANDT ST.

-

106-K
483-F

Chicago 24, III.

4246 West End Ave.,

C. O. D.

NEW YORK 7, NEW YORK
RE 2-6668
Phones: BE 3-9530

$260.00

H. TORNHEIM

gauge

Excellent for Concessions-Ball
Parks-Schools-and P.A. Work.

SPECIAL!

667-A
107-F

107-0

Oscilloscope

UNIT.
Heavy

Clay 4150

A. Cisler

$250.00

FACTORS, Moraga, Calif.

$ 8.00

10.10

12.00

R.F. MILLIAMMETERS
$12.00
12.00

0-116 Ma 3%" Weston 425
0-100 Ma 3%" Weston 425

PRECISION
PORTABLE INSTRUMENTS

Single or multi -range
from 6 ua full scale"
Thermo -couple Mllliammetere, from 1.6
Ma. Thermo -couple voltmeters.
D.O. Microammetera,

Precision Electrical Instrument Co.
146 Grand Street

New York 13, N. Y.

September, 1949
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DESIRABLE SELECT

POWER

Unused SURPLUS ITEMS

E

Link Radio Transmitter -Receivers
Type 50 UFS

R5/ARN-7

Radio

-

Compasses,

T-102
Filament Transformer.
American Transformer Co. Spec.
29106, Type WS .050 KVA.
50/60 eye. Single phase, 35 EVA
test, 12 KV D.C. operating.
Primary 115 V., secondary 5 V..
10 amps with integral standoff
insulator and socket for 250 T.
371, 872 and 5563, etc. rectifier
tubes $12.50 Net Wt. 15% lbs.
Dim 600" W x 6" D x 12" H.O.A.

125.00

ñD-72 Field

Telephone

Switch

boards

37.50

complete new with
all tuning units, dynamotor,
tubes, plugs, etc

BC -375 -E's,

TDE

Radio

97.50

Transmitters

675.00

Type SCR -522's-(Slightly Used)

65.00

Collins TCS's Navy units

575.00

Hallicrcfters Radios, Model No
S-40, 110/240 Volts AC, 50/60
Cycle -Universal

Telegraph Transmitters
ET -8023 D

-

87.50
Model

17.50

-7

8.40

380

va....$27.00
$8.40

to 242 volts 50/60 cycle single
phase input: 220 volt 500 watt output

e

44.00

2 mid 6/10 v. d -c tubular..$.30;
$2.50; $20.00 per C.
3.5/.5 mfd 1,000 v. d -c..$.90;

10

for

4

for

3.00.
mfd 1,200 v. d -c wk; isolated
sections
$1.20
1.25/1.25 mfd 7.5 kv d -c or .625 mfd
15 kv d-c; Pyranal
$12.50
.2.5/.25 mfd 7.5 kv d-c or .125 mfd 12
kv d -c

$3.75

20 per

*54.00

kv d -c

tubular vacuum

$4.95

METERS
Weston or Westinghouse
3" 0-120 a -c amps, 6/current transf
$ 8.50
3" 0-20 kv d -c w/precision multiplier
18.00
3" 0-4 kv d -c w/precision multiplier

TUBES
Type
WY
211

$ .55

.85

250TH 21.30
304TL
1.10
450TH 22.75
450TL 36.50
803
4.50

Type
805
807
808
810
836
861

3.80
1.14
2.80
5.50
.95
27.50

°Plus 20% Federal Excise Tax

All Equipment Subject to Prior Sale

FRENCH -VAN BREEMS, INC.

405 Lexington Avenue
NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

Price

115 v. 20/60 c; 0-115 r. 100 amp

11322

$5 75

115 v.

9.50

SPECIALS

17

v.

40.5 A

$17.50

Tube WL 386/ML-3W; 125 KV X-ray
ooil immersion rect. ; 10 r. 11.6.

A.
$32.00
CRAMER Time Delay Relay: Tl)2
120S; 0-120 sec., 115 v. 60 c., syn.
motor -driven; 10 A., 115 v., S.P.N.O
contact
$4.95
Wotan 27 s. el -e, 0.7 A., 110
1
oz./ft. torque
$3.50
Silenoids: 115 v., 60 c; continuous,
wt. 514 lbs
$2.75
intermittent. wt. 9 lbs
$2.75

Mal

$95.00
amt:
$24.50
v. 2.17 amp
$ 9.50
115./230 v. 50/60 e; 0-260 v. 2.5

2.e'

250R
250TL
304TL

7.50

316A

701A

703A
713A
714AY
715A
717A
719A

722A
725A
730A

750TL
811

.

. .

.

2.75

61

FG81A
W E -203A
WL -531
WL -533

Includes
H.V. fil.
socket.

ratio
$12.95
-B 810 Overload Relay 6.318.1 A., 000 v. max
$7.95

CHOKES

Amertran: Swinging, a00 h
ma- 25 h
test

Cie

Kayos: 20 h
tes)

1.75
1.25

C6A

A

47.01
4.75
2.25

C5B

RELAYS

13.75
17.59
19.50

921

10.4
$65.00

Westinghouse Tyne SC -SI Over current relay. 2 to 1 A., 8 A.
cost. rating 20-40% drop out

14.76.50

11.75

@

e

19 50

5.71
9.50
.75

y'

Kenyon: 2.5 v. c -t @ 50 amp.,.
15.000 v. test
$4.50
Kenyon 7.5 v. c -t @ 12 amps.
15.000 v, test
$6.50
St es
24 v.
I amp, unease('

2 27

1.25

primaries

Amertran: 8,800-0-S,800 v. @ 10.4
K V.A. cont.
$75.00
Westinghouse: 18,400-0-18,400 v.
@ 9 R.V.A., cont.. plus 2 WL 531 rest. tubes. ill, transi. S'50 h 575 ma choke
$160.00

17.50

14.7

$21 50

17.600
K. V. A. cont

.75

830B
872A
131 A

115 v. 60e.

Amertran:

7.50
4.50
2.75
2.75
22.50
37.50
4.75
3.75
4.75
2.23

10

TRANSFORMERS

19.50

307A/ R K 75

v.

amp output

1.25

15E

V T 127A

50/60 c; 0-130

output
115 v. 60 c; 103-126
output

2021 1.25 ...70.50/C
47.50
3B22
2.75
1.75
3624
3.75
3C23
4828
2.75

721 A

Westinghouse Meter Multiplier: 1
meg.,
tel., w.w. noninductive
$1.25
Running Time Meter: Cramer ItT3H:
220 v., 60 c; 3" square; five
figure
$6.95
Filament Transformer: Constant current: 110/220 v., 50/60 c; sec. 21.5

output

9.75

1H23

702A
703A
704A
705A
706BY
706EY
707A
707B

50 mmfd 32

TRANSTATS,
AMERTRAN

Type

$25.00

300 lie.

9:12 mfd 1265 v a -c, 00 e, 1 ph, 5
kilovolt amps reactance. New
G.E. l'yranol
$17.51

All Tubes are New.
of Standard Mfg.. in
original boxes.

371B
388A
450TH
700A

$9.95
25 A. @
3,000 kc, 18 A. @ 1,000 kc, 11 A. @

Correction

TUBES

1.0 mfd 25 kv d -c; Pyranol
$36.00
500 mfd 200 wv d -c electrolytic; insu-

lated terminals
.001 mfd 25 kv d -c mica;

x 50 Navy

NEW-Not Surplus

NEW CAPACITORS

3 x 1.11

NEW -Not Surplus

Type -Coated Optics
case

va....$
va....

198

7.50

Prism Binoculars
x 50 Navy
Type -Regular Optics 30 per

-7

95 to 125 volt 50 cycle single phase
input; 115 volt output:

185

case

POWER FACTOR

$38.00

hours, 12 volts

Prism Binoculars

Radar Transmitter & Modulator, N-2
$110.00

RAYTHEON

Elide Storage Batteries, 150 amp -

I

Also parts for this equipment.

60 va

550.00

60 cy.
phase input,
output 0-15,000 v. d -c @ 500 ma
Write for detailed information.

Details or prices on request.

60

Phase

Reading Storage Batteries,
amp -hours, 6 volts

ASD 3CM
court

120
13.20
500 va.... 34.00
190 to 250 volt input; 220 volt output:

Generator Gasoline Engine Driven
Lighting Plants Type 5KW, 110
Volt AC, 50/60 Cycle, Single

NEW RA -38 RECTIFIERS

WIRE

CONSTANT VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMERS
675.00

®,

600 volt Simplex Type S (19) conductor #18
AWO
$170.00 per M.
3000 volt Simplex underground single conductor #8AWG
$140.00 per M.
No. 18 AWG single conductor, solid, annunciator
wire 7 -lb spool
$2.90. 10 sool,
$27.00
"Above cable in full spools only, i.e. 1000 to 1200
feet.

425.00

I

Generator Lighting Planta -Type
PE197, 5KW, 120 Volt AC,
50/60 Cycle, Single Phase

UMW

Ng

$1,480.00

complete

T

for worthwhile savings to you

Price on Request

Radar Type SF, complete with all

components

r.

suppLy _III
MEN

P.

U

Q

IAL

R

I.T.E.:
pol

@

16

ma, 15,000

y.

725 too, 35,000 y.
V2 00

@ 30

$12 00

CONTACTORS
11.. v. 60 r. co 1, S -ogle
115 A. 60(1 s. with barriers.
& remote con-

adj. time delay
tact control trip

2.75
8.50
8.50
9.50
4.75
4.75
17.50
17.50

$10.95

#ItC-2301: 115 v. 60 c. coil.
D.P.S.T. 15 amp contactor $4.95
Monitor: 115 a. 60 r. co'l.
N.G.D.I'. contactor, 100 A. 600
A -I1

s. N. 17. 17.000 v. 1.0A. contact.
One N.
one N. C. interlock
w/ I50 A & SSA, renewable fuses
$8.95

0..\

115 v 60 e
trans &

RESISTORS
200 watt

wire

wound r_vistors.

au

ferrule ends 160,000 ohm, 5,000

Ma

ohm, or 1,000 ohm

$1.00

/be

1111
111.
113 IMO RN
11111111
merchandise in "as new" condition. Add approx. 20%
weights for estimated
shipping weights. Terms are 30% with order, balance C. toO.net
D. All prices f o.b. Los
Angeles Warehouse. Write for additional detail ielnrmatien "n any of the above items
and tor special quantity discounts. Telephone MAdison 6-5391
All

Oregon 9-3650

Cable Address: Frexvan, N.

Y.
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

(12

UNIVERSAL SAVES U
PULSE INPUT

Price

81

Rotary
14V. Coil
30° Rotation
oz. -ln.

wafer.

#R97

TRANSFORMER

UHF" COAX
Sample 254 ea.

Imp. ratio 50 to 1000 to 1000 13
wndgs.) Hypernil core. Working
voltage: 15KV W.E. type KS 979,
Shipping wt. 31 lbs.
No. 1.94 ea

SO 239 (83 -IR)

$23.00/C $200/M

2 for $1.50

Switching
RELAY

$3.95

AN -3106-40-9s... 69c ea.
AN -3108-36-15s.. 69c ea.
AN -3108-18-I P ... 39c ea.

torque. Single

ANTENNA

CONNECTORS

10 amp
contacts, manual release latch.

A.C. DPDT

115 V.

98c ea.

200 ohms.

Allied.

RELAYS

SERVO OUTPUT

220-110V.
Step -Down

l'l'

HI-SPEED
KEYING RELAY

Auto
Transformer

61.6

$3,25

amp contacts W.E. No. ROI

IÙ$
G.E. 1500V.

C.T. 150 MA

x 6.3V

at

2.5A 5V

at

3A.

Excellent

Amp. 7000 V
Inal. Ship Wt.
6 Lb. No. T 90
I .yD

8

$4.25

T85.

Hivers( 5eneral cor

STABILITY

...».
COIL

365

CANAL

v.-.5

d.c. output

amp.

-I10

6.3v. 2a; 8.3v. 4a ea.

Used for illuminating meters, compass
dials, airplane instruments, etc. Soldering iron removes lamp from base to
use in models, doll houses, miniature
trains, Xmas trees, etc.
Mazda G.E. 328
statue G.E. 323
6V. .2 A
3V..19.A
'hoto actual size. Glass Bulb wX%

v.-.035 amp. d.c. output 110 v. a.c. input
1000 v.-350 ma. d.c.-I4 v. a.c.-d.c. output 110-220
SWITCHES-S.P.D.T.-motor operated 110 v. a.c.-will handle 15 kv.
1.5 amp. -oil filled -small size-ideal for switching any h,v. output

Eitthpeerdoz.

-5

LET US KNOW YOUR NEEDS

-

WE CAN FILL THEM NOW

HOUR SWITCH
amp. timing device.
Pointer moves back to zero
after time elapses. Ideal
for shutting off radios and
TV sets when you go to bed,
Limited supply at this spe5

A

$3.90

cial PRICE

Also available in 15 min. -30 min. -1 hr. at $6.55

ISOLATION
TRANSFORMER
Nat. known Mfgrs. 50 watt
2 windings, 115 V. to 115
V. 80 cy. Ideal to prevent
shocks from small radio,
and medical and
electronic devices.

$1 95

Shipping Weight 5 lbs. Other
sizes and 220-110 in stock.

$1.00, 7 for $2.00, 15 for
$4.00. Min. shipment. $1.00

PATERSON, N.

ARMORY 4-4435

10

D.P.S.T. LEACH RELAY
Split coil 12 or 24 V.D.C.
10 amp. 45e each, 8 for

Inc.
VETSALCO
FOR ELECTRONICS
78 -21ST. AVE.

$1.50per M

MARKTIME

1

I

WAlker 5.9642

GRAIN of WHEAT LAMPS

input

v. a.c.

el

FOB
Minimum Order $2.50 Prices Net
Our Plant

STREET, NEW YORK 13, N. Y.

$395.00
$215.00
$95.00
@
$47.50
LABORATORY POTENTIOMETERS -20 k. ohms. -10 v. a.c. reversible motor
$55.00
%-oil filled
5G Selsyn-accuracy better than
TELEVISION TUBES-We are in the center of the C.R. tube industry and can
Also tuners, chassis
supply 7-10-12-15-16-20 inch tubes at low prices.
and complete sets. IOBP4-$28.50-12LP4-$44.50-Standard Guarantee.
RADAR -See us for test sets.
Plumbing-Co-az-T.R. units -antennas, magnetrons,
$4.75
Klystrons. Special 10 cm. test dipole
w. to 75 kw. all sizes and types of power,
v. to 100 kv.
TRANSFORMERS -From
filament, audio, modulation, pulse, supersonic, etc.
MOTOR GENERATORS -115 v. d.c. to 120 v. a.c., 1000 watts, continuous duty, ball
$97.50
bearings, fully inclosed
0-15,000
0-15,000

core

39c ea. $25/C

Good Values - Large Stocks - Prompt Service
POWER SUPPLIES:

4ma; 315-0-315V. 10om
with
Type 96-15788 ea tap T
TransformType
2.5v 1.25a: 5v, 3a:
erTX96-Filament

OSCILLATOR

Iron

ea.

3125

HORIZONTAL

11-38mh. Powdered
and shield

89,

400 CYCLE POWER TRANSFORMER
Hermetically sealed-400TX9 2000to400
units. y Type

TELEVISION

6.3V Filament
Transformer

for Arc -5; 274N: 807 or 1625 Power
Supply. Shipping Wt. 12 lb. No.

a r e Sensitive
ohms gMA

SI'DT 3 amp contacts No. R30
$1.10 ea
1 amp contacts
SPDT
4810 ohms BMA
$1.25 ea.
W.F. #92
2,000 ohms 3 PST N.O. 1 amp contacts
89c ea.
CLARE #R94
N.O. 1
1300 ohms 20MA SPDT & SPST

to Servo mechanism

2,95

Betts & Betts. Vacuum
sealed, plug-in type. Fits
standard octal Sockel $1.95

l

3500

with 10% feedback winding.
MU metal
core ea
Dual unit PP 6V6 to Servo mechanism
with 10% feedback winding and 6SN7
to Servo mechanism. nut,.
in one can. ea

DPDT 24v D.C. 300 ohms.

300 W., open frame, $4.25 ea.
250 W., open frame, $3.75 ea.

2

C

TRANSFORMERS

J.

Newly Written (1948)
(Electric Eye) Circuits
A

Photoelectric

Book on
10

$1.00

for $7.50

Kilowatt Demand Meter Totalizer containing
heavy-duty TELECIIRON 15-7, 1 RPM motor and
hundreds of watch size gears. clutches, springs.
etc. Shipping weight 2 lbs.
$2.50
5 for $10.00

BRAND NEW
MANUFAUÏURERS

-

JOBBERS - LABS

-check

CONDENSERS bathtubs
RESISTORS

ferrule

SWITCHES

toggle°fete.

n

u.SPºVs .
with

us on

-

GUARANTEED

all your needs and

POWER RHEOSTATS
AN-UG CONNECTORS
LORD SHOCKMOUNTS

Write -Wire -Phone today!

Washington St., N.

Y. 6, N. Y.

for Micro Switch Corporation
and carry the largest stock of
Allen-Bradley Solenoids
Potter and Broomfield Relays
Guardian Electric Co. Solenoids and Relays

save-

CONTROLS
JONES

carbon

barrier strips

Haydon Clock Motors In all speeds

plugs, sockets

BIRTCHER TUBE CLAMPS

Get on our Mailin

list!

ALEXANDER MOGULL CO., INC.
161

WE are Authorized Wholesalers

SCHOOLS - INDUSTRIALS

WOrth 4-0865

EST.

1923

BLAN

Experimenters and Inventors Supplies

64

E

Dey St., New York 7, N.
September, 1949
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

SURPLUS
METERS

X

0-150 Volt 400 cycle black background luminous needle & scale,
mounts in 21/4" hole.
Accurate
on
60
cycle.
Brand
New

42

-

SERVES LABS, SCHOOLS,

ACORN

INDUSTRIALS,
SAME
DAY SERVICE

MICA TYPE

.1Volt.

$2.98

aD

.05

D.C. ammeter 0-300 Type #E-1
Mounts in 25/e" hole. Black back-

1500

.01

2000
3000
3000
3000
3000

.00003
.000075
.0001
.0002

$2.95

external shunt

1.32
1.36
.50
1.08
.58
.58
.58
.73

2Ó00

.Ó0Ö08

ground with luminous pointer and
scale.
Complete with

F

CONDENSERS

3000
3000
3000
3000
5000
6000
5000
5000

.73
.77
.79
1.08
.77
.77
.77
.77

CM 65 & CM 70 -Very Special Low Price
Cap.
Each
Volt.
Each
Cap.
1000
.00025
51.26
3000
.0004
S .73
.0004

.00075
.001

.0035
.0001
.0002
.00025
.00032

.0005
.0006
.0008

Volt.
505000

Each

.77
.84
.84

5

5000
5000

.001
.0012

.94

5000

5000
5000
6000

.0015
.00004

.94
.94

1.11

i

SELENIUM RECTIFIER
FP CONDENSERS

Full -wave bridge rated 90 VAC input 65 VDC output at 150 mills
continuous duty
$1.19

STANDARD BRANDS
SINGLE SECTION
Volt.
Cap.
Each

1

s

FULL WAVE RECTIFIER

2,000

Mallory

bridge #1536B7M rated
VAC input 7 amps continuous
&
15 amps intermittent
output
at 14 VDC resistive & 22 VAC
capacitive load. Brand
New
32

$4.95

METER RECTIFIER
full -wave selenium
volts

10

Brand

@

30

bridge
mills

New

rated

39c

W. SELENIUM
RECTIFIER

F.

No.

locks in closed position until locking relay coil is actuated to
release. 24 VDC coils.
Brand New , ea..

$1.49

10A contacts.

RECTIFIER SUPPLY
volts at 600 Amps. and 24
volts at 300 Amps. momentary,
12 volts at 130 Amps. and 24
volts at 65 Amps. continuous,
220 volts 63 cycle 3 phase
input O.D. 18 x
12

22

x

34"

ea.

$175.00

200 SURPLUS ELECTRONIC ITEMS
our new list. Rush your name today for the
HOTTEST LIST IN THE LAND.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or your money back.

on

DICK ROSE ERECO
292 Hewitt

Everett 20, Wash.

Ave.

RADAR EQUIPMENT

SO -239

1000
1000
2000
2501)

3000
5000
5000
6500
10,000
15,000
20.000
25.000
40,000
50,000
50.000
50,000
50,000
60.000

microsec.

13/16'
1/8" 8.5.
1/8" s.s.
1/8. 8.e.

1/8' s.s.
1/8" 8.8.
1/8' s.s.
1/8' s.s.
5/8" reg.
1/8' 8.8.
1 3/16' mill
3/8 reg.
1/2' mill

FCTRONICS

-

pulses per seo.

delay.

a.

Imp.

L.B.

1

$12.95

Volt.

Each

4
5

600
600
600
600
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1500
3000
3000
3500
4000
5000
5000

5.59

6
7

2
4

8
8x1
10
15

1/4"

1/4'

2x4
.25
1.0
0.1
.15
0.5

1/2"
1/4"
1/2"
1/4"

3/8'
1/2'
1/4"

.69
.79
.89
.79
.99

1.29

76 Vesey St.,

.34
.39
.47
.49

DUAL SECTION
Volt.
Each
25
25

250
250

300-25

350
450
450
450
450
TRIPLE SECTION

5.39
.49
.54
.79
.49
.69
.79
1.09
.49
1.19

1.95
1.19

1.95
.79
1.49
1.99
5.95

OUR BIG NEW

CATALOG
Indispensable To
Purchasing Agents
SEND FOR IT TODAY

WORTH 4-3276
TERMS:

204'0 cash with order.
Bal.
ance C.O.D. unless rated. All prices
F.O.B. our warehouse in New York
City. No orders under $2.50.

New York 7, N. Y.

Dept. E-9,

450

.74

1.39
1.69
2.89

90v AC 3.95
3 Phase

30

475

5.79

Volt.
Each
200-200-50
5.89
350-300-25
.59
350-350-25
.51
350-300-300
.69
400-400-350
.62
350-350-250
.64
400-300-250
.89
450-450-25
.69
450-400-350
450-450-350
.79
30-30-10
450-450-25
.89
60-20-20
450-450-400 1.19
QUADRUPLE SECTION
80-30-100-40 150-150-25-25
5.79
40-40-20-200 150-150-50-10
.79
40-50-20-20 300-250-250-25
.79
10-30-20-20 350-300-25-25
.69
40-20-10-40 300-300-300-250 .89
20-20-20-20 450-450-450-450 1.29
20-20-20-20 475-475-475-450 1.34

400

Cap.

Cap.
40-20

Cap.
90-90-20
30-15-10
10-10-20
30-15-10
15-10-10
15-10-10
40-40-20
10-10-20
15-15-10

OIL CONDENSERS

Let factory -trained experts
treat your ailing receiver

HALLICRAFTERS, HAMMARLUND, COLLINS, NATIONAL, PIERSON, RME

Communication and television receivers and transmitters
Complete realignment
Bandspread Calibration
Sensitivity Measurements

Image Rejection Ratios
S
Meter Calibration
Rebuilding to factory standards

Authorized Service Center
as

RADIO LABORATORY

1.20
9.50

11

LERU LABORATORIES, INC.
New York 14, New York

50 ohms

microsecond

PHONE

15.00
15.00
30.00
2.00

Write for listings of other surplus bargains.

El

000 volts.

L.B.
L.B.
L.B.
1/2' L.B.
1/2' L.B.
3/8°

OWNERS:

4.00
30.00
30.00

.28
.28
.12

ACORN ELECTRONICS CORP.

TRANSFORMERS

360 Bleecker St.

1/2"
1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

80-80
20-20
40-40
10-40
90-10
40-20
40-40
20-20
50-50

SPRAGUE PULSE
NET WORK
15-A-1.400-50. H-500. 15,-

Bushing
3/8' L.B.
1/4'
3/8'
3/8'
1/2' I. B.
1/4'
3/8"
1/4'

2

15

T-100 115v-400 cy 4580v. 2 ma 2.5v
5 amperes
T-118 G.E. K. 2745 pulse transformer
T-117 UX-9202A pulse transformer

.35
.35
.15

Red. Adap.

5/8' reg.
3/8
1/4' s.s.
3/8'
3/16' e.n.
1/8" mill
3/8' reg.
1/2' mill

$750.00

AY -101D Autosyn w/calibration
2J161 Selsyn motor
Selenium rectifier, full -wave 115v, AC
250 ma DC
BD -77 Dynamotor

Plug
Plug
Plug

50c each

w/spares
APR -1 receivers

1

Rec.

1/8.8.8.
1/8" 8.8.
1/4'
1/2"
1 meg.
1/8" 8.s.
1 meg.
1/8" B.B.
meg.
6.25
3/8"
100K
250K
500K
500K

5.10
.28
.28
.98
.70
.40
.40

Junction

Ohmage Shaft
50
500
500

Per 100

5.12
.35
.35
1.12
.80
.50
.45

Ang. Adap.
Conn.

ALLEN -BRADLEY
CONTROLS

10cm search radar
APS-3 & APS-4 3cm search sets complete
50-12 complete w/trailer & gas driven supply
50-9 10cm shipborne search set compi.

50-9 pulse networks
Kwatt .
SO -9 pulse transformers

20
20
30

Each

Rec.

M-359
M-358
PL-258
RR -22R
UG-103U
R3 -22P
UG-102U
PL-259
Ra-1SP
PL-259A
R 3-1 SPN
UG-176U
55-168
AP

-1T
R3 -1J

SCR -717B

QBF Sonar sets

Type

25

450
450

10

83-1AP

Hood

ÚGN-1 Ó6U

RR

59i

#2401-514 SPST NO

83-1R

"UHF" COAXIAL CONNECTORS

Mallory 120 VAC input 85 VDC
output at 15
mills

LOCKING RELAY LEACH

83-1SPN

R3 -I H
R8 -1R
RA -1

15

1,000

83-1SP

NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

WARREN STREET

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Dynamotor
81AB12

-

DM -42A.

Model

5DY-

INPUT 12-14 volts -46.0 amp. -7500 rpm
OUTPUT -Volts -515/1030/2/8
Milliamperes-215/260
Brand new. Original pack

00
Pre -

Paid

DRILLICK SALES CO.
Los Angeles, Calif.
5453 Virginia Ave

WO rth 2-7955

- - --

SHEET METAL MACHINERY

-

Brakes
Shears
NEW and Used
Folders
Punches
Forming Rolls
Di-Acro, Pexto, Niagara & Whitney Equipment.
R. D. BROOKS CO., INC.
Han. 5226
361

Atlantic Ave.. Boston, Mass.
251
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

D

(in,

470 MC EQUIPMENT
BG transponders, 110 v AC,
450-470 mc, brand new, less tubes.
$72.00 each. Tube kit, $18 com-

1$0-Navy

:

plete
300-ABA-1 Navy airborne IFF units
(same as SCR 645) complete with
antennas, dynamotors,
plugs,
manual, and set of spares including extra tubes. $25.00 each
100-Navy YJ radar beacon units. 110 v
AC, 175 or 515 mc, with antenna
mast, less tubes, $72.00 each.

Search li ht
Can Help You!

Tube kit, $18

HUNDREDS of miscellaneous business problems that con-

FOB LOUISVILLE KENTUCKY

ELECTRONIC SERVICE
CORPORATION

front you from time to time, can be quickly and easily
solved through +he use o f the Searchlight Section of this or

119 South Sixth Street

Clay 4150

other McGraw-Hill publications.

The

SEARCHLIGHT
SECTIONS

EQUIPMENT FROM
FORMER DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY

$375
916A R.F. Bridge
130
726A R.F. Voltmeter
650A 1000 Cycle Bridge 210
45
566A Wavemeter
25
758A Wavemeter
Hewlett Packard 400 AR Voltmeter 125
200
Ferris 32-A field Strength Meter
(Factory recalibrated Slay 1949)
60
Sprague Interference Locator 112
(AC -DC superhet with loop and pole,
V.I. )

Radio
Radio
Itatüo
Radio
Radio

Western Electric Salt Shaker.
swivel, baffle desk stand
Clough Brengel Model 79-D A.F.
Oscillator
Clough Brengel R -C Bridge Model
CLB 60007
R.C.A. 3" scope Model 155 (new)
Radio City Voltohmist
Signal Corp. 50 watt audio amp.,
two -speed tt
FS-9596-ELECTRONICS
Street, New York 18, N.

330 W. 42nd

40

40
40

50

4

5
10

12

20
50
126

470
3600
5000
15000
399M

Watts

Tol

%
5

Y.

Terminal Per C

solder
Pigtail
plated
solder
20
solder
65
pigtail
4
2
sobler
7
5
10
pigtail
solder
5
50
ferrule
40
5
2
solder
15
solder
3
S^í
Samples 256 ea. postpaid.
65
12

2

5

10
5
10
10

37.50
5.50
4.50
6.50
S.tO
7.50
4.75
6.50
9.75
9.75
9.75
9.70

LONG ISLAND RADIO COMPANY
164-21 Northern

Blvd.,

Can help you by bringing
business needs of "opportunities" to the attention of
other men associated in executive management, sales
and responsible technical,
engineering and operating
capacities with the industries served by:

35

100

Surplus Fixed Wire Wound Resistors
Ohms

of McGraw-Hill
Publications

IN NEW OR EXCELLENT CONDITION

General
General
General
General
General

Advertlsinu

Flushing,

N. Y.

FACSIMILE

American Machinist
Aviation Week
Bus Transportation
Chemical Engineering
Coal Age
Construction Methods & Equipment
Electrical Construction and Maint.
Electrical Merchandising
Electrical World
Electronics
Engineering and Mining Journal
Engineering News -Record
E. & M. J. Markets
Factory Management and
Maintenance
Food Industries
Operating Engineer
Power

Product Engineering
Textile World
Welding Engineer

Searchlight Section is the
classified advertising appearing in
The

each of these papers.
use

it at

You can

small cost, to announce

all kinds of business wants of in-

terest to other men in the fields
served by these publications. It
is the regular meeting place of
the man with a miscellaneous business need and the men who can
fill that need.

When you want additional employees, want to buy or sell used

or surplus equipment, want addi-

tional products to manufacture,
seek additional capital, or have
other miscellaneous business wants
-advertise them in the Searchlight Section for quick, profitable
results!

For sale, 2 #FRS -140C Finch Duplex Facsimile

$1000.00 Each,
New Condition.
Machines.
Literature upon request.
FOB Cleveland.
PERRY -BRIGGS COMPANY

1220 Huron Rd.

Classified Advertising Division

Cleveland 15, Ohio

Relay Control ELECTRICAL CABLE
44-Conductor Copper, I Square MM (equal to

watertite insulation cabled
#17 AWG) 4/64
together.
Manufactured by Okonite and called "Armortite"
this cable is used for direct burial without conduit.
JEFF LEE PRODUCTS
Harrisburg, Pa.
1919 Derry Street

McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING CO., Inc.
330 West 42nd Street

New York 18, N. Y.

September, 1949
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X BAND SIGNAL GENERATOR, 85009600 Inc, calibrated wavemeter, power
meter and attenuator, for 110 V 60 c.p.s.

operation.

BAND
WAVEMETER CAVITY,
TRANSMISSION TYPE, 9200-11000 me
$15.00
WAVEMETER CAVITY, 8500-9600 mc,
$35.00
TRANSMISSION TYPE
TS-155B/UP S BAND SIGNAL GENERATOR, pulsed, calibrated output, 110 V,
60 cy. NEW.
STANDARD REFERENCE
S BAND
CAVITY, Type N input connector. crys$15.00
tal holder
APR -1 RADAR SEARCH RECEIVER,
complete with tuning units for range
of 38-4000 mc, 30 mc I.F., 2 me wide.
TUNING UNITS for APR -1 or APR -4 RECEiVERS (can be used with any 30 mc
X

YAGI ANTENNA

ADJUSTABLE
STUB TUNING

-

83-1R
83-1RTY

83-1SPN
83-1T
83-22AP
83-22F

-

11G-86/11

1.22

UG-87/U

.68
.58
.82

11G-206/15
11G-255/11

$13.7(

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

SOUND

FG -172

POWERED

THYRATRONS

PHONES

*14" EA.

RCA or Western Elec-

trio Navy Head and
Cheat seta-Brand

513.7f

$7

000

New

EA.

$14.88

Western
Electrlo
Cheat Mike with 20
ft. cable ....$3.88

IN LOTS OF 10

BRAND NEW
ORIGINAL CARTONS

Allan Bradley Potentiometers in stock.

FULLY
GUARANTEED

LECTRONIC RESEARCH LABORATORIES
1021-23 Callowhill St.

Phila. 23, Pa.

Telephones: Market 7-6590 and 6591

POINT-TO-POINT

PORTABLE EQUIPMENT

RADIOTELEPHONE
Using the 20.0 to 27.9 Mc channels, the SCR 528 is consistently proving itself for broadcast
relay, mobile, and general industrial communications. Ideal also for teletype via radio
as well as interconnecting with telephone lines.
COMPLETE for 12 or 24 Volt DC operation.
Special AC power pack for above also available.
Bulletin sent on request.

SCR -511 (2.0 to 6.0 Mes) with a multitude of
accessories and spares. Gross weight 104 lbs.
Weight in use 8 lbs. NEW
$100.00
HANDY -TALKIES& WALKIE-TALKIES
The famous SCR -536 in stock, plus others, with
test equipment and accessories.

TRANSMITTERS

Wide variety of Westinghouse. RCA, W.F.., Meieener. Collins, Hal icrafter, etc. In stock in varied
power outputs.
TDE, Westinghouse Mfg., designed for US Navy,
300 to 18.100 Kcs, CW, ICW & Phone. For use
on ships or land stations. In roost input voltages.

PORTABLE POWER SUPPLY -AVA -126A, RCA
for mobile, boats, planes. In grey crackle
steel box 7"7"7%" wt. 10 lbs. Input 6 or 12 Volte
DC and delivers 320 V. at 110 Ma. with taps for
revr or transmitter. Has OZ4GT rect. 3 built-in
relays, complete filters, 2 vibrators (6 & 12 V)
RADAR
and mfg accessories. BRAND NEW
$14.95 Western Electric and Raytheon Mfg. Co. equipment
in brand new condition and complete.
HIGH VOLTAGE Oil Filled Condensers-Standard
RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
Brand-.25 Mfd r 20,000 Volts in the better brands.
RCA and Bludworth models for marine use.
Brand NEW in cartons. Low priced at
$12.95
Mfg.

BULLETINS on request.

2.00

Commlulnidev

.60
.60
.28

AD -4-9277

1.00

Tel:

COMMUNICATION DEVICES CO.
2331 TWELFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK 27, N. Y.

Subject to
prior sale.
FOB:
W HSE

1.00

.10

.50
.25
.25
.50

PE-206 INVERTER, 800 cps, 24 V input,
output 80 V New
$10.00
PE-103A POWER UNIT, 6 V or 12 V in,
output 500 V at 160 ma; new, complete
with filter and cables
$20.00

ELECTRO IMPULSE
LABORATORY
Red Bank, N. J.
Eatontown 3-0768

-

10-85/U

-

$5.00

ECTRON;CS

UG-30/11
1.10-58/11

FILTER CHOKE -10H 400MA DC Res. 90 ohms
hermetically sealed
$2.93
Kollsman 2 Phase Low Inertia motors -Type 9370240
$8.22
Model ASB-4 Radar Equipment-- Complete..$89.75
CWI.60 AAG Range Calibrator for ASS... .$39.95

PULSE TRANSFORMER, Westinghouse
145-EWP
$10.00
CONNECTORS:

F'

LTG -27/U

AT-48/UP-3CM ANTENNA HORN for receiving
or transmitting
$3.95

$1.50

Box 250

.63
.67
.63
.67
.68
.94
.57
.62

UG-21/U

170-23/U
UG-24/11

AT-38A/APT-(70 to 400 MC)
AT-49/APR-4-(300 to 3300 MC)

.

0.

110-12/17

Antennas for AN/APR-4 Receivers

PULSE TRANSFORMER 132 -A WP , $6.00
PULSE TRANSFORMER, GE 68G, 828G-1

P.

.48
.88
.52
.48

83-22SP

PULSE INPUT TRANSFORMER, normal boy core. 50 to 4000 kc impedance ratio
120 to 2350 ohms
$2.00
PULSE TRANSFORMER, UTAH 9280

1.00

1.12

83-2211

0-350' VOLTS, WESTINGHOUSE NX-35
METER,1000 ohms per volt... $4.50
1-0-1 MA, MARION SEALED METER
IIM3, scale 100-0-100 ma, and 1150-115 volts, 3%"
$4.50

AN -3102.145-5P
AN -3102 -14S -2P
RC -10066-20-1P

$2940

.28
.45
.28
.28

83-ISP

METERS:

PL 54
PL 81

ASA (370-430MC)

.09
.10
.68

83-111
83-11

$32.00
MUTUAL INDUCTANCE OR PiSTON
to
above,
ATTENUATOR,
similar
TYPE
except upper frequency limit is 3300 me
$32.00
LOSSY LINE ATTENUATOR, consisting
of RG -21/U cable rolled in metal box
with UG-10/17 connectors. furnished in
any attenuation up to 20 db at 3000 me
$15.00

M-359
UG-266

1270

TUNING

COAXIAL CONNECTORS
33-1AP

X BAND VSWR TEST SET TS-12/AP,
complete with linear amplifier, direct
reading VSWR meter, slotted wave
guide with gear driven travelling probe,
matched termination and various adapters, with carrying case, NEW. UNITS I
AND II are available separately, or
together as a test set.
S BAND SIGNAL GENERATOR CAVITY
with cut-off attenuator, 2300-2950 mc,
2C40 tube, with modulator chassis $30.00
UPN-1 S RAND BEACON RECEIVER
$75.00
TRANSMITTER
S BAND TEST LOAD, TPS-55P/BT, 50
$8.00
ohms
X BAND TEST LOAD, TS-108/AP, 150
watts accessories
$35.00
FIXED ATTENUATOR PADS, 20 db, + 0
2 db, DC -1000 mc, 60 ohms, VSWR
1.3 or less, 2 watts average Power 7620.00
MUTUAL INDUCTANCE ATTENUATOR,
Calibrated: frequency range .1 to 1000
me by means of plug-in coils, attenua$100.00
tion range 120 db
MUTUAL INDUCTANCE OR PISTON
TYPE ATTENUATOR, type N connectors, rack and pinion drive, attenuation variable 120 decibels, calibrated
20-120 db. frequency range 300-2000 me

UG-86/U
UG-167/U
UG-190/U
UG-201/U
UG-245/U

ASB (450-560MC)

ELEMENT
ROTATABLE
ARRAY
450 to 560 M.C.
5

$700

TN -16, range 30- 90 me
TN -17, range 80-300 me
TN -19, range 1000-2000 mc
TN -54, range 2000-4000 me

......

YAGI ANTENNA

ADJUSTABLE
STUB
4

amplifier) :

UG-18/U
.80
UG-12/U
.80
,80
UG-21/U
UG-22/U
.80
UG-24/U
.80
UG-25/U
.80
UG-27/U
.50
UG-29/U
1.00
UG-30/U
1.00
UG-30/U special 1.00
UG-58/U
.60
UG-59/U
1.00
UG-83/U
1.00

ASB

DOUBLE STACKED
6 ELEMENT
ROTATABLE ARRAY

RADIO TUBE EXCHANGE
SELLING AND BUYING

AVAILABLE AT PRESENT
Magnetron
2J26
2231

2232
22 40
2J49
2J50
2261
2J62
714AY

725A..
730A

$18.00
18.00
18.00
54.00
36.00
45.00
45.00
45.00
4.00

701A.....
715A....
715B.....

6.00

6.00
9.00

394A.....
885

Rectifier
5D21.
25.95 2X2
Thyratron
2X2A
CIB
$3.95 371B
3.95 5R4GY.
3C23
3.95 RK72
3C.31
ng RK73
393A..

15.00
12.00

Klystron

2K25
2K28
707A
7O7ß
723A

723A/B

$19.95
19.95
9.95
9.95
7.95

8.95

September, 1949

3.95
1.45

1.25
14.95

705A
719A
866A

5.45 872A

.75 869B
1.25
1.25 8020
1.25 Power
1.75 2C40

2C44....
350B.....
368A S
388A.....
. .

.

Minimum
order $10.00
Add postage or tubes will
be sent by Express Collect.
446A..... 1.80 851
19.95
450TH... 19.95 1624
.69

1.50 NS L468... 8.95
1.80
2.50 703A
4.25
29.95 802
803
5.25
2.95 807...... 1.35
813
6.95
3.60 814
2.95
.75 832A...
3.95
2.40 834
7.95
1.80 845
3.25
1.80 849
29.95

RONICS, INC.
135 LIBERTY STREET NEW YORK 6, N.
PHONE WORTH 4-9262
ASK FOR FREE CAI ALOG

Y.

8012A
8025

1.95
3.95

IA3

1.29

Acorn

45

955......

956
957

.45
.35
.45
.55

958A....
959
9001
9002
9003

.55
.35
.45

9004

9006

.45

C.R. Tubes
5BP1
5BP4

.35

2.75
4.75
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TRANSFORMERS

FREE

115V 60cy. INPUT

Equip. Conservatively Bated

ELECTROLYTICS

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
Volts 6 Amp
F0831 6.3VCT/6A. 5V/2A

$2.25

5

1.85

F.
F.

2.5VCT/6.5A
6.3VCT-2A, 6.3VCr/2A
F087: 8.3VCT/1A, 6.3VCT/7A
F123: 8.3VCT/5A, 6.3V/lA
v
F127: 6.3VCT/3.2A, 6.3VCT/1A
F674: 8V/1.5A
F 2.5/1.75A, 8.5/8A, 5V/3A, 6.5/6A
F414: 2 x 2.5VCT/6.5A
5-VCT/13.5A, 2x5VCT/6.75
10-VCT/13.5A, 10VCr/3.25
F38A: 6.3V/2.5A, 2 x 2.5V/7A
K89905 6.3/6A

3.25
2.45
2.75
2.25
2.25
2.75
3.95
3.25
6.95
6.95
3.25

Mfd. Volt
40

PLATE TRANSFORMERS
6.50
4.95

P415: 690V/450MA
P699: 2 x 300VCT/25A
P403: 70V/1A

1.65

825VCT/1901dA, 5VCT/3A
P450: 2 x 150V/940MA
P371: 246VCT/830MA
P345: 1470VCT/1.2A, 3500T
P823: 222VCT/.3A
P30B: 58V/2.2A
P328: 115V/2.2, 40V/2.2

4.49

b
ie

PRECISION
RESISTORS

5

125
128
150
200
250

10.1

800

81.ÓI

5.05

430
468
800
920

18

43.5
50
75
82

120'

1100

Above Ea..300

2000000

2b
30000
33000
35000
40000
50000

1 480
9ÓO

2230
4300

00
70000

7500
8500
10000
12000
17000
17300

551100

57000
75000
ShIp type

150

40-20

150

Consists of xfmr 880vct/150MA,
5v/3A, 6.3v/6.25A, 2-7 mid 800v
$9.95
1-5T4, socket. Price
Filter Lino Ge 100amp w/2x5 mid
50v 0.1 Cond. operates on 110vdc
$1.98
Clean up your

Filter Line 1kw.
BCI & TV1. Easy to mount, uses
4-.002 Cond. Complete
$4.25
Deflection Yoke for 5" to 12" tube
TÁ311 S000v/5MA, 720vct/200MÄ

6.4v/8.7A, 6.4v/6A, 6.5v/3A, 1.25v
/.3A Scoop
$6.95
T-462 10000v 5MA for 10"xl5"
$10.95

ettT
--R

10 for

l.18
.7

10 for

18

1.70
.18

lOforl.70

10 for 1.70

.18
1.70
.18
1.70

250
3Ó00

450

18

.29

2bÓ/2b

t

.29

35049

4bÓ/25
450

.29
.29

50

455
0

.65
.79

10010

4576

.85

5

.40
.30
.30
.15
.20
.15
.30

150

450

.10

.14

150
250
50

4
4

.20
.25
.30
.60
.50

10

10-10

50
450
150
150
150
175
450

50-50

Dual .5HY/380MA 1.00
2HY/200MA
.75
.85
30HY/ 20MA
2.1HY/200MA
1.20
25HY/75MA
1.10
Swing 1-3HY/.225-.02A, 1.7511Y/225MA
2.25
2.25
Tapped Choke 2 x 1 .52HY/167MA
9.50 Dual 1OHY/10MA 3.50
.033HY/7A
dual 1.52HY/167MA2.49 Dual 2.2HY/550MA 5.95
4.95
1211Y/100MA
1.75
1.35HY/1.1A
.60
5.95 : 1HY/100MA
3.5HY/400MA
3.45
Send For
.275HY/2A
Lista of Others
:
:
:

POWER EQUIPMENT

.550

Fil. Trans. 110v 60 cy In.. 5vct/30A out....99.95
In
110v 60 cy out 6.3vct/20A, 6.3v/I.8A,
6.3v/600 MA
$4.95
60 cy out 2x5vct/6.75A, 5vct/133..5AA.
In 11
3500 Test
In 110v 60 cy out l0vct/13A, 10vct/6.5A, 6 3vct/
2A
$7.95
115v 60 cy out 760vct/500MA, 8500vÓ95

TUBULAR SCREW MTG
WIRELEADS D TYPE

Mfd

Price

Volt
600
250

4

8-8

.50

450

16
20

128

450
250
250
600

18

6000

Taps

In 110v 60
In 110v 60
29"x13" oil
In 115v 60

$12.95
$4.75
cy out 4v/I6A, 2.5v/I.75A
cy out 17000v/144MA, w/choke 26' x

ffl.00
Immersed
$24.50
cy out 2x5v/5.5A 29kv les
Tapped to cive 2750/2470/2240/@

In
7501MÁ 6700Óv

.80
.50
.30
.80
.75

450
150
250
450

30
20
0
320-30

12

.40
.5
.45
.30
.60

45500

29

In
In 110v 60 cy out 690vct/400MA
$6.95
Tapped In. 107 to 127e out 160v to 200v/700MA

$.35

$34.S

inout

SPECIAL TRANSFORMERS
In 440/220/110v 60 cy 3kva out 115v 25kv Ins.
$40.00
12"x I Yx7"
$24.50
In 220v 60 cy .05kva out 5vct 34kv Test
In IISv/230v 50-0 cy out 21000v 100 MA .$120.00
In 220v 60 cy out 220v/360MA, 3x2.5v/575

Tube Clamps. Butcher 926 -A -B -B5 -C-A2 -B1 etc.
2.5v/ISA
10 for $1.10
In 220v 60 cy out 1ovct/13A, 7.5vct/2.5A....s$$555.25
Fuses 250r indicators amps 1. 2, 3. 4, 5, 6 N 22e
57.50
In 220v/440v 60 cy out 123vct/2.85A
5 for $1.00
In. 240v 60 cy 7000vct/900MA, 4700vct/750
Fuses 10 Ov amps '4, %. 1, 104. @ 18c,..5 for 75c
Fuses 2500-3000v amps 34. %. 1. 134 20e. 5 for 900
60 cy out Ilvc/35ÁA,,
InA210/I5/20/25/30/35/240v$135.00
5 for 90e
RF Indicator contains neon bulb, 30e
$37.50
I0vct/35A, 7.5vct/35A SSvct/35A
TAPE PULLERS, (McEllroy TP 890.
In 220/440 60 cy I pit out 123vct 2.85 amp Test
$10.95
110-120
$6.95
1780
TAPE BRIDGES: (McEllroy TG 815.
$1.95
In 230v 60 cy. out 2.5v/6.5A
$2.50
complete
100
TRANSTAT AMERTRAN
AN CONNECTORS AT
H. V. Oi Condensers
Ne
80% OFF LIST
1.5 MFD 8000 VDC 10.00
150 3102- 1482P&8
.1 MFD 15000 VDC 32.50
154 3102- 1683P
.5 MFD 25000 VDC 37.50
184 3102- 1818
1 MFD 25000 VDC 85.00
550 3102- 183P
.1 MFD 10000 VDC 15.00
4P
3102- 18.06 MFD 1000 VDC 8.00

Lord

/1

#6
#15

Lo35
LordLord

Lo350
Lord
rd

012

U.

Ì41S0-C

Lord
Lord

#10

20ee'

200

#35

9
30

Lord

490

ÌC2070

#C2060
#0209010

55e
550
550

.01-.005-.005
.1 MFD
.1-.1 MFD
.1 MFD
.1 MFD
2x.1MFD
.15 MFD
.15-.15 MFD
2x.15MFD
.25 MFD
.4 MFD
.5 MFD
.5 MFD
1 MFD
1 MFD
1.5 MFD
2 MFD
4 MFD
FD
6
7 MFD
7 MFD1
10 'MFD
15'MFD

VDC
15000
16000
10000
2600
7000
6000
7500
4800
4000
6000
8000
1500
5000
1000
750
800
2000
1500
1500
1500

$8.00
7.00
4.75
1.26
3.49
2.97
3.00
3.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
1.05
3.00
.70
1.75
.49
1.00
.89
.95
1.05

31023102310231023102310231023102810231023102310231023106810631083198310631063108310831083106310631063106310631063106310881063106310631063106-

20IP
4P&8
20178
2228
2848
287P
3217P
2820S
288S
3218
3678
3840IP
1OSL- 48
as
122P&8
148
1858

MICA

002

01

00003
00082
°008
002
006

4

18182020222424282828282828283840-

00000006

488

000090
08
03
045
00015
0001
006
00027

278

IOS

5P&S
1P
2P48

&S

12P

Send

for
for

Price

930
550

for 750
for 750
3000WV 2 for $2.00
2000WV 2 for 2.90
2000WV 2 for 950
3000WV 2tor 1.45
3000WV 2 for 1.95
3000WV 2 for 1.95
5000WV 2 tor 3.25
6000WV 2 for 2.95
3000WV 2 for 1.95
3000WV 2 for 1.85
8000WV 2 for 1.25
8000WV 2 for 750
1500WV 2 for 19.50
2000WV 2 for 23.50
2000WV 2 for 23.50
20KV 2 for 47.50
20KV 2 for 47.50
2500WV 2for 2.85
2500WV 2 tor .65
for Liste of Others

UPRIGHT OILS

179&P
201,

Mid.

1P&S

.1

15P&S
1.05 8108- 148
5P
2.25 3108- 221500
138
1.05 3108- 20600
48
800
1.25 3108- 2818P
281.95
31081000
17P
2.29 3108- 28220
1000
2.25 Write for many others In stock
WRITE FOR LIST

I

Voltage

Mfd

1200WV 2
00025 2500TV 2
00004 2500WV 2
000047 2500WV 2
01

160°00
6

15>IFD

QU

.25 MFD 20000 VDC 17.50
15 MFD 5000 VDC 27.50

58

148
128
148

OMMLJIVICATIOIV 5
L

.25
.29

:

:

1250
100

25-25

15
10

4.25
8,95

8.95

4000

.18 20-20

Many 2-3-4 Sections
Send for List

2.293

24
8
8

70-7-70

4

$1.50
1.50
1.65
.75
4.25
7.25
: Dual 120HY/17MA 2.45
1.45
: 511Y/200MA
9.95
: 2 x 2.2HY/.55A
12.95
: 2OHY/300MA
:

.45
40

l5

12 75

14.95
1.95

80
450

20

CATALOG

15-29HY/10MA $3.25 8.5HY/125MA
25HY 6SMA
1.00 611Y/150MA
Dual 7HY/75ma, 11HY/65MA
Dual 2HY/100MA
7HY/140MA
1.60
Dual 2.5HY/130MA 1.25 : 116HY/10MA
O1HY/2.5A
1.45 : 351IY/30MA

.20.24

218
0

FREE

FILTER CHOKES

.70

525
450
125

.69
.18 20-20
.60
Many Others Avait.
.18

20

5.50
2.95

Capacity

50 Watt Power Supply

10 for

0/25
450/100/50
10-15-20

4.50

.0016 MFD
.015 MFD

Consists of xfmr 600 vct/155MA,
6.3v/5A, 5v3A, 2.7mfd 600v. dual
10 by 200MA choke, 1-ST4; 1 socket. Price
$7.95

16

1.18
.78
1.18
.70

.48

..18
18

OIL CONDENSERS

Watt Power Supply

10 for

350
450

WITH THIS

SHOCK MOUNTS

Barry
250000 Barry
100000 150000
120000 170000 220000 500000 Barry
Above Ea..400 Ten For..93.50
Each 750
1.000.000 ohms

15

25

16

P$ 49

18

Lord
In stock Henrite %b
Ten For..$2.50

MISCELLANEOUS

40

105/0/1ÓÓ

3.95

3500T

25

30-30
40-40

2O3Ó

4.45
5.95

0760: 8.SVCT/10A, 65V.1A, 100VCT/.1A..
40V/.1A, 18VCT/.1A, 18V 6V/.1A,
6.SV/.1A
C367: 5VCT/3A, 580VCr/.040A
7160: 1120VCT/770MA, 590VCT/.082A
HV Ins.
C579: 24V/900MA, 770V/.0025, 2,5V/SA
HV Ins
T378: 2300V/.004A, 2.5V/2A HV Ins
C375: 1120VCT/600MA, 2 x SVCT/6-2A
8.3VCT/SA, 6.3V/300MA
C434: 40V/.01A, 6.3V/1.25A
250VCT/300MA, 5VCT/8A
6HY/150MÁ
C821: 1500V/.4A, 6.3V/.6A, 2.5V/ .75A

$.18

10 for 1.70

225

3.95
3.95
3.95

2.5vCr/7A

150

1Ó

$3.95

C931:585VCT/86MA, 5V/3A, 8.3V/8A
C055: 525VCT/75MA, 5V/2A, 8.3V/1.8A
10V/2A
T102: 1080VCT/55MA, 2 x 6.3V/2A
C848: 600VCT/155MA, 8.3VCT/5A
5VCT/3A HV Ins
C890: 2 x 110VCT/.01A, 6.3V/lA

20-10

20

COMBINATION TRANSFORMERS
C965: 78V/600MÁ 8.3V/2A
CI I I: 2 x 800V/42MA, 55V/125MA
45V/3.5 Amp
800VCT/150MA, 5V/3A, 2.5V/2A

150

450

YOU'LL SAVE
MANY DOLLARS

Phone Mr. Rosen
Digby 9-4124

Or

rice

Volt

30

30

40/20 160/25
10 for
40-30 150
10 for
40/50/100
30/300/0
10-10/10
150/25

2.25
4.95
2.95
11.95
3.95
4.50
3.95
24.00
2.95
2.25

P4I3:510VCT/150MA, 850VCT/15MA
P842: 800VCT/.0166A, 250VCT/.077A
P885: 1820VCT/400MA HV INS

10-10
20-20

Mfd

Price

250W

340

1.95

P4I0: 800VCT/40MA, 760VCT/500MA

PIGTAIL MINICAPS

TUBULAR, PRONG
MTG. LUG. TERM
DY. OR FR. TYPE

FREE

WRITE FOR OUR
CATALOG TODAY
AND SAVE

.25

.5

Voltage

600VDC
400VDC

°600VDC

2x.5800VDC

600VDC
.25 400VDC
.5
600VDC
.5
600VDC
.1
400VDC
400VDC
.1

3 x .1

3

3
3
3
3
2
3

3
3
3
2

Price

for $1.00
for 1.IJ
for 1.00
for 1.10
for 1.45
for 1.05
1.10
for
for 1.00
for
1.00
for
1.00
for
750

Input: u.í15 v. 50-60 cycle. Max.
output: 115 v. 100 amp.
All units are new, guaranteed $95
2 KVA: 90-130v input 50-60 Cy115v 2k$a. type

cles,

CIM

P M E IV T

& 7" Pwr Supply
Consists of xrrmr 2300v/4MA, 2.5v
/2A, 1 condenser .1.1 mid 7500v
Pyr., 2x2 tube, socket 100E ohm
resistor price
$
5BPI $1.95 5BP4 $4.95 5CPI $3.758.95

Basic TV 3" & 5" Pwr Supply
Consists of xfrmr 1080v/55MA.
2x6.3v/1.2A, 1 Cond. .1.1 mid
7500 Pyr., 2x2 tube, socket 100
K ohm resistor. Price
$6.95
3BPI $2.25 3DP1 $2.25 3EPI $2.95

3" Oscilloscope Kit
BC929 uses 9 tubes 3BPI, 6SN7,
6H6. 6B6G, 6X5 2X2 (now 400 cy)
easily converted to 115v 60 cy New

Complete w/tubes

&

conter. inst.

$22.50

5" Oscilloscope Kit
Pwr Supply Kit includes 8 tubes. 5BPI, 6AC7, 6H6
w/wooden Case & Diag
$29.50
BC 704 Less

DIGBY9.41.Z4

131 LIBERTY ST.aEº.,E

OMPAN Y

POWER
SUPPLY

Basic TV 5"

CABLE ADDRESS: COMSUPO

PHONE

each

NEW YORK T. Ai.Y.

bit\In

RZ3tn
ti
A

# 3 MIN.ORDER . '
F,o,B. N.Y.C.SEND MONET 0RDER0RCNIItK.ONLYSNIMINGCNARGESSENTC.OD.

C.E.C.MONEY BACK GUARANTEE,

eptemóer, 1949- ELECTROr 'S
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INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
Aeronautical Communications Equipment, Inc.
209
Aircraft Radio Corp
181,199
Allen-Bradley Co
56
Allen Co., Inc., L. B
225
Allied Control Co., Inc
50
Allied Radio Corp
197
Allmetal Screw Products Co., Inc
187
Altee Lansing Corp
195
American Brass Co.
174
American Cirronoscope Corp.
219
American Gas Accumulator Co
202
American Lava Corp.
47
American Phenolic Corp.
186
American Screw Co.
38
American Television & Radio Co
204
American Time Products, Inc
44
Ampex Electric Corp.
171
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co
17
Arnold Engineering Co
137
Art Wire & Stamping Co
213
Asiatic Corporation
188
Audak Company
256
Audio Development Co.
42

Ballantine Laboratories, Inc.
Barker & Williamson, Inc
Barry Corporation
Beach -Buse Company
Beaver Gear Works, Inc
Bell Telephone Laboratories
Sandia Aviation Corp
Eclipse-Pioneer Div.
Berkeley Scleotitic Co.
Birtcher Corporation
Biwa' Corporation
Boonton Radio Corp.
Borg Corp., George W.
Bowser, Inc.
Bradley Laboratories, Inc.
Brand & Co., Wm.

Brush Development Co.
Burgess Battery Co.
Burlington Instrument Co.
Burnell & Company
Cambridge Thermionic Corp.
Cannon Electric Development Co
Capitol Radio Engineering Institute
Centralab, Div. Globe-l'nion, Inc...

Central Screw Co.
Cinch Manufacturing Corp
Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc
Cleveland Container Co.
Cohn Corporation, Sigmund
Coll-O-Matic Co.
Collins Radio Co.
Condenser Products Co.
Cornell-Dubiller Electric Corp.
Coto -Coil Company, Inc.
Cross Company, H.
Crucible Steel Co. of America
Cyclotron Specialties Co

148
175
201
209
138
43

207
255
197
221
121
168
165
21
53
134

138
224
9

194
133
213
13, 14
15, 16
59

113
179
151
215
201
51
149
45
160
225
159

FI

205
225
139

Fairchild Recording Equipment Corp
Fansteel Metallurgical Corp.
Federal Telephone & Radio Corp
34,
Ferranti Electric, Inc.
Fidelity Chemical Products Corp
Filtron Company, Inc.
Flader, Inc., Frederic
Furst Electronics
Fusite Corporation

142

General Ceramics & Steatite Corp
General Electric Co.
Apparatus Dept.
48,
Chemical Dept.
22,
Electronics Dept.
55, 183,
General Radio Co.
GM Laboratories, Inc.
Goodmans Industries Ltd
Gramer Company
Graphite Metallizing Corp
Gray Research & Development Co., Inc
Green Instrument Co.

Hathaway Instrument Co.
Haydon Mfg. Co., Inc.
Heath Company
Heinemann Electric Co.
Hellpot Corporation
-Herlec Corporation
Hewlett-Packard Co.

5

119
215
217
31

218
197
61
222

49
23

208
147
205
153
168
187
222

This unique packaged component is easily built into
your apparatus. It has true decimal

199

reading, and simple binary circuit with
reliable automatic interpolation. Miniature size. Moderate price. Immediate shipment.
Send for Bulletin DCU-113

158
170
205
41
134
155
57

Indiana Steel Products Co.
Industrial Condenser Corp
Instrument Resistors Co.
International Nickel Co., Inc
International Resistance Co.
I -T -E Circuit Breaker Co

12

209
172
145
6

wzizeke sciener.
SIXTH AND NEVIN AVE

225
32

182
39
2

191

255
152

camp,"

RICHMOND, CALIFORNIA

7

33

Jelliff Mfg. Co., C. O.
210
Johnson Company, E. F.
191, 198
Jones Div., Howard B., Cinch Mfg. Corp. 217

Kahle Engineering Co.
212
Karp Metal Products Co., Inc
.. 36
Kay Electric Co.
162
Kenyon Transformer Co., Inc
21
Rester Solder Co.
117
Kinney Manufacturing Co.
150
Knights Co., James
194
Kollsman Instrument Div., Square D
Co.

52

Lampkin Laboratories, Inc.
Lavoie Laboratories
Leach Relay Co.
Lewis Engineering Co.
Lewis Spring & Mfg. Co.
Lord Manufacturing Co.

... has
BOTH
big

features*

225
129
136
200
203
156

* Lowest

27

Dalmo Victor
217
Deno Electric Co.
183
Daven Company
Third Cover
Dial Light Co. of America
224
Dow Corning Corp.
172
Driver -Harris Co.
19
Dumont Electric Corp.
201
Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., Allen B..30, 141
du Pont de Nemours & Co., (Inc.), E. I. 127

Eisler Engineering Co., Inc
Eitel-McCuilough, Inc.
Electric Indicator Co.
Electrical Reactance Corp
Electro -Motive Mfg. Co.
Eleetro Products Laboratories
Electronic Instrument Co.
Electrons, Inc,.

Elliott Mfg. ('o.
El-Tronics, Inc.
Erie Resistor Corp.

Machlett Laboratories, Inc.
Magnecord, Inc.
Mallory & Co., Inc., P. R.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc
Marsh Stencil Machine Co.
McGraw-Hill Book Co.
Measurements Corp.
Microcircuits Co.
Millen Mfg. Co., Inc., James
Mines Equipment Co.
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.
Mitchell -Rand Insulation Co., Inc
Mosinee Paper Mills Co.
Mulrhead & Co., Ltd.
Multicore Solders, Ltd.

25
216
64, 115
192
225
193, 220
210
217
20
176
140
26
164
8
11

When COST is a =actor, and QUALITY
essential-specify EICO Model 400. Not
kit, but a fully -wired, laboratory -quality
5" oscilloscope of the most advanced design and construction Widely used in prois
a

duction, research, service, and education.
Moo availaDie is kit hrm, corn-

-TRONICS-September, 194°

191

35
146
214

$39.95

lets

Outstanding Quality in

All These EICO Instruments:
Model

'lo.

221 Vacuum Tube

Kit

Wired

Voltmeter

549.95
29.95

$23.95
No. 320 Signal Generator 19.95
Vo. 145 Multi -Signal

Tracer

'o. 511

'7T

National Moldite Co.
National Varnished Products Corp..
New York Transformer Co.
Ney Company, J. M.

Price

Laboratory Precision

*

VOM

HP PF arehe

18.95
14.95
75

28.95

,40.... s-. .+rer:r eve Catalog

17.95
7.50
E

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CO., INC.
276 Newport Street

Brooklyn

12,

N. Y.

255
r
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North American Philips Co., Inc.
Nothelfer Winding Laboratories

40
211

Audax

O'Neil -Irwin Mfg. Co.

207
179
216
208
187
221

reproducers

Painut Co., The
Panoramic Radio Corp.
Paper Machinery & Research, Inc.
Paramount Paper Tube Corp.
Park Metalware Co., Inc.
Peerless Electrical Products Div., Altec
Lansing Corp.
Polarad Electronics Co.
Potter & Brumfield Sales Co
Potter Instrument Co., Inc.
Precision Paper Tube Co.
Presto Recording Corp.
Progressive Mfg. Co.
Pyramid Electric Co.

Trade Mark

Quaker City Gear Works,

18

62

Fourth Cover 37,
161,
Radio Receptor Co., Inc
Railway Express Co.
Railway Express Co., Air Express Div

for

Microgroove

Discs

Standard Discs
Vertical Discs
The Standard by Which
Others Are Judged
and Valued
It is futile to buy the most
modern records, if you do not give
them the very BEST pick-up to
bring out their built-in excellence!
There is so much in present-day
discs, that even a mediocre pick-up
is bound to bring something out of
them. However, to obtain the fullest
results of which these discs are capable, they must be reproduced with
the finest reproducer for that pur-

pose-the

ADDAX.

Remember, two singers may both
yet one
be able to hit "high C"
will please the ear-the other not
at all. There is much more than
mere WIDE-RANGE to quality reproduction. ADDAX reproducers deliver not merely WIDE-RANGE, but
also all vital factors essential to
highest quality of musical performance and unequalled

...

EAR -ACCEPTABILITY
Write for complimentary pamphlet on
lily nl nnrmanent points

AUDAK COMPANY
300 Fifth Avenue

f

New York 18, N. Y.
"Creators of Fine ElectronicAcoustical Apparatus since 1915"

Raytheon Manufacturing Co.
Resistance Products Co.
Resistors, Inc.
Revere Copper & Brass, Inc.
Richardson Company

176

190
196
168
178
125
221
225
10
51

Tech Laboratories, Inc.

214
200
166
217
209
218
225
199
219
220

195
177
185
63
206
46
221
198
176
135
211

221
201
155
163
193
218
58
205
132
8

180
131

157

160

179
193

Second Cover

Universal Winding Co.
Varflex Corporation

29
123

212
Varian Associates
Vickers Electric Div., Vickers, Inc., a
173
Unit of The Sperry Corp.
189
Victoreen Instrument Co.

Ward Leonard Electric Co.
Watertown Mfg. Co.
Webster Spring Corp.
Weiler Manufacturing Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric Corp.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

223

www.americanradiohistory.com

226

SPECIAL SERVICES
Contract Work

227

144
201
225
203
4

167

228-254

WANTED
Equipment

227

ADVERTISERS INDEX
Acorn Electronics Corp
Aircraft Radio Industries, Inc
American Electrical Sales Co., Inc
Atlantic Industrial Co.
Bell Aircraft Corp.
Bendix Aviation Corp. Radio Div
Blan
Brooks Inc., R. D
Communications Devices Co
Communications Equipment Co. ...228-229,
Dubin Electronics Co., Inc
Drillick Sales Co.
Eldico of New York, Inc
Electro Impulse Laboratory
248,
Electronic Service Corp.
Electronicraft Inc.
Electronic Surplus Brokers
EPCO
Ereco, Dick Rose

Export Factors
French -Van Breems Inc
Goodyear Aircraft Corp
Green Gould
Hatry & Young
Hershel Radio Co.
Hi -Mu Electronics
Instrument Associates

251
246
246
246

226
226
250
251

253
254
240
251
243
253
252
237
227
249
251

248
249
226
246
248
247
327
230-231
248
252
253

Klein, Manue
Lee Products, Jeff

Lectronic Research Laboratories
251
T.eru Laboratories, Inc.
253
Liberty Electronics, Inc
242
T.ife Electronics
252
Tong Island Radio Co
234
Maritime Switchboard
250
Mogull Co., Inc., Alexander
235
Niagara Radio Supply Corp
232
Opad-Green Co.
233
Peak Electronics Co
252
Perry -Briggs Co.
246
Powell, Harold H.
246
Powertron Electrical Equipment Co
248
Precision Electrical Instrument Co
244
Radio Ham Shack Inc
239
Radio Shack Corp.
238
Reliance Merchandising Co.
227
Servo -Corporation of America
... 236
Servo-Tek Products Co., Inc
Sharpies Corp. Research Laboratories, The 226
245
Shriro Trading Co
245
TAB
227
Technical Index Service
227
Telecronics Laboratory Inc
248
Tornheim, H.
250
Universal General Corp.
250
Vetsalco, Inc.
241
Wells Sales Inc.
227
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
248
Weston Laboratories
251
Winters Radio Lab. Arthur

September, 1949

25b

226, 227
226

(Used or Surplus New
For Sale

143

U.H.F. Resonator Co.
United -Carr Fastener Corp.
United Transformer Co.

209

28

EQUIPMENT

Sangamo Electric Co.
Scientific Electric, Div. of "S" Corrugated
Quenched Gap Co.
Shallcross Manufacturing Co.
Shure Brothers, Inc.
Sigma Instruments, Inc.
Signal Engineering & Mfg. Co.
Simpson Electric Co.
Soldering Specialties
Somerset Laboratories, Inc.
Sonotone
Sorensen & Co., Inc.
Sound Apparatus Co.
Specialty Battery Co.
Spencer-Kennedy Laboratories, Inc. ..
Sprague Electric Co.
Stackpole Carbon Co.
Standard Electric Time Co.
Standard Plezo Co.
Standard Telephones & Cables, Ltd
Steward Manufacturing Co., D. M
Stupakoff Cermic & Mfg. Co.
Superior Electric Co.
Superior Tube Co.
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc

Tektronix, Inc.
TEL Instrument Co., Inc
Telemark Electronics Corp.
Times Facsimile Corp.
Titeflex, Inc.
Topflight Tape
Transicoil Corporation
Tranaradio, Ltd.
Triad Transformer Mfg. Co
Triplett Electrical instrument Co
Turner Company

Wldtehead Stamping Co.

Positions Vacant
Selling Opportunities Offered
Positions Wanted

172
60

Radio Corp. of America

193)

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
(Classified Advertising)
EMPLOYMENT

206
183

202
195

Inc...........

Weston Electrical Instrument Corp
White Dental Mfg. Co., S. S
154,

-

ELECTRONICS

A

"BraHa/NeS" SOLUTION
TO YOUR

AUDIO MEASUREMENT
FEATURES

APPLICATIONS

PROBLEMS
11>

FREQUENCY RANGE: 20
cycles to 20 KC.

ACCURACY: Accuracy is
0.1 db, from 20 cps
to 20 KC.

OUTPUT LEVELS: Ranges
of output level: -'-4 to

-110
-124

db and -10 to
db in steps of .1

db.

ACCESSIBILITY: All components accessible from
front of rack panel
for ease of servicing.

-

IMPEDANCE RANGES:
(a) Sources Section
600-150 ohms internally

terminated.
600-250-150-30 ohms
unterminated.
(b) Load Section -600250-150-16-8-4 ohms.

Daven's Moderate Priced«
Transmission Measuring Set
This is the instrument for
which you have been waiting
For accuracy and efficiency, the
Daven Type 11 A gain set, will
fill your bill. Incorporating
many of the features employed
in more expensive models, this
unit may be used to make all
the precise measurements required by the FCC. This is a
direct reading instrument, entirely eliminating time-consuming computations.
A new design feature, permits the servicing and inspection of all components from the
front of the panel, with a maximum of ease and in a minimum of time.
It is no longer necessary to
use makeshift equipment for
determining the transmission
characteristics of audio systems. The Type 11 A gain set
has been priced low enough to
put it within the reach of the
most limited bu,
!

WRITE TO DEFT

E-1

FOR

ments.

Audio

Measurements

191 CENTRAL AVENUE
NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY

CO.

of

matching and bridging
devices.

Complex circuit measurements.

Measuring

mismatch

loss.
Fr

equency

response

measurements.

Checking cable loss.
Telephone

data

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.

DAVEN

measure-

loss

ments.

Always Specify Daven For Precision Equipment

THE

measure-

Audio gain

repeater

R

4- FOR PORTABLE
AND SMALL
FOR PROJECTION.

RECEIVERS

TYPE RECEIVERS
PROJECTED

II"

SIZE-

x 24"

THE

. . the

FOUNTAINHEAD OF MODERN TUBE DEVELOPMENT

RCA

five most popular kinescopes
from one dependable source

RCA now has a popular type of kinescope to
accommodate television receiver designs in practically every class and price range.

Concentrated production on these five accepted
types results in longer production runs, which
in turn, make possible lower cost, more uniform,
and better quality tubes for our customers.
All five types are currently being mass-produced
at the famed RCA tube plant in Lancaster, Pennsylvania. In addition, a large new plant is under
construction at Marion, Indiana, where the pro-

elk

IS

duction will be centered on the RCA-16 -inch
metal -cone kinescope.
RCA Application Engineers are ready to cooperate with you in applying these kinescopes and their
associated components to your specific designs.
For further information write RCA, Commercial
Engineering, Section 42IR, Harrison, N. J.

The

world's most modern tuba plant

RADIO CORPORATION
FCECTRON TONES

...

RCA, LANCASTER, PA.

of AMERICA
HARRISON, N..'

C

o
Ls

QUALITY COILS
TO
YOUR SPECIFICATIONS
We manufacture quality coils for
the radio and electronics industry.

Universal, bank -wound,

universal-

National Moldite Co.
National Varnished Products Corp
National Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Newark Electric Co., ltte.
Ney Co., J. M.
North American Philips Co., Inc
Nothelfer Winding Laboratories...

213

O'Neill -Irwin Mfg. Co.

218

32

146

245
227
6

214

JAN

specifications.

Let

know your requirements:

us

Pahmt Co.
Panoramic Radio Corp.
Paper Machinery and Research, Inc
Paramount Paper Tube Corp.
Park Metalware Co., Inc.
Penn Rivet and Machine Co.
Philco Corporation
Plaz Corporation
Polarad Electronics Co.
Polytechnic Research and Development
Co., Inc.
Potter Instrument Co., Inc.
Precision Apparatus Co., Inc.
Precision Paper Tube Co
Premier Metal Etching Co.
Press Wireless Mfg. Co., InPresto Recording Corp.
Production Equipment Co.
Progressive Mfg. Co.
Prudential Sales Co.
227,
Pyroferric Co.

240
221
241
242
245
220
25

Quaker City Gear Works, Inc.

158

50

230

41
248
235
221
250
45
171
245
200
233
223

FUGLE-MILLER LABORATORIES
METUCHEN

NEW JERSEY

398 Main St.

Me 6-2245

RADIATION

10 Days Free
THEORY OF
SERVOMECHANISMS
Edited by H. M. JAMES, Purdue Univ.;
NICHOLS, Taylor Instrument Co.; and
PHILLIPS, Univ. of Southern Calif. 375
pages, illus., $5.00
Here is a coherent description of the theory and mathematics involved in standard methods of servomechanism
design, showing application of current techniques, and
providing an introduction to a new technique. It covers
frequency response design considerations-transfer loci,
attenuation vs. log -frequency plots, phase -angle vs. logfrequency plots-and explains the later method which depends upon minimization of rme error with which the
mechanism produces a desired result in the presence of

Vol. 25.
N.
R.

B.

S.

electrical noise and other disturbances.

We will

quote promptly.

the MIT

LABORATORY SERIES

progressive or solenoid coils made

to

Examine these 4
recent books from

Radio Corp. of America
Back Cover
Radio Receptor Co., Inc.
185, 201
Railway Express Company
154
Railway Express Co., Air Express Div 198
Raytheon Mfg. Co.
129
Reeves Hoffman Corp.
201
Reeves Soundcraft Corp.
179
Revere Copper and Brass, Inc.
18
Richardson -Company
34
Roanwell Corp., Aviometer Div.
238
Rockbestos Products Corp.
43
Roller -Smith Co.
224

TECHNIQUE OF
MICROWAVE MEASUREMENTS
Vol. H. Edited by C. G. MONTGOMERY, Associate
Professor of Physics, Yole University. 937 pages,

illus., $10.00
The four sections of this book provide a thorough analysis
of thy methods and apparatus deemed most useful in
measuring the properties of microwaves and designing circuits in which they are to be used. A full description of
the measurable quantities of microwaves provides sound
groundwork for chapters which deal with sources of power
suitable for measuring purposes and the means for detecting energy at microwave frequencies. Methods for measuring wave lengths. impedance, frequency, and attenuation
are hilly described.

PULSE GENERATORS

The Latest News of Science
NowYours in One Big Magazine!
Now at last you can keep up with the new
inventions and discoveries of science that
affect you and your industry. Every month
Science Illustrated is filled with new advances in vital fields ... Electricity, Construction, Aviation, Atomic Energy, Radio,
Synthetics, Mining, Chemistry, Electronics,
Home Appliances, etc.
Science Illustrated shows you new products
and designs and explains why, when and
how they were made. Every monthly issue
is packed with 30 complete, authentic articles and 140 photographs, diagrams.
ORDER NOW AND SAVE $4!
You can order 36 big issues of Science Illustrated (3 full years) for ONLY $5! This
special rate saves you $4 over the one-year
price. We'll start your subscription with the
big new issue now on the press-if you order
within 10 days!
MAIL THIS ORDER FORM TODAY!
1:-11

Science Illustrated
330 West 42nd Street, N. Y. 18, N. Y.
YES! I accept your special offer. Start my subscription to Science Illustrated with the new issue now
on press.
G I prefer 2 yre. at $4 (Saves me $2 compared with
the 1-yr. rate)
I prefer 3 yre. at $5 (Saves ma $4)
I prefer 1 yr. at $3
Bill me later
D Payment enclosed
Name
Address

City

Zone

State

ALSO ON SALE AT ALL NEWSSTANDS

=CTP' ".S

-

---

...

Science Illustrated
Scientific Electric, Div. Of "S" Corrugated Quenched Gap Co.
Scott, Inc., Ilermon insister
Slur Ilcross Manufacturing Corp.
Shell' co Manufacturing Co.
Struve Brothers, Inc.
Sigma Instruments, Inc.
Signal Engineering and Mfg. Co.
Simpson Electric Co.
Sisaikraft Co.
Sola Electric Co.

Solar Manufacturing Corporation
Soldering Specialties
Sorensen and Co., Inc.
Specialty Battery Co.
Spellman Television Co., Inc
Sprague Electric Co.
Stackpole Carbon Co.
Standard Arcturus Corp.
Standard Hem Co.
Standard Pressed Steel Co.
Standard Telephones and Cables,
Star Expansion Products' Co., Inc.
Steward Mfg. Co., D. M
Stewart Mfg. Corp., F. W.
Struthers -Dunn, Inc.
Stupakoff Ceramic and Mfg. Co.
Superior Electric Co.
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.
Synthane Corporation

287

204
220
199
237
172
138
166
31
209
33
64

219

7

221
233, 246

145
60

Ltd

217
170
238
177
237

225
223
40
163

246, 247
147

G.

N.

Institute; and J.

This detailed discussion of the techniques of pulse generation presents a comprehensive survey of the rapid advancements made in this field. It covers the theoretical and
practical aspects of the generation of power pulses, the
practical methods of pulse-generator design, including
hard -tube Duisers, line-type 'misers, and pulse transformers. Pulse powers in the range of 100 watts to 20
megawatts and pulse durations from .03 to 10 microseconds are considered, covering pulse formation, pulse
Power, circuit efficiency, etc.

MICROWAVE RECEIVERS
Vol. 23. Edited by S. N. VAN VOORHIS, Assoc.
Professor of Physics, Univ. of Rochester. 611
pages, illus., $8.00
This analysis of wide-band receivers provides a thorough
description of the various component circuits and equipment-individual circuit types, duplexers, microwave
mixers, local oscillators, automatic frequency control systems, 1-f input circuits, amplifiers, and detectors. With
this comprehensive groundwork, the book takes up the
assembly, testing, and maintenance of receivers, offering
analyses of actual receivers which contain examples of
important circuit combinations.

16a, lab

SEND NO MONEY
Taylor Fibre Co.
Tech Laboratories
Technitrol Engineering Co., Inc.
Tektronix, Inc.
Tel -Instrument Co., Inc.
Thompson Corp., George S.
Titeflex, Inc.
Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.
Turner Co.

164
232
242
239
219
251
250
16

205

Just Mail Coupon Today
McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO., Inc.
330 W. 42d St., N. Y. C. 18
Send me the volumes of the RADIATION LABORATORY SERIES indicated by the numbers encircled
below for 10 days' examination on approval. In 10
days I will remit the price of the books I desire to
keep plus a few cents postage, and return unwanted
books

postpaid.'

25

11

23

5

Name

Union Carbide and Carbon Corp.
221
United-Carr Fastener Corporation
61
United Insulator Co., Ltd.
23
United Transformer Co..Inside Front Cover

Address
City

Zone

State

Company

25c

__J

GLASOE, Rensselaer Polytechnic
V. LEVACQZ, Johns Hopkins
Univ., 737 pages, $9.00

Vol. 5.

Victoreen Instrument Co
T

itamite

Co.

November, 1948

206

Position

L-11-48

SAVE!

We pay postage and packing charges If you
wits your order. Same return privilege.

end cash

231

287
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Microgroove

Vertical

Lateral

Audax

LM-79

Tr4de Mark

Studio 99

Studio 81 (standard discs)

Ward Leonard Electric Ce.
Ward lt;oducts Corp.
Wayne Kerr Laboratories, Ltd.
Webster Spring Corp.
Western Electric Co.
4
Westinghouse Electric Corp
Wheeler Insulated Wire Co., Inc
Whistler and Sons, Inc., S. B
White Dental Mfg. Co., S. S
Whitehead Stamping Co
Wiley and Sons, Inc., John
Workshop Associates, Inc.

143
212
195
251
17, 123, 138
.
35
182
5

192, 248
233
228 237
224

TIJED-ItIHIH) ]
reproducers
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

249

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
(Classified Advertising)
EMPLOYMENT
Positions Vacant
Selling Opportunities Offered
Positions Wanted
Employment Services

"The Standard by II hich Others Are Judged and 'Valued"
THERE is so much in the new discs, that even a mediocre
pickup is bound to bring something out of them. However, to obtain
the fullest results of which these discs are capable, they must be reproduced with the finest reproducer for that purpose-the AUDAX LM
TUNED-RIBBON reproducer. Of course, these latest AUDAX LM
reproducers operate with the extremely low point -pressure and special
stylus -point required by the new discs.
Two singers may both be able to hit "high C"
yet one will please
the ear, the other not at all. There is much more than range to good
reproduction! QUALITY, which is determined by all-important factors
well recognized in AUDAX construction, should never be compromised
. for, where is the point in buying the most modern new players
and records, if you do not give them the very BEST pick-up to bring
out their built-in excellence! True, present-day records are remarkit requires an ultraably faithful to the original performance, but
sensitive-an ultra -fine reproducer to bring out the elaborate detail
and beauty-EVERYTHING-that has been put into these discs.

...

...

STUDIO 99

"Permanent" points,* whether sapphire, diamond or metal, keep their original shape for
only a limited number of plays . . . then they
progressively destroy record grooves. TUNEDRIBBON models permit easy stylus changing
by the owner himself. Very important!
Write for complimentary pamphlet
on the Life of Permanent Needles.

AUDAK COMPANY

500 Fifth Avenue
"Creators of

fine

New York 18, N. Y.
electro-acoustical apparatus since 1915"

SPECIAL SERVICES
Building
Repairing
NOTICES

www.americanradiohistory.com

254
254
285
284

Auction
Legal

EQUIPMENT

(Used or Surplus New)
For Sale
WANTED
Equipment
ADVERTISERS INDEX
Acorn Electronics Corp
Airborne Instruments Laboratory, Inc
Aircraft Radio Industries Inc
Air King Products Co., Inc
American Electrical Sales Co., Inc

255-285
284

278
254
278
254
278
254
252
253
274
282
262

Amperex Electronic Corp

Bell Aircraft Corp

Bendix Radio Division
Blan
Brooks Inc., R. D
Buffalo Radio Supply
Comet Electronic Sales Co
Communications Devices
Communications Equipment Co
Compass Communications Co
Crosley Div. Avco Mfg. Corp
EPCO
Edlie Electronics Inc
Electro Impulse Laboratory
Electro Sales Co
Electronicraft, Inc
Electronics Research Publ. Co
Excess Inventory Corp
Federal Telephone & Radio Corp
Federated Purchaser Inc
Freeman & Co., Samuel
Goodyear Aircraft Corp
Heath Company
Hi Mu Electronics
Instrument Associates
Interstate Appliance Co
Lectronic Research Labs
Leeds Radio Co
Leru Laboratories Inc
Life Electronics Sales
Marco Electronics Inc
Maritime Switchboard
Martin Co., Glenn L
Maxson Corp., W. L
Melpar, Inc
National Geophysical Co., Inc
276, 278,
National Instrument Co
National Union Radio Corp
Niagara Radio Supply Corp
Opad-Green Co
Peak Electronics Co
Powertron Electrical Equipment Co
Precision Electrical Instrument Co
Radio Ham Shack, Inc
Radio Shack Corp
Radionie Equipment Co
Railway Communications Inc
Reliance Merchandising Co
Ruoff, I. R
San Francisco Radio Supply Co
Senco Radio Inc
Servo-Tek Products Co., Inc
Ships & Power Co
Spectra Products
Sperry Gyroscope Co
Standard Radio Electrical Products
Star Electronics Corp
Tab
Telemarine Communications Co
Thomas Mfg. Co
Universal General Corp
Veterans Salvage Co., Inc
Village Radio Equip. Co
Westinghouse Electric Corp
Winters Radio Lab
November,
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252, 253, 254
252
252
252

1948-

279
283
258, 259
282
252
283
264
281
273
267
25
271.

254
284
285
252
260, 261
284
268
276
284
276
274
280
280, 281
255
253
252
253
252
280, 28',
252
263
277
271
275
282
266
274
282
28C

265
27£

27'
27
26
28
28
25

2;

256,

ELECTRON

2:
2
2

2
2

R.

E

F.

AND VIDEO COMPONENTS

FOR PRECISE CONTROL

to meet the electronic induswith the Doyen policy of continually developing new components
and variable a-tenuators.
fixed
frequency
radio
and
try's new needs, we are once again first to offer video
with the name DAVEN
be
synonymous
to
come
Wive
which
These units embody the characteristics
performance.
top-notch desigr, finest materials and accurate, efficient
.
.
. excellence of workmanship,
In keeping

R. F.

FIXED ATTENUATORS

VIDEO FIXED ATTENUATORS
1,

TYPE RF -155
CIRCUIT:

>r

V-154

TYPE

network.

CIRCUIT:

IMPEDANCE: 50 ohms.

'T"

network or
equivalent.

IMPEDANCE: 75 ohms.
LOSS: 5 to 20 DB.
LOSS:

to 20 DB.

1

VARIABLE ATTENUATORS

R. F.

VIDEO VARIABLE ATTENUATORS

SERIES

SERIES

V-250

RF -

CIRCUIT:

"T" network.

540

IMPEDANCE: 75 ohms.
RESISTOR ACCURACY:

CIRCUIT:

r network.

NO. OF STEPS: 4 (push -buttons.)

±5%

Type
Type

RF -540
RF -541

-

(10 DB total.,
10, 20, 20, 20 DB (70 DB total.)
1, 2, 3, 4 DB

signal generators.
field strength measuring equipment.
Nucleonic and atomic research.
Television receiver testing.
Wide -band amplifiers.
Pulse amplifiers.
Any application where attenuation of
UHF is required.

10

1

251

10

2

252
253

20
20

DB PER STEP

1

2

NOTE:

A video push-button cant -el,

the

push-button

R.F.

similar to
unit shown, is available.
information will be furnished on

request.

SUGGESTED

APPLICATIONS

television video circuis where a wide
frequency range withou change of impedance is of special importance.
Wide -band amplifiers.
Pulse amplifiers.
In

DA VEN

9

TOTAL DB

1

co.

CENTRAL AVENUE

NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY
www.americanradiohistory.com

lo
20
20
40

will be supplied wish co -axial connectors or regular

Additional

s%moilio

In

1

NO. OF STEPS

250

terminal boards with lugs.

In

THE

TYPE

These units

SUGGESTED APPLICATIONS

Potent applied for.

`4

at D.C.

IMPEDANCE ACCURACY:Terminal impedcnce
will not vary more than -±2% from
0-225 MC. Slightly greater variation to
216 MC.
LOSS:

1

FREQUENCY
CHARACTERISTICS: Essentially
flat to 10 MC.

IMPEDANCE: 50 ohms.

RESISTOR ACCURACY:

±

at D.C.

RATINGS AND CHARACTERISTICS
6BA7 and 12ßA7 Pentagrid Converters
12547

6BA7
Heater Voltage (ac

... presents three

new types
of major importance

Here are three new miniature tubes...
additions to RCA's large family of miniature types ... that have particular significance in FM receiver design and voltage
reference applications.
RCA 6BA7 and 12BA7 are pentagrid
converters-alike except for heater ratings.
They have high conversion gain, because
of their high conversion transconductance; and a separate connection for direct
grounding of the suppressor. These features in combination with the short internal leads characteristic of miniature
tubes, result in efficient operation of either
type in the 88 to 108-megacycle FM band.
In addition to realizing substantial gains
at the higher frequencies, the RCA 6BA7

and 12BA7 contribute a highly favorable
signal-to-noise ratio.
RCA -5651 is a voltage reference tube
of the cold -cathode, glow -discharge type.
It maintains a dc operating potential of
87 volts, has an operating current range
of 1.5 to 3.5 ma., an operating characteristic essentially independent of ambient
temperature, and a voltage stability at
any current level of better than 0.1 volt.

Application Engineers will be
pleased to consult with you on the incorporation of these new miniatures in your
equipment designs. For further information write RCA, Commercial Engineering, Section KR40, Harrison, N. J.
RCA

or dc)

Heater Current

.

Characteristics

-

6.3
0.3

12.6 Volts
0.15 Ampere

Separate Excitation*

Volts
250
Plate Voltage . . . 100
Grid No. 5 and Internal Shield . . Connected directly to ground
Grids No. 2 and
Volts
100
100
No.4
-1.0 -1.0 Volt
Grid No. 3 . . .
0.02 Megohm
0.02
Grid No. I Resistor
Plate Resistance
1.0 Megohm
0.5
(Approx.) . . .
Conversion TransconMiuromhos
950
. . 900
ductance
Conversion Transconductance (approx.)
Grid No. 3 at.
3.5 Micromhos
3.5
volts
3.6
3.8 Ma.
Plate Current .
Grids Nos. 2 and 4
10
Ma.
10.2
Current
0.35 Ma.
0.35
Grid No. I Current.
14.2
Ma.
Total Cathode Current 14.2
*Characteristics correspond very closely with
those obtained in a self-excited oscillator circuit operating with zero bias.

-20

5651 Voltage -Reference Tube
Av. Max.
Min.
DC Starting Voltage
DC Operating Voltage 82
DC Operating Current 1.5
Regulation (1.5 to 3.5
Ma.)

107
87

-- --

115
92

: Volts

Volts

3.5 Ma.

Volts
3
0.1 Volt
Stability*
Ambient Temperature
-55 to +90° C
Range
*Defined as the maximum voltage fluctuation at
any current level within operating current range.

THE FOUNTAINHEAD OF MODERN TUBE DEVELOPMENT IS RCA

TUBE DEPARTMENT

RADIO CORPORATION
HARRISON, N. J.
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